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TRINSLATOK'S PREFACE.

The Translator has felt the more interest in the preparation of

the first of these Dissertations, from a conviction that it is just

now, in England, a seasonable publication. Dr. Arnold's opi-

nion of the Book of Daniel has recently obtained a wide circula-

tion, and thus the subject has been forced on the attention of

English readers. It is not uncommon to hear persons of some

intelligence object to the issue of German works of this class in

our country, as being, to say the least, unnecessary. " In Eng-

land," we are told, " those doubts are unknown which beset a

German mind ; why, then, trouble ourselves with replies to objec-

tions which we do not feel ?" This can no longer be said, at

least respecting the " Authenticity of Daniel." The writer whose

words we are about to quote has the merit of stating doubts which

every one laying claim to the character of an intelhgent reader of

Scripture ought to feel, till he is able to remove them by a fair

inductive investigation. The importance of the Book of Daniel,

in particular, to the question of Inspiration, ought to give great

interest to the subject. Dr. Arnold says
—

" I have long thought

that the greater part of the Book of Daniel is most certainly a

very late work, of the time of the Maccabees ; and the pretended

prophecy about the Kings of Grecia and Persia, and of the North

and South, is mere history, like the poetical prophecies in Virgil

and elsewhere. In fact, you can trace distinctly the date when
it was written, because the events up to the date are given with

historical minuteness, totally unhke the character of real Prophecy

;

and beyond that date all is imaginary. * * * The self-same

criticism which has established the authenticity of St John's Gos-

pel against all questionings, does, I think, equally prove the non-

authenticity of great part of Daniel ; that there may be genuine

fragments in it, is very likely." (Life, vol. ii. p. 195, 5th ed.)

It is surely not desirable that such a statement should go forth,
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sanctioned by a name of no ordinai-y piety, candour, and judg-

ment, without some attempt to rescue the credit of a book of

reputed Holy Scripture. The reader will judge how far our Au-

thor has met Dr. Arnold's objections. One circumstance is worthy

of being noticed,—that these objections appear to have arisen pri-

marily from a previous dogmatic view. Just before the passage

quoted, it is said, in reference to his Sermons on Prophecy, " the

points in particular on which I did not wish to enter, if I could

help it, but which very likely I shall be forced to touch on, relate

to the latter chapters of Daniel, which, if genuine, would be a

clear exception to my canon of interpretation, as there can be

no reasonable spiritual meaning made out of the Kings of the

North and South." Dr. Hengstenberg too has his theory of

Prophecy, which is stated incidentally in this work ; and it will be

for the reader to determine whether he is consistent with himself

in maintaining the Authenticity of Daniel ; and if so, which of tlfe

two theories is nearer the truth. Dr. A. is not the only oppo-

nent who has set out in his examination with dogmatic prejudices,

and the reader may be pleased to see in what manner our author

deals with these.

To make the work more serviceable to general readers, most of

the quotations have been translated. The aim throughout has

been to give a correct and perspicuous version, even at the risk

of sacrificing some other qualities.

A few errors have been noticed, some of which must be as-

cribed to the translator's distance from the press.

B. P. P.

Box:Moon, Awf. Vt. I>t-I7,
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The Author, perceiving the urgent necessity of a reaction in

the department of Introduction to the Old Testament, and feel-

ing called upon for this purpose to render what little assistance

might be in his power, at first entertained the idea of confi-ont-

ing the Compendium of Dr De Wette by another of about the

same size. But he soon became aware, that a work which did

not carry on the process of investigation before the eyes of its

readers, but simply offered the results, could produce no substan-

tial conviction in their minds, but would only contribute to a flip-

pant condemnation of opponents—a thing extremely repugnant

to his judgment. He perceived that such a pubhcation could

only be seasonable when all the principal topics belonging to an

Introduction had been previously handled, either singly or in a

complete work ; so that the Compendium might aim, and might

need, to be nothing more than an epitome, to aid the memory, of

results already sufficiently established. He formed the design,

therefore, of constructing, when the Christology of the Old Tes-

tament should be finished, a complete Manual of Introduction, ar-

ranging the topics in the order hitherto usually observed. But this

plan also he afterwards found himself obliged to rehnquish, for

two reasons. It did not seem proper to treat those questions

which less affect the essentials of theology, and which, therefore,

have been less subject to perversion by a Rationahstic bias, with the

same copiousness as the others, as would have been necessai^ in

a Manual ; or to place them, as must have been done, in some

instances, before those inquiries, of which the results are of the

utmost consequence, not only to theology as a science, but also to

the Church. Besides this, there was another, a subjective ground.

The interpretation of the Messianic predictions in the second part

of Zechariah, and in the Book of Daniel, which was intended

to be given in the second volume of the Christology, would have
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had jio foundation to rest on, if it were not preceded by proofs

of the genuineness of these portions. Accordingly, the Author
at first purposed to give these investigations in the Christology

itself, with the same compressed brevity as those in the first vo-

lume respecting the genuineness of the second part of Isaiah.

The execution of this design was not difficult in the case of Ze-

chariah ; but the impossibility of it in that of Daniel soon ap-

peared. The number of arguments adduced against the genuine-

ness of Scripture is here particularly large ; few books of the

Bible have been assailed by such practised combatants, and with

such appearance of having truth on their side ; the reply to seve-

ral of the arguments against the genuineness necessarily de-

mands, even in the most concise mode of presenting it, no little

particularity ; and the same may be said of the production of se-

veral of the positive arguments for the genuineness. In scarcely

any one part of the inquiry can we refer to anything already pub-

lished that exhausts the subject. The author soon discovered

that it would be better to leave the task altogether untouched,

than to confine it to the narrow limits that could be afforded in

the Christology. The former he could not do, partly from its

bearing on the Christology, partly because the investigation, once

commenced, had excited too lively an interest in his mind. He
was willing to liope that, by its successful accomplishment, of

which, at the very commencement, there seemed the most favour-

able prospect, he might not only rescue the credit of this book,

one of tlie most important of the Old Testament, but also excite

in the minds of those who are not wilfully blinded to the truth, a

wholesome suspicion of the entire body of Rationalistic criticism

on the Old Testament, since its most triumphant result is consi-

dered to be the spuriousness of this very Book of Daniel I He
determined, therefore, to undertake the inquiry in its full extent,

and, instead of the Manual of Introduction to the Old Testa-

ment, before contemplated, to publish Contributions to it. The

first volume, which now appears, is occupied with the disserta-

tions on Daniel and on Zechariah, the latter appearing in the

form in which it was originally intended for the Christology.

The other volumes, whose appearance, although in a state of con-

siderable forwardness, will be delayed to admit of the previous

completion of the Christology, will next treat of the other spe-
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cially important and disputed points, as the Genuineness of the

Pentateuch, the Age of Job, the Age and Credibility of the Books

of Chronicles and Esther, the Sources of the Historical Books,

the Allegorical Interpretation of the Song of Solomon, &c., and

then, if the Lord grant hfe and health, with all the remaining

subjects of the Introduction ; so that the Contributions, when

finished, may, by the aid of complete tables and indexes, serve

the purpose of a proper Manual.

To the reply to the first objection against the Genuineness ofDa-

niel, taken from the alleged Greek words, the author intends here-

after to make an addition, which he has not time now to work out,

although much has akeady been collected for that purpose. He
feels it, however, his duty to observe noic, that the instrument avyu-

^(ovla is mentioned in a passage of Polybius ; and that, on

the other hand, no mention of it occurs in Servius, although

the Author, who had not a copy of him at hand in the first in-

stance quoted him on the authority of Geier, Ch. Ben. Mi
CHAELis, Winer, &c. ; the shghtest glance at the passage quoted

(Serv. ad Aeii. xi., 737) will suffice to show the mistake.

A friend, to whom the author shewed a part of the treatise on

Daniel, observed to him that it might possibly require some ex-

planation, why he had spoken throughout not so much in the

tone of an inquirer, as in that of one who wished to satisfy others

of a result akeady established. The author might reply, that

every inquirer, before he presents the question in detail to the

view of his readers, is supposed to have already fully made it out

to his own satisfaction, and is consequently justified in affinning

the certainty which he has derived from an investigation of the

Avhole, even when he is handling the several parts, provided he

does not require his readers to give to the several arguments a

force beyond what actually belongs to them. But in the present

case the author possesses a still more important justification. Be-

ing firmly persuaded that the Divine authority, and consequently

the genuineness of Daniel, are decidedly maintained by our Lord

and his apostles, he felt it neither possible nor becoming, accord-

ing to his principles, for him to present the question as if he him-

self had any doubt about the result, or as if the decision depended

in the smallest degree, to his own mind, on the issue of such

inquiry ; he wished it to be conspicuous at ever}' turn, that his
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object was to ofFer that of which he was personally convinced by
a higher than human authority, and with human weapons to de-

fend it against those who do not acknowledge this authority.

These parties cannot reasonably dispute the author's right to as-

sume this position, so consonant with his principles, whilst, on

the other hand, he is conscious that he has not invalidated his

solution of any difficulty, by appealing to an authority not recog-

nised by his opponents as well as himself.

The author thinks he has a riglit to expect that, as he has em-
ployed arguments in his book, he will be answered with arguments.

If this righteous demand should not be acceded to, as he can

hardly imagine it will, after the experience he has had in regard

to the Christology, the loss will not fall upon him, but on those

who attempt to anniliilatc evidence with abuse. There was a time

when this miglit pass, when a sneering critique of a few lines in

the Alhjemeine Deut.sclie Bihliothek could all but blast the fruits

of many years' conscientious toil devoted to the cause of the Lord.

But that time is now gone by. The author, however, will not on

this account refuse to make a conscientious use of every well-

founded criticism, in whatever way it may be offered.

In the correction of the proof sheets, and the preparation of

the index, the author has been assisted by a valued Christian

friend, Herr Hilvernick, Cand. theol. of Mecklenburg, who is

about shortly to offer to the Icaraed world, as the first fruits of

his studies, a complete commentaiy on Daniel. The author was

much gratified to receive frequent occasion from him of subjecting

his views to a more sifting test.

May the Lord bestow his blessing on this little work, and grant

that some at least may be liberated by it from a portion of their

prejudices against his Holy Word, and be strengthened in tlie

faith !

THE AUTHOR.

Berlin, Jauunry 10. 1S3I."
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THE

GENUINENESS OF DANIEL.

In this inquiry we cannot avoid going into considerable detail,

not being able to refer to full dissertations already extant on
the subject to the same extent as in the case of other books.
Dereseb's reply to the acute objections of Bertholdt in his
work on Daniel is not, in all respects, satisfactory ; the positive
e\idence for the genuineness is to be found in Jahn, and in him
only in imperfect outlines. The recent attacks of Bertholdt in
his Introduction, of Gesenius, De Wette, Griesinger, Bleek,
and Kirms, have hitherto received nothing like a thorough refuta-

tion. And hence the prejudice against the book has become pretty
general, as if the genuineness of Daniel were indefensible, and
given up even by orthodox theologians.

CHAP. I. HISTORY OF ATTACKS ON THE BOOK OF DANIEL.

We shall first of all give a historical view of the attacks upon
it. It is very remarkable, that these have proceeded entirely fi-om

such as were enemies of revealed religion altogether, whether be-

longing or not to the visible community of its professors, or at

least from those who came under the manifest influence of such
enemies, and of the spirit of the age as moulded by them. The
whole Jewish synagogue and the whole orthodox Christian Church
have ever decidedly maintained the genuineness of Daniel. The
facts that seem to speak to the contrary only seem to do so With
regard to the Jewish synagogue, we are referred to a passage in

A
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the Talmud,* where it is said, " The members of the great 35118-

gogue wrote Daniel and some other books." Now, we must
certainly maintain, against Bertholdt, who {Daniel, T. p. 88,

sqq.) takes ana in the sense of introduce, and explains the whole

passage merely of the reception into the canon, that it treats of

the actual penning of the book. For the meaning assigned to the

verb ana, that of an introduction not connected, as it is in Esth. i.

19, ii. 23, with the act of writing, can nowhere be proved, and is

specially excluded from the passage before us by the fact, that the

•word is there used immediately before of Moses, Joshua, and other

sacred writers, and thus necessarily takes the sense of writing, not

that of introducing ; comp. the whole passage in Wolf, biblio-

iheca Hehr., vol. ii. p. 3. Nothing, however, was farther from

the thoughts of the Talmudists than to assert the spuriousness of

those writings, the penning of which they ascribe to the men of

the gi-eat synagogue. The supposition is quite irreconcileable with

the gi'eat reverence they cherish towards those men, whom conse-

quently they would never have thought of charging with an impo-

sition. They supposed, rather, that the contents of these books

became known to the men of the great synagogue, partly by accu-

rate ti-adition, partly by fresh inspiration—for they had several

prophets among them ; comp. the passages in Aurivillius de

HXjncKjofja magna, dissertatt.,^. 147—and were by them com-

mitted to writing without any mistake. As the ground of this

eri'oneous opinion, Jarciii, on this passage of the Talmud, men-

tions, in reference to Ezekicl and Daniel, and, no doubt, correctly,

the Jewish conceit, that no sacred book could be composed beyond

the limits of the Holy Land. The con-ectness of tliis ground,

which must also be extended to the Book of Esther, is manifest

from the circumstance, that just those three books are placed

together whose authors lived out of Palestine, The correctness

of the ground adduced by Jarchi in reference to the minor pro-

phets is more doubtful.

Let us pass on to tlie Christian Church. Bertholdt {Dan. i.

» Ritlm B(tlru,fol. V), ^s-j-: -r:) a^3i", ha-.Tn" •^'2'^o i-^ip "isra r-{y-ir, ran -r:s

"noK rVj'a"— J'iri syiuKjotfic inttf/it(r scripsvninl Kiulg., r/uihits lUleris figiiificaiitiir

lihri E:echirlis, dnoilvcim jtroiilutarum mhinnim, fJniiielis rt Estherac.
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p. 12) affirms, that very many among the ancient Christians did

not regard Daniel as the author. He derives this opinion from

some expressions in Origen's hook against Celsus. But the idea

is altogether imaginaiy. In that work of Origen, nothing what-

ever of the land occurs, except a passing doubt of the heathen

Celsus, of which no further proof is attempted, as to the truth of

the facts narrated in Daniel. (Comp. vii. 7, § 5, Mosh.) Ber-

THOLDT farther appeals to a passage of Isidorus Hispalensis in

the seventh century (Origg. vi. 2), " Ezekiel and Daniel are consi-

dered to have been written by certain wise men."* But that we

are not to conclude with him {Einl. p. 1508) from this passage,

that some Christian teachers had private doubts of the genuineness,

appears from his putting Ezekiel and Daniel together. This

makes it exceedingly probable, that Isidorus, in whose time pre-

cise doubts of the genuineness of Daniel are the very last things

to be looked for, was merely giving a piece of information which

he had obtained from some Jew; and that the viri sajiientes,

among whom we are certainly not to reckon authors of fictitious

works, are no other than the members of the great synagogue

.

In the first half of the eighteenth century, Edward Wells pro-

pounded the notion, that the first chapter was not written till after

Daniel's death. Isaac Newton f and Beausobre {remarqties

stir le N. T., t. i. p. 70) maintained that Daniel himself wrote

only the last six chapters. Yet they regarded the parts of which

they doubted as not on that account less to be relied on than the

other portions ;| they only thought they could perceive in the

style some reason for the opinion, that it was not Daniel writing

about himself, but another perfectly credible author writing

about him.

Of a totally different character is the denial of the genuineness

of Daniel by the opposers of revelation. It must not be over-

looked, that this denial is quite indispensable to the ground they

* " Ezekiel et Daniel a viris quibusdam sapieutibus script! esse perbibentiu'."

+ " The six last chapters contain propliecies written at several times by Daniel him-

self; the six first are a collection of historical papers written hy others." Observa-

tions tipon the P)-ophecies of Daniel, and the Apocalypse of St John, i. p. 10.

J How fii-mly tbe gi'eat Isaac Newton was persuaded of the genuineness and in-

spiration of tbe propbecies of Daniel, his own words will show :
" To reject bis pro-

phecies," says be, " would be to undermine tbe Christian religion, which is all but

founded on his propbecies respecting Christ."

A 2
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occupy. The miracles and prophecies of the book so far transcend

the ordinary course of things, that tlie recognition of the genuine-

ness of Daniel and the recognition of revealed religion arc insepara-

bly connected.* Hence we find in every instance of more signal

opposition to Christianity, where the contest generally takes a

scientific fonn, that attacks have been made at the same time on

the genuineness of this book. The list of assailants is opened by

Porphyry in the third centur}'. Of his work against the Chris-

tian religion, in fifteen books, the whole of the twelfth is devoted

to an attack on Daniel. He asserted, according to Jerome in

h\s prooemitim to Daniel (opp. v. p. 207), that the book was com-

posed by a Jew of Palestine in the time of Antiochus Epiphanes,

in the Greek language, " and that Daniel did not so muchpredict

future events, as narratepast ones."\ His reason for saying so

was the exact con'cspondeuce of the prophecies with actual history

down to the times of Antiochus, whilst all beyond this remained

unfulfilled. He was answered by Eusebius of Csesarea, Metho-
dius of Tyre, Apollinaris of Laodicea in Syria, and by Je-

rome ; and the last-mentioned knew how to make a good use of

the historical materials so industriously collected by PoRrH\'RY.

His work was afterwards, by imperial command, condemned to

the flames
;
yet Jerome has presented to us not a few fragments

out of the twelfth book. Spinoza and Hobbes ai"e generally men-

tioned as the first who trod in the footsteps of Porphyry. Neither

of them, it is certain, according to their system, could admit the

genuineness of Daniel, except from inconsequential reasoning or

from ignorance of its contents. Yet there is not to be found in their

words, as is commonly affirmed, any distinct disavowal of it. On
the contrary, Spinoza, in his traclatus theologico-jwliticus, ch.

X. p. 1(30, sqq., expressly says, that the last five chapters were

written by Daniel himself—that probably the first seven were ori-

• Josepljus, AiUiqq. X. xi. 7, says, that the Book of Daniel offers the most effectual

refutation of the Epicurean view of the world :
" too-xj tovi avaywuxtKovrat—roh^

' V^TTiKovptiovi tK TovTwv tvpicTKiLv TmrXai/tifJitvovi, o'i Titv Ti TTpovoiuv iKftoWovcri

Tou fiiou, KUi Tov .Jfdii fivK d^iov<Tiv iiriTpoTTtvuv Tuiv irpayp.a.Ttov, uvc viro Xf/c

fiaKapiaf Knl dfjt^apTov irpv^ ciap.ov}]v Ttui' bXwv oixriui Kv^ipvacrbai to, (TVfnrairra'

iifioipov ii iivioxou Kai (f>povTi<TTou t6v KoiTfxov avrofidTuiv <(>ipt<T^ai Xiyovtriv.

Oil yiip dv KOTa Ti\VKiivov tTrpoifniriiav, il irvvipaiviv avTo/xaTKTfuS Tint tov kou-

pov 6i('tyiti>, TrduTit in'poipm uTrofidivoi/Ta."

+ " Et non tani Danielem ventiira dixissc, quam ilhiin nnrrosse prxteriln.
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ginally a portion of the Chaldee annals—that these different parts

were, at a very late period, transcribed together, and published by

some unknown author, cither to prevent the introduction of spu-

rious books of Daniel, or to show that the prophecies of Daniel

were fulfilled, and in this manner to confirm the nation in a sted-

fast attachment to their religion. If we follow the words of Spi-

noza, the credibility of the first seven chapters is not for a moment
disputed by him. Hobbes says {Leviathan, c. 33), that Jere-

miah, Obadiah, Nahum, and Habakkuk prophesied about the time

of the captivity, " hut whetlter they themselves tvrote and jrub-

lished these prophesies cannot he known;'* and that the same is

true of Ezekiel, Daniel, Haggai, and Zechariah. So far as words

go, there is nothing more asserted by him here, than that it is un-

certain whether the prophets mentioned did themselves prepare the

collections of prophecies called after them. Perhaps, however,

they both meant to imply more than they expressly said.

Among the English Deists, Collins tried to impugn the genu-

ineness of the book, but his learning came far behind his hatred

of Kevelation ; so that, even according to the judgment of Ber-
THOLDT {Einl. p. 1508), he could not conceal, beneath the

blinding pretext of the difficulty inherent in the subject itself,

that his actuating motive M^as his infidelity. His kindred spirits

in Germany since the last quarter of the last century have suc-

ceeded better in this. Semler rejected the inspiration of Daniel,

without assigning any further reason than that he found "no
such benefit likely to result from the book as God surely intends

to confer on man when he makes use of means of a very exti'a-

ordinaiy character." (Comp. Untersuch. d. Canon iii. p. 505.)

The first step in the way of a scholarlike attack on the book was

made by J. D. Michaelis, who, however, must not be ranked

in the same class with subsequent opponents. He maintained

very decidedly the genuineness of chap, i., ii., and vii.-xii.
;

and even on his doubts of the genuineness of chaps, iii.-vi. he

laid no peculiar stress. In reference to one of his arguments,

that derived from the Greek words occurring in chaj). 3, he

remarked himself, that the more closely they were examined, the

more completely most of them disappeared. (Comp. Antn. f.

" Utnim autcm proplictins suas ipsi scriptas edidcrint, sciri non potest."
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Utir/ek'hr. X. Bemerk. z. Dan., p. 22, ff.) He declared that

Daniel, on account of his minute and circumstantially fulfilled

prophecies, was one of the strongest proofs of the divinity of

revealed religion. {Or. Bill. 1, p. 197.) Eichhokx went far-

ther ; yet in the first and second editions of his Einleitung ins

A. T., he ventured to reject only the first six chapters ; the genu-

ineness of the last six was defended hy him, in glaring contradic-

tion to the system which he had even then adopted. He was fol-

lowed by Hezel {die Bibel ii. s. w. vi. p. 741. fl". ed. ii.)

According to him, the first six chapters were, at some later

period, prefixed as au introduction to the second and genuine

part, and contain much that is fabulous. He was still so satisfied

of tlie genuineness of the second part, that he observed, " Daniel

is the most important witness among all the prophets, to the

credibility of the prophets in general, and of Divine revelation

and the Christian religion in particular." The first who directed

liis attacks against the entire book was Corrodi, who took his

stand entirely on antisupranaturalist ground. He maintained, in

his Beleuchtuny des Bihelcanons Bd. I, p. 75, ff., (comp. his

FrcimlUh. VersucJie, and Gesch. des Chiliasm. I., p. 247, sqq.)

that it was fabricated by some impostor in the time of Antiochus

Epiphanes. Eiciihorn seemed only to have been waiting for

such a pioneer to relieve his own mind of its heavy burden.

{Einl. 3 u. 4. Ausg.) Then comes Bertholdt, far surpassing

all previous opponents in acuteness and precision {Daniel neii

uhers. u. erkl. 1806-8, 2 Bde. S. 22 ff. and Einl. S. 1511 ff.)

;

but, alas ! truthfulness and even candour ai'e sadly wanting in his

researches. Griesinger {ncue Ansicht der Aufsiitze im Buche
Daniel, 1812) did little more than repeat the old arguments in a

perplexed form. Gesenius {Alhjemcine Litterat. Z. 1810, Nr.

57, E. B. Nr. 80) differed fi-om Eighhorn and Bertholdt in

defining the aim of the book. Bleek (theol. Zeitschrift von

ScHLEiERMACHER, De Wette, und LucKE, iii. p. 171, ff.)

attempted to sift, and render more cutting and complete, Ber-
tholdt's reasoning against the genuineness, and deserved credit

for exposing in detail the futility of Eichhorn's and Bertholdt's
hypotlicsis of a plurality of authors, and showing the unity of the

book. He went, however, farther than either of them, and even

than Gesenius ^w Jes. i., p. 52; for he denied that the book had
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any historical foundation whatever. Several arguments brought

forward by Bertholdt were given up by him as untenable ;

others, on the contrary, that are manifestly still more untenable,

were declared to be valid ; so that the praise which Sack gives to

his examination of the question, as being of a moro purely scien-

tific character, lies open to reasonable suspicion. Kirms {com-

mentatio hisforico-critica, exhihens descriptionem et censuram

recentium de Daiiielis lihro opinionum, Jena 1828) offered little

of his own, but there is an admirable completeness in his collec-

tion and arrangement of the modern views ; and he has exposed,

in a very clever manner, the untenableness of those points in

which Bleek went farther than his predecessors. De Wette
{Einl. ins. A. T. 3te Aufl.) gives, in succinct review, the argu-

ments of Bertholdt and Bleek, whom the other disputants come

far behind.

The impugners of the genuineness of Daniel may be divided

into two great classes. The arguments of the first class, which

relate to the object of the book, we shall by and by have an

opportunity of looking into more narrowly. Those of the other

relate to the oneness or plurality of the supposed authorship. It

is no small advantage to us here, that we can assume the oneness

of the authorship as a thing now generally conceded. Since the

time of Eichhorn and Bertholdt, the latter of whom makes

the book to consist of nine portions, written by different authors,

living at different times, and collected into one volume after the

religious persecutions of Antiochus Epiphanes, no further advo-

cate of a plurality has appeared. On the contrary, Gesenius,

De Wette, Bleek, and Kirms, have so clearly shown that there

was but one author (and even Dereser had preceded them in

this), that we can make our appeal to them, although we may not

wholly coincide in their arguments. In this way our task is

rendered very simple ; and, at the same time, we have this advan-

tage, that every argument by which we show that any single por-

tion of the book could not have been composed by the alleged

Pseudo-Daniel living after the time of Antiochus Epiphanes,

affords proof likewise of the genuineness of the whole.

Not to mention the older authors, who undertook the easy task

of replying to the objections of Porphyry, &c. (comp. Wolf's

enumeration of them, 1. c. i., p. 335), there have not been want-
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ing in modem times numerous, and in some i:i'»tnn.es acute and
learned, defenders of the genuineness of Danitl. I^tdeuwald's

defence of the first six cliapters (Helrast. 17«7j is not very im-

portant, hut still is nut to he left out of the account. Stai^dlin

{VnifuiKj cinii/er Meinunyen Yiher den UrsjtruNy des Buvhcs
Daniel, in the neue BeHriir/e zur Erliiut. der Pruph. Gcitt. 1791),

it is true, defended the genuineness not without some limita-

tions ;* and he even favoured that erroneous hypothesis which niidvcs

it difficult to defend the genuineness at all, namely—that the defi-

nite prophecies of the whole book do not extend beyond the times

of the Maccabees (comp. his Ahh.Dan.'ix. 24-27 nach Paralleht.

erkl., ehendas. 8. 87-02) ; but, at the same time, he declared

there was a preponderance of probability for the genuineness of

the principal portions, and eanied the merit of totally annihilating

some arguments brought by Corrodi against it, and furnishing

the decided defender of it with many useful hints. At a later

period, when his constantly growing inchnation to rationalism, of

which he himself, towards the end of lus life, speaks with sorrow

(eomp. Selbsth. p. 17), released him from all obligation to avow

the genuineness of the book, he declared liimself for Bertholdt's

view. Beckhaus {Intrr/ritdl der proph. f>chriften, p. 297 ff.), in

his defence of the genuineness of the second part, to which his

object confines liim, avails himself chiefly of the arguments of

EiCHHORN and Staudlin. But the best defender of all is indis-

putably Jahn, to whom also later ones are chiefly indebted.

After him Dereser is the only writer who has produced a

detailed argument in its favour : it is founded in the main on

that of Jahn, but contains much original remark {die Pmjdieten

Ezechiel nnd Daniel ekliirt, Frcf. 1810.) "Tlie reader may find

detached valuable obsen^ations in defence of the genuineness of

Daniel, in der Rec. von Berth. Comm. in der Jen. Litteraturz.

1809, Nr. 77, 78, and in die holl. Bill./, theol. Lift. 1809, N.

f) ; in Tareau, institutio interpref. V. T. p. 424-25, 628-31 ;

in RovAARDS, over den geest en het helang van het hook Dan.,

in der Ahhandl. der Haar/er Geselhch. f. d. J. 1821 ; in Sack,

• Comp.his Aiitobiopr«pliy in tlie work entitled : ZurErinnernnR an Staudlis von

IIemrkn, Gi.lt. I'^vJd, p. II. "I iliil not wish proporly to (Infoinl tlie (genuineness of

Piinii'l, but sini]>l) to iuvrilidnt*' the iirgjuncnfs luldnccd l>y oUiera agfunst it."
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Apologetik, p. 276 ff. ; in Sciioll, Comment, de LXX., Hebdo-
mad. Ban. Frcf. 1829, p. 5, G, 32-34.

—

Ackermann {intro-

ductio in lihrr. V. F. Wien, 182G) gives the arguments of Jaun
with hardly any addition.

Before we attempt to establish, by positive proof, the genuine-

ness of Daniel, we sliall show the fallacy of the arguments adduced

against it. And we shall confine our remarks principally to the

objections of Bertholdt and Bleek, without, however, omitting

to notice any thing original that other opponents Iiave brought

forward, unless it is to be regarded, like many of the objections of

CoRRODi, as now entirely antiquated. The arguments against it

are the following.

CHAP. II.—REPLY TO OBJECTIONS.

SECT. I. GREEK WORDS.

" We meet with Greek words in the Book of Daniel ; and this

circumstance excludes the idea of an earlier composition than (tak-

ing the highest, but still an improbable supposition) towards the

middle of the reign of Darius Hystaspis, when Daniel could no
longer have been alive. a-'tomiB 7rpoTi/xoi, dmps ^Oefyixa, sii^s Krjpv^,

t'^a Krjpvaaetv, oi'^rT'p Ki6apt<;, KSao aaf^L^vKT), n^ss^'io avficjioovia, '••aios

yjraXrrjpiov, ttJ-^as ireracro'^, naTaj vo/iii(T/jba." Berth. Comm. I, p.

24. This list has been much lessened by later opponents. That

the first two words are not of Greek, but Persian origin

—

Par-

domim, in Parsee, (jrandees ; lieiyham, in Parsee, or Pedam,
in Pehlvi, word—has been shewTi by Jahn, and admitted by

Gesenius {Gesch. der Heh. Sprache and Schr. p. Gl, G4), De
Wette, Bleek, Kirms, and even by Bertholdt {Einl. 1534.),

But, if we are to hsten to Bertholdt, the advocates of the

genuineness will gain nothing by this admission. He affii'ms

that even the use of Persian words by Daniel is not to be ac-

counted for. It is vei7 true, he says, that Daniel held offices in

the Persian government, but only in the later yeai's of Ms life

;

and, even granting that he himself was acquainted with the Per-

sian language before that, yet the manner in which these words

are employed in the Book of Daniel supposes, what cannot be

believed, that such words had been generally adopted into the
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language of the Jewish exiles as early as the time of Daniel. In

rebutting this objection, we cannot content ourselves with the

remark of Dereser, that Elam was subject to the sway of

Nebuchadnezzar; and we are the less disposed to do so, because

Bertholdt, as we shall see presently, denies this.* It is almost

unanimously agi-eed by modern Hnguists, that the names of Baby-
lonian gods, kings, and other persons, which occur in the Bible

and in profane writers, find their explanation in the Persian.

Comp. LoRSBACH, Archiv.f. Bill, und Moryml. Litt. ii., 240, ft".

Gesenius, Gesch. S. 63. Eosenm'uller, Alterthumfik. i. 2,

p. 33, 77, 82, 85. Now, if we take the explanation of LoRS-
BACH and others, that the Chaldeans themselves belonged to the

]\Iedo-Persian stock; or that of Rosenmuller, that these words
belonged to the Assyrian language, a dialect of the ISIedo-Persian,

and became naturalized in Babylon through the Assyrian domi-

nation
; or, if with Gesenius, in his later explanations of this

circumstance (comp. Encycl. von Ersch w. Gruber, Th. 10, p.

Ill), we assume, what has the preponderance of probabiUty in

its favour, that both nations, the Assyrians and Chaldeans, were

of the Medo-Persian stock ; in any case, the fact is estabhshed

that, even in Daniel's time, there existed, in the Babylonian lan-

guage, an important Persian element, and that, consequently,

Persian words might pass also into the language of the Jews in

the captivity. Even if the assertion of Gesenius {Gescli. p. 00),

could be proved con-ect, that the authors hving in Palestine did

not make use of Persian words before tlie period of the Persian

dominion, this would not at all affect the case of Daniel. But we
find in Jeremiah too, and, to all appearance, even in Isaiah and
Nahum, words whose Persian derivation is all but indisputable.

V. BoHLEN {Si/mholae ad interpret. S. Sc. ex linf/. Pers. p. 19,

.^) adduces a considerable number of such. If some of these

words are doubtful, yet of several the Persian origin is certain.

As to two of the words, quoted as borrowed from the Greek, it is

uncertain whether they were originally Semitic, or were borrowed

• LousBACH also, Arcliiv. ii. 245, obscives—" In very early times, when the Ara-
niieiiiis were govtriUMl liy their own kind's, they lind for their neiglibours on the east,

.laphctic tribes, who spoko Persian, in Media, Susiana, and Elyniais; so ll)at many a
I'ei-sian woid would lie imiiorted among them at that period, both in peace and war."
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1

from the Persian : natas is compared by V. Bohlen, p. 2G, with

the Persian niivaza, donatio ; Winer s. v. agrees with him.

Most lexicographers and commentators, however, (comp. Ges.*
s. V.) derive it from the Chaldee inn, erogare. The derivation from

the Greek v6[MLafjba, is, according to Gesenius and Winer,
opposed by the unsuitableness of the meaning to the passage in

question (Dan. ii. 6), and by the usage of the Chaldee language,

in which it never has the meaning of money. The verb i^s,

and the noun sti-^d, according to Jahn and Dereser, ai'e

cognate with the Zend Kltresio, to call to from hehind, to

shout, as are KTjpvaaeiv and K^pv^ in Greek, which belongs

to the same family of languages. But the wide diffusion of

the root, not only in Chaldee, but in Syriac, renders it more
probable that it was originally Semitic. Its relation to the

Greek may be accidental, or it comes,, like many other words,

from the original language of the world, or it is an instance of

onomatopoeia. The derivation fi'om the Greek is rejected by

Gesenius also. 'ir'^t> is the Syriac petsho. Against the deriva-

tion from TreTacra, comp. Gesenius and Winer, s. v.

Thus there remain only four names of musical instruments, oc-

curring in chap. 3. We begin with the word
'^^f^^^'',

iii. 5, 15,

which Bleek says, p. 217, is of itself most decisive, and even war-

ants us in assigning to the others a derivation from the Greek.

" It is manifestly the Greek av/Mcftcovia, and surelyno one will affirm

that the Greeks first obtained the word, along with the thing,

from Asia, and that it came from the same quarter to the Jews

or Babylonians, for it is too clearly compounded of the Greek

words (Tvv and (fxoveiv." The following reasons, however, mih-

tate against its derivation from the Greek. I. The word avfM-

(f)covia is never found in the Greek, or in the Latin of the classi-

cal writers, in the sense of a pai'ticular musical instrument. The

only authorities f for the existence of such an instrument, are

Servius on Virgil, in the 5th, and Isidorus Hisp., in the 7th

century—for Jerome has been adduced as such incorrectly. It

* In his Lexicon Mnnuale Gesenius says lie prefers the Persian derivation;

reniarkiug that, if from Chaldee, it could only come from a Niphul form, which does

not exist.

—

Transl.

+ But comp. Pref

—

Tr.
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is very probable, bowever, tbat these authors gave to an origi-

nally foreign appellation a Greek etymology, sbghtly altering the

word ; numerous examples might be adduced to prove that this

was very frequent in later times. To mention a few

—

Festus

derives the instrument t/inf/ris, which is of Phoenician origin and

Phoenician etymology, a (/in(/riendo anseriim. Kivvpa, the

Hebrew ""'2?, is derived by Suidas and otbers airo rov Kivhv rd

vevpa ; by Hesychius, who explained it by Ktddpa oiKrpa, from

•KLvvpeaOat, lamentari. Comp. Bochart, Cati. ii. 7. The

Egvptian j9i-?-«/WM-^, radius solis, was altered by the Greeks

into irvpafjbk, and they derived it from irvp, fire. Comp. Jab-

LONSKi, Panth. Aeg. Prolegg., p. Ixxxiii. But, if any one

chooses to assert that there was really an instrument in their

time bearing the Greek name avfMcfxovia, he is not in the least

warranted in claiming that appellation for the older Greek lan-

guage ; it cannot for a moment be supposed, with the numerous

accounts we have in which music is mentioned, that, if such a term

had really existed, it would not have come down to us in some

one of the old writers. 2. The same instrument is called in v. 10,

in the text, rr^js-^D. By this change, the comparison of the word

with the Greek avfjicfxovla lies still more open to suspicion. It

furnishes certain proof that the Chaldee word corresponds to the

Syriac tzephunijo, tuba, tibia. And that this Syriacword is cor-

rupted from the Greek, is no probable supposition. These argu-

ments shew, at least, thus much, that the derivation from o-f/z-

(f)Q)via, as being doubtful, cannot have any force of evidence. On
the other names, even Bleek, as afready remarked, lays no peculiai'

stress. As to one of them, Ksao, its non-Greek origin can be clearly

made out. Strabo, 1. x., in Bochart 1. c, says
—

" Some of

the instruments are called by foreign names, as vd^Xa, aa/M^vKr]

(which is also called ^dp^no^), /jbaydSe'i, and several others,*

and AtheNvEUS informs us, 1. iv., in I^ochart 1. c, from an

earlier writer, " that the Satnbuca, which is called the Phoenician

lyre, was an invention of the Syrians.f The foreign original of

Sambuca is affirmed also by Clemens Alex. Strom. 1. i. p.

307. Even Bleek, in the face of these decided testimonies, can-

• Tuiv opydvwv ivia (iap/iapwt dvdfxaaTai, viij3\a Kai <r«/u/3i)K'i), »'; Kai ftapfiiTOi,

Kul fiaydSii Kai aWa irXtiw.

•f Supuv ivpi]fxa tti/rti Tt'iv KoXovfiivyiv \vpo(f)oii/iKa (T<infivKr\v.
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not help conceding that the Samhuca, as indeedjts other name

XvpocjjoivL^, or simply cfiolvt,^, Phcenician lyre, shews, came to

the Greeks from abroad ; but, that he may lose nothingTfor his

position, he sets up the conjecture that it came first from the

east to Greece, and then went back again from Greece to the

East !

—

^^^y_ certainly appears to be the same word as the Greek

Kidapi^. But since, as has been shown, most of the names of

Greek musical instruments were of foreign origin, why should

just this one be originally Greek ? The only proof adduced for

it is, the alleged derivation of the word ft'om Kiddpa or Kiddpo<;,

breast, rib, because, in playing, the instrument was laid on the

breast. But this derivation has no authority fr'om antiquity, ex-

cept that of IsiDORUS, which is of no weight : he says {Origg. 1.

2, 21), The form of the cyther was at first similar to the human
breast, which in the Doric dialect was called KiOdpa, quod
veluti vox de pectore, ita et ipsa cithara canfus ederetur. That

no dependence is to be placed on his derivation, appears even from

the fact, that in the same breath he gives a contradictory one

—

first, from the similarity of form, and then from the similarity of

use. The connection of the meanings, too, is so farfetched, that

the derivation cannot be at all proved a necessary one. Far more
hkely appears tbe derivation of the word Kivvpa fi'om Kuvelv, and
that of Sambuca from Sambucus, elder ; and yet these deriva-

tions are known to be false. Lastly, "'V.??? must, according to De
Wette, be the Greek yjraXTrjp. But this never sigoifies a stringed

instrument, but always the player on it. Moreover, yJraXTijptov,

which others compare with the Chald. word, is still more remote.

The similarity of sound may be quite accidental, and it may be
asked whether totally different instruments may not be designated

by the two names ; especially as in the Rabbinic (Midr. Kohel.
c. 1. V. 3), if the reading and Buxtorf's interpretation of the

passage be correct, wliich certainly may be doubted, almost the

same word occurs in the sense oiolla, lebes ; which would lead one
to think of a kettle-shaped instrument. Pareau, therefore, 1. c.

p. 424, justly rejects altogether the proof derived from these sup-
posed Greek words

:
" Although a likeness is traced in many

words of that sort, yet in some cases the similarity is only acci-

dental, and in the names of musical instruments it is of such a
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kind, that the Greek appellations are rather to be considered as

liaving an eastern origin."*

But, even supposing a Greek origin could be made to appear

probable, in any or all of the said musical instruments, nothing

would be gained by that, towards proving the spuriousness of the

book. The case would be different, if there could be shown to

be a Greek complexion in the whole diction, or even a single

Graecism in the construction. The latter has indeed been attempted

by Bertholdt in the passage, chap. xi. 20 ; but Gesenius

(Gesch. p. 64) has already saved us the trouble of pointing out

the incorrectness of liis intei-pretation. The dispute is, at most,

merely about the names of three musical instruments ; and who

can deny that these might, by even the slightest intercoiu'se of the

Greeks with the Babylonians, have found their way to the latter ?

That such an intercourse existed immediately between the Greeks

and the Upper- Asiatics, is proved by historical evidence. CuR-

Tius, B. 4, c. 12, relates, that in the Persian army which was led

against Alexander there was an entire tribe of people who, as early

as the tkne of the Median dominion, had wandered forth fi'om

Greece and settled in Upper Asia. Compai'e other testimonies of

Berosus and Strabo in Kirms, p. 15. Of the intercourse of

the Greeks with the Upper-Asiatics in far earher times, we have

lately received a very striking confirmation in the Armenian Euse-

bius. According to the fragments there given of Polyhistor

and Abydenus, the Greeks invaded Cilicia in the reign of

Sennacherib ; he resisted them and gained the victory, but with

great loss of his own people. Compare the defence of this

account in Niebuhr, kl. Hchriften, i. p. 203, ff. The same

writer remarks, p. 205, that the traditions about Greek settlements

in Cilicia are not to be wholly rejected ; but that the city of Tai-sus

in Cihcia was founded by Sennacherib. Now, if it is estabhshed

that such an intercourse did in some cases exist, what reason is

tliere to reject the supposition, that such emigrators carried to

* Quuni in nonnnllis istiiis modi vociibnlis qunesita sit similitiulo, in iiliis fortuitn,

in musicis vero instninientis itn foniparnta, lU Grrecac appcllationes potiusceiisendae

sint oiiginem orientalem liabero.
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Upper-Asia, along with the Greek instruments, the Greek names
of them likewise ? or that these names became known at the

Chaldean court, by means of wandering Greek musicians ? But
if, in opposition to history, all immediate connection of Greece
with Upper-Asia before the time of Darius Hystaspis is denied,

what can be said against the opinion of Grotius, that these names
came with the instruments from Greece into the Asiatic colonies

of the Greeks, and from thence to Upper-Asia; a thing that,

from the extensive commercial relations of the Babylonians (com-
pare Heeren, Icleen. i. 2. p. 178 ff. Ausg. 3), might so veiy

easily happen ? Nay, how can any one be at all surprised at the

occurrence of some Greek words in Daniel—such words especially

as are most easily transferred from one language into another

—

when it is regarded as no improbable thing, that some words of

originally Greek origin occur even in the oldest Hebrew, (com-

pare Gesenius Gesch. p. G5. Winer lex. s. v. t^s^ and ©j^b),

when even in the oldest Greek a considerable number of words

is found, which undeniably were imported from the East into

Greece (compare Ges. p. 6G), a fact that certainly estabhshes the

possibility of the contrary ? Still, Bertholdt and Griesingek
raise the objection. How comes it, then, that Ezekiel and the

Psalms composed during the captivity, are fi-ee fr^om Greecisms ?

But the reply is easy ; for the same reason that in the second,

the prophetic, part of Daniel, not a single word occurs in which a

Greek origin would for a moment occur to the mind (a fact which

Griesinger, p. 28, very characteristically explains, by saying

that the author, for the purpose of deception, in order to give to

his prophecies the appearance of antiquity, avoided Greek words)

;

they had no occasion to mention the things which in Daniel are

described with alleged Greek terms. It may also be asked,

whether the alleged Greek terms were known to them ; for this is

not proved by Daniel's acquaintance with them. Moreover, this

objection was urged by its originators only on the supposition

which is now generally abandoned, that, besides the names of

musical instruments, a considerable number of other Greek terms

are met with in Daniel; and so it falls of itself, along with this

supposition. We only remark farther, that the latest opponent

of the genuineness, although still maintaining the Greek origin of
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the names of tliree musical instruments, lias yet given up this

entire argument as untenable.* (Compare Kihms, p. 15, IG).

SECT. II. IMPURlTy OF THE HEBREW.

" The language of the last five chapters sinks in point of style

below the Hebrew of the very latest books in the Old Testament

canon." Berth. Comm. p. 27, Einl. p. 153G,&c. This ai-gu-

raent is entirely given up by Bleek, 1. c. p. 213, with the remark,

that we have not remains enough from the difierent centuries after

the captivity, to enable us to trace the gradual degeneracy of the

language, and to determine, with any certainty, to what period a

writing belongs ; whether it was composed at the time of the cap-

tivity, or how long after that. In order to a more precise refuta-

tion of the ai'gument, it would be requisite to have it presented in

a more determinate form, and with a more detailed induction of

proof. Then it might be seen how far Bertholdt's assertion is

correct, that the style of the book does not at all wear the cha-

racter of its time ; or the assertion of Kirms, that it difi'ers toto

genere from that character ; then would it especially appear whe-

ther its approximation, as Bertholdt asserts, to the Rabbinical

dialect, consists in what is pecuhar to the Eabbinical, or in that

which has passed into it from the Chaldee. In the very fact,

however, that no one has hitherto undertaken to adduce this proof

(Bertholdt says he is afraid, that, if he were to fiu-nish parti-

cular proofs of his position, he should take up the space required

for more necessary investigations !) hes a tacit confession that

such proof cannot be fiirnishcd. Bertholdt, appealing merely

to the philological instinct, hopes to see his assertion raised to the

rank of the highest evidence, when once a coiTect and critical

history of the Hebrew language shall appear. But this hope has

not been fulfilled, at least by Gesenius. He places {Gesch. p.

27) Daniel, in respect to the language, in the same class with

Esther, Ecclesiastes, the Chronicles, and Jonah. A somewhat

* McNTER also (Rcl.d. Duh. p. 75) remaiks, that there is no difficulty in the fact

that certain names of musical instruments are Greek; but offers the untenable sup-

position, that they were introduced into the text at a Inter, Syrio-Macedonian. period,

instead of (he original terms, which had censed to be understood.
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purer language is ascribed to Ezra, Neliemiah, Zechariali, and

Malachi. According to him (p. 35), of all the Old Testament

writers, Ezekiel, who was contemporary with Daniel, has the most

grammatical irregularities and incorrectnesses. But if the language

of Daniel were really more corrupt than it is proved to be, yet

this could be so satisfactorily explained from the position in which

Daniel stood, that we should certainly not be obliged to have

recom'se to any other explanation. Daniel was early carried away

to Babylonia—he was invested with ofl&ce under the Babylonian

government, and was by that very circumstance cut off from his

compatriots, and obliged to make almost constant use of the

Chaldee language. Hence, it must have been far more difficult

for him to maintain the purity of his language, not only than for

Ezra, NehemJah, Haggai, and Zechariah (who lived in Palestine,

where the Hebrew language, although just becoming extinct, had

not yet fully ceased even as the language of the people), but also

than for Ezekiel, who, though in exile, yet lived in constant com-

munication with his own people. Now, if living in exile had such

an influence upon Ezekiel, that Chaldaized expressions and con-

structions are more abundant in him than in the contemporary

Jeremiah (comp. Gesen. 1. c. p. 3-5), it ought not to seem strange

to us if Ave perceived a far stronger influence in Daniels case ;

and, if the contrary be the fact, the only explanation is, that Da-

niel, by a zealous study of the sacred writings, assiduously strove

to maintain the purity of liis native language. It must have cost

Daniel the same pains to acquire purity of language as it would

have cost the supposed pseudo-Daniel, living in the time of the

Maccabees, when Chaldee prevailed as generally in Palestine as it

did in Daniel's time in Babylonia ; nay, even greater pains, inas-

much as the people among whom the pseudo-Daniel is said to have

lived still thought in Hebrew, and even their Chaldee had rather

a Hebrew colouring.

SEC. III. SILENCE OF JESUS SIRACH.

" A negative proof that the Book of Daniel was not in exist-

ence at a period shortly before the time of the Maccabees, is derived

from the silence of Jesus Sirach, in whose work, c. 49, we might

B
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have expected an express mention of Daniel, if the book now
existing under his name, or merely what is there related of him,

had been kno^-n. The authors business fi'om c. 44-50, accord-

ing to the purpose he has announced at the beginning, is to extol

the fjimous men of his nation ; and that we ought to expect here

some account of Daniel, and especially in connection with Jere-

miah and Ezekiel, no one surely will deny." Among modern

opponents this argument, properly speaking, is peculiar to Bleek
alone (1. c. p. 187, ff.), who lays very great stress on it, but De
Wette in his last edition has adopted it from him ; by Eichhorn
it is altogether passed over ; by Bertholdt it is touched upon with

other matter merely in passing {Comm. i. p. 84 ; Einl. p. 1530) ;

by Bretschneider {liher Jesu Sirac. p. G64) ; and by Kirms
(1. c. p. 9) all force is expressly denied to it. How fallacious an

aryumentum a silentio generally is, may be clearly seen in this

instance. The aspect which the ai-gument would perhaps assume,

if Jesus Sirach had in other instances constantly adhered to his

plan, is happily desti'oyed by the fact, that the reverse of this can

be iucontestibly shown. The most striking example of it is the

omission of the celebrated Ezra, whilst the comparatively less im
portant Zerubbabel, Joshua, Nehemiah, ai'e mentioned with great

commendation. Most probably, too, the whole of the minor pro-

phets are left out ; for the passage in which they are mentioned,

ch. xlix. 10, KoX Tcov Bo)BeKa TrpocfyrjTcbv TO, oard avadaXot cktov

TOTTov uvTMv, is, as Bretschneider in loc. has shown, to be

regarded, on the strongest evidence, as an interpolation. Mordecai

also is passed over in silence. Now, if the silence of Jesus Sirach

is not regarded as any proof that the Book of Ezra, that the pro-

phecies of the twelve minor prophets, and that the Book of Esther,

were not in existence in his time, who will venture, for such a

reason, to reject the Book of Daniel ? Moreover, this argument

proves nothing, because it proves too much. It would prove that

no distinguished man of the name of Daniel ever lived. For in

the chapters of Jesus Sirach referred to, there is given a list, not

of the most celebrated ivriters of the nation, but of its most cele-

brated men in general, without regai'd to the question wliether

they left any writings behind them. From this dilemma, even

Bleek's bold hypothesis (one hitherto peculiar to its author, and

which we shall by and by reply to), cannot set him free, viz. that
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no Daniel lived at the time of the captivity (1. c. p. 283, ff.)

The only question we have now to do with is, whether at any

time a Daniel lived, and attained to such reputation that we are

justified in expecting a mention of him in Jesus Sirach. But

this is proved, heyond the power of the most arrant sceptic to deny,

by the two passages in Ezekiel, ch. xiv. 14-20, and xxviii. 8,

where Daniel appears as an example of divinely accepted piety,

and of the highest wisdom. Now, even granting the correctness of

Bleek's assertion, that Ezekiel " was here thinking of some per-

son of a former time who had long been known," yet it is none the

less imperative that Jesus Sirach should have made mention of

this person ; for he begins his list with Enoch, and afterwards

even introduces Seth. It is perfectly clear, that the other op-

posers of the genuineness can make even less use of this argu-

ment, since they all agree that the name of Daniel was very dis-

tinguished among his people in the times of the Siracid®. We

are not obliged to offer a more particular reason for the omission

of Daniel by Jesus Sirach, since we have shown that in other

cases the omission proceeded merely from neghgence. But, if

there was such a reason, it was probably the same that led to the

placing of the Book of Daniel among the Hagiographa, namely,

that Daniel did not live and labour among his own people, as the

others did, not even excepting Ezekiel.

SEC. IV. POSITION IN THE CANON.

" The circumstance that the Book of Daniel has always stood

among the Hagiographa, and that even among them it takes

one of the lowest places, furnishes a significant hint that it did

not come to light before the Maccabean period, after the second

part of the canon was already made up. If Daniel had really

written it, we may suppose it would have been known among the

Jews, and may confidently assume that the collectors of the prior

and later prophets would have given it a place in that collection."

So, following EiCHHORN, says Bertholdt, Comm. i. p. 39, Einl.

1542. Also Bleek 1. c. p. 190, KiRMS, and De Wette, lay

very important stress on this argiunent, partly influenced, no doubt,

by the inability of most ancient and modern advocates of the
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genuineness to explain salisf.ictorily tlie circumstance on which

the hvpotliesis is built. The correct view of the matter, however,

is to be found, at least in the form of suggestion, in Kleuker

{dasHoJu'lied, p. 33), and in Pareau (1. c. p. 57.)

As regards, first of all, the objection taken simply from the

position of Daniel among the Hagiographa, we must, in order

to its removal, examine the view entertained by those who employ

it, of the threefold division of the O. T., with which the argument

stands or falls. According to Bertholdt {Eiiil. I. 70 fiF.), with

whom 1)e Wette § 13 agrees, this division originated quite acci-

dentally, and in the following manner. " The compilers of the

canon first of all took up the Pentateuch ; wliatever else was to be

received into the canon, must not be associated with that, because

of its superior authority, and must form a second part. The cir-

cumstance that the books next claiming admission happened to

be prophets, was the reason why the name of prophets was given

to this second part. The Books of Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and

the Kings, were put in this collection, only because there was as

yet no third part. This division was thus completed and closed,

and afterwards, when still more books were discovered, claiming

to be received into the canon, they found themselves under the

necessity of adding a third part to the national sacred librai7.

Into this part the rest of the books were received at once, or at

least in very quick succession." 'J'liis entire hypothesis rests on

three equally feeble grounds. 1 . The name of the third division is

said to prove that it Avas not added till the second, the prophetic,

part of the canon was already closed, ='^'"^? being understood to mean

ti neiclij introduced book (Berth. 1. c. p. 81.) But we have

already seen that ^^T' never means to introduce, and the neuly is

a mere imaginary addition. 2. The later origin of the third part

is suid to be proved by the reception of Joshua, Judges, Samuel,

and Kings, into the second ; for, if the third part had been then

in existence, undoubtedly they would have been placed in it.

Berth, p. 79. But this argument rests on the assinnption that

there was no internal reason in these books themselves to justify

their reception into the second collection. It may, however, be

easilv shewn that there was. The said historical books were

ascribed, on the testimony of tiadidon, to prophets as their authors,

and were therefore with perfect propriety received into the coilcc-
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tion of prophetic writings, and separated from the other books

written by no-prophets. 3. The unsuitable position of the Book
of Daniel compels us to assume that the third part of the canon

was not compiled till the second was completed, Berth, p. 80.

But here we may ask, whether the position of Daniel is really so

unsuitable, and whether, on the eontrai'y, the compilers of the canon

were not led by some internal reason, sound or unsound, to place

it where they did ; if such a reason could be pointed out barely

ex conjectura, this argument would at once lose its weight, and

much more if such a reason can be shevm on historical evidence

to have really existed. But this entire view of the origin of the

threefold division of the canon, which, as has been remarked, has

no single argument in its favour, is proved to be unsound by the

following arguments. 1. The concurrent testimony of Jewish

tradition is against it. According to that, the threefold division

rests upon the varied relations in which the authors of the sacred

books stood to God. Comp. the passages in Carpzov I. 25, fit'.

This is in itself probable ; for if it can be shewn that the near-

ness of relation to God was to the compilers of the canon the cri-

terion of canonicity, as even De Wette allows, Einl. p. 21,

nothing surely would be more natural than the division of the

books according to the different degTees of canonicity ; and if,

as even Bertholdt, p. 70, remarks, the distinction between the

first and second division is founded on this principle, no other

principle distinct from this can bo assumed for the separation of the

second and third. 2. One cannot at all perceive in what the

reason for the alleged closing of the second part could have con-

sisted. Was it, that in the original manuscript which contained

the second division there was no more room ? But such a mis-

fortune might easily have been remedied ; at all events it could

not have been so serious, that for the sake of it a book should

have been wrested from its proper place. The reason for closing

the division must therefore be sought for internally. But such a

reason our opponents cannot even produce. They allow (comp.

Bleek, p. 206) that the reception of the Book of Daniel into the

canon is to be explained simply and alone from the fact, that it

was regarded as the work of a prophet living at the time of the

captivity, but which had been concealed since that time. Now,

even if the second collection had been considered as closed,
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because they believed that all the remains of the ancient prophets

were fully contained in it, yet, on the discovery of the supposed

genuine Daniel, they would immediately have given up this opi-

nion and opened the collection again. But Bleek himself (p.

200) allows that, at the time assumed by him for the reception

of Daniel, the whole canon, and of course the collection of Ha-
giographa with the rest, was regarded as closed. If so, this, too,

would need to be opened again, and it is impossible to see why
they sliould have opened the declared unsuitable, rather than the

suitable, class. From what has been remarked, it appears that

even the opponents of the genuineness are obliged to admit that

the Book of Daniel was wo\ received into the third division, oe-

cause the second was regarded as closed, but because, from some

reason it was considered as not belonging to the second. But if

this is conceded, why might not the compilers of the canon from

the same reason have assigned to the genuine Daniel the same
place ? 3. It is altogether an untenable view, that the historical

books found in the second division were received into the second

division only because there was no third existing, and that hence

all sacred writings besides the Pentateuch which were known at

the time when the second collection was made, were thrown

together into this. According to this the collection would have

borne an entirely false title; for Bertholdt's assertion, p. 70, is

not correct, that all authors of sacred writings might be called

D-'x-'aj ; although we grant tliat in the later Hellenistic usage irpo-

<f>ijrr)<i not seldom had tliis ^vider signification. The noun s-'as was

the official name of the prophet ; the older more general meaning
(Gen. XX. 7) received, under tiie theocracy, a narrower limitation,

and occurs only once in poetry, Vs. cv. 1 5, and then only of those

who lived belbre the prophetic office under the theocracy was

cstabhshed. It remains unexplained on this supposition, whv
the Books of Ruth and Ezra, which are generally allowed to have

been in existence at the time the second collection was made, were

not received into it. This fact shews tliat, in the distribution of

the historical books into the two divisions, they were guided by

certain definite considerations. It remains unexplained why tlie

Tiamentations of .Jen'iniah were severed from his prophecies, and

received into the third collection. The reason of it can he no-

thing else than the opinion of the collectors, that the Divine
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influence received by the author in the composition of this booli,

which bears mainly a subjective character, was different from that

which he was under in writing his prophecies. Finally, by this

view we are driven to the unnatural supposition, that the Psalms,

Ecclesiastes, the Song of Solomon, the Proverbs, were not dis-

covered till a later time by the compilers.

If now we have shewn, on unimpeachable grounds, that the

hypothesis of a successive origin of the threefold division is

unsound, that this division existed from the first, and that every

sacred book was assigned to its class on definite grounds, it only

remains for us to answer the question, why our book was placed

in the third division instead of the second. Even if we were

obliged to leave the question unanswered, our opponents would
gain nothing by it. For we have shown that the compilers were

generally guided by distinct principles in their arrangement of

the books, and that our opponents themselves are obliged to

assume as much in relation to Daniel. We might then, if it

were necessary, fearlessly pronounce the non liquet. But we do
not find ourselves reduced to this extremity ; the reasons may be
discovered without much trouble. A distinction must be made,
in the prophets, between the prophetic gift and the prophetic

office.* The former a person might possess in the highest de-

gree without having the latter. Daniel was actually possessed of

the highest prophetical gift; on that account he is called a

prophet in the N. T. and in Josephus ; and in the Alexandrine

version he is placed in the list of prophets. But the compilers of

the canon destined the second class exclusively for writings penned
by prophets according to office, and by them as such. The
first of these points is proved by the appellation ovs'^as, which in

course of time became the official name of the prophets ; whilst

the other appellations '^^p and "^"^ designated the donum pro2)lie-

ticum, and therefore were more generally employed ; the writers

of the Psalms, e.g., were called d'^tn. Comp. 2 Chron. xxix., xxx.
It is proved also, by looking at the collection itself, in which are

* Comi). WiTsius, Miscell. S. 1 p. 15 : "Distingui iu prophetis potest donum, quod
et privatis contigit et in revelatione rerum arcanarum consistit, et munus, quod cxtra-
ordinana in ecclesia funrtio erat certanim quarundam persouariim special! vocatiouc
divina po dostinatarum.

"
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contained only the writings of prophets according to office. The

second point is proved by the exclusion of the Lamentations. It

is no objection to this, that historical books composed by prophets

were admitted. For the drawing up of the history of the theo-

cracy, which embraced at the same time indirect prophecy of the

future, formed an essential part of the prophetic vocation. Now,

this being the nature of the second division, the collectors could

not possibly admit Daniel into it. He had not, like the rest of

tlie prophets in Palestine, and Ezekiel in the captivity, laboured

as a pi'ophet among his people. They had, then, no choice but to

put Daniel into the third class. This class was a miscellaneous

one ; it was intended to contain a variety of sacred writings, whose

common characteristic was merely their being composed by those

who were not prophets by office—the Lamentations, from what

we have remarked above, forms only an apparent exception.

This description of the class is warranted by the names applied to

it. It was called oia-ns, writuKjs, namely sacred, as jpa(f)ac fre-

quently occurs for ypa(pal dyiac ; again, it was called ra aWa ;

lastly, from the first book, ^|ra\flOl—clearly indefinite appella-

tions of wide extent and compass, which sei-veonly to distinguish

this collection from the two others, without assigning any definite

positive character to it. But from this very generality of desti-

nation the compilers might receive Daniel into this class, without

even in the least doubting of his prophetic gift. Theodoret

{prooim. in Dan.) and his numerous followers are not less in

error, when they bring it as a heavy charge against the Jews

that they have dared to erase Daniel from the hst of prophetic

books, than the moderns, when they decide on his unauthenticity

because he is not found there.

It only remains for us now to refute the argument which our

opponents bon"ow from the position of the book towards the end

of the collection. But here they seem not to entertain tlieir

opinion very earnestly. Bertholdt {Conun. i. p. 30) himself

remarks, that no further conclusion can be drawn from this, since

the unquestionably older book of Ezra is placed after it. In his

Einleitunt/, indeed, he repeats the argument which he had himself

rejected, but he there unwittingly refutes liimself again ; for lie

says. i. p. 84, that the writings contained in tlic third part were

admitted all at oner, or at least in very quick succession one after
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another. Bleek passes over this argument altogether. It falls

at once with the remark, that the compilers of the canon in the

arrangement of the third division set out with no distinct view,

paying no regard either to the chronology or to the particular

importance of the several works, and that hence nothing farther

can be determined from the position of a book.

SEC. V. DEPRECIATORY STATEMENTS OF THE JEWS.

" Favourably as Josephus pronounces of Daniel, yet the judg-

ment of the Talmudists and later Jews is to his disadvantage ;

the reason of which is probably to be sought in an old tradition

and in ancient doubts, handed down to their time, respecting the

genuineness of his prophecies." To this argument great weight

was ascribed, especially by Corrodi and his imitators. But the

refutation of it by Staudlin, 1 c. p. 90, ff., has been so effectual,

that by modem opponents it is either expressly rejected, as by

Bertholdt, Comni. viii. and Einl. 1508, or passed over. Only
Griesinger, 1. c. p. 25, has repeated it, without any regard to

all that has been urged on the other side.

It is to be observed, in the first place, that it results purely

from misconception, that a depreciation of Daniel is attributed to

the older Jews, as is done e.ff. by Bertholdt, who adduces, as

the reason of it, the difficulty in which they found themselves

placed by the arguments grounded by the Christians on Daniel,

and by Kirms, 1. c. p. 2, who adds, as a further reason, that their

hope was deceived by the non-fulfilment of the prophecies which

they supposed to refer to the Romans. The passage of Theodo-
ret, on which they both particularly insist, is not at all appli-

cable. The simple fact that Theodoret knew of no other charge

to bring against the Jews than one founded on error, that of their

not assigning to Daniel the place he deserved among the prophets,

shows that in his time no well-founded complaint existed against

them in this respect, as Richard Simon {Hist. Crit. V. T., p. 56)

has firmly maintained, principally on the ground of a passage in

Jerome. In the Talmud occurs only one passage which appears

to pertain to the subject, Scmhedrin fol. 93, in Eisenmenger i.

p. 707. Here the question is raised, where Daniel was when his
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three companions were cast into the fiery furnace ; and, among

various absurd answers, this one is given—that he was gone a

journey to fetch pigs from Alexandria. But by this, in all pro-

babiUty, it is not intended to bring Daniel into contempt, but

the heathen king whom he served. The passages which really in

any way detract from the reputation of Daniel, and which may be

found collected most completely in Carpzov 1. c. p. 229, divide

themselves into two classes. To the first belong two statements

of Abarbanel and of Moses Maimonides {More Neb. p. 319,

Biixt.), in which, with the fullest recognition of the canonicity of

the Book of Daniel, a lower degree of inspiration is ascribed to it

and to all the other Hagiographa, than to the prophets. It is only

necessary to inspect these passages to perceive the incorrectness

of Bertholdt's assertion, that all the more unfavourable judg-

ments of the Jews on the Book of Daniel proceeded only from

polemic zeal against the Christians. It is at once manifest that

they were induced to attribute a lower grade of inspiration to

Daniel, merely because they did not understand the real reason

for its position among the Hagiographa, and yet wanted to give

a reason. To the second class belong some contemptuous oral

expressions of common trafficking Jews about Daniel, uttered

against Christians, who tried to convince them, out of Daniel, of

their error. These expressions, the like of which are not to be

found in any single Jewish writer of reputation, point of them-

selves to their source, and never ought to have been presers-ed.

These remarks show the utter futility of the argument. The two

passages of Maimonides and Abarbanel are the only ones worthy

of notice ; and with the same justice as the charge is preferred

against them of doubting the authenticity of Daniel, because they

ascribe to him another kind of inspiration than to the prophets,

we might maintain that all the Hagriogi'apha were spurious.

Their judgment of the Book of Daniel proceeded simply from the

fact, that they ascribed what they regai'ded as a common charac-

teristic mark of the Hagiographa, their being written in the Holy

Ghost (»ipnhn">3), to Daniel also as a part of them.
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SEC. VI. THE O. T. ALLUDED TO AS A COMPLETE WHOLE.

" But even the book itself affords a pretty certain proof, that it

was first composed at a time when the rest of the canon was

already made up and regarded as a complete whole. In chap. ix.

2, a collection is designated by the term °'''?s3lI, in which the pro-

phecies of Jeremiah were to be found ; this expression, like to,

^i^Xla, Tj ypacfiT], at ypacpal, can only designate the entire com-

pass of the holy writings of the Jewish people which had superior

canonical authority, and among which no doubt were found, not

only the prophetic writings, but also the Pentateuch, since it can-

not be believed that that designation was ever intended to be used

specially of any collection which did not include the Pentateuch.

The author thus unintentionally betrays the age in which he wrote,

since he makes Daniel acquainted with the collection of sacred

writings which in his time did not yet exist." So Bleek, 1. c. p.

209, before him Gesenius, s. v. isd, after him Kirms, p. 10, and

Winer, s. v. ; Bertholdt, Comm. i. p. 79, mentions this argu-

ment only in passing; for he, like De Wette, Finl. § 13, a,

understands by the n-^iso merely a particular collection of prophetic

writings.

It is in this argument, first of all, arbitrarily assumed, that

^T^fl!' is a standing designation of a complete and generally

acknowledged collection of sacred writings. The article, on which

even Ch. B. Michaelis grounds this assumption, does not prove

this. " I Daniel," it is said, " examined in the writings, °"''?5??,

the number of the years which, according to the prophecy of Jere-

miah, should elapse till the restoration of the state." The article

stands frequently with objects " which, as definite in their kind,

are intelligible to the hearer from the subject-matter of the dis-

course and the context." Comp. Ewald, Gramm p. 567. Ac-
cordingly, the writings here are those writings in which the said

prophecy of Jeremiah is contained. The reference to the com-
plete whole of the 0. T. canon is opposed by the circumstance,

that even in the later usage of the language °"'":s?^! never occurs as

a termimis techniciis—this is rather hakketuhim—to designate

it. Moreover, the reputed pseudo-Daniel could not speak of a

comjileted collection for this reason also, that he himself must
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have had it iu view to procure for his composition a reception

into the canon. Nothing more, therefore, can be gathered from

this passage, than that Daniel was in possession of certain sacred

writings, of which we know nothing fuither than that the collec-

tion of the prophecies of Jeremiah must have been among them.

But that this can prove anything against tlie genuineness of the

book, surely no one will maintain. We shall not once refer to

the fact that, according to a preponderance of evidence, a collec-

tion of sacred writings prepared publica auclorilate, was to be

found in the temple even before the captivity. A defence of the

reasoning of Eichhorn, Einl. i. § 3, of Pareau, 1. c. p. 49, fi'.,

and of others, against the objections of Bauer, ^'orkodi, and
Bertholdt, and a confirmation of it would here lead us too fsu",

and is not indispensably necessary to our cause. It is enough
for us to shew, that before tlie collection of the canon after the

captivity there existed private collections of sacred writings.

This results properly from the nature of the case. If Moses and

the prophets were always acknowledged as Divine messengers

(and innumerable proofs of this can be adduced liom their writ-

ings), the pious subjects of the theocracy would feel themselves

called on by this acknowledgment to get possession of the most
complete collection of their writings possible. And we are at no
loss for historical proof that this demand w^as met. The prophet

Jeremiah, for instance, must have possessed a considerable col-

lection of sacred writings. This may be indisputably shown from

those passages of his prophecies in which the ^^Titings of eaiher

prophets are imitated. Amongst others he had before him the

Pentateuch, Isaiah, ObatUah, Micah, who is expressly quoted xxvi.

12,''a collection of Psalms, the Book of Job (comp. the cursing of

liis birth xv. 10, and especially xx. 14, with Job chap, iii.) ; comp.

Eichhorn, i/'/v//. § ;j3G ; De Wette § 217; Jahn ii. 2, 403,

ff., Kleinert, Eclilheit des Jesa/a, p. 130, ff. Equally nume-
rous were the writings Avhich Zechariah had before him, as will

be shewn below in the dissertation on the integrity of Zechariah.

More thim these two instances arc not required to set aside the

wliole lu-gument. We have no need whatever to take refuge in

the bold supposition of Pareau (p. 52), tiiat Jeremiah, befoio

the burning of the temple, according to the Jewish tradition (a

very rmccrtain one. contained merely in the passage, for the most
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jiart fabulous, 2 Mace. ii. 4-8, and even there not at all clearly),

had saved the sacred library, and entrusted it to Daniel's keeping,

with the addition of his own prophecies, of which latter the proof

is grounded only on one passage, misunderstood through a false

reference of the article. Daniel was only in possession of one

of the more or less ample private collections, from which, after

the captivity, the complete canon of the 0. T. was compiled.

SEC. VII. AIMLESS PKOFUSION OF MIRACLES.

" We find in Daniel an aimless profusion of miracles. Of
what use was it to Nebuchadnezzar to know who would be his

successors, or to be acquainted with the revolutions that were to

take place afterwards in his monarchy ? Was it worth such a

manifold variety of miracles to satisfy his political curiosity ?

What was the object of making known to Belshazzar, by a writ-

ing which nobody but Daniel could read, tliat the Medes and

Persians were to be masters of his capital ? &c. This want of

any adequate aim in miracles altogether surpassing the common
course of nature, must perplex even the most candid inquirer."

So particularly Bertholdt {Comm. i. 22) ; Griesinger, p. 49 ;

KiRMS, p. 11 It is perfectly clear that this attack is directed

properly against the miracles themselves
; yet it is deserving of

our consideration, inasmuch as it is disguised under a more
seemly pretext. Undoubtedly it is the existence of an aim wor-

thy of God that distinguishes the miracles of Scripture from the

heathen prodigies ; and the genuineness of the Book of Daniel

would fare badly if such an aim could not be pointed out in the

miracles contained in it. But we need not here have recourse to

mere conjectures and possibilities; the book itself gives us dis-

tinct and express explanations concerning the objects of the

miracles. " The aim of the narratives in the Book of Daniel,"

observes Griesinger, p. 81, quite correctly, although from the

correct fact he draws a false conclusion, " is not hidden : that

Jehovah is mightier than all the gods of the heathen ; that he

alone determines the destinies of the kingdoms of the world ; that

those who in wicked pride exalt themselves above Jehovah, and
afflict his beloved people, are not allowed by him to go unpunished;
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this is constantly repeated, not merely as occasion might call for

it, but on purpose, quite designedly." Let a person only read

carefully through the first six chapters, and he will find in every

single miraculous occurrence this object distinctly stated. After

Daniel, for instance, has told and interpreted to Nebuchadnezzar

his dream, Nebuchadnezzar in astonishment acknowledges, ii. 46,

that the God of the Jews is a God above all gods, a Lord above all

kings, who reveals secrets. In chap. iii. Nebuchadnezzar, when

he had, ver. lo, arrogantly defied the God of Israel, and God had,

by the miraculous deliverance of his worshippers, vindicated his

honour against the idols, praises Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-

nego, because they would not pray to any god but their God, and

prohibits all liis subjects from blaspheming the God of Israel,

because there is no other god who can deUver as he can. In

regard to the miracle of the writing hand, it is, chap. v. 24,

expressly said that it was wrought to manifest the omnipotence of

the God, whom Belshazzar in his rash insolence had derided at

an idol feast, and compared disparagingly with the idols. In

Daniel's deliverance from the lions' den Darius the Mede sees

an evidence of the omnipotence of the God of Israel, and issues a

command that all his subjects shall fear and reverence the God of

Israel. But the question may be farther asked, whether, just in

the time of Daniel, the attainment of this object, the manifesta-

tion of the omnipotence of the God of Israel before the heathen

kings and nations, was of such importance that the means em-

ployed exhibit no disproportion to the end. This question can

only be answered in the affirmative, by him who acknowledges

with all his heart the divine origin of revealed religion in general,

and has a corresponding apprehension of the subhmity of the aims

to be realized by it, and for the following reasons :

—

L The people of the covenant, being carried away into capti-

vity, into the midst of idolatrous people, were exposed in a far

greater degree to the temptation of apostatizing, which, even

previously in their fatherland, they had not been able to resist.

The wholesome excitement which had been secured bv their livinfj

together under the institutions of rehgion, and by its central point,

the temple, was gone ; there was present, according to the ideas

of the ancient world, the thought, that the derision of the heathen,

who inferred from the impotency of the people the impotency of
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their God, was well founded. Even the better sort, who, mindful

of the repeated declarations of the prophets, acknowledged that

the cause lay not in the impotency of God, but in the corruption

of the people, could not tell how to understand it, that God had

not " for his name's sake" protected his people from total ruin.

The hope of the promised deliverance found nothing at all on

which to fasten in the visible appearance of things. Now, such

being their state of mind, in proof of which a multitude of pas-

sages might easily be adduced, it was certainly most fitting (if,

that is to say, the maintenance of the true religion among the

people of the covenant, the necessary condition of the appearance

of the Messiah, was of any importance) that the weakness of their

faith should be assisted even by sensible means of support, and

the omnipotence of the true God be made known in a striking-

manner in what was actually visible, that the elevation of Daniel

by these miraculous events to the highest dignities in the heathen

court should serve as a sign and a pledge of the approaching

exaltation of the whole people. This reason is noticed by Jerome
in his Comm.—" Quod quidein et in Joseph apud Pharaonem
et Aegyptumfactum legimus et in Mardochao apud Assverum

:

ut in utraque gente haherent captivi et p)eregrinantes Judtei

solatia, videntes hominem gentis suae Aegyptioruni esse princi-

peni vel Chaldaorum!'

2. As Joseph, by miraculous intei-positions of Providence in

a foreign land, was raised to the liighest dignity, so as to become

the preserver of his family, to whose narrow limits the kingdom

of God was then confined ; as at a later period God, by miracles

far surpassing in magnitude those wliich occur in our book,

effected the liberation of his people, when they were, for the first

time, oppressed in an enemy's land ; so the object of the miracles

enacted in Daniel's time was to prepare for the hberation of the

Israelites, by producing a conviction of the omnipotence of the

Lord, and of the authority of Daniel. That the latter had a very

great share in bringing about that event, is partly allowed, even

by our opponents. Thus Bertholdt says, in contradiction to

his assertion of the aimlessness of the miracles, Comtn. i. p. 11,

that Daniel without doubt very much contributed to obtain the

permission from Cynis for the exiled Jews to return to their father-

land, and to build Jerusalem and the Temple anew. Indeed,
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unless we admit this, it is inexplicable why Cyras, in the edict

preserved to us in Ezra i. 1-4, amidst an avowal of the tutelary

God of the Jewish nation as the common Lord of heaven and

earth, who had bestowed on him all the kingdoms of the earth,

should have given an order for the liberation of the people, and

the rebuilding of the Temple. That the motives attributed to

Cyrus by De Wette, Gesenius {zu Jes. xh. 2), and Schlosser,

are insufficient to explain the fact, has been strikingly shewn by

Kleinert, 1. c. p. 155, ff. It is only necessary to look at the

edict to be convinced that a certain similarity of rehgions, with

far greater dissimilarity in other respects, could not have called it

forth ; and the assertion that Cyrus favoured the Jews from poli-

tical grounds, ascribes to this people an importance which they

did not at that time by any means possess. We perfectly agree

with Kleineiit's opinion, which he has well sustained, that the

immediate occasion of the edict was the reading of the prophecies

of Isaiah concerning the liberation to be granted to the Jews by

Cyrus. But this very occasion presupposes another more remote

cause of the edict, the influence of Daniel. It cannot be believed

that the prophecies of Isaiah laid before Cyrus ex ahrupto by an

unknown Jew, of the genuineness of which, in such a case, there

was nothing to assure him, should have moved him to such

weighty decisions ; it cannot be believed that he should have

attained to such a conviction of the omnipotence of the true God,

if he had not previously become acquainted with it in more unequi-

vocal declarations. On the other hand, all is easily explained as

soon as we assume the co-operation of Daniel. How much he

longed for the deliverance of his people, is shown in chap. ix. He
had already obtained from the Chaldtean kings an acknowledgment

of the God of Israel as the Lord over all lords, and the God over all

gods ; Darius Medus had raised him to the highest honours when

he became acquainted with his remarkable prophecy to Belshazzar,

and had afterwards, in a public edict, expressed the recoguition of

the God of Israel, which we find again in the edict of Cyrus.

There remained now only one step to the liberation of the Israel-

ites, and it was Daniel that influenced Cyrus to take the stop,

partly by his great credit with the monarch, resulting from all the

preceding miraculous events, even those which had occurred

under the reign of the Chaldeans—partly by his laying before
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him the prophecies of Isaiah concerning him, which he attested
with his own authority. But supposing we were to reject the
latter account, we should be so much tlie more compelled in
order to an explanation of the undeniable fact of the deliverance
ot the Israehtes, to assume the co-operation of Daniel.

3. But also in reference to the heathens tliemselves, these
declarations of the omnipotence of the true God were not without
then- importance. We cannot c'ertainly admit, with' several ancient
interpreters, that the heathen kings were really converted by them •

the contrary may be proved from this very book. But yet a whole-
some dread of the God of Israel was awakened among the hea-
thens, and thereby limits were set to that proud contempt of him
which had been pecuharly nourished at that time by the weakness
ot his people. This, moreover, served as a prelude and a prepa-
ration for the farther and more perfect manifestation of his dignity
among them ;* and, at the same time, independently of any deter-
minate action, it was demanded by the majesty of God, which never
eft Itself without witness when the true God came into competi-
tion with Idols, and was, as it were, called upon to vindicate itself
against them

;
as, e. g., the destruction of Pharaoh and his army

was rendered necessary on this ground alone, if there had been no
other

;
and the destruction of Sennacherib's army, too, had cer-

tainly this for its object in part. After these remarks, we submit
to our readers whether they will agree with Griesinger, who
maintains, p. 49, that, although plausible aims may be imaginedm some of the miracles, yet the needlessly profuse expenditure of
miracles can m no way be reconciled with the wisdom of God
Ihis assertion appears to us all the more unfounded, if we assume,
farther, that the efficacy of the miracles was not calculated on
merely as affecting the contemporaries of Daniel, but that they had
a reference to the later community of the faithful, as well that of
Uie Old Testament-namely, under the persecutions of Antiochus
-Lpiphanes (comp. 1 Mace. li. 52-60)-as that of the New, being
intended to serve, as they in fact have served, for the confirmation
of heir faith, of wliich numerous and striking instances might be
adduced fi-om the Christian Church.

co:4ts>r^^j:??:S: X.:;i»;!.:L:s.s'r;?»rr
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SEl'T. VIII. HISTORICAL ERRORS.

I. " The Book of Dauiel contmns historical errors, wliich it is

impossible iJaniel could have penned, and which can only be ex-

plained on the assumption that the writer was of later date. The

most glaring instance is ch. viii. 1, 2. According to this pas-

sage, Daniel, in the third year of Belshazzar, is in Shushan the

palace, in the province of Elymais. In the 27th verse, he says,

that he had official business to transact here for the king. This

account is, in many respects, inconsistent with history, a. The
province of Elam never belonged to the Chaldean court in Ba-

bylon. That it was not under the government of Nebuchadnezzar,

appears from Jeremiah xxv. 25, and Isaiah xxi. 2, where it is

mentioned as part of the Median kingdom. I'rom his weak suc-

cessors its subjugation is not at all to be expected. It is there-

fore an offence against history to say, that Daniel was then in this

land, and had public business to transact there, h. Mention is

here made of a palace in Shushan. But in Nabonned's time

there was as yet neither court nor palace in the capital of Ely-

mais. It was the kings after Cyrus who first took up their win-

ter residence in Shushan ; Darius Hystaspis was the first to erect

the buildings required for that pui-pose. Plin. H. N. vi. 20.

c. The town, as we learn from Herodotus, had formerly another

name. It was not till long after the time refen'ed to in our pas-

sage, that the figurative name 1^"^^, lily, given by Darius Hystas-

pis to the palace, on account of its splendour, was applied to the

city." So, at great length, Behtholdt, Com in. i. 34 ; ii. 4 70,

ff. ; Einl. p. 1541 ; and after liim Gkiesinger, p. 40 ; De Wette,

&c. But all these arguments may be shown, with complete cer-

tainty, to be unfounded.

a. It can be shown that Nebuchadnezzar conquered Elam, and

incorporated it with his kingdom, as Eosenmuller has recently

asserted, Bibl. AUerthumsk. i. 1, p. 309. At the beginning of

the reign of Zedckiuh, Jeremiah prophecies to the kingdom of

Elam destruction and ruin by the Chaldeans, ch. xlix. 31, fl'.

The fulfilment of this prophecy is shown by Ezekiel xxxii. 24,

where, in a prophecy uttered soon aftfr tlio destruction of .Tcru-
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salem, among the other kingdoms destroyed by Nebuchadnezzar,
Elam is brought forward. If, then, it is estabhshed that Nebu-
chadnezzar subjugated Elam, one cannot see how, in the third year

of Belshazzar, fourteen years before the conquest of Babylon by
the Medo-Persian army (for the last king of the Chaldeans reigned,

according to Berosus and Ptolemy, seventeen years), it should have

been subject to Median domination. The two passages adduced

by Bertholdt do not at all prove this. The passage in Jere-

miah speaks to the very contrary. Elam, in this prophecy

uttered in the first year of Nebuchadnezzar, is placed along

with Media, only because of its proximity ; to it, as well as to

Media, independent kings are ascribed, and the conquest of the

people by Nebuchadnezzar declared. In Isaiah, certainly, Elam
appears in conjunction with Media as the people which the Chal-

deans were to conquer ; but, in all probability, Elam stands here

in that more comprehensive sense in which it generally occurs in

the older books of Scripture, and serves for a designation of

Persia, whose peculiar name occurs first in Ezekiel ; comp. Yi-

tringa and Gesenius, in loc. But, even if Elam had just the

same sense as in Daniel, yet nothing could be farther from what

the passage proves, than that, in the third year of Belshazzar,

the Elamites were not subject to the Chaldeans. Nothing more

could be gathered from it, than that, on the breaking out of the

war against the Chaldeans, the Elamites would voluntarily go

over to the Medes, or, subjugated by them, would serve in their

army. No difficulty whatever, therefore, would exist in our pas-

sage, even if we should actually understand, with Bertholdt, a

bodily presence of Daniel in Susa ; but it may be abundantly

shown farther, that Daniel was at Susa only in the same manner

as Ezekiel, in the visions of God, was at Jerusalem, viii. 3 ; xl.

2 ; as Theodoret, Aben Ezra, Calvin, Ch. B. Miciiaelis, and

many other interpreters have assumed. In favour of this view we

mention, 1 . That the object for which Daniel feels himself trans-

ported to Susa in particular, strikes us most clearly at a glance.

Susa was the future metropolis of the kingdom which the pro-

phecy concerned. " Susa was anciently the capital of the Per-

sians : when, therefore, he is being taught the destruction of the

]^ersian kingdom, he necessarily imagines the vision to take place

c2
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in that city."* 2. It is said, v. 27, that Daniel, when he had re-

covered from the weakness of body caused by the intense excite-

ment connected with the vision, attended to the king's business.

This points us to Babylon, not to Susa, as the real place of the

prophet's abode, and the scene of the vision. We cannot con-

ceive what Daniel could have had to do with the king's business

at Snsa. Bektiioldt supposes the collection of tribute ; but

Daniel, under the Chaldean kings, and even, as appears ft-om ch.

v. 1 1 , under Belshazzar, was president of the learned men of the

Babylonian court, and as such had nothing to do with the collec-

tion of tribute in a province, nor had he any business whatever

out of Babylon ; and yet he must have transacted the king's busi-

ness at the place where he had the vision. His being at Susa

must therefore belong to the vision. 3. But this is expressly said

vor. 2. and this of ilself is sufficient proof This verse reads hte-

rally, " And I saw in the vision, and it came to pass, as I saw,

and I was at Shushan the palace, in the province of Elam, and I

saw in the vision, and I was by the river Ulai. And I lifted up

mine eyes and saw, and lo," &c. According to Behtiioldt,
" and I was, &c." is, in both cases, a parenthesis, and the words,
" and I saw in the vision," merely mark the transition to the sub-

sequent narrative. But this interpretation certainly has not the

advantage of being an easy one. According to it, not only are

the twice repeated words, " and I saw in the vision," supei-fluous,

a thing that certainly might be justified, but also " and it came
to pass as I saw." The natural interpretation, that which sug-

gests itself at once to every body, is most surely this : that " and

I saw in the vision" stands in a causal relation to " and I was,"

especially as in ver. 3, an entirely similar connection is found, " I

lifted up mine eyes and saw, a/id a ram stood."

h. We grant certainly that a palace at Shushan is mentioned.

For altliough n-'a is used here in a wider signification—the pa-

lace Shushan for the city Shushan, comp. Gksen. //w.t. s. r.—
yet this wider signification can only be explained on the suppo-

sition, that there was a palace in the city. But the assertion that

• THF.oDf)nF.T ; Tri '^ova-a fitiTpoTToXiv tjv irdXat IIiptruw liTiidfi Toivvv ti'iv tFiv

Ilf/KTiKi/s lia<Ti\tiat fittf^di'ti KnT&\v<Tii>, d;»(«yvaiws tp (Ktitn] rrj ttoXh coKtT fiXi-
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Shusban had not, at that time, any palace, is, first of all, not sup-

ported by any historical testimony. For the passage adduced

from Pliny cannot be regarded as such. He says, " in Susiana

est vettis regia Persarum, Susa, a Dario Hijstaspisjilio con-

dita." He asserts, not that the palace alone, but that the entire

city of Susa, was founded by Darius Hystaspis. But this asser-

tion is opposed by the unanimous testimony of all oriental (comp.

Heebelot, hihl. Orient, s. v- Sons, p. 829) and Greek writers,

who assign the building of the city of Susa to the earliest anti-

quity. Strabo mentions, p. 1058, as its founder, Tithonus, father

of Memnon, and adduces, among the reasons which led the Per-

sian kings to exalt the city to be their residence, its magnitude

and splendour. Pliny, then, at all events, if his testimony has

a general foundation of truth, is chargeable with confounding the

extension and embellishment of the city with its first erection.

The assertion that Susa had no palace in it before the time of

Darius Hystaspis is, however, not merely groundless, but it may
also be refuted by distinct historical proofs. Shuslian, the capi-

tal of Elam, must have had a palace in it, from the mere fact,

that it had kings of its own from Abraham's time downwards,

comp. Gen. xiv. 1. Herodotus (v. 54), Strabo, 1. c, and

Stephanus of Byzantium, expressly mention this palace, and

say that it bore, from its founder, the name ra Me/nvoveta, and

remained till the Persians became dominant. Cyrus, who, ac-

cording to the testimony of Xenophon, used to pass the three

spring months at Susa (comp. Hoeck, veter. Medice et Persia

monumenta, p. 92), must, it would seem, have found a palace

already existing there.

c. Just as imaginary is the assertion, that the name Susa was

first given by Darius Hystaspis to the palace, and that it passed

from that to the city. This assumption, in the first place, finds

no support in the appellation itself Bertholdt's assertion is

incorrect, that it refers to the beauty of the buildings ; according

to Athen.eus and Stephanus of Byzantium (in Hoeck, 1. c.

p. 90, and more fully in Bochart, Gcogr. Sac. p. 751), the city

received its name from the quantity of lilies growing in the neigh-

bourhood. This assertion is just as little supported by saving,

that the city, in ancient times, bore the name of Memnon's city
;

to the palace only the name " Memnon's palace" is given by the
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writers quoted (comp. also Herodot. v. C3) ; but here, as Gese-

Nius also allows, the question is about the city. The name Me/i-

vovLov darv in Herodotus, C. 51, is only an appellative—Hero-

dotus has, in the same passage, as a nomen propriiim, Susa. Of
a change in the name oi" the city, in the time of J)arius Hystaspis,

not only is tlierc not a syllable of mention in any single writer,

butXENOPHON, Ci/rop. viii. 6, 22, as well as Herodotus, testifies

to the existence of the name Susa in ancient times. Add to this,

that the assertion that the name Shushan was first invented by

Darius Hystaspis, is founded upon an hypothesis already shown

to be groundless, that of his being the founder of the city or the

palace ; and that, assuming the coiTectness of this, it would surely

be necessary, as in other similar changes of name, to point out a

reference in the name to the person of him that gave it. Thus,

in all this argumentation, Bertholdt's oleum et opera are

tlirown away.

II. Among tlie instances of historical incorrectness is mentioned,

farther, the description of the den of lions in chap, G, which is

alleged to be in decided contradiction to what we otherwise know

of lion-dens. Bertpioldt, Comm. ii. 397, ff., now lays little

stress on this, (comp., however, i. p. 74) ; but De Wette goes

so far in his ridiculous arrogance, as to call the representation

of the lions' den a ridiculous one. Concerning the construction of

the Chaldean or Medo-Persian lion-dens, we have not the slightest

information from other sources ; all that we possess, is only a

single description of lion-dens of quite another land, and quite

another period, in Host's Nachrichten von Maroko tind Fes, S.

77 and 290, abridged in Jahn's Archaolof/ie, ii. 2, p. 355, and

copied out at length in Rosen m. A. und N. Morf/enl. iv. Nr.

J 084, This agrees with our description in the most essen-

tial features, ('.(/., that the receptacles for the lions were under

ground, and that persons condemned to death were thrown down

into them. Nay, exactly considered, no diflerence whatever can

be detected between the two. For, the assertion that in our pas-

sage a very ntirrow opening is ascribed to the lions' den, just as

in vessels terminating in a point above, rests merely on the fact,

that, according to ver. 17, it was closed by a stone laid upon it

above. But we must here imagine a large flat stone, which, ns

jn graves (comp. Jaiin, Arcluiol. i. 2, § 213), scr\ed for a door
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III. In the same arbitrary maimer, anotlier historical error is

assumed—" According to chap, v, 11, 13, 18, 22, Belshazzar
(Nahonned), who, according to profane historians, is the fourth

successor of Nebuchadnezzar, is his son. This could not have
been said by Daniel, who must have been perfectly well acquaint-

ed with Nebuchadnezzar's family." Bertholdt, Comm. i. 35

;

Bleek, p. 270; Kirms, p. U. It is generally allowed that =«

frequently signifies ancestors in general, and 15, or "?, descendants,

and especially grandchildren (comp. Gesen., The.s. p. C, and
216.) Belshazzar was probably a son of Evilmerodach, and
grandson of Nebuchadnezzar, (comp. the evidence in Eosen-
MULLER, Alterthumsk, i. 2, p. 89.) This designation, then, in

itself, gives no countenance to the supposition that the author

took Belshazzar for a son of Nebuchadnezzar. But, objects

Bleek, if the author had not done this, he w^ould in ver. 11, at

the very outset, where we read " and in the time of thy ftither

wisdom was found in him," have expressly added the name of

Nebuchadnezzar. With far greater propriety might we conclude,

because, in the words immediately folk)wiijg, " thy father" is more
exactly defined by " the king Nebuchadnezzar," that the queen
or the author expressly distinguished Nebuchadnezzar from the

proper father of Belshazzar. But a reason can very well be given,

why the queen does not in the first breath give this more accu-

rate definition. The queen who here comes from her chamber
into the banqueting hall was not, as Bertholdt 1. c. p. 3G6»
assumes, the wife of Belshazzar-for his wives were, according

to ver. 2, present in the hall—but the queen dowager, the wife of

Evilmerodach ; comp. the proof farther on. When she Avas

speaking of events as having transpired in the time of Belshazzar's

father, she might reasonably suppose that he would not think

of the insignificant Evilmerodach, who, according to the testimonv
of Berosus in Josephus, reigned only two years, but of the famous,

celebrated Nebuchadnezzar.— The diflerence of the names Bel-
shazzar and Nahonned, to which Bleek farther refers, is tlieless

capable of proving anything, inasmuch as both, like the names in

general of the ancient kings of the East, are rather surnames
than proper names—Belshazzar from the god Bel (Ges. thes.

p. 226), Nahonned from the god Nebo (GES.y<?.v. II. 342.) Ne-
buchadnezzar's father, too, appears under the double name of
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Nebuchadnezzar and Nabopolassai* ; cump. Berosus in Joh. Arch.

X. xi. 1.

IV. It is farther attempted by Bertholut, Comm. ii. p. 885, ff.,

and after liim by J^leek, p. 270, De Wette, and, which is to be

wondered at, even the more discreet ]{osenmiller, {Alterthunifik.

i. 1, p. ;}G9), to prove that there is a historical error in the fact,

that the king whom Xeuophon calls CyaxiU'es II., is here called

Darius. They assert that the later author of the Book of Daniel

gave him this name only by a confusion with Darius Hyslaspis.

We will here for a moment suppose no historical traces to exist,

that the first and last Median king of Babylon bore the name

Darius. Even then there had need to bo very strong grounds'

for attributing to the author just in this particular such ignor-

ance of history, since his statements, especially in this chapter,

serve so strongly to confirm his credibility as a historian. Of

Cyaxai-es II. Herodotus and Justin say nothing. According

to both of them Astyages had no son. According to Herodo-

tus and Ctesi.\s, the list of Median kings closed with Astyages,

and immediately thereupon the Persian kingdom began with Cyrus.

With them agree DiODORCS Sicultjs, Str.\bo, Poly-ENUS. And
yet clear reasons can be produced to shew, tiiat the scanty testimo-

nies to the existence of a Darius Modus are correct ; comp. previ-

ously Bertholdt, ii. p. Hl-s, ff. Now, is it at all likely, tliat a wri-

ter, who, in reference to the reign of a IMedian king over Babylon,

displays a knowledge of history such as we look for in vain in the

oldest and most credible writers of profane history, and such as we

cannot suppose in a Jew of the time of the Maccabees, should have

allowed himself to be chargeable with such gross confusion as to

the name of the king mentioned by him ? Still fartlier, the author

agrees in another special fact with profane history. Xe-nothon

relates {Ct/rojucciia VIH. vi. 1, ff.), tliat soon after the taking of

Babylon the conquered lands were divided into provinces, and

governors set over them. All this is stated in our book too.—Arc

we indeed to infer from a mere difference of names, that the author

is chargeable with confounding them ? But such differences occur

also in other Hebrew writings, in which nobody thinks of a histo-

rical error, because of tlicir acknowledged credibility, and in part

their contcunporancity. 'J'hc ( 'ambysos of profane writers is called

in the Book of l',/.ra Achaschvcrosh ( Ahasuerus.) I'scudosmerdis
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bears even in profane writers two different names, in Ctesias Spen-

dates, in Justin Oropastes, and in Ezra he appears under a third

name Artachshasta (Artaxerxes) ; comp. Jahn, Archaol. II. 1,

p. 244 ; KsM. 1. c. p. 373. Now, why is this appearance in all

other cases unanimously explained on the ground that the names
of kings were not iiomina projiria, but surnames,* whilst, on the

contrary, in this single instance, this explanation is not once pro-

posed as at all possible ? And yet in this very case this explana-

tion is quite natural, since it is generally allowed that the name
Darius in particular is an appellative. That it was a mere title

appears from this, that several different kings bear it. According

to Herodotus, the name represented the Greek ep^elrjq, tamer,

subduer. Herbelot observes, l/ibL Or. s. v. Dara, " Xom Per-

sien, qui est plutot appellatif que propre, car Dara en langue

Persicnne signifie tin Souverain." Comp. KsM. 1. c. p. 373 ;

Ges. and Winer s. v.

We have hitherto been speaking on the supposition that there is

no historical confirmation of the asserted fact, that the last Median
king was called Darius. But this supposition of opponents is

false. There is a splendid confirmation of the credibility of our

book in this particular in the Armenian chronicle of Eusebius.

There, in a short appendix to a fragment of Abydenus, which is

found also without the appendix in Eusebius' prceparatio evan-

f/elica, t. I. p. 61, ed. Ven., after it has been mentioned that

Cyrus made the last king of Babylon a present of the province of

Carmania after his imprisonment, it is said, " Darius rex de re-

gioiie depulit aliqua)itulum." To doubt the genuineness of these

words, is out of the question ; they are not employed at all by

Eusebius for the illustration or confirmation of Scripture ; he

regards them as so indifferent that in theprcepa/ri/io, he leaves them

out; they bear the very peculiar confused character of Abydenus, in

whom you often cannot at all tell what he means to say. Its

genuineness receives confirmation from this fact also, that Aby-

* So says Heerex, Jdecn I. 1, p. I(i3, 1(J4, " ThediflSculty arises ouly from the Jifft-r.

ence in the names oftwo kings. But these need the less surprise us, because the usual

names of the Persian kings were properly mere titles or snruames, whose significations

Herodotus has preserved to us, which, therefore, might he easily changed, and espe-

cially might be differently expressed in difierent languages." Comp. also Volney,
rechcrches nourelles, Paris 1814, t. T. p. 141, ft'.
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(lenus, in iinother passage that has hitherto been acknowledged

as genuine, speaks of a Mede who, in connexion with a Persian,

wouhl overthrow the Babylonian kingdom ; comp. Bertholdt,
Dan. ii. p. 853. Here, then, we have the name which occurs in

our book, from a historical source quite independent of it.—Ano-
ther less certain confirmation, although one not to be despised, is

afforded by the name of the Daricf!, a Persian gold coin. Se-

veral older writers, as Prideaux, hist, d Juifs t. 1, and Vitringa,

ohss. sacrr. ii. p. 308, advanced the opinion, that this coin received

its name from Darius Medus. All ancient writers (Herodotus,
Diodorus, Plutarch, &c., comp. Brisson. de reg. Peru, jirinc.

p. 346) agree, that a king ])arius gave it the name—so that all

derivations of it from other sources (comp. Winer, le.v. p. 23),

none of which derivations are otherwise recommended bv plausi-

bility, are to be rejected. Now Herodotus, it is true, says that

the coin was first struck by Darius Hystaspis ; but that he only

transferred to him what belonged to another older Darius, appears

probable frtjui the fact, that the Darics are mentioned in the

Books of Chronicles, Ezra, and Nehemiah, as a coin long ago in

circulation, and commonly current. To this we mav add the con-

current accounts of several ancient writers. Suidas savs s v. Sapec-

Ko<;' ovK drro Aapeiov rov p,ep^ov irarpo^, aXV «0' erepov Tiv6<i

TToXacoTepov /3acri\,eo)<i oipofidadrjaav. tSo also the scholiast on
Aristophanes, on the Ecclesiaz. p. 74 1 . HARrocKATiON observes,

CKXyjOrjaav Be AapeiKol, ovk co? ol TrXet'ou? vop,L^ovacv utto Aapeiov

Tov aep^ov Trarpo?, a\X d(f> erepov ^a<Ti\eai^.—But, fiuallv, we
can offer a probable explanation of the discrepancy between Xeno-
phon and Daniel, in reference to the name of the last Median
king. There is no doubt that the two names (Astyages and
Cyaxares) which Xenophon attributes to the father and the son as

different, are identical. We can here refer to Niebuhr, kl. hist.

Schr. p. 207. " Asdahag (Astyages), according to a remarkable

account given by the Milanese editors (of the Armenian chronicle

of Eusebius) from Moses of Chorene, who quotes Armenian songs

in proof, might have been the name of an old Median dynastv

;

but also in tlie name Cyaxares (Kei-Axar) Axar and Asdahag are

identical, like 'ApTa^dpT]<i and Artuchshasta." In all probabilitv,

then, Xenophon is chargeable with confounding the names of the

lather and son.—From Xieiujih's remark it mav be clearlv seen.
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at the same time, with what justice Bleek, 1, c, would infer any-

thing against the credibihty of Daniel, because the father of the

last Median king is here (chap. 9, 1) called Ahasuerus, in Xeno-

phon Astyages. The name Astyages is identical with Cyaxares,

and in reference to the latter name Scaliger {de emend, temp.

I. y\. p. 587), with the consent of Vitringa 1. c. ii. p. 313, has

shewn, that it is identical with Ahasuerus (Achashverosh) and the

Greek Xerxes.

V. But pecuHar stress is laid upon a historical error which is said

to be found in chap i. 1. "It is here said, that the taking of

Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar, in which Daniel was carried away

as a prisoner, took place in the third year of the reign of Jehoia-

kim. But this is impossible; for, according to Jer. xxv. 1, Ne-

buchadnezzar did not mount the throne in Babylon till the fourth

year of the reign of Jehoiakim. The assumption that Nebuchad-

nezzar took Jerusalem before his accession to the throne, on

the expedition which, according toBerosus in Josephus, Archceol.

X. xi. 1, was undertaken in his father's lifetime, is inadmissible.

For, not to mention that Nebuchadnezzar is here called king, and

that the assertion of his being associated by his father in the

co-regency at that time is not adequately sustained, it can bo

proved that on this expedition Judea was not invaded. And
even if it had been invaded, still a contradiction would remain;

for, according to Jer. xlvi. 1, the conquest of the Egyptians by

the Chaldeans at Carehemish did not occur till the fourth year

of Jehoiakim. But the subjugation of Jerusalem could only take

place as a consequence of that; and yet, according to the account

before us, Nebuchadnezzar took Jerusalem in the third year of

Jehoiakim, a year before. If the deportation of which we here

read really took place, it could not have happened till the expedi-

tion of Nebuchadnezzar into Lower Asia, in the seventh year of

his reign, and in the eleventh of that of Jehoiakim, which closed

with the dethronement and murder of the latter (comp. 2 Kings,

xxiv. 2 ; and Jer. lii. 2S.)" This objection certainly startles, and

appears so much the more unanswerable, as the attempt at recon-

ciling the discrepancy made by several older scholars, as c. g.

Chr. B. Michaelis, and even admitted as valid by Bertholdt,

{Comm- i. p. 172), with seeming impartiality, but with the view,

clearly manifest elsewhere, of thus being able to point out ano-
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ther still grosser error (cornp. Einl. p. 1545), is clearly untenuble.

It is assumed that the account here given really relates to the

taking of Jerusalem in the eleventh year of Jehoiakim, but that

this, according to another mode ofreckoning the years of his reign,

is here called the third—that Jehoiakim suffered two invasions

from Nebuchadnezzar, betAveen which, according to 2 Kings xxiv.

1, three years elapsed—that on the first attack, which, according

to this, falls in the eighth year of Jehoiakim, he became tributary

to Nebuchadnezzar—that onward from this year, by command of

Nebuchadnezzar, a new reckoning of the years of his reign was

employed, and that the author the more readily followed this as

he lived in Babylon—that he accordingly speaks here of the

amio tertio rcr/ni Jojdkimi, non simjtUciter inchoatt, sed a Ne-

hucadnezare redditiet coujirmati. But against this assumption

the following arguments may be adduced. 1. The assumption of

a double reckoning of the years of Jehoiakim's reign being thus

occasioned, has no historical proof, and although, perhaps, in the

history of other nations, it has analogy in its favour, yet it has

none in the Jewish. 2. It is here unjustly assumed as proved, that

the invasion of Judea by Nebuchadnezzar, mentioned 2 Kings

xxiv. 1, foils in the eighth year of Jehoiakim. It is merely said

there, that Jehoiakim revolted from the king of Babylon, after he

had been three years tributary to him. But whether Nebuchad-

nezzar immediately undertook the punishment of the rebel, or

whether he deferred it perhaps through several years, until he

found occasion for an expedition against more important enemies,

in which he had opportunity to settle this, in his eyes, insignifi-

cant affair, is not said. The assumption, then, that Nebuchad-

nezzar undertook his first expedition in the eighth yeiu' of Jehoia-

kim, is an hypothesis grounded merely on our passage. Of an

expedition undertaken in the eighth year of Jehoiakim, there is

not any trace elsewhere, either in biblical or profane writere. 3.

But even if we lay no decisive stress on these two arguments, yet

there occurs another, which of itself is enough to annihilate this

assumption. It causes an irreconcilcablc contradiction between

chap. 1 and 2. It would make the deportation of Daniel to hap-

pen in the seventh year of Nebuchadnezzar ;—not certainly (see

further on) of his monarchy, but of Ids co-regency, which, how-

ever, lasted only two or three years—t" them were added, according
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to ver. 5, 18, three years more, in which the education of Da-

niel in the Chaldee learning was completed. According to chap,

ii. 1, however, Daniel expounds a dream to Nebuchadnezzar in

the second year of his reign, consequently at a time when he was

still a boy in Judea. The advocates of this hypothesis (comp.

Chh. B. Michaelis in loc. ; Jahn, Einl. ii. 009) help them-

selves by assuming, that it is not the second year of Nebuchad-

nezzar's reign that is here spoken of, but the second year of his

grand universal monarchy. But of this era there is not the

shghtest trace elsewhere, and the period of its commencement

cannot be discovered with any certainty whatever.

But it can nevertheless be shewn that this passage, far from

containing an error, rather affords a striking proof of the exact

historical knowledge of our author, and therefore of the genuine-

ness of his book. A favourable providence has preserved tons a

passage of Berosus, which relieves us in this instance from the

necessity of pronouncing the no)i liquet, and at the same time,

like the difficulty we last met with, shews how safely we may pro-

nounce it in other cases, and how rash and unworthy of an earnest

inquirer, is the conduct of those who are immediately ready with

the charge of error and contradiction, whenever existing historical

accounts are not sufficient to shew us the possihiliiy of solving

and reconciling. Berosus, in the third book of the Chaldean his-

tory, in Josephus Arch. X. 11, 1, informs us that the Babylonian

king Nebuchadnezzar (Nabopolassar), on hearing of the revolt of

the governor, whom he had appointed in Syria and Ph(X'uicia, to

the Egyptians, (comp. on this subject farther on), being too weak

to go himself, sent his son Nebuchadnezzar with an army. In

this expedition (according to Jer. xlvi. 1) the Egyptians were

defeated in the great battle of Carchemish, on the Euphrates,

and Phoenicia and Syria came under the dominion of the Baby-

lonians. The campaign was brought to a close by the news of the

decease of Nabopolassar. Nebuchadnezzar hastened, with few

attendants, the nearest way to Babylon, bidding his army, with the

prisoners and booty, follow him thither. The beginning of this ex-

pedition must fall at least in the end of the third year of Jelioia-

kim. For since, according to Jer. xlvi. 2, Nebuchadnezzar gained

the battle of Carchemish in the fourth year of Jehoiakim, and,

according to xxxvi. 9, took Jerusalem in the same year (see
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infra), the time would be too short for the events of the campaign

if we were to place the beginning of it in the fourth year. " Ne-

buchadnezzar then besieged Carchemish, on the Euphrates, a city

which had been taken possession of by Necho about three years

before. But, from the difficulty attending the capture of walled

towns in those days, it is probable that he was detained a con-

siderable time with the siege ; and tliat, in the meanwhile, Necho

came Avilli forces from Egypt, which, however, were defeated by

the Babylonians in the fourth year of Jehoiakim. After this,

Nebuchadnezzar soon succeeded in taking Carchemish, and

marched into Judea, the king of which was an ally and tributary

of Necho, towards the close of that fourth year."*

In this expedition, then, Judea was invaded and Jenisalem

taken. Let us first reply to the arguments which have been

brought against this opinion. 1. " The army, according to Be-

rosus, took its march, both in advancing towards Egypt, and in

returning to Babylon, on the other side of the Jordan {hta Ti]<i

epi)^iov)," Berth., p. IGG. But this is a falsification. It is

merely said of Nebuchadnezzar, that, on receiving news of the

death of his father, he hastened back to Babylon, with few attend-

ants, through the desert (a u t o 9 6p/j.7]cra<i oXiyoa-ro'i Bia r^?

ip-qfiov Trapeyevero eh ^a^vXwva) ; and the simple fact that

this is related of Nebuchadnezzar as something peculiar to him-

self, shows that the army, on going out and returning, took another

way. Indeed, if the army both times took this way, how could

Phoenicia have been conquered, a fact which Berosus expressly

relates, and which rests also upon the testimony of the Phoeni-

cian Annals ? " In the archives of the Phoenicians are to be

found statements agreeing with those of Berosus respecting the

king of Babylon, to the effect, that lie subjugated Syria and all

• Pf.rizonius. In his famous work Orif/ines Aegyptiacte et Bnhtjlonicue, t. ii., lie

treats vrry fully of these points, iind between his resirits and those of the au-

thor, who did not consult him till iifter ii full investi},nitioii on his own purt, there

exists a remarkable agreement. " Tunc obsedit Nebucadnezar Carchemisum nd

I'.uphratem, quiiin urbem tribus fere iinnis ante oecupiiverat IsVchao. Sed cum

difficilis esset illo tempore urbiuui muuitarum exptiguatio, verisimile est aliqinmdiu

ipsum in ea obsidione hiesisse, atijue ita venisse interim Nechaonem cum copiis ex

Aeg^•pto, sed qure i>rot1iKatiE istic sunt a Babyloniis anno jam .lojakimi quarto. Turn

vero etiam Carchemisum mox cepit Nebucadnezar, et in.Iudfetim.cujus rex eratNeclia-

oniR amicus et tributnrius, veuit anno illo i|Uurto jam ad fiuem vergenle. ' I. r. p 430.
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Phoenicia." * 'Z. " From Jer. xxxvi. 9. 29, it incontestibly

appears that Nebuchaduezzar, even in the fifth year of the reign

of Jehoialdm, had not yet come to Jerusalem." But we shall

presently see, that in this passage there is contained a pretty sig-

nificant reference to a taking of Jerusalem already past. That
such an event had not occurred, is not once said ; and the fact

that the e/i/ire destruction of the state and devastation of the

land are announced as still future, which was really the case, affords

no intimation whatever that it had not. " We are to consider the

prophet as intending to remind them, that they were not to regard

the evils which he had, by divine command, warned them to

expect from Nebuchadnezzar, as at an end, simply because Nebu-
chadnezzar had already invaded Judea, and, altliough he had car-

ried off many captives and spoils, had left the king still in posses-

sion of his authority ; for that he would come again, and bring total

desolation on the land."t Another prophecy of Jeremiah, chap.

XXV., to which appeal is also made, was, like that in chap, xlvi.,

delivered immediately before the invasion of Judea that occurred

during this expedition, and by that event was incipiently fulfilled.

3. " Josephus expressly says that Nebuchadnezzar, in this expe-

dition, did not even enter Palestine." But this testimony of

Josephus, Arch. x. 6, I {hia^a<; Se rov Ev(ppdr7)v 6 ^a/3v\.a)VL0<i

ry-jv CL-^pi II't]\ovariov TrapaXafx^dvet Xvplav irape^ tt}? 'Iov8aia<i),

has just as much authority as the testimony of Bertholdt him-

self, or of any other modern commentator or historian. Josephus

did not derive the irape^ Tr]<; ^IovSala<i from some source no
longer at our command ; what follows shows that he obtained it

merely from the wi'ongly understood passage, 2 Kings xxiv. 1.

Erroneously taking the three years mentioned there as the space

between the two invasions, he supposed that he could not assume

any invasion before the eighth year of Jehoiakim.

Thus there is not even a plausible argument existing against

* Josephus, c. Ap. 1. 1. Ou fxriv dWa uav xoT? djOX«'Ois tuiv ^oiv'iKmv a-v/xcfxuva

xois VTTo BiipoxrcoD Xfyo/xavois avaytypaTTTai, iripi tov tu>v Ba/3uXaii/ia)i//3a<rt\€a>s,

oTt Koi Tijv "Slvpiav Kal tiju i>otviKijv UTraarav kKtivoi KaTicrTpt.\lfaTo.

+ Perizonius, 1. c. p. 445—" Ratio biijus prophetiae est, quasi proplieta voluisset

ilieere : non esse, quod se defiiuctos jam putent malis, quae a Nebucaduezare ipsis expec-

tanda jussu Dei denuutiaverat, siquidem Nebueadnezar jam venisset in .Judeeam et

abductis licet aliquot captivis et spoliis regem tamen in regno reliquisset; nam ventu-

rum etiam deiuceps et terrnm plane perditurum."
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the assumption, that Nebuchadnezzar's invasion affected Judea

also.* On the other hand, apart from the probabihty of the

thing, even if it could not be corroborated by direct historical

evidence (Perizonius 1. c. p. 439, " At (ji/are qi/tcso Jiidwam

reliquisset intactam, qua; tunc erat arnica et trihularia Aegypto

et in recta viaferente in Aeyyptuni sita ?"), the fact is supported

bv the followins: reasons:— 1. Berosus mentions among tlie

nations from whom NebuchaJnezzar carried away captives to

Babylon, the Jews, and, indeed, he mentions them first (/cat Tov<i

atyfiaXoiTOVi ^lovhaiwv re Kal ^oivUwv Kul Svpoiv Kal rtov Kara

T/> AiyvTTTov idvoiv). Bertholdt, p. 107, is ready here with

the expedient, that Bf.rosus no doubt confounded Jews with

inhabitants of the former kingdom of the ten tribes. But it can

easily be seen that this assumption is quite arbitraiy. Such a

confusion is the less supposable, as the land of the ten tribes was

then in possession of foreign heathen colonists from Babylon,

Cutha, &c., who had notliing in common with the Jews, and

whose deportation by Nebuchadnezzar into their former countiy

is by no means probable; comp. Jahn Arch. ii. 1, § -10. This

is to be regarded as the principal ai-guraent, and one which of it-

self alone contains a full sufficiency of proof. Besides this there

is a second testimony of a profane author, that of Alexander Poly-

histor, in a fragment contained only in the Armenian chronicle of

Eiisebius (t. i. p. 45) ; he speaks of the conquest of Judea, as

connected with the conquest of Syria and Pha-nicia
—

" Deinde rey-

navit Nabucudrossurus annus 43 et coniractis copiis rcniens

captivox duxit Judteos et Phoinices ac Si/ros." 2. In 2 Kings

xxiv. 1 , mention is made of an expedition of Nebuchadnezzar

against Judea, in which Jehoiakim became subject to him. To

tliis expedition the passage also in 2 Chron. xxxti. 6 must refer.

"Against him came up Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon, and

bound him in fetters, to carry him to Babylon." For in the

second expedition, in the eleventh year of Jehoiakim, this king,

• ScnLossEK, too, prnnts this ( fchersirht, i. p. 110)—" Tlic .lews Imd to pay n lieavy

tux to the I'.pyptiiiii kin^', by rectivinj,' a kiiiK Ht liis hnnds, and remained tlie vassals

of Kpyiit tiutil Nebucha«liiezzar defeated the Egyptian king on the Pluphrotes (0(»l) in

n decisive hutth-, and tlitn hastened thronprli Syria to I'liltstine, where tlie king of the

.lews did him homage." In what follows there ore a niiiltitude of most palpable errors ;

but it is not within onr present scope to point them out.
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as Jeremiali predicts, chap. xxii. 4^, and as is expressly related

in 2 Kings xxiv. 2, was immediately put to death in Jerusalem.
Now, in the Chronicles, it is true, mention is made only of the

intention of carrying him away to Babylon, not of the fulfilment

of that intention ; but this unfulfilled jDlan could only be men-
tioned to show how severely the divine retribution fell upon him ;

had he been put to death on the spot, we cannot see why the

intended deportation is mentioned. The fact that on this suppo-
sition the second expedition, the more important one as afi'ecting

Judea, is not at all spoken of in the Chronicles, can afi'ord no
ground for rejecting it, ifwe consider the great brevity and incom-
pleteness of the information contained there regarding the later

times of the Jewish poHty (comp. Bertholdt, p. 174). It is

thus historically certain, that, before the invasion in the eleventh
year of Jehoiakim, Judea was once conquered by the Babylonians.
Indeed history tells of no other expedition of Nebuchadnezzar' than
that before us ; nay, according to Berosus, Nebuchadnezzar
employed himself most zealously, during some years after his

accession to the throne, in fortifying and embellishing the city,

and in other internal arrangements. Justly, therefore, do we find

in the two passages of the historical books a confirmation of the

account of Berosus. 3. Of less weight, but not altogether unim-
portant, provided it be taken together with the other proofs, is

the passage in Jerem. xxxvi. 9. According to this, a public fast

was appointed in Jerusalem, in the fifth year of Jehoiakim, in

the ninth month. From analogy (comp. Zech. viii. 19, and as

to later times Reland Antiqq. ss. iv., 10) it is probable that this

fast was held on the anniversary of the taking of Jerusalem by
the Chaldeans, which, accordingly, would have taken place in the

ninth month of the fourth year.

To this captui'e of Jerusalem, then, our passage relates. Two
arguments more are alleged against this, which, however, on nearer

inspection, appear of no value. 1 . From the account of Berosus,
Nebuchadnezzar undertook this expedition in the lifetime of his

father, and consequently before he succeeded to the throne ; but
here not only the name of king is attributed to Nebuchadnezzar,
but the full exercise of the kingly prerogative, as, e.g., that he
brought the vessels of the temple into the treasure-house of his

god, comp. Ch. Ben. Michaelis, 1. c. p. 12. But as regards

D
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the complete exercise of kingly authority, the proofs of it, among
which must not he reckoned the orders in reference to the instruc-

tion of Daniel and his companions, tirst make their appearance

at the time of the return of Nehuchadnezzar to liahylon, when,

according to the testimony of Beuosus, his father was now dead,

and the government in his own hands. Thus there remains only

the title of king for consideration. Now, if we assume, with

Geieii, that this is here given to Nehuchadnezzar y;tr aHliripa-

tiouem, " and tliat, heeause when Daniel wrote Nehuchadnezzar

was really king ;'"* or, with others (comp. Schlosseu, Wcltt/escli,

i. p. 11), that Nehuchadnezzar, hefore the expedition, was asso-

ciated in the co-regency hy his aged and infirm father, a thing

probahle in itself, and confirmed hy Jer. xlvi. 1 (vid. infra), and

which, perhaps, also in the words of Bekosus, " he conferred on

liis son Nehuchadnezzar, who had attained the age of manhood,

some share of the govcrnment,"t has an express historical warrant

—^in any case, it can be shown, with certainty, fi'om our hook, that

its author, just as Berosus, places the beginning of Nebuchad-

nezzar's campaign in the reign of his father, and at least a year

either before his reigning at all, or before his reigning solely.

According to eh. ii. 1, Daniel, in the fn'coiid year of the reign of

Nebuchadnezzar, showed him a dream, when he had been in-

structed in the learning of the Chaldeans three years. This proves

clearly, that, at the time of the conquest of Jerusalem, the highest

dignity was not yet in the possession of Nebuchadnezzar, and

that the reckoning was still made according to the years of his

father's reign. 2. It is alleged, that, according to our ])assage,

Jerusalem was taken as early as the third year of Jehoiakim,

whilst, according to Jeremiah, the battle of Carchcmish did not

occur till the fourth year (comp. supra, p. 43.) But this objec-

tion vanishes as soon as we translate ch. i. 1, " In the third year

of king Jehoiakim, Nebuchadnezzar the king set out to Jerusa-

lem," &c. The verb k's occurs just in the same manner Jon. i.

,'3, o-'s-n nxa n-ss, " a vessel going to Tai'shish." See other ex-

amples in Gesenius, then., and in Winer, s. v. J

• " Idque <(), quod cum Daniel s(ril)mt, Nobm-adnrzar rix juin esset."

+ <ru<rrf/ao« Tin v'uo "Suliovxodovocroftut uvri Lv li\iKi(t fiipt) tii/u t>/s Svvnfiiuit.

I Siuiilm-ly Pkrizonius, 1. c. p. 480, "Trrtio .lojakimi nnno Neb. profecUim contra

Acgjptios ct coruin socios stuluanius nccissc est. Eo itnquc nnno cwpit hoc bellum

inovf-ri // t/iiiisi iniliiiiii fit-ri vniimJi in Jiuhciim."
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It is worthy of remark, and serves for a surprising confirmation

of our view, that, according to it, for every single circumstance in

ver. 1-3, a histoiical confirmation can be brought. Jehoialdm

is given into the hand of the king of Babylon—according to the

Books of Kings he becomes subject to him—according to the

Chronicles he is bound with chains ; Nebuchadnezzar takes away

part of the temple furniture, and brings it into the house of his

god—Chronicles, " Also Nebuchadnezzar brought a part of the

vessels of the house of the Lord to Babylon, and put them in his

palace." Berosus, " With the spoils of the war he magnificently

adorned the temple of Belus, and the other (great edifices)"

&c.; * Nebuchadnezzar gives command, out of a larger number of

captives to select some for his own service—according to Beeo-

sus Jewish captives among the rest are carried off, and Nebu-

chadnezzar gives command on his return to appoint for them, as

well as the others, suitable places of residence in Babylonia. We
leave it to every reader to consider on which supposition this accu-

rate historical knowledge is the more easily to be explained—that

Daniel was the writer, or that it was the work of a Jew in the

unhistorical Maccabean age.

It now only remains for us to reconcile our passage with Jere-

miah XXV. 1. This appears at the first glance to be utterly im-

possible. For there the beginning of Nebuchadnezzar's reign

seems to be placed in the fourth year of Jehoiakim. The ques-

tion arises, then, what is to be understood by the first year of

Nebuchadnezzar, whether the first of his monarchy, or the first

of his co-regency ? On the first supposition we are met by an

inexplicable difficulty. It would make Nebuchadnezzar's monar-

chy to begin before the battle of Carchemish, and before the con-

quest of Jerusalem. The three years' instruction of Daniel and

his companions cannot have begun till after that; and yet it was

completed by the second year of Nebuchadnezzar's monarchy.

(" Tet us take another method of finding out the time of Nabopo-
lassar's death. This is determined by the thirty-seventh year of

Jeconiah, spoken of as agreeing with the last of Nebuchadnezzar.

For, if we go back through those thirty-seven years, adding the

* Auxos ^E viro Tfoi; ek tov voXifiov \ac^i>pwv to t-etou TiriXov Upov kuI rh Xoiiric

KOa-fxnmii (l)i\oTi/M(o^, k.t.X.

D 2
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last six of Jehoiakira, who reigned eleven years in all, we shall

have in the sixth of Jehoiakiin the first of the forty-three years

which are alwavs aserihcd bv the Babylonians to Nebuchadnez-

zar. **) The second supposition has not only probability in its

favour, ("The son appears to have administered the aflairs of

the kingdom in connexion with his father ; so that, whenever that

united govemment may have begun, the Scriptures reckon the

years of Nebuchadnezzar from that time. For it mattered not to

the Jews whether he reigned alone or with his father ; since their

only care was about the calamity he was bringing upon them ;

nor did they consider whether he oppressed them in his own or

his father's name,"t) but also the testimony of Berosus, accord-

ing to whom all Syria and Phojnicia was conquered under Nabo-

polassar, and Nebuchadnezzai" took the govenimentinto his hands

not until he had finished the whole campaign, and was returned to

Babylon. " He took into his own hands the affairs of state,

which had been managed by Chaldeans, and the royal prerogative

which had been guarded by the chief of them, ha^^ng obtained

the whole of his father's dominions," &c.;|: It is not to be urged as

an objection, that in Dan. ii. 1, the second year of Nebuchad-

nezzar is the second of his monarchy ; to an author living in Ba-

bylonia tliis reckoning was natural, to one living in.Tudoa (comp.

p. 51) the other rather ; there is also found a diflerence '>f c\-

Another difliculty too must be added. According to Jeremioli Hi. 'M, Nebiicliad-

ui'zznr died in tlic tliirty-seventh veiir of .lernniab. This wonhl make it irapossiblo

that he sliuiihl liiivf bet,''uu liis reign in the fourth yeiir of .leboiakini. t'onii). Pebi-

zoNivs, ]. c., p. 483—" Verum faciamns haec missa et iuvestigemns aliis ratiouibus

mortem Nabopola.ssai'is. Ostendit nobis earn Trijjesimns et Septimus illo .lechonjae

annus cum nUinio Nfbueadnezaris concun°ens. Ilinc cnim si retro ri'^rrcdiaunir per

illos 37. et 8CX insuper ultimos .(ojakinii.ijui XI. rcgnavit in universum, hiibebinins in

sexto Jojakimi jirimum 48. annorum, (|ui n Bab_vh)niis conblanter iribnunturNebTirnd-

nezari."

+ LEmpereur, on Joseph .lach. p. 2U.—" Itaijue cum patreiilius regni negotiaad-

ministrasse omninn videtnr; ergo qnodrnn(iue istins conjuncti imperii fiierit initium.

ab eo etiam Nebucadnezaris annos scriptura numerat. (^nia sive sohis, sive cum pa-

tre regnaret, .ludarisperinde erat; qnoniam ijiFos tiintum sollicitos habuit ciUamitiLs,

quae ab illo iiiftnbatur ; ner in en digerimen observabant, sive suo, sive patris nomine
ipsos (ijiprimi Ti-I."

I irapaXaftwv ii Ta irfn'iyfXitTa iioiKov/xiva i/ird \ii\iaitoi> Kui SiaTtipovnivii' TT/f

liita'Xtiav vwd tow fiiXTiirrov rii'TJoi', Kxpitvirai oXoKXt'ifiov t»)v -iraTptKijv I'fiX'l^

K. T. X.
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pressiou between the two passages, which is perhaps not without

its significance. Comp. Eabbi Alschech in L'Empereuk onii. 1

.

On this supposition, then, the difficulty in reference to ch. i. 5,

compared with ii. 1, disappears; hut another seems to remain

:

how can Nebuchadnezzar in the third year begin the expedition

in which Jerusalem was taken, whereas, according to Jeremiah,

he did not till the fourth year enter on the co-regency, with

which the beginning of the expedition coincides ? But this diffi-

culty disappears on a nearer inspection of the passage in Jere-

miah. He does not say that Nebuchadnezzar began his reign in

the fourth year of Jehoiakira ; but only that the fourth year of

Jehoiakim was the first of Nebuchadnezzar. But since we cannot

conceive that the years of their respective reigns mentioned be-

gan on the same day, the accounts of Daniel and Jeremiah are

very easily reconciled, by supposing that the first year of Nebu-

chadnezzar began towards the end of the third year ofJehoiakim,

and that this was really the case we have earlier attempted to

shew.

SECT. IX. CONTRADICTIONS.

" There are found in the Book of Daniel some totally irrecon-

cileable contradictions." Bertholdt has particulai-ly laboured

to shew this, Comm. i. 51, S ; Eittl. 1545, next to the mainten-

ance of his hypothesis of a pluraUty of authors, which, however,

would of itself prove that the book was not genuine. More re-

cently the force of this argument has been, even by several oppo-

sers of the genuineness, as De Wette, Bleek, and Kirms, if

not wholly denied, yet doubted and little insisted on. Nor could

this be otherwise, since they agree with its defenders in main-

taining the oneness of authorship. The solution of the contra-

dictious is, therefore, just as obligatory on them as on the others.

For it is certainly improbable that the supposed pseudo-Daniel,

to whom we cannot refuse the credit of the highest s'if/acH>/,

without imputing to the countless multitude of persons who allow-

ed themaolves to be deceived by him, an iiijinite dulness; who, in

his earher narrations, and even, it is alleged, in the mention of ap-

parently most insignificant accessory circumstances, always pre-
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paved the way for what was to follow ; for example, mentioued in

chap, i., the caiTying away of the sacred tcmple-fumiturc by Ne-

buchadnezzar, with an eye to the account given chap. v. (comp.

Bleek, p. 274); and throughout pursued a definite purpose—it

is quite improbable that such a man should not have guarded

against the grossest, most evident contradictions. Such a mix-

ture of the greatest dulness and sagacity would be an inexpH-

cable psychological enigma, and a single instance of gross and

prima facie contradiction would sufiBce to refute at once the

defenders of the genuineness, and the defenders of the oneness.

But the weakness of this ground is immediately appai'ent, when

we look more narrowly at the several assumed contradictions.

These are, besides that grand contradiction between chap. i. and

ii., already examined, the following

:

I. " According to chap. i. 21, Daniel lived only till the first

year of the reign of Cyrus. According to ch. j^l, he had, and

described, a remarkable vision as late as the f\st year of the reign

of this king." Bertholdt, 1. c, Giuesinger, p. 39. This con-

tradiction can be the less admitted by the defenders of the unHij,

who are at the same time opponents of the f/enuineness, because

it can-ies with it another also between ch. i. 21 andvi. 28, where

I
it is said, that Daniel, not only under Darius the Mede, but also

under Cyrus, occupied high official stations, which leads to the

inference of a longer life of Daniel under Cyrus. De Wette, p.

3G7, contents himself merely witli the remark, that the contradic-

tion may be removed by a solution not of a forced character.

Bleek observes, p. 212, that the supposition of a contradiction

rests upon an uncertain, probably false, interpretation of the first

passage ; but then, p. 283, by the interpretation wliich he recom-

mends, unwittingly brings forward a contradiction at least as gi-eat.

According to him, the author wished to express, not that Daniel

lived till the first year of Cyrus, but that he remained up to that

time in such circumstances in Babylon, and then with the rest of

the exiles returned to Palestine. This interpretation brings the

passage, i. 21, into inexplicable contradiction with both vi. 28 and

X. 4, according to which, Daniel, in the third year of Cyrus, had

a remarkable vision on the Tigris. If it should be said tliat Da-

niel was there only in spirit, as ch. viii. on the Ulai, for which,

however, no distinct ground can be adduced as in that instance,
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and against which ver. 7 seems to speak, yet even then his find-

ing himself transported thither in spirit would prove that he was

residing in Babylonia. For no reason appears in the contents of

the prophecy for a transportation from Palestine to the Tigris.

There is, then, in this passage a distinct intimation, that, accord-

ing to the view of the author, Daniel was not, in the third year of

Cyrus, living in Palestine. It must be added, that this explnna-

tion is totally unjustifiable on philological grounds. For " in

these circumstances in Babylon " is quite an arbitrary supplement,

and altogether inadmissible in the full explicit style of our book.

Let the readerjudge whether J. D. Michaelis is more correct, who

maintains that ^aaa has been omitted ! We must, therefore, look

about for another explanation ; and this offers itself to us readily

and naturally. We explain : Daniel continued to, or lived to see,

the first year of Cyrus ; not, he lived till the first year of Cyrus ;

for the assertion of Bertholdt is incorrect, that n-'n may stand

irrecisehj for n-^n, and does so stand here. By this remark, then,

the author means, either simply to give a general definition of time

—Daniel not only lived through the whole time of the duration

of the Chaldean monarchy, but reached even the beginning of the

reign of Cyrus—or, which is more probable, he names the first

year of Cyrus with reference to the fact, that in tliis year the

liberation of the Israelites took place, Ezrai. 1, for wliich, accord

ing to ch. ix., Daniel had so panted, and of which to be even a

witness was to him a matter of great joy. According to the lat-

ter supposition, this verse would stand thus in relation to ver. 1

,

fi'. : Daniel, who was brought to Babylon in the first deportation,

saw hkewise the happy liberation and restoration of his people.

But we must here notice the objection which might bo raised

against this interpretation, from the assertion ofsome recent gram-

marians (EwALD, Gram, p, 004 ; Winer, lex. s. v. against Ge-

SENius, Lehrff. p. 817 ; and De Wette on Ps. ex. 1), that the

particle -^'J never refers to time after the limited period mentioned.

We fully agree with these grammarians, that ns or i'*s ly, 's ~j,

never, grammatically and taken by itself, includes et etianij^ostea,

but always extends only to the terminus ad quern, including that

terminus. But not less certain is it, that verv often a terminus

ad queni is mentioned, which is not the most extreme one, but

only one of peculiar importance in a certain respect, so that wluit
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lies beyond is left unnoticed. This arises so much from the na-

ture of the case, that it is found, and must be found, in all languages.

Who thinks, for instance, in German, that everybody who is said

to have lived to see his jubilee must necessarily have died in the

same year ? or that when we bid a person " farewell" till we meet

again, we wish him ill for the after time ? In Hebrew occur pas-

sages open to this remark, as Jerem. i. 3, where it is said that

Jeremiah prophesied under the kings Josiah, Jehoiakim, and till

the end, nn -ly, of the eleventh year of Zedekiah. Here it is just

as arbitrary, with several expositors, to translate on ly " till the

end and farther on," as with Ewald, without anv farther rea-

son, to maintain that the superscription does not extend to the

entire collection of the prophecies of Jeremiah. With the de-

struction of the state the prophetic agency of Jeremiah did not

terminate, but it became much more insignificant and uninfluen-

tial. The author of the superscription, then, keeps this after-pe-

riod quite out of sight, to which it is quite true that certain pieces

in the collection belong; comp. besides, Gen. xlix. 10 {Christol.

I. i. p. 79) ; Exod. xv. IG ; Ps. cxii. 8. By these remarks the

proposed explanation of our passage appeals fully justified, and

every pretence of contradiction is removed.

II. " According to chap. ii. 48, 49, Daniel was, in the time of

Nebuchadnezzar, chief president of the order of magicians, and

a very distinguished person at court; according to chap. v. 14,

on the contrary, under the reign of Belshazzar, nobody at the

court any longer knows this but the queen, and nobody besides

at the court seems to know him." That this assumed contradic-

tion is easy to remove, even De Wette and Bleek observe. The

assumption rests on the false supposition, that the book must

necessarily contain a complete chronicle of Daniel's life, whereas

the author has manifestly proposed to himself only a record of

what was important in reference to rehgion, and touches upon all

the rest only so ftir as it is inevitably necessary for the under-

standing of that. The two j)assages are in perfect agreement, if

we only assume, what the author has omitted distinctly to state,

but what appears of itself from the second passage, that Daniel,

although, as may be gathered from viii. 27, he transacted certain

royal business even in the time of Belshazzai", yet after the death

of Nebuchadnezzar was, from a variety of assignable causes, so
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far removed again into obscurity (comp. Berth, p. 0, where this

is mentioned in contradiction to what has been just adduced),

that he was personally unknown to Belshazzar, who from his

character probably had no desire to search out people like Daniel.

That he was unknown to all the rest at the court, is in the second

passage neither said nor hinted at.

III. With the same facility another pretended contradiction

maybe reconciled. " How can Nebuchadnezzar, chap. iii. 14,

be represented as never having heard that the Jewish nation

adored a divinity of its own, whilst, according to ii. 47, he was

already a believer in the God of the Jews ?" Berth. Comm. i. p.

05. Nebuchadnezzar says nothing in the former passage from

which it can be concluded that he did not know" the God of

Israel, but he merely challenges him with the arrogance of a

Sennacherib, and in reliance on the superior power of his idols.

The contradiction, which seems to he between it and ii. 47, be-

longs not to the author, but to Nebuchadnezzar, who was guilty

of it in common with all natural men. The faith there expressed

in the superior power of the God of Israel, not, be it well observed,

in his sole supremacy, had no root in his soul, but it was wrung

from him only by a single and peculiarly mighty manifestation of

his power. It disappeared, therefore, so soon as the external

display had by time lost its impression. We perceive the same

thing, only in a still stronger degree, in the case of Pharaoh.

Here is another proof how peculiarly deficient rationalism is in

the more profound psychology, as we have had occasion several

times already to observe.

IV. But this arbitrary mode of deahng is most palpable in the

last contradiction assumed. " In chap ii. and iii. the character

of Nebuchadnezzar is represented quite otherwise than in chap,

iv. Here he appears as a gentle, yieldiug, and quite reasonable

man ; there as a frantic and cruel tyrant." Berth, p. 72. It is

true, Nebuchadnezzar appears in chap. ii. 3, as an oriental despot,

but at the same time as one whose mind is not resolutely closed

against the truth when it comes to him in a palpable way ; in

chap. iv. quite the same man meets us, only that by a more power-

ful display of the truth than on former occasions, he is more pro-

foundly and deeply humbled. Indeed, in ver. 30, his proud arro-

gance is adduced as the reason why the madness was sent upon
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him by God I—TJiesc remarks will, we may hope, suffice to make
the argument derived from the contradictions disappeai- for ever

from the list of arguments against the authenticity of Daniel.

SEC. X. IMPROBABLE AND SUSPICIOUS STATEMENTS.

There occur in the historical part of the hook a multitude of

improbable, and on many grounds suspicious, narratives." Here

it is necessary, on account of the great weiglit commonly assigned

by'the opponents of the genuineness to this argument, that we

should go scrutinizingly through all that has been found offensive

in the several chapters, taking them in their order.

Chap. I.—Here we are met at the very outset by an argument

which, if it should be found substantiated by proof, would for

ever decide the controversy. It is directed against nothing less

than the existence of a Daniel at the time of the captivity. " By
the way and manner in which Daniel here makes his appearance,

we may surely regard it as certain that the author intended the

same Daniel who occurs in Ezekiel. This prophet mentions

Daniel in two passages. Chap. xiv. 14-20, he names him along

with Noah and Job as well-known examples of rectitude ; chap,

xxviii. 3, he says, in order to depict the pride of the king of Tyre

in the strongest colours, that he regards himself as wiser than

Daniel. In both passages it is supposed that ])auiel is sufficiently

known to all as a pattern of wisdom and rectitude. In both pas-

sages we are bound far rather to suppose that Ezekiel referred to

a celebrated man of a former age, than to a eotemporai-y. l^aniel

must, according to the dates contained in the book, have been

still very young, at least when the first prophecy was spoken.

How could Ezekiel suppose that the name of Daniel and the

fame of his wisdom were known even to the distant king of Tyre ?

If, then, it is proved that the Daniel mentioned in Ezekiel is

cither a person of a far earlier age distinguished for wisdom and

piety, or, like Job, only a poetical character, then is our book

shown to have no ground or Ibnudation whatever as liistory."'

This argument, which may be regarded as the very summit of ar-

bitrary criticism in the researches on llic anlhenticitv of ])aniel.
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was prepared by Bernstein {uher das Buck Hiob, in the Aita-

lecta of Keil and Tzschirner, i. 3, p. 10), who, from the im-

probabihty that the Daniel living at the time of the captivity

should be brought forward in such a way by Ezekiel, inferred that

either the entire passages of Ezekiel were not genuine, or at least

the references to Daniel were of later introduction. Bleek (1. c.

p. 284), whom De Wette {Eiiil. p. 3C1) follows, as he does

throughout his researches on Daniel, borroAved the idea from

Beknstein, but drew from it another inference, the one we have

mentioned. The other opponents of the genuineness could not

presume so far. Bertholdt {Comm. i. p. 7; Euil. p. 1500),

says that the testimony of Ezekiel incontestibly shows, that Da-
niel actually, and indeed in his earlier years, occupied a very dis-

tinguished position in the court of Babylon, and by his under-

standing had already earned for himself a high and extensive re-

putation. KiRMS, p. 69, sqq. tries at some length to show the

nullity of this hypothesis.

We will, first of all, deal with the arguments by which it is

attempted to be shown, that the Daniel of Ezekiel cannot be the

same who occurs in our book as a cotemporary of his. The first

prophecy of Ezekiel in which we find mention of Daniel, falls, on

comparison of ch. viii. 1, probably in the sixth year of Zcdekiah,

and consequently in the thirteenth or fourteenth after the carry-

ing away of Daniel, which took place, as we have shown, in the

fourth year of Jehoiakim ; in this prophecy, Daniel is brought

forward only as a pattern of rectitude and piety. The second

prophecy, which contains the glowing praise of Daniel's wisdom,

falls five years later. Now, according to our book, the occurrence

which laid the first foundation of Daniel's fame and greatness,

took place as early as the second year of the sole reign of Nebu-
chadnezzar, and thus about ten years before the first prophecy of

Ezekiel. If, then, Daniel had at that time really distinguished

himself in the manner related in our book, no reason can be seen

why Ezekiel should not speak of him in this manner ; on the

contrary, if we take into consideration the circumstances of the

times, it appears perfectly natural. The lower the Israelitish

people were sunk at the time of the captivity, the more earnestly

would their looks be directed towards one of their number, who
maintained his attachment to the religion of his fatherland amidst
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the mosttryiug aud seductive associations; whose high reputation

amongst the heathen people was regarded by the entire nation as

a kind of indemnification for the contempt they suffered ; whose

miraculous, divinely-wrought achievements were to them a pledge

and a type of the deliverance they were one day to experience ; in

whom they hoped they saw the instrument of this deliverance as

promised hy the prophets ; who even now was able to secure a va-

riety of protection to his fellow-countiTmcn ; and wlio for their

God, to whom they had been led by misfortune humbly to return,

obtained a fresh recognition of his supremacy from the heathens

who had liitlierto proudly contemned him, inferring his weakness

from the w-eakness of his people. That Ezekiel supposed the

fame of Daniel to be known even to the distant king of Tyre is

incorrect, although this might well have been the case. The pro-

phecies against foreign kings, although ad(h*essed to them, were

not destined specially for them, (for the most part they knew no-

thing about them), but for the people of the covenant. That

Daniel, therefore, in a prophecy addressed to the king of Tyre, is

named as a pattern of wisdom, proves notliing more than that he

was known as such among the Israelites in the captivity. Fi-

nally, the placing of Daniel between Noah and Job, from which

JiERNSTETN, 1. c. p. 9, wishes to infer that Daniel must necessa-

rily have lived before Job, is explained on the ground, that the

mention of Job was not so suitable to the object of Ezekiel as that

of Noah and Daniel, inasmuch as the different fate of Job and his

children was determined, not, as was required for this object, by

their respective piety and ungodliness merely, but only by the

greater or less amount of the former ; besides which it must be

considered, that the prophet would suppose Noah and Daniel to

be better known to his countrymen, and the mention of them

would make therefore a greater impression than that of Job. But,

supposing such reasons could not bo pointed out, yet nothing

would follow from this position of the names, since wc have no

warnmt for assuming that Ezekiel would quote the examples in

chronological order.

Let us now pass on to the positive arguments for the assertion,

that the Daniel of Ezekiel lived at the time of the captivity, and

is identical with the Dauiel of our book. 1. There is no doubt

that Ezekiel not merely named Noah. Daniel, and Job, on the
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general ground of their being pious men, but that he was deter-

mined by some special consideration to name just those, to the

omission of Abraham, Jacob, Moses, and others. This conside-

ration is better developed by Theodoret than by any other ex-

positor, {02)2). "• P-
''^08, Hal.) " If, says Jehovah, I determine

to punish a nation for their sins, and they will not repent, they

shall obtain no mercy ; nor should they, even if Noah, Job, and

Daniel, were among them ; those men should reap the fruits of

their own righteousness and be safe, but should not rescue the

others from the impending vengeance. The reason wliyhe men-
tions these persons is, that the occurrences of their times corres-

ponded strikingly with the case in hand. Noah, e.g., lived among
an impious generation, but was unable to rescue from the total

desolation of the flood those who would not repent ; Daniel like-

wise, who lived at the time of the captivity, could not deliver his

countrymen, because of their wickedness, from the calamities that

were inflicted, but he himself, although taken prisoner, overcame

the enemy, and received the submissive homage of those who had

enslaved him. Nor, again, did the children of Job derive any

advantage from the piety of their father, but he alone escaped from

the plot of the foe.''* In this view agree also Jerome in loc.

and RosENMULLER, Ez. i. p. 367. The contrast between the

pious, who are preserved and raised to happiness, whilst the others

are smitten with ruin, is also so expressly marked in the pas-

sage, that there can be no doubt of its correctness. Hence, then,

there results at least this much with certaintv, that the Daniel of

Ezekiel must have sustained about the same position as the Da-

niel of our book, and the manner in which Ezekiel introduces him

* " tav, 'pi\ariv, dfxapT)i<7av tS'i/os Ko\d(Tai ftovXijSrw, /xBravoia 6i yjprifracrbai fxj'i fiov-

Xijirwaiv 6l Ko\a<^6/xtvoL, 6v6e/xia9 Tiu^ovrai <7vyyvwfxi]^, ovdk ii Ncue Kai 'Iw(i kuI

Aavii}X tvpcSreitv kv tluTots, dW ovtoi fitv Ttjs diKtiai SiKaioavvii^ Tpvyntrovai tous

KapTToi)^, Kal Tf;s cnoTijpiui iiroXavcrovrai, Ikbii/ov^ Sk T>/s kirayofxivi]^ oxjicdfraWd.-

^ovcrt Tifiujpiu^. Tduxtoj/ ok Twv dvSpwu kpLVi)ix6ve.V(rtv, tos Tots kipi^jnivot^ twv kiitu

Toiis XjOoj/ous dvTwv yiyovoTOJV Xiav cTvixf3aiv6vT(ov. o, t£ yap Nco£ ki/ ua^jiwv kv-

pt^tli ytift-q, uvK Icryy^Ti Tf;s tov KaTaXvaixov -TravwXeSfpias aTraXXd^aL tous /xstu-

vo'ui xpt'icraar^ai fxi) SfsXuarai'TCK' Kal 6 Aai/i})\ (oo-auTOJS, kutu tov ttJs aix^J-uXcocrius

yivofxivoi Kaipov, Toiii fj.tv dXXov^ Sia ti)v iroXXijv u(Tij3tLav ovk I'jXtuSjtpuxTt tojj/

iTTEl'cxS'tl'TtOU KaKWV, CtUTOSOS KOI OOpvdXlOTO^ yiVOfXiVO^ TWV TToXi/JLLWl' kKpdT1)(7t, KUL

Towdv^pU'jroo'KTavTa'ii.Xafttv vttijkoov^. 'Ovdk oItov'Iw^ ok -xdideg t}j9 TovTra-rpo^ £i-

Kaiocrxivt)^ dirwvavTo. p.ovo's Sk KpiiTTov tt;? toO noX^p.-i'icravTo^ liripovXij^ aTTErjidi'^ii."
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is perfectly intelligible, if the two arc regarded as identical 2.

If the Daniel of Ezekiel were a celebrated man of a former pe-

riod, how is it to be explained that mention of him occurs for the

first time in a prophet living during the captivity ? The very

thing which Bleek particularly urges, that J)aniel is introduced

as a pattern of rectitude and wisdom, sufficiently known to all, is

opposed to his view, in support of whieli he adduces it. For, sup-

posing him to have been sufficiently known to all, how then is it

to be explained that no writer before the captivity names him?

The supposition that so celebrated a man was accidentally passed

over, has certainly no probability, especially if we take the second

passage into the account, in which Daniel is adduced as a pattern

of the highest wisdom, and that too in such a connection, that

we can think only of a wisdom announcing itself in important

external relations. Of a poetical personage we certainly cannot

think, when we look at the celebrity here ascribed to him, and at

the manner in which Daniel is named in both passages, and if

recourse be had to the case of Job as f\ivouring such an idea, that

is supposing something as proved which is not proved. The very

passage in Ezekiel otfers the most certain proof against the as-

sumption that Job was a merely fictitious poetical person, as

would appear also from the fact, that the most strenuous defender

of this view, Bernstein, feeling its weight, seeks to free him-

self from the difficulty by declaring it spurious or critically cor-

rupt. .'3. Even if we grant the s^juriousness of the l^ook of Daniel,

yet it is not to be supposed that Daniel did not live, on the whole,

in the circumstances and at the time assigned in the book. The
author could of course have no other object in his imposture than

to gain currency for his work by means of a universally honoured

name, and he would have acted very unsagaciously if he had se-

parated the person, whose pait he was playing, from the circum-

stances and the time to which the prevailing tradition assigned

him.*

• Thisis acknowlcilKPd in another place by Bleek himself (p. 2.'J2)—^' In order,

therefore, to obtain nnioii)^ liis people giriitir confidfiicf in his consolatory views,

tiiathe nilglit tliiis eontrihute to slrfn;,'tlieu and confirm tlieni in faitlifiil, steadfast con-

tinuance in tlie service of .leliovaii, lie chose tlie person of a man wlio ut tliat time

must iiiitlotihlcdli/ have been regarded as a distinguished prophet living during tlic

captivity."'
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Another argument likewise propounded by Bleek (p. 280),

and approved by De Wette, is noticed by us merely to shew how
prejudice can lead persons to attribute the force of proof to that

which is of itself most unconvincing. "Daniel, Hananiah, Mi-

shael, and Azariah, occur as names of persons in the age of Ezra

(Nehem. x. G, 23 ; viii. 4.) Now, as Daniel and Mishael are names

elsewhere very rarely occurring, it is probable that the author bor-

rowed the names of the four Jewish youths from these four men."

It is scarcely worth the trouble seriously to reply to such an argu-

ment. Hananiah and Azariah are among the very commonest

names ; the name Daniel must be left quite out of the account,

because, forsooth, as is maintained, p. 287, the author borrowed

it from Ezekiel, and a double borrowing surely cannot be admit-

ted in one and the same name ; there remains, then, only the

name Mishael to account for, which occurs only in Exod. vi. 22,

and Levit. x. 4, from which it by no means follows that it was

rare, but only that few persons of this name were particularly dis-

tinguished. If, moreover, we were to infer any thing at all fi'om

this similarity of names, we should certainly be more justified to

take the fact that the names in our book appear in use in the ad-

jacent period, as a confirmation of the historical truth of the nar-

rative. But the defenders of the genuineness do not need such

arguments.

Let us pass on now fi'om the objections of Bleek against the

first chapter to those of Beetholdt. " It is in itself probable

that the young men, with praiseworthy scrupulosity, repudiated

the meats and drinks which by the law of Moses were unclean.

But what goes beyond that may easily be recognized as fiction.

It was the aim of a later age to represent Daniel and his com-

panions as patterns of abstinence, even beyond what the law

required. They are, therefore, made to refuse altogether the use of

flesh food, and to request merely pulse. Wine was not on the whole

forbidden by Moses, but what moderation for the four young men
to drink only water!" Comm. i. 177. This reasoning is based

on the erroneous assumption that Daniel and his associates refused

the use of flesh and wine on ascetic grounds. On the contrary,

it is plainly enough said, ver. 8, that Daniel would not defile

himself with the kimfn meat, and with the wine of his table
;

consequently that he renounced, not the use of flesh and wine
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altogether, but only of audi tlcsli uud wine as in his eyes passed

for unclean—and it was only between these and the diet chosen

by him that his choice lay, if he would not put the courtesy of

the chamberlain to too severe a test. The futility of the assump-

tion of an ascetic renunciation appears too from x. 3, according

. to which Daniel did drink wine when he had come into an inde-

pendent condition. Now the question farther is, why Daniel

regarded the meat and the wine of the king's table as unclean.

For us soon as a suthcient reason for this can be pointed out, the

objection at once loses all plausibility. The reason seems to lie

not so much in the fact that the Babylonians ate many kinds of

food forbidden to the Jews, which of course Daniel was in the

habit always of avoiding, as in the fact that the meat of the royal

table was very frequently meat offered in sacrifice to idols, and

that what was not in this manner rendered unclean could not be

separated fi'om the rest. But the eating of idol-food was always

regarded by the Jews as a participation in idolatry, and rightly

so, since it was so regiu'ded also by the idolaters themselves ;

even the Jewish Christians, it is well known, not only held this

view, but even went farther (comp., in reference to the later Jews,

EiSENMENGER ii. 014, sqq). It was a similar case with wine.

The wine of feasts among heathen nations was almost universally

consecrated by a libation to their gods. Comp. the passages in

LiPSius, 1. iii. antiq. led., and in Geier, p. 58.

But, still objects Bleek, p. 275, this scrupulousness seems

among the Jews to have arisen prhicipalli/ after the Maccabean

age, especially during the time when in the land, and even in the

temple, sacrifices were offered to Grecian deities ; comp. 2 Mace. v.

27, where, we are told, it is related of Judas Maccabipus and his

attendants, that for this reason (?) they ate only pulse. But even

if this passage, raked up without examination, and having no-

thing at all to do with the question, were valid as proof, yet surely,

from the fact that in the Maccabean times this anxious dread of

the taint of idolatry is found, it could not be inferred that it had

not existed earlier, and particuliu'ly under the quite similar cir-

cumstances of the captivity. This is clearly shown by the pas-

sage in Ez. iv. IM, 14, where the prophet predicts to his countrj--

men as a pimishment, that in the captivity they should be com-

pelled by the direst necessity to eat unclean food, and even assures
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them, with the protestation of his excessive abhorrence, that un-

clean flesh had never come into his mouth. A scrupulosity really

well-founded, and not resting merely on arbitrary institutions,

would necessarily influence pious theocrats at all times, and espe-

cially in the times of the captivity, when the people, warned by

calamity, avoided with the most anxious care everything which

could be regarded by any one as a participation in idolatry.

Bleek farther, p. 275-80, tries to bring our chap, into sus-

picion by maintaining that there is manifestly a paraenetic aim,

that of reminding the Jews that under similar circumstances, such

as those which really existed at the time of the Maccabees, they

should act in the same manner. But this parsenetic aim is dis-

coverable only in so far as every narrative in the work is at once

a lesson and a warning for the present and the future. The pe

culiar object of the tale is clearly that only of shewing by an

example how stedfastly Daniel and his associates withstood a

temptation by which, as Ezekiel foretold, many others were

overcome, in order thus to prepare the way and lay a foundation

for what is afterwards related of the splendid elevation of Daniel.

Were it worth the trouble, it might be easily shown that, allowing

such arguments to be valid, none of the writings of the 0. T. were

composed till the time of the Maccabees.

Chap. II.—On this chap, the objections are not very numer-

ous, and still less important. " The pages of ancient history,"

observes Bertholdt, Comm. i., p. 192, " would present no

greater monster to our abhorrence than Nebuchadnezzar, if he

were really capable, at the instigation of so mad a whim, of doom-

ing several innocent men to execution. Never has it been believed

that expounders of dreams, wdth a sort of omniscience, could even

call back dreams which had vanished from the memoi7 of others.

It is quite opposed to history to believe Nebuchadnezzar capable

of such senseless atrocity." On the contrary, we obsei've, 1 . The

assumption of a " mad whim" of Nebuchadnezzar rests only on a

false interpretation of ver. 5, adopted by Bertholdt after several

old translators and expositors. In that passage Nebuchadnezzar,

on the magicians saying, in reply to his demand to have the

dream told, that the king must first tell it them, for that they

could do nothing more than give its import, says, "^l^
"'?'? »*rj'**?.

E
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This Bertholdt translates, " the dream is gone from me." This
interpretation rests on the assumption, that the verb -rm, which
occurs only in our chapter, is equivalent to Vr». But, even grant-

ing the correctness of this assumption, we may just as well, witli

L'EMrEREUR, MicHAELis, Gesenius {//tes. s. V. p. 58), and
many others, translate : verhiim a me processit, h. e. hoc a me
decretum et stattftiim, with reference to the threat which follows.

But, in all probability, this assumption is altogether incorrect.

Not a single example occurs, in either Hebrew or Chaldee, where
it can be proved that the letters \, and - are interchanged. Nor can

we see why in just these two single passages, ii. 5, 8, the fonn -ns

should be used, when in the rest of the Chaldee portion of Da-
niel the form Vn* constantly occurs, and even in our chap. v. 17, 24.

Another interpretation, which assigns to the verb the meaning to

hejirm, looks much more like the true one. Thus the Syrian,

Saadias, Aben-Ezra, Winer, lex. s. v. This interpretation is

favoured by a comparison of the corresponding Arab, vatzada,

firmusfuit, whilst the foregoing one has properly no philological

justification whatever. It has, moreover, in its favour the analogy

of Nri?s! sa^s:;;^ vi. 13. But, Avhichever of the two interpretations

may be selected, thus much is certain, that the sense contained in

the passage according to both, and not that found in it by Ber-
tholdt, is the true one. That the king forgot his dream is of

itself an absurd idea. How could that which had excited in him
such lively emotion suddenly quite vanish from his recollection ?

How could he be disquieted about a dream of which he no longer

knew anything ? How can the magicians continue to insist that

the king shall tell his dream, when this, according to Bertholdt's
own interpretation, was not in his power ? It is, moreover, quite

distinctly and unequivocally said in ver. 9, that the king desired

the magicians to tell him the dream, not because he had forgotten

it, but simply to put them to the proof. " If," the king there

says, " ye cannot tell me the dream, I see from that, that you are

wishing only to deceive me with lies. Therefore, tell me the

dream, that I may be sure that you will also give me the correct

meaning of it." According to this interpretation. Nebuchadnez-

zar's demand was not so absurd. The magicians boasted that, by

the help of the gods, they could reveal " what was deep and ob-

scure." If this pretension be just, vonsonod Xrltnclinduc/.zar, it
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must be quite as easy for them to impai-t to me my dream as its

meaning. And, as they are unable to do the first, he takes them
for deceivers, with the same propriety as the people, 1 Kings xviii,,

did the priests of Baal, because their gods did not answer with
fire. 2. The king's treatment of the magicians was certainly bar-

barous, but nothing more than, judging even by our sparingly

afforded historical information, we might expect of him under
such circumstances ; and it is certainly altogether a mistake to

expect an oriental despot to use our standard in the estimate of

human life. It is not enough to say, that Jeremiah, chap, li.,

charges the Babylonians generally with the greatest atrocities, such
as cry to God for redress ; we have sufficient vouchers for the

personal cruelty of Nebuchadnezzai-. When the captive Idng Ze-
dekiah was brought to him at Riblah, he had his children killed

before his face, and then his own eyes put out. Not content with

the awful slaughter at the taking of the city, he had a great num-
ber of the principal prisoners put to death at Riblah. Comp. 2

Kings XXV. 7, 18-21 ; Jerem. xxxix. 5, sqq. ; lii. 9-11, 24-27.

Nebuchadnezzar might, it is true, suppose that he was justified in

these atrocities by the revolt of the Jews ; but such a pretext was
not wanting also in the case before us. It is, moreover, to be

well observed, that the command of Nebuchadnezzar was given

in the heat of the moment, and that on reflection he would
hardly have had it carried out to its full extent, as we may judge
from the tardy and considerate manner in which the chief execu-

tioner proceeds to its performance, as if he would give the king

time to reflect first.

Another argument against the credibility, and thus against

the genuineness, of our chapter, is brought forwai'd by Ber-
THOLDT, 1. c. p. 63. There are said to be distinct indications of

its being an older narrative retouched. " In v. 10-25, mention

is made merely of the exposition of the dream, and yet Nebu-
chadnezzar, in his first address to the magicians, requires not only

the meaning but an account of the dream itself, and Daniel like-

wise in the sequel gives both. In all probability, the statement

that Nebuchadnezzar demanded of the magicians the meaning
also of the dream, is only a later ofi^-growth of the legend, having

for its object to make the matter more marvellous and more tel-

ling for the fame of Daniel. The elaborator, however, in the pas

E 2
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sage named was not cautious enough to obliterate the older view

and representation of the matter." Jiut the idea of such cliildish ne-

gligence on the part of the pretended elahorator is just as unna-

tural, as the assumption of an elahorator is unnccessar)-. The real

fact is suliiciently explained by saying, that the author, weary of

the constant repetition of the entire mandate of tlie king, expres-

sed it more briolly. He needed the less to fear being misunder-

stood, from the manner in which he did this, since, according

to the foregoing nanation, the interpretation of the dream neces-

sarily included and pre-supposed a description of it, and because

the object properly was only the interpretation, to which the de-

scription was to sers'e merely as an attestation of its coiTcctness.

We need not consider the older attacks, which have been al-

ready replied to by Luderwald, 1. c. p. 40, sqq. ; and thus there

only remains for our notice an objection of Bleek's, p. 280.
" The entire narrative of the dream of Nebuchadnezzar and its in-

terpretation by Daniel seems, both in the whole plan and in par-

ticular expressions, to be an imitation of the narrative in Genesis

of the dream of Pharaoh and its interpretation by Joseph." But
the points of agreement are only these, that a king has a disquiet-

ing dream, which his dream-expounders are not able to interjiret,

and whose interpretation is, with the help of God, given by an

Israehte, who is consequently raised by the king to high honours.

In all the rest, there prevails entire dissimilarity. And what the

two cases have in common is explained, partly by the great im-

portance which all antiquity ascribed to dreams and the interpre-

tation of dreams—partly from the conduct of divine providence,

which at different times made use of the same means for the safety

of the chosen people. The striking resemblances are only, that

Joseph and Daniel (Gen. xli. 10 ; Dan. ii. '.>7), in nearly the same
manner, although not with the same words, direct the attention of

the king from themselves to their God, and also that in both nar-

ratives (Gen. xli. 8 ; Dan. ii. 1-3) the verb oyD is used. But, if

this is to be regarded as anything more than accidental, we can-

not see why Daniel might not have read the Pentateuch as well

as the Pseudo- Daniel.

CiiAi'. III.— 111 ivgard to this chapter the objections are parti-

cularly numerous. We begin with one used by De Weitf. p
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368, and Bleek, p. ^68, which is not only directed against the

authorship by Daniel, hut denies that our chapter has any histo-

rical foundation whatever. " Such an occurrence as that related

in our chapter would necessarily suppose at least an inclination to

religious persecution in Nebuchadnezzar, or in the Chaldeans ge-

nerally—a feature which did not by any means belong to the

character of these people or of these times, so fai- as we otherwise

know. Traces of it must necessarily have been preserved to us

in other prophets—in Ezekiel, for instance, and Jeremiah." But

of a religious persecution no trace is found in our chapter, as even

Bertholdt, p. 2G1, has remarked. It is true, the king com-

mands the assembled officers, from all the provinces of his king-

dom, to adore the statue set up by him ; but he was far from

wshing, on that account, to deprive every one of his own religion,

as Antiochus Epiphanes afterwards did. He only sought for his

gods that acknowledgment which all polytheistic nations freely

rendered to the gods of those with whom they mingled, such, for

instance, as, according to 2 Kings xvii., those Babylonians who

were carried away into the land of Israel thought they must not

refuse to the God of Israel ; we can hardly suppose, in his case,

such an exact knowledge of the Jewish rehgion, that he should

perceive how such an acknowledgment was, to its true votaries,

morally impossible. As he acknowledged the God of Israel as a

really existing, and, to a certain degree, powerful, being, so he

thought the Israelites must do still more in reference to his god,

who, as he supposed, had proved himself the mightier of the two

by the conquest he had wrought; comp. Is. xxxvi. 19, sqq.

Moreover, no Jew as such was compelled to this external religious

homage, but only the three companions of Daniel as servants of

the king. With the unlimited obedience which oriental despots

demand, their refusal was regarded, without respect to its cause,

as an offence against majesty, and punished more as such than as

anything religious. This appeai-s from the complaint, v. 10-12.

It is not want ofreverence towards the Babylonian gods that forms

the main ground of complaint, but only the violation of the royal

command, which must have been the more sensibly felt by the

king since there were such numerous witnesses of it. In this view

Nebuchadnezzar also regards the matter. The only charge he

brings against the accused, vcr. U, 15, is, that they would not
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worship his god and tlie image which he had made. The com-
panions of Daniel were, therefore, persecuted only indirectly on ac-

count of their religion, in as much as they, from deference to it,

could not comply with all that was in a despotic state reckoned
among the duties of subjects, just as Daniel himself, chap, vi.,

and B^^Ji^an, Esth. iii.—From the mere fact, moreover, that the

character of Nebuchadnezzar and of the Babylonians in this re-

spect, appears here just what it does in Ezekiel and Jeremiah, we
get an evidence not to be despised infavour of the antiquity and
the genuineness of Daniel. The pretended Pseudo-Daniel, liv-

ing at the time of the Maccabees, who, according to Bleek and
De Wette, merely invented these tales in order to inspire the

Jews with fortitude under the religious persecutions of Antio-

chus Epiphanes, would certainly not have omitted to represent

Nebuchadnezzar, who, even in name, they tell us, was a mere
creature of his fancy, and a copy of Antioclius Epiphanes, as the

originator of a real religious persecution, such indeed as should

concern not only merely three of his officers, but the whole Jew-

ish people. Nebuchadnezzar demands only from all his officers

an external testimony of respect for his gods ; Antiochus Epi-

phanes wishes to force his religion upon all his subjects, to the

entire abrogation of their ow^n, 1 Mace, xiiii .
, and is most fear-

fully mad against those who are not wiUing to comply with his

command.

By these remarks the following argument also of Bleek, p.

259, is for the most part answered. " When we read, chap, iii,,

that Nebuchadnezzar set up a golden statue, and wished to compel
all his subjects to pay it worship, we are involuntarily reminded

of Antiochus Epiphanes, who had the temple profaned, and con-

secrated to Jupiter Olympius, and had heathen sacrifices pre-

sented on the altar of burnt-oiicring, after the /3hekiry/xa ipij/jxo-

cretuf, without doubt the statue of Jupiter, had been set up there.

To that this section without doubt refers. That it was his object

to confirm his countrymen, and to exhort them to a faithful adher-

ence to the rehgion of their forefathers, is most markedly expressed

in the answer of the three men. This answer the Jews were to

give to tlie Syrians. But at the same time the conclusion of the

narrative promises them that Jehovah will in the end achieve the

victory for his cause and his worshijjpers, and that even ihcir
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persecutors and his despisers shall be compelled to a recognition

of his power. We cannot doubt that the narrative was com-

posed very soon after that erection of the statue upon the altar of

burnt- offering. The author seems even to have adopted into his

description particular features of the incident. At any rate the

Greek names of the musical instruments are explained on that

supposition. Probably the consecration of the altar of burnt-

offering as an idol-altar, and the erection of the statue of Jupiter,

were attended with pomp and music. In all probabihty, then,

the author called those Greek instruments by their Greek names,

because they were really used at that solemnity." The dissimi-

larity of the two occurrences on the whole, we have already pointed

out. We have therefore farther to do only with particulars. Es-

pecial stress is laid by Bleek on the fact, that in each of the

cases an idol-statue is consecrated and set up for worship. But

the reply is far from difficult. There never was a statue of

Jujnter Olympius set up in the temple at Jerusalem. The only

passage to which Bleek appeals, is 1 Mace. i. 55 :
" They erected

the abomination of desolation upon the altar."* But that by /S8e-

Xv^jxa epT^fjboxrew'i here, we are not to understand the statue of

Jupiter, but a smaller idol-altar which was placed on the altar of

burnt-offering, appears from the use of wKoSofirjaav. How could

this word be used of the setting up of a statue ? The same thing

is apparent from the words which immediately follow

—

ical ev

iroXeatv 'lovSa kvkKm MKoSofirja-av /3o)fj,ov<; ; and, with a cer-

tainty excluding all doubt, from ver. 59, kuI rfj Trefiirrr) kuI

cIkuSl tov fji7]vo<i (the same day that is named, ver. 55, as the

day of the setting up of the /SXeXvyfia ip7]fj,(oaeQ)<;) 6vaLdt,ovre<;

iirl TOV ^cofMov, 09 ^v eirX rod OvatacrTqpLov. According to

chap. iv. 43, this idol-altar was broken down at the reconsecra-

tion of the temple by Judas, and the stones of it carried to unclean

places. But, if it is proved that there is not a syllable said about

the erection of the statue of Jupiter, neither are we to suppose

that it really took place. Concerning the desecration of the tem-

ple, besides the accoimt of Josephus, who also knows nothing of

the erection of a statue {Arch. 12, 6, 7), we have a threefold, com-

* wKo66inj(Tav jiXiXvyfia ipi}nui(rt(oi iirl to ^u(yia(yTtiptoi>.
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paiadvely full, narrative (1 Mace. ii. iv., and 2 Mace, vi.) Would
not the statue have been mentioned as the first thing in each of

those accounts, if it had really been set up ? In the other cities

also there occurs only the setting up of altai's, nowhere of the

statues of gods.*—With the same facility we may dispose of the

assertion, that the conclusion of the transaction, as told in ver.

28, is only a propiiccy invested with the form of historj'. That
Antiochus Epiphanes, as here related of Nebuchadnezzar, would
yet some day be brought to a "recognition of the power" of the

God of Israel, was in itself, considering his disposition of mind,

so improbable a thing, that no one could easily admit such a

thought. And what is more, and fully decisive, in our book itself

it is predicted, that Antiochus Epiphanes would persist to the

end in his impious temper and his hostility to the chosen people,

and would perish by a judgment of God ; comp. chap. xi. and
xh., especially ver. 45. Had it been the intention of the author

to represent Antiochus Epiphanes by Nebuchadnezzar, would he
not rather have made him to be desti'oyed by a Divine judgment,

especially when he had, in the history of Sennacherib, a historical

analogy for it ? Would he have designedly introduced a discre

pancy which must have sei-ved to frustrate his alleged aim ?

—

Finally, the weakness of the argument (kawn from the pre-

sumed Greek names of the musical instrimients, is manifest at a

glance, and is avowed even by Kirms, p. 16. In neither of the

accounts is there found the slightest trace, that at the dedication

of the temple for idol-worship music was employed; and it is

rendered improbable by the mere fact that the erection of a statue

of Jupiter never took place. Some hint about it we might surely

look for in 1 Mace. iv. 51, where we are told that the re-conse-

cration was accompanied with music ; of all the instruments men-
tioned in our chap., a single one only, the cither, occurs. But, if

the alleged use of music at that time made such an impression on

• I'erliftps nil iirgumout for the coiitriirj might be lukon from 1 Mace. i. H—oiko-
iofkriaai fiuifxaiiv Kal Ti/xtvi] Kal LiSwXtta, iStc,, where the Cod. .Alex., iiistend of itSm-

XtT«, buihliugs for iilol worship, lias iiSwXa. But the rorrrctnoss of the received

reading is clear, imrtly from tlic word 6iKo6ofxf}(Tai, partly from Josepbus, whose para-

phrase of our pass. (oiKoiofxt'ia-auTtv Si Iv tKao-Ti/iroXii Kal Mii/ti>> rifiivii dvTwv Kai

pwixouv) shews that be imd iifiwXfZa, whirh word he thought he mi^ht omit, ns rom-
prehendcd in xf^iM-rj.
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the Jews, that the pretended Pseudo-Daniel transferred the very

names of the several instruments used by the heathens into the

history of Nebuchadnezzar, how comes it to pass that in the his-

torical records of this period, this fact is not once adverted to ?

—What similarity is there, then, remaining between the two oc-

currences ? And yet, if there were a real similarity, it would
prove notliing for the opinion of our opponents. It has been

shewn that Nebuchadnezzar, in the expedition against Egypt, came
with a great army to Jerusalem, broke into the city, took the holy

vessels out of the temple, and carried them away with him to liis

own land. The same thing is told literally of Antiochus Epi-

phanes, 1 Mace. i.. 19, sqq. Now, who will think of asserting

on that account, that one of the two statements is untrue, and that

the first, which rests not only on the testimony of Jewish writers,

but also on that of Berosus, was invented Avith a view of impart-

ing consolation to the Jews in the time of the Maccabees ?

We pass on now to examine the objections raised against particu

lars in our chap., and first of all those objections to which the mo-
dem opponents, with a certain unanimity, attribute convincing

force, or on which some lay a very particular- stress. " The accused

rephedto the comparatively mild address of Nebuchadnezzar with

revolting insolence and levity. They take it to be beneath their

dignity to assign the reason of their refusal, and studiously aim

to enrage the king, by raising in him the suspicion that their

refusal results from mere contumacy. They use such language

towards their monarch, that they themselves dictate the fiery pun-

ishment, yet they are perfectly tranquil, and seem hardly able to

hide fi'om the king that God will rescue them by a miracle. They
must have known well, that it was never customary with the Deity

to rescue even the most excellent men from fatal dangers by mi-

racles. Could they, then, have had even the faintest presenti-

ment of a preservation of their lives, unless it had been shewn to

them by an immediate revelation fi.-om God, that the power of

the fire upon their lives would be extinguished?" Berth, i. p.

253 ; KiRMS, p. GO. It is remarkable how contradictory this

opinion of the behaviour of the three men is to the opinion of the

whole ancient Church. \ye quote, as a specimen, only a passage

of Theodoret {0pp. t: ii. p. 1110), "Who can help being

amazed at the courage o^ these youths, their wisdom, their piety,
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their strict observance of the laws, their sobriety in all respects ?

For, that they were not tenified at such a tyrant, when all man-
kind, so to speak, were leagued with him against them, and at that

dreadful fiery punishment, which was not only threatened in word,

but was actually before their eyes, bears witness to a courage most
indomitable ; and that they esteemed the law of God beyond their

o\vn life,—what obedience can exceed this ^ Their moderation

also is manifest, by their not making use of harsh words to the

king, or, on the other hand, disgracing their biith by cowardice ;

and their prudence and wusdom are shewn by their opposing a

pious temper to his impious and blasphemous speeches."* Comp.
also especially Calvin in loc. The grotmd of these differentjudg-

ments hcs in nothing but the behef or disbelief of revelation.

An intimation, by no means obscure, is given, that the three men
would have done better to conform to the required ceremony ; he

who liimself knows of no other truth than that which he has made
for liimself, is stumbled if others, for the sake of truth given from
above, willingly sacrifice property and life, and break through

every consideration that cannot consist widi allegiance to it.—Let
us look now at the several parts of the objection. The charge of

insolence would certainly be well-founded, if the translation which
KiKMS gives of ver. IG, " Your demand does not even deserve a

reply,"t were correct. But this sense is not in the words, but is

only superinduced upon them. "It is not necessary," say the

three men, " for us to answer this." They mean to say that,

free from all anxiety, and perfectly resolved what is to be done,

they decline making any apology for God, who, as they hoped,

would justify himself, or any defence, or excuse. That this is the

• Tj's oiiK av iiKOTwi iicirXayii}] tJiv fxaKapiuiv tovtwv viwv Tt'iv avopiiav, ti/j/

<ro<f>iav,Tiiv iva-ilitiai), t^i; Trt/ol Toiis i/o/nous SiKaiocrvvtiv, tiju iripl irdi/Ta a-ui(j)po-

avv)}v ; TO fxiv yap /u»; KaTUTrXayTivai tov toctovtov tKtiuov Tupai'vov, fitTo. tti'wtwv,

tis tiros tLTTtiv, Av^pwTTwv apTLTfTayiitvov, Kol Tvv fxtyicTTUv jriipdv, oil Xoyonfiovov
diriiXov/iivtfv, iWd Kal optofiiviiv, tiiv dSd/xairro^ artpporipav 'IvtoI^ dvdptiav nap-
Tvpti, TO Si xoiiv ^tiouv vofxovi ti/s Trapouffiii TrpoTifxtfcrai ^oif/s, Tro/as &iKaio(Tvvi]%

i)irtpfto\i)v KaTaXfiTTn ,- ti/v 6t (run^poauvnv ivTwv KiipuTTii,Td fxiJTt ^pucrta-i Kwrd
TOV fiaaiXiwi x^^*'"""'-^"' Xoyoii, fii'iTt 6nXia irdXiv KaTaia-j^ivai to ytVos" ti;i/

dt (pp6vi)(iiv K«i <To<piav ii xoTs Svacrtfiiai Kill /3/\a<r0»;/uo«s \oyo«s uvTiTtbt'iaa tv

rrifinit.

f liita quidein sollicitatio tun nc rceponsn qiiidem digiia ist.
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true sense, appears from the parallel passage 2 Mace. vii. 2, where

the seven brothers, on being required to eat swine's flesh, answer,

" What wouldest thou ask or learn of us ? We are ready to die,

rather than transgress the laws of our fathers."* There is in

this reply just as little insolence as in that of Cyprian, when he

was required by the nobles to purchase his life by a renunciation

of the truth
—

" In so sacred a matter there is no room for hesita-

tion."f—Quite as little foundation is there for the charge derived

from the fact, that the three men do not assign the cause. We
have no need to have recourse to the remark of Calvin, that pro-

bably all their words are not quoted, but only a short abridg-

ment of them. That Nebuchadnezzar had no idea of imputing

their refusal to any other than a rehgious reason, his own words

shew— " Let us see who is the God that will deliver you out of

my hands;" and still more clear is it from ver. 28, where Nebuch-

adnezzar says, " they would honour and worship no other God,

but only their own God." There needed, therefore, no detailed

explanation of the reason, which they justly suppose to be known

to Nebuchadnezzar. But the assignment of it is distinctly

enough contained in their words. For when they say that the

God whom they serve can and will deliver them, it is surely ex-

pressed that, because they are servants of the true God, and not

from caprice, they refuse to obey the command of the king. Be-

sides, how could it once enter the mind of Nebuchadnezzar, that

they would console themselves with such a cheerful confidence in

the help of their God, if mere caprice was the ground of their re-

fusal ?—When the three men declare not only that God can

deliver them, but that he will deliver them, it is, we must admit,

the expression of a confidence immediately excited by God. But

the reality of such an assurance may be easily shewn by a multi-

tude of instances. Compare in this respect merely the transitions

in the Psalms. The deepest lamentation is followed almost uni-

versally by the highest joyfulness and assurance, wliich are so

certain of deliverance as to exult and offer thanks for it as if

* Ti jUsXXeis kpoyrav Kul fxav^dutiv trap' ijjuolj/; tTOijuoi yap diro2rvv(TKiiv i<7p.kv,

fi iruTpwov^ vofiov^ irapa^aiviiv.

+ In re tam sancta nulla deliberatio.
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already accorded. The asscrtioD, that the three men had the less

reason to expect a miraculous deliverance, because they must have

known that God had never granted such even to his most honoured

worshippers, hardly deserves a reply. It was the very fact that

tiiey knew the contrary from history, which was to them a human
reason for their hope. How could they help, e. g., being reminded

of Hezckiah, who, when the Assyrians had uttered exactly simi-

lar reproaches against God, on that very account expected and

received the help of God ? Moreover, the firm resolve of the

tlu-ee men not to hearken to the command of the king, rests, not

as Bertholdt maintains, on this certainty of rescue, wliich they

express only briefly and in passing, but on their general relation

to God. They immediately add, " But should God, for wise and

holy reasons, see fit to afford us no miraculous aid, yet arc we
prepared, in resignation to his will, to suffer everything, rather

than transgress bis commands."
" The soldiers who throw in the criminals, ai'e obliged to pay

for their dutiful service with their lives. But this certainly did

not happen in a natural way. So that a miracle was required to

put the innocent soldiers to death. " This need not bo supposed,

although a reason to the contrary can just as little bo derived from

the innocence of the soldiers, as a reason against the destruction

of Bharaoii's army in the Ked Sea, could arise from there being

many a soldier in it who was perfectly innocent of Pharaohs sin,

or a reason against the destruction of Jerusalem as a judgment

for the muider of Christ, fi-om there being many in the city who
were innocent in this respect. The natural cause is clearly enough

given in ver. 22. The rage of the vengeful oriental despot al-

lowed the soldiers to think of nothing, but how they might with

most despatch discharge their commission. Tlie king, when in

his wrath he commanded that the oven should be heated seven

times hotter than common (see infra), siu"ely did not consider

whether the executioners also, whose lives were certninly at this

moment a matter of perfect indifference to him, could approach it

without danger. This was the more difhcult, because the fatal

oven was so constructed, that the criminals were precipitated into

It from a stair or scaffold (comp. Berth, p. 270.) jiefore, tliere-

fore, the executioners could draw hack, thoy were seized on by

the flame and perished.
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" Nebuchadnezzar has the furnace held in immediate readiness

for those who should refuse homage to the idol. Did he know
beforehand of the refusal of the three toparchs, or is the furnace

an invention of the author, to pave the way for a miracle of deli-

verance ?" Griesinger, p. 41. But there is no trace in the

narrative that the furnace was prepared in the vale of Dura, and
was kindled beforehand (comp. Berth, on ver. G.) The con-

trary of the latter statement seems rather to result from ver.

19, where the furnace is said to have been then first kindled

by command of the king. But, supposing that were really con-

tained in the narrative which is attributed to it, this would prove
nothing against its correctness, for a quite similar case could be
adduced even from the seventeenth centur}'. Chardin {voy. en
Perse, iv. p. 27G) relates, that in that country a whole month was
taken up in feeding two ovens with fire, in order immediately to

throw in any dealers who at that time of famine exceeded the legal

prices. It may, then, appear very surprising that Nebuchad-
nezzar should beforehand command the worship on pain of being
cast into the fiery furnace, although the transgression of his com-
mand was not exactly probable. But it is quite agreeable to the

character of an oriental despot, to proclaim the punishment at

once, on the bare possibility of the case arising, in order thus to

make really palpable his unlimited supremacy. The punishment
by the furnace, moreover, was in use in Babylon, as appears from
Jerem. xxix. 22, where Nebuchadnezzar had two false prophets
roasted at the fire, and we shall afterwards see how this very

account furnishes an evidence/or the genuineness of Daniel.
" What result is gained by the miracle in our chapter ? Sim-

ply this, that Nebuchadnezzar pronounces an eulogy on God, and
gives command that no one, on peril of hfe, shall blaspheme him.
This object is too insignificant for such an expenditure of means."
Berth, p. 255. But the immediate consequence of the miracu-
lous occurrence must not be regarded as its only object ; it formed
only a single member in the chain of occuiTences, by which, as

we have already seen, a gi-eat purpose worthy of God was aimed
at and attained.

" The expressions Nebuchadnezzar breaks out into, ver. 28,
after the deliverance of the three men, are altogether at vai'iance

with his dignity and station, and at tlie same time opposed to the
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religion of liis fathers, which he was surely obliged to maintjiin

even from political considerations." Berth p. 253. But, if it

be once granted that the miracle really took place, and imme-
diately before Nebuchadnezzar's eyes, one cannot really wonder
if, under the first impulse of his amazement, he does not nicely

ponder his words, and breaks out into an exclamation of aston-

ishment. Moreover, Nebuchadnezzar takes care, in the order

which he immediately issues, not to trench too closely upon his

paternal religion. He only forbids, under a severe penalty, to

speak ill of the God of the three men. A later narrator, or cer-

tainly an inventor, who did not follow history but made it, would

not have been so moderate. The edict of Nebuchadnezzar is

quite in keeping with the modes of thought at that time current

among polytheistic nations. Just as Sennacherib, 2 Kings xviii.

84., infers the feebleness of the gods of those nations whom he

had subdued, from their not being able to deliver their worship-

pers, and as the God of Israel was generally despised by the

heathens because he had not delivered his people, so Nebuchad-

nezzar infers the power of God fi*om the deliverance granted, and

forbids the farther abuse of him. Moreover, if any expression

were to be found which did not seem quite suitable in the mouth
of the king, yet it must ever be remembered that Daniel only

expresses the sense of what the king said in his own words.

We pass on now to those objections which, after the rejilies of

LuDERWALD, Jahn, and Dereser, are now only occasionally

brought forward, and are represented even by Bertholdt, p. 250,

as capable of being easily removed. " The statue probably re-

presented a human figure. But what a disproportion between the

height, reaching to sixty cubits, and the breadth of six cubits I

The statue was made, therefore, in the proportion of ten to one,

whereas the natural proportion of height and breadth in the hu-

man body is six to one. What an undertaking to set it up ! And
was it possible for it, with such an ill-proportioned height, to

stand of itself? In all probability, the statue here mentioned was

no other than the golden statue of Belus in the temple at Baby-

lon, mentioned by Herodotus, i. 183. But this was only twelve

cubits high. Of the same statue it is probable that Diodorus

SicuLUS speaks, ii. 9. But ho assigns only forty feet as tho

height."
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It is, first of all, by no means proved that the statue had a hu-

man form and human proportions. Perhaps it was a simple co-

lumn in honour of a god, with a figure or head of the god on

the top. Such columns we everj^diere find in antiquity con-

nected with the statues of gods properly so called ; comp. Sel-

DEN, de Diis Si/r. jyrol. c. iii. p. 49 ; they were very common, for

example, among the Egyptians, whose idolatry was very nearly

related to the Chaldean (comp. Gesenius, Jesaias, p. 330.)

Jablonski, Panth. Aeg. p. Ixxx. sqq., has shown that the obe-

lisks were idol-pillars of this sort. Still more distinctly is it

shewn that they were in use in the very regions of which we are

speaking, by a passage in the chronicon Alexand. p. 89 :
" The

early Assyrians erected a pillar to Mars, and worshipped him

among the Gods."* According to Philostratus {vit. Apoll. i.

27), Apollonius, in his travels in these parts, still found such co-

lumns.f If, however, from the simple ground that the statue is

here called oVs, which word, c. ii. 31, sqq., occurs as the designa-

tion of a human-like figure, it should be inferred that the statue

must necessarily have had human shape and human proportion,

(which two things cannot for a moment be set down as necessa-

rily connected, since we know just nothing of the extent to which

the arts had progressed among the Babylonians),J yet nothing

* Assyrii primi erexerunt columnam Marti, eumque inter deos coluerunt.

+ Similai-]y Munteb, Relif/ion der Babijlonier, p. 59: " Of the value of tliese sta-

tues as works of art nothing definite can be said. The assigned measures, it is true,

do not always show a correct knowledge of proportion ;
yet perhaps the veiy astonish-

ing cUsproportion observable in the measures of the statue of Bel erected by Nebuchad-

nezzar, namely, that of sixty cubits of height to six of breadth, may be explained by

the fact, that it was in reality, like the Amyclscan Apollo, a column to which were added

head and feet. How little proportion also is observed in many of the small so-

called Etruscan figiu-es?" We have here another confirmation of the truth, that it is

only dabblers in any science, as Bretschneideb lately in the physical sciences, who

seek to point out absurdities in revelation, whilst real masters of science, even when

not strongly actuated by religious belief, defend the truth of revelation.

I Gesenius observes, in the Encycl. von Ersch uiid Gkubeb, Art, Babylon, Th.

vii. p. 24: " The ruins (of the tower of Bel) are imposing only from their colossal

size, not from then- beauty ; all the ornaments and sculptures are rude and barbaric."

From all accounts, the Babylonians had gi-eat preference for every thing colossal, huge,

in-egular, and grotesque ; and hence whatever agi-ees with this taste is far more likely

to be genuine Babj'lonian, than any thing which meets the requirements of a sense of

the beautiful. In the Babylonian architecture, giant-forms are everywhere to be seen ;

(comp. MuxTEB, 1. c. p. 58.) " Even the poorer Babylonian was not content with

small household gods of wood; they must needs be large—images that could not be
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could be concluded from the disproportion of the height to the

breadth, since the statue in this instance must surely have had a

pedestal, and a particularly high one, to make it visible to the

whole surrounding multitude, and the pedestal may be included

in the sixty cubits. The difficulty of raising the statue was not

at all greater than in the Egyptian obelisks, which were frequently

still liigher, or in the Colossus at llhodes, which, according to

Puny (H. N. xxxiv. 18), was seventy cubits high.* The asser-

tion that our statue is identical with that mentioned by Herodotus

and Diodorus scarcely deserves a reply. There is nothing more

in its favour than that, in both cases, a statue is mentioned ; but

these plainly existed in no small number. Herodotus mentions,

even in the passage quoted, two different statues of Bel. The

statue of Diodorus was, according to him, erected by Semiramis

;

ours was set up by Xebuchadnezzar.f The statues of Herodotus

and Diodoi-us were in the temple at Babylon ; oui"s was set up in

the vale of Dura, and that it was brought thence to the temple of

Belus at Babylon, as Bertholdt assumes, is not hinted at in a

single word. Probably Nebuchadnezzar, on returning from his

victories, wished, by the consecration of a new and huge statue,

to which he apphed a part of the acquired treasure, to testify his

thankfulness to his god.
—

" Whence could Nebuchadnezzar have

brought the astonishing quantity of gold which he must have ex-

pended on this colossus ? Even supposing that, in some way or

other, Nebuchadnezzar had succeeded in becoming the most

wealthy of all the rich monarchs of the ancient East, yet the largest

amount of treasure which we can possibly suppose him to have

amassed, would not have been enough to erect such a monument

moved !" Is. xl. 20. (Miintcr, p. 00). The Greek accounts nlso bear witness to this

taste in sculpture. According to Is. xlvi. 1, tlie idols arc so licnvy, that the boasts of

burden sink down exhausted under their load. .\t the feast of the sun-god 1(M»() ta-

lents of incense, about 51,432 pounds, was burnt. (Miintcr, p. CO.)

Our view is admirably supportcil by IIkeben, another example of the ni<isler\cr-

BUS (litbhlcrs (Ideiii, 1, li, p. 170) :
" The circle of our experience is too limited for us

to assign at once the scale of what is possible in other lands, in a different ellme, and
under other circnnistances. Do not the Egyptian pyramids, tlie Chinese wall, and the

rock-tcmplt," at Klephaiita stand, as it were, in mockery of our criticism, which pn--

sumes to define the limits of the united power of whole nations ?"

J
This ditferenrc is certainly of less imjiortance, because, according to JiKROscs,

the Greek writers luscribed to Siniiramis much that belon^'cd to Nebuchadnezzar.
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as stands before us in our text." In reply, it has already been

remarked, after Chrysostom, by Dereser, Bertholdt, &c., that

the statue might have been internally of wood, and covered exter-

nally with gold plate. They quote Is. xl. 19; xU. 7 ; xliv. 13 ;

Jer. x. 3-5 ; and refer to the usus loquendi of Exod. xxxix. 35,

where the altar fabricated of acacia wood, and only covered with

gold, is called the golden altar ; and of ver. 3 9, where the altar merely

covered with brass, is called the brazen altar.* But there is at

any rate quite as much probabihty that the statue was hollow

within. To this supposition one is absolutely compelled, in the

case of the golden statues of Herodotus and Diodorus. Accord-

ing to Herodotus, the great golden statue of Belus, the great

table standing by it, the golden steps and the golden seat, toge-

ther consisted of only 800 talents of gold, which would be very

far from enough if these objects consisted wholly of massive gold.

According to Diodorus, there were only 1000 talents of gold in

the statue forty feet high, which would be a mere trifle for a mas-

sive figure of such height and proportionate bulk. Diodorus

likewise (ii. 9) expressly represents the statue as wrought by the

hammer, and consequently it was not massive. All accounts far-

ther agi'ee in stating, that immense treasures were heaped up in

Babylon (comp. Is. xiv. 4, where Babylon is called " the golden;"

Jerem. 1. 37 ; li. 13) ; and especially that it was customary to

fabricate statues of the gods out of gold ; comp. besides the pas-

sages quoted, Is. xlvi. 6.

" As Daniel, according to the preceding part of the book, was

one of the highest officers in the realm, it is surprising that he

w^as not present at this transaction, although all the royal officers,

great and small, had been summoned to attend. And why does

not Daniel, standing in such high favour as he did with Nebuchad-

nezzar, intercede for his accused friends ?" Nothing certainly is

easier than to raise a multitude of such objections to any nai-ra-

tive, wliich omits many circumstances, because it is directed to

some certain object, and because the author, being conscious that

he is worthy of credit, does not think of anticipating possible fu-

» MuNTEB, 1. c. p. 60. " We may surely take it as the rule, that these colossal

statues of gods were not of massive gold, but that their iuterior was fonned of some

other metal, or of wood or clay ; Is. xl. 19."

F
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turc doubts about it. Allowing that Daniel really belonged to

the number summoned by the king, yet a quantity of possible

things may be adduced which would account for his absence from

the dedication. But it is expressly said, ver. 2, that only the higher

and lower magistrates were called together by the king, to whom
Daniel did not belong ; for, according to chap. ii. 48, 49, he had

reserved to himself only the ofiBce of president over the wise men

at Babylon. But the very fact that the author attributes to Da-

niel no share in the matter, shows that he is giving history, and

not, as Bleek maintains, pure fiction. For, were the latter the

case, he would certainly ascribe to Daniel, the hero of his book,

the principal share. To the objection that Daniel's mediation is

not mentioned, it might be replied, with some, that it was inef-

fectual, and therefore the mention of it would be supei-fluous.

But the narrative itself readily offers another answer. As, ac-

cording to ver. 4, it was not till the officers were all assembled,

that the proclamation was made that every one should prostrate

himself before the image on peril of the punishment of the fur-

nace, (whereby is explained another thing that has likewise been

made matter of objection, that the three men did not rather re-

main away on some pretext), so, according to ver. 6, 15, 19, quite

agreeably to the character of oriental justice, the punishment was

immediately proceeded with, before Daniel could employ his in-

tercession, fruitless as it would doubtless have been, and only in-

volving himself too in desti'uction, indeed probably before he

knew anything of the matter.

Chap. IV.—The main argument generally adduced in modern

times against the historic truth of the contents of this chapter, is

the silence of the other historical sources respecting the facts

related here. We will first present this argument in all the force

which our opponents have been at the pains to give to it. " Did

Nebuchadnezzar really once lose his understanding ? Did he on

that account live among the wild beasts, away from all human

intercourse ? Did he at length recover both his reason and his

kingdom ? The historical books of the O. T. do not once give

the remotest hint of this ; but, considering the hatred of the Jews

to Nebuchadnezzar, it may be presumed with certainty that their

writers would have made mention of this account, if onlv the bare
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report of it had come to their ears. No single writer of heathen
antiquity knows anything of this extraordinary occurrence The
assertion of Jos^phus, that he copies it merely from the sacred
writings of his nation, shews manifestly, that in his time there
was no information of this incident to he had from any other
source. Origen, the greatest scholar and the best-read man of
the tlurd century, found himself, in the exposition of the chapter
so deserted on all hands by ancient history, that he was induced
principally for that reason alone to abandon the historical inter-
pretation altogether. Jerome affirms that nothing whatever of
the transaction is to be found in the ancient histories. It was
impossible that the thing should remain hidden ; for Nebuchad-
nezzar himself made it known in his whole kingdom after his
restoration. Could the generally known account have been so
speedily lost, as to entirely escape the compilers of the history of
the Chaldean kingdom and rulers, when so much else of less
mterest and importance was preserved from this and former timesm the mouth of the priests and people, whence it passed into the
writings of an Herodotus, Diodorus, Berosus, Abydenus, and
others ? The Greek historians know nothing whatever of the
matter, although some of them travelled themselves over these
regions, and carefully collected the legends of people and priests
The following is the result of our observations : since no corre-
sponding account is anywhere else to be found of this most noto-
riously memorable occun-euce, the correctness of it, with all the
attendant circumstances related m connexion, must be called in
question by historical criticism." (Comp. e. g., Berth ii p
292-300, Bleek, p. 2G8.)-Plausible as this argument is, yet
on nearer inspection it loses all force.

As regards, first of all, the silence of the other historical books
of the 0. T., how can any stress at all be laid on that, when not
one of them embraces the period to which our occurrence belongs
the last years of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar

; when the Books
of Kings and Chronicles carry on the histoiy only to the capti-
vity; Jeremiah and Ezekiel, otherwise the most copious sources
for the history of Nebuchadnezzar, were now dead ; and Ezra and
Nehemiah treat of a much later time, that of the Persian domi-
nation ?

Farther, among the profane writers, the Greek ones must be
F 2
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at once dismissed altogether from the question, although we are

told that " in the times of the deepest decline of their nation and

literature, they were occupied with general histories of the most

ancient kingdoms in middle Asia." Not only do the most dis-

tinguished of recent historians agree as to their entire worthless-

ness in regai'd to the older history of Asia (comp. Niebuhr, hinto-

rincher Gewinn aus der Armenischen Uhersetzung der Chronik

den Eusehius, in his Kl. Sc/i. Bonn, 1828, 1, p. ISd, and Schlos-

SER, Geahichte der alien Welt, i. 1, p. 172), but these writers

do not say one word about Nebuchadnezzar ; nay, even the older

and more credible Herodotus gives no account of him. How,

then, can it be demanded that writers who pass over in total si-

lence one of the most celebrated conquerors of the ancient world,

who know nothing whatever of his most notable acliievements, as,

for instance, the battle of Circesium, shall mention an occur-

rence, which, notwithstanding its importance in relation to the

history of revealed religion, was yet without any influence upon

the general history of ancient states, and which loses for the most

part even its extremely remarkable and extraordinary features, if

we take away from it what the caprice of interpreters has added,

namely the seven years' duration, and the sojourn among wild

beasts without any oversight ? Josephus, who sought out every

thing that could serve to explain the Chaldee history, and Euse-

bius, met in the whole range of profane literature with only six

writers who as much as mentioned Nebuchadnezzar ; and we, far

from being any richer in this respect, are limited wholly and

solely to the extracts given by them from these now entirely lost

\vritings. Of these six writers Jot/r do not come into the account

here. The Annals of the Phoenicians related, as might naturally

be expected, only so much of the history of Nebuchadnezzar as

affected themselves, the conquest of Phoenicia. Philostratus,

in the Phoenician history, related nothmg more of Nebuchad-

nezzar than his siege of Tyre. In like manner, only a passing

mention of Nebuchadnezzar was to be seen in the Indian history

of Megasthenes, and the only fact which Josephus quotes from

it, Nebuchadnezzai-'s conquest of lAbya and Iberia, rests probably

on an eiTor (comp. 1*erizonius 1. c. p. 4G3 ; and especially

VoLNEV, recherc/iea sur I'hist. anc. t. 3. p. 150). Lastly, in

the Pei*sian history of Diocles, nothing fai'thcr occurred than a
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passing mention of Nebuchadnezzar (comp. Jos. Arch. x. 1 1 ; c.

Ap. i. 21.) Thus there remain only Abydenus and Berosus,

as authors from whom we may expect any information about this

occurrence. They both obtained their materials from the Chal-

dean tradition ; Abydenus, who lived at a later period, and was

the author of an Assyrian and Median history, is, according to

the fragments preserved to us by Eusebius in the Chronicou

and in the im&paratio Evangelica, a very sorry writer, as is con-

fessed even by Niebuhr, 1. c. p. 187, 203, who otherwise thinks

so very much of the delineators of the domestic history of the

Babylonians and Assyrians, and, according to Schlosser's judg-

ment (1. c. i. p. 172), which we shall see to be correct, too much.

Berosus, on the contraiy, a Chaldean by birth, hving in the third

<!entury, is much praised by Josephus, and, fabulous as are his

accounts of the earliest history, yet in general his worthiness of

credit in the history of the later period is attested by his corres-

pondence with the authentic history of the O. T., which we have

already seen in a remarkable instance. But our expectation of

finding a complete confirmation of this history in both authors,

is much lowered, when we come to examine more nearly their

character. Both of them drew from the tradition of the Chaldeans ;

but the deeper these people were then sunk, the prouder they

were, as always happens of their past history (comp. in respect to

the earlier history, Sghlosser 1. c. p. 109), and in a most parti-

cular manner of Nebuchadnezzar, in addition to whose real

achievements they invented many more. Megasthenes, who lived

somewhat earlier than Berosus, perhaps about 280 B.C., at the

court of Seleucus Nicator, king of Babylon, tried, so Josephus

affirms, to prove that this king exceeded Hercules in bravery and

the greatness of his deeds, and from the same impure source

flowed his information, that Nebuchadnezzar carried his victories

as far as the pillars of Hercules. In Berosus, too, the mythical

magnificence of Nebuchadnezzar is not to be mistaken. If all is

correct that he tells of his splendid spoils, it is certainly false that

the new sumptuous palace was built by him in fifteen days, as

appears from the fact, that, according to Abydenus, the threefold

wall around Babylon was completed in the same space of time ;

but his boasting, or rather that of the Chaldee tradition, is espe-

cially manifest when he tells us, in the passage already quoted.
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tlmt t})e satrnp appointed by Nabopolassar in Egypt, Syria, and

the neighbouring countries, had revolted from him. Tlie oppo-

nent of Nabopolassar was the mighty king of Egypt, Pharaoh

Necho, who received the kingdom from his powerful father Psam-

meticus ; never had Syria, much less Egypt, been under the do-

minion of Nabopolassar (comp. Perizonius, 1. c. p. 440, sqq).

In the statement of Berosus, likewise, llhat Nebuchadnezzar, be-

fore his departure, aiTanged affairs in Egypt (KaTaaT7]ad<; ra

Kara ttjv"A ljvtttov Trpdy/xara), just as if Egypt had been al-

ready conquered by him, which was demonstrably not the case

Iheu, the bragging tone of the Chaldeans cannot be mistaken.

Hence Syncellus correctly says of Berosus and Manetho, that

their history is eVtTrXacrTo?, since the only object of each is " to

exalt his own nation ;"* and (p. 37), " they both spin webs of fic-

tion in exalting their own nation and country."f We can d

jjiiori expect nothing else from the old Chaldee historians, because

all native accounts of the ancient kingdoms bear the same cha-

racter. The native history of the Egyptians, e.f/., as found in

Manetho and in the Greek historians, who implicitly received what

the Egyptian priests told them, is full of the basest lies, disfigure-

ments, and misrepresentations (comp. Perizonius, 1. c. p. 463).

Thus, to adduce only one example, they related with exultation

the victory of Pharaoh Necho over the Syrians, but passed over

in total silence his defeat at Circesium, which was fixr more im-

portant in its consequences, and made no mention whatever of

Nebuchadnezzar, who stood in no less relation to the Egyptians

than that of conqueror to the conquered. We shall, moreover,

have occasion farther on to adduce other misrepresentations and

boastings of the Chaldean historians besides those already quoted.

Under these circumstances, the most we can expect from the

two writers, who narrate from the Chaldee tradition, is such a treat-

ment of the case as was not adapted to depreciate Nebuchadnezzar.

For if Nebuchadnezzar himself, recently humbled and full of joy

and gratitude for his recovery, and, at the same time, conscious

of iiis greatness, gives publicity to the matter, it must not be in-

ferred that the later Babylonians would be equally candid. And

• TO idiov i^iroi do^uirai.

f iKaoTOt TO ISiov l^voi Kai Ti;i> iraxpiSa io^a^uti/ d^ci^vas i><f>atvti-
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to a remarkable degree we actually find such a mode of treatment

in both writers. Let us begin with Berosus.

He says (in Jos. c. Ap.) : Nebuchadnezzar, after beginning

the wall before mentioned, fell into a feeble state of health and

died, having reigned forty-tliree years."* This account agrees

with ours in two remarkable points. 1. It is plain that Berosus

is here speaking of a long illness preceding the death of Nebu-

chadnezzar. Bertholdt, indeed, p. 294, denies this, observing

that Berosus seems always to have concluded his biographical

sketches of the Chaldee rulers with this or a similar form, unless

they died a violent death. But the inaccuracy of this assertion

may be shown even from our scanty fragments. Of Neriglossar,

who did not die a violent death, nothing of the kind is said. Of
Nabonned, who, according to Berosus, did not perish at the con-

quest of Babylon, but was treated kindly by Cyrus, and had his

residence appointed in Carmania, it is said
—

" Nabonned spent the

rest of his life in that country, and there died."t It is indeed

said also of Nebuchadnezzar's father-
—" Nebuchadnezzar at that

time got into feeble health and died.";}: But appcoar'qo-avTC is

surely not so expressive as efiirecroov eh dppcoariav ; and far-

ther, in this case as well as the other, the death was actually pre-

ceded by a lengthened illness or state of debility. Berosus ex-

pressly remarks, that Nabopolassar gave up the chief command of

the army to Nebuchadnezzar because he was himself too weak to

go to the war. The illness, then, which the Chaldee tradition for

the reasons assigned did not more exactly define, is represented

in our book as madness. 2. There is between the two accounts

a surprising agreement in the definition of the time. According

to both, Nebuchadnezzar was attacked by his complaint towards
>

the end of his reign, and after the completion of his great build-

ings. That no mention is made of his recovery in Berosus, as is

done here, need not surprise us, as probably this was of short

* "SaPovxoSovoaopos fikv ouv /ue-ra t6 ap^aa^ai tou 7rpotipi}fiivov Ttlxovi, kfxTrt-

a-uiv ets dp^w(TTiav, /uET»)\A.af<iTO tou §iov, f3i.jiacn\f.VKw^ Iti] Ttar(rapdKOVTa rrpta.

t 'Sajioi/vriSo? fiiv ovv, t6 Xoitrdv tou xP"""" Siayevofitvoi kv kKtivy Tri X"'Pf'>

KaTtaTpicpe Tdv fSiov.

J 'Sa^ovxoSovoo'Spca avvi^n kut dvTov Tov Kaipov dppwaTncavTi fitraXXd^ai

Tov fiiov.
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duration, and the bodily health of Nebuchadnezzar never again

wholly restored.*

But we are still more favoured by the passage of Abydenus

(in. Y.V6EBIIJS, pr(pp. Evaiiff. ix. 41, and Chronicon Armeno-

latinum, i. p. 59), which we must give in full. " After tliis, as

the Chaldeans relate, on ascendiiuj to the roof of his palace, he

became inspired by some God, and delivered himself as follows :

Babylonians ! I, Nebuchadnezzar, foretell you a calamity that is

to happen, which neither my ancestor Bel nor queen Beltis can

persuade the fates to avert. There shall come a Persian mule

(one having parents of different countries), having your own gods

in alliance with him, and shall impose servitude upon you, with

the aid of a Mede, the boast of the Assyrians. Rather than this,

would that some Charybdis or sea had engulphed him in utter

desti-uction ! or that he had been forced some other way through

the desert, where there are no cities, and no path trodden by man,

but where wild beasts feed, and birds roam, where he must have

wandered among rocks and precipices ! and that I had found a

happier end, before becoming acquainted with such a disaster !

Having thus said, he immediately disappeared."f Even Ber-

THOLDT, p. 290, is obliged to confess that " this rare legend is

in its chief points identical with our account." The points of

agreement are the following : 1. The madness of Nebuchadnez-

zar, as Bertholdt also grants, is not indistinctly referred to in

the words of Abydenus. Madness and prophecy stood, accord-

ing to the notions of antiquity, in the closest connection, which

• On the opposite side, nppeiil cannot be mnde to iv. 30. " I obtained still greater

glorj;" for these words occur in Nebuchadnezzar's edict published immediately after

the return of his reason; the case would be different if the auUwr had said that Nebu-

chadnezzar was promoted to still greater glory.

+ utTtt TavTa ^t.XtytTnt vpoi \a\Saitov, cos dvajSat iirl xa /Ja<T«\»}ia, Ka-rarrxt-

Sxii>i ^iw oTtio oil, <t>^ty^(i/J^ivov Si iIttiV 'outos iyw 'Sujioiixoooi/urropov, u> fiafiv-

\wi/ioi,Tiiv fitWoucrav vfi-Tv irpoayyiWw <Tvfi<l>opiiv, tiju o, ts 1{>)\o9 tfio^ irpoyovov,

ViTi (iaaiXna BvXxis Airo-rpixj/ai Motpav TrtTaai dtr^movcnV i'lj^ii Tliptrift >;/u/ofOf,

Tolai vfiiTipoiai Sa'tfiotTi xpiwfxivov trvfXfjuixoiCTiv. iird^n 6i 6ov\o<rvviju, ov 6f) avv-

a'nioi lo-xat M»')5i)s, x<5 ' Atrtrvpiov aux')/'*«" 'is "^t fiiv irpoa^iv i"; fiovvai toi's iro\i-

nfav, XapvftSiv Tii/rt, fi t*aX«<T<rai/ i.iaoi'^afiivi]v, aiaTuxrai trpoppi'i^ov' fifxiv a\\n%

bdoiiv arTpa<j>ivTa <)>ipKT^ai 5ia xf/s ipt'ifiou, 'Iva ouTt a<mn, ovti iraxos av^pwirwv,

^Tipt<i 6t vofxov i\ovai Kal npvt^ti irXi'i^ovTiii, iv Xf frtTpijari Kai \fipa6pri<Tt /uoD-

vov aXw/xivov' ifii x«, trplv »is uoov (iaXicr^ui xai/xa, xtXtos dfitivovov Kvpriaai' 6

liiv ^iCTirioras TTapaxjP')l'-OL iitpdvioro.
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is marked in the language itself; in order to attain the latter,

they tried in an artificial manner to excite the former ; comp., e.g.,

V. Dale, de oraculis ethnicorum, p. 172. Eusebius has veiy

appositely remarked this, Citron. Arm. lat. p. 61—"In Daniel's

history we are informed under what circumstances Nebuchadnez-

zar lost his reason : we must not, however, be surprised if the

Greek historians or the Chaldeans conceal the disease, and relate

that he was inspired, and call his madness, or the demon by

which he was possessed, a god. For it is their custom to attri-

bute such things to a god, and to call demons gods."* Here, at

the same time, we may judge with what propriety Bleek main-

tains that this account of Abydenus was never made use of for a

confirmation of Daniel till modern times. The circumstance,

moreover, that Abydenus puts into the mouth of Nebuchad-

nezzar a prophecy respecting the future fate of his kingdom, is

easily explained from a confusion and intermixture in the Chaldee

tradition (wliich the very late Abydenus received in a very dis-

figured state) of two distinct occurrences, namely, the madness

and the disclosures respecting the future that were made to Ne-

buchadnezzar, partly by prophetic dreams, partly by the pro-

phecies of Daniel, to both of which the things here put into his

mouth may be referred. The passage of Abydenus serves, there-

fore, in another respect also, to confirm the credibility and genu-

ineness of Daniel. This supposition seems preferable to the other

possible one, that Nebuchadnezzar, when attacked with madness,

really attended for the first time, and especially during his fits of

frenzy, to the disagreeable visions into the future opened up to

him at an earlier period. 2. The notation of time and place cor-

responds in an astonishing manner. According to Abydenus,

Nebuchadnezzar was attacked by the extasis after the comple-

tion of all his conquests ; and, indeed, which is peculiarly worthy

of notice, it manifested itself for the first time on the roof of his

palace {ava^oM IttX tcl ^acnXt^ia), just as in our book. 3. It

must not be left out of sight, that Abydenus designates the con-

* In Danielis saue historiis de Nebuchodouosoro naiTatur, quo modo et quo pacto

mente captus fuerit: quod si Graecorum historici aut Chaldsei morbum leguut ct a deo

eum acceptum comminiscuntur, deumque insaniam, quae iu ilium iutravit, vel demo-
uem quendam, qui iu cum venit, nomiuaut, miranduui uon est. Eteuim hie quidem
illorum mos est, similia deo adscribcre, deosquc uominaie daemones.
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dition of Nebuchadnezzar as brouglit about by a certain god (the

readiDg orew B?j, assumed by Scaliger in place of the meaning-

less 0T€ (oBt), has been since confirmed by the testimony of the

Armenian version, which has " diif: quihusdam, in mentem ejus

penetrantibuH camqucoccupantihua'') Hence it follows distinctly

that the Chaldoe tradition derived the ailment of Nebuchadnezzar,

not from one of the native gods, but from a foreign divinity. 4.

That which is uttered at the close by Nebuchadnezzar as a

curse on the Median king (" may he wander in the wilderness,

where no cities are, no footstep of man, where wild beasts

feed, and fowls roam, amid rocks and precipices, roving about

alone") corresponds so surprisingly with what is historically

recorded of Nebuchadnezzar in our book, that one feels tempted

to suppose either confusion or intentional modification in the

Chaldee tradition, or that Abydenus misunderstood it. Tliis sup-

position is the easier, as we have just pointed out another

intermixtm'e of two different occurrences. Thus far the agree-

ment. For we must not, with some, adduce irapa-^priyia i)<^a-

viGTo as a point of agreement, and refer it to Nebuchadnezzar's

disappearance, after liis insanity, from the view of the multi-

tude. The comparison of another passage of Abydenus, where

the mythical Belus is said rw yjpovw B\ rot iKvevfievut ac^avia-Oi)-

vai, renders it probable that the Chaldee tradition made the

mythically illustrious Nebuchadnezzar be received among the

gods. This feature shews, at the same time, why we find there

no fuller confirmation of the records of our book. But this much
appears from it, that Nebuchadnezzar did not live much longer

after his madness, and thus the reconcilement of the account of

Berosus with that of our book, becomes more easy and certain.

Farther, it is very important, in speaking of the relation of the

Chaldee tradition to the narration in oiu* book, to compare the

accounts presented to us by Eusebius in the p/wpa ratio and the

Chronicon, which Berosus and Abydenus give of the creation,

the flood, and the building of tlie tower of Babel, with the accounts

in Genesis. The relation of the two is here quite the same.

Besides the most remarkable agreement, reaching to tlie most par-

ticular circumstances, there arc the same misunderstandings and

misrepresentations.

We now pass on to the objections which have been drawn from
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the narrative itself against its truth. But here our opponents arc

so fair as to allow, that there is nothing in itself improhable in

Nebuchadnezzar's falling into a frenzy which made him unfit for

the duties of government; comp. Berth, p. 304. Michaelis

justly says, Anm. z. Dan. p. 41, " It has long ago been remarked,

that this calamity more frequently attacks great and extraordinary

minds than ordinary ones." But it is maintained that the parti-

cular circumstances given in the narrative are of such a kind, that

they cannot possibly be true in their entire extent. From the

trouble of replying to a quantity of such objections, which regard

not the narrative itself but only false interpretations of it, and

some of which are still to be found in Griesinger, p. 42, we
are relieved by Bertholdt. He grants, p. 291, that the text

says not a word of a metamorphosis of Nebuchadnezzar ; that he

is described merely as a wild man ; and that the unfolding of the

history is perfectly natural. That in his insanity Nebuchadnez-

zar lived quite in the manner of wild beasts ; that the fact of his

body becoming gradually covered with hair (the clause " his hair

became like eagles' feathers" is correctly explained by Tertul-
LiAN, cajiilli incuria horrorem aquilinum prieferente), was a

consequence of his wild mode of life, and that nearly the same

tiling has been observed in many a man of the wood. We shall

examine here only what Bertholdt himself adduces as conclu-

sive. " Is it credible that the royal family and the royal senators

should have shewn so little attention, as to allow Nebuchadnezzar,

after the breaking out of his madness, to get into so helpless a

state ? Would they not at least have tried to lieep him in safe

custody ? Would they not have sought for him again and brought

him back ? Could he, in the level and forestless Babylonia, have

concealed liimself from all search '? It could only have been

through a continuous miracle that he Avandered about so long a

time, without losing his life by one of the thousand accidents to

which he was daily exposed. What unwise poUcy in a govern-

ment, to offer to a factious people so degrading a spectacle !"

Berth, p. 300, 303. But this entire objection vanishes, as soon

as it is shewn that the assumption lying at the basis of it, and

which is indeed to be found in all expositors, viz., that Nebuch-

adnezzar roamed about at large without any custody or supervi-

sion, is demonstrably an incorrect one. The expositors (comp.
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e. g., Geieu ftud MiCHAELis on ver. 22), rest this assumption on

ver. 3G, " They sought me." " For, if the nobles sought after

Nebuchadnezzai', he must have been lost, so as to need being

sought for."* But this argument hardly needs a formfil refuta-

tion. Were Daniel and his companions lost, because, according

to ii. 13, where the same verb sya occurs, they were sought for
that they might be put to death ? Nay, there is rather in this

passage a proof of the contrary. If Nebuchadnezzar, soon after

being restored to reason, is sought by his nobles, for the purpose

of giving the government back to him, must he not have been

surrounded by watchers, who brought his nobles the news of his

recovery? But it is still more clearly apparent from ver. 12, 20,

that they did not neglect to take the proper precautions for his

safety. According to these passages Nebuchadnezzar was laid

in fetters of iron and brass. The assumption of expositors, that

he had broken through these fetters in excessive rage, and run off

alone into the desert, has not only nothing in the text to support it,

but is expressly refuted by these passages. For it is said that

Nebuchadnezzar should be bound in fetters, in the grass of the

field and wetted by the dew of heaven ; he wore the fetters there-

fore still, when he roamed at large. We must imagine the state

of the case to be as follows. There is often in madness a violent

desire after a free, solitai-y, wild, life. Out of many instances, we
quote only one mentioned by Abenezra. A madman in Sardinia

ran away into the mountains, herded with the deer, lived like tliem

on the grass and herbs, and went on liis hands and feet. When
taken in huiiti% by the king of the island, and given up to his

parents, he answered nothing they said to him, spurned wine and

bread when placed before him, and took only grass and hcrbs.f

Soon after he slipped oft" again to the mountains, and returned to

his deer. Comp. too the account of the man who was possessed,

Mark v. Now, in Nebuchadnezzar's case, thoy luunoured this

propensity so far as it was feasible ; only they had him watched.

• Nam si Nebucodnt'zarem magnates ipsius quaesiverunt,crgo amissum ilium fuisse

opcirtet, ita ut quaeri debuerit.

+ " It is a prciiliarity of insane persons, nol only to speak and net in n manner
contrwy to all reason and order, but to eat wlmtever falls in their way. And this may
be seen to be tbe ease now, in pcrsous molested by demons." Thkoduret.
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that he might fall into no danger, and bound him in fetters that

he might do himself no mischief. Probably they took care also

that he should haunt those places only where he would not be

exposed to the gaze of his subjects.

" Is it credible that, without any scruple or any fear of his re-

lapsing again, they would have entrusted to the hands of a man
that had for many years been entirely bereft of his reason, the

reins of government, and therewith the lives of many hundred

thousands of persons?" Berth, p. 301. In this objection it is

assumed as proved, that the madness of Nebuchadnezzar lasted

seven years, although Bertholdt in other places (p. 299, 323),

allows that to understand seven times as meaning seven years, is

not necessary, and indeed by no means accordant with probability.

It must not be said that 1??, chap. vii. 25 ; xii. 7, occurs in the

sense of ijear ; it stands in both passages properly, as here, in

the undefined sense of time ; the more strict definition is not in

the word, but is only given afterwards. Now, since in this case

such a definition is not to be found, and the number seven very

frequently occurs as the definite for the indefinite, we must agree

with Calvin, who says
—

" Their opinion is probable, who think

that the number is indefinite, i. e., until the expiration of a long

time."* But even granting that a definite period was pointed at,

we should not be warranted to assume seven years, any more than

seven other portions of time, however large or small they might

be. Nor is a period of seven years at all required for the occur-

rence of what is related in the narrative ; the uncommon growth

of the nails and hair might take place in a comparatively short

time, and yet this in ver. 30 is referred to as the extreme termi-

nus ad quern of the madness. Thus the appeal to the length of

the time must be altogether disallowed. And who would think

of maintaining it to be incredible, that in any case the govern-

ment should have been restored to a ruler who had had an attack

of madness ? It appears from ver. 33, that the government dur-

ing Nebuchadnezzar's madness was earned on by his nobles, and

reserved for him in the hope of his recovery, just as, according to

the information of Berosus, it once happened on a former occasion,

• Probabilis eoriim est seutentia, qui putaut, indefiuitura esse mimerum, h. e.,

donee longum tempus transeat.
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when Ncbuchftdnezzar was nbscnt at tlic death of his father (Tra-

paXa^QiV Be ra TrpdyfuiTa SioiKovfieva inro XdXBdicov, koi

BtaTrjpov/jbivrjv ttjv ^aaCKeiav inro rov ^eXriaTOV dvrcjv.) And
several causes surely concuiTed to prevent the nobles from think-

ing of a change of rulers. Nebuchadnezzar was the pride of the

nation; from his successor, Evilmerodach, only mischief could be

looked for ; the highest officers in the realm must expect under

him a deposition from their rank, as is so frequently the case in

the East on a change of rulers. The general and the individunl

interest combined, therefore, to determine them to reserve the

crown as long as possible for Nebuchadnezzar, in whose name and

authority meanwhile they were certainly not reluctant to rule

without control. The fear of a relapse would the less restrain

them on his recovery fi'om restoring the government to him again,

because they could easily secure themselves and the kingdom by

the same measures they had already taken.

*' Would not Nebuchadnezzar, in order to gain the general con-

fidence, have used all means to make everybody forget his former

condition, or to displace the reports disseminated respecting it by

other more advantageous, though untrue accounts?" Berth.

p. 301. So it would certainly seem on the first glance, but how

often is that which is improbable the historical truth ! It must

be remembered, that a character like Nebuchadnezzar's does not

always act with a prudent calculation on the possible impression,

but in the consciousness of its greatness, elevates itself above the

judgment of the multitude, and demands their acquiescence in its

decisions ; farther, tliut tlie edict was given in the first excite-

ment, and under the still recent and forcible impression made by

what had occurred—that the notions of the ancient world about

madness must not beidentified with ours—that Nebuchadnezzar in

the narrative always appeal's as an object of the especial providence

of God, and that when the punishment inflicted by God, which cer-

tainly must have been generally enough known, has been removed

by his merciful interposition, the matter is thus placed in abetter

light tlian it stood in before. Why, when there are not wanting

ill history instances of kings who openly exposed to view the most

disgraceful and dishonourable vices ; when, for example, a Xerxes

publicly offered a reword to any man who should invent him a

new kind of sensuality ; why in the world must this acknowledg-
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ment, by far less discreditable, alone be untrue ? And lastly if
these arguments are held to be insufficient, we are surely at liberty
to ascribe the edict to the mental obliquity yet remaining from
the madness

!

We now pass on to those arguments against the genuineness of
the edict, which EiCHHORN, Bertholdt, &c., have derived from
the mode of representation prevaihng in it. "The narrator
makes Nebuchadnezzar speak, now as an orthodox Jew, andm phraseology drawn from Old Testament books, and even from
far later ones (iv. 1, 2, and iv. 34-37, comp. Is. xl. lo-l?)
now again as an idolater (comp. iv. 8, iv. 18) ; comp. Berth i'

p. 70 II. p. 310, 37, 38." But just this mode of representation
would be expected m case the edict was genuine, and certainly
affords a presumption that it is. It cannot a priori be imagined
that Nebuchadnezzar rooted out the inveterate superstition so
quickly from his mind, that the traces of it should not have ap-
peared in connection with what he had learned from the instruc-
tion of Daniel. And such we find was really the fact. Nebuchad-
nezzar does, indeed, name the God of Israel the most hio-h
God, as Cyrus also acknowledges him to be in his edict, Ezra^'i
1 ;

but that he was not therefore resolVed to renounce the super-
stition of his fathers, is apparent from his still calling Bel his
god, chap. iv. 8 ; and that he still in the main retains his hold of
polytheism is shown by ver. 9, 18, where he attributes to Daniel
the spirit of the holy gods ; comp. Calvin on the passages, who
strikingly proves from them the incorrectness of the opinion of
very many expositors as to the radical and entire conversion of
Nebuchadnezzar. How agreeable to the character of polytheism
was such a mixture of religions, may be proved from many ex-
amples. It is found, e.g., in the same manner in the edicts of
the Persian kings in the book of Ezra. Just as the Persians in
eariier times blended their worship of nature with the doctrine of
Zoroaster (comp. Schlosser, 1. c. p. 278), so did they, after the
conquest of Babylon, unite the Babylonian worship and Babylo-
nian astrology with the fire worship of their own system (Schlos-
ser, p. 279.) That a later Jew, bold in his fictions, would not
have been satisfied with such a conversion of Nebuchadnezzar, is
clear from the attempt of very many Jewish and Christian expo-
sitors to make the conversion as radical and complete as possible.
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The affinity of certain plirases with passages of the other books

of the 0. T. can of itself prove just as httle against the authenti-

city of the edict as the occun-ence of certain bibhcal phrases in an

edict of a newly converted heathen prince of the most modern
times. Like all the rest that he knew about the true God, Nebu-

chadnezzar had got these expressions from Daniel, and repeated

them again all the more exactly the less independent his know-

ledge of rehgion as yet was. We have a perfectly similar case in

the edict of Cyrus, in which, notwithstanding its brevity, several

verbal references are found to the prophecies of Isaiah ; comp.

Kleinert, 1. c. p. 142. An affinity with passages from later

books would of course be decisive ; but this could only be affirmed

on the ground that tlie second part of Isaiah belonged to these,

the genuineness of wliich part, however, besides the voluntary

defenders of it, has found an involuntary one in the most recent

times, V. Colln, who, in the A. L. Z. Erg. Bl. 1828, Febr. Nr.

10, whilst conceding what Gesenius denies, that this part was

made use of in Jerem. 1. li., finds himself compelled to declare

these chapters also spurious !
—" The spuriousness is betrayed by

the writer unwarily, ver. 29, fixlUng into the narrative style."

Berth, p. 70. We canno't by any means allow that this happens

unwarily. With the exception of ver. 19, where tlie kiiuf stands

for /, which calls for no remark, because the same thing is found

repeatedly in the decrees of the Persian kings, comp. e.g., Ezra

vii. 14, 15 (Ges. Lehrg. p. 742), the use of the third person

commences just where the nan-ative of the fulfilment of the divine

threat of punishment begins (ver. 28.), and ends where the des-

cription of the sad ailment of Nebuchadnezzar comes to a close

(ver. 33). His restoration he describes again in the first person.

This cannot possibly be accidental, and if not, then no argument

can be taken from it against the genuineness, although we can-

not assign with certainty the reason of the change. It may be

conjectured that Daniel disposed tliis part in a briefer, or more

detailed and exact, narrative than as it stood in the edict (so Cal-

vin), and now, to be chargeable with no falsehood, used thetliird

person ; or it may be assumed, although this is less probable,

that Nebuchadnezzar himself thought it not becoming to tell of

his madness in his own person. On the first assumption we get

rid also of the difficulty, otherwise of little importance, which
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Berth., p. 71, derives from the expression, "the palace of the

kingdom of Babylon" (iv. 29.) For as Daniel, although living

at Babylon, yet wrote not simply for Babylonish Jews, this more

precise statement was not uncalled for.

We have only now to consider farther the objection which

Bleek, p. 264, derives from the asserted parsenetic tendency of

the narrative. " This narrative is intended, like the following,

to serve the purpose of reminding the heathen tyrant (Ant. Eph.)

in the way of threatening and warning, of the fate that awaits him

if he persists in his arrogant wickedness. The author seems to

menace the Syriac despot with his fate: he would himself one

day, by the calamity which should assail him as a punishment

for his pride, conduce to the acknowledgment of the power and

greatness of Jehovah among men, and only when he himself

should penitently own his weakness and dependence, and Jehovah

as king of heaven and earth, should he possess his kingdom in

peace." But with far greater probability might it be maintained

that the history of Pharaoh, and Sennacherib, and others, on

account of their distinct parsenetic tendency, were first invented

in the age of the Maccabees. Indeed, in this case there is want-

ing the most essential feature of the similarity, which is really to

be found in the others, the infliction of the punishment for the

oppression of the people of God. Not for his cruelty towards the

chosen people, but only for his pride, is Nebuchadnezzar punished

(comp. ver. 30.) How can it be expected from an author indulg-

ing in free invention, in the time of the Maccabees, that he should

have left just this main point out of sight, and thus have totally

sacrificed his aim ? How little this, even apart from the distinct

parsenetic tendency, was accordant with the spirit of the later times,

is shewn by the Alex, version, where this circumstance is supplied ;

compare Daniel sec. LXX. ed Michaelis, p. 49
—

" Thy heart is

lifted up with priae and with violence against the Holy One

and his angels. Thy works are come before God, because

thou hast wasted the temple of the living God." Nebuchadnez-

zar in our fragment, from the beginning, shews himself benevolent

towards the Jews in the person of Daniel ; even against the God

of the Jews he commits no special offence; how, then, could this

account serve as a warning to Antiochus ? Farther, the assump-

tion of Bleek is affected here again by the argument that has

G
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been alrotidy shown to be valid, tluit Daniel would be contradiet-

ing liimself if he, on aiiotlier occasion, announced destruction un-

conditionally to Antiochus Elpiphanes, but here would open up to

him the prospect of divine favour. And, finally, it is plain, as

KiRMS has fully shown, tliat here as well as in all historical por-

tions of the book, Daniel plays so chief a pai't, that one is in

doubt whether he or Nebuchadnezzar is to be regarded as the

ju-incipal person. Now why, with the alleged aim of the author,

raise a person so very high to whom no counterpart could be

lound in the age of the Maccabees ?

Chap, V.—In this chapter the objections are less numerous,

and particularly feeble. " The event which connects the two oc-

currences related in chaps, v. and vi., is the conquest of Babylon

by Cyrus. But the author does not make the smallest mention

of it, although he thus casts over his relation a deep historical

darkness— a clear proof that he knew nothing of this intermediate

event, and lived in far remote times." (Berth, i. p. 73, ii. p.

;)r>0.) One can hardly imagine that this objection is brought

Ibnvard in serious earnest. When the author, ver. 28, makes
Daniel announce to Belshazzar, " thy kingdom is divided and
given to the Medes and Persians ;" when, ver. 30, he designates

Belshazzar, in the account of his death, as the king of the Chal-

deans {Theodoret : XaXBaiov Be dvrov ivrdvOa 'n-poarjjopev-

aev, Xva Bei^, Xoivop t?)? XaXBaiKrj'i ^acriX€ia<; to TeXo<;) ; when
he says, chap. vi. 1, that after Belshazzar's death Darius the

Mede ('<:",'^, on account of its opposition to >«"'??, must not be

considered, as it is by several expositors, by Berth, for instance,

ii. 856, who supposes that it was intended by tliis surname to dis-

tinguish Darius from the Persian Darius, and thus finds an evi-

dence of unauthenticity, as an ejjit/ieton pcrpetuum, but as denot-

ing merely the transference of the dominion from the Chaldeans
to the Modes ; comp. ver. 29, ix, 1, Ezra v. 12, 13) succeeded to

the government; surely there can be no doubt whatever, that

according to him the slaughter of the Chaldcc king, which sup-
poses the conquest of the city, was enacted by the Medo-Per-
sians.

Still more strange, if possible, is another argument: "the word
753-3^, by which the higher officers of state are here specially de-
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signated, occurs scarcely at all in the older Aramaic writings in

the sense magnates, aulici ; only in the later Targums it is used

frequently." (Berth, i. p. 73.) This argument proves too much,
namely, not only that Daniel, hut that the pretended pseudo-

Daniel, in the time of the Maccabees, cannot have been the author

of our hook. For even our oldest Targum does not go back to

this time. It is, therefore, quite needless to remark any further

in reply.

" Does it not look like a Popish dispensation in partihus for

Belshazzar to appoint Daniel the third ruler in his kingdom, when
the king had been for years shut up in his residence ? Daniel in

the same night, according to the royal promise, is proclaimed by
royal heralds as the third ruler in the kingdom. How can all

these transactions be compressed into the space of a single night ?

No reason can be seen why they should not have waited for the

proclamation of the new minister till the next day, instead of

choosing for it a night in which the whole population was in a

state of stupefying debauchery." (Berth, ii. p. 346.) Here it

is very easy to answer Bertholdt in his own words. As to the

bestowment of the dignity on Daniel, it seems perfectly justified

by his own remark (353), that the Babylonians, feeling perfectly

secure, only laughed at the siege {Cyrop. vii. 5, 13. 14) ; that in

Babylon there prevailed such recklessness that no inquiries were

ever made as to what was going on among the enemy, and no-

thing was perceived of all those operations by w^hich Cyrus had

long been preparing the conquest of the city (Herod, i. 191.)

The difficulty raised on the improbabihty of the execution of the

royal command the same night disappears with the remai'k, that

the text contains not a word about its execution. Bertholdt
himself translates, p. 390, " Then Belshazzar gave command to

put on Daniel the purple robe and the golden neck- chain, and to

have it proclaimed by a herald that he was the third magistrate in

the kingdom." And that this is the correct translation is con-

firmed by the almost universal usage of our book, according to

which the execution is narrated separately from the command ;

comp. e.g. in our chap. v. 2 with ver. 3, ver. 7 wdth ver. 8, ver.

12 with ver. 13. But the author considered it superfluous in this

instance to say expressly that the command was not carried into

execution, because from the following words, "in the same night

G 2
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was Bclsliazzar slain," lliis would be perfectly understood of itself,

and he could have had no idea of an e/ivoluntary misunderstand-

ing.

" Daniel speaks to Icing Belshazzar in so harsh a tone, that

according to Babylonian custom, he would without fiiil have been

immediately hewn in pieces. But not only does he go unpunished

for this, but he even dares farther to announce to tlieking the loss

of his kingdom to the Medcs and Persians, who were encamped

before the city ; nay, Belshazzar names that very Daniel, who, by

his unreserved interpretation of the writing on the wall, cuts off

all hope from him as his minister." Berth, p. 345, 340. But

the behaviour of the king ceases to be surprising, if we reflect that

he had just before been terrified at the appearance of the writing

on the wall, which there was no accounting for on the ground of

imposture, since he had himself seen the hand in the act of writing

—that this terror was all the greater because he now viewed the out-

ward danger also, by which he was sun'ounded, in its true light,

and was roused out of his former carelessness—that the Lord

probably increased the alarm which external appearances must

now have occasioned him, by a corresponding inward operation

upon his soul—that the perscmal impression of the venerable old

man, from whose high gifts and deeds he had just received fresh

knowledge, could not but extort reverence from him—finally,

that the foreboding of the truth of his prediction, to whose ful-

filment he did not think himself so near, induced him to seize the

only means whereby he thought it possible to avert the threatened

calamity, by seeking to assure himself of the goodwill of that man
whom he held to be a favourite of the ])eity, whose intercession,

therefore, according to the notions of the ancient world, he regarded

as particularly effectual, and who, by his elevation to one of the

first dignities of the realm, was, as it seemed, at the same time

implicated in the fortunes of the king.

" But the greatest difficuUy of all is in the writing, which con-

tained certain words in the Babylonish tongue, and yet could not

be read and interpreted by any one but Daniel, not even by those

versed in hieroglyphics among the magicians, who yet were ac-

quainted with the general modes of writing in use at home and

abroad, a.s well as all mystic writing, and from whom Daniel had

received all his knowledge of this kind." Bkkth. p. .'UO. Piut
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this difficulty disappears, if we attempt previously to place the

transaction in a natural point of view. According to the account,

it was only by supernatural illumination that Daniel was able to

read and explain the writing, and only because the king believed

him to possess it, that he was called in for the purpose. The cha-

racters must therefore have been quite uncommon, so as not to bo

deciphered without divine illumination,

Bertiioldt seeks besides to shew the falsity of the account from

the absence of all purpose in the miracle there recorded ; but in

reply to this we may point to what has been before remarked. It

is utterly fallacious to wrest a single miracle away from an entire

chain of occurrences, and to pronounce on its aim solely from its

effect on the immediate present. The direct consequence in this

instance was tlie elevation of Daniel to one of the highest offices

of state under the Medo-Persian government, corap. chap. vi. 2,

whicli formed a necessary clement of its intluenco on the liberation

of the chosen people. The difficulty in the ftict that Daniel does

not at first appear among the magicians, but is called for after-

wards, we have already removed on another occasion. We only

remark farther, that even in modern times, on the death of a Per-

sian monarch, his astrologers are accustomed to be deposed.

Comp. Chardin in KosENMULLER, A. U.N. Morgenl. iv. p. 352-

We have now only to consider the objections which Bleek, on

this portion, as on the earlier ones, raises from the pretended par-

acnetic aim. " The reference to Antiochus Epiphanes becomes

here very apparent. That Belshazzar is punished for his profa-

nation of the holy vessels, seems to be directly a warning threat

against Antiochus, who not only took away the holy vessels out

of the temple, but probably applied them, with his people, to the

purposes of common banquets, at any rate feasts in honour of the

gods." But the very thing which might in some measure justify

the suspicion of invention, the profanation of the holy vessels by

Antiochus, is wholly imaginary. In the books of the Maccabees

not the least trace of it is to be found ; and yet it must have been

making a great stir, if the alleged pseudo-Daniel was incited by

it to make this parabolic representation. On the contrary, it is

clear from 2 Mace. v. 21, that the seizure of the vessels of the

temple was merely a financial project on the part of the king,

which is confirmed also by 1 Mace. i. 2(3, although the words koX
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iXeiriae iruvra tlierc cannot, according to usage, be reudered witli

KiHMS, I't diffrefill oninia, but rather refer to tlio covetous peel-

ing off of tlie gold aud silver plating. It is hardly worth the

trouble to point to the contradiction that would exist between this

parabohc representation, in which the king is made to be slain,

and the previous one, according to which cither no adverse fate

touches him, or only a slight and passing one, or to remark that

the really existing similarity is far less than that in other demon-

strably true occurrences, or to offer proof how in this way evciy

occurrence of ancient and modern history may be rendered doubt-

ful, since for every one a similar can be produced, and indeed no-

thing at all new happens under the sun.

Chap. VI.—We begin here with an objection which surpasses

in plausibility all others that have been raised against this chap-

ter, and nearly all that have been urged against the whole book,

and the unsatisfactoiy answers to which, by the generality of de-

fenders of the genuineness, have given still greater importance to

it in the eyes of opponents. "Darius Medus or Cyaxares II.

issues a command, that during a whole month none of his sub-

jects shall ask anything from any god or man, himself only ex-

cepted. Now, although Cyaxares appeal's in Xenophon likewise

as a prince not very strong-minded, inflammatoiy, whimsical

addicted to wine and women, a prince from whom much wisdom

cannot be looked for, yet one cannot possibly credit him capable

of the folly and insanity which this edict would evince. Could it

be expected from such a religious people as the Babylonians, that

they would allow their public aud domestic worship to be forbid-

den for only a single day ? Had the senators the impiety to

make such a resolution without fear of the wratli of the injured

deities? And was Cyaxares so destitute of religion as not iiom

a similar feiu: to refuse his signature to the mandate '.' Does this

agree with the reverence which he previously manifests even

towards a foreign deity, the God of the Jews ? And under what

pretext did the ministers offer such counsel to the king '.' That

of an apotheosis of liiniself ".' But it is yet to be shewn histori-

cally, that it was ever the custom, at least in those days, and in

Upper Asia, to deify deceased or still living princes." Beutij. p.

357, svyy. We will here premise t\vi> ])jissftges from Hkehen's
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Ideen (Ule. Ausg. i. 1, p. 440, 51), wliich will at. least servo to

weaken the impression made by this argument. " The person oC

the king is in the Asiatic kingdoms the centre about which every-

thing moves. He is, according to the notions of the East, re-

garded, not merely as ruler, but rather as proprietor of land and

people. On this fimdamental idea political constitutions there

are built, and it not rarely received an extension of meaning, which

to the civilized European appears incompreheu^ihle or even ridi-

culous." " The notion of citizens of the State, in the European

sense, was therefore a notion totally foreign from those parts

;

without any exception, from the highest to the lowest, they arc

called vassals of the king, and the right of wielding unlimited au-

thority, over every one of them, was never disputed to him by the

nation." But we readily grant, that the oriental despotism alone

does not suffice for a perfectly satisfactory justification of our

interpretation, and that some other support is needed. But history

completely supplies this. It can be shewn by the most conclu-

sive arguments, t/tai the kings of the Medes and Persians ivere

regarded and worshipiied as representatives and incarnations

of Ormuzd. In the sacred books of the Zend religion, wd find

the germs and outlines of this view. " Zoroaster saw those king-

doms of light and darkness in a manner realized on earth ; Iran,

the Medo-Bactrian kingdom under Gustasp, is to him the image

of the kingdom of Ormuzd ; the king himself the image of Or-

muzd ; Turan, the northern nomad land, where Afrasiab rules, is

the image of the kingdom of darkness under the rule of Ahriman."

(Heeren, /. c. p. 474.) This view, however, did not receive its

complete finish till later times ; the theory of religion was made

to conform to the existing state of tilings. In the Bactrian king-

dom, where the Zend religion first originated, and where the sacred

books were written, there subsisted a milder form of government

(comp. Rhode, die heilige Sage des Zendcolkes, p. 538) ; among
the Medes and Persians this rehgion at its introduction found the

oriental despotism already in perfection, and, as it universally

placed the state of things that actually existed at the foundation

of its theories, so here also it had the task of justifying things as

they were, and giving to them a higher sanction. This demand

the magi the more readily satisfied, because in this way they drew

the kings into their interest, and, the more unlimited was theii
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power, the more easily they secured the introduction and continu-

ance of their religion.* The king was, therefore, set forth as the

representative, the visible manifestation of Ormuzd, like him com-

manding with unlimited power ; the seven princes of the empire

next in rank to him, as Heeren also, p. 489, adds, were called

the representatives of the seven Amshaspands, who stood round

the throne of Ormuzd. The proofs of this deification of the king

arc equally clear, from the accounts of the classical writers, from

Scripture, and from the ancient Persian monuments. It is true

all these testimonies refer directly to the Pei-sians only ; but, from

the general relation which subsisted between them and the Medes,

respecting whom our accounts are so exceedingly scanty, we may

with perfect certainty form our conclusions with regard also to the

latter. For, as Heeuen, p. 420, observes, " The entire consti-

tution of the Persian court, as well as their dress and private hfe

in general, was copied from the Median ; and with this was like-

wise connected their adoption of the court and state religiim of

this people, and of the whole politico-religious ceremonial which

it prescribed." Nay, it seems that the Magi, who formed this

theory, were derived from the Medes to the Persians, who were

the last of the two to adopt the Zend rehgion It Let us bring

together the proofs. 1. The accounts of classical wiitcrs. Plu-

T.\KCH relates {Themhtocl. chap, xxvii.) out of Charon Lamp-
sdccnits, that the Persian Artabanus, on undeistanding that

Themistocles wished to be presented to the king, replied that it

could not be unless he would submit to oifer worship ; that among

the Greeks, however, freedom was regarded as the highest good.

" We have many excellent customs, but this is the best of them

* The old Zend religion was modified nnd metomorplioscd in many points among

till- Medes and Persians, comi). Schlossek, 1. c. p. lliS—" Tliat it (the book eon-

tainingtlieir religion) describ-s esMentially tlie doctrine of the ancient I'ersian reli-

gion, and the principles on which it rested, cannot be denied; but there is just as lit-

tle doubt that, in its present form, it does not give us the features of the purer Indian

cullus."

f Nor is there lacking distinct historical testimony. Herodotus relates i. 100, of the

Median I )ejoees, that, by way of euliaiicing his di},'nity, he conmiaiided that no one

should have access to the kin;,', but that all atl'airs should be transacted by his minis-

ters ; that no one should look at the king; that no one should laugh in his pi-esence.

"lie thought that, by making hinisflf invisilile to his subjeels, he should be regariled

Its II hviiiij iij <i liiifher nrilir." ('omi>. also, on the despotism privaleut among tli<-

Medis, XENorii. Ci/rop. i 0, iK
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all, to honour the king, and to tvomhip )k? the image of God the

preserver of all things."* The all-sustaining God here is Or-

muzd, comp. Rhode, p. 187. Xenophon {Agesil.) finds fault

witli the Persians as " appropriating the very honours due to the

gods."t IsocRATES {Paiiegyv. in Brissonius, de Peru, prittc. p.

17), charges them with offering to men divine honour, and thus

insult to the gods {dvrjrbv jxev dvSpa 7rpoaKvvovvr6<;, Kal Bai-

fiova 'jrpocra<yopevovre<i, rwv he Oecov fxaXkov, rf roiv avOpat-

TTcov KaTa(f)povovur6<;.) Arrian vi. 29, on the information of

Aristohulus, an eye-witness, relates respecting the tomh of Cyrus

at Pasargadee—" In the vicinity was a small house huilt for the

Magi, to whom was intrusted from the times of Camhyses, from

father to son, the custody of the tomb. The king gave them daily

a sheep, a portion of corn and wine, and every month a horse as

an offering to Cyrus." On this Heeren, p. 250, ohsei-ves rightly,

that this offering could not have been presented to Cyrus himself,

since the Persians sacrificed to no deified man or hero, as such ;

we are, therefore, limited to the supposition, that the offerings

were presented to the god who had appeared in the person of

Cyrus. Lastly, Curtius, viii. 5, says, " That the Persians wor-

shipped their kings among the gods. "J How would Alexander

ever have thought of raising himself by the arts of deception to the

dignity of a god (comp. Prideaux, /. c. iii. p. 2G), if, as Arrian

(p. 202, Blanc.) expressly observes, he had not wished thus to

assimilate himself to tlie Persian kings, and to appropriate the

advantages of that nimhus, which surrounded their persons ?

2. The accounts of Scripture. A reference to this view is found

in this very chap. v. 8, which tells us that every command of the

king, according to the unalterable law of the Medes and Persians,

i. e., according to the doctrine of the religion of the Magi as it

passed commonly current among the Medo-Pcrsians, comp. Hee-

ren, p. 487, was irrevocable. Tliis irrevocableness of the com-

mands of the king, and it is also confirmed by the Book of Esther,

seems as if it could only have been derived from the idea of a

more than human power as belonging to him. Another and still

* JJ/itl' CE iroWluV VO/XWU Kal KuXuW VUTWV, KuWiCTTO^ oOtOS tffTI, TLflClV ftlLdikta,

Kal tr po<T KvvtXv t i Kova 3r tou tov tu tt (ivt a (t w'^ovto^ .

+ ftfioDi'Tas Kal xas Tojy ^'ttof Ti/nas KapirovaSrai.

J Pcrsas regcs suos inter dcos colore.
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more distinct trace of it is Ibimd in the Book of Esther. Mor-
decai there refuses to the first minister of the king, who was

regarded as liis representative, and in whose dishonour that of the

king was involved, the homage demanded, and on relif/ious

grounds, as appears from cliap. iii. i, where Mordccai adduces

as tlie reason of his refusal the religious laws of his nation,

and still more from Haman's scheme of revenge against the

whole Jewish people, a scheme which is wholly inexplicable unless

Haman had the conviction that the fault of Mordecai was one

common to them all ; and, indeed, he describes them to the king

as people whose laws were difTercnt from those of any other nation,

and who would not obey the laws of the king. But, if Mor-
decai refused the homage on religious grounds, it must have been

essentially of a ditlcrent kind from that which the early Hebrews

used to offer, not a civil but a religious liomage, which was amen-

able to the express laws of the Pentateuch (Lev. xvi. 1 ; Deut. xvi.

22). 3. Persian monuments. These are of very special import-

ance for our purpose. We begin with one that is of doubtlul

meaning. On a wall of the principal building at Persepohs sits

a king upon his throne. Above him hovers a half figure of the

Immau shape with a beard, dressed exacthj as the kinr/, and in

cvcrij respect like him. On the two royal tombs at Persepolis

tliis representation is repeated, only that in this instance the king

is drawn standing with a bow in his hand, before the holy fire.

Above the fire itself is seen a ball. The half figure has a ring in

its hand. In one of the sculptures, the figure is soaring up from

the king to the ball ; in another it is returning from the ball to

the king. Comp. Heeren, p. 250; Hhode, p. -185. Now, the

whole (piestion, as fur as regards our object, comes to this. Who
is the human half figure ? To the view of Herder and Heeren,
who sec in it the Ferecr* of the king, Huode opposes the just

remark, that the Ferver* of man never appeared as an essence

distinct from himself, but is rather man's soul itself, and also, that

then the symbol of the ring receives no fitting expltmation. Ac-

cording to Rhode the half figure is Ormuzd himself. The ring

is an image of time, taken from the circular course of the sun,

whicii always returns to the point from which it set out, and like

• Sec Note nt the end —Tb.
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a herald who never grows tired, begins his course anew, until after

12,000 years the circuit of the heavens has been entirely gone

through, and the ring is completed. The ball is a symbol of the

great original essence Zervane Akerene. Ormuzd appears as in-

termediate between this and the king, as, according to the Zend

legend, he is always placed between the infinite essence Zervane

Akerene and the material creation. Even this explanation, which

is certainly correct in the main points, for the proofs of which we
refer the reader to the pages of Rhode, is beset by a capital ob-

jection which cannot be removed. It remains unexplained still,

how it comes that the figure, in which Ehode is correct in seeing

Ormuzd, is so hke the king, that, as Heeren expresses it, it seems

to be an exact repetition of his own form. Whatever diversity

there may be in the explanation of the rest, yet this much deci-

dedly follows, that a certain identification of the king with Ormuzd
was recognized, and this is amply sufficient for our purpose. We
may, then, suppose, either that the moving of the half figure from

the ball to the king, and from the king to the ball, is intended to

emblematize the idea, that between Ormuzd as rendered visible in

the person of the king, and the primitive cause of all things, there

subsisted constantly the most intimate association ; or we may
suppose that, when the half figure is represented as moving down
to the king, the incarnation of Ormuzd at the coronation is sig-

nified, and when the half figui'e is represented as mounting up

from the king to the ball, the disembodiment of Ormuzd at the

death of the king is betokened. Either will do equally well for

our purpose.—The latter, however, is rendered the more probable

supposition, by a comparison of two other sculptures, still more
important for our object, which Niebuhr gives us from Persian

monuments; comp. Ehode, p. 4'J8. These figures represent the

solemn consecration of a Persian king. The king takes with his

right hand a ring ; on his head he wears a round helmet-fash-

ioned cap, on which a large ball rests. Ehode, in the explana-

tion of these sculptures, has allowed himself no small license. The
ring, which in the former sculptures was very suitably shown to

be a symbol of time, is here made at once, without any proof, to

signify the kingdom of the servants of Ormuzd ; the ball, which

above signified tlic supremo god Zervane Akerene, is here all of

a sudden the figure of the great Persian empire ! Tf we keep
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simply to what has been already proposed, there can be no doubt

that the king, in all probability Darius Hystaspis (corap. Rhode
p. 500), appears here merely as the visible representative of Or-

muzd, on the one liand as ruler of the great circle of time, on the

other as subject like him to Zervane Akerene, whose symbol rests

on his head.—In I'crsian inscriptions in De Sacy, memoires s.

(liters, unliq. de la Perse. VI. I. p. 27, 81, the Persian kings are

called " offspring of gods," " of the race of gods," and even

"igods."* In others in De Sacy, mem. de linstilut. hist, et

litlerat. anc, t. ii. p. 184, 188, they are denominated f/erme

celeste de la race des dieux. Gkotefend has found in the

wedge-formed inscriptions at Persepolis the title stirps mundi
rectoris (comp. Muxter, 1. c. p. 29.)—We leave it to others to

exphiin and cstabhsh tliis Medo-Persian idea by other similar ones

from Laraaism, which in other respects also contains not a few

traces of alfinity with tlie Zend religion (comp. J. J. Schmidt,
ForschuiKjen im Gehiete der iilteren relir/iijsen, polit. litter.

Bildunt/st/eschichte der Volker Mlttelasiens, p. Ii6, sqq.;

ScHLOSSER, p. 101), as well as to describe more exactly the kind-

red representations of the Indians,t and we only remark farther,

that on Egyptian monuments also the Persian king appears with

a symbol of deification ; corap. Grotefend, in Heeren, p. o93.

If, then, we may regard it as raised above all doubt tliat tlic

kings of the Medcs and Persians were regarded as representatives

and visible revealers of Orrauzd—and this, too, would explain

why the holy fire was as it were inseparable from them, was car-

ried before them whenever they shewed themselves in public,

was put out when they died ; comp. Heeren, p. 252, Rhode, p.

187—all the difficulties raised by J3ertholdt, &c. vanisli. At
the same time we arc furnislicd with the pretext under which the

officers of the realm persuaded the king to publish the edict. It

was an attempt to gain currency for the religion of Zoroaster,

" which in a high degree breathes the spirit of intolerance" (comp.

Heeren, p, 480), amongst the conquered peoples, not exclusively

perhaps, but at least along with their already existing religions,

• tKyovoi ^itiv, Ik yivovi biiov, ^toi.

+ " It is wroiiR," says Menu, " to treat a king, even thougli he be a eliilil. like utio-

tlicr person, or to imnpiiK" that he is n mere niortnl; he is rather a pimerful ,linnili/

npfenriiifi in kiini<iii forin,"—\'. IUumkh, Vnrlcsungen uher nl/e Gesch- i. p. 31.
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and at the same time to obtain that recognition of the royal dig-

nity which lay at the very root of this religious system. That the

latter was the principal object might follow from the remarkable

analogies of Dejoces and Alexander, who, in order to the firm

settlement of their newly acquired dominion, adopted a perfectly

similar behaviour, as Cyrus, also, for the same purpose, according

to Arrian, introduced the Trpoa-Kvvrjaif;, and, according to Xeno-

phon, made himself unapproachable. This object was all the

more easily attained, if the king during the aj)pointed month hear-

kened to all feasible requests, and thus got himself regarded in

his dignity as the representative of his god, which, as Michaelis
correctly observes, he might the more readily do, as the heatliens

were not forward to ask for spiritual benefits, but only for cor-

poreal ones. The king would have the less dread of giving any

ofleuce to his subjects, since heathenism, from its tolerant char-

acter, could find nothing to be offended at in adding to its many
gods one new unknown god more, and in presenting to him for a

short time an exclusive homage. Indeed, the Persians had

voluntarily bartered their former religion for the Zend religion,

and afterwards shown themselves just as friendly towards the

deities of the Babylonians, as these now do towards the god of

their conquerors. There is, too, another circumstance. Muntek,
1. c. p. 29-31, has tried to show that the idea, so familiar to des-

potic kingdoms, of regarding the king as an incarnation of deitv,

as from Ezek. chap, xxviii. seems also to have been the case

among the Syrians (comp. esp. ver. 2), was by no means a strange

one to the Babylonians also. " Bel's tomb and his temple were

the same building. The representations of a primeval king of the

land must, therefore, have been early confounded with those of

an incarnation of the sun-god." Very many other testimonies

besides are adduced.

Of little importance are the remaining olycctions against this

chap. " Cyaxares issues a command in his kingdom to offer

divine honour to Jehovah. Had this really occurred, history

must have spoken of it ; the strange tone too in which the edict

is couched throws doubt on the reahty of such a proclamation by
Cyaxares." But what a demand ! Profane history, which,

Xenophon excepted, has nothing more about Darius than some
fractional notices scattered licre and there, is forsooth to give an
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account of an edict in which the religious adoration of Jehovah

is, properly, not once commanded, and which perhaps soon after

it was given passed into forgetfulness ! How little, moreover,

there is to call for astonishment in this recognition of Jehovah on

the part of Darius, is shewn by a comparison of the edicts of the

Persian kings in the books of Ezra and Nehemiah, in which

Jehovah is constantly recognized as the true God. To inquire

whether the kings tried by any theory to make this recognition

consistent with the Zend system, whether perchance they con-

sidered Jeliovah to be a different form of manifestation of Ormuzd,

or whether this recognition is to be traced to a contradictory in-

termixture of religions, such as subsisted in a high degree among

the Persians at least (comp. Heeren, p. 485), is not our business.

As regards the strange tone of the edict, the tone of tlie edict of

Cyrus is certainly still more astonishing.

The difficulties wliich Berth, p. 361, finds in the preservation

of Daniel in the hons' den, do not concern us, because we are far

from putting this fact in a merely natural point of view. That

the king entertains a hope, although a very uncertain one, of the

preservation of Daniel, need not surprise us ; for surely Daniel's

deeds and adventures under the Chaldean government were not

unknown to him ; they had rather furnished the gi-ound of his

elevation. When Kirms, p. 07, charges Daniel with phaiisaic

hypocrisy, with arrogance, with tempting God, for praying with

his window open, he has forgotten that Daniel did this in his

upper room, where he could be seen and heard by nobody who

did not, as his enemies did, steal into his house to play the spy

upon him. It is, moreover, expressly said that Daniel in this

case only continued his usual practice ; and Calvin has fully

shewn that he acted rightly. " For, had he relaxed his fonner

habit in any degree, he would have been indirectly making a

recantation. He would not have said in so many words that he

consented to dishonour God to please Darius ; but the very fact

of his making a difterence would have been a mark of defection

from his allegiimcc. We know that God not only looks for the

fidelity of the heart, but expects us to testify and avow our piety

before men."*

* Norn si quid mutasset ex suo more, Laec erat obliqua abjuratio. Non dixisset

pnlam, se deum contemuerc in grntinra Darii ; sed ipsa diversitas signiitn fuisset per-
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We come now to the objections of Bleek, p. 262, G3. He
first thinks it very surprising that no regard is here had to the

three companions of Daniel. But what if they were long ago
dead, or if they were not watched by the royal officers hke Daniel,

the only object of their hatred and envy, and could therefore

exercise their paternal religion peacefully and without molesta-

tion ? It is cleaiiy enough to be seen that the author is not writ-

ing a chronicle, but mentions the individual persons only so far

as their adventures belong to his plan. Consequently, he takes

just as little notice of the three companions of Daniel here, as in

chap. iii. of Daniel himself. But here again Bleek rests his argu-

ment specially on the fact, that the features of this " parabolic

story" are manifestly borrowed from Antiochus Epiphanes. " After

the capture of Jerusalem this prince issued an edict to his whole
empire that all should form one people, and that every one should

give up his vofjufjua, 1 Mace. i. 41, sqq., and tried among other

things to compel the Jews to desist from their native laws, and
no longer to live according to the laws of God." But this objec-

tion is weaker if possible here than in the other chapters, as Kirms
lias very well shewn. How in the world could an author, giving

free scope to his fictions, have managed to parabolize Antiochus

Epiphanes in such fashion, that none but the critics of the most
recent times, on whose acuteness he surely did not reckon, have

succeeded in recognizing him again in his awkward disguise ?

The character of Darius is different in every respect from that of

Antiochus : this a cruel fi'antic tyrant, he a weak but mild ruler,

who, very far from loving to persecute the Jews, does every thing

he can to save Daniel from the peril into which he has got by a

refusal of the sign of homage demanded from him, and can
neither eat nor sleep for distress. Nor did the royal officers aim
at any religious persecution whatever. What more remains, then,

for the similarity, when nothing at all is found analogous to the

miraculous deliverance, when it cannot be shewn that in the Mac-
cabean times anything of the kind would ever have been expected,

and it is therefore not probable that the pretended pseudo-Daniel

fidae defectionis. Scimus autem, non tautiim fidem cordis a deo requiri, ct iiiteriorem

affectum, sed etiam testimonium et coufessionem pietatis iiostrae.
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should liavo nimcd to call forth such an expectation among liis

countrymen ?

By this time it sufficiently appears, from the remarks made on

the several chapters, with what propriety Bleek, p. 259, main-

tains " that to all the several features and descriptions in these

portions perfectly corresponding ones (!) are found in the history

of the beginning of the Maccabean period." But we must here

examine, farther, a general argument which, after Griesinger

p. 1-f!, Bleek, p. 257, brings against the historical character of

the first six chapters, from the alleged fact that the tales are all

composed of the same elements, are rounded off in the same

fashion, and finish in the same way, in a manner surprising beyond

all that is ever customary either in pure history or in disfigured

tradition. Griesinger raises here two points in paiticulai-— 1.

" In chaps, ii., iv., v., the magicians are in each case called in and

cannot accomplish what is demanded of them, which is then actu-

ally accomplished by Daniel. " But that the magicians are always

called for on these ditTercnt occasions, is so fully explained from

the character of the east at that time, that it may rather pass as

an evidence for, than against, the historical credibility of the book.

" The bulief in predictions which commonly prevail there,"

observes Heeren, 1. c. p. 481, "especially in constellations, and

hence the custom commonly observed of begiiniing no enterprise

of any importance without the advice of those who possess n

knowledge of them, and the bUnd confidence which is accustomed

to be reposed in these persons, gained for the caste of priests the

most decided influence, not only over all private afiairhi, but also

over all public undertakings." That the magicians always fail to

give the required solution, and that Daniel gives it, is explained

just as the similar occurrences under similar circumstances in

Eg)'pt, from the purpose of God to magnify himself among the

heathen. 2. " The result is always the conviction and the decla-

ration on the part of the king of the supremacy of the God of the

Hebrews." But how could it be otherwise, when Daniel, as

already repeatedly remarked, had made it his object to record only

those occurrences in which this supremacy wa.s made known and

recognized ? llorc too the story of the I'entuteuch oilvi-a a
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remarkable parallel. But iu all the rest an entire difference pre-

vails.

SEC. XI. LATER IDEAS AND USAGES.

" The book of Daniel contains many later ideas and usages, or

at least such as in the age of Daniel were yet unknown in Upper

Asia." This argument is especially favoured by Bertholdt,

Comm. i. p. 29, Eml. 1538, Griesinger, p. 45, and De Wette.

On the other hand, even Bleek, p. 229, has wholly rejected it,

with the remark, that most of them are such as might have been

introduced into the theology of the later Jews simply from contact

with those nations among wliich Daniel is said to have lived. If

several things are found here more frequently than in other ^vl•iters

of the captivity, that, he thinks, may be naturally explained in the

case of a man educated and circumstanced as Daniel was. But

an examination of the particular instances will shew that every

thing can be fully explained without the supposition of a foreign

influence, and verified as belonging to the age of Daniel. We
only now premise the general remark, that, considering the great

influence which the book of Daniel has obtained on the- later

Jewish theology (Schlosser, 1. c. p. 242, justly remarks, although

certainly the " all " requires some modification, " all later Jewish

theories which have nothing in common with the Mosaic, must

be derived principally from Daniel"), nothing whatever is proved

by the occurrence in Daniel of the germs of certain ideas which

appear in a more finished form in the later Jewish writings. Ber-

tholdt, &c. have attempted to point out traces of the customs of

later times principally in regard to prayer. " Daniel prays at three

distinct times ofthe day, with hisface turned towards Jerusalem,

in a particular chamber in the upper part of his house, vi. 10."

1. " The custom of turning in prayer towards Jerusalem did

not arise among the Jews living abroad till after the rebuilding of

the temple. No certain trace of it is found before the times of

the second temple. Appeal is made, indeed, to the address of

Solomon at the dedication of the temple, 1 Kings viii. 33, 35, 38,

44, 48. But criticism assigns this address, at least in the form in

which we have it at present, and for other urgent reasons, to the

times after the captivity. It is true, we find the custom of tum-
H

/
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ing the face in prayer towards the sanctuary among other oriental

natio)is also, but it first came to them from the post-Babylonian

Jews. But, even if the custom of turning the face in prayer, when

abroad, towards Jerusalem, had been prevalent before Daniel's

time, yet it could not have been acted on in Daniels time, be-

cause the temple, on account of which this position was assumed,

lay a heap of rubbiisii, and God was departed out of the holv

land. " (Cump. Bkkth. Cumm. i. 30, ii. 403, Einl. ir>38.) If

we look merely at the analogy of other nations, it is r/ j^riori most

improbable that the custom of turning the face in prayer towards

the sanctuary, originated at so late a period. It is found, not

only among the Mohammedans (comp. Rosenm. A. ii. N. Mor-
f/eiil. iv. p. 14), where possibly a Jewish influence might be sup-

posed, but also among the votaries of Ormuzd, comp. Ez. viii. Ki

;

indeed Mungo P.vrk ft)und it even among the Negroes in Africa,

(comp. BuiiDKU in Rosenm. A. u. N. Morf/e/f/. iv. p. 30 1.) But
it can be proved also, by the most decisive testimony, that the

I i)ractice existed among the Hebrew^s from the oldest times. David

prays in Ps. v. 8, cxxxviii. 2, towards the sanctuary of the Lord.

In Ps. xxviii. 2, he raises his hands towards it. The same rea-

son, moreover, which induced a person to turn towards the sanc-

tuary when in the temple, would necessaiily cause him, when out

of the temple, to look towards it, and, when out of Jerusalem, to

look towards Jerusalem. On Zion was the seat of the special

gracious presence of llie Lord ; from thence his people looked fDr

help—" I will lift up mine eyes unto the hills," say the pilgrims

traveUing towards Jerusalem, Ps. cxxi. 1, " from whence cometh

my help." " The Lord send thee help," pray the people for David,

Ps. XX. 3, " from the sanctuary, and strengthen thee out of Zion."

There was also another reason. As, according to Dent. xii. 1,

all oH'erings must be brought to the temple, so, by placing them-

selves in the direction of Jerusalem, they, as it were, sent all ])rayei*s

thither, and caused them to ascend from thence. That the temple

was regarded as a place adapted above all others for the ottering

of prayer, appears from Is. hi. 7, where it is called the Lords

house ol" prayer, and still more clearly from 1 Kings viii. 22-55,

comp. especially ver. 2JJ, " 'J'hat thine eyes may bo open towards

this house night and day. towards the place of which thou hast said,

Mv name shall lie tlii-rc ; lliul thou mavest hearken unto (he
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prayer which thy servant shall make in this placed But in this

fledication-prayer of Solomon there is the most distinct injunction

that all Israelites who might be away from the temple should

turn their faces thither in prayer. Only on this condition is

audience promised to their prayer. But, even allowing that this

dedication-prayer, as Bertholdt and Gramberg {Geschichtc

(lev RcUyionsideen des N. T. i., p. 380) assert, contains clear

traces of a later authorship, yet, since by unanimous agreement

the books of Kings were written during the captivity, even then

it would belong to a period before the composition of Daniel,

chap. vi. But this assertion may be farther shown to be incor-

rect, not only from external grounds—the demonstrable honesty

of the relater in the use of his sources—but also from internal

grounds. We call attention simply to the fact, that Jerusalem

and the temple are throughout spoken of as standing, and a de-

struction of either is not once supposed as possible (in ver. 40,

sqq. the discourse is only of partial deportations, as is manifest

from ver. 48—" if they pray towai'ds their land, toivards the citij

which thou hast chosen, the temple which I have built for thy

name), whereas, the compiler living in the time of the captivity,

if he had wished to use any freedoms, would surely have intro-

duced a reference to this. Farther, the entire address is in most

remarkable agreement with the character of Solomon. Here we

discover the first germs of an ideahstic tendency in religion, the

complete development of which at a later period led Solomon

away from the truth. Quite coiTcct, undoubtedly, is the senti-

ment expressed, ver. 27, that God, whom the heaven of heavens

cannot contain, cannot dwell on earth in a temple made by man's

hands. The production of this maxim was also quite in place,

considering the tendency of the people to entertain hmited ideas

of God, as was the case with the heathen nations, who thought

their gods confined to definite places, and as it wore shut up in

them ; and, indeed, for the same reason, Isaiah too, chap. Ixvi.,

brings it forward. But, besides what God is in himself, and what

indeed in a certain sense he never ceases under any circumstances

to be, it might be expected on Huch an occasion as this that

what he had done in condescension to his people would not be

passed over ; that mention would be made of the special giacious

presence of God in the temple, to be manifested after the conse-

H 2
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ci'fttion of the building, fts previously in the tabenincle, in a

manner recognizable even by tbe senses,—that presence wbich is

so often and joyously celebrated by David and otbcr pious sub-

jects of tbe tbeocracy. Nevertbeless, Solomon almost tlirouglioiit

takes his stand on New Testament ground (comp. Acts vii. 49,

xvii. 21), ground, bowcver, which was not strictly connect till New
Testament times. The temple has in his view a preference before

other places for worshipping God, only so far as God from hea-

ven looks down upou it with special complacency, and hears the

prayers offered up in it, a thing so sui"prising to the Chaldee para-

phrast, that he tried to remove the stumbling-block by a false

interpretation.—More plausible is the objection of Bertholdt,

that the custom could by no means be followed then, because the

temple was in ruins (comp. Gr.\mberg 1. c. p. 125). According

to Ezckiel xi. 22, the glory of the Lord, the Shekinah, is removed

at the destruction of the city out of the temple, and, according to

xliii. 2, it does not return till the new temple is built. But Stol-

BERG {Relif/ionsf/. iv. p. 4h) has already justly obsen-ed—" the

very plac^e where the temple had stood, and was again to stand,

was holy to Daniel." We can shew from other passages also,

that, even when the symbol of the divine presence had removed,

Zion was still regarded as the centre of the theocracy, as the place

from which the Lord sends help to his people. In Ps. Ixxiv., the

temple is spoken of as burnt down, and yet the Lord, ver. 2, is

thus invoked, " remember Mount Zion wherein thou dwellest."

In the 7th ver. of Ps. xiv., which most certainly must be ascribed

to the time of the captivity, although we may not with De Wette
assign the composition of the whole psalm to this time, it is said—" that salvation were come out of Zion, and that the Lord

would rescue his captive people," on which De Wette remarks

—

" the Jews in the captivity prayed towards Jerusalem." But it is

surprising that Bertholdt has paid no attention to the fact, that

the Jew.s, oven since the destruction of the second temple, who arc

in n condition quite similar to that of Daniel, offer no prayer unless

with their faces towai'ds Jerusalem (comp. Vitringa, de xyn. p.

170, EiSENMENGER i. p. fjRl, whcrc, among other tilings, it is

said
—

" all Israelites direct their prayers towards Jenisalem and

to the temple, because from thence the prayers ascend to the bles-

sed God.")
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2. "A particular clmmber was set apart for prayer in later

times, when the Jews were possessed with great superstition and

formality in worship." Berth, p. 30. But there is no trace at all

in the text that Daniel used the upper room exclusively for prayer-

That it was the custom, however, in far earlier times to offer

prayer, as Daniel did, in the upper room, and indeed to transact

everything there in which it was wished to avoid the intrusion of

others, distinct proofs are not wanting. According to 2 Sam. xviii-

33, David, on receiving the news of Absalom's death, goes up to

the upper room, there to weep out his grief before the Lord. Ac-

cording to I Ivings xvii. 20, Elijah goes up to the upper room to

pray. Such a chamber was also built for Ehsha by the Shunam-

ite. In direct contradiction to tliis, however, the custom was

abandoned in later times, and Christ had to enjoin it anew, in

opposition to the hypocrites who sought publicity in prayer (Matt.

vi.,) a certain proof that it is not to be deduced from superstition

and formality.

3. " Daniel offers his prayer at three different times of the day,

namely at the third, sixth, and ninth hour, comp. Acts ii. 2 ; xv.

3; i. 10,9. This arrangement belongs to the fine-spun reli-

giousness of the later Jews." But it is totally uncertain at what

time the custom of praying at these particular hours came up.

And then it is quite arbitrarily assumed by Bertholdt, that

Daniel prayed just at these hours. Merely three times are spoken

of, without defining which, and without the smallest intimation

that Daniel was following a custom universally practised, in which

case the circumstance would hardly perhaps have been mentioned.

But that in still earlier times other pious persons approached the

Lord in prayer at three different times of the day. appears from

Ps. Iv. 17, " evening and morning, and at noon, will I cry mito

thee." This is so pcricctly founded in the nature of the case,

that the same custom is found among other nations, upon whom

a Jewish influence is not conceivable. Thus, it is an inviolable

law with the Brahmins, to perform their devotions three times

a-day, at sunrise, mid-day, and at sunset (comp. Burder, in

RosENM. iv. p. 54.) With the pious Jews two out of these three

times of prayer would be the more readily fixed, as they coitcs-

ponded to the daily morning tmd evening sacrifice. That it was

usual to connect prayers with these, appears from Ezra ix. o,
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where Ezra begins his prayer at the time of the evening saciifice.

Those wlio lived in the captivity continued tlie custom of offering

their prayer about this time, as appears from Dan. ix. 21, where

Gabriel appears to Daniel as he is praying at the time of tlie

evening sacrifice.

Traces of a hiter age are, moreover, said to be found in the

view, which the book is presumed to give, of the meritoriousness

and expiatory virtue of alms. " The notion of the irresistible

power of alms-giving over the gi'acious voUtion of God (iv. 27),

is far more recent than Daniel's age, and is the unmistakeable

dogma of later centuries." But this objection rests on a mani-

festly false interpretation of the passage. Daniel, after announc-

ing to Nebuchadnezzar the calamity that imjiended, gives liim

this advice—i:=?J'j'?^ na':?;.
"= "?":t? ir-j^. These words Beb-

THOLDT renders, ii. p. 330, " Atone for thy sins by charitable

gifts, and for thy guilt by benefits conferred on the poor." But,

although most of the ancient versions render npis by almfi, yet

the undoubtedly correct translation, as Winer also s. v. np-;u al-

lows, is, " buy off," or " break off (both meanings belong to the

verb p^E) thy sins by justice, and thine iniquities by compassion

towards the distressed." This interpretation is sustained, 1. By
the parallelism itself, the only thing on which Bektiioldt grounds

his interpretation. The pay -pa cannot possibly, according to the

usage of the language, be referred to mere charitable gifts. It

designates rather goodness, kindness, and compassion in general.

Thus it occurs in Prov. xiv. 21, in opposition to ra, haughty

contempt, ver. 31, to p»y, violent oppression. 2. By the usage

of the language. The noun np^s occurs in no one passage of the

O. T. in the sense of f/irinf/ frecl;/, or even of duitu/ a kind action.

In the passages which Gesenius and Winer quote for tliis usage,

if they are not quite unjustly and even without any shew of pro-

bability referred to these things, e. g., Prov. x. 2 ; xi. 4, it is

left out of view, that even the theocratic blessings, inasmuch as

their bestowment flows from the truth of God in the fulfilment of

his promises, may be regarded as effects of the rectitude of God
(com]). 1 Sam. xii. 7.) 3. Justice is the appropriate virtue of

kings, and the mention of it here all the more natural, the more

incompletely Nebuchadnez/ar fulfilled this his royal duty— the

)non> (k'cply ho had sinned by iujtistire. nnmelv in his trpntiiicnt
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of the Jewish people, which certainly was phucipally in Diiniel's

thoughts. Comp. e. g., merely the passages in which the Messiah

is depicted as a king
;
justice is there always specially brought for-

ward among the virtues of the king; so Is. xi. 4, "with right-

eousness shall he judge the poor, and pronounce equitable judg-

ment for the distressed of the land." Ps. Ixxii. 4. " He shall

dispense justice to the poor of the people ; he shall help the child-

ren of the needy." Bertholdt's interpretation, therefore, is still

more untenable here, than if the question were about a private

person. Daniel then calls upon the king, if we take the right

interpretation, to remove the. Divine punishment by putting jus-

tice in the place of injustice, and instead of unsparing hai'shness

towards his poor subjects, kindness and compassion, an admoni-

tion which quite agrees with that of Is. i. 10, 17, " Cease to do

evil, learn to do well, seek judgment, reheve the oppressed, judge

the fatherless, plead for the widow
;

' and still more precisely with

that which Jeremiah xxi. \'Z, addresses to the Jewish king, over

whom, as over Nebuchadnezzar, a Divine punishment impended.

" O house of David, saith the Lord, execute judgment in the

morning, and deliver him that is spoiled out of the hand of the

oppressor, lest my fury go forth like fire, and burn that none can

quench it, because of the evil of your doings."

Gramberg, 1. c. p. 425, sqq:, lays special stress on pretended

later notions of the virtue of fasting, wliich are alleged to be found

in our book. The fast mentioned in chap. ix. stands in no need

of a serious investigation. For, that fasting was always in vogue

among the Hebrews on occasions of public and private calamity,

as an external sign of the inward sorrow for the sins of the indi-

vidual or of the people who had called for the divine infliction,

needs no proof (the passages may be found in every Archaeology)
;

and that Daniel actually then found occasion for this symbolical

action, in a distinct cahmiity, the annihilation of the theocracy,

and, notwithstanding the great revolution of afiairs by the con-

quest of Babylon which had ali'eady happened, the imcertainty

still remaining as to its restoration, is distinctly enough expressed.

Gramberg's assertion, that in this chap, a special meritorious-

ness is ascribed to fosting as an external action, is refuted at once

by a veiy superficial glance at the account. Wliere the utter

worthlessness of all human merit is so clearly and pointedly de-
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clared m it is here (eomp. e. f/., ver. 18, "We present our sup-

plications before thee, not for our righteousness hut for thy great

mercy"), it is only a wicked intention that can detect a crude

superstition, which is condemned even in the Apocrypha (comp.

Cramer, Moral der Apolcryphen in Keil's u. Tzschirner's

Anal. ii. 2, p. 8.)

A reply is more needed to the objection taken from chap. x.

" No reasonable occasion is to be found here for the sadness of

Daniel ; for he was in honour and power, and therefore his coun-

trymen, under his conduct in the Persian kingdom, were certainly

well off. We must, therefore, conjecture that he employed the

usages of mourning, and in particular fasting, only because he

perceived that a revelation was then going to be made to him.

Thus the summit of ascetic superstition is reached, so that the

Apocrypha itself cannot reach a higher point of it." Staudlin
also {N. Beitr. p. 279,) assumes, that Daniel abstracted himself

as far as possible from sensible objects, in order to obtain very

high revelations, and that the reason why only Daniel saw the

appearance, lies in the fact that only he had been fasting a long

season and doing penance, and had thereby sharpened and sanc-

tified his vision. In like manner Bertholdt, p. G74, 007, Grie-

SINGER, p. 17.

Now, granting this view to be the correct one, yet surely nothing

could be inferred from it as to the later age of the book. For
this practice of fasting is found among the Hebrews just as little

in later as in former times, with the exception, perhaps, of the imi-

tator of Daniel, the pseudo-Ezra, and the Essenes, who cannot

be taken as any specimens of their times ; and if we consider the

condition of the prophets when their prophecies were delivered

(comp. Christol. i. I, p. 294, sqq.,) we can ea.sily suppose that

in particular cases they sought by such ascetic practices, as well

as by other preparatives (comp. 2 Kings, iii. 15), to weaken the

excessive force of the individual hfe within them. At all events

Chrvsostom (in Matt, xvii.) attributes two wings to him who
prays and fasts too ; and elsewhere also we find traces of asceti-

cism in the prophets (comp. Gesen. zu. Jes. xx. 2.) But it

can be incontrovcrtibly shewn, that the account here does not

relate to su(^h an ascetic fast. It is, first of all, incorrect to say,

that no ct»nceivable occasion for mourning can be discovered in
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the circumstances then present. It is true, the permission to return

had been given to the chosen people, who were the object of Da-

niel's tender concern, and engaged more of his attention than his

own interests ; but only a small share of the people had availed

themselves of it. This is noted by Theodoret as the principal

cause of Daniel's grief. " Although the king then in power es-

teemed his piety, and shewed him every mark of favour, and

honoured him beyond all else, yet Daniel receives no comfort, but

suffers great distress from the stubbornness of his countrymen, and

their obhvion of the holy city."* The consequence of this, toge-

ther with other circumstances, was, that the beginnings of the new

colony were extremely paltry, and far behind what had been hoped.

According to Ezra iii. 12, 18, the aged men who had seen the

splendid temple of Solomon, wept at the sight of the new unsigbtly

house of God. Haggai, chap, ii., comforts the faint-hearted peo-

ple concerning the smallness of tbe temple, by pointing to the

times of Messiah, when the second temple should be more glo-

rious than the first had been. Malachi also, chap. iii. 14, com-

forts the people by reference to the Messianic times. These cir-

cumstances, however, cannot be the only things that occasioned

Daniel's mourning. From ver. 13, where Gabriel says, "the

prince of the kingdom of Persia withstood me one-and-twenty

days ; but lo, Michael, one of the chief princes, came to help me,"

it appears that the more immediate occasion of Daniel's mourning

was the injurious measures which the Persian government had

either already taken against his people, or which were to be dreaded

from this quarter. Now here history presents to us such aremai'k-

able disclosure, that we shall farther on obtain from it an argu-

ment for the genuineness of our book. According to Ezra iv.

1-5, the enemies of the Jews, the Samaritans, were able, by

machinations and bribes at the Persian court, where they repre-

sented the Jews as secUtious and dangerous to the state, to get

the building of the temple prohibited soon after its commence-

ment. This event exactly coincides with the point of time men-

Tto ^ipairtiav Trpo(T(ptpovTo^ Kal tudv aXKuiv irpoTiixuivToi atravTiov, ouotfiiav o

fiuKapio^ Aai/iiiX Xa/u/Ja'vEi irapaxj/vxiii/, dW dvid Kal Xlav aurov dKyvvii tou Xaou

TO ov<Tirti2rii Kal t>;s aytas iro\ta>s Xij.S't}.
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tioncd iu our chaptur, the third yciu' of Cyrus. Now, that Dauiel

was moved to hold tlie fast by this sad condition of the chosen

people, and did not use it as an ascetic mode of preparation for

a vision, is shewn by the following reasons. It is favoured, 1,

by the very expression h^nrv Tiin in ver. 2. This verb denotes

the internal and external moui-ning for sin and calamity, on the

part of an individual or of the whole people. Thus it is used of

Ezra mourning for the transgression of those who were returned

from the captivity, x. ; of Nehemiah, mourning on account of

the melancholy condition of the city and the temple ; of the peo-

ple, mouniing because of the announcement of the Divine judg-

ment, Numb. xiv. 39, &c., &c. If the fast had had an ascetic

aim, this expression would have had no sense. 2. It is said, ver.

li, that Daniel had not anointed himself. Anointing was rai

external sign of joy. The omission of it cannot be regai'ded as

an act of asceticism. 3. In chap. ix. fasting is commonly allowed

to be a mark of mourning. But, with the gi-eat similarity of the

two passages, it cannot be imagined that fasting was employed on

tlie two occasions for different objects. There is, however, a sur-

prising similarity between our passage and Nchem. i. 2, sqq.

Nehemiah, who was in a similar position with Daniel at the Per-

sian court, asks some persons just come from I'alestine of the

condition of the people there. They replied, " The remnant that

are left of the captivity there are iu great alHiction jxnd reproach ;

the wall of Jerusalem is broken down, and the gates thereof are

burned with fire." " And when I heard these words, I sat down

and wept, and fasted, and prayed before the God of heaven."

Now if we add, farther, that fasting occurs nowhere else as a pre-

parative to a Divine revelation, and that the occasion of the mourn-

ing can be made out from our chap, itself, there can then be no

doubt at all about the interpretation of tlie passage.—We must,

however, here consider the argument on which our opponents

principally lean. They maintain that ver. 12 shews that the wri-

ter himself makes Daniel employ tliis penitential exercise as a

preparative to the Divine revelation. We tliere read, "he (Ga-

briel) said unto me, fear not, Daniel ; for from the first day that

thou didst set thine heart fo uinli island, and to chasten thyself

before God, thy words were hoard, and I am come /«/• ///// tionls.'

Tbis passage, most uiidonbtcdly, shows that Daniel was induced
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by the present condition of his people to long for disclosures

respecting their future state, that he wished to know whether the

distress of the people was really to be perpetuated, or whether

deliverance would one day yet succeed their calamity. This fol-

lows too from ver. 14, where Gabriel says he is come to show
Daniel what shall occur to his people in the future ; but this must

be the very thing for which Daniel had prayed ; for Gabriel had

before said he was come for the words of Daniel. Then, too,

the contents of the prophecy that follows are in perfect agreement

with this. The more or less melancholy condition of the people

is to last through the times of the Persian and Grecian domina-

tion ; then prosperity is to come in part, but most illustriously in

the Messianic times, just as Haggai, Malachi, and Zechariah tell

the people for their comfort. But fi'om the fact that Daniel is

not content with a general supplication for help, but wishes more

explicit disclosures respecting it, surely no conclusion can be less

just, than that his fasting was an ascetic mode of obtaining these

disclosures. The fasting was only an external sign of that grief

for sin which was the necessary condition of forgiveness and help,

and so indirectly also of the impartatiou of agreeable announce-

ments respecting the future.

Bertholdt, p. 31, moreover finds anachronisms in the pas-

sages ix. 7, xii. 7. " The reference here is to the dispersion of

the Jewish people, which is connected in most minds, but very

improperly, with the captivity. The BcaaTropa, of which mention

is frequently made also in other later books, occurred first of all

to any extent under the oppression of the Seleucida^ and it is pai"-

ticularly worthy of notice that here, just as in 2 Mace. ii. 17, 18,

Tob xiii. 10-21, the end of the dispersion is placed immediately

before the commencement of the Messianic reign." Let us look,

in the first place, at the first passage. The reference there is to

the present. Daniel says, " O Lord, righteousness belongeth unto

thee, but unto us confusion of faces, as at this day : to the men
of Judah and to the inhabitants of Jerusalem, and unto all Israel

that are near, and that are far off, through all the countries

whither thou hast driven them." It is difficult to see what any

one can find in the passage unsuitable to the age of Daniel.

Were, then, the Hebrews at that time not yet dispersed into seve-

ral, and in some cases distant, lands ? Long before that the
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people of tlic ten tribes was carried away to Assyria, Mesopo-

tamia, Media, Elam, Sliinar. After the carrying away of the

Jews, part of those who were left behind in the land had fled to

Egypt; Jerem. xli. 1:3. Some as prisoners had got to other

lands by the traffic in slaves, Joel iii. 1 1, Am. i. 6, 9. But what

need have we of farther proof, since we can adduce quite simihir

passages out of cotemporary writers? Jerem. xxiii. 3, " I will

gather the remnant of my flock out of all countries;" xxxii. 37,

"out oi all countries whither I have driven them;" Ezek. xxxvi.

21, "I will take you from among the heathen, and gather you

out of all countries.* The second passage relates to the future.

It is duhiiii interpretationis. The predicted deliverance of the

chosen people is to arrive '""P"^?""'!! V.?^ '^'''?^. We translate with

most of the older interpreters, and Winek, s. v. t^, who how-

ever under ','£5 gives just the contrary explanation—" when the

crushing to pieces of the hand of the holy people is finished
;"

hand, as frequently, iot power, and so, " when the oppression and

the misery of the chosen people shall have reached their extreme

limit ;" comp. Deut. xxxii. 3G, " the Lord will have compassion on
his people when he shall see ''^ '^^.T"'?, that the power has departed."

But even if, with Berth, ii. p. 797, we should render it, "when
the dispersion of a part of the holy people shall come to an end,"

yet the passage does not afford the smallest evidence in his favour.

The return of the dispersed formed from the most ancient tinics

an essential element of the Messianic hopes, comp. the passage in

Gesen. zu Jes. xi. 11 ; and that Daniel should speak here of only

• The other annchronisms, too, wliich Bertholdt, p. 633, will find in this passage,

may be easily disproved. He observes that the reference here is to the inliubitants of

Jerusalem, which at that period contuined no inhabitants. But wlio can help seeing

that by n"''7:s"i"^"> 'ai"."' the prophet intends the Conner inhnbitanig of Jerusalem, just as

Jeremiah in the I.am. i. 11, " all her people si^h ;" iv. 2, " the noble sous of Zion ?"

from which phraseologj- it might just a-s well be inferred that the Lamentations were
composed either before the destruction or after the restoration of Jerusalem. Nay,
.lerusalem is represented in the whole chapter as destroyed, and the people as in exile,

and even in our verse the mention of the Jews and Israelites as " neiu-" and " fiu- otP'

presents them to us as entirely dispei-sed in lands more or less distant. In vtr. 1(! the

words " thy people are becouH^ a reproach to all that are about us" ("rp-.a'ao '^sV), are

adduc. d as proving that the author lived, not in Babylon, but in Palestine. Hut was
it not perfectly natural that the author should transport himself to Palestine, the pro-

per seat of the chosen people, in whose name he speaks ? Comp. the very similar pas-

sage, Lam. ii. lo, Ki.
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a part of the chosen people, is quite natural, since one part at the

time of the delivery of our prophecy was already returned, and is

supposed throughout the whole piece to be already dwelling in

the land.

We come now to the Christology of the book. The later age

of the author is said to be betrayed here in a fourfold manner. 1.

" In Daniel's times the doctrine of the Messiah was far from be-

ing so finished and sublimated as to assign to him, until the time

of his appearance in majesty and glory on earth, a residence

among the celestial beings, comp. vii. 13, 14." So Berth, i. p.

31, after Bauer, Theol. des A. T, But we may here save our-

selves the trouble of replying, since in the Chriatologie (i. l,p.

216, sqq.) it has already been shewn that testimonies to the union

of the divine and human nature in the Messiah, here indicated by

his appearance in the clouds of heaven in the form of a mtin, are

found even in the oldest prophetic writings.

2. " The idea of the kingdom of the Messiah is presented quite

in the fashion of later times, ii. 44, vii. 1 3, sqq." In what respects ?

It surely needs no proof that in the oldest prophets and psalmists

the theocracy of the New Covenant appears under the form of a

great kingdom extending itself over the whole world, comp. e.g..

Is. ix. 11, Ps. Ixxii. That the kingdom of the Messiah is repre-

sented as a fifth monarchy, is indeed peculiar to Daniel. But let

a single passage be pointed out in a later book in which this idea

occurs without its being immediately manifest that it was boiTowed

from Daniel

!

3. " Before the Messianic kingdom is set up, there comes a

time of great distress, of which the Rabbins have so much to say

under the title h^'iarr^^nh." Berth, ii. 091. It might easily be

shewn that the representation that great oppressions will have to

be endured by the people of God previously to the final glory of

tlie theocracy, occurs in older prophets than Daniel, and that the

doctrine of the later Jews as to the n^x-ttn 'Van was derived in its

essential elements from these passages. But here we do not need

this testimony ; the prospect of the Messianic period is in Daniel

immediately connected with the deliverance from the oppressions

of Antiochus Epiphaues, just as in Isaiah with the deliverance

from the Assyrians and the Babylonians, and in Jeremiah from the
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latter—the reason of this mode of rej^resentation has ahcady been

sufficiently developed in the Cliristolofjie—and it is simply to this

distress under Antiochus Epiphanes that chap. xii. 1 relates. It

is said there, " at that time shall Michael stand up, the great

prince which standeth for the children of thy people ; and there

sliall be a time of trouble such as never was, and at that time thy

people shall be dehvered.*' The words T-T'"**' "t-'^ "^t '^? "C"!":

Bertholdt renders
—

" there shall come a time of distress, such

as hitherto has never been." But it is manifest that these words

cannot refer to the time when Michael had already undertaken

the defence of his people ; they must therefore refer to a previous

time, to the oppressions of Antiochus more fully predicted in the

preceding chapter, which are here placed in contrast to the deliver-

ance which follows, just as in the parallel passage of Jeremiali

XXX. 7, which correspond even in words—" Alas ! for that day is

great, so that none is hke it : it is even the time of Jacob's trouble;

but he shall be saved out of it."

4. " The Christolog)' of the book betrays its later origin also by

the fact, that the doctrine of the resurrection is connected with it,

of which there was no idea in Daniel's time." It is not difficult

to evince the existence of the doctrine of the resurrection in the

time of Daniel. With the exception of some traces of the doc

trine of immortality in the Pentateuch, which do not properly be-

long here, the first clear testimony to the resurrection of the body

is found in Is. xxvi. 21, on which even Gesenius remarks (1. c.

ii. 805)—" that this passage really contains the doctiine of the

resurrection of the body, the words undoubtedly shew." The
existence of this doctrine in the time of Daniel, is shown also, as

is likewise admitted by Gesenius, by Ezek. xxxvii. 1-14. Even

supposing that the reanimation of the dead men of Israel is to

be understood in that particular passage only in a figurative sense,

as referring to the restoration of the people, yet in this figurative

representation there is manifestly a reference to the real occur-

rence, at some future period, of the thing from which the figure is

borrowed, as Jerome in loc. observes—" The figure of a resurrec-

tion would never have been employed to represent the restoration

of the people of Israel, if the resurrection had not been a literal

truth, and its future occurrence believed in ; for no one illustrates
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matters oi uncertainty by things that have no real existence."*

Finally, this doctrine is contained indirectly in Is. Ixvi. 24. For

if, according to this passage, to the very phraseology of which

there is an allusion in Dan. xii. 2, the wicked are to suffer eternal

torments, whilst the faithful enjoy eternal blessedness, this seems

necessarily to suppose a resurrection in connection with the advent

of the gloiy of the theocracy.—But here we cannot at all agi-ee

with Gesenius and others, when they maintain that this doctrine

was imported from Parseeism into the Jewish religion. This asser-

tion has, in the first place, nothing in its favour. For, fi-om the

fact that it does not occur in the oldest religious writings of the

Hebrews, or is found only in the germ, nothing can be inferred,

since the same thing holds true in reference to other doctrines ;

as e. g. the doctrine of the divinity, suflerings, and atoning death

of the Messiah, and many other points connected with these (comp.

Ghristul. p. 24, sqq.) It must not be forgotten that if with the

Pentateuch the giving of the law closed, revelation did not. There

was, rather, the same relation between Moses and the prophets,

as between Christ and the apostles, with this simple difterence,

that it is doubtful whether Moses himself possessed an insight into

many things, the promulgation of which was not suitable to the

degree of revelation as yet afforded, although it can be clearly

shown that he had such an insight into some important subjects,

as e.
(J.

the doctrine of Satan and of immortality, both of which

Moses knew, and hinted at, but concealed. It may be added, that

there are many proofs of the existence, among the enhghtened

Hebrews at that period, of an oral tradition embracing several

points of doctrine not suitable to the then religious grade of the

people.—And it is just as little to the purpose if we find an agree-

ment between any doctrine of the later books of the 0. T. and

Parseeism. For the same appearance is discovered with regard

to such doctrines as are found in the oldest books of the 0. T.,

on which we cannot suppose Parseeism to have had the smallest

influence. We instance merely the doctrine of angels in general,

the doctrine of Satan (comp. Christol. i. 1, p. 36), of the ^s's'a

* Nunquani pouereHiv siuiilitiulo resurrectionis ad restitutionem Israelitici populi

siguificaiulam, nisi staret ipsa resiiiTectio et futura credeietur, quia nemo de rebus non

extantibus incerta confirmat.
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niiT (i. 1, p. 238), of the Messiah (i. 1, p. 8), of the creation, the

fall, tlic flood, and other things, which Khode, 1. c. p. 413-01,

who, indeed, especially in this section, must be read with careful

scrutiny, has adduced. If we consider this extensive affinity of

the religion of Jehovah, as contained in even the oldest books of

the O. T., with the Zend religion, it seems rather in the highest

degi'ee improbable, apart from all theological grounds, which of

course are opposed to the assumption of a bori'owing by the sacred

writers, that in particular doctrines the agreement should have

originated in a different way from all the rest. We are necessi-

tated, then, in the one case as well as in the other, to explain the

agreement by supposing an original revelation,—where that agree-

ment is not, as in many particular usages and laws, accidental,

or to be explained from the constitution of human nat\ire in

general, and the circumstances and manners of the East in par-

ticular—a revelation the traces of which among some of the hea-

then nations were entirely erased by human folly, and which

among the Zend people was preserved in comparatively tlie pui-est

state, but among the Israehtes, through the constant management

of God, whilst the heathen were left to themselves, continued

quite pure and unturbid.—It must be added, that not the smallest

historical proof can be alleged to shew that the pious Hebrews,

and particularly the prophets, regarded the Zend rehgion differ-

ently from any other heathen system. The contrary rather is

clear from Ez. viii. 16, where the prophet speaks with horror of

certain customs of this religion (corap. Eosenm. in loc.) Let

the prophets be regarded as they may, it is certain that the charge

of coalition with other systems can with far less plausibility be

preferred against them, than that of intolerance, which from a

certain point of view may no doubt, subjectively considered, be

justly framed. But what specially opposes the borrowing of the

doctrine of the resurrection from the Zend religion, to say nothing

of the essential diversity of this doctrine as exhibited in the two

religions, which it is thought may be explained from the accom-

modation made of it by the Hebrews to their previous religious

system, is that this doctrine is found in Isaiah. Some, indeed,

and at length Gesenius, have called in question the genuineness

of the whole section, chap, xxiv.-xxvii. ; but there are few por-

tions of Isaiah the reasons against which are so weak, and the
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reasons for whicli so strong, as tins very part, so that evenRosENMaLLEK whose reasoning however can and n.ust be verymuch remforced as has been partly done in the first volume ofKleinert s work on the integrity of Isaiah, and will be done
stil more m the second, has been compelled in the second edition

ft r ti?"!"
'' '''"" '" '''' '^"''''^ '' ^^^ genuineness.-But

aftei this digression, to which we have been led also in some

iZTtLVd -r^^^f^^^^^-^^^^^^ P- 46, that it isT

Daniel si uT' "'
T^'''

''''' '^'' '^''''' °^ ^°d' -'- i^^P^'ed

i^ t'm 'fo . . T "''^''' 'P^^'"" ^°" ^^- MazdejesnaL, it

mu rtb'
""'"" '" °"' °^J^^^- ^^^^™- ^-^tains, not so

^e Mes^r Vr
"°^-^°"--- °f it with the doctrine of

tlie Messiah. Now, even supposmg we could adduce no evidencefrom eariier times of the connexion of both doctrines, yet dn

el dtdr "''°^^' "^^^'^ ^^"" ^^ -Pl--^ f-m'therega d had to our passage, which it can be she^vn was considered

deed he TT TT 'Z
'''' ''''''''' '' ^^- resurrection, as in-deed the ater theology of the Jews may almost universally, and

lai more han is commonly the case, be traced back to understood

ZZrfT""^ ^T'^'' °^ '^'' ^'^^'- ^"t' i-d^^d, the con-nexion of the two doctrines is quite the same in the passage ofIsaiah as in ours. If in the section, cliap. xxiv.- xxvii., the
reference to the judgment of the worid and to the subsequent
glory of the theocracy, be not regarded, as it is at length by
ROSEN.IULLER and Arndt (de loco cap. 24-27, /... vindicando et
exphc. Hamh. 1826), as the exclusive one, yet every bodv, as even
C.ESENIUS has done, must allow this much, that with the view of
the destruction of Babylon is connected the view of the judgment
of the worid, and with the view of the dehverance of the Israehtes
from captivity the view of the Messianic times. But we have
thus gained all we need for our purpose. As in that passage the
view of the Messianic times, with which the resurrection is sup-
posed connected, annexes itself to the view of the dehverance
Irom Babylon, so here to the dehverance from the oppression of
Antiochus Ei^iphanes.

We may now proceed to the last, but most contested, point, the
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doctrine of nngels. Hero we distinguish those passages which,

as occurring in speeches made hy Chahleans, may be explained

from their doctrine, and must be in harmony with it, from the

passages in which the author's o^vn ideas are expressed. Against

the former the following objections have been raised. 1. "In

chap iii. 25, Nebuchadnezzar speaks of a son of the gods ; and

although the Chaldeans and most of the upper Asiatics were poly-

theists, yet it cann(jt be proved that in those counti'ies any thing

was known of theogonies, before the Greeks, beginning with the

time of Seleucus Nicator, had earned their fictions of this kind

thither. " Berth. Comm. p. 29, Einl. 1 538. This argument is

silently rejected even by Gesenius, who {thes. p. 237) explains

Jilius deorum by deorum immortalium unus, appealing to the

fact that the contrasted Jilius hominis, in the usus luquendi of

Daniel as well as in the Syriac, occui*s in the sense homo, mor-

luli-s ; couip. also p. 25. But although we grant the coiTectness

of this interpretation, yet we must allow, on the other side, that,

as the designation aou uf man for man simply, would not have

arisen unless there had existed among men the filial relation, so

also the designation son of the yods for divine heinf/ cannot be

explained, unless we can show theogonic ideas to have existed

among those who use it. But this can be done in the case of the

Babylonians. That they regarded tlie inferior divinities as be-

gotten by the superior, appeal's from the fact that they associated

with the highest god, Bel, Myhtta as a female divinity,* so las-

civious a being, that in her honour the women prostituted them-

selves, and that they had besides another female divinity, the moon,

to whom likewise they attributed canial intercourse with the male

deities (comp. Ges. Comm. z. Jes. iii. p. 337 sqq.) The very

name Mylitta testifies to the existence of theogonic ideas among

• MuNTER 1. c. p. 17—" Here we cannotavniil maintaining tliat, besides their astro-

iioniiciil idctis, tlu-rc prevuili-d ttirniiglioiit tlic F.iwt a rosmngonic idea, wliirli is found

from India to llie North, and can be shewn to iiave existed among tlie Uiih)h>nian»

also—the idea of a primordial power of nature, wliich is divided into the procreative

and the ronceptive, or parturient. Tlius we liave the Axiokersos and Axiokcrsa of the

SamoUiracians, the y.'j/o« and yivid of Sanclioniatho, the Tliolad and Tholatli of llie

Cwthaginians. And ran we douhl that the Uabylonian Mylitta wits the fen)iUe element

of their primordial power?" In p.2-'» Mi;ntek proposes the eonjecture, tliat thrplanet-

godi were regarded as the first emanations of IJel and Mylitta. V. 41 s(|(i. he givea

from Damasiius a regular Chaldean theogony, and maintains the high antiqtiity of its

uiain elements.
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tlie Babylonians. It is no doubt the Aram, '^^i^y, the bringer

forth. " In the cosmogonic fragment of Berosus she is called

Omorca, which he translates by the Chaldee Thalath. Here we

have the Punic Tholath, the bringer forth." Munter 1. c. p.

22. We can, however, adduce a proof of the existence of theo-

gonic ideas among the Bab. from the Scripture itself. It is said

2 Kings xvii. 29 sqq., of the heathen colonists introduced into

the kingdom of the ten tribes
—" Every nation made gods of their

own, and every one put them in their cities where they dwelt. The
people of BahyIon made booths of the daughters ^^'^^ '^"'^?.), those

of Cuth made Nergal, those of Hamath Ashima, the Avites Nib-

haz and Tartak, &c." By the booths of tlie dauyhters here Sel-

DEN understands tents of branches and green leaves, in which the

young women prostituted themselves in honour of Mylitta. But

it is inconceivable how Gesenius, Winer, and Munter (1. c. p-

74) could subscribe to this opinion, ah'eady refuted by Beyer in

the additam. ad Seld. p. 297. It is expressly said before, "every

people made themselves gods," and in the particular enumeration

which follows, " they made ' is in each case followed by the object

of their idolatrous reverence, proof enough that " the booths of

the daughters" too must be one of this class ; and this the ancient

translators also (LXX. a(OKxo>0 BevlO, Chald. Syr.) perceived.

We understand, then, by the msa little tent-like temples, which

were themselves regarded as holy, and worshipped along with the

deities which they contained. Such small temples are mentioned

in Diodorus Sic. xx. 25, by the name of aK-qv^i lepa ; Amos v.

26, charges the Israelites with having, during their march through

the wilderness, carried the '^'=? of an idol ; according to 2 Kings

xxiii. 7, the women wove houses for Ashora, who is distinct only

in name fi-om the Babylonian Mylitta (comp. Ges. 1. c. p. 338.)

In Ez. xvi. 16, the charge is brought against the Israelites

—

" thou didst take of thy garments and make of them varicoloured

n-,tt3 {i.e. here, small idol temples) ;" comp. Gesen. thes. p. 188

Thus, then, the n^n must be the deities themselves that were

worshipped, and we cannot help thinking of the daughters

of Bel and Mylitta, who were worshipped along with these

principal deities. 2. In chap. iv. 17, it is said in the edict

of Nebuchadnezzar, " by a decree of the watchers (V'^s) is it

established, and by a decision of the holy ones is the proposal

I 2
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(n9S3 never occurs in Heb. and Cliald. in tlie sense of res,

aliquid, which, after Schultens, Bertholdt and Winer here

give it) made." In this passage too Bertholdt, ii. p. 324,

finds traces of later I'aisee-Jewish ideas. But the whole is

made perfectly clear from the Babylonian religious ideas, with

which of necessity the divine revelation made to Nebuchad-

nezzar would be mixed up in his mind. Diodorl's Sic. (in Ge-

sen. z. Jc.s. ]. c. p. 333) says, " to those stars (the five planet-

gods) thirty others, they say, are subordinated, whom they call

gods of counsel, Oeol ^ovXaiot (pi"'?), half of whom have the su-

perintendence of the regions under the earth, whilst the others

overlook what is going forward on earth among men, and in hea-

ven. Ever}' ten days one of them is sent as a messenger of the

starry host from those above to those below, and likewise another

fi'om those below to those above." This passage throws astonish-

ing light on ours. Here, as there, is a senate of under-gods, or

angels, who exercise an oversight of the earth, and give informa-

tion of what is going on there, and receive the sanction of their

superiors to their proposals. On a sculpture also in Kazwini,

(comp. Ges. p. 337) Bel appears with genii hovering ai'ound him,

ready to execute his commands.*
We may now proceed to the properly Hebrew doctrine of an-

gels in the book. It behoves us here, in the first place, to dis-

tinguish between the real doctrine of angels contained in the book,

and that which has been merely superinduced upon it. "The
question relates to seven archangels, wliieli the Jews have adopted

from the Parsees ; but the religion of the Parsees was not enriched

with the doctrine of seven Amshaspands till after the times of

Darius Hystaspis. Consequently the seven archangels cannot

occur earlier in anv writing of the Hebrews." Berth. Conim. ii.

458, 528, Eiiil. 1540. In this assertion almost ever}' word is an

error. The seven Amshaspands occur as early as the Zenda-
vesta, and indeed not merely in a passing notice, but in such inti-

mate connexion with the whole, that the doctrine nuist necessarily

be as old as the religion itself (comp. Rhode, p. 312, sqq.) This

• The identity of tlie uiitrlu-rs and tin' ^loi ftouXaioi is also ndinittcd h\ Mi'nteb,
I. c. |>. 13, with whom tin- author has Imiipt'iied, quite independently, to coincide.

MiiKTKB also, and with apparent propriety, regards the xi.iis i>/ the ijoih as identical

with the two.
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doctrine, then, cannot be declared a product of such late times,
unless we can accede to the opinion of some older scholars, that

the Zendavesta was not composed before the reign of Darius Hys-
taspis. But this opinion may now with perfect propriety be
regarded as quite antiquated. All modern investigators agree,
that the origin of the Zendavesta must be assigned to a far ear-
lier time. " The age of the Magian Zoroaster,'" observes Nie-
BUHR, X7. Sch. i. p. 200, " is altogether mythical ; considered as
the author of the Magian religion, he must be assigned to a verv
remote period, and that is certainly the most untenable opinion of
all, which places him after Cy^i^, from the idea that Hystaspes
was Darius the son of Hystaspis." Comp. the thorough exami-
nation of Heeren, 1. c. p. 459, sqq., Rhode, p. 130, sqq. But
more strange than this involuntary error, is the assertion that in
our book there occur sevoi archangels, which can only be regarded
as a wilful mistake.

Let us now turn to the ideas about angels which are really

contained in our book.* " The distinction between superior and
inferior angels is derived by the Jews from the pneumatological
system of the Persians ; but this did not make its appearance till

a considerable time after the end of the Babylonish captivity."

Berth, ii. 528. For a refutation of this assertion, as well in
regard to the borrowing from the Persians, as in regai'd to the
later period of this distinction, the passiige in Is. chap, vi., whose
genuineness has been hitherto disputed by none, is in the general
adequately sufficient. In God's immediate retinue Isaiah sees
the Seraphim, in whom, with all other expositors, Gesenius
recognizes angel-princes, comp. on ver. 2, " As the earthly mo-
narch is smTounded by his nobles, so here is Jehovah by princes
of heaven." This opinion is sustained also by the etymology.
It is true, Gesenius is inchned to pronounce the word identical

with T^Ti, sei-pent, regarding it i)robable that the Seraphim weie
shaped as animal forms, who, besides the wings of a bird, and the
feet of a man, derived other parts, perhaps the head, from the
sejiicnt, and thence received their name. But this opinion may

* Even Balmgaktex-Ckusius, hihl. Iheol. p. '^82, observes, "It docs not appear
that particulnr perio-ls can be pointed out in the history of doctrines amonf,' tlie Is-
raelites, in whirh llie .hiclriiie olanfjels was cinboiatcd'or rre.-ived aiiv diff. roiice of
complexiou in the main. All(asl no such .•an lif evinced iroiii llic h.mis oi theO.T.
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on urgent grounds be proved incorrect. The Seraphs have mani-

festly a whole human form, man's face and feet, ver. 2, hands,

ver. 6. Besides, the sequent was regarded from the first (comp.

Christol. i. 1, p. 27), among the Hebrews, as well as among the

Persians, as a symbol of the evil principle. Isaiah himself, chap.

xi. 8 ; Ixv. 25, speaks of it as the representative of all that was

destructive and hateful in the animal world, which at the manifes-

tation of the earth's glory shall be done away. Gesenius, indeed,

maintains that in Numb. xxi. 8 ; 2 Kings xviii. 4, there are

traces that the serpent among the Hebrews, as well as among the

Egyptians, was regarded as the beneficent, heahng power ; but we

cannot see the smallest evidence whatever of such a thing in these

passages. In the first passage the serpent has probably no sym-

bolic meaning ; an external sign was chosen on the general ground

of removing all thoughts of the natural effectuation of the cure,

and this one in particular was selected, because the image of the

destructive animal itself offered the least pretext for ascribing what

had been effected by God alone to the sign appointed by him.

The second passage must be left quite out of the account, since

it relates to an idolatrous abomination, which was practised in

connexion with the figure. If, then, this explanation of the term

is proved to be false, a comparison with the corresponding Arab.

sharifoon, or sharifooti, twbilis, jtriitceps, is fully warranted,

and the very name of the Seraphim expresses the character dig-

nitatin. Traces of a gradation of rank among the angels are

found also in Job. xxxiii. 23, provided we understand by the

aitr/eluH interjpres, according to the correct explanation, which

lias been recently defended also by Winer, an angel. The ^J^*?

vVll is there designated " one among a thousand," i. e., infinitely

exalted above the lower angels in wisdom and power. In like

manner Ps. ciii. 20—" here not only are the * mighty' and the

' hosts' distinguished, but also ' hearken to his words' and ' exe-

cute his commands';" Baumgarten-Crusius, 1. c. p. 2H7.—But

we can go farther ; we can shew that those angels of higher rank,

who play a particular part in our book, are the very same that

meet us in just the same character in the oldest books. We have

already pointed out in the (lirhtolofjie tliat the doctrine of the

angel or rcvcaler of God. runs through the whole of the O. T.,

who in a twofold respect, first, as the highest of nil angels, then
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as connected with the hidden God by a oneness of essence, ap-

pears as his revealer. But in Exod. xxxii, 34, with this highest

revealer of God, another angel is associated, standing in the same

relation to him as he to the Most High God. He who has

hitherto been the leader of the Israelites, the rrni ^k^»3, declares,

when they have transgressed, that he will no longer lead them

himself, but send his angel ("'???'?) before them (com}). Christol.

i. 1, p. 283.) Let us now examine how far the two can be recog-

nized again in our book. There cannot be the least doubt, that

Michael is identical with the mrT^^s^tt. It is true Michael is

called, chap. x. 13, one of the angel chiefs, a''?">"i<"]17 ''"'^'j''!'
; but

that the author intends by this designation merely to present us

with a view of his relation to the other angels (a view which is

expressed in tlie same manner in the appellation, " the angel of

Jehovah," and a similar representation to which is found also in

the Zend religion, comp. Christol. i. 1, p. 238), appears from

chap. xii. 1, where Michael is called ^""IX} ^'^j1, the great prince,

in striking agreement with Joshua, v. 1 3, where the n-.hi rjs^a bears

the name, " the prince of the army of Jehovah," ^'^y<^'?f~'^''i, i. e.,

the prince and supreme of the angels, who are constantly repre-

sented as the army of Jehovah. Moreover, Michael is, chap. x.

21, called the prince, xii. 1, the defender of the Israelites. But

the same dignity is elsewhere universally ascribed to the ^sVa

nw; comp. besides the passages quoted in the CkrintoL, espe-

cially Zech. chap, i., where the angel of the Lord appears, sur-

rounded by a troop of angels, as the protector of the Jewish peo-

ple, and also Zech. iii. This identity of Michael and the angel

of the Lord was recognised by the older Jews, perhaps on the

testimony of tradition. Jerome observes on Zech. chap, i., in

regard to the nw ^n':5)3, " Huiic Hehraei Michaelem archaiifjelum

esse jiutant." In some passages of the Talmud, ^Michael, as in

others the angel of Jehovah, is associated with the Shekinah. In

Breschit Rahbah, we read, " ubicunque locorum Michael visits

fiiit, ibi est gloria ipsius Shekinae." In the Sohar, "
i/t oniid

loco, qtio inveuies Michaelem, qui est caput angelorutn, ibi est

Shekina." Comp. these and other passages in Danz in Meus-
CHEN, N. T. ex Talm. illustr. p. 718-19, 733.

But it is no less capable of abundant proof, that the celestial

person also who appears chap. x. 5, 0, is identical with the angel
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of the Lord, and tl)us also with Michael. Daniel finds himself

on the banks of the Tigiis, and sees hovering over its watei-s a

human form, clothed in linen, with a golden girdle about his

loins. " His body was hke a chrysoUte, his countenance like the

lightning, hi.s eyes like torches of fire, his arms and feet hke
gleaming brass, his voice like that of a gi-eat multitude." Now,
Bertholdt, ii. p, 085, assumes that this celestial person was no
other than Gabriel, who from ver. 1 1 speaks to the prophet. ]iut

the following reasons argue the contrar}'. 1. The description, as

Staudlin also, N. Beitr. p. 299, admits, is much too glowing
to be refen-ed to Gabriel. 2. Daniel says, ver. 8, " I saw this

ffreat vision," and thus designates the apparition which he has
now l)oheld, as far more sublime than the former ones. He"" is so

tenified by the voice of the ajiparition, that he falls into a deep
swoon, and for a long time cannot recover, whereas with Gabriel,

on his former, single appearance, chap, ix., he converses quite

freely and without restraint. 3. The person who, ver. 11, speaks

to Daniel, is the same who, ver. 10, rouses him from his swoon
by touching him with his hand. But this must be a distinct per-

son from the illustrious apparition, ver. 5, 6. For he is on the

bank where Daniel stands. But the apparition in ver. 5, 6, is

found towards the end of the vision, chap. xii. 6, still over the

middle of the Tigi'is. 4. According to chap. xii. 5, there are,

Ijcsides the celestial person in the middle of tlic Tigiis, two others

on its two banks, one of whom asks the person clothed in linen,

as if in Daniel's name, when the predicted occun'cnces should

take place. Now, if it be assumed that the person clothed in linen

is Gabriel, then one of these two persons becomes a K(a(f>ov nrpoa-

(OTTov, iiiul we cannot understand for what pui-pose he appears.

On the contrary, if the person clothed in linen be regarded as

distinct from Ciabriel, even- one there p<>rforms his part. The

angel of tlie Lord " is present in culm silent majesty, and works

with an luiseen power. At first he only calls down an angel to

instruct and strengthen Daniel, and at the close himself adds a

short declaration. " His presence, whilst previously only his mes-

senger appeared to Daniel, is intended hero to strengthen the im-

pression <il" the whole upon the prophet. Accordingly, ho him-

self, vi'r. 7, by a brief utterance, impresses his seal on the speech

'i| Iiis mrssenfT'T. iVoni wliicli vnxMit the same lime it nppenrs.
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tliiit the man clothed in linen ciinnot be, as Staudlin assumes,

absolutely identical with the Most High God, but is as distinct

from hira, as the angel of the I^ord from the Lord himself. For he

swears, not by himself, but, with his right hand Ufted up to hea-

ven, by the eternal God.—One of the angels standing on the bank

is Gabriel, who, as the messenger and inteii^reter of the angel of

the Lord, had given to Daniel, who was standing on the same

bank, all disclosures respecting the future. The tliird angel,

standing on the opposite bank, puts the question concerning the

length of time to the angel of the Lord. But this question shows

that the person asked must be infinitely exalted above the other

angels. 5. The supposition of a distinction between the one

clothed in linen and Gabriel, has the analogy of chap. viii. 10, in

its favour. " And I heard a man's voice between the banks of

Ulai, which called and said, Gabriel, expound to this man the vi-

sion, that he may understand it." Here also Gabriel is deputed

by another more exalted being, to impart disclosures to Daniel

respecting the future, and this being continues to hover about the

waters of Ulai, whilst Gabriel repairs to Daniel on the bank.

—

But, convincing as are the arguments for the distinction between

the one clothed in linen and Gabriel, in our passage, equally easy

of refutation are the arguments brought forward against this

assumption. When it is objected that Daniel, ver. 9, says that

he heard the voice of the man clothed in linen, and yet that no-

thing said by him is given, if the following words are attributed to

Gabriel, this is easily explained from what immediately succeeds

—

" And when I heard it, I sank down fainting to the earth." What

the angel of the Lord said, was to be gathered from the analogy

of chap. viii. 10, according to which he gave a command to Ga-

briel to impart the revelation to Daniel ; but Daniel does not here

give the words again, because immediately^^that the angel of the

Lord, who here appears in greater majesty than in chap, viii.,

raised his voice, he fell into the swoon.

—

Bektholdt observes,

that if the one clothed in linen were intended to be distinguished

from the one who come forward, ver. 10 sqq., there must neces-

sarily have been placed after -.->, ver. 10, an i-'s. But in that remark

it is quite overlooked, that Daniel here speaks according to his

perception. He felt only as he lay in the swoon, that a hand

touched him, without knowing uhuse ; comp. v. 10, 18. Not
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till afterwards does Gabriel make himself known to him, and he

sees that the angel of the Lord is still upon the waters ^A' the

Tigris.

—

Berth, observes farther, tliat this view fails to recom-

mend itself, because in chap. xii. 4, (since in ver. G Jehovah is

agjiin made to be the person who stands on the waters of the 'J'i-

gris), one is obUged to make Gabriel retreat as suddenly again from

the scene, as he appeared there unbidden in the lirst instance.

But tliis objection rests on a mistake. Gabriel is one of the two

angels who, ver. 5, stood on the two sides of the river. These

are called ai^hw, others, not in relation to Gabriel, but in reference

to the angel of the Lord ; comp. v. (J.—We here find, then, the

angel of the Lord again, and with him his messenger or angel,

with whom we were before acquainted in the Pentateuch. Nor

need it be deemed superfluous to notice also the fact, that tlie

angel of the Lord here appears attended by two angels, just as

in Gen. chap. 18 (comp. Christol. i. 1, p. 218.)

Whilst however the persons of the angels are common to Daniel

and the other books of the O. T., their names, Gabriel and Mi-

chael, are peculiar to him. But the very fact that in later Jewish

books, names are ascribed to angels, supposes that they had an

example of this custom, and a justification of it in some book of

Sacred Scripture. But it must not be forgotten, that these names

are not so much uominu propria, as appellativa., as Khode ob-

serves in reference to the Amshaspands (p. 316), " In the Zend

there were in reality no proper names for these beings ; they were

designated by short descriptions and intimations of their power,

properties, and operations." Even in the later Judaism the names

of angels have not yet quite lost this character, as appears from

the multitude of names given to several individual angels. The

name Kapiinel, God heals, in the book <»f Ttjbit, is ascribed to

the angel who appears there with a manifest reference merely to

the tale narrated in the book.—It is to bo well obser^'ed, farther,

that both Gabriel and Michael occur only in such visions, as from

their dramatic character demand tiie most exact description pos-

sible of the persons concerned, and the bringing of tiiem out into

strimger relief.—Finally, there are by no means wanting in the

U. T. writings analogies for this fact. How can it be surprising

tluit the chief of the good angels is here designated by such an

a|)prllation. when the (;liief of the bad angels occurs in the far
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more ancient Book of Job, and in the nearly cotemporary Zeclia-

riah, under the name of Satan, and again in the Pentateuch pi-o-

bably under the name of Azazel ? Who can be surprised that

the angel of God here bears a symbolic name, betokening his es-

sence, when he, in whose person he was afterwards to appear,

the Messiah (comp. Christol. i. 1, p. 245,) bears such a variety of

similar names, Immanuel, the whole hst of names in Is. chap. ix.

Jehovah Zidkenu in Jeremiah, &c ; when even to Jerusalem in

the Messianic times, several such appellative names are given ?

—

And even granting that all this were not enough to explain fully

the occurrence of these names in Daniel, they ought to be looked

at as a peculiarity of the prophet (since every prophet has his

peculiarities), until it can be shewn that their origin must neces-

sarily be placed in a later period, a thing that will never be done.

The names Gabriel and Michael, too, wherever they occur in the

later Jewish theology, are used so pointedly in reference to Daniel,

that even assuming the spuriousness of the book, there is no escape

from the supposition that these names were first formed by the

author of it.

Farther traces of a later age are discovered by Bertholdt, p.

458, in chap. vii. ver. 9, sqq., where, on the appearance of God

in judgment, seats are placed around him, on which tlie angel-

princes sit, whilst thousands and tens of thousands of angels en-

compass him. The figurative representation here, in a prophecy

which is declared to be erroneously placed in the age of the last

Chaldean king, is most manifestly boiTowed, he says, firom the

circumstances and customs of the Persian court ; there is even an

allusion to the annals of the Persian kingdom in the words, " and

the books were opened."* But we cannot perceive how a trace

of a later age can be discovered here, since every single feature of

the picture can be pointed out in earlier writings. We find solemn

assemblies of angels imder the presidency of God in Job, chap. i. ii.

and 1 Kings xxii. 19-22, where the prophet Micaiah in a vision

sees the angels standing as counsellors about Gods throne ; the

principal angels appear also in Is. chap. vi. as standing next to

the throne of God. Attended by holy myriads the Lord appears

* Tills nigiimoiit proves nolliiii!^, for tliis, if for no otlior r.ason, tliul the Clialdeaus

too had their council of slate and their annals of the ali'airs of their kingdom.
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also in Deut xxxiii. 2. According to Ps. Ixviii. IB, the chariot

of God is tens of thousands. Tlmt in the hoohn there can be no
reference to the annals of the Persian realm, is clear from this,

that the discourse relates not to a transaction of government, but

to one of judgment. The figure must therefore be derived from
the papers of the judge, in which the names of the criminals and
their deeds are registered.

Berth, remarks farther, i. p. 32, that there were not at that

time such decided opinions respecting the extraordinary forms of

angels, as is here, cliap. x. 5, G, agreeably to later ideas, expressed.

But here again it is quite overlooked, that this is no dogmatic
description but part of a vision, in which the inner dignity and
majesty are presented in sensible forms to the inner eye. Is the

description that Isaiah gives of Jehovah, or the angel of Jehovah,

and of the Seraphim, at all less detiiiled ? Does not Elzekiel in

depicting the Cherubim go still farther in the sensible representa-

tion of the super-sensible ? Does not Zechariah too give the most
detailed dei-cription of the outward appearance of the angels ?

There now remains only one point more for us to consider as to

the docU-ine of angels in the book. In chap. x. the guardian
angels of the Persians and the Greeks appear as those who try

to prevent the entire independence and prosperity of the chosen
peo])le, whilst Michael and Gabriel contend for it with them. Even
Bertholdt, p. 32, 70(i, will not claim this as a valid argument
against the age of the book, remarking that in ])aniers time the

idea, which had passed from the Babylonians and Persians to the

Jews, that every people had its own guai'dian angel, had become
generally prevalent. Butwe can by no means grant with J.vhn, Einl.

p. Ott), that the Jews boiTowed this notion from the Babylonians
and I'orsians. That the idea of a guardian spirit for every nation

occurs in the Babylonian and Persian religion, lias indeed been
jusserted, but is very far from proved. In the Zi-ndavesta not the

least thing of the kind occurs, except that liahman, the first of

the Amshaspands, who stands in about the same relation to Or-
muzd as Gabriel here does to the angel of the Lord, is called the

guardian watcher of his people (comp. Bhode, p. 322.) Nothing
whatever occurs about guardian spirits of otlier nations

; quite

other employments rather are assigned to the rest of the Amshas-
pands ; all are active {k^- ihe elcd people, and \\ani off ficni it
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the destructive physical and moral influences of the kingdom of
darkness. But we seem compelled to regard the entire notion of
guardian spirits of other nations in Daniel, upon the dogmatic
conception of whom the whole later Jewish doctrine on tliis point
rests, not indeed with Jahn and Dereser as purely symbolical
(comp. on the contrary Eph. vi. 12, and other passages of the N.
T.), but still as being of such a kind, that, besides the dogmatic
element, there is a strong symbolic one.

We think, after the detailed reply given, that we may answer
the triumphant inquiry of Bertholdt—" Can a person want any
thing more to convince him that the book must have had another
author, and belong to a far later time ?" with a decided Yes !

SEf. XII. DEFINITENESS OF THE PROPHECIES.

" The symbolical prophetic pictures, which are to be found in
the six last chapters, and in the second, may be recognized, by the
exact historic detail which distinguishes them, and which is un-
known to all other prophecies of the O. T., as dehneations which
were sketched ^yo*-^ eventumr This argument is common to all

modern opposers of the genuineness, comp. esp. Berth. Comm.
i. p. 23, Einl. p. 1512 sqq., 1531 sqq., Griesinger, p. 50 sqq.,

De Wette, 1. c. Bleek, however, p. 235, is distinguished be-
yond the other opponents for granting that this argument cannot
be adduced as certain proof of the later age of the book, if it have
in other respects all the marks of genuineness, because we are not
in a position to draw any distinct and precise limits, and to say
how far and with what degree of definiteness the spirit of pro-
phecy would disclose the future. In reply to this argument we
remark as follows :

—

1. Here also there lies at the foundation the empty naturalistic

view of the prophetic office, which denies all supernatm-al illumi-

nation to the prophets, and regards their prophecies merely as

general poetical pictures without any distinct historic protot^^ie.

This view, even without referring to the authority of the New
Testament and the entire position of the prophets under the theo-

cracy, may be most fully refuted from the prophecies themselves.
One of its principal advocates, nay in many respects its first
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framcr, Eiciihorn, has expressed nn unwilling avowal of its futi-

lity; for, in despair of the possibility of an explanation of the pro-

phecies on natural grounds, be has declared them universally to be

veiled pictures of the past and present—a mode of treatment, the

necessary concomitant of which was the most violent exegitical

and critical operations, which, therefore, has found no advocate

besides tlie originator of it, and in Gesenius a \'igorous oppo-

nent ; and which leaves untouched the Messianic prophecies at

least, wliich could not have been composed jwst eventinn, and

respecting which it can be unquestionably shewn, that they con-

tain not simple general guesses,- but the most special, precise, and

perfect painting, in regard to both the internal and external aspect

of the work of redemption. From the great multitude of the

other prophecies we adduce only some few. The prophecy respect-

ing the conquest of Babylon, Jer. 1. li., contains such a historical

detail that history itself hai'dly furnishes us with a more exact

one—the city is to be taken by the Medes and the nations asso-

ciated with them—and indeed by the drj-ing up of the bed of the

Euphrates (1. 38, li. 32, 30)—in a night when all the people he

buried in intoxication (li. 39, 57)—with the conquest of the city

is to be associated the return of the Israelites to their fatherland

—the conquest of the city forms the commencing point of its

complete desolation and its disappearance without a vestige re--

raaining. The impossibility of explaining this prophecy from

natural causes has recently extorted an unwilling avowal even

from CoLLN and De Wette (comp. 1)e Wette Einl. § 216, I.

B., 3te Aufl.), in the fact of their assailing the genuineness of it

on this account. For what they adduce as a historico-critical

ground, besides this dogmatic one, the boiTOwing of certain pas-

sages from earlier propliecies of Jeremiah, cannot surely have been

regarded even by its originators as convincing, since such repeti-

tions arc more frequent in Jeremiah than in anv other prophet

—

there occur no less than 57 verses twice, conip. Jaiin, Ajipcnd.

hermcn. ii. p. 1 1 3,—and can be fully explained from his peculiarity

of mind and from his character as a writer, just as his frequent

borrowings from older prophets. And what is farther insisted on,

the aflfinity of the language with spurious pieces in Isaiah, is

nothing more than an unwilling, but not the less welcome, avowal
of the genuineness of the second part of this prophet, the more
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welcome, because Gesenius, not being able to rise to this heiglit

of criticism, in this instance at least, had affirmed tliat the affinity

between the respective pieces was not so great, as necessarily to

demand the assumption that Jeremiah had made use of Isaiah.

As a farther example, we may cite the prophecy in Zech. ix. 1-8,

in which the victories of Alexander are depicted with almost ])is-

torical distinctness and in most exact agreement with fact— Syria

and Phoenicia are conquered—Tyre, after her bulwarks have been

thrown into the sea, is burnt down—Gaza loses its king (the Per-

sian viceroy of the city, Betis, was, after the capture of the city,

put to death by Alexander in the most barbarous manner)—Ash-

dod is peopled with a colony after the expulsion of its own inha-

bitants, as Arrian relates of Gaza—Jerusalem continues, by the

protection of the Lord, secure from all vexations (comp. Joseph.

xi. 8.) Here too (comp. the dissert. " on the integrity of Zech.")

the impossibility of explaining the prophecy from natural causes

has pressed so heavily on certain modern naturalistic expositors,

that they have maintained the composition of it after Alexander's

time—a beginning certainly of commendable consistency, but not

going quite far enough, since it is just in Zechariah that the Mes-
sianic prophecy is marked by the greatest distinctness, and thus it

would be necessary, in order to follow out this position to its com-

plete consequences, to maintain that his prophecies were fabri-

cated after the birth of Clu'ist. Of prophecies such as Is. xxi.

,1-10, and thus also chaps, xiii. xiv., and the whole of the second

part, Bertholdt himself allows that they are " of the same sttmip"'

as the prophecies of our book, an admission which, so long as the

arguments for the integrity of Isaiah by Moller, in the Chris-

toluf/ie, by Kleinert, and by Steudel {Tuhinyer Zeitschrifl.

Jahrr/. 1S30, Heft ii. p. 4-1 sqq.) stand uurefuted, may be regarded

as a retraction of the assertion that the prophecies of Daniel arc

without any analogy in the other prophets.

But we must here examine pai-ticularly two points to which
Bleek, who is distinguished here for moderation, and makes the

general admission that there are prophecies which refer to particu-

lar casual occurrences of the future, has assigned especial promi-

nence. " Tbe deviation from tlie rule is most suqn-isingly appa-

rent in the very precise chronological destination of future events,

viii. 14, ix. 2.V27, xii. 11, 12. This is indeed without analogy
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in the Hebrew propliets ; for in the passage, Is. vii. 8, the text is

confessedly corrupt, and the 70 years of Jeremiah are to be taken

only as a round number." Let us take oiu' stand first of all at

the passages expressly rejected as inconclusive. In Is. vii. 8, the

entire destruction of the Israelitish state and people is announced

as impending, and to occur in 05 years. It has been shown in

the Christolo;/ie i. 2. p. 5G sqq., both that prophecy and history

here correspond most exactly, and also that the doubts that have

hence arisen from dogmatic prejudices respecting the genuineness

of this passage are unsatisfactory, and that it has decisive argu-

ments in its favour.* The very attacks, moreover, made on the

* The defence of the genuineuess offered in the Christol. has not hitherto received

n reply; for the attack of Fritsche, in his critique on the Christol. (Hall. L. Z.1830,

E. B. Nr. 22, p. 17-')), is only pointed at the remarks there made relative to the fulfil-

ment, on the correctness of which the genuineness is in no wise dependent. We may

however observe, that the attack is quite worthy of the writer, and in this review quite

in place. The author had miiiutiiined in the Christol. that the kingdom of the ten

tribes was enfeebled by Shalmaneser, but not yet deprived of all its inhabitants ; that

the total annihilation of the Israelitish commonwealth—and it is to this that our pro-

phecy relates—did not occur till F.sarhaddon put into possession of the land new colo-

nists from Babylon, Cutlia, and other countries ; that after this event the ten tribes

never again formed an independent state. This assertion rests on the following

grounds :—In 2 Kings xvii. 24 sqq., after the account of the deportation of the Israel-

ites by Shalmaneser, and the observations relating to it, we aie informed that the king

of Assyria sent colonists from Babylon, Cutha, &c., and peopled the cities in Samaria

with them instead of the children of Israel. That we are not here to understand by

the king of Assyria, Shalmaneser, may be proved simply from a reference to this pas-

sage. For, 1. Among the colonists the Babylonians ai-e mentioned first; this supposes

that Babylon was then immcdiutely subjt'ct to the Assyrians, which was not the case

under Shidmaneser, but began to be under Esarhaddon. 2. The land, when the colo-

nists possessed it, was so full of lions tliat they could not keep them under, and out of

fear resolved on the worship of .Jehovah. This supposes fliat the land had been for a

considerable time very scantily inhabited, like .ludea during the captivity; for in a

cultivated land such a prevalence of lions cannot be imagined.—That the conquest of

the land was efliected by the new colonists, and particularly under Esiu-haddon (a thing

probable in itself, since this king undertook an expedition into these parts, In which

MauHHst'h was cai'ried off prisoner to Babylon), is cleiu- from Ezra iv. 2, where the

Samaritans protest to the Jews that they had sacrificed to .Jehovah since the time that

Esarhaddon, king of Assur, brought them up thither. Hence, at the same time, it is

clear that the colony planted uniltT I'.siu'haddon was the first and only one. For if

there had been an eiu-licr one, and the accounts given in the Book of Kings of the wor-

ship of .Jehovah referred to an earlier time, the Samaritans would not have deprived

their object of support by failing to refer to this.—Now, the reviewer makes the follow-

ing objections to the reiircsentation in the Christnl.— 1. The Assyrian colonists, ac-

cording to E/ra iv. 2, were brought by Asnapper: where, then, is the warrant for say-

ing that it was by Ezarhaddon ? It is clear enough from tliis that the reviewer has not

looked at Ezra iv. 2, much less carefully examined it, and that consequently his charge
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genuineness of this passage afford a proof that it contains a most

troublesome declaration of the precise time, one which is con-

firmed by history, and that the assailants despair of being able to

free themselves from the difficulty in any milder way.. In deal-

against the autbor, of making citations which any student, by referring to them, may
see to be ftinacious, rebounds on himself. It is not Asnapper that is mentioned in ver.

2, but Esarhaddou. The name Asnapper occurs for the first time in ver. 10, in the

address of the Samaiitaus to the king of Persia, and, as the same thing is here ascribed

to him as in ver. 2 to Esarhaddou, the ouly point of difference can be, whether he is

identical with the latter, or one of his satraps who took out the colony at the command
of the king. Either will do equally well for our purpose; but the former appears the

more probable, from the fact that Asnapper is sujjposed to be known to the king of

Persia, and is called the great and noble, appellations which belong to a monaixh, not

to a satrap. The difference of the names prove nothing to the contmry, because Orien-

tal rulers frequently have several names. It must farther be particularly observed, that

the name Asnapper, or Osuapper, occurs in a letter to the Persian king. Perhaps it

was merely another form of the name Esarhaddou, which the Samaritans here employed

because the king was known by this name in Persia. Other forms of the name Esar-

haddou ai'e found which deviate quite as much ; comp. Ges. thes. p. 133. 2. It is quite

untrue that Esai-haddoii, when he led the colony into the laud of the ten tribes, carried

off the remainder of the proper inhabitants; in 2 Kings xvii. 21 sqq., tliere is not a

word about the carrying away of the others, but just the contrary—we ai-e informed of

the conduct of the Israelites that remained behind, in reference to religion, aloncj with

the imported colonists, and, according to 2 Kings xxiii. 19, 20, the land was likewise

under Josiah inhabited by Israelites, who sacrificed in high places. Here we shall

produce clear proof that a second deportation actually took place under Esiu'haddon No
one can doubt, that at the invasion of Shalmaneser no small number of citizens of the

ten tribes escaped the deportation, partly by flight into neighboiu-iug states, especially

into the kingdom of .Judah, paitly by concealing themselves in the inaccessible and

covert places of the country. De Vignoles observes (Chronologie de Vhistoire

sainte, i. p 4:30), " Comme cette tribu {Ephraim) bornoit au septentrion le royaume

de Jitda, il est moralement imp')ssible, qii'un bon nombre de ses habitans ne se soyont

rifrnjiez dans le pais de Jiida, pour ne tomber pas dans Fesclavage des Assyriens,

qu'ils eviterent cette fois." The king of AssjTia contented himself that time by cariy-

ing away as many as he could capture. For more than forty years, until Esarhaddon

led the new colony tliither, the laud was neglected by the AssjTians. Is any farther

evidence required, that the ft-ightened inhabitants, on the retirement of the Assyrian

army, again returned to their land and their- possessions, and reorganized their com-

monwealth themselves, so that, although a great part of the land lay waste for want of

inhabitants, the people had not yet lost their national independence ? But if it is

proved, that the land of Israel was still in the possession of the remains of its original

inhabitants, when Esarhaddon led the new colonists thither, it is equally clear that

these remains were cai-ried off by him. The new colonists appear, 2 Kings xvii., as

the only inhabitants of the land ; not along with, but instead of the childi-en of Israel,

did they possess the cities in Samaria; it in altogether untrue, that we have an account

here how the Israelites that remained behind behaved towai-ds the imported colonists

;

the reviewer would have done much better if he had not put this statement in italics

But the total carrying away is especially manifest from the following: in ver. 20 th

colonists complain in a message to the king that they are unacquainted with the pro-

per mode of worshipping the God of the land. Tlie king accordingly commands to

K
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ing with tlie second passage we must go more into detail, since

the main attack directed against it by Bertholdt, Comm. ii. p.

027 sqq. which De Wette, Gesenius, and Bleek have uncon-

ditionally adopted, has hitherto received no thorough reply. That

the niunber seventy expresses only an indefinite time, says Ber-

tholdt, appears from the fact, that in the two passages where it

occurs, Jer. xxv. 11, 12, xxix. 10, it does not stand in one and

the same relation, but in relation to two objects distinct as to

their extent of time ; in the first, the inhabitants of Judah are

threatened, in the fourth year of the reign of Jehoiakim, with a

seventt/ i/ears bondage till the destruction of the Babylonico-Chal-

dee kingdom ; in the second, in a writing addressed to the Jewish

exiles in Babylonia, a seventy years' exile is spoken of. This entire

objection is owing probably to the simple fact, that the second

passage was not consulted in the original, but in a translation, in

which VaaV was rendered \is at Babylon, as in that of Luther.

" When seventy years," it is said, " are fulfilled to Babylon," i. e.,

when it has exercised dominion over you seventy years. That the

author is far from giving here a different point of commencement
from that in the former passage, appears from liis express refer-

ence to that passage—" I will fulfil my good promise to you, in

bringing you to this place." There is then only ofie termitiiis a

send them some of the priests tliat Lad been carried into exile, that thej' might be in-

structtd by these in the worsliip of tlie God of the land, and for the future remtiin se-

cure from his judgments. Does not this suppose that at that time there was not a single

priest, uay, that there were no Israelites whatever in the laud, from whom they might

obtain such rude ideas of tlie woi"ship of .Jehovali as they wanted? Nor in Ezi-a iv. ia

there any reference to an Israelitish iwrtion of the inhabitants of Samiu-ia, and yet, if

there had been such, the Siuniu-itans would certainly not have omitted to urge it, as

being peciiliiU'ly favourable to theii- object. It is incorrect that under .Josiah the laud

is still fouud inhabited by Israelites, who sacrifice on high places. The two pa.ssages,

2 Kings xxiii. 19, 20, and 2 Chron. xxxiv. 0, 7, contain no proof of it, although the

author freely allows that, misled by several predecessors, in particular by Lowth and

Gesenii;s (/t'.s. i.p. iiNliJ he formerly quotid them in a hurry witli such a reference,

yet not so as to inliuence the matter any farther (comp. 67*m/«/. \'orw. p. v.) In
these pa.ssages it is related that when Josiah had abolished idolati'v in the kingdom of

Judidi, he made an excursion into the land of Samaria, destroyed the liouses of high

places erected by the king in Israel, and put the priests to death. But it is expressly

said in 2 Kings x\-ii. 2U, that tlie new colonists used for their worship the houses of

high places formerly built by the Samaiitnns, and ver. 32, that they chase from among
them priests of higli places, who sacrificed to the Lord in the houses of high places.

What, then, is there to warrant the assumption that Josiah still found Israelites in

the land?
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of Jerusalem under Jehoinkim, since Jehoiakim reigned eleven

years and Jeconiah some months. Now, if we reckon farther the

two years' reign of Darius, or Cyaxai'es II.—to which surely no

valid ohjection can be raised, for the bondage of the Israelites

during this time was a consequence and a continuation of the Ba-

bylonian—we obtain our seventy years exactly. But supposing

that through the defectiveness of our chronological data we were

not in a condition, as we incontestibly are, to point out precisely

the seventy years, yet the exact fulfilment, and thus also the inten-

tion of the prophet to give a definite number, would be made out

merely on the ground that those who could best judge of the case,

the Jews after the exile, define tlie Babylonian bondage as lasting

seventy years, and declare the prophecy to be exactly fulfilled. We
will not insist here particularly on the passage 2 Chron. xxxvi,

21, which Gesenius, Jes. i. p. 570, maintains was copied from

the prophecies of Jeremiah. We have two other witnesses, to

whom no one will deny the fullest credibihty, and who determine

the value of the testimony of the Chronicles, which is just as

weighty, but in our time not so fully acknowledged. The first is

Zechariah, who says, chap. i. 12, "0 Lord of hosts, how long

wilt thou not have mercy on Jerusalem and on the cities of Judah,

against which thou hast had indignation these seven ti/ years?" as

Rosen MULLER correctly explains, " toto exilii tempore, quod per-

tuUmus, toto tempore jircedicto a Jeremia, quodjam primo Cyri

anno expiraverat." Here surely nothing can be said of any

copy ! Zechaiiah uttered these propechies at a time when the

exile was within a short time of its close, when every one cer-

tainly knew how long the Babylonian servitude had lasted. The

second witness is Ezra, who, chap. i. 1, says, that the seventy years

foretold by Jeremiah came to an end in the first year of Cyrus.

—

Moreover, these three passages may serve us for another purpose

also. They shew the correctness of our former reasoning, where

we shewed that as early as the fourth year of Jehoiakim, in the

first expedition of Nebuchadnezzar, the city was taken and the

people made subject to the Babylonians. For only on the assump-

tion of this terminus a quo can the seventy years be made out ; and

who would maintain that these three writers assumed a different

terminus a quo than the one tliat was historically correct ?

—

After the reasoning that has been offered, no other way can re-
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main of evading our conclusion, but to pronounce both of the

prophecies of Jeremiah spurious, and the writings of those who

quote them too. But we wish principally to insist on the se-

venty years of Jeremiah as a proof, that in the prophecies of Scrip-

ture there occur definite chronological data.

But it is inconceivable, quite apart from these two passages, how

Bleek could so boldly express the opposite opinion. Could he be

ignorant that in Is. vii. 14, sqq. the time to the deliverance ofJudah

and the destruction of its enemies is fixed at two or three, and in

chap. viii. 1 -4, at one and a half years ? that Isaiah, chap. xvi. 14,

announces the destruction of the Moabites in three years, forbidding

the suspicion that the definite number stands for the indefinite,

by adding, " as the years of a hireling," on which Gesenius

himself, Comm. i. p. 553, observes, " the clause, &c. is intended

to give to the statement of time a more definite character, inas-

much as the hireling serves out his time, but works no longer

;

hence the sense, a time no longer and no shorter V Did he not

remember that, according to chap. xvii. 14, the Assyrian army

is to be destroyed between evening and morning (comp. the

literal fi]Jfilment, chap, xxxvii. 36) ? that in chap. xx. 3, the pro-

phet in vision goes three years naked and barefoot, thereby exclud-

ing the supposition that the definite number stands for the inde-

finite, and in this manner announces the impending overthrow of

the Egyptians, to take place in the course of three yeai's, a fact

which is so inconvenient to Gesenius, that he here again declares

himself inclined to the conjecture, that the words may be a later

definition of the time, which somebody after the fulfilment wrote

in the margin, in this way offering an unwilUng testimony to the

exactness of the fulfilment? that it is said chap. xxi. 10,

" within a year, accorduu/ to the years of a hireling, and all

the glory of Kedar shall flill ?" that Isaiah, chap, xxxviii. 15,

promises to Hezekiah fifteen years more of hfe ? Why, are not

these examples of definite time, taken from one prophet, more nu-

merous than those occurring in Daniel, and would not a person

be ashamed to adduce this argument any more ?

A second point to which Bleek gives especial prominence, is

this : in no prqihecy of the 0. T. are the particular fortunes of

kingdoms depicted, which were not in existence at the time of its

utterance. But this also is not correct, although we certainly
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grant that the Book of Daniel goes farther in this respect than

the rest. We adduce only a few examples, and first of all the

striking one in Zech. ix. 13, because it has to do with the same

times tuid occurrences as the prophecies of our book. It is there

said, " When I have bent Judali for me, filled my bow with

Ephraim, and raised up thy sons, O Zion, against thy sons, O
Javan." Here we find the clearest reference to the wars of the

Maccabees against the Greek rulers of Syria—for iii in our book

also occurs in a wider sense, comprehending Macedonia. That

this reference is undeniable, is manifest from several unwilling

acknowledgments of modern expositors. Paulus maintains

that the prophecy could only have been composed after the times

of the Maccabees; Eichhorx, at least not before the times of

Alexander the Great, because the Greeks began from this time to

appear in the political horizon of the prophet. Rosenmuller
observes that the prophet, though he speaks of the Greeks indivi-

dually, designates all dangerous enemies of the Jews ; but, feehng

himself that this opinion would be tenable only in case the Greeks

were a very mighty people in the time of the prophet, and dan-

gerous to the Jews, as in other passages the enemies of the theo-

cracy are designated individually by Edom, Moab, &.C., he adds,

" At that time the Macedonians appear to have been growing so

powerful, as to inspire the people of Western Asia with dread."*

Thus he runs directly in the face of history, rather than admit a

prophecy inexpHcable from the pohtical horizon of the prophet.

A remarkable instance too is afforded by the prophecy of Balaam,

Numb. xxiv. 24

—

" The ships of the Chittim shall come, and shall aflSict Ashur and Eber;

But destruction shall also overtake the victor."

If it should be assumed that the name Chittim in ancient times

was not exclusively peculiar to the Macedonians, as it occurs in

the Books of the Maccabees, but a general designation of the Greek

islands and mai-itimo regions, yet we cannot help seeing in this

prophecy, which in later times was unanimously considered as ful-

filled in Alexander and his successors, a reference to circumstances

"Vidoiiuir tunc temporis Macedoups ita invalescerc ccepisse, ut Asiw ocoidcntalis

rivibuB metum injicercnt."
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which, in the time of the prophet, or, if you please, of him who at

a later period fabricated the prophecy in his name, did not yet

exist even in commencement. We appeal farther to the prophe-

cies in Micah iv. and Is. xxxix., in which, at a time when Babv-
lon was not an independent kingdom, but an Assyrian province,

and merely Assyria stood in a hostile relation to Judah, the car-

i-ying away of the whole people to Babylon and by the Babylo-

nians is announced. Here too there is no lack of unwilling ad-

missions on the part of opponents. Hartmann {Einl. zitin Mi-
cha, p. 16) pronounces the passage of Micah spurious without

more ado, because forsooth the reference to the carrying away by
Nebuchadnezzar cannot be mistaken, and Micah could know no-

thing about such an event. Eichhorn {hehr. Proph. i. p. 381)
would refer the prophecy to the carrying away of king Manasseh

;

but then the difficulty arises, that a total carrying away is here

spoken of, whereas Manasseh was carried away alone to Babylon,

and not by the Babylonians, which yet, from a comparison of the

parallel passages in the cotemporary Isaiah, must be assumed in

Micah too, but by the Assyrians. Eosenmuller thinks the whole

matter settled by simply saying—" We have, however, very often

expressed our disapprobation of the practice of referring general

predictions of the prophets to particular events."* But however

often this may be said, it continues to be exceedingly strange that

the Hebrews were carried away just to that regiou which was, as

Eosenmuller thinks, the most distant one with which the pro-

phet was acquainted, and to no other ; and any one can easily per-

ceive, that if the carrying away had been really made to some
other, the appeal would have been triumphantly made to tliis pas-

sage as an unfulfilled prophecy. Gesenius in the passage of

Isaiah is ready with the excuse, that the prophecy may have been

more distinctly expressed after the event than it was originally,

and thus he grants what is sufficient for us (since any one can

see at a glance that such an assumption proceeds from a dogmatic

prejudice), that the prophecy is not to be explained from the

political acumen of the prophet ; indeed, we know well how
commonly history defeats the conjectures of the most sagacious

politicians, even as to the immediate future.

* " Nobis tamen illud stueliiiin gencralia vatura praesagia ad cortos uveiitns wkv-
endi raiuime probaudum vid'^ii, sajpiiis diximus."
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These remarks may suffice to expose the fallacy of a view of

the nature of prophecy, which we shall take another opportunity

of examining more fully, a view which has emanated from pui'e

unbelief, and is compelled to employ the most violent and arbi-

trary treatment on all hands, but which yet has taken such pos-

session of the age, that even believers in revelation have not been

able to hold themselves quite free from its influence. Sentiments

like the following—Prophecy having to do strictly with the super-

human element of history, and not with its external material, de-

scribes the actual occurrences of the future only in those main

particulars in which it will meet the demands of the truth ; and

—All numbers in prophecy are in a certain sense symbolical (this

occurs in one of the most pleasing productions of modem theolo-

gical literature, the System der christlichen Lelire, by Nitzsch,

p. 67)—can only be explained from this influence. Just as it was

necessary that the internal miracles of revelation should be accom-

panied by external ones, partly to meet the case of those who were

not yet in a condition to comprehend the former, partly also to

remove every doubt in the faithful of their divine effectuation,

that the divine power might be displayed in the external facts in a

manner externally recognizable, and excluding all suspicion of

deception—so was it necessar}' that prophecy should present not

not only the inner, but also the outer aspect of God's plan of re-

covery. What relates to actual occurrences only just so fiir as

they coincide with the demands of the truth, is connected with a

principle in the mind of man, and hence might be easily regarded

as nothing more than mere subjective presentiment; ^.^., the pro-

phecy of redemption in general might be derived from the need

of redemption, in connexion with our knowledge of the divine

love. Hence it necessarily occurred even in the Messianic pre-

diction, that the prophecy referred also to the more external fea-

tures and circumstances ; and this was demanded moreover by the

fact, that the majority of persons, in reference to the approaching

redemption, simply because it was not yet come, were rather pre-

pared only for this extemal presentation of it. And how could

the Messianic promise, having reference to the distant future, find

credence, and thus attain its object, unless opportunity were con-

stantly given to the people to satisfy themselves in the present,

liv nioiui;-; of the riiUilmrnt of propliccy, of the divine mission of
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the prophets ? Does it not hesides form a main purpose of pro-

phecy, to comfort the people by tlie awakening of faith in the divine

management of all their fortunes, to warn them against apostacy,

to retain them in fidelity to the Lord, to make them sensible of

the difference between the dumb idols of the heathen and the liv-

ing God of Israel, before whom the future lies disclosed equally

with the present ? But was it possible for these prophecies to

refer always to points in which actual fact coincided simply with

the demands of the truth, when such points were only rarely to be

found, and in the proper sense only once ? Must not prophecy

in that case have been wholly silent respecting entire periods, e.g.,

respecting that from the Babylonian captivity till Christ ? Is not

this a jiriori definition of prophecy refuted also by the prophecies

of Christ, which refer not seldom to single casual circumstances,

standing in no immediate connection whatever with divine truth ?

2. Some difference, however, between the prophecies of Daniel

and those of the other prophets, must certainly be granted.*

What in them is presented rather in particular parts, is found

here collected as a whole, and compressed into a small space, yet

scarcely so that our book contains so many distinct prophecies

and particular- features, as the certainly far more comprehensive

collection of Isaiah, in whom, for instance, the description of the

Messiah and the Messianic times goes far more into particulars,

and contains a far greater number of distinct features. Add to

this the uniigured character of our prophecies, whose style ap-

proaches almost to the prosaic, and is therefore more easy to be

understood than that of the other prophets, in wdiom very fre-

quently only the fulfilment decides what is to be taken figuratively

and what literally. But this difference can surely prove nothing

against the genuineness of our prophecies. We perfectly agree

with NiTZSCH, when, 1. c. p. 6G, he lays it down as an essential

condition of prophecy that it shall not disturb man's relation to

* A circumstance worthy of attentive coiisiderutiou is, that all tbe in-opbecies of

Dauiel refer to a time concerning wbicli we have a multitude of historical sources at

hand, wlierpas tlicre are but f 'w such in connection with the other proi>hcts, when their

predictions relateJo foreign nations; and hence tbe exact agreement of prophecy and

fulfilment is in them frequently not so entirely demonstrable as in Diiniel, which is

due also in a considerable degree to the industry of Porphyry in collecting in the latter

case tbe materials necessarv lor such demonstration.
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history. But our prophecies can well afford to admit this condi-

tion, since they themselves lay it down too ; for Daniel declares

(though this, to he sure, as Calvin* also observes, must be taken

with the necessary limitation) that they were not understood by

himself, and their principal reference is expressly represented as

not transpiring till the time of their fulfilment ; comp. viii. 27,

xii. 4, 8, 9. Let this " compendium of the history of the king-

doms of Alexander's successors " be put into the hands of a per-

son who knows nothing of this history ; certainly he will gain from

it no historical knowledge, farther than a general idea of a ciiicl

tyrant to whose oppressions and persecutions of the Jews for their

rehgion a period is at last put by God, and many indefinite and

confused ideas besides, of different kingdoms, of wars and confe-

deracies among one another, &c. Everything special is so put,

that before its occurrence the relation to history is not interfered

with, but after the occuiTcnce there is a certainty that cannot be

explained from any human foresight. How many obscurities

remain even to us, who are able to compare the comparatively

abundant sources of history ! To be convinced of this comp. c. y.

only the great mass of commentators on chap, ix., or, since the

older ones are charged with being misled by pei-verse prejudices,

take only the modem rationalistic expositors, and it will be found

that on the most important points no two of them are of one mind.

3. No objection, then, can be urged a jrriori against the genu-

ineness of Daniel from this difference between his prophecies and

those of the other prophets, since there is in them no violation of

the fundamental characteristic of all prophecies. But this argu-

ment will be still more completely divested of all plausibihty when

we have succeeded in pointing out the ground of this diti'erence.

Prophecy is always regulated by the necessities of the people of

God. Hence it is afforded more sparingly and with less distinct-

ness, when the divine direction of the theocracy is so clearly an-

nounced in what is sensibly apparent, that faith does not much

need such a support, and when, at the same time, the theocratic

sentiment is so firmly rooted among the people, that the proposed

• Tamcn simul memoriii tenendum est, neqiie Daniclem, neque tUios pios lusisse

oporam in boc vaticinio. Dene cnim pateficit illis, quantum satis erat, pro lemporis

ralioiic.
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eflect can be produced upon them by the ordinai-y means, without

resorting to any extraordinary and definite threats of divine pun-

ishment. Thus, e. g., in the reigns of David and Solomon pro-

phecy makes its appearance but very sparingly. The prophets

appear on the scene less as predictors than as divine teachers and

plenipotentiaries. The case was different when the power of the

people was broken by the separation of the kingdoms, when the

powerful neighbouring states threatened it with destruction, and,

at the same time, the moral apostacy and the tendency to the

worship of idols was every day increasing. Prophecy, alike neces-

sary for the consolation of the pious, and for the admonition of

the ungodly, portion of the chosen people, was bestowed now so

copiously, that none of the more important occuiTences remained

unnoticed by it. The captivity especially, which could only attain,

and did attain, its purpose in connection with its pre- announce-

ment, and which moreover might be regarded, as it actually was

by the heathen, as the most material evidence against the fact of

the divine direction of the theocracy ; the deliverance also from

the captivity, which appeared in its true light only when viewed

as a work of divine love—these were the objects of prophecies as

numerous as distinct, and extending to the most particular cir-

cumstances. But far greater was the need of prophecy after the

captivity. There impended over the Jews then a still stronger

trial of their faitli. In the earher prophets the deliverance from

the captivity, and the deliverance by Christ, were dissolved into

one. All their distress, the Jews now hoped, was to find a ter-

mination with the former. In this hope they saw themselves

miserably deceived ; and this deception would be the more dan-

gerous to them, because with their present external fidelity to the

Lord it must have been far more difficult for them to seek the

cause in themselves than formerly. The condition of the new

colony was in the beginning miserable ; the tokens of favour which

had been shewn them by Cyrus were partly taken from them by

the Samaritans ; if it fared better with them afterwards for a while

under the Persian kings and Alexander, yet this was not by any

means the prosperity they had expected ; and soon under the

successors of Alexander, under whom Judea as in a state of in-

terregnum peculiarly suffered, there followed the severest oppres-

sions. Calvin justly observes—"If the aflairs of our world ever
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seemed in such confusion, as to awaken tl)e suspicion that the

Almighty was asleep in the heavens and had forgotten the human
race, they certainly appeared so at that period, when revolutions

occurred in such number and variety that the most sagacious were

baffled—when there was no end of wars—when Egypt was gaining

the ascendancy—when there were commotions in Syria, &c."*

Other reasons conspired to make these assaults especially full of

trial to the people of God. The time from the Babylonian cap-

tivity to the birth of Christ was a kind of middle age, in which

every immediate operation of God upon the theocracy ceased.

No longer did the hand of God, as formerly so often, display itself

from the cloud, in a mode visible even to the corporeal eye. Soon,

too, the voice of the prophets became completely silent. Thus

every thing seemed to say that the special providence of God to-

wards his people, if it had ever existed, had now ceased. Now,

does it not from this point of view appear in the highest degree

suitable to the entire character of God as displayed in history,

that he offered his people a means of strengthening their faith

during this assault of temptation, by causing their manifold for-

tunes to be exactly predicted beforehand, and representing their

calamities as actually caused by themselves, and by repeating the

former promise of the Messianic kingdom—and thus saving the

authority of the earlier prophets from suspicion, and directing the

eyes of the suffering people from the present to the future ?—But

these necessary disclosures could not as before be given one after

another, and just as every single occurrence approached. For by

a divine decree the prophetic office was soon to cease entirely,

whereas formerly an unbroken series of prophets had appeared.

Now. accordingly, a period of this large extent must be compre-

hended at once. With this procedure was inseparably connected

not oidy the concurrence of a comparatively large number of dis-

tinct events, but a more than usual definiteness, and a more than

common detail. For how would it otherwise have been possible,

amidst so great a multitude of events for the most part \er\ simi-

• ' si res unqiiam fiierunt in mniido turbnttc, ul iiosseiit coujircre lioniiiies, deiini

(loriniro in nrht rt oWitiim I'snr liumnni (,'i'iuTis, certf tiilis ftiit coiidltio illoniii] tem-

iKiniiii, iiiio toi ft tarn inultipliifs ci viiriii- fiitrit convi-isioiirs, ui i-tiiim corJiiti8?in)us

quiNqii)' ponsol qunHi t'viiiuscori', qiumi niilliis cssft ItcUorum Hiiis, cf jiim Aegyiilus

|inrviilt'Htcr<t, jam rsscnt nioliis in Syria." .Sir.
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lar, so to designate the future, that the mind shoukl not be directed

to any accidental correspondence of fact with prediction ? But it

was quite otherwise with the earher prophecies ; in these it was

ahvays usual, with the exception of the Messianic prophecy, alike

necessary for all time, merely to present the nearer future in dis-

tinctand clear outlines, although to particularprophetswere granted

clear views into the more distant future also ; it was proper that

the rest should be presented in more indistinct and airy sketches,

that the prophets coming after might farther illustrate it, and give

it in sharper outline. The less numerous were the events to be

distinguished from one another, and the more the actors out of the

future lived, as was often the case, in the present, the less need

was there of detail.—Now, if such disclosures respecting the future

were to be imparted, Daniel, of all the prophets duiing the cap-

tivity and since, was the most suitable instrument for it. God, in

the gift of prophecy, is always guided by man's capacity to receive

it ; so that a man who, like Daniel, had passed his whole life in

high offices of State, must have been peculiarly adapted for the

accurate apprehension of communications, which for the most part

related to political revolutions. The other prophets possessed, in

addition to the donum, the miinus 'propheticum; their discourses

had a distinct reference to the men of their time ; but with this

the promulgation of so long a series of special revelations was

hardly compatible ; for these, as is declared in our book, were des-

tined rather for the future than the j)resent ; when there is a par-

ticular destination of a prophecy to the time present, there is ne-

cessarily connected with it a directly parsenetic tendency, and along

with this a dignified and chiefly poetic style of discoui'se, which

might easily be prejudicial to the distinctness and clearness here

required. A remarkable proof how much the destination of a

prophecy to the present, limited the powers of seeing into the fu-

ture, is afforded by a comparison of the first part of Isaiah and

Zechariah respectively with the second. The first part of both

prophets, containing those declarations which were particularly

designed for the present, gives, for the most part, distinct and

clear disclosiu'es only with reference to the more immediate future

;

even tiie Messianic prediction exhibits only those phases which

were adapted to exert more particular influence upon the mass of

the people in the present ; in tlie second part, on the contrary,

1
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which was rnthcr designed as a legacy to after ages, tlie most im-

portant disclosures are made concerning the more remote and most

remote future. Now, Daniel was no prophet by office ; hence, in

the prophecies entrusted to him, less regard needed to he had to

the necessities and the power of perception of the present genera-

tion ; a lofty poetic style would not here have been in its place,

since he requested and obtained disclosures with an immediate

view to himself only. He had been in so remarkable a manner

authorized by God (Calvin justly makes the establishment of this

authority one of the objects of the prefixing of the firet six chap-

ters), that no one could dare refuse assent to his dechu'ations on

account of their obscurity ; and hence the fulfilment was the more

carefully compared with the prophecy, as we have certain evidence

from the books of the Maccabees and Joscphus.

After this explanation we tliink we may confidently pass on to

the next argument.

3ECT. XIII. THE DETINITE PROPHECIES REACH ONLY TO ANTIOCHPS

EPIPHANES.

" In all the prophecies in the Book of Daniel the definiteness

of prediction, and its exact correspondence with history, go as far

only as Autiochus Epiphancs. Either the pro])hecy concludes with

the death of the tyrant, or there is immediately annexed to it the

prophecy of the deliverance of the Jews from all their troubles,

and of the advent of the Saviour, who with the annihilation of all

other kingdoms shall set up one to last for ever, and of the re-

surrection of the sleeping pious, so that tliere can be no mistaking

the intention of the author to express, that this will take place

immediately after the death of Antiochus Epiphaues. Now, if

Daniel possessed so distinguished a gift of prophecy, we should

expect that this foresight would have extended to the events stand-

ing in history in immediate connexion with the predicted occur-

rences, and that he would not have announced these merely in

general figures, and moreover in a manner to which the result has

not corresponded, as it has in the preceding instances." With this

argument 1'orphyky set out in his attack on the genuineness

of Daniel ; in recent times it has been adduced particularly by

Bi.EEK (p. 230), from whom wo have borrowed the words. Yet
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he himself grants, that this phenomena may be expkiined in ano-

ther way, and that we should not by this alone be justified in

denying the prophecies to be Daniel's. In truth, this fact would

not need to perplex us, even if the assumption, that it is only the

generally received Messianic predictions that go beyond the time

of Antiochus Epiphanes, were a correct one. We might then

appeal to perfect analogies in other prophets, from whicli it ap-

pears that the Lord frequently granted to his servants, according to

his wise pui-poses, clear and distinct disclosures only up to a defi-

nite time, because these were sufficient for the necessities of the

theocracy ; and, on the contrary, revealed the more remote future

to them only in general indistinct outlines. Let us compare, e.ff.,

tlie far more extensive prophecies of Jeremiah. From the com-
mencement of liis operations to the time of the dehverance from
the captivity, no circumstance of any importance to the theocracy

is found, which was not predicted by him with all defiuiteness, so

that even his embittered foes could find no plausible ground for

casting suspicion on his divine mission. Beyond the close of

the captivity, on the contrary, there is found hardly one distinct

prophecy relating to an individual, casual fact ; the Messianic an-

nouncement is given more indistinctly in him than in several of

the older prophets, Isaiah for instance. It is true there are found

in it certain special features, but these cannot be denied to

Daniel, even if we for a moment lay down the modern interpreta-

tion as correct, nay they are found in him more numerously and

remarkably,—such as the union of the divine and human nature

in the Messiah, his coming in the clouds of heaven to judgment,

the resurrection of the dead connected with it, of t^^e pious to

eternal life, of the ungodly to condemnation. The same holds

true of Ezekiel as of Jeremiah, if we except the last part of his

book, in which the future only will decide whether distinct pro-

phecies relating to particular incidents are contained. Nay, it

may be shewn that to no one prophet besides was there granted

such a clear gaze into all the pai'ts of the future. Thus, e.g., to

the greatest of all the prophets, Isaiah, the entii-e period from tlie

deliverance from the captivity till Christ, remsiins almost a terra

incognita, and not till this point does his prophecy regain the

clearness and distinctness which it had in reference to the oppres-

sions of the Assyrians and Babylonians, and the rescue bv Cvrus,
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Now, if it follow from this, that prophecy was not a hahitus in-

J'f/fiKs, manifesting itself according to the caprice of the prophet,

hut a gift in every ease dependent on the will of God, what ohjec-

tion can be made to the assumption, that to Daniel also this gift

was imparted only up to a certain period ? And this period, ac-

cording to the observations made above, was manifestly that in

which the chosen people most needed the definite announcement

of its fortunes, because then the temptation to apostasy was

greatest ! But if the cessation of definite prophecy with Antiochus

Epiphanes, supposing it really the case, would prove nothing,

with just as little propriety is it attempted to set aside the inspira-

tion, and thus the genuineness, of the prophecies of Daniel, by his

alleged mistake in the connexion of the Messianic kingdom and

the resurrection with the fall of Antiochus Epiphanes. Other-

wise one would be compelled, if any regard was had to consis-

tency, to deny the inspiration and genuineness of all the prophets.

It is the universal practice of the prophets, either immediately to

annex to the announcement of the inferior punishment that of

the higher, and to that of the lesser deliverance of the people of

God that of the greatest and final one of all, or to combine the

two together. Thus in Isaiah, e.^., the Messianic announcement

is annexed to that of the deliverance from the Assyrians and

Babylonians; in Jeremiah and P^zeliiel we find an interlacing of

the rescue from the captivity, and of the rescue by Christ ; Zecha-

riah passes immediately from the lower acts of divine Idndness

towju'ds the chosen people in the expedition of Alexander, to the

higher ones at the appearance of the Messiah. Even in the pro-

phecies of Christ, there is found a juxtaposition and interweaving

of the destruction of Jerusalem and of the judgment of the world.

We have the less need here to dwell on this fact, since it has been

already in the C//m7o/yyj6' developed at length, and deduced from

the essence of prophecy.

But we cannot for a moment grant what is laid down as a cer-

tainty in the bringing forward of this argument. We maintain

that in the book very distinct prophecies are contained, reaching

beyond tlie time of Antiochus Epiphanes. The main proof of

this assertion is found in chap, ix., where the time that was to

elapse till the appearance of the Messiah is given, the nature of

the New Testament econnmv doscribod. and tlie violent dcnth cf
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the Messiali, as well as the destruction of Jerusalem consequent

upon it, announced. We cannot, indeed, give the reasons of this

interpretation here, in order not to anticipate the continuation of

the Christologie. But infinitely more than we could ohtain from

any learned argumentation, we derive from the testimony of Christ,

who, Matt. xxiv. 15, announces the fulfilment of this prophecy as

to take place at the conquest of Jerusalem ; so that, in common
consistency, he only can advance the opinion that the Book of

Daniel contains no distinct jjrophecies reaching heyond the time

of Antiochus Epiphanes, who denies to Christ a freedom from

mistake, and so questions his divinity.* Moreover, we can refei'

to some modem learned dissertations, in which the con'ect inter-

pretation is substantially defended, comp. Sack, Apologetik, p.

287, sqq. Scholl, commentatio de LXX. hehdom. Dan. Fft.

1829, and the review of this work in the Litterar. Anzeiyer of

Tholuck, 1830. Nr. 34, 35.

Nor can the author, as to chaps, ii. and vii., ever be con\dnced of

the correctness of the modern interpretations, which agree in say-

ing that the contents of these prophecies do not extend beyond

Antiochus Epiphanes. We suppose it to be generally allowed,

that by the four parts of the great Colossus in the dream of Ne-

buchadnezzar, the same kingdoms are intended as are represented

in the vision chap. vii. by the four animals, and that the contents

of both prophecies are essentially the same, only that the latter

/treats more at large of the foiu'th kingdom. We consider it best,

therefore, in testing the modern interpretations, to combine both

passages. " Those modern expositors who make the contents of

these prophecies to reach no farther than Antiochus Epiphanes,

divide themselves into two parties.

1. According to Eichhorn, Einl. 4te Ausg. Bd. 4, p. 484,

Jahn, Dereser, De Wette, and Bleek, the succession of the

Chaldean, Median, Persian, and Macedonian empires, the last in-

cluding also the Macedonio-Asiatic kingdoms gi'owing outof it, was

symbolised in these prophecies, in the latter of the two with espe-

cial reference to the Syrian kingdom under Antiochus Epiphanes.

We shall here deal only with the difficulties which are peculiar to

* That Christ reiilly quotes tlie prophecy of Daiiiel as one yet to he i'ullilled, will Vv

shown farther on.

L
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this interpret Htiun, rcserviug those which arc cominon to it \vith

the following one, till we come to reply to that.—Tlie principal

difficulty arises from the separation of the Median and the Per-

sian kingdom, here assumed. If we look to history, this appears

hardly allowable. The Median kingdom will licre naturally come

under consideration only from the time of the conquest of Baby-

lon. For it is expressly said, chap. ii. 0!i, in the address to Ne-

buchadnezzar, " after thee shall another kingdom arise," and

chap. vii. 5 also militates against the idea of the co-existence of

the two. Now, the Median kingdom, as taking the place of the

Babylonian in the dominion of the world, lasted only as long as

CyaxaresII. lived, only two years after the conquest of Babylon

;

but,, strictly considered, the government, even during this brief

period, was rather in the hands of Cyrus. Indeed, on that account

almost all profane writers, for instance Herodotus, Ctesias, and

their whole train of successors, entirely pass by the Median domi-

nion over Babylon ! But it becomes still more improbable that

the Median kingdom is here individually symbolized, if w'e reflect

that the author in his selection of kingdoms has manifestly had

regard to their relation to the chosen people, and their influence

upon its fortunes. But no such influence can be pointed out

in the short Median domination. It merely formed an unimpor-

tant void space between the Babylonian and Bersian. The sepa-

ration of the Median dominion from the I'ersian is also rendered

improbable by the fact, that the Persian monarchy can hardly be

regarded as a new one distinct from the Median. " We set out

with the remark," says Schlosseu, 1. c p. 2-43, " that the king-

dom of tRe Modes and Persians was fundamentally one and the

same, only that in the change of dynasty other families obtained

the precedence." Comp. also Rosenm. AUcrtltumsk. i. 1, p. 291.

Wo saw before that the Persians adopted the entire Median cus-

toms and ideas about religion ; more than this, Cyrus, after the

death of Cyaxares, took i)ossession of the throne as rightful heir

to it, since he had married the only daughter of tliis his uncle

(comp. Jaiin, Arvhaoi. ii. 1. p. 229.) But what is most con-

vincing of all is, that every where, both in our book itself, and in

the later Jewish writers, the Medo-Persian monarchy appears as

a whoK'. That in chap. viii. 3, sqq. it is symbolized by a ram

with two horns, even the iidvocates of the present view id low ;
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comp. especially ver. 20. In chap. v. 28, Daniel says to Bel-

shazzar, " Thy kingdom is divided and given to the Medes and
Persians." In chap. vi. 8, 12, 15, even under Cyaxares mention

is made of the laws of the Medes and Persians ; the two nations,

then, even at that time are regarded as tor/ether constituting the

ruling people. The same mode of regarding the matter prevailed

also at a later period, when the royal family of Persia had as-

cended the throne. In the Book of Esther it is not the Persians

alone, but the Persians and Medes, who appear as the ruling peo-

ple. In chap. i. 3, Ahasuerus " gives a feast to all liis princes,

the great men in Persia and Media." In i. 18 occur, " the prin-

cesses in Persia and Media ;" in ver. 19, " the laws of the Medes
and Persians ;" in x. 2, " the chronicles of the kings in Media

and Persia." According to I Mace. i. 1 , Alexander smote rov

Aapelov ^aacXea Uepacov kuI MtjSwv. We are disposed to at-

tribute less weight than Josephus does, Archaeol. x. 10, 4, to the

fact that chap. ii. 32, the arms as well as the breast are assigned

to the second kingdom, answering to the ram with two horns in

chap, viii., from which he concludes that this kingdom must be

a combined one, the Medo- Persian.

But we must now examine the ground on which the advocates

of the opinion, that the second kingdom was the Median, rely.

They say (Eichhorn, Einl. iv. p. CI 4, De Wette, 1. c.) that

the second kingdom is chap. ii. 39, described as less than the

first, the Babylonian ; so that if the passage be interpreted of tlie

Medo-Persian kingdom, those most decided and uumistakeable

representations which are always given of it as an extensive and

terrible monarchy, are quite unknown here. But it must be well

observed, that the second kingdom is not called less than the

Chaldean kingdom in general, but than the Chaldean kingdom in

the time of Nebuchadnezzar, in the time therefore of its greatest

glory and power ; so that this kingdom might none the less be

represented in chap. vii. as a terrible one, and victorious on all

sides ;—moreover, that this description occurs in the address to

Nebuchadnezzar, where it was fitting to give prominence in

some measure to the superiority of his kingdom, for his comfort,

although such did not exist in all respects, and was true only at

certain times ;—finally, that this description, if it creates a diffi-

culty at all, must place the advocates of the Median Idngdom
L 2
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also in a dilcmraa ; for, if the three y^yhy (vii. 5) are made to

represent the ^Median, Persian, and l^abylonian people, had not

the Median kintjrdom in tliat case nearly the whole extent of the

succeeding Persian ? But if we keep in view the two first re-

marks, this description is fully home out by history. Notwith-

standing its great extent, the Persian kingdom veiy soon came

into a state of internal corruption which led to its downfall.

ScHLOSSER shows, 1. c., p. 285, sqq., that " amid all the lustre

of the Persian kingdom, neither science nor true art, neither ge-

nuine civilization nor power to resist internal and external foes"

existed ; that " rather with the ancient simplicity of manners, all

that was noble and good was iiTevocably lost," p. 288. " Its later

history shews us continually one satrap against another ; one hin-

ders the most useful measures of the other, and the king is only

a sacred name to delude the people with, as formerly in the king-

dom of the Great Mogul, and now in the Turkish empire. The

throne at Susa is a mere pretence, which no satrap can dispense

with. As regards the Persian military establishment, nothing can

he conceived of more pitiful than the later armies of the kingdom ;"

comp. also Heeren, 1. c. p. 480, sqq. Scarcely would an army

like that of Alexander, which with so little dilficulty overthrew

the Persian monarchy, have overpowered the Babylonians, al-

though at the time of its fall it had already lost much of the

greatness which it possessed in Nebuchadnezzar's time.

2. The second modem view, which likewise makes the contents

of both prophecies end with Antiochus Epiphancs, has found

its main advocate in Bertholdt. According to him the fii-st

kiiifrdom is the Babvlonian, the second the ]\Iedo-Pcrsian, the

third the kingdom of Alcximder, the fourth the Slates that arose

out of this. The ten horns, which, according to chap, vii., sprout

from the animal that symbolises the fourth kingdom, are tlie ton

kings of Syria ; the little horn that afterwards grows up among

these homs, Antiochus lOjtiplianes. The following ditlieultics

arise against this view :

—

a. It is here assumed that the kingdom of Alexander is sym-

bolised apart from that of his successors But there are grave

considerations opposed to this. In the first place, this o])inion

has the clear sense of the passage, chap. vii. 0, against it. It is

said there of the third kingdom—" After this I beheld, and lo
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another, like a leopard, which had upon the back of it four wiugs
of a fowl

;
the beast had also four heads ; and dominion was given

to it." Now, here the kingdom of Alexander is manifestly sym-
bolised together with that of his four principal successors, b'er-
THOLDT tries, 1. c. ii., p. 427, to avoid the force of this trouble-
some passage, b(/ which at the same time theformer hijjwthcsis,
which made the third kingdom to be the Persian kingdom, is met
b7j an insurmoiintahle obstacle, since such a quadripartition of
the Persian kingdom can by no means be shewn, by remarking—
"this twofold description [with four wings and heads] in all proba-
bility expresses the extension of the colossal empire of Alexander
to all the four quarters of heaven." But this opinion is not only
in itself improbable, since at best the fourwings, not the four heads,
could symbohse tliis extension, but it is also distinctly rebutted
by the parallel passage, chap. viii. 8, " therefore the he-goat (the
Macedonian kingdom) waxed very gi-eat ; and when he was at

his greatest, the great horn was broken ; and instead of it came
up four notable horns toward the four winds of heaven." In the
explanation of the vision it is said, ver. 22, " now that four stood
up in it^)hice when it was broken, signifies, that four kingdoms
shall arise out of the nation, but not so mighty as he was." Now,
if the four horns symbolise the four principal kingdoms proceeding
from the kingdom of Alexander, Egypt, Syria, Thrace, and Mace-
donia (comp. Berth, p. 488), how can it be mistaken that by
the four heads the same kingdoms ai'e symbolised (the " four
wings" correspond to the expression, " towards the four winds"
in our passage) ? But from tliis it follows with the same neces-
sity, that the third kingdom cannot be the Persian, or the fourth
that of Alexander's successors. For, since it has already been
symbolised along with that of Alexander, how could it here again
be symbolised separately as a fourth kingdom ? A second parallel

passage is chap. xi. 4, " his (Alexander's) kingdom shall be
broken, and shall be divided towards thefour winds ofhcaren."—Farther, nowhere in Daniel does the kmgdom of Alexander's
successors appear in such a manner distinct from his, as the king-
dom of the Medo- Persians from that of the Babylonians, the
kingdom of Alexander from that of the Persians. In chap. x.
20 rather, according to Bertholdt's own admission, the mon
archy of Alexander and all his successors is designated, in oppo
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sition to the Persian monnrcliy, by 1^ Greece. Nor is sucli h

division to be found in the later Jewish writings. The only pas-

sage to which Bertholdt appeals, 1 Mace. i. 0, needs only to be

cited to shew that it proves the very contrary :

—
"• Wherefore he

called his sei*vants, such as were honourable, and had been brought

up with him from his youth, and parted his kingdom among them,

wliile he ^>as yet alive."* The contrast iu chap. ii. 14, where it

is said of the Messianic kingdom that it shall not pass to any

other people, shews that the division of the kingdoms was not

founded on a change of dynasties, but on a change of nations,

which was not the case between the kingdom of Alexander and

that of his successors. Bertiioldt himself remarks, p. 081 :

"Alexander's kingdom still continued to live in the smaller States

that gi'cw out of it, because the dividers of it and the foundei*s of

these were dreeks."

h. The manner iu which the fuurth kingdom is described, makes

the supposition impossible that it was the kingdom of Alexander's

successors. It is as clear as day, if we compare tlie description

ii. 33, 40, sqq., that a kingdom is meant which at first formed

a whole but was afterwards divided. This is especialh-^ianifest

in ver. 41 ; that the feet and toes of the colossus are partly of

iron and partly (^{ clay, is here explained to mean that the fourth

kingdom should be divided. But if these were intended to sym-

bolise the division, then the leu[s whollv of iron must necessarily

symbolise an undivided kingdom.—Farther, the fourth kingdom

is here represented as a great deal more mighty and terrible than

the three preceding ones. " The fourth kingdom, " it is said,

chap. ii. 40, " shall be strong as iron : forasmuch as iron breaketh

in pieces and subdueth all things, so shall it break in pieces and

bruise all these kitif/doms." In chap. vii. 7, we read, " the fourth

beast was dreadful imd ten'ible, and strong exceedingly ; and it

had great iron teeth ; it devoured and broke in pieces, and stamped

the residue with its feet: and it uas dicersefrom all the beasts

that were before it." These last words, according to Beutholdt,

p, 428, must be referred to the manifold form or the plurality of

tlie fourth kingdom. But this interpretation, if we look no farther

• Kal kK&Kiai Toiis iraiSai Avtov Toi/t li/io^ovt, tows <rvviKTp6<pov^ auTow wwd

HioTtfTov, xal iiiiXti/ di/ToIv Ti/i> patTiXilav ivTov Jti ^wirrot iinov.
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than our passage, is improbable ; for the diversity from the other

beasts stands even here in manifest connexion with the greater

tcrribleness. The same thing, however, appeal's still more clearly

from ver. 23, where, to the words " it will be quilc diverse from

all the kingdoms," it is added as a kind of explanation, " it shall

devour the whole earth, and shall tread it down and break it in

pieces." As early as Jerome the true interpretation was given,

^' in priorihus hestiis sinf/ula formidinum sifpia, in hac om-

nia sunt." In the Apocalypse, chap. xiii. 2, the form of this

animal appears as one made up out of that of the three fomicr.

It is as cleai- as day, that the reason why the author did not men-

tion some particular animal was, that all nature did not offer one

that was terrible enough for symbolising this kingdom. Now,

Bektholdt, by this picture of the fourth kingdom, so little suited

to his hypothesis, gets into no small difficulty, from which how-

over he tries, p. 218, to extricate himself by the remark, " r<?-

ffcirded as a whole, the States which arose out of Alexander's

dominions certainly formed an extraordinary power," (which is

nullified by the mere fact that, according to Bertholdt's own re-

mark, p." 199, the parts of the colossus symbolise events « ceo ;-r////.'7

to their succession to one another, and thus there must correspond

to the legs whoUij of iron, a State of the fourth kingdom which is

earlier than that symbohsed by the feet and toes partly of iron and

partly of clay) ; and, p. 428, by the remark, that since Palestine dur-

ing the contentions of Alexander's successors had an inexpressible

amount of suffering to undergo, it may be readily understood why

the fourth kingdom is depicted so fearfully and ten-ibly. But it

may be easily perceived that these remarks do not meet the case,

as Bertholdt himself feels; for he adds, "meanwhile it must

not be overlooked, that most of the expressions are derived from

the figurative use of iron in the second chapter (ver. 40), and.

therefore, must not be too closely pressed," a most strange way of

getting out of the difficulty, since, of course, the inquiry immedi-

ately presents itself, why the author in the second chapter chose

for tins kingdom the image of iron. Even supposing it were

allowable to regard the kingdoms of Alexander's successors as a

collective whole, were they as such at all more terrible than the

Chaldean and Persian monarchy, nay, rather, than the kingdom

of Alexander himself? Could it be said of them, that they would
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devour, tread down, and break in pieces, the uhule earth / How
far the author himself intended the whole description to he pressed,

appears from the fact that, chap vii. 19, sqq., he repeats it word

for word. The assumption, moreover, that the kingdom of Alex-

ander's successors presents itself to the author as more teniblc

than it really was, merely because it was so destructive to the

chosen people, is refuted by the passage chap, ^^ii. ^2, where it is

said of Alexander's successors, that they were nut so mit/hti/ as

/te was ; farther, by chap. xi. 4, where it is said that the kingdom

of Alexander's successors would not equal his kingdom. But let

the entire description of the kingdoms of Alexander's successors

in chap. xi. be compared ; nowhere is there a trace to be found of

the teiTibleness and power which is here ascribed to the fourth

kingdom, and yet the same cause must have operated there, which

is said in this case to have produced the exaggeration.

c. It remains unexplained on this hypothesis, what the ten

kings or kingdoms ore, which, according to chap, vii., proceed

from the fouith kingdom, and who is the king that is to anniliilate

three of these. We need not stay to refute the earlier attempts of the

advocates of this hypothesis, since Bertholdt, p. 431, has shewn

them to be altogether unsatisfactory. The attempt of Bektiioldt

himself is, however, just as unsatisfactory. He assumes that the

ten kings are to be sought for merely among the rulere of Syria.

But history knows of only seven sovereigns of this kingdom in

all. According to Bertholdt the three kings that are wanting

are the following:— 1. Heliodorus, who poisoned Seleucus Philo-

pator, and tried, with the help of a somewhat powerful party, to

get possession of the throne. 2. Ptolema?us riiilometor, king of

Egypt, who laid claim to tlie throne as sister's son to the late

king, and likewise had a party. 3. DemeU'ius, to whom, as the

son of the former king, the throne would have belonged of right.

The eleventh king is said to be Antioclms Epipluuies, who mount-

ed the throne by sui)planling the three pretenders to the crown.

But in the whole representation the discourse is about three actual

kings or kingdoins, who are deposed or destroyed by the eleventh

king. Moreover, not a single one of these three pretenders to

the crown is produced by any historian in the list of Syrian kings.

Antioclms mounted the \\mmc pcarefulli/ ; Demea-ius, who might

at first be numbeied as a king of Syria, liad not at all made gf)od
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his claims, and was made a hostage at Home. Comp. Prideaux,

hist. d. Jiiifs, iv. p. 15C sqq.

With these difficulties it will be most advisable, in case the

objections raised in modem times against it can be set aside, to

return to the more ancient explanation, the one received almost uni-

versally in the Jewish synagogue and in the Christian church, which

madethe four kingdoms tobetheBabylonian, Medo-Persian, Greek,

and Komau, the fifth the Messianic. This interpretation is remark-

ably favoured by the testimony of tradition. Josephus several

times mentions that falsely understood prophecies were a princi-

pal means of exciting the Jews to rebelhon against the Romans.

That these prophecies were no other than ours, that, consequently,

in those early times no other reference was even held to be pos-

sible in them, although men had the history of the period to

which, according to the modern view, these prophecies refer,

lying far more clearly and distinctly before them than we have,

is shown by the passage, Arclmol. x. 10, 4. Josephus relates

and explains there the di'eam-vision of Nebuchadnezzar, chap. ii.

When he comes in his interpretation to the stone, he says he will

say nothing about it, since it is his object to describe only what

has occurred, not what is to come, and refers those who wish to

be informed upon it to the Book of Daniel itself. By this he in-

timates distinctly enough, that he takes the fourth kingdom to be

the Roman, and expects its overthrow by that of the Messiah.

So immoveable, then, was his persuasion that the fourtli lungdom

was the Roman, that all the things his people and liimself had

suffered in the Jewish war, partly occasioned as they were by this

interpretation, were not able to wean him from it ; he seems to

think merely that there was formerly an error in regard to the

time, or that the people were mistaken in undertaking themselves

to bring about the better period, whereas, according to the pro-

phecy, the erection of the Messianic kingdom was to be a work of

God.

Let us now examine the arguments which Bertholdt, p. 211

sqq., and p. 424, has brought forward against this interpretation.

1 . "It is contrar)' to the historical practice of the Jewish writers,

to put together the kingdom of Alexander and his successors."

The contrary has already been shewn. 2. " According to this

interpretation, the relation between the stone and the fifth king-
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(lorn is destroyed. The stone is said to be the Messiuli, and the

filth kingdom his kingdom. Tliis is contrary to the whole ana-

logy of the dream-vision and its authentic explanation in the text,

&c." Bertholdt, however, might here have spared himsell" the

whole of his reasoning. For it concerns, not this interpretation

in itself, but only an erroneous modification of it, rejected even

by the better earher expounders (comp. e.g. Calvin, Geiek, Chk.

B. MiCHAELis in loc), according to which the stone is referred to

the person of the Messiah, instead of the Messianic kingdom.

8. "It is only by allowing oneself the greatest hberties, that

what is said of the fourth kingdom can be adapted to the Roman.
Singularly copious as history here is, yet is it too poor to ftimish

these few words witli attestations." We maintain, on the con-

trary, that on this assumption eveiy thing can be shewn to be

more completely fulfilled than on any other, with the exception,

that is, of what yet remains to be fulfilled, to which belongs, for

instance, the eleventh king in chap, vii., whose appearance the

Apocalypse also, chap, xiii., where om- prophecy is again resumed,

and Paul, in a passage hereafter to be looked at more attentively,

set do\vn as future and belonging to the last times.—The fourth

kingdom is depicted as far more terrible than the foregoing ones,

and as stretching its conquests over the whole earth (com. p. IGT.)

This is just the picture Dionysius of Halicaruassus gives, in the

proa'm. to liis Rumnn Antiquities, of the relation of the Roman
kingdom to the eai'lier kingdoms of the world—the Assyrio-Ba-

bylonian, the Persian and the Grecian. " Such," he says, " are

the most famous kingdoms do\vn to our time, and such their du-

ration and power. ]5ut the empire of the Romans pervades all

rer/ions vf the earth, which arc not inaccessible, but inhabited by

mankind ; it reigns also over the whole sea, and is the first and

only one that has made the East and the West its boundaries.

Its power, too, has not lasted a short time, but longer than that

of any other kingdom.—There is no people that does not recog-

nize Rome as the universal mistress, or which refuses to submit

to its dominion. 'J'his whole passage deserves to be compared

in the original, as it agrees in a remarkable manner with our pro-

phecies.—lint the fourth kingdom is afterwiuds to be divided,

lirsi into great kingdoms, the feet, then into smaller ones, the

toes. The Roman kingd(Mu separated first into the Oriental and
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Occidental empire, afterwards into the European kingdoms, con-

nected in a variety of respects -vvitli the Koman empire, and grow-

ing out of it (comp. J. D. Michaelis on chap, ii.)—In this later

period the fourth kingdom will lose a great deal of its former

power and temhleness. Jerome in loc. says
—

" As in the he-

ginning the Eoman empire was most impregnahle, so has it at

length become most feeble : for both in our civil wars and our

hostilities with foreign nations we require the aid of strangers

and barbai-ians."* The reference to the Roman empire has mani-

festly the farther circumstance in its favour, that in that case the

twofold division of the fourth kingdom found in the text, first

into two kingdoms, then into several of dissimilar strength, can

be pointed out, a thing which, with the reference to the Grecian

kingdom, cannot be done.—In ii. 43, it is, moreover, cited as

something peculiar to the fourth kingdom, that its rulers will seek

by marriages to confirm its sinking power. In this the advocates

of the reference to the successors of Alexander seek the principal

confirmation of their view ; but, whilst from the whole history of

these kingdoms only two alliances of Syrian and Egyptian kings

can be pointed out, the history of the Eoman kingdom offers a

vastly gTeater number of them (comp. Calov, bibl. ill., and Mi-

chaelis in loc, Velthusen, animadv. ad Dan. II. 27-45, in

the Commentatt. iheoll. of Velthusen, Kninol, and RurERTi.

v., p. 377, sqq.)—According to chap, vii., there are to proceed

from the fourth kingdom ten kings, /. e., in accordance with the

frequent usage of the book (comp. Bleek, p. 279), ten kingdoms.

These ten kingdoms had been already in the dream-vision of

Nebuchadnezzar figured by the ten toes. Michaelis: "it is

manifest that a prophecy, unless it intends particularly to indicate

every single period, cannot name a very exact number, but must

make use of a round number. The number of the kingdoms in

the great community of Europe moves, so to speak, fluctuatingly

about this round number, being sometimes more sometimes less."

In this, however, it must be observed, that probably at the time

of the final fulfilment the number ten will be a definite one, as

* Sicut iu principio niliil Romano imperio fortius et diirius fuit, ita in fine reruni

nihil imbecillius : qviando ct in bellis civilibus ct ndversum divei"sas natioues aliaiiun

gentium baibiuanim iudigemus auxilio.
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would uppear to result from the fact that the eleventh king is to

destroy tlnee kings and their kingdoms.—In the time of the fourth

kingdom of the world, the Messianic one is to appear, at iii-st

small and unpretending, hut afterwards rising into infinite great-

ness and power (the tigurative representation is rpiite similar to

that in Ezekiel, chap. xvii. '-l'Z~'2 1 ). and subduing the whole earth;

that is, the spiritual kingdom of Christ from the time of his enter-

ing on his glory, taken in connection however with his appear-

ance hereafter in the end of days (comp. Chrixtul. i. 'Z, p. 30,

s(pi.), which rests upon the firmest testimony of the prophets,

apostles, and Christ himself; and hence assertions like that of

Berth, p. 212, that such a kingdom—from which of course, if

we allow the symbohcal chiu-actcr of the Old and New Testament

declarations (comp. Nnzscii, 1. c. p. 248), we must separate

every thing carnal, and which must not be confounded with the

kingdom of a thousand years—rests on mere jjhantums, deserves

no reply, as being an undisguised product of disbelief in di-

vine revelation (comp. 2 Pet. iii. 3, 4.)

—

Beutholdt objects,

(4.
J
that according to this interpretation the whole must be

regarded as a ///.v/«//tY// revelation from God, whereas the other

divine revelations, nliicli ire rccof/nizc an .such, are wholly of a

moral kind; tliis objection, however, we may pass over, since accord-

ing to its very words it is founded on the subjective sentiment of

the originator, and has been already sutiiciently refuted in the

preceding section ;—farther, that these prophecies cannot be taken

for divine revelation, if it were only for their great obscurity ; but

it is astonishing that the obsciiriti/ is here adduced against the

inspiration, and elsewhere the clearness and deliniteness. and the

question arises whether the obscurity has its cause in the object,

or in the subjectivity of the expositor, which latter might perhaps

with some probability be concluded from the reiujukable, almost

univereal, agreement of the Je\psh synagogue, and of the older

Christian Church in the interpretation ;—liually, that in such a

pro[)hecy, no object worthy of God can for a moment be divined,

on lussertion which is no more directed against our prophecy than

against all the rest, and falls at once with the recoguition of

divine revelation, and which, even if we regard -jucrely tiiose for

whom the prophecy wius at hi-st destined, the Jews, is suthcienlly

answered bv th'' |oll<»win^ wiuds of C.vLViN :
—"The Jews knew
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that the Chaldeans were then by a decree of heaven the ruHng

power, that next was to come another kingdom inferior to it, that

after that they woukl be in bondage to the Macedonians, but fi-

nally the Romans would become conquerors and masters of the

world—all this, observe, the result of the divine decree. When

they took these things into consideration, and then heard that the

Redeemer who was promised to them was to be a perpetual king,

and that all these empires, however they might Hourish for a while,

were destined to disappear, they would hence be reassured in no

ordinary degree. The Lord wished, tlierefore, to sustain their

fortitude, that they might remain faithful to him amidst all these

commotions and changes, and wait in patience and tranquillity for

the Redeemer promised to them."* But greatly more imi)ortant

than'all the opposing arguments brought furwai'd by Bi.ktiioi.dt

is the following-^D. Ion which most particular sti-ess is laid by

Dereser— " What is said in chap. vii. of the eleventh horn has

a sm-prising similarity to that which chap. viii. 0, sqq. and xi.

21, sqq. is said of Antiochus Epipliaues, so that one is involun-

tarily led to the conjecture that in both passages one and the same

subject is described." But this matter is explained just as easily

in another way. Antiochus Epiphanes typifies Antichrist ;
what

is said of him' in chap. viii. and xi. is, that his desecration of the

temple, his persecutions, Sec, should have their fulfilment at the

end of the centuries. This typology is necessarily founded in the

very nature of the O. T. ; most striking examples of it can be

adduced from the prophecies. But here we have a special justi-

fication of this in the authority of the N. T. Paul, in his descrip-

tion of Antichrist (2 Thess. ii. 3), clearly on puii)ose, boiTows

tlie very expressions he employs fi-om the description of Antio-

chus Epiphanes, chap. xi. Bengel excellently paraphrases ver.

4, " The day of Christ will not come imtil that shall have been

• " CumJudtei scireut exccelesti dccreto Chaldaeos tunc reRnore, dein.le vcnturum

i.liiul iniptri.nn deterius, ct tprtio rti.ini subeinulnm illis .'sse servitntem sub Macedo-

iiibiis, poslremo Uoraanos fore victorts iic Doiniuos lotius orbis, sciDper, i.t d.xi, av

lesti decreto—cum ergo liiec opud se reputnrcnt. doinde nudirent redemptorein, qiM

illis promissus f.i.T.it. for.- reform perprtunin, ct mon arcbins omiies, etiamsi ad teu.pus

ful-erent, t>mieu non habere certam stabilitut, in, lia-c fuit illis noii vulgaris conliniin-

tio'' Voluit igitur Domiuus Ulorum niiimos fulciie, ut inter tales afoiationes et tur-

bas manercnt tam.n eonstnntes et patient, raeqni.tis animis expeetarent red. niptofem

'eibi pi'onii.'s-ium.'
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fulfilled (in the man of sin) which Daniel foretold of Antiochus,

but foretold in such terms, that it is more applicable to the man
of sin, who answers to Antiochus, and outdoes him in wicked-

ness."* Even the article in r) airoaTaaia and 6 ilvOpoiiro^i T)}<i

d/jLapTia<; points back to the Book of Daniel. Nor can the coin-

cidence in the measures of time (vii. 25, comp. xii. 7), prove any-

thing (comp. Apoc. xii. G.) I 6.] Against this interpretation there

has been farther urged the measured gradation of the prophecies

from the indefinite to the definite. But even according to that

gradation, the single prophecies stand in an exact and fitting rela-

tion to one another. The first, the dream of Nebuchadnezzar,

forms the preliminary sketch, which is farther wrought up in what

follows. The first kingdom, the Babylonian, as already existing,

required no farther distinction. In chap. vii. every necesssary

disclosure is given respecting the fourth kingdom. Chap. viii.

and chaps, x.-xii. are occupied now with the second and third, es-

pecially with the latter, because this was especially pregnant with

influence on the chosen people, and the fortunes of the kingdoms

are treated with constant reference to them, whence too it is ex-

plained why the great monarchies in later times cotemporaiy with

the Roman empire are not once mentioned.

Now, if the fourth kingdom be the Roman, it is established

that in our book, even apart from chap, ix., there ai*e contained

prophecies which reach beyond Antiochus Kpiphanes, which there-

fore are not to be fully explained on the assumption of their com-

position under Antiochus P^piphanes. No human sagacity could

then forsee that the Roman empire would so far sui^iass the pre-

ceding empires of the world in power and terribleness, that it

would quite swallow up the Grecian empire, and much less still

its separation at first into two, and afterwai'ds into several king-

doms (comp. the farther amphficatiou in J. D. ]\Iicil\elis, 1. c,

p. 15, sqq.)

SECT. XIV. OTHER 0UJECT10N3.

We will here put together all the remaining arguments against

the genuineness.

-_ J(. W-X'-"^
• " Non vcnit dies Cliristi, nisi iinplcliim sit (in liumane pcccati), quod Diinid di*

Antioclio ilii pru-dixit, at niugis etiiun convenint in liuiuiuem peccali Autioclio ri-s|)(>n-

dentur ct illo deterioreni."
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1. ^'In chap. xii. 4, Daniel is commanded to shut up the roll

containing the prophecies he had received, and to seal it up till

the time of fulfilment. This feature contains marks of design not

to be misunderstood. Traces of the existence of these historical

predictions in earlier times might have been sought for ;
but the

procedure referred to would make it quite intelUgible, why they did

not make their appearance till the time when the author hved,

and when all that was predicted was already come to pass." So

Bertholdt, Comm. p. 795, De Wette, 1. c. (comp. Bleek, p.

180, 207.) Sack also, Apoloyetik, p. 285, supposes that a hte-

ral shutting up and sealing is intended, and endeavours thus to

explain the position of the book in the canon ; he thinks that by

the arrangement of the author it was entrusted for a long time to

a narrow circle of priests and scribes, and not added to the other

books for the purposes of divine worship till the approaching

fulfilment made the use of it beneficial. But it may be easily

shewn that neither the opponents nor the advocates of the genu-

ineness can get anything from this passage, since the exposition

of it laid down by them as the basis of their reasoning, is mani-

festly false. The command to the prophets to shut up and seal

the prophecies, relates only to a symbolical action, to be under-

stood of something internal, and after the removal of the mere

drapery, the imperatives are to be resolved into futures—thus,

these prophecies will be closed and sealed till the time of the

end, in nearly the same manner as Zech., chap. xi. 15, is com-

manded in a vision to take the instruments of a foolish shepherd,

to intimate that some day ungodly rulers will ruin the people.

This is evident from the following reasons. There can be no

doubt that chap. viii. 20, "shut up the vision,./i:>r it reaches to

a distant period," is to be regarded as a parallel passage to ours.

But here the explanation of a literal closing is beset by great dif-

ficulty. Why should only this particular prophecy be closed up ?

The following words, '' I was astonished at the vision, and nobody

understood it," shew clearly enough what the shutting up means.

But the external acceptation of the words is still more strongly

opposed by chap. xii. 9. There the angel answ^ers Daniel's re

quest for more precise disclosures respecting the prophecy, by

snviug that he cannot furnish him with them because it is closed,

and sealed up till the last time. According to tliis, then, the
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sealing and shutting up of the prophecy refers to an internal pecu-

liarity
; it was already so before Daniel put it in writing, and

could think of an external sealing and closing. Then we must

notice likewise the pai'allel passages, in which the same figurative

representation prevails. First of all. Is. xxix. 11, comes under

notice, " and the vision of all is become unto you as the words

of a book that is sealed, whi(*h men deliver to one that is learned,

saying, Eead this, I pray thee ; and he saith, I cannot, for it is

sealed." Here then is a sealed prophecy, that is a dark, unintel-

ligible one. It is ti'ue the passage would lose a part of its ana-

logy, if with Gesenius we should explain ^'^'^''2, not hy j)roj)heq/,

but by law (/) ; but this explanation stands in just as little need

of a serious refutation as the violent assumptions in ver. 10. Far-

ther, it is said in Rev. xxii. 10, with manifest reference to our

passage, " Seal not the words of the prophecy of this book, for

the time is near," i.e., the approaching fulfilment will shed light

on this prophecy. On the other side, the advocates of the exter-

nal acceptation can appeal to no parallel passages. For it has

already been demonstrated, Christ, i. 2, p. 101, that Is. viii. IG,

where, according to Sack, Isaiah is to dehver the mysterious pro-

phecy to his disciples, does not apply, ni-.^ can just as httle mean
prophecy here as nith in the other passage can mean law. It may
be easily shown, too, that the other passage adduced by Ber-
THOLDT, Jer. xxxii. 14, has nothing to do with the question.

2. " In the Book of Daniel there is found the same view of

things, and there occur the same expressions and forms of speech,

as in far later books, for instance the first and second Book of

the Maccabees, and the fourth Book of Ezra. In this we have

a clear attestation that it does not belong to the age of Daniel."

Berth. Comm. i. 33, Einl. p. 1540; De Wette, 1. c. This

argument is strange, but more than strange is the question asked

by Bertholdt, " Is this conformity to be explained as a pro-

phetic anticipation ?" The oldest of the books in which traces

are said to be discovered of affinity with our book, and where it

is really to be found, is the first Book of the Maccabees. But
here there is so undeniable a use made of our book, that even

Bleek, p. 181, allows that the author used, not only the original

of our book at that time commonly known and acknowlctlgcd

among tlie Jews, but probably also a Greek translation of it. In
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every case where a real affinity witli our book is found, a direct

or iiulirect borrowing from it can be pointed out. Tlie argument,

therefore, is no better and no worse, than if from the affinity of

the pseudepigraphum, the ascensio Jesaue (comp. resp. itGESE-

Nius, Jes. i. p. 45, sqq. Nitzsch in the Htud. undKritik. 1880,

ii.), with the caiionical Isaiah, any one shoukl attempt to prove

tlie spuriousnesss of tlie hitter.

:]. " The Book of Daniel contains unmistakeable traces of Jew-

ish national pride." Griesinger, p. 47. But, if we except tlie

alleged encomiastic passages about Daniel, which we will treat

of by and by, that which the objector adduces in evidence, affects

the other writings of the 0. T. just as much as the Book of Da-

niel ; and in fact, p. vii., he is not ashamed to allege the same

charge against all the prophets. We may therefore leave this

objection here unexamined, as not specially directed against our

book, but proceeding from the principle of a general denial of re-

velation. Then only will it have the force of evidence, when it

can be shewn, that, besides the doctrine which is not peculiar to

the writings of the O. T. only, but is also in the most express

manner confirmed by Christ and the apostles—the doctrine of

God's especial providence, towards the chosen people

—

another

doctrine, which is foreign to the whole of the Old and New Testa-

ments, that, namely, of their possessing any peculiar Avorthiness

beyond others, is to be found. But this notion is as strongly

denounced here as in any other projihet. " We present before

thee oar prayer, not for our righteousness, but for thy great com-

passion," ix. 18; "We have sinned and done wickedly," ver.

15; " For our sins and for the iniquities of our fathers, Jerusalem

and thy people are become a reproach to all that are about us,"

ver. 16 ;
" For thine own sake, save us Lord," ver. 19.

4. "Nothing is apparent in these prophecies of the higher

moral tendency, which is so prominent in the most I'emaikable

prophecies of other seers, of earlier and later times, and which

marks them out as inspired," Berth, p. 23. " The spirit of moral

admonition appears very rarely," De Wette, 1. c. All that is

correct in this charge is the absence of direct admonition, a thing

however that can be fully explained and justified from the cir-

cumstances in which Daniel stood, and which likewise occurs, eg.,

in the second part of Zechariah, which no one on that account
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thinks of pronouncing spurious. But this argument cannot liavo

any force, unless, since all Scripture is declared to be useful for

doctrine, for admonition, for correction, it can be shewn that this

criterion is wanting in our book, and that there is not contained

in it a rich treasure of indirect admonition, reproof, and comfort,

as was the case with all that the other prophets delivered, so far

as their vocation was similar to Daniel's. But who will under-

take to maintain this '.' We adduce here only one circumstance,

referring our readers to the excellent treatises of Calvin and

Melancthon {Opj). t. ii.) in the introduction, as well as to tlie

jyorismata of Geier, objectionable only for its pedantic form.

The main pui-pose of the book is, to point out how God's provi-

dence reigns over his church ; how, although he may for a time

give them up to be deservedly chastised by their enemies, yet,

when the suffering has attained its purpose, he delivers all the

more gloriously—how all worldly power perishes when it enters

into an unequal encounter with the Almighty God of Israel—how

at length, after the destruction of the great kingdoms of the world,

the everlasting kingdom of God and Christ shall spread over tlie

whole earth. It hardly need be shewn what a rich fund of admo-

nition is contained in this the main doctrine of the book, what

powerful incitements it contained, and still contains, to a faithful

devotedness to God, to a willing pursuit of his commands, to sted-

fastness in sufferings and persecutions, such for example as came

upon the Jews under Antiochus Epiphanes. Now, if fidelity to

God be the supreme of all duties, how can moral worth be denied

to a book, whose chief aim it is to establish men in that fidelity '.'

What powerful incitements to this are there not in tlie historical

examples of it set forth in the first part ; in the announcement,

chap, xii., that at the end of all things some sliallrise to everlast-

ing life, and some to shame ami t-ontcmpt ; that those who have

not only remained faithful themselves, but also have confirmed

others in their fidelity, shall shine like tl»e splendours of heaven '?

Could any direct admonition have jjossibly led the people to a

deeper sense of their sins, to a more profound sorrow and repent-

ance, than the prayer, chap, ix., uttered in the name of the peo-

ple ? Could there be any farther need of a direct admonition, for

the excitation at once of hope and fear, when the people were

informed, with an intimation at what distance of time, of the cer-
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tain appearance of the expected Messiah, and of the desolation of

their city to follow, in consequence of their disbelief of tlie pro-

mises '? We may then boldly maintain, that this book is inferior

to no other prophetic book in its moral texture, but rather in this

respect bears certain mai'ks of its divine origin.

6. " The eye of the reader falls on passages which, if Daniel

wrote thus about himself, he cannot in any wise reconcile with the

character of an intelligent and great man ; comp. i. 19, 20 ; v.

11, 12; vi. 4 ; ix. 23 ; x. 11." Berth, i. 37, Einl. p. 1541,

])e Wette, 1. c. In the first place, we ofter the following gencz'al

remarks in reply. We find the same phenomenon in other parts

of the sacred writings. Moses calls himself. Numb. xii. 3, a par-

ticularly humble and meek-minded man. And, what is especially

observable, the modest Paul, to whom the Lord had made him-

self known in a still more distinguished manner than to Daniel,

utters so much in praise of himself, that the alleged laudatory

passages in Daniel pass for nothing in comparison. He says, 1

Cor. XV. 10, " I have laboured much more than they all," and his

second letter to the Corinthians contains so many similar passages,

that it is not worth while to quote any one in particular. A si-

milar thing appears in the writings of distinguished Christians,

whom no one will dare to accuse of pride ; thus, for instance,

Wesley and Whitefield manifest no reluctance to enumerate in

their journals the great successes which had attended their preach-

ing of the Gospel, the distinguished divine recognition they had

received.—How, then, do we explain this fact ? It is perfectly

clear that a Pelagian who should say such things of himself, could

not make the smallest claim to the " character of a great and in-

telhgent man." Propria laus sordet. But it is a mistake for

a person to apply his own standard to appearances which must be

measured by quite a different standiu-d. He who has attained the

innermost persuasion that in him by nature not the smallest good

dwells; he who ascribes, not with the mouth but with the heart,

all the good that is found in him to the single source of all that

is good in creatures, the undeserved favour of God ; he who gives

evidence of this by telling us as frankly and readily oi his frail-

ties and sins as of God's grace ;
— that man is, in regard to his own

self, placed in just as objective a position forjudging, as in refer"

ence to a third person ; for it is in realitv another person than

M 2
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himself Lo whom liis praise belongs. It is not indcccl enough to

entitle a man to do this, that he is on the whole a Christian

;

not merely justification, but the highest degree of sanctification

attainable in this life, is demanded for it ; there is not one

among thousands who, with even the most complete theoretic per-

suasion, and with the loudest confessions, that God is every thing

and he nothing, does not retain in the secret nooks of his heart,

notwithstanding, a rcsdii/t/m of self-righteousness ; who does not,

at least, so far fail to see a mirrored reflection of himself, as to

indulge witli complacency the tliought that these favours of God
have fallen to his particular lot. Now, so long as there is this

impure state of mind, which with most persons never ceases in

this life, and which especially in our times, backed by the cor-

rupting influences of Kalionalism, exists even within the precincts

of Christendom more strongly than perhaps at any former period,

it is a sacred duty to withdraw the eye as much as possible from

that which grace eflcctuates in us, and thus to conceal it from

ourselves, and still more from others.—But we have every reason

to believe that those sacred writers in whom we find the thing

referred to, were actually raised by tlie Holy Spirit to such a height

of perfection, that the sinful contemplation of their own excellen-

cies appeared only in transient emotions, which were immediately

quelled. There needs no proof that Moses everywhere appears as

a pattern of humility—that he always wishes to be nothing else

than God's instrument ; with the same frankness with which he

speaks of his humihty and meekness on occasion of an attack

made on his character, he informs us elsewhere of his frailties and

J'ailings, c.f/., his unbelief, which excluded him from the laud of

promise. The prevailing tone of Paul's life is seen in the pas-

sages, 2 Cor. iii. 5, " Not that we are sufficient of ourselves to

think any thing as of ourselves, but our sufficiency is of God ;"

X. 17, " but he that glorieth, let him glory in the Lord;'" xii. 5,

" of this T will glory ; but of myself I will not glory, but in mine

infirmities." He who possesses the spiritual faculty, without

Avliich spiritual matd'rs cannot be examined, perceives that I'aul

always gives honour not to himself but to (iod.—Daniel's deep

ackiiowledgment of his own unworthiness and of his own wretch-

edness, expresses itself with peculiar force in the prayer, chap. i.\.

;

he prays there not as a saint for sinners, but he classes himself
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among the Jutter ; and that this was not a mere figure of speech,

but that he was fully serious in it, is apparent from ver. 20,
" whilst 1 was speaking, and praying, and confessing mij sin, and
the sin of the people." Throughout the whole book Daniel
diverts the honour from himself to God. It is God, not his own
deserts, that gives Daniel favour with the principal chamberlain

;

i. 1). He alone, not Daniel's wisdom, although it was greater

than that of all living men, " can reveal hidden things." God
gives Daniel and his companions skill and understanding in all

kinds of hterature and wi.sdom, i. 17. The ground of his dis-

tinction beyond all the other counsellors of Darius is, according
to chap. vi. 4, not his own cleverness, but the more uoble simit
which is in him (m^^^ fiin), the Spirit of God, who conferred on
him distinguislied gifts for the benefit of his people and for the

glory of God. How emphatically he directed attention from him-
self to God, appears from the fact that even the heathen queen,

chap. v. 11, ascribes his eminence solely to his having the spirit

of the holy gods, as also does Nebuchadnezzar, chap. iv. 8. No-
where is there to be found the slightest trace of his loving to con-

template himself; God, and God only, every where supplies the

watclni^d of the author.—If, after these preparatory remarks, we
turn to the particular passages, it is immediately apparent that

two of tliem must on previous grounds be wholly dismissed,

Sack, Apol. p. 278, says, " It is strange that De Wette extends
^

this to chap. ix. 23, x. 11 ; for if an angel has called me dear and
worthy, why should I not put that in writing ?" In that case

Mary, the lovely image of humility, must lie under a still stronger

charge of pride, for not keeping to herself the greeting of the

angel, " Hail, tliou that art highly favoured, the Lord is with

thee, thou blessed among women !" The passage, chap. v. 11,

12, must also immediately be dismissed from the question, since

Daniel here only quotes a foreign judgment respecting himself,

by the omission of which the historic representation would have

been rendered inct)mplete. There remain, tlien, for consideration

only the passages chap. i. 19, 20, vi. 4. In the first, Daniel in-

forms us that Nebuchadnezzar, on instituting an examination of

the pupils, had found him and his companions more advanced

than all the rest, nay, than all the Babylonian wise men. But if

it be considered that Daniel has a little before spoken of God as
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the author of this superiority, so as to make it even form a part

of the great contrast between God and the idols, which, in the

first six chapters, is exhibited throughout (Calvin, " God wished

to display liis glory—he wished to exalt himself in the person of

his sen'ants, that the king might be compelled to acknowledge a

divine agency at work in those youths"*),—that the praise is ex-

pressed only relatively, whilst the wise men of Babylon, whose

attention, as Schlorser, 1. c. p. 175, observes, with the excep-

tion of certain practical sciences, was confined " to the paltry

work of making almanacks and to the tricks of priestcraft,"t bore

these names only catachrestically, somewhat as the Rationahsts

bear theirs, if by ratio we are to understand the pure reason, such

as God originally created it,—finally, that Daniel puts himself on

a perfect equahty with his three companions,—every thing often-

sive is removed. In the second passage, the account of Daniel's

superiority to the other officers was likewise necessarily demanded

for the completeness of the history, in which every feature contri-

butes to the glory of God ; besides, Daniel found himself liere in

a simihu' position to that of Moses and Paul, and by the intrigues

of his opponents was compelled to a sort of defence.

CHAP. III. arguments FOR THE GENUINENESS OF DANIEL.

We have thus replied to all the arguments brought forward

against the genuineness of Daniel. But this reply, if it must be al-

lowed to have succeeded, may undoubtedly also, viewed on another

side, be regarded as affording positive proof for the genuineness ;

inasmuch as in the case of a supposititious book, if it be only sub-

jected to a thorough investigation, no attempt to set aside all the

• Jam tunc voluit Deus illustriirc gloriam suam—voliiit seii)siini extollere in per-

sona servorum suoruni, ut rex cogeretui- ngnoscere aliqiiid Uivinum in istis adolescen-

tibns.

+ Comp. also i I ehuku Ii/rcn, iii. p. 7'2 :
—" We must not apply our notion of wisdom

to the wisdom of tbe C'lialdeans. The sciences whicli Hubyloii possessed were confided

to the custody of a distinct learned tribe, wliieli, on tbe fall of the empire, became at

length a society of knaves. Tbey were Court pbilosoi)birs, and as sncb descended to

all the frandful tricks of Court pbilosophci-s.'' Comp. especially Muvckeh, hist, phihs.
I. p. Hi, S()q.
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arguments adduced against it will succeed. But the favourable

judgment already gained for the genuineness of the book is in-

creased, by the following direct evidence, to the firmest and most

substantial persuasion, as well founded as in the case of any book

of Scripture or of heathen antiquity.

SEC. I. TESTIMONY OF THK AUTIIOK HIMSELF.

There is no doubt that the whole book was intended by the author

to pass as the work of the prophet Daniel. In regard to the second

part this hardly needs any proving. It is there repeatedly and of

manifest purpose represented that Daniel was the author ; thus,

<?.^., chap. vii. 28, "I Daniel ;"
viii. 2, " a vision appeared to

me—I Daniel;" ver. 15, " when I Daniel saw the vision ;" ver.

27, " and I Daniel was sick ;" ix. 2, " in the same year I Daniel

understood; x. 1, "to Daniel who is called Belteshazzar, was

something revealed." Daniel speaks constantly in the first person

;

the years of the Chaldee and Medo-Persian kings are given, un-

der whom the prophecies were uttered ; in the principal prophecy

Daniel, to prevent any confusion, even adds to the Hebrew name

the Chaldee one—a carefulness and precision which we find quite

as remarkably exemphfied in Zechariah and Ezekiel, who were

nearly cotempoiary with Daniel, and in them more than in tlie

older prophets.—Not only the prophecies themselves, but the

superscriptions also, appear clearly to be Daniels. They are for

the most part immediately connected "vvith the prophecies, and

therefore cannot have been added by a later collector ; thus chaps,

viii., ix., X., where, in ver. 2, onn n-^'o-^a refers back to the clause,

"in the third year of Cyrus," in ver. 1. It is tme that in two

superscriptions, those of chaps vii. and x , the first person is intro-

duced by the third ; but how little proof this can aflbrd of the

opinion that the prophecies were collected by another person who

prefixed these superscriptions, appears among other things from

Ezekiel, chap. i. 1-3, where exactly the same change of persons

is found, only there the first person precedes and the third follows,

Ver. 1, "in the thirtieth year, &c., the heavens opened and / saw

visions of God," ver. 8, " there came the word of God to Ezekiel,

the son of Buzi the priest, in the land of the Chaldeans, by the
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river of Chebai-"—which superscription fui'uishes altogether a com-

plete analogy to that in chap, x., of which Bleek (1. c. p. 231)

declares that it has a foreign air, and betrays itself as the addition

of another hand.—The use of the third person was so familiar to

Daniel from the first part, that he could not altogether abandon

it at once in the second part, at least in the superscriptions.

Now, if the author of the last part undeniably means to be

regarded as the prophet Daniel, we are obliged to find it probable

beforehand that this testimony extends also to the first part. For

there is not the smallest trace that the two ever existed apart from

one another. Since, however, the application of the proof to the

first part has been denied, since even Sack (1. c. p. 282) main-

tains a difference of authorship in the two, and the composition of

the first after Daniel's time, it becomes necessary for us here to

reply to the arguments for the non-extension of the evidence to

the first part, especially such as have been advanced by Ber-
THOLDT {Einl. p. 1514), and to prove the identity of the author

of both parts.

Bertholdt mmntains— 1. " In the first part Daniel is spoken

of in the third person ; in the second part he appears as himself

the speaker. Now, although there are not wanting instances of

people speaking of themselves in the third person, yet no example

can any where be found of an author's alternating with the first

and third person." It is difficult to persuade oneself here that

the author of such an assertion should have been unacquainted

with any one of the numerous instances which evince the futility

of it. Why, there are such to be found in the second part of this

very book, in the introductions to chap. vii. and chap. x. ; and

they are all the more in point, because they shew that such a

change was not foreign to this particular author. The instances

in Is. vii. and xx. have been adduced by Bleek (1. c. p. 230),

who draws from them the conclusion, that it does not at all follow

from the use of the third person in the first part, that Daniel him-

self was not the author. It is true Gesenius maintains, in re-

ference to the first passage, that the use of the third person is

explained from the fact, that ver. 1-1 G form a later historical

introduction, composed by another hand, to the prophecy con-

tained in this chiip. ; but the baselessness of this assumption has

been already completely she\v)i by Kleinert (1. c. p. 181 ^<^\y\.\
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In regard to chap. xx. Gesenius {Conini. i. p. U42) remarks,

that the use of the third person here is to be explained, as in

Jeremiah also, where it occurs particularly often in the historical

sections, from the prophet's making use of an amanuensis. Now,

if this hypothesis had any truth in it, we sliould of course only

have to apply it to Daniel, and the use of the third person could

no longer give us any trouble. But there is not the shghtest

trace of any amanuensis to Isaiali ; and in Jeremiah's case the

use of the third person cannot be accounted for in this way, be-

cause his prophecies were committed to writing by the amanuensis

not in parts but as 4 whole, so that we should look for the con-

stant use of the third person.—But what shews this hypothesis to

be wholly unteiiable is, that the alternate use of the first and

third person occurs in single portions of the prophets, in which,

of course, w^ cannot think of finding any marks of the amanuensis.

In a passage forming a whole, chap. i. 3, Hosea through the whole

of the first chapter speaks of himself in the third person ; in chap.

ii. an-i iii., on the contrary, in the first; Amos chap. vii. speaks,

as the rule, in the first person ; but in ver. 12 and 14, he uses

the third of himself. The instance in Ez. i. 1-9 has before been

/adduced.-f-2.' " No reason can be assigned for such change. Daniel
''

could witli'l^ropriety have used the third person in the prophetic part

also." But it is surely manifest from a comparison of the examples

produced, to which Is. xxxvi.-xxxix. may be also added, that

the prophets as a general rule made use of the third person in his-

torical sections only. An exception occurs in the single passage

quoted from Amos. That historical writing has a pecuhar incli-

nation to the third person, may be shewn also from other examples.

Thus John in his gospel never speaks of himself otherwise than

in the third person, comp. e.f/. xviii. 15, xix. 26, 35, xx. 2, 21
;

on the contrary, in the Apocalypse, after using the third person

in the introduction, as Daniel and Ezekiel do, he appears as the

speaker. This is explained from 'that striving after objectivity

which belongs to history in general, and to sacred history in par-

ticular. But we perceive, moreover, among the sacred historians

universally, an attempt to make tlieir own personality retreat as

much as possible from view ; in Daniel we must the more expect

this, the more strongly the contents of the historical part other-

wise led Lu it ; let the first person be stibstitutcd for the third, and
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an opposite impression will not fail to be produced. In the pro-

phecies, on the contrary, and especially in the visions, the first

person is quite in place on account of the dramatic character pre-

ponderating in them ; the use of the third, as a rule, would intro-

duce a foreign element.—According to these remarks, this very

change between the third and first person must be regarded as no

inconsiderable argument for the genuineness. Can we ascribe to

the alleged pseudo-Daniel a refinement of artifice that sui'jjasses

even modern critics ? In the attempt to make the whole pass as

the work of Daniel, would he not have employed the first person

in the first part also, since the use of the third might so easily

lead an ignorant reader to the supposition of a different author ?

Would he not also in the introductions to the prophecies have con-*

stantly employed the first person ?

Now, if there appears no reason to deny the identity of the

author of the first and second part, that is of itself a reason for

admitting it. For it is perfectly evident that a writing which has

been transmitted to us as an undivided whole, contains a presump-

tion in favour of the identity of the author. But there is no lack

of satisfactory arguments of another kind. ( l.'jit would certainly

be a curious coincidence, if two authors of a work made up at a

later period from their productions, should agree in using alter-

nately the Hebrew and the Chaldoe language ; and particularly if

the one should end with Chaldee and the other begin with Chal-

dee, and so the Chaldee portions of both should immediately con-

nect together.—In both parts the Chaldee has precisely the same
pecuharities, as we shall by and by shew. Nor can it fail to be

perceived, that the Hebrew of the first and second parts has quite

the same character. [2.) So far as the contents of the two parts

coincide, there are found passages corresponding almost word for

word; comp. e.g. chap, vii, J 4, sV-^n nms^ai my-' b^-^t n^s la^w r!rj5»

Vahrn with ii. 44, s-'sVp o'.pn s^m Vanrn k^ ['aV? 'Tisba, &c.—Chap,

vii. 1 agrees almost verbally with chap. iv. 5, even the peculiar

phrase tax-i rtn. Chap. vii. 2, rs*. niin nin, comp. ii. 31, nvn ntn

iV«% In both parts the kings ai'c put for the kinf/doms. comp. ii.

38 wth vii. 17, viii. 20, 21. Others have already remarked on

the correspondence of the whole representation of Nebuchadnez-
zar's dream in chap, ii, with the vision in chap. vii. U.'jit seems
that in the introductions to the prophecies of tlie second part, the
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narratives given in the first are supposed to be known. In these

introductions there is always just as much given, as is requisite to

place them in their right position in the history which has been
presented in detail in the first part. Had the second part been
composed before the first, this precise rule would not have been
always observed in it. 4. But the main proof is in the fact, that the

choice of incidents in the historical part, has manifestly been made
from the same point of view as that which prevails in the prophetic.

That the author of the first part did not design to write a complete
history of Daniel, so far as existing records would suffice, appears

from this, that with the exception of chaps, i. and ii., the contents of

which are immediately connected in chronological order, the parti-

cular pieces are strung together without any connexion, without even

particles of transition, so that the conjecture might arise that they

were separate and unconnected pieces by difl'erent authors. More-
over, if this supposition were correct, one piece (chap, iii.) would
not have been inserted, in which no mention at all of Daniel
occurs. But the contents are still more against this view. All
the narratives go to shew how infinitely God is exalted above all

that human folly exalts above him, or compares with him ; how
he appoints trials indeed for his people, but, provided they persist

in their fidehty towards him, saves them from dangers from which
no human power could hberate them, and raises them to so much
the greater happiness. Exactly thus, also, in the prophetic part

the principal object is the declaration of the supremacy of God
over all earthly kingdoms, and his special providence towards his

people. By his permission the four great empires of the world
arise ; one falls after another, until at last the everlasting king-

dom of the Messiah is founded by him, and the hitherto oppressed

people of God exalted to dominion. The tyranny of Antiochus
Epiphanes and his antitype ends with their downfall, &c. (comp.
the farther illustration in Chr. B. Michaelis, prmf. § 27.) Now,
this oneness in the point of view must of necessity lead to the

identity of authorship. For it is certainly very improbable that

the alleged author of the first part should have been so deeply
imbued with the spirit of the author of the second.

Thus it is evident that the question can only be, whether or not
Daniel is fche author of the whole book attributed to him. But,
it seems, there is not yet much done. It has been maintained in
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jnodern times ihat the genuineness of the second part of the book

by no means follows from the fact that the author seems to ascribe

it to Daniel. On this point a twofold path has been taken.

a. Some (Eichhorn, End. Bd. 4, § 01.5, b. p. 510, s(|q.,

Bertholdt, Comni. and Einl.) maintain, that the author's an-

nouncing himself as Daniel is mere drapery, as, e.g., is the case

in the Book of Wisdom, where Solomon is introduced as speaking.

Not that the autlior had any intention to lie or deceive, any more

than Cicero, when he makes friends converse on philosophical

subjects, who had never spoken to one another about them, or

than Homer, Virgil, and Tasso, when they put into the mouths

of celebrated men of former times predictions of past events. The
drapery in the prophetic sections is nothing more than an elegant

mode of presenting history, an attempt to present history in a

poetic form. To heighten the illusion, the historical chaps, con-

taining all the information that could be got together about Da-
niel, are placed first.

This view, on even a superficial acquaintance witli our book,

has so unnatural an appearance, that one can hardly help thinking

that its origin is due to an apprehension lest the difference be-

tween a divinely-inspired prophet and a contemptible impostor

might bo too great for an age not yet fully accustomed to the

light. This suspicion of a "wise accommodation" becomes, at

least in regard to Bertholdt, and by his own declaration, a cer-

tainty. He observes on chap. xii. i {Conun. ii. p. 705), "Nut
without design, perhaps, is this feature (comp. p. 174), interwoven

witJi the machinery of the fiction. Traces of the existence of these

historical predictions in earlier times might have been sought for;

but the procedure referred to would make it quite intelligible why
they never came to light till now, at the time when the inventor

wrote and when all that was predicted was already come to pass."

This clear explanation sheds light on other more covert hints in

Eichhorn, as well as in Bertholdt, and justifies us in laying

to the charge of both of them together an intentional deception

of their readers, a matter of little consequence, it is true, in the

eyes of a rationalist, since forsooth the rationalist Christ set the

example of such well-meant, innocent deceit, and since even those

who come forward openly with the avowal that our author foisted

Jiis work ou the nation in 1 taiiiel'-s name with a view to deceive.
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<lo not shrink from calling Lima pious patriot, and a zealous wor-

shipper of Jehovah (comp. Bleek, in the Berl. theol. Zeitschr. i.

p. 158), or a ivise man (comp. De Wette, 1. c. § 257).

Under such circumstances, perhaps, we might altogether spare

ourselves the trouble of a reply to this view, especially since, now

that Gesenius, De Wette, Bleek (who 1. c. p. 24=7, pronounces

it so unnatural that it must be matter of wonder how it could find

any one to concur in it, and declares that, if the only choice lay

between this view and that of the genuineness, there could be no

hesitation in returning again to the latter), and Kirms, have de-

clared against it, it may be regarded as pretty well obsolete ; we

will, however, offer at least a few remarks in reply, partly for the

sake of the completeness that should be aimed at in a monograph,

partly because this view may have gained a firm hold of some in-

dividuals through long habitude. 1. If the author wished merely

to give an artistical representation of history—if it was, as in the

Book of Wisdom, for the sake of mere drapery that he appeared

on the scenes as Daniel, how is it to be explained that the object

of his book has ever been regarded not as historic, but as pro-

phetic ? Only in this way of looking at the matter is the recep-

tion of the book into the canon conceivable, which, according to

Eichhorn's and Bertholdt's own assumption, must have fol-

lowed immediately after the composition ; we find this view even

in the first book of the IMaccabees ; at the time of Christ, among

all the prophecies of the O. T., those of Daniel exercised the most

influence. But where is any analogy to be found for such illu-

sive dealing with history in even the smallest degree ? Who
would ever have thought of looking for real prophecies in Virgil

and Tasso ? '. 2. 'Even by the advocates of this view it is not de-

nied that a part of the predictions in chaps, vii.-xii., all that con-

cerns the Messianic kingdom and the Messianic times, is pro-

phetic. But this part stands in the closest connection with the

rest, and we cannot at all perceive how a totally different aim can

be maintained in the two cases. (3.! Several particulars occur,

which will not admit of the hypothesis of a mere dressing up of

facts. Such, for instance, are the designed statement of the com-

position of the work by Daniel in the second part, the express men-

tion that he himself had committed the prophecies to writing, the

addition of the Chaldee name Belteshazzar, but especially the
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precise notation of the place in which, and of the time when, each

vision was imparted to Daniel. This precision is, as already re-

marked, greater in Daniel than in the older prophets, and com-

mon to liim with Ezekiel and Zechariah ; it seems to be a relic

of the sojourn in Babylonia, among a people that paid a manifold

attention to the numeration of time. But how should anything

like this be discovered, if the prophecy serves merely for the em-

bellishment of history ? Moreover, there is several times a very

special weight assigned to the fact that the prophecies, for the

most part unintelligible to Daniel himself and to his contempo-

raries, would not have a full light shed upon them till towards

the time of their fulfilment, and then only to the pious. Here,

then, that is ascribed to our book which in the N. T. (2 Pet. i.

20, sqq, iraaa TrpocfjrjTela 'ypa(f)rj<; lSia<i iirLkvcrew^ 6v ytveraf

ov yap deXij/ubart avOpcoirov rjve-^^^dr] irore irpo^rjTela, aXV viro

rfTvevfiaro^; ayiov (pepofievoi, eXakrjaav ayiot Oeov avOptairot) is

given as the characteristic of inspired prophecy, which can only

be explained on the supposition, that either the prophecies of our

book are really genuine and inspired, or were published as such

by an impostor. 4. This opinion is oj)posed by the point of view

which, lis above shewn, predominates equally in the historic and

in the prophetic part. ^ b. Others have already observed that a

merely historical aim being supposed, invincible difficulties arise

from the fact that the very same incidents would then be several

times related : moreover, that the embellishment would in that

case be carried so far beyond all necessary bounds, that the real

object would often come short of it in extent of treatment ; thus

the dressing up would fill the whole of chap, x; in chap. ix. it

would include twenty-three verses, and only four would remain for

the history. Finally, in the/ .S7\i7/sj place, this view stands in de-

cided contradiction to the declarations of Christ and the Apostles,

who always regard the Book of Daniel not as a historic but as a

prophetic book.

h. Others (Gesenius, De Wette, Bleek, Kirms) maintain

that the author, of set purpose to deceive, gave out his prophecies

as Daniel's ; that, at a time when the prophetic office had been

long extinguished, he wished to encourage and strengthen his

cotemporaries by prophecies of the coming conquests of the theo-

cracy, which, to obtain a readier credit, and to make up for his
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own defective credibility, he ascribed to the ancient seer Daniel,

of whom tradition spoke. The prophetic reference to incidents

which had already taken place, was intended to obtain belief for

his prophecies concerning those which had not yet actually

occurred.

It is perfectly clear, that the advocates of this view cannot deny
the force of the argument derived from the fact, that the author
of the Book gives himself out as Daniel. As in common hfe, so

in the criticism of ancient and modern hterary productions, the

rule holds good, that no one without definite reasons will declare

a person to be another than what he gives himself out to be, un-
less he wishes to be chargeable with calumny. If in the whole
book mention was made only of Daniel, and if no other reasons

could be brought, either for or against his authorship, the matter
would have to remain undecided. But now we have so far the

advantage, that we have the presumption of the genuineness in

our favour, and that the proof of the contrary is obligatory on
our opponents, a demand to which, as we have seen, they are in

no wise able to respond. To a person, however, who is at all

able to comprehend the spirit of our book, this argument must
possess a far greater force. " Such an opposition," observes

Sack, 1. c. p. 282, " between the greatest kingdom in the world,

and the kingdom of God, between human mandates and the Word
of God, between impious self-deification and of prophetic piety

and frankness, such a combination of simplicity of form with

magnitude of objects— all this stands unrivalled, not only in the

non-hebraic and apochryphal hterature, but even in the canonical."

And an author, who displays such a lofty and profound spirit,

that we are involuntarily impelled, with the whole Christian

Church, to suppose a peculiar divine assistance rendered in the

composition of his work ; who is so deeply imbued with the grace

of God, that in all things he gives to him alone the honour ; who
in such an exalted strain depicts the blessedness of the pious—is

forsooth an impostor, so initiated in the arts of lying, that he knew
how to play the part which he had undertaken in the most finished

manner, and deceived cotemporaries and posterity ! Really, the

arguments must be very sti'ong that could induce us to subscribe

to such an opinion. The whole history of literature aff'ords no
parallel to such a phenomenon. We possess no fictitious pro-
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phetic writing which would not he recognized as a hase, unsnh-
stantial imposture. Conip., r. //., tlie Sihylline oracles, to which
Bleek appeals as an analogous instance. lie himself has so lit-

tle opinion of them that he avows he would grudge the pains he

has bestowed upon them, were it not, that many historical records

mav be cfained from thfm.

SECT. II.— RECEPTION INTO THE CANON.

Tjie spuriousness of Daniel can in no way be reconciled with

the history of the canon. In order to show this, we must here

go more deeply into the latter, since we can refer to no satisfactory

work already existing.

What was it the collectors of the canon had to do ? They
had to collect the works of those writers whose divine inspiration

had always been generally acknowledged, at least by the pious,

and which, therefore, even under the first temple, supposing them
to have been then in existence, passed as canonical ; and they

had to arrange and combine them in a complete collection, and
thereby to distinguish them from all other literary productions,

which were either written only with the usual aid of the Spirit, or

were supposititious and deceptive, or which from their contents

could make no claim to sacredness.

When was this business begun and finished ? A twofold view

is held respecting this. The Jewish synagogue and the ancient

Christian Church, although their opinions were divided respecting

the authors of the collection, and the manner in which it was made
up, yet agreed that the collection of the O. T., as it now lies be-

fore us, was completed in the times of Ezra aiul Xehemiah (both

of them lived and laboured together, probably for a long while,

at .Icrusalem, comp. Nehem. viii. 9 ; x. 2, although Ezra began

his operations there about thirteen years earlier, comp. GiiS. then.

s. v. ArtdcltsJiasfo, Jii.KEK, p. 200), and of the prophets cotem-

porary with them, Maggai, Zcchariali, Mahichi. On the other

liand, it has been maintained in modem times (comp. c. (j., Dk
Wette, Einl. § 1 1), that the canon of the O. T. was formed by

degrees, and as it were of iLself ; that only a beginning was made

with tb(^ rollcftion in the timc^ of Kzra and N«'licmiali. and that
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this business, as well as that of producing new works, was pro-

ceeded with till about the year 150 B.C.

It must appear very surprising that the latter view, to say no-

thing of the unfounded assumptions respecting the age of certain

biblical books, with which we cannot here concern ourselves,* is

so very bare of all arguments to sustain it. De Wette here

also verifies his frequent adage

—

stat i>ro ratione voluntas. He
contents himself, just as if he had been present at the making up
of the canon, with the mere assurance that it was done in this

way. Bleek, who in some particulars recedes from the modern

view as going too far, has indeed been at the pains to adduce two

arguments for what is held by him ic be the essential ground-

work of it ; but on nearer examination it will be seen that ho

could only have been misled by a previous interest to attribute

any force to them. He maintains that the other books of the

O. T. could not have been combined into a whole with the Pen-

tateuch till after the time of Nehemiah, and for the following rea-

sons :— 1. "In Nehem. chaps, viii.-x., Ezra engaged the people in

a solemn manner to a renewed observance of the law ; here there

is a reference only to the Pentateuch ; had the other writings

been at that time combined with the Pentateuch into a whole, with

equal canonical authority, Ezra would have bound them to keep

them also." A strange conclusion ! With the same propriety it

might be maintained that the other books at the time of the Mac-

cabees were not yet combined with the Pentateuch into one col-

lection and regarded as canonical, because in the first book of the

Maccabees the discourse is entirely about zeal for the law ; or that

the prophets did not consider themselves inspired, because they

always refer to the law as the basis of the theocracy, comp. e.(/.

Is. viii. IG, 20, Mai. iii. 22. The Pentateuch, it must be remem-

bered, contained the entire contents of the law, and with this only

* It must not be forgotten, that even in this resprct our opponents, compelled by tlie

force of evidence, are beginning to return partially to tlie right way. This is pai-ticu-

larly the ease in referenco to the collection of I'salms. Tlie existence of Maecabean

Psalms, to whicli Bebtholdt appeals as one of the surest proofs of the later closing

of the canon, is disputed not only by Bleek (1. c. p. 203) and Hassler (de Psalm

Maccahalcis partic. 1, llm. 1827 j, but even by De Wette {Comment, z d. Ps. Aufl

2, 3) and Gesenics (Vorrede zu Gramberg's EelUjionsg. p. 12.), who formerly de-

fended this view ; and they allow that thire is not one Psalm in the whole collection

which dates after the times of Ezra and Nehemiah.

N
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was their concern in all times of the theocracy. The prophets in

this respect gave nothing new, and dared give nothing new, since

they themselves were strictly hound to an observance of the Penta-
teuch. They, as well as the authors of the other hooks, were only

called upon to set forth the contents of the book of the law ; to

bring it into contact with the heart ; to give it a special apphca-
tion; to shewtbe fulfilment of the thrcatenings and promises con-

tained in it, and more accurately to define and more fully to

amplify them, but not to deal thus with the laws. The unten-
ableness of the view, that the writings of the prophets were not
held as canonical, /. e. as inspired, in the time of Ezra, might be
made apparent, if it were necessary, from the writings of the older

prophets, and of those cotemporary with Ezra and Nehemiah
(comp. e.ff. Zech. i. 4, vii. 7, 12), and with equal plainness from
the historical books. But in a matter which properly requires no
proof we need not expatiate ; the discourse of Ezra himself affords

proof complete enough, Ezra says, chap. ix. 27, they killed

thy prophets
; ver. 29, thou didst testify against them, that thou

niightest bring them again to thy law ; ver. 30, thou didst testify

against them by thy spirit in thy prophets. Is not the divine in-

spiration of the prophets, and what is inseparably connected with

It, the canonicity of their writings, here declared in plain terms ?

It is true, a complete cquahty of the Pentateuch and of the other

writings does not follow from this ; but neither was this niiiin-

tained by the compilers of the canon. On the contrary, from the

very opinion that Moses enjoyed a higher grade of inspiration

tlian the authors of all the other books, his writings were placed

Jn a particular class, just as also between the second and third

compilation the higher and lower gi'ade of inspiration formed the

ground of distinction.

2. " In 2 Mace. ii. Ki, a notice is contained derived from lost

memoirs of Nehemiah, according to which he made a collection

of writings, manifestly of such as had a peculiar value for his peo-

ple and had not yet been collected. Of the correctness of these

notices we have no reason to doubt. This passage is important in

many respects. It shows that in the time of Nehemiah there

was as yet no thouglit of combining the Pentateuch with the

other writings into a whole ; for the Pentateuch is not once men-

tioned in it, and cannot, therefore, have been an ingredient in
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the collection made by Nehemiah ; those writings, therefore, must

have been received later into the canon, which were at that time

excluded from it, and to which, in a religious and historical point

ofview only, a special interest was ascribed. Moreover, the collec-

tion of Nehemiah was in a certain respect more copious than the

later canon ; for it contained, besides, the e7rto-ToXa9 ^aaCkewv

Trepl dvaOrjfidToyv, probably letters of foreign princes respecting

presents to the temple, which afterwards, when the collection of

Nehemiah was combined with the book of the law, the point of

view being now the sacredness of a writing, were excluded as the

writings of heathen princes. In another respect, however, it was

more scanty. For, of the Hagiographa it contained only our

PsalmsJ'

In the whole of this argumentation there are just as many errors

as assertions.

We place foremost the passage which is said to contain such

full and important proof, giving it at length :

—

'E^rjyovvro Se

Kol iv rai<i dvaypa(f}al<i Kol iv tok v'7T0fjLvr]fA,aTiafidc<i rol<; Kara

rov Neejjbiav rd dvrd, koX w<; KaTa^aXKofxevo'^ ^l/SXloOtjktjv,

i'7rLa-vv7]'ya'y€ rd Trepl roiv /3acn\6(ov kol 7rpo(p7]T(ov, kul ra tov

A avis, Kol iinar6Xd<i ^aaCKewv Trepl dvadr]/xdT(OV.

It is, in the first place, unpardonable to take a statement found

in the work of an arrant impostor (for such a name properly be-

longs to the author of the forged letter prefixed to the second

book of the Maccabees), and, in ignorance of previous thorough

investigations of the subject (we refer our readers only to Eai-

NOLDi, ccnsara Uhrr. apocrr. p. 1319, and especially to the acute

and learned Wernsdorf's Comment, dejide histor. Uhrr. Mace.

Breslau 1747, p. 06 sqq., and p. 181 sqq.), to use it with the

same assurance as if it were derived from the purest historical

source. This conduct w<ould be in some measure excusable if this

impostor had really made use of lost genuine memoirs of Nehe-

miah. But how can that for a moment be imagined '?

If memoirs of Nehemiah really existed, in which the statement

brought forward by the author was to be found, it must, judging

by the wretched character of the other statements which he quotes

from Nehemiah, have been a miserable apocri/phum. But the very

existence of such a source is, on nearer inspection, destitute of all

probabihty. As the author here cites Nehemiah, so ver. i, 5,

N 2
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does he cite Jeremiali, and ver. 11, Moses; but what he quotes

li'om them is not to be fouud in their canonical writings. Nor

in any of the apocr}'phal writings that have come down to us does

that occur which is quoted by him. Is it then at all probable,

as Gaab {Comm. z. den Apuhr. z. d. Ht.) assumes, that the

author made use of three apocryphal books, of which not a single

vestige remains to us ? Is not this all the more improbable from

the fact, that what he quotes, ver. 2, from Jeremiah, namely, that

the prophet exhorted his countrymen to a faithful adherence to

the law and to an avoidance of idolatry, is actually found in the

canonical Jeremiah, chap, xliv ? It is much more likely that the

author, supposing his readers to be just as grossly ignorant of

Scripture as he shews himself to be (ascribing, e.f/., chap. i. 18,

the building of the temple and the altar, which was effected by

Zerubbabel and Joshua, to Nehemiah ; attributing to him, also,

the religious lUTaugcments wliich, according to the Books of Ezra

and Nehemiah, were made by Ezra, whom he hardly seems to

have any knowledge of, since e.f/. he attributes to Nehemiah, who
was never a priest, the regulation of tlie sacrifices ; and lastly, ac-

cording to chap. ii. 15, not knowing that the Egyptian Jews have

the same sacred books as the Jews of Palestine), confidently ap-

peals to the canonical books of Moses, Ezra, and Nehemiah,

without troubling to inquire whether the quotations were really

contained in them or not. Is not this audacity quite of a piece

with that of his arrogating to himself the ntuue of Judas Macca-

bteus ?

Now, if this be the true account of this locus c/as,si'ctis, it is

most improbable beforehand that it contjuns what Bleek finds iu

it. For, even granting Bleek's views of the canon to be correct,

how could such a precise historical statement be expected in such

a writer respecting this matter ? Tliis presumption on nearer in-

spection turns out to be well-founded. It is not true that the

author understood, by the writings wliich Nehemiah is said to

have collected, such as had not been earlier collected. For when,

ver. 11, he says that .Judas in like manner (cocrauTO)?) collected

again {iTTiauv/j'ya'ye} the holy writings that had been scattered

abroad, this proves him to have supposed that the writings col-

lected again by Nehemiah liad existed in a collection before the

captivity. Nor is the main assertion iim'. which is said to be so
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decisively proved, that the Pentateuch was not in this collection

of Nehcmiah. It is very clearly apparent here, that it will not do

to press a single passage quoted, but that the surer way is to take

into the account the preceding and following context. The author

had before related how Jeremiah, on the downfall of the State,

saved the book of the law, as well as the sacred fire and the ark

of the covenant, and entrusted it to the care of trustworthy men,

comp. ver. 2. What need after this of citing the Pentateuch

among the writings collected together byNehemiah from the dis-

persion ? What was already in hand, needed not to be sought for

afresh.—It is just as incorrect to maintain that the collection of

Nehemiah contained a piece which is not lound in our canon, the

iTTia-ToXaf; /3. tt. av. There can be no manner of doubt what we

are to understand by these letters. They are the letters contained

in the Books of Ezra and Nehemiah, written by the Persian kings

from Cyrus to Artaxerxes, in which they grant rich presents to the

temple, and great favours to the Jewish people. The very expres-

sion is found again in Josephus xi. 5 {koI to, SeSof^eva aoi lepa

a-KevT] uva97]cr6t<i) in the letter of the Persian king to Ezra. What
other letters could they well be imagined to be, allowing the cor-

rectness of the statement ? The author no doubt thought that

the books of Ezra and Nehemiah, or at least the latter, were not

composed till after the death, or at least till the latter days, of

those whose deeds they related. But he supposed he must assign

the collecting of the holy writings by Nehemiah to the beginning

of his labours at Jerusalem. He thus had an inducement in him-

self, to make Nehemiah place in the library founded by him only

the foreign documents inserted in his work.—Finally,^when the

author speaks only of ra tov AavlB, it would not follow, even if

he were a better and more exact writer, that he excluded the rest

of the Hagiogi-apha from the collection of Nehemiah, especiallv as

the succeeding parallelism of it with the collection instituted by
Judas Maccabaeus, shews that he thought of nothing else than a

complete collection of the writings of the later canon, with merely

the exception just mentioned. Witli equal propriety might it be

inferred from Luke xxiv. 24, where the whole of the third collec-

tion is quoted under the name •v/raX/iot, that at the time of the

authors of the N. T. it contained nothing but the Psalms. It is

well known that the third collecti(ui, having no characteristic np-
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pellation, was designated by various general appellations, or by

such as were talicn from some prineipal component of it. What
inducement, too, could the author have for giving a more exact

designation or a very complete enumeration of the particular books,

when he gave the entire account of the collection instituted by

Nchemiah merely for the sake of the statement that follows re-

specting the similar procedure of Judas Maccahieus ? Besides,

the designation of the entire prophelico-historical books, the jtro-

2)het(e 'prioren, by ra irepl twv ^aaiXicov is just as vague, since,

exactly' taken, it applies only to a part of the Books of Samuel
and the Books of Kings, but not at all to the Books of Joshua

and the Judges.—But we can the more readily spare ourselves from

going into farther detail, since Bleek himself, p. 204, finds it

not improbable that the other poetical books of the collection were

pa.ssed over in silence by the author. But if these, why not the

others too ?

We think, now that the opposite view has been shewn to have

nothing in its favour, that we may pass on to establish our own.

1. This view has no trilling direct external evidences in its

favour. We begin with the most important, that of Josephus.

He says, in the famous passage c. Aj)io/iefn i. 8, that the occur-

rences from the reign of Artaxei-xes down to his time, were indeed

committed to writing, but that the wntings belonging to this

period were not regarded as equally worthy of credit with those of

earlier date, because there was then no unbroken succession of

prophets.* It might seem, on the first cursory glance, as if Jo-

sephus was here assigning not the terttiinus ad quern of the

collection, but only of the composition, of the sacred writings.

But that it was not so, is shewn on a nearer inspection of the rea-

son why the later writings are not put on an equality with the

older. Josephus does not deny that in later times also particu-

lar men may have enjoyed the inspiration of the Holy Spirit in

the composition of their writings ; he maintains, on the contrary,

elsewhere, the continuance of the gift of prophecy, although as

very rarely occurring ; comp. de hell. Jud. i. 2, concerning John

• AiTi) fii 'A/OTaJf/ofou fxixP^ "^"^ Ka^' t)fj.ai \p6vov yiypmrTai /iir iKacrTa, iricr-

Tiuii Si ovK ofioiai ^i^liDTai Toliirpd avTwv, dta "rd fi<i yivia^ai ti/v tiov irpoipt]-

Tiiv iKpt^rj Siadox'lf-
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Hyrcanus :

—" He it was who alone had three of the most desir-

able things in the world—the government of his nation, the high

priesthood, and the gift of prophecy. For the deity conversed

with him, and he was not ignorant of any thing that was to come

afterward."* He rather ascribes the inferior trustworthiness of

the later writings to the fact, that there did not exist, as formerly,

an unbroken succession of men illuminated by God, the later of

whom always bore witness to the divine illumination of the

earhcr, so that the people were not in uncertainty whether to re-

gard a writing as inspired or not. Now, if this was the reason,

it is established that, according to the view of Josephus, with

the cessation of an exact hue of prophets, the canon also must

have been closed. For even supposing a ^vriting to have been

afterwards found, which had been actually composed by a man of

former times illuminated by God, or which claimed to pass as

such, it could not have been received into the canon, for the same

reason that made the reception of the later writings, even as-

suuiing their divine inspiration, impossible, namely the want

of sufficient attestation. But Josephus lays down a double

terminus ad quern of the composition, and, what according to

him coincides with it, the collection of the bibhcal writings

—the reign of Aitaxerxes, and the cessation of an unbroken

series of prophets. Let us first of all leave the former aside, and

try to define the latter independently of it. The existing materials

place us in a complete position for doing this, and it has akeady

been attempted by several, but most successfully by Vitringa, in

his excellent treatise, De defectu prophetiie post Malachm tem-

pora, obss. sacrr. t. ii. p. 836, sqq. The Jews, whose testimony

against themselves here is just as vahd as that of Epimenides

against the Cretans, unanimously assert, that after Haggai, Zecha-

riah, Malachi, thehne of prophets, having continued several centu-

ries unbroken, ceased ; they deny to the time after Ezra and Nehe-

miah even the -i-tpn m-^, which in their opinion the authors of the

Hagiographa enjoyed, and which Josephus, in liis looser way of

speaking, in which by Trpoc^T/re/a divine inspiration in general is

* Tpia yovv to. KpariaTivovra (xovo's tlx^, rt'iv re apx'l" -tov tSrvovi, ti'iu tc

apxi-f^P'^<^^vnv,Kai n-po<pi]Ti.LaV ui/iiiXtt yap avTw to oaifxovLOV, u)V fii}Siv twv /xtX-

\6vTu'v dyvotlv.
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designated, compreliends in the prophetic vocation. In the first

Book of the Maccabees, not only in chap. iv. 40, xiv. 41, does

the prophetic office appear as at that time extinguished, but

in chap. ix. 27, the cessation of the prophetic office is expressly

declared to have been cotemporaneous with the commencement
of the first colony on the Jordan. It is said there, " And there

was great afflicti(m in Israel, such as had not been since the time

that a prophet was not seen among them."* Instead of the last

words JosEPHUS, Arch. xiii. ], puts as equivalent, "After the

return from Babylon,"f which is stated only a little farther on.

With the first Book of the Maccabees and Josephus, the other

older and later Hebrew writers perfectly agi'ee, Malachi evei-y-

where appears as the latest prophet. The author of the book

Cosri says that the prophetic office lasted under the second tem-

ple about forty years. After the death of Haggai, Zechariah,

Malachi, say the Talmudists, the Holy Gliost departed from Is-

rael and ascended to heaven.—Josephus, then, distinctly declares,

that in the age of Ezra, Nehemiah, Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi,

the canon was completed, and this declaration has the more weight,

since he gives it, to judge by his words, not as his private judg-

ment, but as the judgment of the whole Jewish Church. Eich-

HORN rightly obsei-vcs, in the excellent treatise ///.v/. Unters. uber

(Icn ('anon {Report. T/i. 5, p. 253), "had Josephus wished to

propound his own opinion of the canon as dill'oring from the

common one, he would no doubt have expressed himself more

restrictedly,
—

* I regard it as not so trustworthy as they do,' or

'the Pharisees regard it as not so trustworthy as they do,' espe-

cially as in other places he carefully distinguishes between general

and particular opinions. "—This certainly very important testimony

in favour of the older view of the canon, our opponents, e. //.,

Bekthoi.dt {['Jinl. p. 1519), and Bleek (p. l'J7), have tried to

set aside by the remark, that it is not supported by historical or

traditional grounds, but is merely a conclusion of Josephus ; for

that he places the incidents of the Book of Esther, and thus also

its composition, which he supposed cotemporaneous with them, in

• Ktti iyivtTo ^\m//iv fiiyu\)i iv tiu 'l<r/)ai')\, »;Tt« tiuK iytviTo dtp' »/S iifitpai OVK

w<l>^H -TTpof/xinis iv dvTo'tv.

f /itTii riitt IK Ba/Jt'A (iifriv iiri'ifocov.
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the time of Artnxei'xes, and then infers from the age of the latest

book thus determined, at what time the canon must have been

closed. But this expedient may easily be shewn to be without

foundation, and to have proceeded only fi'om the dilemma in which

Josephus found himself. For Josephus gives his judgment ex-

pressly not as a private judgment, but as the judgment of the

Jewish Church, and, what is still more important, he assigns not

merely the reign of Artaxerxes, but also the cessation of the pre-

cise line of prophets, as the point of the closing of the canon.

Now, if we keep the latter circumstance in view, we cannot pos-

sibly allow that Josephus determined the time of the closing of

the canon by his view of the age of the Book of Esther. For the

two are clearly not coincident. Josephus, as is well known,

places Ezra and Nehemiah, and the prophets cotemporary with

them, under the reign of Xerxes, at the end of which therefore,

according to him, the exact line of prophets ceases ; on the con-

trary, he places the book of Esther not under Xerxes, but under

Artaxerxes. Thus by this doubly incorrect account, he got into

this dilemma, that he must either exclude the Book of Esther

from the canon, or contradict the common view, that with the ces-

sation of the precise line of prophets the canon also was closed.

He was anxious to do neither. He tried therefore to help him-

self, by hiding in mystified phraseology the difficulty which he

could not remove. On the one side, he closed the canon with the

reign of Artaxerxes, without saying whether with the beginning

or the later period of it—for had he said the former, he would

have been asked, how then the Book of Esther got into the canon

;

had he said the latter, how, contrary to his own statements, he

could prolong the succession of prophets till that time ;—on the

other side, he placed as the terminus ad quern the cessation of

the line of prophets, but was cautious not to say expressly, what,

if he had been pressed, he must have said, that this cessation took

place with the death of Ezra, Nehemiah, and the cotemporary

prophets. But by this very indefiniteness his statement of the

matter remained the true one, and in accordance with the Jewish

tradition. For the difficulty which compelled him to this inde-

finiteness vanishes, so soon as his mistake in reference to the age

of Ezra and Nehemiah, and of the Book of Esther, is corrected.

A second direct testimony is afforded us by the passage quoted
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from the second Book the Maccabees, It proves at least this

much, that according to the view prevailing in the time of the

author, who in any case must have lived before the birth of Christ,

the canon of the O, T. was made up in the first period of the new
colony. That this was done by Nehemiah, cannot be believed on

the word of the author. We have already seen that he every-

where ascribes more to Nehemiah than belongs to him, and that

such is the case in the present instance appears to result from the

fact, that in the trustworthy cotemporaneous accounts Nehemiah

appears occupied almost solely with the civil affairs, whilst on

the contrary the care of religious matters lay on Ezra the priest

and scholar, and the coteraporary prophets.

In agreement with these two passages, are the statements of the

other older Jewish writers, and of the Fathers of the Church, from

the oldest onwards, all of whom place the collection and closing

of the canon in the age of Ezra, and ascribe to him a special co-

operation in the work (comp, the passages of the latter in Buxtorf,

Tib. Cap. xi.) It has indeed been objected against the trust-

worthiness of the accounts of the Fathers, that following the fourth

Book of Ezra they give credit to the absurd tradition of the res-

toration of all the books lost in the captivity, by means of an

inspiration imparled to Ezra ; but on the one hand, in reference

to some, and those the most ancient, e. g., Irenieus and Clemens

Alexaudrinus, this is liable to well-founded, although not quite

decisive doubts (comp. Buddeus, h. eccl. V. T. p. 1025, sqq.),

and on the other, the existence of a historical foundation is cer-

tainly not destroyed by a disfigurement of the fact.

2. No less important than the direct historical testimonies are

the indirect. So far as we can go back into the liistory after the

times of Ezra and Nehemiah, we meet with the writings of the

O. T. as a complete collection, strictly separated from all other

literature, acknowledged with perfect unanimity, revered as sacred

and divine. That this, the mode oi viewing the matter in the

N. T., is the prevaihng one throughout Philo and Josephus,

could be partially denied only by the most extreme dogmatic

prepossession in the period of Semler's influence ; and now, as

being generally acknowledged, requires no proof farther than that

which has been aflbrded, among the modems, in the best and most

complete manner by Eichiiohn in the treatise rei'erred to. We
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produce here from the said passage of Josephus c. Ap. only the

following words, because they are of themselves sufficient to es-

tablish our position
—" It is perfectly clear what confidence we

repose in our writings. For during all the long period that has

elapsed, no one has dared either to add, or take away, or transpose

anything ; but it is a dictate of nature with all the Jews fi"om their

very birth, to regard them as the Word of God, to adhere to them,

and, if necessary, to give up their lives cheerfully in their defence."*

Still more to our purpose is the fact, that none of the apocrypha]

books was received into eitlier the Palestine or the Egyptian canon

(comp. the evidence for the identity of the two in Eichhorn, I.

c. p. 228, sqq.), which is the more remarkable, the more some of

them agreed with the Alexandrian taste. Nav, we can trace this

mode of viewing the collection of the Sacred Writings to the very

point to which the literature of the Hebrews after Nehemiah

reaches. In the prologue to Jesus Sirach, the oldest apocryphal

book, not only does the canon of the 0. T. appear as a complete

collection, strictly severed fi'om all other literature, the three com-

ponent parts of which are brought forward by name, as the repo-

sitory of all wisdom, but it is even expressly said, that the grand-

father of the prefacer (about the year 180 b. c.) devoted himself

zealously to the reading of the canonical writings in their three

departments, and that his work was the fruit of the study of them.

And the same mode of regarding the Scripture, according to all

its parts, is still more clearly manifest in the book itself, in the

praise of the scholar, chap, xxxix.f Attention to the Holy Scrip-

tures is here represented as the most elevated employment to

which a man can devote himself, because they alone are the pure

foimtain of all wisdom.—Now, these facts remain inexplicable ac-

cording to the modern view of the collection of the canon. The

canon of the O. T. must have been collected at a time to

* STjXoi/ 6' EO-rii/ E/oyu), irtus I'lfxtX^ toIs ISioii ypafi/xaaL JrsTricrTEU/cajUEi/. Tocrov-

Tov yap a.Lwvo'S tioij Trapoo^ijKOTO^, outs vpocr^tXval tis ov^kv, ovn a<piXiLi/ dvTwv,

ovTE (jLtTa^iivai TtToXfxiiKEV, iraai Sk arvufpvTov e.<rTiv sv^iii ek t^s tt/omxjjs yti/t-

cEtos 'lovSaioLi TO vofiiX^tiv dvTo. Steov SoyfxaTa /col tovtois in/xii/Eiv, Kal virlp av-

TUIV, El oioi, ^Vn(TKilV f]6E0O9.

+ Might not the features of the picture of the wise man in this chap. v. 4-11, have

been bon-oweil from Daniel as he appears in our book ? At all events, the particulars

coiTespoud to no other wise man of former times so completely as to him; comp. esp.

ver. 4, ft.
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wliose decision later times unconditionally submitted, because

they recognized as still operative in it the Spirit of God, by whom
they felt themselves forsaken; and this time, judging from the

nature of the case itself, and from the unanimous testimony of

the Jewish tradition, can be no other than the first period of the

new colony. How else than on such an authority could we ex-

plain the complete agreement of the Jews in reference to their

sacred books ? That this is possible in no other way, is most

clearly evident if we compare the history of the Christian canon,

in reference to which there was no such authority. The per-

plexity and disagreement respecting the extent of the canon of

the O. T., were removed only by the fact that information was

obtained among the Jews about the extent of the canon ; in refer-

ence to the canon of the N. T. there prevailed just as great disa-

greement.—An indirect evidence against the modern view is af-

forded, lastly, by the fact, that the canon of the O. T. was pre-

served in the temple, as appears from Joskthus, Arch. v. 1, 17,

de hell. Jud. vii. 5, 5, and probably also de vita sim § 75. If

the canon arose of itself, without reference to any revered autho-

rity, without the direction of any competent power, whose was it

to decide what writings should be presers'ed in the temple, and

what not ?—The weight of this argument, taken from the indi-

rect historical testimonies, for the closing of the canon in the time

of Ezra and Nehemiah, is so great, that even Eiciihorn, at a time

when he was not yet compelled by the erroneous results of his

inquiries concerning particular biblical books, to advocate the mo-

dern view, felt himself obliged fully to acknowledge it. He says,

1. c. p. 279, " From the accounts hitherto collected, it seems to

me undeniable that, at the time of Christ and his Apostles, the

canon of the Jews corresponded in extent with our present editions

of tlic Bible. And if before their time, in the interval between the

end of the Babylonish captivity and the birth of Christ, it had

ever contained fewer books, either the truth of the representation

which antiquity gives us of the way in which the Jews regarded

their sacred books, must be denied, or it must be maintained that

the Jews never instituted an intentional and well-defined collec-

tion of their national writings. The first might be said contrary

to all reason to fly in the face of the most trustworthy testimo-

nies of antiquity, and the latter to be contrary to all appearance."
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3. But the weight of these direct and indirect historical testi-

monies is farther increased hy other arguments. The successive

and accidental formation of the canon is opposed hy the threefold

division of it, which, as we have hefore shewn (comp. p. 19 sqq.),

rests upon the different relation in which, according to the view

of the compilers, the authors of the several hooks stood to God.
Such a division, made in accordance with a distinct principle, sup-

poses that the collection was exprofenso undertaken and completed

at a particular time. Farther, it is in itself probable that the col-

lection of the sacred books was undertaken in the time of Ezra
and Nehemiah, and that the greatest pains were taken to com-
pletely finish it. The people were by the captivity inspired with

a new enthusiasm for the religion of their fathers, and at the same
time it was felt that the immediate operation of the Divine Spirit

was about to be taken away. What was more natural and more
suited to the entire character of a period that leaned on the past,

than to inquire all the more eagerly for, and to seek before it was
too late to secure, what the Holy Spirit had spoken by liis in-

struments in former times, who in some measure, by the captivity

itself and by the return from it, had been most illustriously con-

firmed to be such ? And if the attempt was made to collect com-
pletely all such remains, what could prevent its being reahzed in

a short time, since, from the limited extent of the new colony, the

necessary inquiries could be easily instituted, and from the active

intercourse carried on with their brethren who remained behind,

whatever might have been retained among them might easily have
been procured ? But that Ezra in particular was occupied to a

great extent with the sacred writings, and thus in all probabi-

lity with the collecting of them, appears from his very title ^eidh, which
he himself prefers to the other belonging to him, -(nsn. Bleek's
assertion (1. c, p. 201), that Ezra bore this designation only in

reference to the book of the law, is not proved by the fact that

it occurs in Ezra vii. 0, v/ith this special reference. There the

more precise definition is applied ; wheie it is wanting, the surname
can refer, according to its derivation and the usage of the lauguage,
only to the entire of the sacred writings, which, as has already

been shewn, were not confined at that time to the books of Moses.
If, then, it be estabhshed that the canon of the 0. T. was made

up in the times of Ezra and Nehemiah, how is the reception of
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Daniel into it to be explained, in ease the book was composed in

the time of the Maccabees ? Certainly the explanation is not

contained in the assumption, that they who received the book

into the canon, themselves believed that it was a genuine work of

Daniel ; for, as we saw before, the canon was regarded as closed,

not merely because there were no longer any writers to be found

illuminated by the Spirit of God, but rather because the later

times, forsaken by the Spirit of God, had not the credit of being

capable of deciding with certainty on the canonicity of a book
;

to which we may surely add, in the case of any writings alleged to

have sprung from the period before the making up of the canon,

the persuasion they would feel that the compilers of it would not

have passed them over, if the suitable age and divine inspiration

had really belonged to them. But that the Maccabaean age itself

formed no exception to this consciousness of being forsaken by

the Divine Spirit, and to the uncertainty arising out of it, is clear

from the passage, 1 Mace. iv. 46, where we are told that the

stones of the ruined heathen altar, because they did not know
what to do with them, were preserved " until there should come
a prophet to show what should be done with them."* Would an

age, that could not venture to decide about such a trifling matter,

have presumed to decide on the canonicity of one of the most im-

portant books in the Bible ? Ifwe should be reminded of the cre-

dulity of the Maccabsean age, the more easily to be accounted for

here because the book met their wishes and hopes (comp. Bleek,

p. 207), here too we are not destitute of a striking counter-proof.

In 1 Mace. xiv. 41, the Jewish people decide that Simon shall be

general and high priest " until there should arise a faithful pro-

phet,"t on which Vitringa, 1. c. properly obsei-ves :
" There is

an emphasis in 7rpo(f)7)Tr)<i 7naTb<i. Having been so long a time

without any prophet, they were naturally suspicious of any man
who gave himself out as a prophet, without at the same time pro-

ducing the clearest testimonials ; most justly, therefore, the Jews
would not be satisfied with nfi// prophet that might offer, but

desired one that should be 7rio-T09, worthy of the most implicit

and extended credit."! Is it to be supposed that those who here

* i"tX^' "^"^ irapayivii^rivai TTpo(jtvTi)v, tov aTTOKpi^ijvai iripl dvTwv.

+ I'ue TOO ivatrTtjvai irpor^riT^v tticttov.

\
" EmpliftBiu bnbet, quod dicitiir tt/ooi/^Jtj/s ttio-t.!?. Etcnim cum longum adoo
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mauifest so little desire, contrary to what was often the case for-

merly, of allowing themselves to be deceived by an illusive

appearance or by splendid promises, should, in another case,

credulously have seized on whatever was ofi'ered them ?—Or, shall

we be told of the confusion of the Maccabsean times, in which, by

the favour of a few, a book might easily have shpped into the

canon without its being observed by the many who were quite

unacquainted with the earlier extent of it ? We might object

to this, not only the unlimited reverence which the Jews even

then had for their sacred writings,—of which, among other things,

the passages quoted from the book of Jesus Sirach, as well as the

strenuous defence of them by the Jews themselves, afford evidence,

with which reverence we must surely suppose an exact knowledge

of its object, and an attentiveness to it, connected,—but also

especially the passage 1 Mace, vii. 12. :
" Then did there assem-

ble unto Alcimus and Bacchides a company of scribes, to require

justice."* From this passage it appears, that during the Macca-

bffian times, and even after the greatest oppressions of Antiochus

Epiphanes, there was a considerable number of men who made
the Scriptures the exclusive object of their studies, and who cer-

tainly would not have looked calmly on, if a supposititious book

had sought introduction into the canon.—But even supposing

men had succeeded by any artifice in bringing the book into the

canon, which we cannot by any means allow, even then it would

be inconceivable how the author could so perfectly have succeeded

in his deception, that, although the writings which give us direct

or indirect information about the book go back so near compara-

tively to the time of the author and the reception into the canon,

which must have followed very soon after the composition, yet

nowhere is the very slightest trace to be found of doubts of the

genuineness, but that, on the contrary, everywliere there appears

the firmest persuasion of the genuineness of the book. We shall

tempus absque propbeta transegissent, merito ipsis suspectus trat quiscunque bonio,

qui se proplietam jactabat, et non simul evidentissimis documeutis aucturitatem suam

adstmebat; summo itaque jure .ludsei non quemvis, sed iriaTov, fidelem, iiidubium et

magnje fidei propbetam desiderabaut."

* Kai i'7rL(Tvi'v-)(^ii(rav Trpds "A\Kifxov Kai 'BaK)(iS*li' a-vvaywyt) ypa/j.fjLa'riwv tK-
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farther on see that the autlior of the first book of the Macca-

bees in his work placed Daniel at the foundation, and made it his

aim to shew the fulfilment of his prophecies. The still older

version of the LXX. affords proof by its very existence, tliat its

author reckoned Daniel with the undoubtedly canonical writings.

JosEPHUS places the book of Daniel higher than most other

books of the O. T. Thus he says, Arch, x., 11, 7 :
—"All these

things did tliis man leave behind in writing, as God had shewed

them to him ; so that those who read his prophecies, and see how

they have been fulfilled, must be astonished at the honour con-

ferred by God on Daniel."* He says of one of his prophecies,

" that it was delivered 408 years before the fulfilment."t Arch, ii.,

vii. 6. This confidence with which Josephus here and in other pas-

sages appeals to our book as to a genuine production of the prophet

Daniel (in a passage already quoted, p. 4, he declai'es that it

suffices alone for a refutation of the Epicurean theory of the

world), shews incontestibly that in his age he could not suppose

the smallest doubt to exist of the genuineness of the book, for

otherwise he would certainly, if only in passing, have replied to it.

And the veiy same thing results from the fact, that the cotem-

poraries of Josephus, chiefly induced by the falsely understood

prophecies of Daniel, allowed themselves to be urged to the most

important undertakings. How could tliis be accounted for, if

the slightest doubt had existed of the genuineness and inspiration

of the prophecies of Daniel ? If Josephus had not considered

the genuineness of Daniel to rest on immoveable external grounds,

would he not have wavered in his belief of the book, when he saw

what disasters, without any fault of its own certainly, it had brought

on the people ? But we have already seen (comp. siqjra) that no-

thing was farther fi'om being the case than this.

After the preceding observatious, we think we are fully justi-

fied, notwithstanding the protestation of Bleek (1. c. p. 208)

resting on purely groundless assertions, to pronounce the recep-

tion of the book into the canon, together with the general acknow-

• TuuTu TTiivTu SKtlfos 3'tou oti^rti/Tos duTto (Tvyyfjuxj/ai KariXtuj/tv, iotm Toiis

&v(iyivtlo<TKovTai Kul ra avixfiaivovTu aKcnrovvrai ^avnn\iLv inrl Tti Tra^nl tov ^lov

Ti/Jifl Tov Aaj/iii\t»u.

f TT^c) j> ITtiui> TTfid TiTpuKOailOV Ku\ OKTM ytVOlxil>l]V tTMV.
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ledgmeut of its canonicity, a certain, irrefragable proof of its

genuineness, of cout'se with the proviso, which has ah'eady been

shewn to be met, that there be no decisive reasons existing to com-

pel us to regard the extremely improbable and impossible, as pos-

sible and probable.

SECT. III. TESTIMONY OF CHRIST AND THE APOSTLES.

Amongst the external evidences, an important place must be

assigned to—the testimony of Christ and his Apostles. There

are few books of the O. T. whose divine authority is so fully es-

tabhshed by the testimony of the N. T., and in pai-ticular by our

Lord himself, as the book of Daniel. We shall shew that this

testimony does really exist, and to this extent. We begin with

the most important item, the, declarations of Christ. The princi-

pal passage is Matt. xxiv. 4^ {orav ovv iSrjre to l3Be\vyfia tt}?

epr)/jicoaeQ)<;, to prjdev Bia AavirfK tov 7rpo^7]Tov, eVrco? iv tott&j

d<ylo), (6 avaycvcoaKoov voetTco !) t6t€ k. t. X.) ; comp. Avith

Mark xiii. 14, [oTav Se iSi/jTe to ^XeXvy/jua t^9 ip7]fi(oae(o<; eo-TO)?

OTTov 6v Set, (o dvayLVooaKcov voeiTO) !) totc k. t X.) We must

prepare the way for the proof, that this declaration of Christ con-

tains a full confirmation of Daniel, by a few observations.

1. All expositors agree that the words 6 dvwyiv. v. form a

parenthesis ; but they differ as to the person to whom these words

are to be ascribed. The older expositors almost unanimously

ascribe them to Christ ; the modem (comp. e. g. Heumann in

loc. Hug, Einl. ins N. T. ii. p. 12, Schott, comment. inChristi

sermm. de reditu, p. 50, Kuinoel in loc), with the exception,

however, of Paulus and Fritsche in loc, to the Evangehsts.

Neither party have sufficiently sustained theii- opinion, least of all

the latter. Hug, on the assumption that these words belong to

Matthew, without attempting in any way to justify it, nay, with-

out the least mention of the contrary opinion, grounds his hypo-

thesis of the period of the composition of Matthew's gospel.

Schott is the only one who has attempted to assign a reason for

tliis opinion ; but this, on closer examination, proves to be unten-

able. He maintains that if the words 6. d. i/. belonged to Christ,

they must have pointed to the book of Daniel ; that such a refer-
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ence, however, would have been out of place, at least in Maik,

since the words to pTjOev viro rov AavLifK. rov irp., which are found

in him also according to several critical authorities, are by othervery

important ones repudiated, and have manifestly been intei-polated

from Matthew. But, although this must be granted, yet it re-

mains not the less certain, that in Mark too Christ refers to

Daniel, and if the mention of him by name is wanting there, no-

thing more can be inferred, than that this prophecy of Daniel was

so well known, and so familiar to the disciples, as may be shewn

likewise to have been the case with the whole of that age (vid.

infra), that only a slight mention of it was needed. Only on the

false supposition that there was no such acquaintance with it, can.

ScHOTT maintain that the words, taken as an admonition of

Christ's, would not have been expressive enough. The modern

view, however, is decidedly shewn to be incorrect by the following

grounds. a). On this assumption it is inexplicable, how the

parenthesis is found both in Matthew and ]\Iark. It must in that

case be maintained, that Mark borrowed these words from Mat-

thew ; but not a single instance can be alleged where, ns here,

one Evangelist bon-ows from another his own iutei-posed remarks.

Tt can also be made very probable, in our passage at least, that

Mark wrote independently of INIatthew, and drew from another

source. Were it not so, why should he have exchanged the more

expi'essive iv totto) u'yiw for the less significant iv tottco ottov

6v Bel '.' why should he have left out the words to prjOev, S:c. '.Y /v.)

No case can be produced in which Matthew or j\lark have thrown

in such exliortations in their narratives. On the other hand, in the

discourses of Christ, quite similar exhortations repeatedly occur.

'J'hus 6 e')(wv MTU (iKovetv uKoveroi, and 6 hvvdfj,evo<; ^copeiv

^(opetTO). (c.) The words 6. a. v. are manifestly taken from

J)aniel ix. 23, 25. The admonition which the angel there ad-

dresses to Daniel respecting the revelations that had been made

to himself, Christ here repeats in reference to the readers of this

same revelation, who stood in the same relation to it as did ])aniel.

(d.) On the assumption that the words belong to the Evangelists,

they are translated :
" let liim that readeth observe," as if the

Evangelists were calling on the inhabitants of Judea to turn the

said announcement to purpose by flight. lint this explanation,

as we shall imnir-diatelv see. is dennmstrablv iiicorrcM-t. Accord-
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ing to the correct interpretation :
" let him that readeth under-

stand," the exhortation would he unsuitable in the mouth of the

Evangelists. For the expression /SSeXvy/xa r/y? iprjficoaeco^ is so

little farther defined in the words of Christ, that a command to

gain from them alone a deeper insight into its nature, would not

be at all in place.

2. We Avill now examine the meaning of the admonition of

Christ, 6. d. v^ The translation we have quoted is found almost

universally among expositors. But this is opposed, in the first

place, by the usus loquendi of the N. T., in which voelv is never

used merely in the sense, to pay attention to a thbuj, but always

in the sense to understand. The only passage to which ancient

and modern expositors and lexicographers appeal besides ours, 2

Tim. ii. 7. vou, a Xeyw, has not even the semblance of being

applicable. For that these words contain, not a command to pay

attention, but a call to deep, spiritual understanding, is shewn

by what immediately follows : Scorj <ydp ctol 6 Kvpio<; avvecnv iv

iracn. " Contemplate," is the meaning, " what I say to thee, with

the eye of the mind, by the assistance of the Lord, who, I trust,

will, as in other things, so here also grant thee a clear insight."

Moreover, such a way of accepting our passage is precluded by a

reference to the passages, Dan., ix. 23, and 25. The words x-

nsitoa -j^sm -ana are just as little capable there of being rendered,

with Bertholdt, " be attentive to the declaration and observe

the revelation," as the words V»3rM s-t. by, " but mark well;" and

neither the Alexandrian translators norTHEODOTiON (ver. 23, koX

ivvoTjOrjTi iv too prjfiaTi, Koi avve<^ iv tt} OTrraaia- v. 25, " koI

yvcoay, koL avvijaec^;), have taken them in this sense, but in that

of deep spiritual understanding. It is intimated in these words, that

the revelation was not to be comprehended by the carnal understand-

ing, as Theodoret also has remarked : ^aOvrepa-t] Kara civOpoi-

irov ra '\.€-^d7]a6jX€va' tovto yap Xeyei, avv€<i iv rfi oinacria, rov-

Teartv diViyfiaTcoSoo^ ravra \6-)(^9i']cr€Tai, koX Set aoi Kara-

vorjcrea)<i dKpi/3ov<i eh to vofjcrac ravra. The correctness of this mode
of taking the words, appears from the simple fact, that V'^swi 'j-tr^i

has a manifest reference to what the angel, ver. 22, has said of

the object of his coming :
" I am come to give thee discernment"

(-'•5i-'anV.) It must be added, finally, that the exhortations of

Christ adduced as analogous, likewise call on men not for mere
o 2
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attentiveness, but for a deeper understanding in things, tlie sense

of which does not lie on the surface, and that his object is to

characterise them as sucli. Here also, indeed, the true interpre-

tation needs to be defended previously against false acceptations.

The words o e')(oiv mtu uKoueiv aKovero), according to many ex-

positors {e. (/. Fkitsche on Matth. xi. 15), are likewise a mere

exhortation to attentiveness. But tliat they contain more,—that

this exhortation intimates that more is needed for an understanding

of what is propounded than merely the ear of sense, appears from

comparing the passage where it occurs. It stands in Matth. xi.

15, after the correct intei-pretation of a passage of the O. T. which

was understood by the Jews in an external and carnal sense ; in

chap. xiii. 9, after the parable of the sower, propounded without

an intei-pretation ; in chap. xiii. 43, after another parable; in the

Apocalypse always after the mysterious promises to the churches ;

alternately with tliis, and as equivalent, occurs in chap. xiii. 18 :

woe 77 cro(j)la iarlv 6 e'^^cov vovv, ylrrjcptardro tov apiOfXOV

rov O-qplov and xvii. 9, o)he 6 vov<i 6 e-xwv croc^iav. To confirm

the interpretation we have given, and to refute the opposite one,

several declui-ations of Christ also may be adduced, which show
that by the ear we are to understand that which is spiritual,

opened by God. In Matth. xiii. 13, he says to his disciples : 8ia

Tovro iv Trapa^o\ai<i dvTOL<i \a\co, on /3Xe7royT69 6v ^Xeirova-i,

KUi aKovovTe<i ovk aKovovai, ovhe (TVVLOVcn. ver. I (J, vixwv hk

flUKUpLOt 6t 6(f)6ak/X0l, OTt /SXeTTOUCTi, Kal Ta 0)Ta VfjLCOP, OTl

aKuvec! In Mark viii. 18, he says to them, after a gross mis-

understanding of his words, 6(f)6a\/xov<; txovre^ 6v /SXeTrere ; koI

(ora e')(ovTe<i ovk aKovere ; Kal 6v fivrj/jioveveTe ; The second ad-

monition, 6 hwdfjLevo<i 'xwpetv K. r. X. Matth. xix. 12 is explained

by some expositors {e. y. Fkitsche in loc) qui capere, h. e.

riribus suis suntinerepotent, intstiiieat, who appeal to the fact that

the verb %fupeti/ can have no other meaning here than ver. 11 {6v

7rdvre<i x^^povat rov Xoyop rovrov, dX)C 0I9 f^eSorat), where, they

say, X&)/3e4J^ can be understood in no other way than, with most
expositors, as meaning jjafem esse. }3ut this argument has

no force, because the latter assertion is demonstrably incorrect.

The meaning jjarem esse in ver. 11, is not at all suitable, much
less necessary. The disciples say it is good not to marry. Cer-

tainly, says Christ, but lor a liigher reason, which lies bevond
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the comprehension of common carnal men, and which ctm only

be perceived in its real significancy by the aid of God's grace.

This higher reason is the exclusive aim to promote the kingd(jm

of heaven; but there is needed something more than a carnal

perception to understand what I wish to say on that point. What
iiiither precludes the interpretation parem esse, both in ver. 12

and ver. 11, is, that this meaning is only fictitiously imputed to

the verb x^phv, and occurs neither in the LXX. and the Apo-

crapha, nor in the N. T.—According to the foregoing reasoning,

then, the words 6. a. v. are intended to remind the hearers that a

nearer insight into the nature of the ^BeXvyfxa ip., wdiich is not

more exactly defined on the present occasion (Fritsche is the

only one among modern expositors who has correctly perceived

that the defining of it independently of Daniel, is quite impossi-

ble), is to be sought in Daniel, aud at the same time that it is not

easy to be obtained, but may be easily missed, because what was

imparted to the prophets, by the inspiration of the Spirit of God,

can be understood only by the aid of that Spirit. Clirist had the

more occasion for this remark, because Daniels prophecies were

of such a kind, that the prophet himself only partially understood

them, chap. xii. 8 ; because only to those who were wise was the

understanding of them promised, in the future, aud they were

declared to be unintelligible to the wicked, even towards the time

of their fulfilment, chap. xii. 10; and because, as history teaches

us, incorrect and carnal ideas were so widely diffused among the

Jews as to this very book of Daniel.

3. It has been maintained (comp. e.^. Bertholdt, Comm. ii.

p. 584), that the reference to Daniel in our passage is not pre

cise, and that it may be asked whether Christ intended the pas-

sage chap. ix. 27, or the passages chap. xi. 31, xii. 11, where

likewise & ^XeXvjfjua r. ip. is spoken of We must maintain the

former, and for the following reasons, a. Christ speaks in such

a manner of the /3SeX. r. ip. in Daniel, that he supposes in his

hearers the knowledge of that ySSeA,. t. ip. which he intended; and

hence he considers any more precise definition supei-fluous. We may

tlien, with confidence, assume that he means that prophecy of Da-

niel which was then regarded among the Jews as relating to a still

future occurrence, the yet impending conquest and destruction of

Jerusalem. He could not, therefore, have had before his eyes
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the prophecy, chap. xi. and xii. For this was coiumonly cousi-

clered by the Jews to have been fulfilled, as was really the

case, in the times of Antiochus Epiphanes and the Maccabees.

A proof of this is furnished by the LXX., in which several spe-

cial features are introduced from the history of those times into

the prophecy that was regarded as rather indefinite, from which

it appears that the translator sought in history for its fulfilment.

Thus chap. xi. 25 :
" he will awaken his power against the king

of the south" (aj:'^), LXX. eVt top jBaaiXea ^AiyvTrrov. ver.

30, " there shall come ships from the coasts of the Mediterranean

(others, from Macedonia)," LXX. koI -q^ovcrc 'Pcofialoi,. But

the first Book of the Maccabees furnishes a still more striking

proof. This book, although this self-evident fact has been over-

looked, in its historical delineation takes so fully as its basis the

prophetic statements of the eleventh chap., that it only fills them

up with the historical particulars. The description of Alexander

is almost a verbal transcript from our book ; the sequel till Ant.

Epiph. is passed over in the first Book of the Maccabees ; the

description of this prince, again, is so entirely founded on that

given in our book, that the very words are often borrowed from

it. We will show this in reference to some passages, to obviate

Jill doubt. LXX. xi. 31: kol fiiavovcri to ayiov tov cf>6/3ov.

1 Mace. i. 40 : koI /juidvat, uylaa/xa.—xi. 2o : He will march

against the king of Egypt eV o-)(X(p ttoWm. Mace. i. 17 : kuI

ela7]\dev e'i? AlyvTrrov iv o-)(\(i) /Sapet.—LXX. the same : Koi

6v (n)]aerai. Mace. v. 18: koX iveTpdirrj IlToXe/jbalo'; (itto Trpoa-

(lOTTOV avTov Kol €(f)vye.— 20 : niai n-^VTri "iVssi LXX. /cat ireaovv-

rac rpav/xaTiai rroWoi. ]\Iacc. v. i8 : koI errecrav rpavfiariai

TToWol.—V. 28 : Kol iTriarpeyjrec ea t7]v ')(U)pav avrov iv XP^')'

fMaat TToWoi?. Mace. xix. 20, merely adding a more precise his-

torical description : koI eXa/3e to, aKvXa 'y^]<i 'Aiyinrrov, koX

iireaTpe-yp-ev 'Avr io-)(0<i.—v. 30 : koX Trocrjaei Kara to deXr/fia

avTov 6 ^aaiXev'i—Koi iiri tov deov tow Oecov e^aWa XaXtjcrei.

Mace. 24 : kol iirolrjae (povoKTovlav koX e\d\rj(xev V7reprj(f)av€iav

/jL€'yd\7)v.—V. 3 1 : Smuovctl /SBeXvy/jia epT]p,(oo-€(i)<;. Mace. .Vi :

(pKohojxrjaav ^BeXvy/jua eprip,oi(T€oy<;.—It therefore can admit of

no doubt, that the author of the first book of the Mace, was him-

self persuaded of the fulfilment of chaps, xi. xii. in the Macca-

bjean times, and had it in view to point this out to his readers.

—
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Accordingly, Christ must have had the prophecy in chap. ix. be-

fore his eyes. Remarkably enough, it can be shewn that this

prophecy was in his time generally referred to a destruction of the

city yet impending. A sufficient proof of this is afforded by

the passage, Josephus Arch. x. 1 ] , 7 : " Daniel x^redicted also

the Roman supremacy, and that our country should be deso-

lated by them." * That Josephus is here pointing at the pro-

phecy chap, ix., is clear from the fact that no other can with any

. plausibihty be referred to the destruction of the Jewish State by

the Romans. There is also an allusion to it in the very form

of expression : Jos. iprjfjbcoOijaeTai,, LXX. ver. 27 : avvre-

Xeia So6)]cr€Tai iirl rrjv ipi'jixwaiv. We are still more favoured

by the passage, Jos. de hello Jud. iv. 6, 3, proving as it does

that this exposition was not merely a private opinion of Josephus,

but the commonly received one. It is there said of the zealots

—"they occasioned the fulfilment of the prophecy against their

country. For there was a certain ancient oracle afloat, that the

city should be taken and the sanctuary burnt by a foe, when fac-

tion should arise among the Jew5 and their own hands should

begin to pollute the sacred precincts; lohich prediction the zea-

lots did not disbelieve, and yet made themselves the instruments

of accomplishing it."t There can be no doubt at all, that by the ira-

\aio^ X6709 avSpMV here is to be understood the prophecy

chap. ix. By the ^BeXvyfxa ip. was understood the abominations

with which the temple was to be desecrated by wicked members

of the chosen people themselves. How general the reference of

the prophecy then was to a future destruction of the city, appears

from the express observation of Josephus, that even the zealots

had no doubt of the correctness of this interpretation. The

same interpretation is found also in the Babylonian and Jerusalem

Gemarah.-^h. /That Christ here had in view the prophecy chap.

£pij/i(o.3'ij(r£T«t.

t Kiu Ti]v KaTcc T-f/s traTpioos 'irpo<pnTilnv Tt/Vous ij^iuxrav. "Hv yap oi; tis

TO. dyia i/o>:' TroXipov, o-rdo-ts iav KaTaa-Ktiv//?; /cat X"P" oiKEtaLTrpopidi'wari.

Td Tov Sriov rip.iV09. oh ovk 'i-TTio-Tiio-ai/TES 0! t'lXtuTai SiaKovovi iavTovs tiri-

Soaav.
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ix., is clear, farther, fi-om the clause 6. av. v., which, as already

shewn, was derived from this place. (f<7.
Wemay also add the clause

iv TOTTw a<yi(p, sufficiently correspondent to eVt to lepov ^Bi-

Xvy/xa T. ip. ecnat, ver. 27.

Let us now enquire liow far there is contained in this passage

a confirmation of the authority, and so of the authenticity, of

Daniel. We suppose, at the outset, that the words, to prjOev

Bia Aavt7]\ Tov 7rpo<p7')Tov proceed from Christ himself. 1.

Daniel is called by Christ, 7rpo^i]rr}<i. Assertions, such as that

of Griesinger (1. c. 24), that it does not hence follow that Christ

regarded him as a prophet in the proper sense, because the name

prophet was too common and ambiguous, require now no farther

refutation. It is now generally allowed (comp. e. g. Bret-

SCHNEIDER, s. V.), that 7rpo(f3r)Tr]'i in the N. T. has universally

the notion of divine inspiration.—2. Christ quotes from Daniel an

actual prophecy to be fulfilled in time yet future. We do not

ground the proof of this position on the expression to prjdev,

by itself considered. We readily concede to Bertholdt (1. c ii.

p. 587), that, according to the ustta loquendi of the N. T., it

might even stand where only the realization of a prophecy, which

refers immediately to another historical fiict, comp. Matt. iii. 3,

is intended. But that the expression has not that sense here,

that the appeal to Daniel cannot be regai'ded, as Bertholdt as-

serts, as " a mere individualizing figure, taken fi'om the ancient

national history," appears from the following reasons, a. As the

cotemporaries of Christ unanimously regarded the passage of

Daniel, to which he refers, as a proper prediction of the event of

which he speaks, he would have led his heai-ers into an unavoid-

able mistake, since they could have found in his words only a con-

firmation of their notion. If this notion was not countenanced

by him, he would have refrained altogether from quoting this

passage, h. Christ gives no exacter definition of the ySSeX,. t.

ep. ; his hearers were to gain this from Diuiiel himself. But how
was this possible, if the passage quoted spoke only of incidents of

tlie Maccabsean time ? c. The words, 6. av. v. also shew that the

more precise definition was to be drawn from Daniel alone.—y.

But these words, taken alone, serve for a proof that Christ regarded

our book as divinely inspired. For they contain, as has been

already shewn, an intimation that the prophecies of our book
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have a profound meaning, only to be understood by the aid of the

Spirit of God.

But we must now examine two assertions, by which it has been

attempted to rob our passage of its force. After Schott (1. c.

p. 49), Bleek has asserted that the words to prjdev Sta AavtrfK.

Tov 7rpo(f>7]Tov were probably not brought forward by the Evan-

gelist as the words of Christ, but only parenthetically inserted by

himself. But there is no reason for this assertion, except the

absence of these words in Mark. But who would lay it do\vn as

a rule, that whatever one Evangelist has more than another, is to be

taken as his own addition ? And then, even granting the correct-

ness of this assertion, what the opponents gain on one side by
it, they lose again on the other. They are only relieved from the

express designation of Daniel as a 7rpo(f)r}Ti]<i, and that only par-

tially, since we may reasonably infer Christ's view from the view

of the Apostle. For, would the Apostle have put these words

into the mouth of Christ (the unnaturalness of the assumption of

their being a mere parenthesis of the Apostle's, need not for the

first time be shewn), if he had not, at some other time, spoken

thus of Daniel ? But, on the contrary, let us assume that Christ

did not utter these words, and then what an intimate familiarity

with Daniel does his discourse suppose in the disciples ! Christ

then speaks of this prophecy of Daniel as of a subject often

handled between him and the Apostles, which he only needs to

hint at.

—

Bleek tries, moreover, to bring the whole passage in

Matthew and Mark into suspicion, by asserting that in Luke quite

a different thing is found ! Now, even granting that the pas-

sage, Luke xxi. 20 (orav Be tSrjre Kvckovixevrjv vrro crrpaTo-

veScov TTjv 'lepovaakrjv, Tore yvMre, ore rj<y<yLK6v ?; iprjixoicn^;

avTri<i.), is to be considered directly parallel to ours, yet nothing

more would follow from the difference, than that Luke, writing

as he did for readers, from whom for the most part any exact ac-

quaintance with Daniel could not be expected, omitted the refer-

ence to this prophet, and, without anything farther, set down the

thing which in his view was designated in Daniel by the obscure

expression, /SSeX. r. ip. But what justifies us in assuming that

Luke here meant to give just the contents of the two passages of

Matthew and Mark ? It is much more probable that Christ,

whether at that or at some other time, took occasion, from the
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prophecy of Daniel, to direct attention to different tokens of the

impending destruction of the city. Luke, then, adduced what

Christ had quoted from Dan. ix. U,G, {koL ^aaiXela idvwv 6(pe-

pel rijv ttoXlv). As, according to Daniel's prophecy, the city was

to be destroyed by heathen nations, so, when it should be actually

compassed about by them, deliverance was no longer to be hoped

for. Luke was induced to bring forward only this particular sign,

simply from the character of his readers as already described.

Grotius has remarked too, that the very use of the word tj

ip^fMoycrL<; in Luke, proves the reference to this passage of

])aniel.

But the opponents do not intend it quite so seriously against

the testimony of Christ, notwithstanding the exceptions they have

taken to it. Behtholdt {Einl. p. 1517) does not at all deny

that in the N. T. the book is ascribed to Daniel. Comm. i. p.

19, he says expressly, that Jesus followed the general ecclesiasti-

cal tradition among the Jews, which laid down the authorship of

Daniel as an indubitable fact. They maintain that, even gi'ant-

ing Christ to have regarded the Book of Daniel as genuine, no-

thing would be proved by that, since Christ and the Apostles,

with the practical use which they made of the writings of the O. T.,

witliout devoting themselves to critical researches and elucida-

tions, confined themselves without any farther trouble to the Jewish

tradition and praxis. If such a quotation in the N. T. were to be

regarded as decisive, the book of Enoch also must, from Jude

14, be ascribed to Enoch himself, and, in like manner, to Etiits

must be ascribed the writing from which a passage is quotecTTl

Cor. ii. 9, and perhaps E.ph. v. lli(comp. Bertiioldt, Comm. ii.

p. 520, Bleek, p. 179.)—But that the assumption of such an

error is irreconcileable with even the lowest view of Christ, the

conduct of the opponents themselves affords a proof. If the tes-

timony of Christ is of no importance, why seek by the most un-

tenable hypotheses and exceptions to shew that this testimony is

not in favour of Daniel ? Why does even a Taulus {Comm. z.

N. T. iii. p. 40H) give to the words 6. av. v. the miserable inter-

pretation, "take good care not to refer the passage of Daniel,

which treats of quite a different matter, and which I have quoted

only in the way of accommodation, to the destruction of Jerusa-

lem by the Romans ?" But he who, by God's grace, has obtained
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a firm conviction of the divinity of Christ, can only, if he have

the smallest regard to consistency, or even any genuine life in ^

Christ, regard such an assertion with the deepest abhorrence.

Christ, the Son of the living God, he who knew what was in every

man without needing to reason from the actions to the inner state,

is, forsooth, because he was not in a condition to pursue critical

researches, to mistake a wretched impostor for a prophet of God,

and to recommend him to his church by his emphatic testimony !

The quotations which are appealed to for proof that the testimony

of the N. T. is inconclusive, are not to the point, to say nothing

of the fact that Christ and the Apostles cannot be thus simply

put in one rank. A mere citation from the N. T., apart from any

inquiry as to the kind and manner of it, and the contents of the

cited passage, can certainly prove nothing as to genuineness or

spuriousness. Thus, it does not serve for a proof of the genuine-

ness of the second part of Isaiah, that passages are quoted from

it in the N. T. under the name of Isaiah. The sacred writers

might here have confined themselves to the prevailing mode of

citation, without any intention of confirming the false notions from

which it might possibly have proceeded. But here the case is

quite of another order. An impostor is called a prophet ; a pro-

phecy of his, which, having been framed for the most part post

eccntum, referred only to his time, is quoted as pointing to the
.

future, and described as of profound import, and of an interpretation

only to be afforded by the Spirit of God.—We beg our readers

farther to compare the excellent reply to this assertion in Sack

{Ajwlof/etik, p. 279), wlio here maintains that sober theological

sentiment which so beautifully distinguishes his entire work.

We now proceed to collect the proofs that arc to be gathered

from the discourses of Christ himself, of the authority and genu-

ineness of Daniel. One of the most frequently recurring self-

designations of Christ, 6 uto9 toO avOpwirov, the Son of God ap-

pearing in human form (comp. Bretschneider s. v.), is, by

common consent, borrowed li'om Dan. vii. 13, and to be explained

only by a comparison with this passage. That which induced

Christ to use this expression instead of a more expHcit one, could

be nothing else than the view of designating himself as him whom
Daniel had announced under this name. But is it consistent witli

the dignity of Christ in this way to remind his hearers constantly of
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the production of an impostor, to lay so much stress on tho fact

that he is the person announced in his forgeil prophecy ?

But, what is more, the passage ])an. vii, IS, 14, and 2(5, 27,

in whieli the second appearing of Ciirist is depicted, forms the

groundwork of all the declarations of Christ concerning this mat-

ter. In order that this may he strikingly seen, it is necessary to

place together the passages of Daniel and the declarations of

Christ. Dan vii. 13

—

IBov iirl rcov ve^eXdv rov ovpavov (09

vto<; avOpcoirov i]p-)(ero, Kat, 0)9 7ra\aio<; i]fj,€p(bv Traprjv, Kal ol

TrapearrjKOTe'i irapPjaav dvrai (more correctly Tueodotion for

Koi CO? /€. T. \.—Kol etu? Tov TToXaiov TMv yfiepwv e<f)da(T€, koX

evoiTTLOV avTov Trpoarjve^dT] civrco). Vcr. 11 : Kal i860}] avTO)

i^ovala Kal ti/jli] iSaatXiKy), Kal Trcivra to, e6vi) rrj<; 77)9 Kara yem),

Kal iraaa ho^a avrco Xarpevovaa, Kal rj e^ovcria avrov, i^ovaia

dicovio^, 7]TL<i 6v fii) dpOfi, Kal 77 ^acnXela avrov, 7)ti<; ov /ij)

<})dapij. Ver. 2() : kuI r) Kpicn<; KaOiaerai, Kal ti)v e^ovcriav

uTToXovaL' K. T. \. Vcr. 27 : Kal tj)v ^aaiXeiav, Kal rijv i^ov-

aiav, Kal ri]v fieyaXeLorrjra dvTcov Kal tt)v dp)(7]v iraacov rdv

irrro tov ovpavov /3aaiXei6i)V eScoKe Xao) dyuo trs^icnov, ^aaL-

Xevcai ^aaiXeiav dicoviov (more ct»rrectly Tueodotion : Kal tj

ftacnXala dvrov (BaaiXeta dLcoiHo<i), Kal Trdaac i^ovaiai {nrora-

yi'jaovrai Kal 7r6Ldap)(^)]aovacv dvro). With these must he com-

pared the following passages from the gospel of Matthew. Chap.

X. 2r3 : 60)9 dv eXOr) 6 vco^ rov dvOpcoirov. xvi. 27 : fieXXet <ydp

6 vL0<i TOV dvOpcoTTOv €p)(^eadat iv Trj So^rj tov iraTpo'i dxnov fxeTO,

Twv dyyeXayv dvTov. Xer. 28 : ea)9 dv iBcoat tov mov tov dv-

Spto'TTov ip-)(o^evov iv Trj ^acriXeia dvTov. xix. 28 : dfiijv Xiyio

vfjuv, OTC vfj,€l<i OL dKoXovd))(TavTe^ fiOL iv T7; TraXiyyeveaia, oTav

KaOiarj 6 vio<i t. a. iirl dpovov h6^i]<; dvTov, KaOiaeaOe Kal v/xel'i

iirl hdiheKa dpovovi, KpivovTe*; Tea BeoBeKa ^vXd<i rov 'IcrparjX

(compare with the latter, hcsides the clause y) Kpiat.<: KaOiaeTai,

also the clause Opovot, iTedrjaav in ver. U.). xxiv. 'M) : Kal Tore

<f)avi]creTat to arjfieiov rov mov tov dvdpcoTrov iv too 6vpav(o, Kal

TOTe Koyjromat Trdcrai at (f>vXal t^9 7/)9, Kal o-^ovTat tov mov tov

dvOpcoTTov ip^ofjLCvov iirl Tuiv vecpeXoJv tov ovpavov, fxcTa Bvvd-

/i,ew9 Kal Bo^i]^ TToXXy'j'i. xxv. .'31 : otov 8t e'X% 6 vio'i tov dv-

OpcoTTOv iv Tt} Bo^D dvTov Kal 7rdvT€<i o't dyyeXoi fieT dvTov, t6t€

Kadiaei iirl Opovov Bo^]<; dvrov Kul (7vva-)(di']aeTaL efiTrpoaOev

dvTov irdvTa ra eOvtj. xxvi. 0-1 : ttX//*' Xiyco vfilv, dirdpTi
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oyJreaOe top vlov tov avOpooirov KaOi^fievov Ik he^iwv tt}? hwdjiew^i

KoX ep^o/xevov eTrl rSiv ve^eKwv rod ovpavov. Comp. besides,

Jolm V. 27.—So constant a reference to our book in the exhi-

bition of the most weighty truths, the effort to depart as little as

possible from its very words, that the identity of the Messiah of

the O. and N. T. might the more distinctly strike the eye, sup-

poses that our Lord reckoned Daniel among the divinely illu-

mined prophets of the O. T.—It has already been several times

remarked, that our Lord, in John v. 28, 29, exhibits the doctrine

of the resurrection almost in the words of Daniel, xii. 2

—

Kal

TToWot T(av KaOevhoVTcov iv tu> ifKaTei rr)<i 7/)? avaaT)](rovrat,

01 fxev et<f i^oirjv amvtov, ol he eh ovecSLa/mov (these last words ot

Se, Szc. are probably an interpolation from Theodotion) ol 8e ek

ScaaTTopav koI dio-^vvrjv diaiviov—the principal passage in the O.

T. on the doctrine of tlie resurrection. Ver 3 (kuI ol (TvvUvre<i

(pavovcriv &><? ^warrjpe'i tov ovpavov) is almost verbally copied

Matt. xiii. 43, Tore ol Sl/caLoc tKXd[x^\rovaLV, co? 6 ifKios, iv Trj

^aaiXeta tov Trarpo? dvTCJV.

We pass on now from Christ to the Apostles. To their testi

mony concerning the divine authority of Daniel we can do no less

than ascribe an independent authority. For, even if we should

limit all tlie promises which the Lord made to his Apostles, merely

to their freedom from error in the proclamation of divine truth

—

even if we should maintain the possibility of their being in error as

to the explanation of particular passages of the O. T.) although

neither of these things, as we think, have any foundation), yet an

error, such as that concerning one of the most important, most

influential books of the O. T., goes far beyond these arbitrarily

imposed limitations. Let us, however, put out of view for a mo-

ment this independent importance of the testimony of the Apostles,

and still it will certainly be of great weight, inasmuch as it enables us

to conclude respecting the judgment of Christ on the book. For,

if the Apostles everywhere treat the Book of Daniel with undoubt-

ing certainty, how can we help thinking that this, their judgment,

rested on the declarations of their Master, who, in the time of his

intercourse with them, was the less likely to shrink from distinct

declarations concerning our book, the more eagerly, according to

the repeated attestations of Josephus, it was studied at that lime,

and the more highly it was prized ?
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One of the most remarkable passages is 1 Pet. i. 10-12, wliich

has hitherto been little pondered with a view to the present ques-

tion. The Apostle there says that the prophets had asked and

inquired, concerning the future salvation, to what time the spirit of

Christ in them did point ; but that it was revealed to them that

the prophecy given by their ministration was destined, not for

them, but for those who should be living at the time of its fulfil-

ment. It is most evident that the sentiment here generally ex-

pressed stands in an especial relation to the passage, Dan xii. 8,

sqq., the only one in which that is expressly related of a prophet

which might have taken place in the minds of the other prophets

also. All that Peter says of the prophets is here to be found almost

word for word. After Daniel has received a revelation respecting

the coming of the kingdom of God, and particularly respecting

the ]\Iessianic times, it is said
—

" I heard it, but understood not :

and I said, Lord, when is the end of this ? And he answered :

rest, Daniel; for these words are to remain sealed till the time of

the end ; none of the wicked will understand it ; but the wise will

understand it." Now, if the reference to Daniel in this passage

cannot be denied, it is estabhshed that the Apostle reckons him

among the prophets, that he ascribes to him the Trvev/xa Xolcttov,

that he assigns to him prophecies which were so fai* from having

proceeded from his own will, that they were partially unintclHgible

to the man himself

In Paul the whole of the first and second chapters of the Se-

cond Epistle to the Thessalonians rests on Daniel. In chap. ii.

•}, our book is as good as quoted, for r) airoaraala can be nothing

else than the great apostacy which, according to the prophecies of

Daniel, was to be expected before the end of the present world, 6

dv6p(OTTo^ Tf/<? ufiapria^ no other than the wicked man predicted

by Daniel. Tiie article here points to Daniel just as it does in

the /33eX. ip. Here, then, the nuunier in which Paul refers to

Daniel cannot be regarded as a mere allusion, or a borrowing of

expressions and figures. The apostle rather uses him as the

foundation of his statement of the doctrine of the return of Christ,

because he is the main authority for it in the O. T. He pro-

ceeds on the grouiul that everything said i)i the book of Daniel

must necessarily arrive at fulfilment.—Another reference to our

bonk is fcnnd in 1 Cor. vi. 'Z : ovk oiBare, on ot aytot rov
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KOGixov Kpivovai ; comp. Dan. vii. 22 : etw? rov eXOelv tov

TToXatov '^fxepcov, koI t7]v KplaLV eSw/ce Tol<i dyLoi<i rov v'^lcttov,

comp. V. 9, 18. Here also Daniel is referred to as the proper

source of a doctrine which is found in this distinctness in hardly

any other passage of the O. T.—Of less importance is Phil. ii.

9-11, compared with Dan. vii. 13, 14.

In the Epistle to the Hebrews, chap. xi. 83, 34 {ejypa^av

a-ropbara Xeovrwv, ea^eaav hvvapav irvpo<i), what is here related

of Daniel and his companions, is brought forward among the

events that occurred to the holy men of faith of the 0. T.—On
Acts vii. 50, LiGHTFOOT properly observes: " Step/ua/i/s in his

verbis allegat illud Danielis, y'li. 13.

—

Eloquitiir Protomartyr,

sejam videre illud Danielis in Jesu inijyleiinn." On this as-

sumption it is explained why Christ is here designated by Stephen

as 6 vio<; TOV dvOpcoirov, this designation being found elsewhere

only in the discourses of Christ, never in the discourses of others.

That the whole Apocalypse, finally, is based on Daniel, that

its prophetic delineations are only repetitions of those of Daniel,

that everywhere there is displayed in it the highest estimation of

our book, requires, it is generally allowed, no proof; and we may
the rather spare ourselves the trouble, because of the unfavour-

able judgment which is formed of the Apocalypse, not for any

fault in the work, bearing as it does all the marks of genuineness

.and divinity, and which will certainly last only so long as the

present provisional state of theology. Comp. farther the colla-

tion of the passages of the Apocalypse and of Daniel in Staud-

LIN, 1. c. p. 82.

We have now two more erroneous assertions, in regai'd to the

view which the N. T. gives of our book, to refute. 1. Staudlin

maintains, 1. c. p. 85, that it seems as if the first six chapters

were either unknown to Christ and his Apostles, or were held in

suspicion by them. This assertion mi(j]U be plausible, it it could be

shewn that these chapters, in the time of Christ, were either not

yet united with the prophetic part of the book, or were less valued

than the latter. But, since the contrary can be shewn, especially

from Josephus,—since the book of Daniel has ever manifestly been

of its present extent, and there has never existed among the

Jews an unfavourable judgment respecting the first six chapters,

the general confirmation of Daniel in the N. T., to say nothing
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of tlie special reference to liim in the Epistle to the Hebrews,

speaks at the same time for the historical part, wliose contents,

indeed, are such as perfectly to explain the fact that so little men-
tion is made of it in the N. T. 2. Corkodi ( Freimi'itltif/e f'er-

suche, p. 02) asks, why, if Christ and the Apostles held the book
to be inspired, they did not make use of it to prove that Jesus

was the Messiah ? But for this purpose the Messianic prechc-

tions of our book were just as Utile adapted as those of the first

part of Isaiah and Zechariah, and the entire ones of Jeremiali

and Ezekiel, because they refer almost always to the second

coming of Christ. No evidence, then, could be derived from

them in the N. T. for the Messianic dignity of Jesus, but it

could only be hinted by reference to them, that this part also of

the prophetic announcement would yet find its fulfilment in the

future, and we have abeady shewn that this abundantly happened.

The only passage which relates to the first advent of Christ, chap.

ix. 24-27, is actually quoted by Christ, and the simple reason

why this is done only in reference to one point, the destruction of

Jerusalem that was to follow the murder of the Messiah, is that

the demonstration of the correspondence of prophecy and fulfil-

ment here required a learned detail, a profusion of historical and

chronological demonstrations, such as were neither suitable to the

dignity of Christ, nor adapted to his and his Apostles' immediate

hearers and readers, and were therefore properly left to a later and

more theologically-disciplined age.

SECT. IV. TRACES OF THE BOOK IN PRE MACC.\BEAN TIMES.

To the exteiiial arguments for the genuineness belong, lastly,

the traces of the existence of our book in the pre-Maccabean times.

If those traces are not of such a nature as to suffice alone for a

proof of the genuineness, and to have equal weight with really

important counter arguments, yet, since such counter aiguments

arc nowhere to be found, they are, in coiniection with all the

other proofs of the genuineness, of no small importance.

a. According to Josophus, Arrh. xi. 8, 5, the Book of Daniel

was shewn to Alexander the (ireat, and that prophecy was re-

ferred bv him to himself, in which a Greek was announced as the
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conqueror of the Persian empire. Now, in order to enfeeble tliis

testimony, attacks have been directed, partly against the whole
narrative, partly against this particular point in it.—To judge of

the former, we must previously place more exactly before us the

contents of the narrative.

During the siege of Tyre, Alexander commanded the Jewish
high priest to do him homage, and send him troops and provi-

sions. The high priest, true to the oath which he had taken to

the still living Darius, had refused this. Alexander deferred his

revenge till the conclusion of the siege of Tyre and Gaza. After
that he marched against Jerusalem. The high priest is in great

consternation; public prayers and sacrifices are commanded; after

these he is tranquillized by God in a dream, and commanded to

go himself, with the priests in their official habiliments, and with
the rest of the people in white garments, to meet the conqueror.
This is done as soon as Alexander approaches the city. The
procession meets him at a place where there was a view of the

city and temple. Alexander goes immediately to the high priest,

embraces him, and testifies his veneration for the name of God
on his mitre. To the wondering question of Parmenio, why he, to

whom all others testified their veneration, honours the Jewish high
priest, Alexander replies, that the homage is not rendered to the

high priest, but to his God ; for that he had seen him in a vision

in this very expedition, when he was yet in Macedonia ; that He
had promised to undertake the leading of his army, and to give

him the Persian dominion ; that this coincidence of the di'eam

with the reality gave him a firm hope of victory. He then, attend-

ed by the high priest, and surrounded by the priests, marched
into the city, sacrificed in the temple, according to the directions

of the high priest, and shewed great honour both to him and to

the priests. Then they shewed him the Book of Daniel. On his

demanding that he should ask some favour for the people, the

high priest asked for exemption from tribute in the seventh year,

as being the fallow yeai\ Many Jews then, on the command of

Alexander, determined to participate in the expedition. The Sa-
maritans, under the pretext that they had affinity with the Jews,
tried to obtain a share in the favours imparted to them ; but in

this they did not succeed.

The truth of this whole account has been assailed, after the

p
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example of V. Dale {dissert, sup. Aristeani deLXX. interprett.

p. 68 sqq.), by several moderns, on the following grounds :— 1,

" The circumstance that Alexander, after the conquest of Tyre,

marched to Gaza, from thence hack to Jerusalem, and from thence

to Egypt, is chronologically false. He would then have made a

useless circuit of several days. All writers, too, agi-ee that he

went immediately from Gaza to Eg}'pt." Thus Prideaux, 1. c.

iii. p. 115, and after him, word for word, Griesinger, p. 33.

But there is no difficulty in discovering the reason why Alexan-

der marched first to Gaza and then to Jerusalem. Gaza would

seem to him by far the more important ; the brave Persian satrap

Betis had hired Arabian mercenaries, and laid up provisions in

that strong city for a long siege ; the walls were very high, the

siege extremely difficult (comp. Arrian. e.vp. Al. p. lol, ed.

Blancardi.). Alexander might hope that, if he succeeded in tak-

ing this place, the rest, including Jerusalem, would submit to him
without drawing his sword, and the result shewed that in this

calculation he was not deceived. This advantage was certainly

well worth the circuit of a few days.—Moreover, this very repre-

sentation of the march of Alexander, so improbable at first view,

speaks in favour of the trustworthiness of Josephus. Had he not

confined himself strictly to his authorities, he would certainly

have placed the coming of Alexander to Jerusalem between the

siege of Tyre and of Gaza. The statement of the other historical

sources, that Alexander marched immediately from Gaza to Egypt,

proves nothing ; it is a mere argumentum a silentio, founded on
the omission of a diversion of some days, which is the less sur-

prising considering the abundance of important incidents which

the life of Alexander aftbrds. Besides, it affects the opponents in

like manner ; for Alexander must have been in Jerusalem, as we
shall afterwards see; but the ancient wTiters make him pass just

as immediately from Tyre to Gaza, as from Gaza to Egypt. 2.

" It is not matter of history, when Josephus makes Parmenio say

to Alexander, that all men offered him the TrpoaKvvrjcri.'i {ri

OT]7rOT€, TTpoCTKVVOVVTCOV UVTOV UTTaVTCOV, dvTO<i 7rpoaKVP7]a€L€ TOP

lovBaiwv apxi^pia ;). Not till a later period did Alexander think

of exalting himself into a god, and demanding the 7rpoaKvv7]ai<;

as an acknowledgment of his divine dignity." But surely nothing

was more natural than for the subjects of the Persian empire to
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transfer to him the customary mark of honour, even without his

demanding it ; and that he assumed it icillitigly may be supposed

from his subsequent conduct. 3. " Chaldeans are mentioned in

the retinue of the king
; yet at that time they were still subject to

the Persian king." But what hinders our assuming that, even

before the taking of Babylon, Chaldee renegades had deserted

to Alexander, as Josephus seems to intimate in express terms ?

This may the more readily be imagined, as the Babylonians after-

wards received Alexander with joy, as the restorer of their worship,

to which the Persians had borne an ill will. 4. " The dream of

the liigh priest looks very like a fiction." But if we set aside

all supernatural operation, and suppose that the high priest only

dreamed what had passed through his waking soul, or that he only

gave out that he dreamed it, certainly all in the narrative that

concerns the high priest's share in the affair has the highest pro-

bability. The whole contrivance was admirably suited to the

character of Alexander. It could not have been forgotten by the

high priest that, on the capture of Tyre, Alexander had spared ail

those who had taken refuge in the temple, that he had sacrificed

to Herculus, had instituted a great festival in honour of him, and

dedicated a Tyrian ship to him (comp. Ussher. z. J. 3673.) The
measure which he chose, therefore, must have appeared to him

the most suitable for mitigating the wrath of Alexander.

Let us now pass on to establish the truth of the narrative by

positive arguments, in which, whatever else has been advanced

against it will find a sufficient reply.

In several main particulars the narrative is confirmed by ex-

press historical testimonies, Arrian says that Judea was not

mastered by force of arms, but surrendered of its own accord (1.

ii. p. 150 : KcCi tjv clvto) to, /j,6v aXXa rrj'i JJaXaLarivT)^ Kokov/xivrj^i

Xvpim iTpo(TKe')(wp'-qKOTa yBrj.) The personal presence of Alex-

ander in Judea is remarked, apart from Josephus, not only, as

ScHLOSSER asserts {Welfgesch. i. p. 170), by the Arabian writer

Makrizi, but also by Pliny {hist. nat. xii. 26), who speaks of

an observation made in natural liistory in connection with this

event. That Jews served in the army of Alexander is reported

by the cotemporary heathen writer Hecat^us Abderita. How
great the favour of Alexander must have been towards the Jews,

appears from the statement, although a false one, of the same
P 2
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writer (in Jos. c. Aj). ii. 1), that Alexauder granted to the Jews

the region of Samaria. The genuineness of his book has indeed

been called in question by an anonymous author in Eichhorn's

Bibl. f. bill. Litt. Th. 5, p. 432, sqq., who maintains that the

writing was forged by some nameless Jew. But the only argu-

ment advanced for this assertion, the predilection for the Jews

displayed in the fragments of Hecata?us, is, as Zorn has already

shewn {Hecalai Abel, fnigtnenta. Alton. 1730, ann. p. 5), cer-

tainly not sufficient to establish it. It must be well remembered

that those who have preserved to us the fragments of Hecataeus,

JosEPHUs and Eusebius, select only what was liivourable to the

Jews. It appears from the fi-agments of Hec.\t.eus themselves,

that he was an enlightened heathen, for whom, therefore, Juda-

ism had some attractions, and who, as was often the case in those

times, had a certain leaning towards it. How few exteraal rea-

sons there were for suspecting the book, is clear from the fact

that even Herennius Philo, in Origen c. Celsuni, 1. 1, did not

venture decidedly to reject its genuineness, and that Josephus
could dare, in the face of his heathen readers, boldly to appeal to

its authority. What, moreover, is decisive against this assertion,

is the great want of acquaintance with the older history of the

Jews, which the author clearly displays. Neither a Jew nor a

Jewish proselyte could relate that the Persians (instead of the

Chaldeans) carried away many myriads of Jews to Babylon. So
gross an error, also, as that Samaria was gi-anted to the Jews,

could hardly have come from a Jew.—But the favour of Alexan-

der towards the Jews is clear from another circumstance. After

the founding of Alexandria he not only granted them the free ob-

servance of their religion and laws, but guaranteed them the

same privileges in that respect as the Macedonians themselves

(comp. pRiDE.vux 1. c. p. 120.) But if the favour of Alexander

towards the Jews is established, we may draw thence a conclusion

for the truth of the whole narration. For it is correctly observed

by Jaiin {Archdol. II. i., p. 306), " if this principal point, the

favour shewn towards the Jews, be correct, there must have been

some great cause for it, corresponding to the character of Alex-

ander ; and, since that assigned by Josephus is of sucIj a nature,

there is no reason to doubt of it." We have brought forward this

passage, also, that it may be seen how correctly Bleek has read,
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when he maintains, 1. c. p. 18i, that even Jahn is satisfied to

vindicate simply the main fact, the favour shewn to the Jews, as

historically true.—Even the special circumstance, that the high

priest in full costume, and particularly with the head dress (eVt

rrjq K6(f)a\r}<i e-)(nvTa rrjv Kihaptv k. t. X.), went to meet Alexander,

is confirmed by a passage of Justin xi. 10

—

tutic in Syriam

^yrqficiscitur, uhi ohvios cvm infulis multos Orientis reges ha-

buit. Ex his pro meritis sivgulorum alios in societaiem

recepit, aliis regniim adcmit, siiffeciis in loca eorum aliis regi-

hus.—Finally, the truth of the narrative as a whole is confirmed

by other ancient Jewish writers, who agree wath Josephus in the

essential circumstances; comp. the passages in Hess {Gcschichte

der Regenten in d. Exil. ii. p. 37), who well deserves to be con-

sulted on this incident.

But that which has no express historical confirmation is re-

commended so strongly by its internal truth, that we cannot

think of fiction in the matter. For instance, the behaviour of

Alexander is so very correspondent with his historical character,

that persons have only manifested their ignorance of history in

trying from this point in particular to obtain arguments against

the truth of the narration. Alexander had a twofold reason for

his kindly behaviour towards the Jews. In the then state of things

(the Persian empire was indeed weakened, but not for a long

while after conquered), it would be to him of no little importance

to lay under obligation to him a people who were not insignifi-

cant, and in this way to bind them firmly to him ; and then

the Avay in which the high priest came to meet him offered him

a welcome opportunity of doing it, according to his custom of

perverting rehgion as the means to his ends, and representing

himself as a favourite of deity. We maintain, against Hess,

1. c, p. 33, that the dream of Alexander in all probabihty was

fabricated by him. Could anything else be expected of a man
who, soon afterwards, sent forward persons to bribe the priests in

the temple of Jupiter Amraon to declare what he wished ?—who,

on the expedition against the Scythians, demanded from the seer

Aristander, when he foretold misfortune, that he should invent

another prophecy promising success (Arrian, 1. iv., p. 24C) ?

—

who, when the Chaldeans cautioned him not to go to Babylon,
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expressed his decided disbelief of all prophecy by quoting the

verse of Euripides

:

/udwTIS 6' aplffTOi, '6<TTli ilKU^tl KoXwt,

(Arrian, p. 478), ftnd yet constantly inquired of the seers ? But

how much the character of Alexander inchued him to such a po-

litical use of religion, may be shown by many examples. From
this tendency of his, various tales originated by which his history,

even in liis own time, was disfigured. Thus, the account of the

two ravens, who, according to the statement of Ptolemy Lagus,

led the army on the expedition through the wilderness to the

temple of Jupiter and back again ; or, according to Callisthenes

in Plutai'ch, even brought back the several stragglers to the army.

Men tried by such fables to gain the favour of the king.—Alex-

ander desired nothing more than that, on the expedition to India,

certain tribes should receive him as the third son of Jupiter.

(Prideaux iii., p. 150.) On his return from India he insti-

tuted, in imitation of Bacchus, a procession of three days (Prid.

p. 153.) In order to attain this end he submitted to exertions

and sacrifices, in comparison of which the favours conferred on

the Jews are not deserving of mention. So, in order to procure

for himself the advantages which the Persian kings derived from

their divine honours, he undertook a tedious, difficult, and dan-

gerous journey to the temple of Jupiter Amnion, (m Avhich he

and his whole array nearly perished with tliirst. He submitted

humbly to the (L mand of the priests, that no one besides himself

should enter the temple. At a time when his power was much more

established, he had the temple of Belus at Babylon restored at

immense cost.—When it is asserted that Alexander would not

have condescended to sacrifice in the temple under the direction

of the high priest, it seems to be forgotten that he did the very

same thing under the direction of the Chaldean priest at Babylon

in the temple of Belus ; and, indeed, his whole conduct there is

very similar, in a religious point of view, to that at Jenisalcm.

Akkian says, p. 19G : evda 8?; kuI rolf Xa\8aiot<; eVeri^e, koI

oca ihoKei XaXBaioi<i a^^\ rd lepa to, ev Ba/3vX(ovi tirpa^e'

T« T€ iiWa Kai T(p B?;X<jt) KaOa eKeivoi e^rp/ovvTO, Wvaev.

Let us now turn specially to the statement of Josephus touch-
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ing the prophecies of Daniel. Here also it may be easily shewn
how well it was contrived that the prophecies about himself
should be laid before Alex., how extremely suitable to Alexander
IS the behaviour ascribed to him on that occasion. Alexander
knew too well the influence which prophecy exercised on the
whole world at that time, not to avail himself of this means
among others for the establishment of his authority and for the
gratification of his vanity. He endeavoured by the voices of the
seers of the most diverse nations to get himself declared the
lavounte of the gods, while in secret he laughed at superstition, cer-
tainly at least when the prophecies were not altogether to his mind
1 lutarch remarks generally as characteristic of him, that he always
prided himself much on having prophecies in his favour (avf^cbt-
XorcfMovf^evo, ^el roc, f^avre^fzaac) . The soothsayer Aristander
was constantly in his train; even an ordinary Syrian woman
who passed for a prophetess, was, not considered by him too mean
to be allowed access to him day and night (compare Arrian,
p. 2G9); the priests of Jupiter Ammon must make him out by
an oracle to be a son of their god; the Chaldean sages, on his
entrance mto Babylon, came to meet him in solemn procession,
and he found much to transact with them.
The objections which have been raised against the exhibition

of the prophecies of Daniel to Alexander need to be hardly more
than quoted to show their weakness. " 1 . How could Alexander
read a Hebrew writing ? How could he make out the symboH-
cal language ? Why did he not feel offended at seeing himself
represented as a he-goat, and his great empire as a passing
show .^ All these objections rest on the false supposition, which
has not the least foundation in the text of Josephus, that Alex-
ander himself read the prophecies of Daniel. They were shown
to hmi, and he was told their contents ; and the king, careless
about Avhat was really contained in the book, caught eagerly at
It, because the alleged contents were quite according to his wish
just as the Assyrians (compai'e Ges. zu Jes. i., p. 946), without
fai-ther mqmry, made use of the Hebrew prophecies in which, as
they might have learnt by mere hearsay, an irruption on their
side was predicted as a divine judgment. As regards the image
ol the he-goat, it is judging quite according to our ideas in the
present day, when it is asserted that it must have appeared offen-
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sive to the king ; in the symbolism of the Babylonians and Per-

sians, as we shall hereafter see, the he-goat was a very honour-

able symbol, and Alexander was surely familiar enough by this

time with the symbolical spiiit of the east not to take such a

thing offensively. And, besides, just that prophecy which of all

pointed most distinctly to Alexander, and the one therefore that

was probably laid before him, chap. xi. 2, 3, is quite destitute of

imagery.—It is true, in the prophecies which foretel Alexander's

greatness, there is at the same time predicted the speedy dismem-

berment of his empire after his death. But who shall say that

they did not content themselves with imparting to him only just

as much as would dispose him favourably towards the nation ?

And, supposing any one should, without reason, assume the con-

trary, have we not other instances in which Alexander, from

among prophecies which announced both success and misfortune,

joyfully appropriated the former and allowed the others to rest in

peace (comp. Arrian, p. 151) ?

2. "In both prophecies (viii. 21, xi. 2, 3) the express com-

mand was laid on Daniel to close, them up or to seal them, and

they are thus declared to be unintelligible. It must therefore be

allowed that, in the time of Alexander, no one as yet could under-

stand the meaning of these prophecies." This argument again

is peculiar to Bleek. It is sufficient for its refutation to remark

that in the passages quoted it is not an absolute obscurity tliat is

spoken of, but that which is only relative and partial. This is

clear, if not sufficiently from the nature of the case, at least

quite so from a comparison of chapter x. 1 with xii. 8. In the

first passage it is said that Daniel obtained an insight into the

vision, chap. x. 12 ; in the second, " I heard it, but understood

it not," and Daniel receives the command to seal up the vision,

because it was destined for a future period. If a gross contradiction

is not meant to be set up here, one is compelled to take the under-

standing and the non-understanding relatively.—But if this is

the case, then there could not have been, at least as to those

prophecies which refer to Alexander, especially at the time when
they had already begun to be fulfilled, a non-understanding,

since they belong to the clearest in the book. That a Greek

would some day destroy the Persian empire, is declared in such

explicit and direct terms that even n child must understand it.
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and notlnng farther was said to Alexander by the Jews even
according to Josephus

; the personal reference to himself was hisown work. But we will not linger any longer on the refutation
01 such an argument.

Thus we think we liave sufficiently justified the testimony of
Josephus to the existence of the book of Daniel in the time of
Alexander the Great, and consequently to its gennmeness, since
the question can only be whether Daniel is genuine or whether
composed m the lime of Ant. Epiph. Of course, if there existedany decisive grounds against the genuineness, the statement ofJosephus alone would not suffice to invalidate them ; but we havealready seen that such is not the case. And thus it h«ks quitegra uitous for Bibek, p. 18,5, to suppose that the Jews mig
easily have appealed to prophecies in relation to Alexander, andthat It IS merely a fiction of Josephus to say they were the nro-
pheciesofDaniel in particular.

J wie tne pjo

We add in conclusion, farther, on the historical character of

whose hostile disposition towards revealed religion and towardshe chosen people makes him discover in their°history iule
specte a tissue o lies and fables, and whose testimon/therefor

a tha of an embutered, blinded enemy, is of peculiar weigh.Leo says, m his r«-&.s„«^.« uber die GescLkte &. Jnd

bav , Tn T"'"""' °° ""= P"" "f *« Wgh P'-io^'t wouldhave been folly
;
he might thus have peaceably gone to meetAlexander And how readily Alexander allowed the AsTa cworld to believe that he stood in near connexion with th7g"d

^honld not \ T r.^"'*"-'^
"' ^'^W-^-M, that Alexandershould not have hastened immediately from Gaza to Egypt • butto march from Gaza to Egypt by way of Jerusalem ^'afa't iLmos a circuit of only „ few days, and Judea no nnimpo tanpomtm an expedition to Egypt; this mountain land must ono account be left in the rear, in the hands of enemies

•

b. The dying Mattathias, I Mace. ii. 50, 00, exhorts his rela- >

Uves, among other things, to steadfastness, b; referring o tie
<3 bv b r "" "" """ ^°""""^'°"^^ "Ananias, AzariMisael, by believing, were saved out of the flame. Daniel for
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his innocency was delivered from the mouth of lions."* Now
several, as Bertholdt, maintain that Mattathias can have had

before him here only the several tales in question, circulating inde-

pendently of each other,—which assumption rests on the demon-

strably incorrect hypothesis of a plurality of authors ; or that he

may refer to oral tradition, which is refuted by the fact that all

the other numerous examples adduced by him are borrowed,

without exception, from the sacred writings. Bleek, on the

contrary {-p. 183), allows that the passage is really to be re-

garded as a testimony to our book of Daniel, but avers that we

have not here Mattathias' own words, but a discourse put into his

mouth by the historian. This assertion, it is true, cannot be

combated with decided certainty ; but it could not be rightly

considered as made out, unless we could from other sources prove

the spuriousness of ])aniel. And, since this is not the case, this

testimony deserves always to be alleged among the arguments

for the genuineness. Even supposing the correctness ofBleek's

position, it is at least so far of importance, as it shews how
firmly people were persuaded of the genuineness at a time so

near the assumed origin of the book of Daniel.—A reference to

Daniel is perhaps also found in the words of Mattathias, 1 Mace,

ii. 49 : "Now is pride established, and rebuke, and the time of

destruction, and the wrath of indignation. "f Comp. Dan. viii.

19 : "Behold I will make thee know what shall be in the last

end of the indignation ; for at the time appointed the end shall

he."X Mat. appears to intimate that the grievous time pointed

at by Daniel is now arrived.

c. The Alexandrine translators have introduced the doctrine of

guardian angels of lungdoms, which, in the whole of ilie O.T. occurs

only in Daniel, into two passages in which so small a trace of it is

contained, that only a previous accpiaintance with this doctrine

could have led them to give tbis translation. In Deut. xxxii. 8,

(God has defined the boundaries of the people according to the

• 'Avaviav, 'A^apiai, Mtcraf/X irtaTiva-avTti iiTuj^i}<Tav Ik (pkoyot. Aai>ii/X Iv

Tt) dTrXoTJjTt dvTov ippva^t] iK (XToyuaTos XtovTwv.

t vvi/ i(n>ipix^'l i'Trtptj<p(ivia Kal iXiyfiov Kal Kaiprii KaTaaTpotfttjv Kal ipyfi

J ISoi) iyw ATrayyiWw croi U uttih tir' itr-)^('iTov tT/s opyrjv toiv I'lol? tov Xnou

aov' tTi ynp ii% iopm Katpov avvTiXilav fiivil.
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number of the cliilclren of Israel,) they translate the words '^33 ^z'o'o'?

^x-i-ii by, " according to the number of the angels of God ;"*

in Is. XXX. i, the words 'Tf '"M'?
1**=^? "^'^ '=? by, " For there are

in Tanos, as princes, wicked angels."t It has, on the other

hand, been objected that the LXX. might have taken the dogma

thus introduced from the popular belief, which originated in

their intercourse with heathen nations, and independently of the

Scripture, But we saw before, how unfounded the assertion is

that the Jews borrowed the doctrine of the tutelary spirits of

nations from the Persians, among whom it did not at all exist

;

and it is to be well observed that this doctrine is by the Jews

constantly founded on Daniel (eomp. Eisenmenger i., p. 806.

Jo. a Lent, theologia JucL, p. 276.) It is true, however, that

this argument can only pass for a secondary argument, since it

must be allowed possible, although not probable, that the Jews

derived this doctrine from gross misunderstanding of some pas-

sage of the Bible besides Daniel.

d. More important than the two preceding is the proof now

to be adduced of the existence of the book of Daniel previously

to the times of the Maccabees. Here we must begin with mak-

ing good certain presumptions which form the groundwork of it.

1 . It is time at length to examine the assertion, which is as

generally as confidently made, of a Hebrew or Aramaean original

of the first book of the Maccabees, now that we have so long

and variously quoted it with its alleged arguments in our favour.

This examination naturally cannot be instituted here comprehen-

sively, and so as to exhaust the subject; yet this much, at least,

may be briefly shewn, that the arguments hitherto alleged for a

non- Greek original are not tenable.—We are reminded that

Origen quotes the title of the book in Hebrew (Grig, in Eus.

H. eccl. vi. 25 : e^tw ht tovtow iart to. MaKKa/SatKa, airep eiri-

jeypaTrrai Sap^yO Sap^ave^'EX.), which, it is said, supposes,

of course, that in his time the whole book was in existence in

Hebrew or Aramaean ; that Jerome had even seen the Hebrew origi-

nal ( Prol. gal. : Maccahd'orum primum librum Hehraicum

reperi. ) But these testimonies shew nothing more than that in

+ oTt iiarlv ev Tai>e.i npyriyol ayyiKot Trovripol.
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the time of Origen and Jerome the book existed also in Hebrew
or Ai'amiean ; ii' Origen and Jerome regarded this as the origi-

nal work, that is not at all to the purpose. The Hebrew or

Aramaean copy might just as well be a translation, as we possess

such translations of most of such apocryphal writings as were

written in Greek.— It is farther alleged that in the book many
expressions occur which do not receive their full explanation till they

are translated back again into Hebrew. But were this argument

valid, all the books of the N. T. might, with little difficulty, be

proved to have had a Hebrew or Aramaean original. The occur-

rence of Hebraisms in tiiis book, however, assuming its Greek

original, is still more conceivable, if we remember that the Greek

language was then much more recent and strange to the Jews.

And, what is more, the very Hebraisms which luive been pro-

duced as the most convincing (comp. e. f/. Eichiiorn, Einl. in

die Apokr. p. 219, sqq.) are found in the LXX., and, as pro-

bably taken by the author from them, serve rather for proof that

Greek was the language of the original. Thus, e. g., for i)toi-

f/,(ia6r] r) /SacrtXeta ivoiinov ^Avtl6-)(ov, i. Hi, comp. 1 Sam. xx.

30, 1 Kings ii. \'Z, I Chr. xvii. 11 ; for Tra? 6 k^ova-ta^ofievo-i

Tu> vofiw, ii. 42, comp. Ezra ii. 08, vii. 15, &c. ; for aX\6<f)v\ot

in the sense of Philistines, 1 Kings xiii. 2.—Of more import-

ance would be the proof from errors in traiislalioii, if the only

vouchers that have been adduced for this did not rest on inse-

cure assumptions. Thus in chap. iv. 10, ert ifXrjpovvTo^ 'lovha

ravra, " whilst Judas was saying this," TrX-qpoco is said to be

used in a sense quite unusual, and only to be explained from

the exchange of VV'a and sV^a. But here it may first be asked

whether irXijpoa} has really the meaning ascribed to it, to say,

and not rather that which occurs not rarely in the TXX. and

in the N. T., to complete, to do. In chap. vi. J, [iariv 'EXvfiah

€v Tjj JJepaiht iruXis:), we are told, such a sad error in geography

lis the changing of the province Elymais into a city, can only be

explained by supposing that the Greek translator, from ignorance

of geography, translated the Hebrew "^^f, as Aquila does, Dan.

viii. 2, by citt/, instead of province. This assertion might have

some plausibility, if there did not occur in the first book of the

Mace, in the other accounts relating to foreign geography and

iiistory, numerous and nlniDst as prcaf mistakes (vid. in/) u. in
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Sec. vi.)—These are all the arguments for a non-Greek origi-

nal of the book. On the contrary, among other things may he

noted the following. We have above shewn that the author of

the first book of the Maccabees made use of Daniel ; and that

he copied, not the original, but the LXX., is shewn by the

frequent verbal agreement in the expressions. That the expres-

sion ^BiXvyfia tPj'? eprj/jicoaeo)'; is borrowed from the LXX. even

Bleek (p. 181) allows. Now, it might be olijected that several

of the expressions quoted (although not by any means all ; even

for /38e. r. ip. Thkodotion has, chap. xi. 31, ^SiXv<y/xa T^(f}a-

via/j,6vov) are translated in the same way by Theodotion, and

that, therefore, the agreement of the first book of the Mace, with

the Alexandrine version can only be accidental. But this objection

is rendered invalid, if we consider that Tpieodotion, not only in

general, as Jerome and Epiphanius have already remarked (comp.

among the moderns, e. g., De Wette, p. 81), but in particular

in deahng with Daniel, as the most cursory comparison will

prove, did not by any means give a new translation, but only

retouched and improved the Alexandrine. Now, if the using of

the Alexandrine version in the first book of the Maccabees, as it

lies before us, is established, is it at all likely that the alleged

Greek translator introduced this agreement ? Would he not

have independently translated, not merely the book as a whole,

but these particular passages that relate to the book of Daniel ?

—Moreover, Josephus has nowhere made use of a non- Greek
original ; he rather follows constantly our Greek book, and,

indeed, often in its very words. The Syrian translator, too,

has translated from the Greek.—Lastly, there is no reason to

doubt that the Chaldee copy of the first book of the Maccabees,

still existing, and edited by Bartolocci, is the same that Origcn

and Jerome meant. This, however, may be immediately seen to

be a bad and disfigured copy of our first book of the Maccabees.

2. It has been frequently maintained that the first book of the

Maccabees could not have been composed till after the death of

John Hyrcanus (106 B. c), because, according to chap. xvi.

23, 24, the memoir of the life and deeds of Hyrcanus already

existed as a complete whole at the time of the composition

(comp., e.g., Eichhorn, p. 247, Bertholdt, p. 1048.) But
this passage (/cat tcl XoLtra rcov Xoywv 'Icodvvov—Ihov ravra
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jeypaTrruL irrl pc^lov i)f.iep(j)v ap^iep(o(TuvT}<; avrov, u(f)^ Su

€yev)]d7] ap^i€pev<; fxera top irarepa avTov), oa the contrary,

shews that the book was composed, although certainly a consi-

derable time after the beginning of the reign of Hyrcanus, yet

before the end of it,—otherwise why should the ferm/nus a quo

be expressly assigned, and not the termhius ad quern 1 We
must make the more use of this indication, because we are com-

pelled by the internal complexion of the book to place the time

of its composition as early as possible. Ancient and modem
scholars are agi-eed that the book, as far as regards the native

accounts, possesses in a high degree the character of trustworthi-

ness and historical fidelity, that it is distinguished in particular by

an exact and correct chronology. Now, how can these mai'ks of

excellence, which appear in an especially striking light on com-

parison with the Second Book of the Maccabees, be otherwise

explained than on the assumption that the book was written at a

time comparatively near the incidents depicted in it, so that the

author could write the truth if he really wished to ? This assump-

tion is the more necessary, the more numerous were the fictions

and exaggerations by which the Jewish national pride by degi'ees

disfigured the history of the Maccabees. We can avoid it only

on the hypothesis that there were older written authorities ; but

this is very improbable, because the author nowhere refers to such

sources, not even where, as in chap. ix. 23, we might surely ex-

pect such a reference, the more so as the historical books of the

O. T., which the author is pei^pctually copying, are accustomed to

quote their authorities. Besides, in the closing verses of the

book that are adduced, there seems contained an intimation that

beyond the period whose history the author described, no WTitten

records existed. For when the author closes his work with the

death of Simon, and pronounces the continuation of it unneces-

sary because the history of Hyrcanus was to be found WTitten else-

where, it surely seems to follow that from the same reason he

would not have written the earlier history, if there had akeady

existed trustworthy earlier records respecting it.

3. The Alexandrine version of Daniel, as appears from the

foregoing remarks, must have been made before the first book of

the Maccabees, and, indeed, probably a considerable time before,
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since the way in which the author makes use of it seems to sup-

pose its distribution and reception by the church in Palestine.

We have a second testimony to its earlier composition in the pro-

logue to Jesus Sirach, composed about the year 130 B.C., in which,

as De Wette also (1. c. p. 75) is inclined to assume, the Greek

translation of the entire O. T. is supposed complete.—Lastly, an

indication of the time of composition is perhaps furnished us by

the translation itself. In chap. x. 1, it renders the words rs-j-'m

"lain by koI to 7:'\rj6o^ to la'yupov hiavoi]6)](7eTai to Trpoa-Tayfia.

By TO 7r\{]6. TO la)(^. are probably intended the Jews at the time of

the Maccabees, as those who, according to chap. xii. 9, 10, will

receive a full insight into the vision which was partially closed up

at the time it was given. But a very exact definition like this,

for which there is not the slightest ground in the text, can only be

explained by supposing the author to have lived in the Macca-

bean time itself, and observed the mighty influence exerted upon

it by the prophecies of Daniel.

Now, according to these explanations, the Alexandrine version

is in any case separated by only a very small interval of time from

the composition of the book itself, if we are to regard it as spu-

rious. According to Bleek (p. 288), chaps, i.-vi. were composed

during the time that the Jewish worship was abolished by Antio-

chus Epiphanes—very soon after the consecration of the altar of

burnt- offering for heathen sacrifices ; the prophetic sections pro-

bably somewhat later, after the restoration of the Jewish worship

by Judas Maccabseus, shortly before, or immediately after, the

death of Antiochus Epiphanes ; the whole, therefore, within the

years 167-1 03 B.C. But we should certainly expect that a book,

whose author and translator are quite cotemporary, or at most

separated by only a very small interval of time, would be more

correctly translated than all the other far older books of the

0. T. ; and in like manner, too, that no traces of variation in the

translation would occur, which, indeed, in a work only just come to

light, are scarcely to be conceived. But now, in the present case,

the very contrary is found. The translation of Daniel is the very

worst of all, so bad that the ancient church rejected it, a thing

that, with their high veneration for the LXX., says much, and

substituted the translation of Theodotion ; comp. De Wette,
1. c. p. 76. Gross misunderstandings of the original are so fre-
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quent on every hand, that it is not worth while to quote particular

instances, especially as Michaelis has already, in his dissertation

on this version {Or. hill. iv. p. 17 sqq.) collected a sufficient

quantity of them. Many times, e.g. x. 8, the translator gives

mere words without any sense. Perhaps it will be attempted to

charge this character of the translation on the Alexandrine origin

of it. But, for one thing, this origin is very far from proved,

since it does not follow from the composition of most parts of the

LXX. at Alexandria, that they were all composed there ; for an-

other, it cannot be supposed that, with all the active intercourse

between the Jews in Palestine and in Egypt, a proof of which

would be furnished by the speedy transmission and immediate

translation of the book, the complete understanding of it which

the Jews of Palestine must have possessed in the time of the

Maccabees, should have been withholden so entirely from the

Alexandrines ; and, finally, the fact that the Alexandrine version

was in Palestine also the received one, as appears from its being

taken as the basis in the first book of the Maccabees and in the

N. T., shews that Daniel was no better understood there than in

Egypt.—Nor is it less true that traces are found of variations,

although Michaelis (1. c. p. 84 sqq.) has ascribed much to that

source, which can be ascribed only to a paraphrastic freedom, or

to ignorance of the language, and to mistakes, on the part of the

translator. Comp. c.f/. chap. v. 21 {TrXi'^pr)'^ rwv t'jfiepwv, koI

evho^o<i iv yi'jpei), chap. xi. 4 {koI krepovs Bihd^ei ravTa), ^c.

SECT. V. FEATUBES OF THE LANGUAGE.

Of the internal arguments, we will first examine that derived

from the complexion of the language. Here there are especially

two peculiarities which speak for Danirl as the author.

1. The book is written partly in Hebrew and partly in Ara-

maean, and the employment of the Aramaean begins chap. ii. 4,

where the author introduces the Aramcean wise men speaking, and

then, in the narratives and prophecies of the author himself, con-

tinues to the end of chap. vii. This phenomenon cannot be ex-

plained, as is done by Bertholdt and Eichhorn, from a plura-

litv of authors. For. to sav nothing of the other difficulties whicli
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press on this hypothesis, what can it do when the change of lan-

guage takes place in the middle of an indivisible section, and the

problem is thus not made more or less difficult, whether the Ara-

maean goes through six chapters or only one ? Just as little ad-

missible is another hypothesis set up by Ktrms, 1. c. p. 33, accord-

ing to which the pretended pseudo-Daniel, at least in returning

afterwards to the Hebrew, had it in view, by strengthening the

illusion, to make his prophecies as similar as possible to those of

the other prophets. Had there been such a view, the author would
have employed constantly either the Aramaean or the Hebrew, just

as the one or the other best suited his purpose ; the Arameean,
because Daniel lived among Aramaeans, and because the author, if

he wrote in tliis language, might expect to be far more read and
understood by his cotemporaries, who were, for the most part,

ignorant of Hebrew ; the Hebrew, because the delivery of a pro-

phecy in any other than the sacred language was without prece-

dent, and the author in his by no means credulous age would have
to avoid whatever might evoke doubts of tlie genuineness and in

spiration of his prophecies. The use of the Hebrew language, at

least in the prophecies, in which, even according to the hypo-
thesis of KiRMS, he ought constantly to have employed the He-
brew, whereas chapter vii, is written in Arameeau, would have
appeared all the more adapted to further the illusion, since at

the time of the Maccabees readiness of expression was rare in it,

and thatwas required in a far higher degree for a prophetic than for

a historical and didactic writing ; and because, therefore, a prophetic
writing composed in this language would have the presumption in

itsfavour that itwas composed in the old time to whichitlaid claim.

The ground of the change of language can therefore, with Bleek
(1. c. p. 212) and De Wette (p. 307), be sought in nothing
but the fact, that the two languages were so famihar to the au-
thor, that he could pass unobservantly from the one to the other,

on so trifling an occasion as that occurring in chap. ii. ; and, at

the same time, that he could reckon on such an acquaintance
with both languages among a gi-eat part of his cotemporaries,
for whom his book was immediately intended, that it was indif-

ferent to them whether a work was written in the one or in the
other. That such was actually the case in Daniel's time, hardly
needs proof, as being generally acknowledged. Tlie Hebrew was
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Ins mother tongue ; he had passed by far the gi-eater part of his

life among Avamteans. In his readers he might calcuhite on

an equal understanding of both languages. Ezra also, who

flourished somewhat later, himself wrote in Hebrew, but inserted

into his work an older history, compiled by an eye-witness, of

the occurrences before his arrival at Jerusalem, written in the

Aranifean language, besides some records, written in Aramaean,

which he quoted in the original. But that the same state of

things existed in the times of the alleged pseudo-Daniel, we must,

in opposition to Bleek, De Wette, &c., decidedly deny.

Shortly after the return from the captivity, the use of the He-

brew language was superseded among the people by the Ara-

maean ; and although at first still known to the more educated,

and perhaps in part still spoken, yet it was always an object of

learned study. This is clear, although Gesenius {Gesch. dcr

liehr. Kprache, p. 44, sqq.), to whom De Wette and Bleek,

without fartlier examination, appeal, has tried to prove the con-

trary ; for the following reasons :-/-«^ From Neheraiah viii. 8, it

appears that, in the time of Ezra, tlie people, in order to under-

stand the Pentateuch, needed to have what was read translated

into the Aramaean. It is there said
—

" they (the priests and

Levites) read in the book, in the law of God, "^y^,, distinctly

{i.e. with the addition of a translation), and gave the sense, nnd

explained wliat was read." Gesenius explains '^'^^ here by

verbally, or truly, exactly. But even the parallel passage, Ezra iv.

18, to which he appeals for confirmation of this interpretation,

proves the correctness of that we have given. The king of Per-

sia says there: the letter wliich you have sent me "'^"P.^T^*:^?.

Here '^"X^. manifestly can be understood only of a translation into

the Persian ; for it lias a clear reference to the clause
—

" the let-

ter was written in the Aramiiean language," in ver 7. It is im-

probable too, that the Persian king understood the Aramaean,

and the mere mention, therefore, of a reading word by word is

surprising. Against this interpretation of c^s in both passages

Gesenius observes, that it is opposed by the usage of the lan-

guiige, since ti-^E, even in the Rabbinical dialect, is not used of

translations into other languages, for which oj-n rather is tlic

trnniiius technirnn. But at that time =:%-< had not yet the spe-

cial meaning to (idiislafc, This is manifest from Ezra iv. 7,
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wliere it occurs in the sense to e.vj^ress (comp. J. H. Michaelis

in the annott. iibcrr. and Clericus in loc, Buxtorf's. v. n.-'^n).

There was no particuLar expression existing for the notion of

translating, and naturally enough, since of course the designa-

tion coidd not be older than the thing. Such words, therefore,

were used as, like ©is, denoted in general to explain, to make

clear. Afterwards, a;in was restricted to translating, ©-s to inter-

preting, and the Talmudists, therefore, quite correctly explain our

passage n-j-^n sin-i^ta. ( i.)Only on the assumption that even dur-

ing the captivity the Aramaean had obtained considerable prepon-

derance over the Hebrew, is it to be explained how the Hebrew

could be generally suppressed by it. It must have become al-

ready so established, that a return to the Hebrew was impossible.

For otherwise, would not every means have been tried of effect-

ing it ? It is contrary to all historical analogy, that a conquered

people should begin to adopt the language of their conquerors

when they have been a long time freed from their power. From
the Hebrews, this could be the less expected, because, on the

one hand, their hatred towards their oppressors was very strong,

and, on the other, their enthusiasm for the more splendid times

of the past, for everything national, and especially for their holy

writings, was intense ; and these feelings were not simply the

result of original temperament, but were fostered by the external

peculiarities of their history, j' c. The fact that the author of the

Aramaean narrative in Ezra, a few years after the return, made

use of this language, shews that even at that time the writing and

understanding of the Aramaean was easier and more common than

that of the Hebrew./ d. To this must be added, lastly, the tes-

timony of the Talmudists, and of other Jewish authors, who all

agree, that immediately after the captivity the Hebrew began to

be an object of learned pursuit.

The only argument which Ge^entus brings for his assertion,

that the people, in the time of Nehemiah, still commonly spoke

Hebrew, is taken from Nehera. xiii. 24. It is rel.ated in this

passage, that the children of those Jews who had taken wives

from the PhiHstines, Ammonites, and Moabites, could not speak

the Jewish language (niiin"). But Rambach and Clericus have

already remarked on this passage, that the Jewish language is here

the language which the Jews then commonlv spoke, the Aramaean,

Q 2
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in opposition to tho languages of the Philistines, Ainmoiiites, and

Moabites; and this explanation is the less open to objection,

because the same ««?/« loquendi elsewhere ilemonstrablv occurs,

since k^palarC, or rfi k^pdihi htaXeKTw, in ail probability even

in the prologue to Jesus Sirach, and certainly in the N. T., is

used of the Araina?an language then spoken in the countr\',

and also in the Apocrypha and in Josephus it is called ira-

Tpio^ yXtbaaa, <f>(ovr}, (comp. Ges. 1. c. p. 9. WiNER, Chald.

Gramm. p. 14.)—Another argument of Gesemus, which he has

failed to make good, is more plausible—the fact that the authors

of the books of the 0. T. composed after the captivity still em-

ploy the Hebrew language. But neither from this can we infer

a general readiness in writing and understanding Hebrew. The

later sacred writers, leaning generally on the former, hesitated to

forsake the language sanctified by them, and therefore, as is par-

ticularly observable in Zechariah, acquired rather by earnest

study the readiness in it possessed by the earher exemplars. To
the greater difficulty of understanding it they the less needed to

pay regard, because the more aged people, who had still pre-

served the knowledge of Hebrew, and the more educated, who
had acquired it, could render the people the same assistance in

understanding it as they could in the other books of the O. T.

But if we should grant to the Hebrew language a greater pre-

valence in the times immediately succeeding the captivity than we

are able to assign to it, in any case it is certain that in the timo

of the Maccabees it was quite superseded in common use among
the people, and was only an object of learned acquisition. Nay,

by that time the second influence of a people speaking Aramaean

had been brought to bear;* and if in the N. T. we find as the

language of Palestine, besides the Greek, only the Aramrean,

if even learned Jews, like Josephus, possess only a scholastic

knowledge of Hebrew (comp. Ges. 1. c. p. HO),—from these facts,

since no otlier causes operated in the intermediate period, we may
Avith certainty form our conclusions as to the Maccabican age,

• Carpzov, crit. sac. p. 21.^, " Aliam longe fncipm nncta est rrs .ludreonim poriodo

Lujus wtntis seciindii, iibi in Syria rirnin potiti St'liiu-ida- sunt, crcbrisinu- pra'liis cum
Lngidis, APK>pti repibus, congicssi, de imptrio doiirluruut, ntcjue imprimis, postquam

Antioclius Kpipliaiies in potostatom rcducta IliirosDlvma, Syriuu idohitrittm, Syra

prttsidia, Syra jndicin, Syrns lojfps invexit, Syramciue lin^ninm paritor usurpare .ludwos

coegit."
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especially since the patriotic zeal that was then afresh awakened

would certainly have been eager for the preservation of what
still existed. Here we have Gesenius himself on our side.

He observes, p. 44, that, soon after Alexander, the cessation of

the living language formed an obstacle even to a learned

Hebrew in the understanding of more difficult passages of older

writings; that the domination of the Seleucidse, and the ad-

ditional influence of a people speaking Ai-amaean, seem gradually

to have erased the last traces of Hebrew. A similar avowal is

also found in De Wette {Einl. § 34): "After the captivity the

Hebrew language disappeared by degrees from the mouth of the

people, and remained only as the language of the learned or of

literature; and many later productions of the Hebrew literature,

e. g. Daniel, are owing to this artijicial use of it."^

The change of language, then, of itself, and the manner in

which it occurs, remain an inexplicable problem to those wdio

assume the composition of our book in the time of the Mac-
cabees—the change itself, because it is inconceivable how the

alleged pseudo-Daniel, if he did not hesitate to use the Aramaean
at all, should, by the use of the Hebrew, have placed an insur-

mountable obstacle in the way of the general understanding of

the most important part of his book, and just that which was

most destined to influence his own times ; and we must beg to

dechne all appeal to analogies, w4nch, as, e. g., the book of

Esther, can be adopted only from unfounded suppositions—the

mode and fashion of the change, because it shows that the use

of the two languages was equally natural to the author, neither

of them an object to him of learned acquisition.

II. The Aramaean language of our book is, in a number of

pecuharities—almost all of which are found repeated in the

section of the book of Esther written in Chaldee—different from

the Targums, the older as well as the later. Let us first collect

these peculiarities together more completely than they have

hitherto been, leaving it to the industry of others to make up
wliat is wanting. Peculiar to Daniel and Ezra is the frequent

* In strixngo contradiction to this, wliicli, however, may be readily explained from

the dilemma in which he was placed, he maintains, p. 367, that the two Inngnaj^es

were equally tamiliar to the author of the hook of Daniel.
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placing of the Hebrew n instead of the Chaldec k; thus often in-

stead of the Chaldee termination of the feminine, x. is found the

Hebrew n,&c. (comp. Bixtorf, Gram. Chald. p. 14, 08), in

Aphel, according to the analogy of the Hebrew Hiphil, often

n (BuxTORF, p 93, 124, 148, 170.) In the oldest Targums
there occur only particular and rare examples of this in particular

verbs. So likewise in Ethpael, after the analogy of the Hebrew
Hithpael (B. p. 87.) The verbs ^ often appear as n"'?, as in

Hebrew (B. p. 176.) The stat. emphaticuH also is sometimes

formed with n instead of with «. The infin. in Pa. not rarely oc-

curs in Daniel and Ezra as ~"~e instead of »<72. (B. p. 83.) The
same thing takes place in the Inf. Hiph. (B. p. 97.)—The b, pro-

perly foreign to tha Chaldee, is comparatively more frequent in

Daniel and Ezra than in the Targums, where, according to the

rule, such words occur written with o, altliough, it is true, in par-

ticular cases 3 also occurs (Michaelis, Gr. Chald. p. 5.)—Pecu-

liar to Daniel is the resolution of the Dar/csh forte in X////, not

only in cases where the Daf/esh really occupies the place of a re-

jected A^t//t, as pr for ^n^ which form also occurs in the Targums,

but also in words and forms with which properly Xu/t has nothing

to do, as **==? for '*^*', h'j:r- for hyn to bring in (comp. BrxT. p. G,

Michaelis, p. 15.)—7*«//!^///y///7//7/w, proiierly foreign to Chal-

dee, is found in particular instances in Daniel and Ezra, comp.

('.
f/. 'j'^f Dan V. 24, Ezra vii. 14.—The dual, foreign to the Ara-

meean, is found only in particular instances in Daniel and Ezra ;

thus TT. hands, Dan. ii. 34 ; T.^^1 two hundred, Ezra vi. 17 ; 'C^Z

horns, Dan. vii. 7 ; 'C^^l feet, Dan. vii. 4. The Targumists, on

the contrary, write '":> 'C^^-' IC**^- IT?' &c. (B. p. 33.)—In Daniel

and Ezra there is found sometimes, instead of the .s7r////.s- cnip/ui-

ticus, the n articuli.—The segolate forms, pecuhiu' to the Hebrew,

are sometimes found also in Daniel and Ezra ; thus ^^h Th 1'?.

(comp. Michaelis, p. 12, Buxt. p. 212, Winer, p. 7(5.)—In-

stead of °)?.' "!;'?? in the Targums, we find in Daniel, after the ana-

logy of the Hebrew, =f"• °-^ and «??^—Quite peculiar to Daniel

and Ezra is a form of the pra-tcritum pasaivum, derived from the

parlirijiium prtxsirt/m in AV//, and following the inflection of the

pnetiri/z/t/i acticuni, a form whose origin cannot be derived from

the Hebrew, comp. e.t/. Dan. vii. II, 12, Ezra v. 14 (BixT. p.

66, 188.)—Neither can it be ascribed to Hebrew, where such a
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tiling occurs ouly as an occasional exception, that Daniel and

Ezra very often retain the characterisfica in Aphel, which is

elsewhere thrown away, in the participle and the future. Thus

e.g. "^snna Dan. ii. 15, ~P!='j? Ezra iv. 15, ^'f'^- Dan. vii. 24,

nstpnn Ezra iv. 15. Numerous other instances in Buxt. p. 124,

118, 170, 209.—The Hebrew Hophal is not in use with the

Chaldee paraphrasts, and is found only in particular instances in

Daniel and Ezra, B. p. 99, 1 10.—On the other hand, not a single

example is found in Daniel and Ezra of the Chaldee conjugation

Ittaphal, not infrequent in the Targums (comp. the examples iu

B. p. 110.)—In verbs so in Chaldee, the s is regularly changed

in the future into -^ ; in Daniel, as in Jerem. x. 1 1, the form with

s
C^^''.? ^?.*'.'l), which is found in the Targums in ouly particular

instances, constantly occurs.—In the conjugations Ithpeel and

Ithpaal a double form of the verbs ^^^ is in use ; that one in which

K is thrown away and compensated by Dagcsh, in Syriacalso very

frequent, occurs in the Targums very often (comp. the examples

in Buxt. p. 182), but never in Daniel and Ezra.—The verb ^'1

in Daniel and Ezra has the peculiarity that it is treated as a verb

55, which does not reject its Nun, but isinllected after the manner

of the regular verb ; thus J*"'? Dan ii. 9 ; ^."'fr ii. 80, iv. 22, 23,

29, Ezra iv. 15 ; rJ'l?:, Dan. iv. 14 ;
?"«, knowledge, Dan. ii. 21,

iv. 31, 33, V. 12. From the Targums there has been hitherto

adduced only one example of this formation, ^"^., Kuth iv. 4 (B.

p. 143) ; for what Winer besides adduces, Is. iv. 15, is a false

citation for Ezra iv. 15.—The participle in Peal of verbs s5

has in Daniel the form "!?J, or ^1.% ; in the Targums, on the con-

trary, the form ".?;. In the plural in Daniel and Ezra occurs only

the form T^J ; in the Targums, likewise, the form V?; audi;; (B.

p. 180.) The same diversity is found also in the part. pass. (B.

p. 182.) The infin. ofthese verbs in Daniel and Ezra has the

form ^7.*^ ; in the Targums, on the contrary, more frequently the

form '''?>'^. (B. p. 182.) The infin. of the verb s-,n and of some
others, in Daniel aud Ezra, when \ comes before it, always loses

its tt, ''.in?. ; in the Targums this is not the case, *'.'~^'?, or ""."nf? (B.

p. 183.) The 3 fut. Peal is ni Daniel r'^l; in the Targums
mostly l"f: (B. p. 186.) In like manner the 3 fut. Pael (B. p.

198.)—The sufi". of the 3 pers. sing, is in Daniel annexed to t^'t

noun without the cpcuthotic -^ (^!!??), in the Targums with it (^"T.f?)
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(B. p. 255.) The same tbiog occurs also iu the 3 plur. (B. p.

256.) The plur. nouu witli the sufi'. 2 pers. sing, is in Daniel

T'^Es, in the Targums generally Nvithout ^ X-^, so that no difi'er-

ence is found between the sing, and plur. (B. p. 257.) Instead

of the suft". ''?', is very often found in Daniel n. (B. p. 203.)

Let us now examine somewhat more closely the force of this

argument. The only Aramaean document of the time of the genu-

ine Daniel is that already adduced, the history inserted in the book

of Ezra. There is sufficient ground for maintaining that this was

composed by one immediately cotemporary with Daniel, although

younger than he. For Daniel was still alive in the third year of

Cyrus ; but this author carries on his narrative to the sixth year

of Dai'ius Hystaspis, and that he writes as an eye-witness, is clearly

apparent from chap. v. 4, and is acknowledged by Bertholdt
(Eifil. iii. p. 999), Eichhorn, &c. The next ensuing remains of

Aramaean writing are the Targums, iu regard to which even De
Wette (1. c p. 110) observes, that a retreat has justly been made
from that immoderate scepticism that was recently common as to

their age, and whose existence about the time of Christ Ber-
tholdt himself allows. Now, assuming the spuriousness of Daniel,

how are we to account for the remarkable fact, that the book has

every peculiarity of language in common with a book composed

more than three hundred years before, but on the other hand is

so distinct in regard to language, as this book is, from the writ-

ings composed not more than half of this period later at farthest ?

How is it to be explained that in the one Chaldec verse of Jere-

miah, which, even if it be supposititious, must in any case belong

to the Babylonian period, or that immediately bordering on it,

we find two forms, V"^«!?. and ^'?'<r, which are analogous to those

occurring in our book, and distinct from those in the Targums ?

—It is perfectly evident that, by the observations hitherto made
by the opponents of the genuineness, not even a beginning has

been made in the solution of this difficult enigma. }5ertholdt

{Einl. p. 1520) thinks that the Book of Ezra shews the Chaldee

to have been written and spoken impurely by the Jews for a long

while ; but tbat the time when they had gone so far as to be able

to write the Chaldee free from Hebraisms, cannot be determined.

But we are not to take the long while too seriously, because, ac-

cording to B.'s own shewing, the Aramwan portion of the Book of
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Ezra was composed by a cotemporary of the events described in
it. Moreover, the similarity of Daniel to Ezra, and the difference
between him and the Targums, do not consist in the occurrence
of Hebraisms in general, but in the fact that just these Hebra-
isms are common to Daniel and Ezra, whilst in the Targums
others occur that are quite unusual in them (examples may be
easily collected from Buxtorf's Gramm., still the best that
exists), and that they have other peculiarities which Buxtorf
has properly designated Babylonian, to which category certainly,
besides those features which cannot by any means be derived
from the Hebrew, much belongs that has been commonly taken
for Hebraism (comp. Winer Gramm. p. 5.) By this reasoning
of Bertholdt, then, nothing is done towards the solution of the
problem. There has not, indeed, been one attempt made to shew
how it comes to pass that the Aramaean, as spoken and written
by the Hebrews, underwent no change in the long period from
Ezra to the pseudo-Daniel, and, on the other hand, changed so
amazingly in the much shorter time from the pseudo-Daniel to
the Targums

; whereas, the causes which might bring about such
a change, particularly the influence of a people speaking the other
Arama3an dialect, were operating more especially in this first

period.

Let us now see whether Bleek has been more happy in his
objections. He observes (1. c. p. 214 sqq.), that the pecuharity
in the language of the book is not of such a kind as to suggest
to our minds, as its author, a man such as Daniel is described in
the book itself

;
that it rather leads to the opposite view, and is

no trifling argument in its favour ! for that those Hebraisms ap-
pear to be of such a kind as could result only from a mixture of
the two dialects in the language of the people ; but that if Daniel
was instructed in his early youth at the court of Babylon in the
language and literature of the Chaldeans (chap. i. 4), such a mix-
tui-e of the grammatical forms of both dialects could on no account
be expected. Here too, Bleek carries the matter more to the
extreme than all the other opponents. Bertholdt cannot help
calling the pecuharity of Daniel's language a remarkable pheno-
menon. KiRMS, p. 26, remarks, in opposition to Bleek, that
it is not in the least surprising that Daniel, notwithstanding his
learned study of the Aramaean, should, from early habitude and
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intercourse with bis countrymen, who, in the period of the transi-

tion from Hebrew to Chaldeo, must have written and spoken the

latter still more impurely and with a greater mixture of Hebra-

isms, have retained a comparatively very small number of Hebrew

forms. We make the following remarks in reply to Bleek :— I.

It is perfectly clear that the real problem is quite passed over by

him, and not at all correctly ai)prehended. The agreement of

Daniel with Ezra is thrown by him quite into the back-gi'ound ;

he merely asks whether the occuiTence of Hebraisms in general

can be the more easily explained in Daniel or in the pseudo-

Daniel ; the other pecuharities besides the Hebraisms are left

quite out of the account. What he proposes can only be regarded

as a counter-question, w^hicli should not have been put unless

the real question had been satisfactorily answered. 2. Granting

the fact on which this counter-question is based to be correct,

yet it would place us in no difficulty whatever. Is it not utterly

to mistake the character of that age and the state of Baby-

lonian learning, to assume that Daniel received a learned and

grammatically correct indoctrination in the Aramaean, like the

instruction in language ailbrded in a Prussian Royal Gym-

nasium ? And had it been so, is the will always involved in

the ahilitij .^ Is it probable that, in a writing destined for his

countrymen, who themselves spoke an impure Aramaean, and

thus in a totally unsuitable place, Daniel would have striven

indefaligably after the greatest purity of language ? for it would

have cost him much trouble, since, in addition to his early ha-

bitude and the influence of intercourse with his people, the

constant reading of the sacred writings operated as a cause of

hindrance. How difficult this was with languages so nearly

related, and how foreign to that age was such exertion to secure

it, is surely clear enough from the Aramaic tincture of the

Hebrew writings of the later period. Why, even the language

of the Babylonians exerci-sed a great influence on that of the

Chaldeans, of the conquered on that of the conquerors, as ap-

pears from the remains of the Pehlvi dialect (comp. Gesenius

on Is. i., !)17.)—But farther, the fart at the foundation is

demonstrably incorrect. It is said, chap. i. 4, that Daniel and

his companions were instrucled in the lan(/i(a</e of tin; L'lml-

ili-ans. Micn.\ELis, however, BEUTiloLDX {Comm. i. p. ISl),
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Dereser, Winer {Chakl. Gramm., p. 2), have correctly sup-

posed, that we are to understand by this the language of the

proper Chaldeans, which belonged to the Semitic family (comp.

p. 10.), not the eastern Aramaean. This is probable, if we consi-

der that the author elsewhere makes a distinction between the

Chaldeans and the Aramsan inhabitants of Babylon, as will be

hereafter shewn. But it is still more manifest from chap. ii.

The language in which Daniel and his companions were in-

structed, to prepare them for serving at court, was without doubt

the court language, that spoken by the monarch himself and

his attendants. But this could not be the Aramaean ; for when
it is said, chap. ii. 4, that the Babylonian sages answered the

king in Aramaean, it surely follows that the king had addressed

them in another language. Had Nebuchadnezzar likewise spo-

ken Aramaean, why did not the author give us his discourse as well

as that of the wdse men, in the original language ?— It need

not surprise us that the wise men answered the king in the

Aramaean language, since in later times we find a perfectly ana-

logous case. The Persian was naturally, in the Persian king-

dom, the court language ; and yet the despatches to the court

from the western jjrovinces were written in the Aramaean lan-

guage, as appears from the book of Ezra. The victors tried to

incline the conquered to them by the consideration they showed

to their language.—Moreover, the exact knowledge of the lan-

guages that were prevalent in Daniel's time in Babylon—a thing

whicli in the pseudo-Daniel would be difficult to explain— serves

for no despicable proof of the genuineness.

SEC. VI. EXACT KNOWLEDGE OF HISTORY.

There is found in our book so exact a knowledge of the his-

tory of the period in which Daniel lived, that we cannot possibly

think of the author as being of the Maccabaean age. For proof of

this assertion we must compare the several historical records of the

book with those of other writers. The result will prove as

important as, supposing the genuineness of Daniel, we can ever

expect, with the extreme scantiness and confusion of our infor-

mation concerning this period ; nay, it will even surpass the
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expections of one who knows our sources. Only a few historical

circumstances remain for which no confirmation can be adduced.

This is furnished, as to the whole of the first part, by the two

passages of Ezekiel already quoted (comp. p. GO. sqq.) In the

first, Daniel is produced, with Job and Noah, as a pattern of

piety ; in the second, as the possessor of the highest wisdom

attainable by man. It is these very two points which are parti-

cularly conspicuous in the first part. The manner, however, in

which Ezekiel speaks of the piety and wisdom of Daniel is per-

fectly inexplicable, unless they had been displayed in the remark-

able degree recorded in our book. In both passages Daniel is

supposed to be known to all ; the prophet mentions him quite

distinct from any purpose, without giving any room for the sus-

picion of flattery towards a courtier in high favour. In chap,

xiv. he speaks of him, although a younger cotemporar}', who
could hardly at that time have exceeded thirty years of age, along

with the most revered examples of piety in preceding ages ; in

chap, xxviii. 2, 3, he charges the king of Tyre with making

himself equal to God, with attributing to himself divine wisdom,

and immediately afterwards, as equivalent to it, with thinking

himself wiser than Daniel, and supposing that every secret was

disclosed to him. This style of praise sui'cly demands more than

that Daniel had shewn himself a wise man in the ordinary way ;

it demands proofs of a wisdom imparted from above, such as it is

represented in our book, revealing secrets to Daniel, and even

compelling the heathen king and queen to the acknowledgment

that the spirit of the holy gods was in him. Even Solomon, so

celebrated for his wisdom, ranks too low in the estimation of

Ezekiel, for him not to give the preference to Daniel, when his

purpose is to adduce the highest pattern of divine wisdom

attainable by men. At the same time, the manner in which

Ezekiel brings Daniel forward, proves that he must have been in

high and honourable offices, and whilst yet in the youthful

period of life. Why should he have instituted a comparison

between his wisdom and that of a king, if he had not displayed

it in similar relations? These passages of Ezekiel, then, serve

for a splendid confirmation of our book in its very chief points.

It is remarkable, further, that a strong agreement exists between

our book and the other records concerning the character of the
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kings. We pass over Nebuchadnezzar here, because in his case

the agreement may be explained from the careful perusal of the

other books of the 0. T. by the author, although this explanation

is certainly very improbable, considering the fractional cliaracter

of the accounts that occur, as for instance with regard to the

pride of Nebuchadnezzar, Jer. xlii. 11. Only one special feature

deserves to be remarked. That the king honoured the Jewish

prophets with particular attention, and acknowledged the divinity

residing in them, appears from Jer. xxxix. 1 1 . He there, after

the conquest of Jerusalem, enjoins it on the captain of the guard

to behave kindly towards Jeremiah. But the agreement appears

more remarkable in the case of those kings to whom no reference

is made elsewhere in the sacred writings, Belshazzar and Darius

(Cyaxares II.) The last king of Babylon appears in Xeno-
PHON as a debauched, lewd, cruel, and impious monarch. Ac-
cording to Cyrop. IV., chap, vi., he killed (6 avoaio^) the son

of Gobryas, who was related to him, for no other reason than

because in the chase he hit an animal which the king had
missed ; and he manifested not the slightest compunction for

this deed ; nay, according to L. V., chap.iii., he afterwards declared

to Gobryas, that he did not regret having killed his son, but only

that he had not killed him too. In L. V., chap, ii., a V7rep7](pavia

TToWr) Tov rpoTTov is attributed to him, and it is declared that

he had behaved just as shamefully towards many others besides.

As an instance, the villany he pci'petrated on Gadatas is men-
tioned. This friend of his he suddenly seized and emasculated

at a drinking bout, because one of liis concuhines praised him
as a handsome man. In L. VII., v. 32, he is again spoken of

as 6 avocno<i. Just so Belshazzar is represented in the fifth

chap. In a drunken Jit he resolves to make sport at the God
of Israel ; Daniel approaches him very differently from Nebu-

chadnezzar ; he treats him as an abandoned man, giving no hope

of reformation. His behaviour according to appearance is in

the highest degree characteristic of a homo impotens.—Cyaxares

appears in Xenophon, who it must be confessed seems to have

presented only the dark side of his character, in order to place

his hero in a more glowing hght, as a man much addicted to

the pleasures of the table and to women, Cyrop. IV., v. 8, 25,

52. {Kva^dpei i^eXere, oirol av oletrde avrip fidXicTTa X^P^'
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i^eaOiu. Kal oi jeXdaavre'; eiirov, OTt •yvvaiKa^ AcaXa9 e^aipeTtov

dv eirj-) v., 45. In our book, chap. vi. \x, it is mentioned as

something extraordinary that the king did not sup or allow any

concuhines (comp. Bkhtholdt in loc., Gesex. and "Winer, s. v.

nm) to come in to him.—Xenophon describes Cyaxares as slug-

gish, indisposed to attend to the affairs of government, of little

understanding (dyvM/jLcov) , frivolous moreover in a high degree,

effeminate and inclined to tears, and then again in a sudden fit

of passion using harsh measures (coyu.09), corap. Ctjrop. IV. v. 9,

V. V. 8, sqq. Every single feature in the description can be verified

from our book. The goveniraent is found in the hands of

officials ; the king does what they wish him ; they impose upon

liim without any difficulty, and laugh at his folly ; the misfor-

tune of Daniel fills him with the most poignant distress ; after

the rescue he has, not only the men who laid tlje complaint

against him, but also their wives and children, thrown into the

den of lions.

Let us now pass on to particulars. It has been already

shewn, p. 13, sqq., that for every particular point in chap. i. 1-3 a

historical confirmation can be adduced. But from what sources

should the pseudo-Daniel, living in the time of the Maccabees,

have drawn this exact historical knowledge ? In the Scriptures,

it is true, all these data are contained, but in passages so scat-

tered and so apparently contradictory to one another, that they

can only be reconciled by the aid of Berosus, and how greatly

even with this help the matter needs an artificial historical com-

bination, is shewn by the example of Josephus, who, although

possessing the two sources, has yet so entirely failed, and of so

many ancient and modem scholars, Bertholdt for instance.

In chap. i. 21 we are specially informed that Daniel survived

the first year of Cynis, as we saw (comp. p. 54.), because this

was the year of the deliverance of the Jews. Now here we
cannot deny that the y;.sr//rfo-Daniel might have had the know-

ledge of this terminus ad quern of the captivity, because he

could have derived it easily from the books of Ezra and Chroni-

cles. But what is remarkable, and tells for the cotcmporaneous-

ness of the author, is the manner of reference to tlie history here

and in other passages. The author considers it supci-fluous to

describe more precisely the event which distinguished the first
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year of Cyrus ; he takes it for granted that all Lis readers would

of themselves remember it. He must therefore have written as

a cotemporary for cotemporaries. By the apparent contradiction

between chaps, i. and ii. the author is not convicted of any mis-

take : Nebuchadnezzar is in chap. i. I spoken of as already

king, and undertakes an expedition, in which Daniel and his

companions are carried off as prisoners ; they must have been

instructed three years in the wisdom of the Chaldeans, and yet

the period of their instruction, according to chap. ii. 1, was at

an end in the second year of Nebuchadnezzar (comp. the solu-

tion, p. 50.) He adds not a word in exphanation, persuaded

that his readers would find it out of themselves, and so firmly

conscious of his own trustworthiness, that he never thinks of

meeting a possible suspicicai of it. In chap. v. 30, likewise, the

death of king Belshazzar is mentioned, without any statement in

detail of the capture of the city by the Med o -Persians, so that

Bertholdt was induced to entertain the opinion, already re-

futed p. 98, that the author knew nothing about this capture.

In chap. X. Daniel is in the greatest distress on account of a

calamity which had befallen the chosen people. This calamity,

which by a comparison of the history is found to have really

taken place at the very period assigned to it (comp. p. 121. sqq.),

is so far from being precisely defined, so fully supposed to be

known to the readers, and therefore to require no farther descrip-

tion, that not a few have entirely overlooked or misunderstood

the slight intimations.

We have a remarkable confirmntion of chap. ii. in the passage

of Abydenus already quoted, p. 8N.

As in our chapter Nebuchadnezzar receives, in a dream in-

terpreted by Daniel, a disclosure respecting the future, parti-

cularly concerning the annihilation of his kingdom by that of

the Medo-Persians, so there Nebuchadnezzar expresses his grief

that the united Mcdes and Persians were to become possessed of

his power.—The historical confirmations are particularly sti'ong

for the declaration of Nebuchadnezzar, chap. iv. 30, " Is not

this Babylon the great, which I have built for a residence by my
strong power, in honour of my glory?" We first of all shew

the incorrectness of the irapepixr^veia, by which Bertholdt ii.

p. 331, tries to fix on this passage a cliarge of contradicting
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history. It is here said, he affinns, that Nefeuohadnczzar erected

Babylon for his residence ; whereas, from the testimony of his-

tory, this was rather done by Nebuchadnezzar's father, Nabo-

polassar. But that it could never enter the mind of the author

to assert what Bertholdt attributes to him, appears from the

simple fact that in chap. i. Nebuchadnezzar, even dm'ing Nabo-

polassar's reign, is described as king of Babylon, and that the

vessels of the temple and the prisoners are carried thither. The

words " for a residence," -a^a r-'a^, are rather, therefore, to be

explained, with Geier, &c, " ^it dir/na sit tanto monarcha

sedes."—On the designation of Babylon, so fully borne out by

history, as "the great" (comp. e.g. Heeren, i. 2, p. 174), we

will lay no stress. But it deserves all attention, that here the

extension and adornment of Babylon by Nebuchadnezzar are

represented as so important, that he might call himself the

builder of it. The correctness of the fact is guaranteed by the

most certain testimonies. According to Berosus and Abydenus,

11. cc. (comp. BoCHART, Phaleg. iv. 14), Nebuchadnezzar added

to the already existing city a new one ; he built a splendid

new palace besides the ancient one ; he surrounded the city with

new walls, and adorned it with a great number of new buildings.

But the knowledge of this fact is the less to be expected from

a ^\Titer living in the time of the Maccabees, because it was quite

unknown to the far more ancient Greek writers. Ctesias, fol-

lowing the Assyrian legend, which aimed to throw the Baby-

lonians into the shade, names as the founder of Babylon Scmi-

ramis alone, the wife of Ninus (comp. Bahr z. Ctesias, p. 3U7

sqq.) Herodotus i. 181, sqq., besides Semiramis, knows only

of Nitocris, of whom presently. Even Berosus charges the

Greek writers witli falsely attributing the founding of Babylon

and the astonishing edifices in it to the Assyrian Semuionis.

—

This declaration of Nebuchadnezzar, however, may be histori-

cally confirmed from another quarter also. The pride which is

conspicuous in it is, in Is. chap, xiv., and indeed with especial

reference to Nebuchadnezzar, brought forward as a characteristic

feature of the kings of Babylon.

The passages which serve to establish the niuTative of the

madness of Nebuchadnezzar having already (p. 87.) been ad-
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duced,* we may pass on at once to chap, v., in reference to

which the historical confirmations are more numerous and re-

markable than in all the others. We select first of all the

narrative, ver. 10-12. When Belshazzar and his nobles are in

helpless perplexity about the appearance on the wall, the queen,

who had taken no part in tlie boisterous pleasures of the table,

and who was so called not simply as the wife of the king (comp.

p. 39.), but on account of her surpassing dignity and her autho-

rity, comes in with wise counsel ; whereas the king does not even

know Daniel by name, she has the most exact knowledge of his

character, his gifts, and merits ; she speaks with a consciousness

of superiority, and her counsel is regarded by the king as a

command, and immediately obeyed. Several older expositors, as

Geier and Michaelis, have here referred us to the Nitocris of

Herodotus, and a great deal of evidence can actually be adduced

to shew that she is identical with our queen. In opposition to

Heeren, who, 1. c, p. 169, makes this queen a cotemporary,

and probably the wife, of Nebuchadnezzar, the following remarks

may be made. 1. Nitocris in Herod, i. 188, is expressly

spoken of as the mother of the last king of Babylon, Labynet,

2. The same buildings which, according to Berosus, were finished

in the reign of the last king of Babylon, are in Herodotus

ascribed to Nitocris. Nor is there anything suitable to the time

of Nebuchadnezzar in the motive assigned by Herodotus for

undertaking them, namely that the perception of the constantly

increasing power and of the important conquests of the Medes

induced the queen to prepare in time the necessary means of

defence. 3. We cannot suppose that a queen living under

Nebuchadnezzar would so have obscured the fame of this great

monarch that it did not reach the Greeks, whilst hers did. The

latter fact supposes that she flourished under the reign of an

inactive ruler. 4. It is true that in other authors, Berosus,

*We only refer our readers farther in reference to the view that prevailed in ancient

times of the connexion between madness and propLecy, to Schroeer, imperium

Babylonis et Nini, Fr/t., 1726, p. 367. Cicero says, in a passage there quoted, that

according to Aristotle those (jiii valetudinis vitio furennt et Melancholici dicerentur,

had aliquid in animis prcBsagicns atque divinum. That this view has continued to

prevail in the East down to modern times, appears, amongst other things, from

SoHULZ, Leitung en des Hbchsten, Th. iv. p. 287.

R
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DiODORus ii. 10, Alexander Polyhistor, in the Arm. Chron.
of Eusebius, i. 44, and in Syncellus, the wife of Nehuchad-
nezzar is mentioned (comp. Niebuhr, Kl. Schr. i. p. 208) ;

but nothing more is related of her, than that she was a Mede
by birth, and that Nebuchadnezzar erected the hanging gardens

out of love to her, to give her some small compensation amidst

the mountainless plain for her mountainous fatherland—nowhere
is the praise dealt out to her which Herodotus lavishes on Nito-

cris ; her name, too, is different; in Syncellus she is called

Aroite, and, according to the more credible information of Alex-

ander, Amuliia.—We may then justly compare what Herodotus

says of Nitocris with that which occurs here of the queen, and it

only need be quoted to shew a perfect agreement. Herodotus

says expressly that she was wiser than the celebrated Semiramis

;

he speaks of her as if she was the absolute sovereign of the king-

dom, and Berosus is so far from contradicting him, that he

makes the last king not the proper author of the edifices ascribed

by Herodotus to Nitocris, but only asserts that they were com-

pleted undf^r his reign (eVt tovtov)—(comp. farther Prideaux,

i. 227, EiCHHORN, Weltgesch. i. 79, Jahn, Archaol. II. i. 217.)

Before we turn to the other contents of the chapter, we must

premise a remark on that work which affords the most remark-

able confirmations of it, the Cijropa'dia. Granting that the his-

torical value of this work is to be rated as low as it is in the ex-

tremely one-sided dissertation of St Croix {nouvell. obsei-vations

s. la. Cyrop., published again in the edition of Schneider, p.

003 sqq.), yet, in the facts which it has in common Avith our book,

the agreement of two writers, between whom we cannot imagine

any collusion, would stamp equally on both the seal of ti'ustwor-

thincss. But it may be farther shewn that to the Cyroptedia, if

we except the embellishments, which were part of the aim of the

author, a considerable historical value is to be ascribed, a greater

than to the parallel accounts of Herodotus. This has been done

in the excellent dissertation of Vitringa, Comm. z. Jes. i. 417,

sq(i., from which Gesenius, zu. Jen. i. p. 409, has given an ex-

tract with his full approval; comp. also Bertholdt, Comm. ii.

p. 857. After such evidence adduced, it cannot but be matter of

astonishment that historians like Schlosser can almost en-

tirely reject the representation of Xenophon, especially when
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Heeren, i. 2, p. 157, has set a better example.— If, by follow-

ing out to its legitimate extent the course adopted by tlic

opponents of the Cyropsedia, an author is to be denounced alto-

gether, because of some historical errors that can be pointed out,

then all the sources of the most ancient history must be rejected.

The strict credibility of history always reaches only so far as the

national honour is not concerned. This is particularly the case

in reference to the authorities for the contents of our chapter.

Of Berosus and Abydenus we have already shewn, p. 85, sqq.,

by an induction of evidence certainly very considerable com-

pared with the limited extent of the fragments handed down to

us, that their accounts, so far as the Chaldeans are concerned,

have throughout a laudatory character ; so that even the credi-

bihty of the exceedingly important Berosus here finds its strict

limit, whether we suppose, which is more probable, that he

found his falsehoods in the Chaldee written or verbal tradition,

or that he invented them himself. Herodotus and Ctesias

drew only from Persian sources, and therefore, with even the

best intentions, could not keep free from these fabrications,

which proceeded from national vanity. That the Persians em-

bellished {aefivovv) their own adventures, and particularly the

history of Cyrus, is confessed by Herodotus himself (i. 95) ; and

although he resolves to follow those who are least chargeable

with this, yet it is manifest that his entire history of Cyrus

swarms with such embellishments and misrepresentations. In

Ctesias, again, we find this Persian mixture of truth and fiction,

and his considerable deviations from Herodotus shew that the

Persians, in the history of Cyrus, adopted the very same pro-

cedure as we find in the historical works of modern Persia, and

find in a higher degree.—This complexion of the sources of

information, then, gives rise to the rule that, when they are

contradictory, we must always be mistrustful of a statement

which can be accounted for fi-om the national prejudices of the

narrator. We shall repeatedly have occasion in what follows to

apply this rule. Let us now pass on to particulars.

According to chap. wr. ver. 1-4, king Belshazzar, on the night

of the conquest of Babylon, holds a luxurious, debauched feast,

in which there is much hard drinking ; all his nobles are invited

to it ; that it was a religious feast, appears from the bringing in

R 'i
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of the vessels of the temple and the singing of hymns in honour

of the gods. The whole description, apai't from any special

historical confirmation, has in it the highest probabihty. The

nobles must have been gathered in great numbers in the city

besieged by Cyrus, into which all had fled from the provinces,

trusting to its impregnable strength. All accounts agree that

the Babylonians were a luxurious people, and fond of drinking.

CuRTius says, 1. v. cap. 1, Bahylonii maxime in vinum, et qua

ehrietatem sequuntur, ejfiisi sunt. Isaiah, chap. xiv. 1 1, makes

the king go to the nether world amid the sound of his harps ;

on which Gesenius observes, " The harps are intended to shew

the luxury of the Babylonian court." But that debauchery was

carried to the highest pitch particulai'ly in the religious feasts,

appears from the appellation given to one of them, Sakaen,

from Np-i to drink, to which some have attributed a Persian

origin, but falsely, as the very etymology shews, and as is

besides clear from Berosus ; comp. on it Bahr, on Ctesias

p. 449, sqq., and especially Munter, Rel. d. Bah., p. Q'S.—
The great consciousness of security displayed in the entire beha-

viour of the Chaldeans is too characteristic for us not to offer

some details in confirmation, in addition to those we have given,

p. 99. Herodotus says, i. 190, " The Babylonians had laid

in provisions for many years ; so that the blockade did not at

all disturb their tranquillity." This short statement is farther

amplified by Xenophon, vii. 5 : "The people within the walls

laughed at the siege, having laid in provisions for more than

twenty years. On being informed of this, Cyrus divided his

army into twelve parts, that each division might keep guard

during one month of the year. The Babylonians, on hearing

this, were still more diverted, considering that they would be

guarded by Phrygians, Lydians, Arabians, and Cappadocians,

all of which nations they imagined to be better disposed towards

themselves than towards the Persians."* Comp. Norberg, ex-

* oJ 5' iv TtZ T£^X*' KaTiytXwi/ Tt}^ TToXtO/O/viaS, ihi I^OI/TES Tci iTTlTl'lBlia irXiov

ij iiKOiriv tToov. 'AKOucra^ 6t TavTa o K.vpo<: t6 aTpaTtVfJi.a KaTtVii/JLi Su<SeKa fiif>r\,

(111 firJDa Tov iDiavTou iKaaTov to fitpo^ (puXd^ov, Oi 6' av SalivXwvLoi aKovaaiTes

TauTa TroXit in fiaXXov Ka-riyiXwi/, ivi^oov/xti/oi, il aipui <i>pvyti Kai Auool Ka'i 'Apru

/3toi Kai K.aTnraS6Kai tpuXn^oitv, ous <T(fii(riv ivoui^oi/ Truvrav iv/xf vfo-ripom ili>ai

,

li Utpiraiv.
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cid. Bahylonis a Xenoplionte illustr., opuscc. t, iii. p. 224,

sqq.)—Let us now proceed to the special attestations. Accord-

ing to Herodotus, 1. i., cap. 191, the Babylonians on the day

of the capture were celebrating a great feast, in which they gave

themselves up entirely to dancing and pleasure, which they con-

tinued till the moment when the calamity overtook them. That
this was a rehgious feast may be gathered from the fact, that all

the ordinary festivals of the people in the East were only of a

religious kmd. Then there is the testimony of Xenophon,
according to which Cyrus calculated on this feast in determining

on his procedure, from which it may be inferred that the feast

was one of finnual recurrence. Tliis testimony of Xenophon,
too, is so mUch the more in our favour, as it confirms the parti-

cular circumstance that the nobles were at the feast assembled

at the table of the king. He says, vii. 5, 15 :
" Then Cyrus,

when he heard that there was a feast in Babylon at which all

the Babylonians gave themselves up the whole night to drink-

ing and debauchery, &c. 24, Do you, said he, Gadatas and
Gobryas, shew us the way ; and when we have got within the

city, lead us the nearest way to the palace. It would be no

wonder, said Gobryas, if the gates of the palace were unfastened
;

for the whole city on this night is in a state of revelry. 27,

The troops of Gobryas and Gadatas find the gates of the palace

shut ; but those who were appointed against the guards, surprise

them as they are drinking till the dawn of day, and forthwith

assail them. The shouting and confusion being heard within,

some of them, at the command of the king, who told them to

see what was the matter, open the gates and rush out."*

—

* 6 Sk Kujoos, sirei £opTi{v ToiavTi]v ev Ba/JuXtoi/t VKOvcrtv tivai, kv ij iraiiTt.^ Ba-
^vKiJ^vioi oK^v Tr]v vvKTa irivovui Kai KWfxdX^ovcn, k. t. \. 24 : vfxel^ 6\ £(/)?;, (o FaSdra

Kai Fwlipva, deiKwrt. Tas o<5oi/s" oTav St ivTo^ yf.vwfj.i2ra, tiip Ta^iaT^v aysTt kirl

Ta /3ao-tA.sia. Kai fj.fiv, 'icpatrav ol 'ifji<pi tov Twfipvav, ovSiv av eiri SravfxaaTov, tl

Kai aKKiLdTOi al irvKai ai tov j3a<Ti\tiov tlsv W9 iv kw/jlio yhp SoKtl fi TroXts Trdaa

tivai TTJSs TyvvKTi.—27: Kai ol fxiv (tiivtw Toofipua Kai TaSaTnTBTay/iiiioi KiKXiiafii-

i/as BvpicrKovcri TasTTuXas tov liacriXiiov olok kirl tous (pvXaKas Tax^kvTe^, iirsis-

iri'TTTOvtriv^auTo'l^ TTivovcn wpd^<f>w^ iroXv, Kai iu^iis cos TroXt/j.ioi^ kxpwvTo auTo 7^.

'Qs 6k Kpavyi) kuI ktv-wo's kyiyviTO, ai<T^6fj.ivoi ol ivSov tov Sropvftov KiXivaravTo^

TOV jSaaiXkw^ (rKi\^a(TSrai, tl eli) to irpay/xCt, kK^iovcL Tii/fi dvoi^avTti rdv

TTuXas.
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This precise agreement of Daniel with Herodotus and Xeno-

phon is acknowledged by Munter, 1. c. p. 07, to be as/ot/is/iinf/,

and even Gesenius, c. Jes. 1, p. G55, cannot help calling it ren/

asfonishiiif/. Farther confirmation is afforded by the remark-

able declarations of the propliets.* According to Is. xxi. 5, the

war-cry is heard amidst the pleasures and debaucheries of the

table in Babylon; according to Jer. li. 39, the Babylonians are sur-

prised by the divine justice amidst the memmentand intoxication

of the table. From these troublesome passages, Gesenius, 1. c.

p. G50, tries to rid himself by the assumption, that this feature

was naturally suggested in the case of a people addicted to luxury

and the joys of the table ; just as the taking of the fords and shal-

lows of the Euphrates, predicted by Isaiah and Jeremiah, and so

remarkably confirmed by history, is to be considered as only an

individual feature selected from the list of stratagems employed

in war ! It is only strange that the Babylonians, if these things

were so easily understood of themselves, were not more on their

guard I The feast, if we interrogate histonj, appears, in the man-

ner and extent of its celebration, as something altogether extraor-

dinary ; the entrance by the bed of the Euphrates as something

so uncommon, that the Babylonians never think of such a thing,

even when the enemy is already in the city ; had they, observes

Herodotus, only closed the gates on the river side, they would

have caught all their enemies as in a net. Gesenius would

therefore have acted more wisely, if, after liis own very naive ex-

phination ("let this be combined with tlie statement of Xenophon,

—and the later composition and spuriousness of the chapter will

foHow"), in the face of which it certainly appears ridiculous for

him in the preface to Gr.\mbekg's Geschichfe dor li('lif/io?i,sidcen

des A. T. p. viii. to laugh at the charge of dogmatic prcposession,

he had, with Eichhorn, maintained the composition of the con-

cuiTing prophecies of Isaiah and Jeremiah after the taking of

liabylon, especially when he himself, in self-contradiction, allows,

on Is. xliv. 27, in a fit of impartiality,t that a distinct reference

* Compare the colk'ctioii of tlif prophecies resptct'mg Bubjlou in Nohbero, 1. «•

p. 226, sq(i.

+ .\ still more rcininkable acknowledj^mciil of n es. is founil in tlic Liirt/<l. of Knsrn
and (iRURF.K, Til. Hi, p. |(i7. " of the liilijiciil propli(i<i wlio lived Ht IliistinirHiTir.ns tin-
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is contained Lotli in this verse and in Jer. 1. 38, li. 86, to the

well known stratagem of Cyrus.—As an instance of a similarly

arbitrary mode of proceeding, it may be farther mentioned that

ScHLOSSER Ubeys. p. 251, supposes the yielding up of the city to

have been made o)t caintulation, although he says Herodotus

somewhat strangely makes it to be brought about by a drawing oft"

of the Euphrates and by a surprisal. What event of antiquity

could be established, if it Avere allowable to make away with such

venerable, numerous, and independent witnesses by simply saying

it was " somewhat strange," a thing, moreover, which cannot for

a moment be made out ? !

Even in the several particulars of the conquest, our book ob-

tains confirmation from the other sources. The taking of Baby-

lon, according to it, could not have occurred till towards the end

of the nio-ht. The lights were already kindled when the hand

appeared ; the summoning of the wise men, their attempts to de-

cipher the writing, the summoning of Daniel—all this together

must have consumed the greater portion of the night. In perfect

agreement with this Xeuophon says, that the enemy did not break

into the palace till Trpo? ^w? irdKv.

According to verse 30, the king was killed in the conquest.

Tills had been expressly foretold by Isaiah, chap. xiv. That it

occurred, Xeuophon distinctly informs us; nor could anything less

have been expected, since Gobryas and Gadatas had sworn personal

revenge against the king ; from the account of Herodotus this

follows at least with more probabihty than the contrary, because

he says the city was taken with force. Even Gesenius therefore

observes, 1. c. p. 1, p. 449, " the circumstance here predicted, that

the king would perish in the slaughter, happened, judging at

least from the most authentic statements" (again a welcome

avowal opposed to the rationaHstic view of the prophecies)
.
On the

other side, it is true, there is the Babylonian tradition, preserved

by Berosus and Abydenus. The former relates the matter

Jewish exiles in Babylon, we possess several oracles, falsely assigned by tbe collectors

of the candn to tbo colltction of Isaiah's rrophecies, in which they deiiict the coming

conquest of the city in coloiivs .so vivid ami no correspondent uith subseiiueiii histuricul

facts (compare Is. sxi. 5, with the passages quoted from Herouoti-.s and Xenophon),

that it has been thought, thnn-h v( ry unjuslly, that we must iissnmr thiir eompositioi

post evrrtiiiii."
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thus :
—

" The king of Babylon marched against the enemy, but

was beaten, and threw himself into Borsippa. Cyrus therefore

took Babylon, and then marched against Borsippa. Nabonned
surrendered voluntarily, and was treated in a very fiiendly manner
by Cyrus; Carmania was assigned him as his abode, where he spent

the rest of his life in peace, and at length died a natural death."

More briefly, yet out-doing Berosus as to the honour shewn to

the Chaldee king, Abydenus relates :
—" Cyrus, having taken

Babylon, presents the king with the government of Carmania."*

Let us here apply the rule before instituted, and we shall have

no hesitation in rejecting these statements. The Babylonians

could not deny the capture of their city and the fall of their em-

pire ; they must therefore be content to lessen the disgrace as far

as might be. We can point to another statement which mani-

festly proceeds from this attempt. According to the combined

accounts of Herodotus, cap. i. 188, of Xenophon, of the Persian

tradition, and of Daniel, the last king of Babylon was of royal

blood. Berosus and Megasthenes, on the contrary, call him

only a certain Babylonian, who was not at all related to the

royal race. Even Volney {recherches etc. t. 3. ^;. 102) has

been forced to the conjecture that this statement proceeded fi-om

a worthless source. It was wished to roll away the disgrace of

being conquered, at least from the royal race, and in particular

from that of the celebrated Nebuchadnezzar. A counterpart to

this is the statement that the king of Babylon obtained Camiania

as his possession. Thus out of the great monarch, at least a small

one arose. Nor is this statement favoured by probal)ility, quite

apart from the testimonies adduced, wholly independent of one

other. Can it be supposed that Cyrus would have granted a pro-

vince to the king of Babylon for his possession, whom, after the

conquest of his city, he could so easily have taken prisoner, since,

according to Berosus, he had thrown himself into Borsippa with

only a very few persons ((f>vyoov oXcyoaro'; avveKXeurdr) ei<i T7]vBop-

a-nnrrjvMV iroKtv), he, who even retained Cra^sus in his neigh-

bourhood constantly as a private person, although he had won Ids

regard in a high degree ?

* TO) dt Kri/DOf, f\uii> 1iaPi<\iovu,K.apiiavh\s hyi(t.ovi>\v ttopiixai.
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It is remarkable that our book, whilst on another occasion, as

to the extension of Bayblon by Nebuchadnezzar, it agrees with

the Chaldee writers against the Greek ones, here takes the side of

the latter against the former. It is thus verified as an original

fount of history, independent of both. It is remarkable farther,

that our book obtains the most surprising confirmations from the

Greek historians, as soon as the narrative comes to the period

where their accounts of the affairs of the East have a historical cha-

racter, just as it most exactly corresponds with the accounts of

the other books of the 0. T. so far as these reached. From this

we may infer what confirmations we should have for the inter-

mediate portion, the latter reign of Nebuchadnezzai-, if we had
something more about it than the paltry fragments of Berosus
and Abydenus.

The statement in chap. vi. 1., that after the conquest of Baby-

lon the kingdom came to Darius of Media, has been already

sufl&ciently established, partly in this treatise (p. 40), partly by
Bertholdt 1. c. We add only a few remarks farther. The
silence of Herodotus and Ctesias about a Median king of Babylon
can be of but small importance, not only for the reason already

adduced, the insignificance of this Median king, but especially

also from the general rule above laid down. It is quite natural

that the Persians should have tried to obliterate, as far as possible,

the remembrance of the short reign of this king, that they might
vindicate solely to themselves and their famed Cyrus, the honour
of the conquest and possession of Babylon. If then we reflect,

that this statement was partially contained in even the Persian

accounts, as appears not only from Xenophon, but probably also

from Herodotus, who, i. cap. 95, expressly remarks, that besides

the way of representing the history of Cyrus which he followed,

there were two others,—that two sources of history, in which the

intermixture of a national partiality is inconceivable, Abydenus
the preserver of the Chaldee tradition, and our book, make a

Mede the first king of Babylon,—that, moreover, Isaiah and Je-

remiah, in their descriptions of the taking of Babylon, speak of

the Medes, sometimes alone, sometimes as the principal people

(comp. Is. xiii. xiv. xxi. ; Jer. 1. h.)—we think we may re-

gard the existence of Darius, without referring to the doubtful

passage in Aeschylus (comp. against Bertholdt, who lays a
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very particular stress on this passage, ii. 852, Vitringa's disserta-

tion, which Berth, has made no use of, de Dario Medio, ohss.

sacrr. t. ii. p. 303. .s/7/7.), as a fully accredited historical fact,

which cannot he thrown into douht hy the weak objections of

KlCHTER {historia Persarum atitiquissiina. LijiS. i71)5.y?. 03.

sqq.)*—But how a writer of the time of the Maccabees could obtain

any knowledge of this almost entirely forgotten king, especially such

exact knowledge as even to know in what year of his life Darius

came to the government of Babylon, it would not be very easy to

explain. At any rate the Alexandrine translator, who certainly

lived very near these times, if not in them, did not possess it. He

translates chap. v. 31 : /cal 'ApTa^ep^r]<; 6 rwp Mi'jBcov irapeka^e

Ti)v /3aatXeiav, taking Darius to be identical with Artaxerxes,

probably with Ai'taxerxes Longimanus, which can hardly be sur-

prising, considering the extreme historical ignorance that prevailed

at that period.

In chap. vi. 1, it is said, " it pleased Darius to set over the

whole kingdom 120 satraps." Almost the very words occur in

the CyrajM-dia (comp. p. 40), "When he Avas at Babylon, it

pleased him to send satraps to rule the conquered nations.'t It

is true, in Xenophon the thing is ascribed merely to Cyrus ;
but

this need give us no trouble, when we consider the correspondence

between the source of his information, the Persian tradition, and

his own proper object, that of lauding Cyrus. In the Book of

Esther 1-^7 satrapies are mentioned, because the kingdom had in

the interval considerably increased. Would not the alleged pseudo-

Daniel have inadvertently transferred this number, fearing lest

a suspicion should be conceived against him from the apparent

contradiction, just as the Alexandrine translator, or rather his in-

terpolator—for Jero.me says that 120 satraps are given in the

• It is remarkable tliat the modern Persian trnilition also makes Cyrns, not an in-

dependent sovereign, bnt the dependant of liehemen (eomp. XonnBUG, /e.'/rs Pcr-

sarum .s///7-;.s Kijani/m his opnsrr. I. iii. V 218). who look the government from the

cruel ami imp io'in: son of Nebnehdne/.zar, and sent snitabh- satraps n-.to the inovinees,

(" I'riiviiKlis dciiidc riros iioii pcrail'iroa pnrpoiirrr, r,;/hniiiis riira liar proxinie

rriit.") NoRBKno (.//V/t-.s vnlic. Dan. xi. imphia, opuscc. iii. p. 437; has recognized the

identity of Hebcmen and Darius.
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LXX—from the same appreheusiou silently removed the diver-

sity hy substituting for the number found in the text that of the

Book of Esther ?

A remarkable proof of exact acquaintance with history appears

also in the mention of the law of the Medes and Persians, vi. 8,

12, 15. From the time of Cyrus the Persians were always put

before the Medes ; in the Book of Esther, the law of the " Per-

sians and Medes" is always the phrase. Would the assumed

pseudo-Daniel have known how to construct his forgery with such

a strict historical regard to the minutest circumstances ?

How the statement, chap. ix. 1, that Darius was the son of

Ahasuerus is confirmed by history, we have already seen, p. 42.

The statement, ver. 2, that Daniel, in the first year of Darius,

took account of the seventy years of Jeremiah, supposes again the

most exact knowledge of the history of the times ; the author,

too, has here manifestly in view readers to whom a bare hint would

suffice ; he therefore considers it unnecessary to go into more

extended explanations.

We entreat the opponents of the genuineness, moreover, not to

be satisfied with shewing that an author living at the time of the

Maccabees might have known particular facts touched upon

here. The strength of the argument lies in the totality of these

particulars ; that such an exact and comprehensive knowledge of

the history of so dark a period is conceivable in an author living

in the time of the Maccabees, we must decidedly deny. But that

the force of this argument may be more conspicuous, we deem it

suitable to our object to offer some special proofs of the ignorance

prevailing in the Maccabean age in regard to the geography and

history of foreign countries, taken from the first book of the

Maccabees, a work so excellent and extremely trustworthy when

it confines itself to home and the immediate past. To this book

certainly the same exception cannot be taken as could be easily

made to the second, namely, that the author came behind the

learned of his age in knowledge. We cannot, indeed, here ad-

duce any thing like all that is pertinent, but neither can we con-

tent ourselves with one or two instances, because, in a case like

this, not a little depends on the mere quantity of instances.

The errors are particularly uumerous in the statements about the

Romans in chap. viii. ; and this chapter is likewise especially
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adapted to our purpose, inasmuch as the accounts contained in it

are ascribed to Judas Maccabaeus, who was precisely cotemporary

with the alleged pseudo-Daniel. In ver. 7 we are told that the

Romans took Antiochus the Great prisoner. This is contrary to

history ; Antiochus certainly was conquered by the Romans, and

deprived of a great part of his dominions, but not taken prisoner

(comp. MiCHAELis Am?i. p. 177, Wernsdorf, I. c. p. 45).—In

ver. 8, it is said that the Romans took fi'om Antiochus India,

Media, and Lydia ('xcopav rrjv 'IvSlktjv, koX MijBeiav, kuX

Avhiav.) Tliis is a monstrous offence against history ; it is well

known that India and Media were never subject to Antiochus

(comp. Wernsdorf, p. 49 sqq.) It is indeed attempted by some

(Wernsdorf, p. 67, Eichhorn, Einl. z. d. Apokr. p. 221) to

lay the mistake on the translator ; but, not to say that the book

is probably an original, there is nothing to justify this, simply

because the author is caught in such numerous gross errors be-

sides. Besides, if in the case of Media and Mysia a change by

the translator can be deemed possible, yet the origin of the name

India, which Eichhorn altogether passes by, cannot be explained

in this manner. This latter argument opposes, also, the opinion

of MiCHAELis, who would place the error to the account of the

transcribers. Michaelis himself cannot discover any land which

may originally have stood for India. Probably the author him-

self confounded Mysia with Media, and, having so f;u- erred,

immediately added India.—In ver. 9, 10, it is related that the

Greeks intended to march against Rome and entirely to destroy

the Romans ; that the Romans, on perceiving this, sent a great

general against them, inflicted on them a signal defeat, took

their women and children prisoners, destroyed their fortresses,

and turned the land into a province. The statement relates, as :Mi-

CHAELis in loc. against Wernsdorf (1. c. p. 128) has shewn, to the

Aetolian war. But there is exaggeration both in the account of

the schemes of the Aetohans against the Romans, although an

Aetolian prsptor went so far as to declare that he would give the

Romans an answer at the Tiber, and also in the account of the

undertakings of the Romans against the Aetolians. The entire

Aetolian war was finished without much bloodshed, by a volun-

tary surrender of the Aetolians. No forti-essos were desti'oyed,

no women and children takm prisoners, and the Aetolians re-
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tained their freedom.—The entire description of the Eoman
senate in ver. 15 is incorrect; and so too, as every schoolboy

knows, is the statement, ver. 16, that one man in Komewasat the

head of all its affairs (comp. Wernsdorf, p. 128, Mich. 182),

an error which also must not he overlooked in determining the age

of the author, since in the later time, in which some place the first

book of the Maccabees, its occurrence is hardly conceivable, any

more than the remark, ver. 19, that the way to Eome was very

long.—All these and many more errors are committed by an author,

in other respects an educated man, and as far as regards the

affairs of his own people exceedingly well-informed, in the

almost cotemporary history of a people to which Judas himself

had sent an embassy, and which therefore stood in immediate

connexion with the Jews.—What then might we expect of a

writer of the Maccabean period, when he ascended to the remote

times of the Chaldean and Medo Persian monarchy? What
monstrous offences against chronology, history, geography, and

antiquities must we there meet with !—We select only a few in-

stances of the remaining historical and geographical errors. In

chap. i. 1, it is said that when Alexander had slain Darius, he

ruled in his stead at first over Greece {i^aaiXevaev avr avrov

irporepov eirl rrju 'EWdSa). According to this, the author

thought, probably misled by a wrong apprehension of Dan. xi.

2, that Darius had ruled over Greece. The harsh interpretation

by which Michaelis tries to remove this error, " He ruled in

his place, having previously reigned over Greece," if at all ad-

missible, would only be so on the supposition that the author

had elsewhere discovered a better knowledge of history.—In v. 6,

he relates, contrary to all accredited history (comp. Wernsdorf,
p. 40,sqq.), misled perhaps by the false translation of the LXX.,
Dan. xi. 4 {koI erepov^ hhd^et, Tavra), that Alexander in his

hfetime divided his empire among his generals collected about
him.—In chap. vi. 1, he changes the great province of Elymais
into a city of Persia ; for there is no foundation whatever for

the opinion of Michaelis, that there was a city in Elam of a

similar name (comp. on the contrary Eosenm., Alterthumsk.

i. 1, p. 30C,).—These proofs will, we hope, suffice to make
good our assertion. From them perhaps the exactitude, not

only in the history but in the prophecies of our book, will appear
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more conceivable if Daniel be regarded as the author, than if

the alleged pseudo-Dauiel be. On the first supposition, it can

be explained from the divine inspiration of the prophet ; on the

latter, it must be assumed that the author obtained, through

human sources that were not at hand, information which was not

within reach in his time.

SECT. VII.—KNOWLEnOE OF DANIEL S TIMES.

Our book exhibits such an accurate knowledge of the institu-

tions, manners, usages, and entire state of things in the times

and places in which Daniel is assumed to have lived, as cannot

possibly be explained on the supposition that the author Hved in

Palestine in the times of the Maccabees. Here too we must

remind our readers that we do not attribute force to a particular

fact as such, but to the aggregate of particulars. Especially

worthy of remark is the author's exact knowledge of the institu-

tions of the Babylonian priesthood and of the Chaldean state

;

but, before we proceed to give evidence of this, we wish to col-

lect together all besides that has offered itself to our notice,

persuaded that it will repay the industry of others to give it a

farther ample gleaning.

It is remarkable that nowhere in the whole book does the

adoration occur, although there were so very many occasions

of mentioning it. Assuming Daniel to be the author, the

omission is easily explained. The religious adoration of the

kings was a custom neither among the Chaldeans nor the Medes.

It first came into use when the theory of the representation of

Orrauzd by the Persian king was followed out to its results.

Arrian, 1. iv. (p. 266, ed. Blanc.) expressly says* that Cyrus

was the first to whom the adoration was oftered, and that after-

wards the custom continued among the Persians and Medes.

Is it likely that the alleged pseudo-Daniel should have known

this difference between the Chaldeans and Persians ? If he had,

would he not have mentioned it at least in speaking of Dai'ius

*\i"yiT«i TO irpuiTov -rroofTKvtni^fival dv^pwirdw Ki'jioi', Kat iiri xn'rif ffiuni/ui

T\fp<Ti'iii Tt Kai Mi'jnoic riip TuTTi tm'iTiiTit.
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the Mecle? Here adoration is represented as tlie exclusive
privilege of the gods ; and the charge which Isocrates in his Pane-
gyric brings against the Persians (comp. p. ]05,) is not extended
to tlie Chaldeans and Medes, although it comes so near them.
The lung is approached with a mere standing form of saluta-

tion.

In chap. i. 2, the name Shinar for Babylonia is so surpris-

ing to Bertholdt, 1. c. 1, p. 59, that he is led by it, according
to his hypothesis of a plurality of authors, to maintain the com-
position of the first chap, in an earlier age, and in Babylonia.
The name Shiuar is found in historical prose only in the Book
of Genesis

; in later times, it became quite antiquated among the
Hebrews; it occurs again only in prophetic poetry, twice in

Isaiah and in Zechariah. Here, however, it is found in simple
prose as the common geographical appellation of Babylonia.
Assuming Daniel to be the author, this is easily explained. Shi-
nar was the name of the country indigenous to Babylonia itself,

of which we find traces not only in classical writers, but in mo-
dern travellers (comp. the passages in Rosenm. Alierthtnnsk. i.

1, p. 41.)

According to chap. i. 5, Nebuchadnezzar commands that the
youths selected for his service shall daily receive meat and drink
from the royal table. Among the Persians, a number of per
sons, all the lower attendants of the court, received their support
from the king's table. According to Ctesias, 15,000 persons
daily were thus fed ; comp. Brisson, p. 97, Heeren, i. p. 493,
520. But we can shew that this custom was derived by the
Persians from the Babylonians, or at least that they both had it

in common. According to Jerem. chap. lii. 33, 31, king Jehoia-
chin, by the command of Evilmerodach, received his daily sus-

tenance from the royal table.

According to chap. i. 7, Daniel and his companions receive

new names on their being selected to be prepared for the royal ser-

vice. That such a changing of names was a Chaldean custom, ap-

pears from 2 Kings xxiv. 17 : "And the king of Babylon made
Mattaniah king in his place, and changed his name to Zedekiah."
In at least two of these names, Belteshazzar and Abednego, the

connection with names of Babylonian deities is evident (comp.
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iv. 8.) We find the'same tiling in the majority of Babylonian names

elsewhere occuiTing ; comp. the instances in Gesen. zu Jes. i.

p. 282.

In chap. ii. 1 , we find the Babylonian mode of reckoning the

years of Nebuchadnezzar's reign (comp. p. 52), which occurs

nowhere else in Scripture, and which we can hardly presume to

have been known to an author not cotemporar}', and not living

in Babylon. In just a similar manner Ezekiel, i. 1, counts the

years of his continuance in the prophetic office according .to the

Babylonian era.

In chap. ii. 5, the king threatens the wise men, that, on their

failing to satisfy- his requirement, their houses shall be turned

into dung-heaps (comp. iii. 29). Bertholdt himself allows,

1. c. 1, p. 64, 225, that the most accurate acquaintance is here

shewn with the mode of building practised in Babylon, and that

the piece must, therefore, have been written in Babylonia. The

houses in Babylon were built of eai'th, burnt or simply dried in

the sun. " When a building is totally demohshed or converted

into a confused heap of rubbish, the entire mass of earth in

rainy weather is gradually decomposed, and the place of such a

house becomes Hke a dunghill."

In chap. iii. 1, a vale of Dura, in the land of Babylon, is men-

tioned. This name is found nowhere else, neither in Scripture,

or in profane writers. The author omits to append any more

precise geographical definition, and presumes the place to be

known to his readers.

The author displays an exact acquaintance with the Chaldee

death-punishments. As such, he mentions hewing in pieces,

chap. ii. 5, and burning in ovens, chap. iii. 6. Both are quite

in accordance with the cruel character of the people, and of both

it may be shewn by distinct historical evidence (comp. Ez. xvi.

40, xxiii. 25, Jer. xxix. 29. Ch. B. Michaelis, dissert, de

paejiis capital, in sac. sc. comm. § 28), that they were preva-

lent among the Chaldeans. He describes the latter so fully and

cxactlv, that Bertholdt even maintains, p. 69, that we must

suppose he had himself seen such an oven, and been present at

an execution ; in saying this, he at the same time allows that the

author must have lived under the reign of the Chaldeans, since
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litmler the Persians, according to their system of religion, this

mode of punishment could not continue ; and indeed the author

displays the accuracy of his knowledge by the fact also, that in

chap. vi. he attributes to the Medo-Persians, not this mode of

punishing with death, but one peculiar to themselves, casting

into a lions' den.

How surprisingly the description of the image in chap. iii.

agrees with what we otherwise know of the taste of the Babylo-

nians, has been already shewn, p. 79. In the description, too,

of the strongly- assailed instrumental music at the dedication

of it, an exact knowledge of the Babylonian custom is displayed.

To what an extent music was loved among the Babylonians,

appears from the fact that Isaiah makes tlie king of Babylon

descend to the lower world amid the sound of his harps. Its

use especially in religious solemnities, is clear from the words of

CuRTius, V. 3, in his description of the march of Alexander into

Babylon : Magi delude suo more iKitriitm carmen canentes,

post hos Chaldcei, Bahyloniorumque non rates modo, sed etiam

artifices cum Jidihus sui generis ihant, laudes regum canere

xwliti.

In chap. iii. 21, the account of the clothes of Daniel's com-

panions agrees strikingly with what we otherwise know, from

trustworthy evidence, of the clothing of the Babylonians. Accord-

ing to Herod, i. 195, the dress of the Babylonians consisted of

a hnen (or cotton) tunic reaching to the feet, over this a wool-

len garment, and over this again a white (woollen) mantle; comp.

HeerenI. 2, p. ]82. According to MiJnter, Bel. d. Bah.^. 96,

this threefold clothing is found, such as we should not expect in

that warm chmate, on Babylonian cylinders. In our passage also

we meet with it complete, unless we follow the erroneous inter-

pretations of Bertholdt and others, which rest on the false as-

sumption (comp. Berth, i., 280) that the narrator intends to

describe the three men in their complete dress, and that there-

fore the shoes and the hat must necessarily be among the objects

specified ; the purpose of the mention of the parts of the dress is

only to raise astonishment at the greatness of the miracle, and
consequently only those articles ol dress which were easily con-

sumed could call fo* notice. Mention is made of the under-

garment, •i'-'BE (comp. Gesenius and Winer, s. v.). of the first
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upper garmeDt nVa-o (comp. Buxtorf, lex. Chald. Talm. and

Ges. s. v.), of tlie secoud upper gai-ment, i-aV (comp. Bertholdt,

p. 280, Winer, s. v.)

According to chap. v. 2, the women are present at the feast

and carousal instituted by the king. That this v/as a custom

with the Babylonians, appears from the passage before quoted,

Cyrop. V. 2, where a concubine of the same king of Babylon, at

a drinking party, manifests her complacency in one of the

guests. How httle the knowledge of this Babylonian custom be-

longed to later times, is clear from the fact that the Alexandrine

translator, following the customs of his own time, has every-

where passed over the women at the feast of Belshazzar.

According to chap. v. 10, it was one of the highest honours

among the Babylonians to receive from the king the present of

a neck-chain. The very same thing is observed, in reference to

the Persians, by Brissonius, 1. c. p. 128, by whom the proof

passages are adduced :
" Erat el si/mmi/s ajn/d Persas honor,

re//is concesftu atqne munere aureum torqiiem collo t/estare."

According to cliap. vi. 8, &c., the laws of the Medo- Persians,

when once given by the king, are irrevocable. Nothing of the

kind occurs in regard to the Chaldeans. The con-ectness of tlie

fact rests not only on the express account of the book of Esther,

the entire contents of which are based upon it, but also upon

the entire Medo-Persian view of royalty. From the doctrine of

the incarnation of God in the person of the king, resulted with

the same necessity his entirely unlimited power in regard to the

laws to be given, and the irrevocableness of these when once

given.

In chap. vii. 9, when the Lord is about to bring his enemies

to judgment, thrones are set up, which rest on wheels {^-hih^i),

comp. Bertholut in loc. That this imaginary representation

must be derived from a custom prevalent among the Chaldean

kings and nobles, is clear Irom the fact that the very same thing

is found also in Ezekiel, chaps, i. and x.

We now come to the statements of our book respecting the

priest-caste of the Babylonians.* We first of all bring together

• In refrrcnce to all the stntements of our book respecting tlie religion of the

BuijyloniHiis, Muntf.r, who so cxcils in liis iicqniiintinifc with tln' siihjict, observes.
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the remarkable attestations which the particularly numerous ac-

counts of our book on this head receive from other historical

sources, and then proceed to refute what Bleek, 1. c. p. 225, sqq.,

has adduced against the historical truth of the former.—As the

general name of the members of the Babylonico- Chaldean priest-

caste, that of i^tt-'sn appears in our book. We find the same
name also in Isaiah xliv. 25, and in Jeremiah 1. 35. The presi-

dents of the particular classes bear the name -j-^jja ; Daniel, as the

grand president of the entire establishment, is called the p^jo ai.

That the name pa was actually in use among the Babylo-

nians as the name of presidents of various instituted bodies,

appears from Berosus in Athen.^us xiv. 44, according to

whom, in the Babylonish feast Sakea, at which the servants

played the part of the masters, their president bore the name
^Q)ydv')]<i. — The cliief president of the establishment appears

here at the same time as invested with important secular power.

According to chap. ii. 48, he was at the same time the prince of

the province of Babylon, and the business of this office is trans-

ferred to his companions only at the urgent request of Daniel.

For this, history offers a twofold confirmation. According to

DioDORUS SicuLus, ii. 24, Belesys, who wrested Babylon from
the Assyrians, was at once chief president of the priest-caste (tcjv

lepewv eVio-T^/AOTaTo?, 01/9 Ba^vXcovtot KoXovcn Xa\BaLOv<;), and
captain and governor of Babylon. According to Jeremiah xxxix.

3, 13, the cliief president of the priest-caste belonged to the

magnates of the kingdom, and was a member of the council of

state, and as such even took the field.—Besides the other classes

of wise men, the Chaldeans are here represented as a class of

themselves. This account is in itself in the highest degree pro-

bable. It is quite inconceivable that the priest-caste was first

introduced by the Chaldeans. There must have been an order

of priests in Babylonia long before their invasion. To this con-

clusion we are led by the general analogy. No civilized people

of antiquity was without an order of priests. Moreover, let the

1. c. p. 5, " What the earlier Israelitic prophets contain respecting the Bahylonian
religion admirably acjrees with the accounts of it in Daniel, and the traditions pre- I

served hy Ctesias, Herodotus, Berosds, and Diodorus, may veiy readily be com- /

bined with it."

S2
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statements respecting the age of the astronomy, connected with

the astrology of the Babylonians, be ever so extravagant, yet

all accounts agree in refeiTuig its origin to the most remote

antiquity. Thus, e. g., Cicero says, de Divinatione, 1. 1 :

*' Principiu Aasyrii (the Babylonians), ut ah tiltimis avctorihus

repetam, propter pJanitiem imujuititdinemque reyiomim quas

incolehant, cum ccchim ex omni j^cirte patens atque aperttirn

intuereniur , trajectiones motusque .stellarum observaveiuiit."

Even the astronomical observations of the Babylonian sages,

mentioned in Ptolemy, reach back beyond the time of the Chal-

dean dynasty (comp. Bkucker, h. fhil. i. p. 103.) Pliny (H.

N. vi. 20) calls Bel the inventor sideralu scientia. Isaiah, in

whose time the Chaldeans had not yet become masters of Baby-

lon, describes that city as the prime seat of the arts of divination.

—It is however quite as certain, that the Chaldeans possessed a

priest-caste before their invasion of Babylon Otherwise, how can

it be explained that the name of that people was at Babylon the

name of the whole priest-caste, and occurs as such in the oldest

writers, as Herodotus and Ctcsias? And this very fact proves the

co-existence of an original Babylonian, and of a Chaldean priest-

i-aste at Babylon. For how else could we explain the origin of the

name ofChaldeans for the priest-caste, than from the distinction we

have supposed between the Chaldean and Babylonian priesthood ?

Farther, the chief-president of the priest-caste under Nebuchad-

nezzar is, in Jeremiah, 1. c, called j'j a"". But the name of the

Magi is of Persian origin, and altogether peculiar to the Medo-

Persian priest-caste, with which the original Babylonian one had

nothing in common. It can therefore only designate the priest-

ciiste that came in with the Chaldeans—including of course the

Babylonian one combined with it—which, since the Chaldeans

were in all probability of Medo-Persian origin (comp. p. 10), was

closely connected with the Medo Persian. We possess, however,

H twofold historical testimony besides, from which it appears,

that even the combination of the Babylonian and Chaldean order

of priests in later times, did not obliterate all distinction between

them ; precisely as we find it in Daniel, where the Clialdeans ap-

pear with tlie rest of the wise men, but as a particular class.

The first of these is furnished by the passage already quoted from

CruTius, where the Persiiui Magi, tlic Chaldeans, and the Bnliv-
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lonians, appear as so many kinds of wise men in Babylon. The
second is found in a passage of Lucretius, 1. v. : Uf Bahi/-

lonica Chaldfeain doctrma refutans—Astrologorum artes con-

tra convincere tendit. From this passage it appears that the

Chaldean and the Babylonian wise men were at variance on cer-

tain points, and contended one against the other. Thus the very

statement that the Chaldeans formed in Babylon a peculiar class

of priesthood, which Bleek, p. 226, with that neglect of all

thorough investigation of history which characterizes his disser-

tation throughout, adduces as an evidence against the trustworthi-

ness of the statements respecting the Babylonian priest-caste,

affords no small attestation to the trustworthiness, and, of course,

to the genuineness of our book. How should a Jew in the time

of the Maccabees have had this accurate knowledge of the peculiar

position of the Babylonian priest-caste, when even the oldest and

best informed Grreek writers confound the Chaldeans with the

entire order (compare e.g. Herodotus i. 191) ?

According to chap, i., Daniel and his companions, with other

distinguished youths, are instructed during three years in the arts

and sciences of the Babylonian sages, and at the end of this

period brought to the king for examination. With this agree the

statements of Pliny (A/.s/. nat. vi. 20) and of Strabo (xvi. 1),

according to which the priest-caste had educational estabhshments

in certain cities, for instance, in Babylon itself, Borsippa in Baby-

bylonia, Hipparene in Mesopotamia.*

In our book, on all occasions, not particular wise men are con-

sulted, but the whole body of them, but yet, as appears fi'om chap.

ii. 12 sqq., only in the persons of their representatives, or of a selec-

tion made from them. In perfect agreement with this, Diodorus
informs us (compare Gesentus zu Jes. ii. p. 352) that the ob-

servations of the Babylonian wise men were always instituted

in company, and by a college {crvo-T7]/j,a) , and in Ptolemy ol

XaXBaloi, in general are always mentioned, never a single ob-

server.

But particularly worthy of notice is the agreement of our book

with the statements of the ancient prophets, and of profane writers.

* Thus much, at any rate, is commonly derived from these two passages, although it

is not expressly deelaied in them.
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in reference to the employments of the Babylonian wise men.

The most careful and complete collection of tlie latter statements,

is found in Brucker, hi.sior.jJtilos. t. i. p. 102, srjq. (compare be-

sides, Vossius de theolofjiayent. ii. 563, sqq., Stanleii hist.phi-

Ion. Orient, in Clerici opp. j)hilosii. t. ii. p. 180, sqq., ed. 3, Ge-
SENius 1. c. p. 357, sqq.) All the employments mentioned in

profane writers (the locus classicns is Diodorus Sic. ii. 29-31)

we find here again precisely and fully given, and especially in the

names of the particuhu' classes of the wise men. These are the

following, 1 o-ri?s^ Exorcists, not, as Bertholdt and Munter
think, natural philosophers, compare Ges. Thes. s. v. Accord-

ing to Diodorus Siculus, the Babylonian wise men sought to

avert misfortune by lustrations, sacrifices, and witchcraft. Isaiah

xlvii. 9, 12, derides Babylon by saying that all the incantatiouH

of their wise men availed not to avert the threatened ruin from

her. According to Claudian, a rain was ascribed to the incanta-

tions of the Chaldeans, by which the army of Antoninus was de-

livered from the threatened destruction. (Brucker, 1. c. p. 108).

According to Lampridius {Heliogahal. cap. 9) it was reported that

Marcus Antoninus, through the Chaldeans, kept the Marcomanni
in subjection to the Roman people, idquc factum carminibus et

cofisecratioiie. 2. o-^s'fPf , Wizards, cump. Ges. and Winer, s. v.,

Ges. zu. Jes. ii. 355. In the passages quoted from Isaiah, besides

the incantations, witchcrafts also (n-'sios) are mentioned as very pre-

valent in Babylon. 3. r:|» Definers of fate, "r.!^ (comp. Ges. Thes.

s. V. p. 278.) This name is exceedingly significant. The Baby-
lonian or Chaldean fate is extensively celebrated in antiquity,

comp. especially the passages in Vossius, 1. c. The knowledge
of this fate, which it was supposed might be gained from the ob-

sers'ation of the stars, formed, according to the numerous testi-

monies of the ancients, the main object of endeavour with the

Babylonian wise men. Isaiah xlvii. 13, mentions the Babylonian
dividers of the heavens (the heavens were divided for the purposes

of astrology into certain fields), and star-gazers who prognosticate

by the new moons. Jeremiah, chap 1. 30, mentions these sooth-

sayers under the name of n'^a, liars ; compai-e also Isaiah xliv.

25. 4. For the ^"^C^, probably men skilled in mystic writing,

no such distinct evidence, it is true, can be adduced. Their exist-

ence, however, among the Babylonians is confirmed at least by
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the fact that they are found among the Egyptians, whose rehgious

system stands in the closest historical relation to the Babylonian,

compare Gesenius, 1. c. p. 330. The existence, moreover, of a

mystic writing in Babylon is supposed also in the entire narration

in chap. v. For, how otherwise would the king have thought of

calling for the wise men to interpret the writing on the wall ? 5.

As a chief employment of the Babylonian wise men, the interpre-

tation of dreams occurs in our book, and Diodorus Siculus ob-

serves the same thing of them.

Let us now examine the objections of Bleek to the correctness

of the accounts respecting the Babylonian wise men. 1. "It is

in itself improbable that the wise men of Chaldea should divide

themselves in such a manner into different classes, so that each

should ply a particular branch of soothsaying or enchantment ; at

any rate we know nothing of such a thing from any other source."

But in what the improbability consists it is difl&cult to perceive.

And even supposing no mention occurred elsewhere of such a di-

vision, yet this, considering the scantiness of our sources, would

prove nothing. Rather, on the contrary, the numerous confirma-

tions of our statements in other respects would impress on them

in this particular also the character of trustworthiness. But there

is by no means a lack of other statements respecting this division.

There seems to be a most decided reference to it in Pliny 1. c,

who designates the city of Orchoe, where there was an establish-

ment for the education of wise men, as the seat of the tertia

Chaldceorum doctrina. Traces of a rivalry between the different

classes are found in Strabo, lib. xvi., from which it appears there

were among the Babylonian wise men those who rejected the

mode of calculating nativities practised by others. IMoreover, it

should be well observed, and Gesenius has correctly remarked

it, that the division of the wise men here is not to be conceived

of, as if every individual always confined himself to the cultiva-

tion of only one particular branch of Babylonian wisdom. The
contrary is clear from the fact that, according to chap. i. 17,

Daniel's companions were skilled in all wisdom ; the instruction

imparted to them must, tlierefore, have extended to all branches.

The division amounted merely to this, that by rule each should

particularly excel in only some one department, as, according to

the same passage, Daniel excelled in interpreting dreams, and
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hence, when any thing helonging particularly to that department

occurred, he was specially asked for, or associated with the num-

ber destined for this branch. 2. " It would be very strange that

(e. g.) for the shewing and interpretation of a dream (chaps, ii.

iv.) not simply those persons should be called in, whose duties

were particularly connected with this branch, but all classes, and

that the others should not once attempt to avert the danger that

threatened them for their want of skill, by declaring that the

knowledge of these things was no part of their vocation." The

force of the objection is sufficiently avoided by the remark last

made. The different branches of the Babylonian wisdom, too,

wei'e so nearly identified, that it would be difficult previously to

determine whether any one of them, in any given instance, would

not come into operation. In the case of a dream, e. g., and of

mystic writing, it was not sufficient to decipher their meaning, for

which purpose, indeed, in the first case, a knowledge of hiero-

glyphics might have been necessary. If the dream or the Avriting

seemed to import calamity, the stars must likewise be consulted,

as to whether this prediction was correct ; and if this was found to

be the case, the soothsayers and enchanters must exercise their

arts to remove the threatened misfortune.—It is then established,

that in our book there is found such an exact and comprehensive

knowledge of the Babylonian priest- caste, as occurs in no other

^vrite^. Now, let it be shewn how this knowledge is to be ac-

counted for in a Jew of Palestine in the time of the Maccabees.

The difficulty of such an attempt appears from the simple fact,

that even Bertholdt, 1. c. i. p. 03, despairs of its possibihty, and

considers the second chapter, in which the most exact statements

about the priest- caste occur, to have been written in Upper Asia.

But equally surprising is the exact knowledge displayed of the

entire political constitution of the Chaldeans. Here too Ber-
tholdt manifests such candour as to maintain, 1 c. p. 68, tliat the

third chap., in which the statements respecting the Chaldce poli-

tical constitution are especially copious, must necessarily have

been composed in Upper Asia. Bleek, on the contrai^, 1. c. p.

221, sqq., denies to the author any very precise knowledge of the

internal character of the Chaldee state. But, as one proof of the

flippancy of his reasoning, even Gesenius could not be induced

by it to deny the authenticity of the statements in our book, lie
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says (Eiicycl. voii Ersch und Gruber xvi. p. 108) : "Since
the constitution of the Assyrian, Babylonian, and Persian em-
pires had certainly great similarity ; since too the descriptions of

the Persian court occurring in the hook of Esther always differ

essentially from those of the book of Daniel ; and finally, since

the incidental, but cotemporary, notices of Jeremiah agree in

many points—these statements, which besides have the analogy

of the whole East in their favour, are not to be rashly rejected."

We will here first collect the principal arguments for the authen-

ticity and exactness of the statements. 1 . The very designations

given to the Chaldee officers of court and state afford evidence

in favour. Some of them derive their etymology from the Per-

sian ; thus -jsi-tJhs, according to the excellent deduction of De
Sacy, in the Memoires de l instituf, classe d' histoire el de lit-

terat. ancienne, t. ii., Paris 1815, p. 229, sqq., is derived from

Kschetr, kingdom, province, and Ban, overseer,—although, it

is true, this etymology has not been used by modern German
authors, not even by Gesenius in the Thesaurus, or Rosen-
MULLER in the Alterthnmsk., both of whom there give etymolo-

gies that have long ago been disproved, the former from the

supposed Persian word, which is not to be found, satrav, the

latter from achas/t, which in Persian never has the meaning-

ascribed to it by him : dignity, greatness. Perhaps also -^sbtt,

which, chap. i. 11, occurs as the official name of the sub-overseer

of the royal attendants (an office wliich could hardly be known
to the pseudo-Daniel)—at any rate this word has no Semitic

etymology, '^'^1^, counsellor of state, is doubtful, but probably

also not of Semitic etymology. In like manner nt-ts (comp.

Winer, s. v.) and ^ja. In other names of office the Aramaean

etymology is quite clear. Thus s-'itj'^is, the chief judges, com-

pounded of lis dignity, and -pt; judges; comp. Ges. thes. s. v
;

^^T^T"; lawyers, whose Semitic root still occurs in the Arab, phatd
vi. edocuit responso judicioque dejure rei. Other names of office

are composed of Aramsean and non- Semitic elements ; thus "an-,

promulgator of law, from m law, which, since it occurs in Deut.

xxxiii. 2, must be of Semitic origin, and the Persian termination

var, which serves for the formation of possessives. -imj, trea-

surer, fi'om the original Semitic «?, contr. t; (comp. Ges. thes.

p. 296), and the same termination. And this style of the names
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of office is just such as wc must previously expect in the Chal-

dean kingdom. We find quite the same appearance in the

Bahylonico- Chaldean proper names. They receive their expla-

nation, when such a thing is at all possible, partly from the

Aramajan, partly from the Persian, to which the Assyrian and

Chaldee were nearly related, comp. Ges. in the Enc. xvi. p.

111. But it is precisely on the character of official names

that the Assyrian and Chaldee, as the language of the ruhng

people, must have exercised a particularly strong influence.

2. We also find most of the Babylonico-Chaldean names of

office occurring again in chap. vi. under the Medo-Persian rule.

That the Medo-Persians retained essentially the Chaldee foim of

polity, is what we might previously expect. The constitution of

the Median polity was extremely defective ; it seems never to

have received a fixed organization ; the Persians, a rude unor-

ganized mountain people, would feel still less temptation to give

a new constitution to the conquered empire, comp. Hej:ren i. I,

p. 1G8, sqq. This is supported by the general analogy of all

uncivilized conquerors. Thus, the Chaldeans retained the con-

stitution of the well-regulated and well-administered empire of

Assyria; the official names of the Turks ofier for the most part

an Arabic etymology. But we have distinct historical evidence

to shew that the ]\Icdo-Persians retained the forms of the Chal-

dean constitution. We find again in the books of Ezra and Neiie-

miuh the official names which occuiTcd before under the Chaldee

rule ; thus e.g. the =="=.'.'=, the »*Ci~?.—There occurs, however, in

the sixth chap, a name of office, p-^, which is not found under

the Chaldee rule, and must therefore be regarded as pecuhiu- to

the Medo-Persian, under which this new office was erected. All

this proves a very exact knowledge in tlie author, of the mutual

relation of the Chaldee and Medo-Persian polity.— 3. The state-

ments in particular instances receive not a few confirmations from

history, which guarantee to us the authenticity of those which are

not thus sustained. The highest officers of court and state among
the Chaldeans, who together probably formed the council of state,

arc called in our book alternately and promiscuously a-'-^s and a-a^ or

o-'^^ai. We find the same in Jeremiah, comp. chap, xxxix. 3.

'f>yir\ -"(v Va vcr. 18, ^•s'sn "ai ^a ; these nobles form in Jeremiah v. 1 .{,

a collective body; likewise in Dan. iv. 30, where they restore lu
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Nebuchadnezzar the government which they had hitherto admin-

istered in his name.—Amongst the councillors of state, one held

the nearest rank to the king, and discharged the office of Grand

Vizier, as appears from chap. v. 7., where king Belshazzar promises

to him who shall interpret the mystic writing the tldrd dignity in

the empire, the next to the Grand Vizier. Such a great officer

of the Chaldeans surpassing all others in dignity we find also in

Berosus. He says that, on the death of Nabopolassar, the go-

vernment was secured to Nebuchadnezzar by the principal person

among them.* Among tlie great officers of the Chaldeans,

particular mention is made of the ts-^haa 3-1, the chief of the

royal body-guard, who also executed the capital punishments ;

of the chief of the eunuchs, n-'oiiaai; and the chief president of

the priest-caste, who was at the same time chief lieutenant of

the province of Babylon. The very same persons are men-

tioned also in Jerem. xxxix. 13, and it is remarkable that the

captain of the guard bears a different name in the latter pas-

sage from that in our book, whereas the assumed pseudo Daniel,

if he had derived the corresponding statements from Jeremiah,

a supposition which is opposed by their unmistakeable indepen-

dence, would surely also have transferred the name, in order to

give an appearance of trustworthiness.—Among the Babylonian

provincial officers, mention is made of the a-^jjo, not only in our

book, but also in Jerem. xxi. 23, 57 ; nns occurs even under the

Assyrian domination, Isa. xxxvi. 4, and 2 Kings xviii. 24, as

the official name of the under lieutenants, comp. Ez. xxiii. 0,

12, 23.

After these observations we need not detain ourselves long in

disproving the objections of Bleek, which have been for the most

part already met in them. It is a strange assertion, that the

author could not have known from personal observation the Baby-

lonian offices in their dignity and mutual relation, for that other-

wise he would not have named the mns after the qisjd,—whereas

in Jerem. and Ezek. they stand before,—nay even, chap. vi. 8,

placed the latter before the satraps. Who will dare to say that

the author of our book intended to enumerate the officers strictly

according to their rank, a thing that had nothing whatever to do

* vtroTou litXTiffTov aiiTwv,
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with his object, which was simply to present fully to view the to-

tality by the sepai'ate enimieration of the parts ? Who will

certify us that Jeremiah and Ezekiel exactly obsened the order

of rank ? How do we know whether w^no, which originally had a

general meaning, hke our President and Director, did not by use

become a designation of vei7 diverse, although distinct, offices ?

—

The objection which may be derived from Herodotus against

the statement in chap, vi., that Darius Medus divided the kingdom

into 120 satrapies, whereas, according to him, the Persian kingdom

had only twenty satrapies, has been already sufficiently met by

EosENMULLEii in the Alterthinn.sk. i. 1, p. 3G0. It is remark-

able that, in the book of Esther, 127 provinces are ascribed to

the Persian empire. The difference shews the independence of

the two statements of one another ; it is explained on the ground

that after Daiius other considerable conquests were added to the

Medo-Persian empire. The two statements are related, as might

have been previously expected, and mutually confirm each other.

Thus it is proved that the author of our book displays a

knowledge of the Chaldean, and in part of the Medo-Persian

polity, such as we find in no other writer of antiquity. Now,

how are we to explain this knowledge in a Maccabean Jew ?

Even Bertholdt's assertion, that the author lived in Upper Asia,

but in a later time, does not suffice for an explanation. For

it is a mere assertion of Bertholdt's, quite opposed to his-

tory, that under the Greeks the entire political establishment

of the Babylonians remained unchanged. On the contrary,

with the occupation of the Greeks every thing took another

form ; they did not rest until they had gi'aecized the whole state

of things. And even granting that the mode of provincial go-

vernment remained the same, yet most certainly the administra-

tion of the court and of the highest offices of State, of which it is

that we find in our book the most exact knowledge, became quite

diflercnt. Whence should a Maccaboan Jew have derived the

ChaUke names of office, as the k-'-t;--s and s-nrn, of which not the

slightest trace is found in any single profane writer ".' Granting

that under the Persian rule even in its later times they had still

continued in Babyhmia, at what a distance was this removed ?

Whence should the pseudo-Daniel have obtained the nowina

jiropria of the Chaldec State officers, one of which, t^'^-'k, related (u
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the other propernames occurring in Scripture, from ^-s, lion, and
the Assyrio-Persian ternaination ach, comp. Ges. thes. s. v., af-

fords a guarantee of their genuineness ?

On the whole, we may hope that the attempt to shew the au-
thor's exact acquaintance with the Babylonian customs, institu-

tions, &c., will make no small impression on considerate inquirers.

RosENMULLER, for instance, can evade the inference we have drawn
from it only by the grossest inconsistency. He remarks, 1. c. i. 1,

p. 370, in reference to the Book of Esther—" It is just as strange
that Heeren declares this book to be indeed a fictitious narra-

tive, but yet a faithful picture of Persian manners, and that

he often refers to it as an authority, and even says that the in-

terior of the harem of the Persian kings is most exactly de-

picted in the history of Esther. But, is it at all probable that

a later Jew of Palestine in a fictitious narrative could have given
a description of the Persian court, which is proved to be entirely

correct on a comparison of other old and even modem ac-

counts ?" It is quite clear that the writer of this, if he still per-

sisted in a denial of the genuineness of Daniel, would in these
words have uttered sentence against himself.

.SECT. VIIl. OTHER AEGTJMKNTS IN FAVOUR.

We will now collect the remaining internal ju-guments for the

genuineness of Daniel.

I. The entire prophetic style and the mode of representation
adopted in our book point to a Babylonian origin, and can only
be explained on that assumption. On this point, Herder
(
Werke zur Philomphie und Geschichte i. p. 194, old edition)

has offered many excellent hints, not sufficiently noticed by
either the advocates or the oj)ponents of the genuineness. The
predominance of symbolism was characteristic of the Chaldeans,
especially a preference for symbolizing by means of animal
forms, which passed from them to the Medo-Persians, as the
sculptures at l*ersepolis attest ; it was also characteristic of them
to affect the gigantic and the grotesque. How strongly this pecu-
liarity was impressed, appears from the fact that Ezekiel also could
not escape its influence, and that the operation of it is to be
seen in Zechariah. " With Ezekiel the king of Babvlon is an
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eagle, who fetches a twig from Lebanon (chap, xvii.), Judah a

lioness in her den (chap, xix.), the Egyptian king a crocodile in

the Nile (xxix.-xxxii. ) ; each of these figures he farther am-

plifies." " In his strains," observes Schlosser, 1. c. p. 240, " a

Chaldean and Babylonian style is so conspicuous, that it strongly

expresses the character of the times in which he lived. This

symbohc manner, this thunder-car, these dreadful thunder-steeds

yoked to it, this sapphire throne, this arched canopy glowing with

the hues of the rainbow, belong to Babylonian temples, to the

Babylonian court; and the symbolism is just as much more

conspicuous in Ezekiel than in Isaiah, as his poetry is weaker

than that of others." In reference to Zechariah, Munter ob-

serves, 1. c. p. 89, " The prophet Zechariah displays in his visions

a style hitherto quite foreign to the Jews, and which conse-

quently can have had its origin only from Chaldea. He speaks of

a stone with seven eyes, iii. 9 ; of a golden candlestick with seven

lamps ; of the seven eyes of Jehovah, which run through the

land, iv. 2, 10; of four chariots, spirits of heaven, which come
from the four (|uai'tcrs of the firmament, and stand before

the Almighty." Now, this Chaldee complexion, which so dis-

tinguishes Ezekiel and Zechariah, that we could be in no doubt

about the age in which they flourished even if we had no other

arguments at command for determining it, is found in Daniel in

a still higher degree. Particularly remarkable is the extended

use of animal symbols, the common ones in the symbolic lan-

guage of these regions to designate hostile powers. And what

must surely strike us is, that we find all the animal symbols of

our book on the Babylonian cylinders with wedge-shaped inscrip-

tions, on Babylonian tapestries, and on the walls of Persepolis
;

comp. Herder, 1. c. p. 57, Munter, 1. c. p. 89, 98, sqq 112,*

1'39. The force of this argument is not enfeebled by saying that

the same thing occurs in the Apocalypse (comp. Bertholdt, i.

• " Under the star of Bel the row of altars is interrupted by a mythic aniiniil, which
reminds iis of tlic history of Dnniol. It lias the shape of a he-goat, hut is covered with

a mail of scidcs, and has two smidl wings. Tiic horns are large and twisted.—The
animid is kneeling on the right fore-foot, but is in the act of rising with the left. [By
tlie hitler word full light is slied on the often niisiiiMh-rstood words, chiip. vii. Ti, -yrV.

r'2'pr. IT,.].—We find tiie same goat, likewise before an altar, and reclining in the

same posture, on the Bab. stone, in the Fmuhiruheti ih-s Orients iii. 3, PI. 2, fig. H."
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p. 19) ; the symbolism of the Apocalypse is borrowed from

Ezekie] and Daniel. Our book, on the contrary, appears quite

original and independent. Its source, therefore, can only be

ascribed to actual intuition. For, as Herder observes, " if

Daniel sees a vision in which animal forms denote kingdoms,

symbolic shapes of that kind must have been no strangers to the

Avaking world ; for we dream only of forms which we see when
awake, and in our dreams give them new and various combina-

tions." It is remarkable, farther, that with the Chaldean do-

minion the animal symbols cease in our book. In the propliecies

under the Medo-Persian dominion, chap, ix.-xii., nothing of

the kind occurs. The taste, also, which the Babylonians had

for the gigantic and grotesque is found throughout our book.

Great, high, dreadful to behold, is the figure which appears

to Nebuchadnezzar, just as huge as the figure which he in

reality sets up ; marked by Babylonian grotesqueness is the

description of the royal power, chap. ii. 38—" Wheresoever

the children of men dwell, the beasts of the field, and the

fowls of the heaven, hath he given into thy hand, and hath made
thee ruler over them all;" and, iv. 10, &c., "Behold, a tree

in the midst of the earth, and the height thereof was great ; the

tree grew, and was strong, and the height thereof reached unto

heaven, and the sight thereof to the end of all the earth ; and

all flesh was fed of it." By the very same figure, and quite as

hyperbolically, Ezekiel describes the power of tlie Assyrian king,

chap. xxxi. 3, as a high cedar tree, amidst whose branches all

the fowls of heaven made their nests, under whose boughs all the

beasts of the field brought forth their young, and under whose

shadow dwelt all great nations. Nebuchadnezzar commands,

chap. iii. 19, to heat the oven sevenfold hotter than usual. Gro-

tesque is the description of Nebuchadnezzar's madness ; he eats

grass like oxen ; his hair is like eagles' feathers ; liis nails like

birds' claws.—Everywhere in the book we ai'e met by a contrast

between Jehovah and secular power and idols, such as could only

have been derived from actuality. The descriptions of Jehovah

have constant reference to this contrast. It is He, not, as the

Chaldean kings in their pride fondly dreamed, human power, that

bestows kingdoms, sets up kings and casts them down, and

changes times ; His kingdom is everlasting ; HIn dominion lasts
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for ever ; He, not the idols, is the licin(/ God ; He, who gives to

the wise their wisdom, and their understanding to the prudent,

He alone it is that discloses the future, and reveals secret things,

whereas the gods of the Chaldeans dwell not among men, and

the schemes of their votaries are brought to shame. He, not

Bel, is the Ancient of Days (comp. Munter, p. 105.—"In Car-

thage, the sun-god Baal was named The Ancient, and this, no

doubt, had reference to that name which is used only in Daniel,

jind which certainly was derived from Chaldea.") He, not Bel,

whom the Chaldeans eiToneously took for such, is the Prince of

the host of heaven, sa:in nio, chap. viii. II (comp. Eich Einl.

4, p. 473) —The prophet, like Ezekiel, receives Ids visions on

the banks of great rivers (comp. Ez. i. 1, 3, Dan. viii. 2, x. 4).

This suggests to us the well-watered Babylonia ; how the pre-

tended pseudo-Daniel should have hit on such an embellishment,

remains to be explained. The insignificant Jordan could not

have led him to it.—Not only does the author of our book, in

the liistorical sections, and in the introductions to the prophecies,

give precise chronological data, but in the prophecies themselves

they occur more frequently and distinctly than in most other pro-

phets. This particular regard to chronology is easily explained

on the assumption that the author wrote in Babylon. The Ba-

bylonians devoted particular attention to chronology, as closely

interwoven with astronomy. The same clu'onological precision

is found in Ezekiel and in the first part of Zechariah, where

it is to be explained in the same way. The dates in Daniel, e. g.

in the narration of the insanity of Nebuchadnezzar and in the pro-

phecy of the seventy weeks, have also in some measure so foreign

an appetu'ance, that one is involuntarily led to assume a foreign

origin for them.

II. The book contains much that is directly opposed to the

spirit of the Maccabcan time, and therefore can only be exphuned

on the supposition of its genuineness. A Maccabean Jew would

certainly not have put into the mouth of Daniel, chap. iv. 19,

so touching an expression of grief for the fate which he had to

announce to Nebuchadnezzar, still less the wish that it might

plea.se God to avert it lioni him. Daniel is so overcome with

distress, that he stands a long time before the king speechless.

He ;i|)]i('ars bore just like one of tho older prophets, nn Isaiah
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for instance, iu whom joy for the triumph of the kingdom of Ciod

cannot repress sympathy with the calamity of his enemies, the Ba-

bylonians, comp. chap. xxi. 3, 4, and whose heart cries out also for

Moab, chap. xv. 5.—A Maccabean Jew would surely not hnve

given to Daniel and his companions names compounded from the

names of idols; he would at all events ha.ve made express men-

tion of their grief on that account.—A Maccabean Jew would

certainly never have thought of making Daniel chief president of

the Babylonian wise men ; if tradition had assigned him such an

office, he would have tried in some way to deprive such a fact of

its offensiveness, or at least indicated some point of view fi'om

which that would disappear. But not the shglitest trace is here

to be found of any such apologetic attempt.—The entirely inde-

pendent character of the book throughout is foreign to the Mac-

cabean period, which so wholly depended on the previous times.

Let a person only read the still earlier book of Jesus Sirach and

the first book of the Maccabees, and he will feel how Httle such a

production as Daniel can be expected from such an age. Not a

single great literary work appeared in Palestine during the whole

time from the cessation of prophecy till the coming of Christ.

Our book would, therefore, be wholly without analogy. For, that

the cliaracter of independence and greatness belongs to it in a high

degree, no one can deny. Justly does Fenelon observe (quoted

by Sack, 1. c. p. 282)—" lisez Daniel d^norigant a Balthasar

la vengeance de Dieu, toute prete a fondre sur lid, et cherchez

dans les plus suhlimes originaux de lantiquite quelque chose

qu'071 jmisse comparer a ces endroits la."

Ill, The complexion of the prophecies of Daniel corresponds

so exactly with what is related in the historical part respecting the

circumstances of his hfe, that even the most subtle and crafty im-

postor would not have been able to produce this agreement artifi-

cially. Daniel occupied high offices of state ; he was witness to

great revolutions, and changes of rulers and empires. This cir-

cumstance is very significantly impressed on his prophecies. The

succession of the various empires of the world forms their princi-

pal subject ; in the representation of the Messianic idea also,

he constantly borrows his colours from his external relations.

Throughout there is apparent a political, as well as a religious,

gift, such as we meet with in no other prophet, (comp. PareaU
T
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1. c. p. 513.) Even Griesinger (p. 14) is forced to allow that

the author was well versed in the character of Daniel, and knew

how to select with nicety, from his high offices, &c., the colours

employed in his fictions. But can there be produced fiom any

forged book an analogous instance of such artifice, far surpassing

as it does the powers of the most gifted poet, and how much
more those of a pitiful Jewish impostor in the times of the de-

cline ?

IV. The last section, chap, x.-xii., was composed, we arc told,

immediately after the news of the death of Antiochus Epiphanes

(comp. Bleek, p. 293.) But, we observe, the deliverance of the

people of God and the resurrection of the dead is immediately

connected with this. On the supposition that Daniel was the

author, this is fully accounted for from tlic character of prophecy

as developed in the Christolof/ie. The advent of the Messianic

kingdom is here connected with the death of Antiochus Epiphanes,

as in the earlier prophets with the fall of the Assyrians and Baby-

lonians. But, supposing the spuriousness of the book, this phe-

nomenon creates insurmountable difficulty. One of the predicted

occurrences has already taken place ; the reason, then, of the

immediate connexion of the other with it is not to be sought in

the nature of prophecy, but in the opinion of the author that the

^Messianic kingdom would really at once appear. But such a dis-

tinct expectation is utterly without analogy in the whole of pro-

phetic literature. As soon as the deUverance from the Assyrians

and Babylonians has occurred, these two events are, in the subse-

quent prophets, severed from one another. How, too, could the

author cherish an expectation to which the circumstances of the

times aftbrded so little support ? How could he expose himself

to the danger of being proved an impostor in a very little time '.'

How could he (although there is not room to substantiate this

statement here) in this manner speak in decided contradiction to

his former announcement in chap. ix. ?

How strong, on the whole, is the evidence for the genuineness

of Daniel from internal grounds, nppcars from the following

remarkable passage of Schlossek (1. c. i. p. 242.)
—

" It is just

in that part which was composed, not in Hebrew but in Ara-

m«ean, that we moot with somotliing of grout importance as boar-
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ing on the older Asiatic history, For, in Daniel we think we
possess the only remains of the modes of thought and the manners
of the Babylonian period, and at the same time, as closely con-

nected with these, the relics of their ancient language, whereas the

Greeks have transmitted to us only the Grecian view of things,

or at most, Berosus for instance, only the Babylonian moulded
after the Greek. The entire way and manner of interpreting

prodigies and di-eams, the organization of the priest-caste, and the

whole mode of life practised by the later Babylonian monarchs,
as well as some hints respecting the Medo-Persian times, are

found in these fragments." That this writer nevertheless declares

a considerable portion of the book forged, is nothing to the pur-
pose. He is led to this by the hypothesis of a plurahty of authors

;

and, as this has been proved and admitted to be untenable, the

testimony to tlie highest credibility, and, consequently, genuine-
ness, which he gives to a considerable portion, is due to the whole.

What forged book ever possessed such a testimonial from a stu-

dent of history, of whom every body will allow that, if he was
prejudiced at all, it was towards the opposite side ? we therefore

ascribe such a testimony directly to the force of truth.

t3
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THE

INTEGHITY OF ZECHAUIAH.

^•*.fv.>.\.v.\.^>,V^k/v/ >.

CHAr. I.—HISTORY OF ATTACKS.

The first, although comparatively undistinguished, assaihuits

of the genuineness of the second part were several Englishmen,

headed by Joseph Mede, in the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries, as Hammond, Kidder, Nkwcome, &c. (comp. the

htt. in Bertholdt, FinL p. 1707, sqq., Kosyer, Meklemata

critica et exeffetica in Z. prophet(B partem post. G'ott. 1818,

p. 10, sqq.) These writers derived their first impulse from the

circumstance that in Matt, xxvii. 8. the passage Zech. xi. 1^.

is quoted under the name of Jeremiah. An admirable reply

to all the arguments they adduced was published by Benj. Blay-

NEY, in his valuable work on Zechariah ( Zechariah, a new

tranfilalion. with notes. Oxford 1797. -Ito, p. 35, sqq.)

—

The first in Germany who doubted the genuineness was Flugge,

preacher in Hamburg, in an anonymous work entituled, " The

prophecies which have been subjoined to the writings of Zecha-

riah, translated and crilicaUij explained. Hamb. 1784."

Several others concurred with him, without adding anytliing

essential to the ai'guments propounded by him. There obtains

among the assailants of the genuineness this remarkable differ-

ence, that several ground their denial of the composition by

Zechariah on the assumption that the disputed portions are proved,

by positive and clear indications, to belong to an 7earher time ,

others again on the opinion that some of them necessarily sug-

gest a Tar later perio d. Among the former, Bf
i

T^ttiot.dt (Einl.

p. 1701, sqq.) calls for particular notice, who maintains that

chaps, ix.-xi. were the work of Zechariah the son of Jeberechiah,
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wl)o lived under Mm-/, and is mentioned Is. viii. 2 ; that chaps,

xii.-xiv. were appended accidentally, and are the prophecies of

an unknown author, composed after Josiah . and hefore the capti-

vity, yih] Wftte {Fi//l. i. § 250) trod in the footsteps of

Beiitholdt. According to him the second part consists of

pieces by diflbrent authors, composed at different times, as chaps.

jx_jc. in tiic age of Zephaniah under JjaidaJb, chap, xi . under

Ahsu, chaps, xii.-xiv. after Josiah, and before the captivity. For-
berg's work, one of not much importance, Commentarii in Z.
valicinia, parlic. I. Cohurg 182i, has hitherto reached only to

cliap. ix. ; he assigns this chap, to the age of Uzziah and
Jotham, and makes the author a cotemporary of Joel, Amos,
and Isaiah. To this class of opponents Roskxmuller has sub-

scribed in the second edition of his Comin. vhcr die kl. Prophctcn,
although in the first he defended the genuineness. He diflers,

liowever, from the rest, in claiming for the whole second part

one and the same author, who, he says, lived under ^zziah .

—

To the second class of opponents belong Eichhorn (Heir.
Vrophcien iii. p. 415, sqq. and Einl. ins A. Tj, who maintains

the composition of chap. ix. in Alexander's times, yet assigns

some portions also to the period before the captivity ; Corrodi
( Ih'lcuchtunff dcs Bibclcanom; i. p. 107), who places chap. xiv.

in the times ofAntiochus Epiphancs ; Paulus {Comment. z .N. T.
iii. p. loO, sqq.), according to whom chap. ix. was written" after

Hyrcanus I. had conquered Idumea and Samaria, in the begin-

ning of his reign.—Among the defenders of the genuineness must
be named Beckhaus {IntegritUl der proph. Schriften, p. J337,

f.qq.)
; Jaiin in his larger and smaller Einl. ins. A. T.; and

Koster, in the work quoted, in which many objections are ad-

mirably met, whilst others remain unanswered by him, for want
of a more profound insight into the nature of prophecy, and from
a deficient acquaintance with interpretation ; and the force of his

arguments has sufiered greatly from the intermixture of much that

is useless.

How little the hypothesis of the opponents is sustained by
sound reasons, is sufficiently clear from the great want of unani-

mity among its advocates. Of those who have made their inves-

tigations independently of others, no two agree as to the time of

the composition oi' the several portions. In several, moreover.
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dogmatic prepossessions but too manifestly influence their exami-

nation. Thus e. g. Eichhorn grounds his entire argument on a

mere dogmatic iirejudice, comp. Einl. iv. p. 445, " if\t be true

that all prophecies begin with the present, and that the prophets

neither threaten nor promise any thing about a people until that

people has appeared on the theatre of action and in connection

with their own nation, tlien the poet cannot have spoken of

Alexander's relations with the Jews till after the battle of Isaug." '<-i'^

He himself allows that all other arguments are unsatisfactory,

apart from this dogmatic one, 1. c. p. 450, " T/ie.se reasons must

make it clear that the second half of Zcchariah cannot have had

the same author as the first ; for the other reasons which might

be adduced are not decisive."* Paulus (1. c.) likewise draws

his proof merely from dogmatic grounds, setting out with the pre-

sumption that the prophets could only prophecy of that which lay

in their own time, and was cognizable by their own unaided rea-

'

son. FoRBERG (1. c. p. 8) denies the reference of chap. ix. to

the times of Alexander, by which reference all difficulty is done

away, remarking that such an opinion deserves no reply, as be-

longing rather to those times " quihiis orlhodoxi r/rassabcoiiiir,"

than to ours.

CHAP. II.

—

arguments IN FAVOUR.

We first of all give the positive arguments/oy the genuineness

of the second part.

I. The external evidence is of especial weight in this case. The
compilers of the canon ascribe the second part to Zechariah ; and
there is not a single ascertained instance in the older prophetic

literature, in which pieces by different authors are collected into

one book, and ascribed to one and the same author. In Zecha-
riali, moreover, this was far less likely to be the case. With
regard to the older prophets it might perhaps be assumed that the

collectors received spurious pieces among their prophecies, being
misled by a false tradition. But Zechariah lived with the collec-

* On the coiiliary, Bertholdt, 1. c. p. 17(«, pronounces all the arguments insuffi-

cient except those which rest on the assumed marks of an ciuiier period.
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tors of the canon, in the same a<xe. Thev could know how much

belonged to liim, and could have no immediate occasion know-

ingly to ascribe to him the second part, if not his, since the con-

tents of the second part are so different from those of the first,

and the points of contact between the two do not by any means

lie on the surface ; nor is it at all more conceivable what their

object would be.—The opponents, feeling the force of this argu-

ment, have tried in various ways to set it aside. Flugge (1. c. p.

72) supposes, either that these pieces were appended to the Book
of Zechariah because he had saved them from perishing, or that

they were inteudud not so much for an addition to his book as

for an addition to the entire collection of prophetic writings, of

which his book formed the last part, the Book of Malachi not

having been yet introduced. According to liim, the collectors

had no intention to ascribe the second part to Zechariah, in plac-

'ing it with his prophecies. But the unsntisfactoriness of the first

resource is so palpable, that it need not be farther remarked on.

The second is grounded on the unproved assumption, that the

collection of the minor prophets formerly finished with Zechariah,

and that Maliichi was added aiterwards. But, if Zechariah /tad

occupied the last place, even then the assumption would be un-

tenable. For if, as Flugge supposes, the name of the author

was unknown, could not a distinct place have been appropriated

to his prophecies as well as to the rest ? Was it not the mani-

fest intention to ascribe them to Zechariah, when they were

transcribed along with liis prophecies, so as to occasion an en'or

that might so easily have been avoided?

—

Bertholdt (1. c. p.

1721, sqq.) allows these assumptions to be unwarranted, and

udvances the following hypothesis :—Chaps, ix.-xi. are by the

Zechariah mentioned in Is. viii. 2 ; they were written on a small

roll, and afterwards the two other oracles, chaps, xii. 1. to xiii. 6,

Jind xiii. 7. to xiv. 21, which belong to a considerably later time,

were combined with them in a larger roll, and this "f?, together

with its new addition, was read as the prophecies of Zechariah ;

but the collectors confounded this Zechariah, for want of critical

knowledge, with the later one ; they threw together the contents

of both rolls, in the volume of the twelve minor prophets, under

the name of Zechariah the sonof Bcrechiah. Gesenus {Comm.

z. JcH. i. p. 827) agrees with this " clever" hypothesis. It rests.
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however, on very violent suppositions. It assumes a. that the

Zechariah mentioned in Isaiah was a prophet, of which there is

not the slightest hint in Isaiah,* and which is very improbable,

since Isaiah's object would be to select witnesses who were re-

spected by king and people, and whose trustworthiness might by

the unbelieving, to wdiom " prophet" and " fanatic" were conver-

tible terms (comp. Christol. i. 1, p. 290), be held in less suspi-

cion than his own. h. It does not take the trouble to show how
they came to append the three last chapters belonging to another

author, to the prophecies of this older Zecbariah in particular, c.

It lays too great weight on the identity of the name, especially

considering the frequent occurrence of this name, when it assumes

that the collectors were thereby induced to leave unemployed all

the other means so readily at their command for discovering the

pieces that really pertained to the later Zechariah. No great re-

finement of criticism was surely required to distinguish a work

composed some centuries before, from one written in the imme-
diate past, especially when the contents and style differ so greatly

on the first glance.—The untenableness of all these attempts is

acknowledged by Rosenmuller, when he grants (1. c. p. 259)

that no probable reason can be assigned why the compilers should

have added the prophecies of an ancient seer to those of Zecha-

riah. But by this acknowledgment the wdiole weight of the

external evidence for the genuineness is conceded, and it is

granted that the internal arguments which shall invalidate it must
be very strong indeed. q

II. Notwithstanding the great apparent diiference between the

two parts, yet on nearer examination there is discovered so close

an agreement in many characteristic peculiarities, that we cannot

refuse to ascribe them to one author. We first call attention to

a fact which has been almost overlooked by the earlier defenders

of the genuineness. There is found through the whole book very

numerous indications of the most familiar acquaintance with the

earlier prophets ; to the descriptions of the Messianic times, for

instance, parallel passages can be quoted almost throughout,

which have the most decided affinity, not merely in subject mat-

• Gesenius finds one in cbaii. viii. Ki, but only bya false exegesis, comp. Christol.

ii. 1, p. 101.
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tcr, which wouhl prove nothing, hut in expression, andwliicli, on

closer comparison, are clearly seen to be the originals which the

prophet imitated (corap. Chrintol. i. 2, p. 20.) We begin with

quoting some instances from the first part. An express reference

to the writings of the earlier prophets is found in chap. i. 4-G, y

vii. 7, sqq., and they are used almost throughout in addition to

the visions peculiar to Zechariah. lu chop. ii. 8, there is an imi-

tation of Is. xlix. 19, 20 ; in chap. iii. 10, of Micah iv. 4 ; in

chap. iii. 8, and vi. 12, the designation of the Messiah by '^'Ti; is

borrowed from Is. iv. 2, and Jer. xxiii. 5, xxxiii. 15, as ajipears

from the circumstance that it occurs in those passages as an ap-

pellative, and with the addition {Branch) of Jehovah or ofDavid, r
but in Zechariah, on the contrary, as a nomen propriiim and with-

out addition (comp. Gksenius, Comm. z. Jes. i. p. 22i.) The

fundamental idea in the vision chap, v., that of a roll on which y
the punishments for the sins of the Israelites are enumerated, is

found in Ezek. ii. 9, 10. Both passages have this feature in

common, that the roll is written on both sides (Ez. ii. 10 ="??

"'"^'5", here ver. 3.
"'J.?*'

^.!?.) Chap. vi. 13, where it ispredicted that

the Messiah shall unite in his person the dignity of king and of
high priest, has a manifest reference to Ps. ex ; chap. viii. 4 cor-

responds with Is. Ixv. 20 ; and vcr. 10, sqq. with Is. Ixv. 22, sqq.
;

but ver. 20-23 are particularly striking as an amplified and lively

imitation of Micah iv. 2, Is. iv. 3, and perhaps also of Jer.

xxxi. 6.

In the second part we meet with the same peculiarity just as

frequently. Chap. ix. 2, 3, points back to Ez. xxviii. Chap. ix.

5, " Ashkelon shall sec it, and fear; Gaza also shall sec it, and be

very sorrowful ; and Ekron, for her expectation, shall be ashamed ; i

and the king shall perish from Gaza, and Ashkelon shall not be

inhabited ; and a bastai'd shall dwell in Ashdod,'" is an improve-

ment on Zcph. ii. 4 ; "Gaza shall be forsaken, and Ashkelon a

desolation: they shall drive out Ashdod at the noon-day, and

Ekron shall be rooted up." In chap. ix. 10, the words, "and,

his dominion shall be from sea to sea, and from the river to tlie

cuds of the earth," are borrowed from Ps. Ixxii. 8, The first pait

of the verse, "I will cut off the chariot from Ephraim, and the ^
horse from Jerusalem, and the batlle-bow shall be cut off," is

founded on the passage, Micah v. \(^, " 1 will cut oil', sailh
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Jeliovab, thy horses out of the midst of thee, aud I will destroy

tliy chariots." Iii chap. x. 11, the words, " he shall pass through

tlie sea with affliction, aud shall smite the waves in the sea, and
all the deeps of the river shall dry up," are an imitation of Is.

xi. 15, as is clear from the fact that the figurative expression is

explained by the epexegesis "affliction." In chap. xi. 3, the

poetical expression '\T^i V^f, the ornament of the Jordan, referring

to its banks covered with foliage, is probably borrowed from
Jeremiah, to whom alone it is peculiar, comp. xii. 5 ; xhx. 19;
1. 44; Gesen. tliesaur. s. v.—The symbolical action in chap,

xi. contains not a few coincidences with Jer. xxiii. and Ezek.
xxxiv. comp. e. g. ver. 3, 4, in Ezek., " ye eat the fat, aud ye •

clothe you with the wool, ye kill them that are fed,—the dis-

eased have ye not strengthened, neither have ye healed that

which was sick, neither have ye bound up that which was
broken, neither have ye brought again that which was driven

away, neither have yc sought that which was lost," with ver. IG,

" he shall not visit those that be cut off, neither shall seek the

young one, nor heal that which is broken, nor feed that which
standeth still ; but he shall eat the flesh of the fat, and tear their

claws in pieces." Equally striking is the similarity of Jer. 1. 0,

7, " my people are lost sheep;— all that find them devour them;

and their adversaries say, We offend not," (^'^^}. »«') with ver. 4, 5,

" the flock of the slaughter, whose possessors slay them, and
hold themselves not guilty

(^'^pf^.
»'''')

; and they that sell them
say, Blessed be the Lord, for I enrich myself." In chap. xii.

1, several predicates are appended to the name of Jehovah, in

order to awaken confidence in the fulfilment of the promises that

follow ; the prophet there seems to have several passages of

Isaiah in his eye, as xliv. 24; xlv. 12; h. 13. Chap. xii. 0,
" I will make the governors of Judah like an hearth of Jire
among the wood, and like a torch ofJire in a sheaf ; and they

shall devour all the people round about on the right hand and on
the left," agrees strikingly with Obad. ver. 18, " and the house of
Jacob shall be ^^Jire, and the house of Joseph -Aflame, and the house
of Esau for stuhhle, and they shall kindle in them and devour
them." Chap. xiii. 2, " in that day I will cut off the names of ^
the idols out of the land, and they shall no more be remembered,"
is almost a verbal repetition of Hos. ii. 17, "I will take awav the
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names of Baalim out of her mouth, aud they shall no more he

rememhered hy their name;" there is merely a change of so

much as in Hosea pertains to the symholical representation of

the people of Israel hy a faithless wife—instead of '=''?^^ here

'°''^?P., instead of ^T^'? here T"?" l?. In chap. xiii. 8, 9, the words,

" in all the land two parts shall be cut off and die ; and I will ^
bring the remaining third part through the fire, and will refine

them as silver is refined, and will try them as gold is tried," are

clearly abbreviated from Ezek. v. 12, " A third part of thee shall

die with the pestilence, and with famine shall they be consumed in

the midst of thee ; and a third part shall fall by the sword round

about thee ; and I will scatter a third part into all the winds, and

I will draw out a sword after them." The words *^^!;^? ^'""T?? become

intelligible only on comparing Ezekiel. Chap. xiii. 9, " I will

say, It is my people ; and they shall say. The Lord is my
God," is almost verbally borrowed from Hos. ii. 23, "I will ^
say to them which were not my people, Thou art my people

;

and they shall say. Thou art my God ;" the only thing omitted

is the allusion to the significant name of the prophet's son.—But

particularly remarkable are the parallel passages to chap. xiv.

Ver. 8 is an abridgment of Ez. xlvii. 1-12, comp. Joel iv. 18.

The first part of ver. 10, " all the land shall be turned as a plain

from Geba to Pdinmon,—and Jerusalem shall be hfted up," has a

reference to Is. ii. 2, and Ezek. xl. 2 ; the second part, with ver. 1 1,

to Jer. xxxi. 38-40. Ver. 10, "and all that are left of all the

nations shall go up from year to year to worship the King, the V
I ord of Hosts, and to keep the feast of tabernacles," reminds us

of Is. Ixvi. 23, " from new moon to new moon, and from sabbath

to sabbath, shall all flesh come and pray before me, saith Jeho-

vah." Ver. 17-19 arc an amplification of Is. Ix. 12, comp.

Jer. xii. 16 ; ver. 20 expresses the thought of Ezek. xliii. 12 ; in

ver. 21, the prediction that no Canaanite shall any more be in the

house of God, points to Ezek. xliv. 9.—It w'ould not be reason-

able to take these passages singly ; their force as evidence lies in

their totality.—In both parts, also, there occur certain otherwise

rare words, characteristic phrases, figures and tropes. The phrase
arip^ '35'?, which occurs only twice elsewhere in the whole of the

O. T., Ezek. XXXV. 7, and Exod. xxxii. 27, is here foimd in both

the first and the second part, vii. 14, ix. 8. In both parts, divine
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V providence is presented figuratively by the eye of God, iii. 9 ;

iv. 10 ; ix 1 ; ix. 8. In both parts we find this peculiarity,

that a whole is often described by its j)arts ; comp. e. g. chap. v.

4, where the prophet first says that the curse shall destroy the

house of the ungodly, and then adds, the timber and the stones

of it; xiii. 3, " ids father, his mother, his parents" (Heb.). Of

the same kind is the constant designation of the whole Jewish

people by—the house of Israel and the house ofJudah ; or Judah,

Israel and Jerusalem; or Jerusalem and the cities of Judah; or

Jerusalem, Judah and Ephraim ; or, finally, Judah and Joseph.

This mode of designation prevails throughout the first and second

part, comp. e. (/. i. 12; ii. 2, 16; viii. 15; x. 14, &c. The only

difi'erence, and that not an important one, is, that in the second

part sometimes Ephraim and Joseph are put for Israel. In chap.

xiii. 1, the entire inhabitants of Jerusalem are called the house of

David and the other dwellers there. Tliis peculiarity is the re-

sult of a certain dilfuseuess of style, which is a mark of later

times, and which is conspicuous in the second part no less than

in the first. Comp. e. f/. the description chap. viii. 20-23, with

the descriptions chap. xii. 11-14 ; xiii. 3-0
; xiv. lG-19.—There

are found in the two parts some perfectly correspondent pas-

sages; as chap. ii. 10, "sing and rejoice, O daughter of Zion,

for lo, I come, and I will dwell in the midst of thee, saith the

Lord," and ix. 9, " rejoice greatly, daughter of Zion ; shout,

O daughter of Jerusalem ; behold, thy King cometh unto thee."

Flugge 1. c. p. 75, and Bertholdt 1. c. p. 1706, try to explain

these facts by saying that Zechariah read some of the older ora-

cles, which are now annexed to his prophecies ; but this explana-

tion is at any rate not the most natural one, and nothing but the

force of preponderating evidence for the sj^uriousness could in-

duce us to admit it.

3 In both parts we discover an equally strong imagination. In

a prophet, in whom figure so predominates in the first part that

the thing intended is not understood by him without the appended

interpretation, the very boldest figures need not surprise us in the

second part ; as, for instance, when, xi. 13, he compares God to

^ an archer, Judah to a bow, and Ephraim to an arrow laid on the

string; or when, ver. 15, he makes the Israelites become filled with

the blood of their foes, like the corners of the altar with the blood
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of the sacrifices, and calls their enemies sling-stones which the

Israelites tread under foot.—As in the first part the visions are

seldom described so fully as to allow us to obtain a complete

and realizing view (comp. e.g. iv. 12, where the explanation sup-

plies a feature that was left out in the pictorial description), so in

the second part the figures frequently are not carried out and do

not hold together.

Both parts are equally free from Chaldaisms, wliich is to be

explained from the familiar acquaintance of the author with the

writings of the older prophets. In the first part, nothing is found

that can with certainty be ascribed to a Chaldee source, unless it

be the form ".Tl???? chap. vii. 14 ; in the second, one form at least

is decidedly of that character, '^V. for T^. The scriptio defectiva

is found in all writings before the captivity, the scriptio jylena

only in the Chronicles (comp. Gesen. Lehrg. p. 51. Gesch. der

hehr. Sp. p. 30. Elias Levita, Massoreth Hammassoreth,

Semler p. 119.) We cannot suppose an error in the transcriber,

because of the frequent repetition (xii. 7, 8, 10, 12 ; xiii. 1).

As regards its doctrines, we direct attention only to what it teaches

respecting the Maleach Jehovah. He occurs very frequently in

the first part ; on the one hand he is distinguished from Jehovah,

on the other identified with him (comp. Christol. i. 1, p. 226). In

the second part, chap. xii. 9, he is associated with o'^n^s as his equal

in dignity and glory ; in chap, xi., it is true, the Maleach Jeho-

vah who appears in the Messiah is distinguished from Jehovah,

as the sent from the Sender, but is, at the same time, regarded as

associated with him in a higher union, comp. e. g. ver. 13. In

chap. xii. 10, referring to his being pierced, Jehovah calls himself

pierced, and chap. xiii. 7, he designates him the man that is his

fellow. In no book, of the principal or the minor prophets, is the

doctrine of the Maleach Jehovah brought forward so repeatedly

and constantly.

III. Most of the opponents of the genuineness assume, that the

second part consists of different pieces composed at different times.

But this assumption is without foundation ; already have others,

and at length Rosenmuller (1. c. p. 257), remarked that the

prevailing figurative designation of the people as a flock, of their

leaders as its shepherds, of Jehovah as the Great Shepherd,

compels us to suppose one and the same author, comp. ix. 10,
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X. 2, 3, the whole of chap, xi., xiii. 7, 8 ; and we may farther ob-

serve, that the repealed and constant use of this description is a

mark of the later period, and is not found in the older prophets.

There is, moreover, the constant reference of the several pieces to

one another, for a full apprehension of which we need such an

explanation as will he afforded in the second volume of the

Christolof/ie. Thus in chap. xiii. 7, and xii. 10, just as in chap.

xi., the Messiah appears as the Shepherd of Jehovah, who is con-

nected with him in an ineffable relation, and sent for the deliver-

ance of the people, but rejected by them. The latter passage,

which represents the Jews as bewailing the pierced Messiah, is

quite unintelhgible apart from the preparatory passage chap, ix.,

where their contumacy is described. Chap. xiii. 7, has a special

reference to xi. 11. The "little ones" are the same as the

" poor of the flock that waited upon me" in the latter passage.

On the whole, the section xiii. 7-9, may be regarded as a

compendium of chap. xi. Ver. 8, 9, are a repetition of that

which is predicted xi. 9, 14, and 15-17, concerning the fate of

the obstinate and unbelieving part of the people. There are,

besides, some other peculiarities constantly occurring, e.g. the

circumlocutory description of the Jewish people by its parts; the

frequent use of the earher prophets. Now, if the entire second

part is the work of one author, it cannot possibly have been

composed till the period shortly before the captivity. For in

chap. xii. 11, the lamentation for the death of the Messiah is

compared with the lamentation for king Josiah, who was killed

in the valley of Megiddo, with many of his people, by king Pha-

raoh Necho.* If this be true, then it is at once proved that a

considerable portion of the arguments against the genuineness,

and just those on which the opponents principally rely, must rest

on false interpretation. For at that time the kingdom of

Israel, which they tell us is here represented as still standing,

had long ago been destroyed, and so had the kingdoms of Da-

mascus and Assyria.

y IV. In the prophets before the captivity the promise of the

* The necessity of refening tbe passage to tliis event is acknowledged even bj' the

opponents; comp. Bertholdt 1. c. p. 1717.
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Messiah is always connected witli the threatening of the invasion

of the Assyrians and Babylonians, and the liigher blessings of

^ the Messianic times are usually combined with the inferior ones

that were to be expected after these events. In Zechai'iah, on

the contrary, in the second part as well as the first, there is

'^ nothing of the kind. The prediction of the Messianic times is

connected, sometimes with the prediction of the Divine protec-

tion of the chosen people amidst the victories of Alexander,

which were so destructive to the neighbouring nations, sometimes

with the description of the Maccabean times and their joyous

events. The threatened punishments are not to come till after

the rejection of the Messiah; and, as they are to be called forth

by that rejection, so are they to be removed by a faithful adher-

ence to him. Here, then, we stand upon ground that did not

v^ exist among the projihets till after the captivity; the previous

foreground has disappeared, just as in Haggai and Malachi, the

latter of whom likewise makes the divine punishment of the Jews

to be inflicted by the Messiah.

V. If the second part belonged to a time before the captivity,

^ we might surely expect some mention of a king. But this never

occurs. The discourse is alw^ays of rulers of the people in gene-

ral. It is true, the family of David is mentioned xii. 7, 8, 12,

J,

xiii. ] , but not as a ruhng family, only as one that shall in the

future be again raised to dominion. Had the second part been

composed before the destruction of the kingdom of Israel, one

might surely have looked for some hint respecting its existence,

especially as the eye of the author is usually directed at the same

time to tlie Ten Tribes. But no passage occurs where the king-

dom of Israel, or its king, or its capital, is mentioned.

VI. We advert, lastly, to the passages from later prophets,

which it cannot be denied were used by Zechariah, and which

liave already been quoted for another purpose.

CHAP. III. REPLY TO OBJECTIONS.

We now proceed to reply to the objections of those opponents

of the genuineness of the second part, who maintain the nnj;npa-

sition of it long hefoie Zechariah,
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I. The external arguments which have been adduced by the

older opponents of the genuineness, and lastly by Flugge, are

so feeble, that the modern opponents have quite given them up.

We are referred to the fact that our prophecies are nowhere in
"^

the N. T. quoted under the name of Zechariah, but that, on the

contrary, the passage chap. xi. 12, 13. is in Matt, xxvii. 9 ex-

pressly ascribed to Jeremiah. But no conclusion can be drawn

from either fact, simply because the canon in the times of Christ

and the apostles was demonstrably and confessedly just what it

now is. Besides, the mention of any of the twelve minor pro-

phets by name is altogether much more rare than that of the

rest, because it was early the custom to regard their writings as a

whole, from their being combined into one collection. Among

the various opinions respecting the quotation of Matthew, per-

haps the most probable is this, that Matthew substituted the

name Jeremiah for that of Zechariah, not from any error of

memory, which is not conceivable in a prophecy so famous and
,, .- ^^

so graphic, and therefore not easily to be confounded with others, /... y ^
but by a mere error csdami.—The assertion of Flugge (1. c. p. ^l,.^ /

70), that several Fathers of the first centuries deny these pieces to

be Zechari all's, is just as unfounded as it would be inconclusive ;

and the fact that in a single manuscript of Kennicott the two

divisions are separated fi'om each other by a small space (Flugge

1. c. p. 72), is sufficiently explained from the diversity of their

contents and subjects.

II. Among the internal arguments, the opponents ascribe very

great force to that which is derived from the alleged mention of

several circumstances, which could not have been mentioned in

the period after the captivity. If this argument can be satisfac-

torily met, the others, according to their own confession, can lay

no claim to decisive weight. But it can be sufliciently shewn

that all that is here alleged is erroneously produced.—It is main-

tained that the family of David is represented as still in posses-

sion of the government. But we have already seen that the

family of David does indeed appear as still existing, and in

the first part Zerubbabel is mentioned in the most honourable

manner, but by no means as still reigning. But why should we

be surprised if the prophet, in those predictions also that relate

to the Messianic period, represents the family of David as still

u
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\/ existing, when all the prophets announce that the Messiah shall

spring from David ? It is true that in chap. xi. 6. a king is

spoken of; but it must be remembered that this occurs in a pro-

phecy relating to the distant future, and that there is no reason

for refemng it to a native king of the family of David, rather

than to a foreign ruler, to whom the people should be in subjec-

tion at the time of the fulfilment of the prophecy. With just as

little propriety does Bertholdt, 1. c. p, 1718, appeal to the fact

that in chap. xiv. 10. the king's wine-presses in Jerusalem are

mentioned. For, what objection is there to our supposing that

^the place retained its former name, even long after the presses

were destroyed and the royal power extinguished ? Bertholdt's

assertion that a theocratic king occurs, chap. xiii. 7, rests

on false interpretation. The Great Shepherd of Jehovah there

named is the Messiah.—It is maintained that the kingdom of

Israel appears as still existing, because Judah and Israel, or

Ephraim, are put in contradistinction to each other. But, if

there were any force in this argument, the composition of the

vfirst part also before the captivity must be maintained. For

there also, chap. viii. 13, mention is made of the house of Israel

and the house of Judah, and in chap. ii. 2. of Judah, Israel, and

Jerusalem. Of course also Jeremiah, who prophesied long after

^ the destruction of the kingdom of Israel, could not speak of

Judah and Israel, comp. xxiii. 6, 1. 20. Malachi, too, must not

(designate the entire people, as in chap. ii. 11, by Judah, Israel,

and Jerusalem. The comparison of these passages shews, that

even after the destruction of the kingdom of the Ten Tribes, and

after the captivity, the designation Judah and Israel continued

to be applied to those who remained from the two kingdoms.

The citizens of the Ten Tribes also, according to the predictions

of the prophets, were one day to return from captivity (comp. e.g.

Ezek. xxxvii. 15, sqq.), and have a share in the succeeding

happy events, and finally in the blessings of Messiah's kingdom ;

comp. on the fulfilment, Jahn, Archdologie ii. 1, p. 236, sqq.

It cannot therefore be sui-prising, if in chap. ix. 12, x. 6, sqq., it

is represented tlmt Ephraim shall in the future share in the vic-

tories of Judah over her enemies, or in chap. xi. 14, that the

renewed brotherhood of Judah and Israel shall one day be again

dissolved. The kingdom of Israel nowhere appears in Zecha-
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riah as still existing ; on the contrary, according to chap. x. 7.

sqq., its members are in exile, and shall not be delivered and

restored to prosperity till some future time. Throughout his

writings we discover only the two parts of the nation, which

indeed at that time really existed.—It is said that the composi-

tion of the second part in a far later time results with certainty

from the fact that, besides Assyria and Egypt, Damascus also,

and Phoenicia and Philistia, are brought forward as kingdoms

enjoying an independent position, flourishing, and dangerous to

the Israelites. But all these kingdoms are, it is true, brought

forward as still existing, which they really were in the times of

Zechariah, but not as independent and flourishing. Egypt and

Assyria are mentioned chap. x. 10 and ver. 12. In the former

passage it is promised that the Ten Tribes shall one day be

gathered from Egypt and Assyria and restored to their ovm land.

These countries are here named, not as the only ones in ques-

tion, but by way of specimen, in accordance with the custom

usual with the prophets, to individualize everything. In the

second passage it is announced that the power of Egypt and

Assyria and their tyranny shall have an end. Here, likewise,

Assyria and Egypt stand by way of specimen for all powerful

neighbouring states that had formerly been destructive to the

kingdom of Israel ; these should not be able to execute any

farther enterprise against the people favoured by Jehovah. Ze-

chariah might have been led by passages of earlier prophets to

connect just these two countries in particular; comp. Hos. xiv.

4, Is. lii. 4, Jer. ii. 18, 30. It must not be overlooked that, like-

wise in the first part, there are contained numerous threatenings

against those enemies of the Israelites who were at that time already

in subjection to the Persians and deprived of their power ; this is

done to secure them from all fear that these enemies would thrive

again at some future time; comp. e.(/. ii. 1-4. 12, vi. 1, sqq.

Damascus, Phoenicia, and Philistia occur chap. ix. 1-8. The

asserted independency of these states has some show of proba-

bility from the fact, that a king of Gaza is mentioned, ver. 5 ;

but the term kin^ here may vei7 well be taken in a wider sense,

and designate the Persian satrap or viceroy, who was over the

city both in the times of Zechariah and at the period of the ful-

filment. That these officers bore the name of kinf/, appears from

u 2
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the fact that the Chaldean and Persian monarchs were called

Icings of ki)if/s ; comp. Dan. ii. 30, 37, Ezra vii. 12.—In a

somewhat different manner Forberg (1. c. p. G, sqq,), whom
RosENMULLER follows, infers from this passage the composition

of the second part hefore the time of Zechariah. He says ' " If

we assume Zechariah to be the author, no reasonable object can

be conceived for the utterance of this prophecy. Why should

Zechariah with such vehemence threaten the Tyrians, the Damas-
cenes, the Philistines, whose power had long ago been broken,

who, as well as the Jews, w^ere in subjection to the Persian

dominion, and were not at all dangerous to the Jews ?" But the

object of this prophecy is clear enough. The Tyrians, Damas-
cenes, and Philistines are not represented as enemies of the

Israelites. Their calamity is rather predicted merely in order

(comp. V. 8) to connect with it the j)rophecy, that, amidst these

great afflictions that should happen to the neighbouring nations,

Jerusalem through the divine protection should remain unscathed,

from which topic the prophet passes on to announce the still

higher deliverance by the Messiah.

—

Bertholdt (1. c. p. 1718)

refers to the fact that, according to chap. ix. 7, descendants of

the Jebusites were still to be met with in Jerusalem, which could

no longer have been the case after the captivity. But it is not

expressed in the passage, that at the time of its composition the

descendants of the ancient Jebusites were still in Jerusalem,

separated from the other inhabitants. The sense rather is—as

formerly the Jebusites, so hereafter the Philistines shall be incor-

porated into the theocracy.—It is still less to the purpose when

Bertholdt (1. c. p. 1704) maintains, that the oracle chap. xii.

1. to xiii. 0. cannot possibly have been written in the Persian

period, for that Jerusalem, according to xii. G, was not yet

destroyed ; there is no reference here to the past ; it is merely

promised that the inhabitants of Jerusalem in the future invasion

of their enemies shall be victorious : or when (1. c. p. 1718) he

insists that according to chap. xiv. 2. none of the citizens of the

kingdom of Judah had yet been carried into cajitivity ; for how

can the prediction of a future deportation prove that none had

ever taken place previously ?

—

Flugge (1. c. p. 80) maintains

that Zechariah would not have ventured, as in chap. ix. 10, to

promise to his countrymen a powerful king, to whom a part of
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the state should be in subjection, who had just given them

their freedom. But the great king is expressly designated as

the Prince of Peace, who will not found his dominion by force of

arms ; the Messianic pictures in the first part are still more glow-

ing, comp. e.
f/.

chap. 8. ; it contains, at the same time, the clearest

announcement of Divine judgments on the nations hitherto hostile

and destructive to the Israelites, and now subject to the Persians ;

comp. f?. <^. chap. ii. 1-4. 12, &c. This view, moreover, rests

altogether on a false view of the prophets, who, without any human

calculations of consequences announced what the Holy Ghost im-

parted to them. Jeremiah, chap, xlvi., prophecies in Egypt itself

the destruction of its king; Ezekiel, xvii. 24, in Babylonia, the

downfall of the Babylonian empire and the glorious erection of

the theocracy ; Haggai ii. 22, the overthrow of the most powerful

heathen kingdoms, and of course of the Persian.

—

Flugge (1.

c. p. 85.) derives another argument from the threatening contents

of several prophecies of the second part. Threatenings, he thinks,

were not at all in place in the time of Zechariah, when the object

was to raise the fallen courage of the people, and inspire them

with zeal for the building of the temple,—as is the case in the

first part, where everything is directed to the purpose of instilling

courage into the people. But neither is the first part without

threatenings ; comp. chaps, v. and viii., where it is constantly

repeated, that the promised blessings shall be granted to thepeople

only in case they continue in fidelity and obedience to the Lord.

That the threatenings are more prominently insisted on in the

second part, may be explained by supposing its composition at a

time when the main object of the first part—the furthering of the

building of the temple—was already attained. Had they not

been called for, they would not occur also in Malachi, chap. iii.

19.—It is maintained that the prophet's complaint of the false

prophets and of idolatry, is inconceivable after the captivity, be-

cause no trace of either is to be found at that period ; comp. Neh.

vi. 14. But this argument may be easily answered from the

pecuHarity of prophetic representation (comp. Chrislol. i. 1 . p. 3 14.)

As the propliets usually represent the future under the image of the

past, and call it by that name, so Zechaiiah describes the doiugs

of the future that shall be opposed to the revealed will of God, by

things that have been opposed to it in the past, When it is said
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chap. X. 2, " for the teraphim have spoken vainty, and the diviners

have seen a lie, and have told false dreams ; they comfort in vain :

therefore they went their way as a flock, they were troubled

because there was no shephered ;" this is nothing more than

Zechariah's usual mode of depicting the one main idea

—

thepeople

are led astray hy deceivers, who draw them away from the

source of all truth, the revealed loill of God. When in chap,

xiii. 2, G, the abolishment of idolatry and of false prophets is

assigned as a consequence of faithful adherance to the Messiah,

this expresses by individualisation the thought, that the people

shall then be purified and delivered from all that previously dis-

turbed their connection with the Lord and brought the Divine

judgments upon them. That the prophet complains of idolatry

and false prophets as existing in his time, is quite incorrect. He
nowhere attributes to those sources, as the older prophets do, the

Divinejudgments which he threatens; he rather gives as the reason

of them, the rejection of the Messiah, and announces the cessation

of them along with the faithful adherence of the people to the

Crucified One. A strong proof, certainly, of the genuineness of

the second part.

III. It seems that an important argument against the identity

of authorship in the first and second parts can be derived from

the diversity between the Messianic announcements in tlie two.

In the first part the Messiah appears to us only in glory ; to the

people of the covenant rich blessings are promised from his ap-

pearing. In the second part, on the contrary, the Messiah appears

in abasement, ix. 9 ; he is rejected by the greater part of the

people, V. J 1 ; he is put to death, xii. 10, xiii. 7 ; the people of

the covenant, in punishment of their unbelief, are visited with the

mostfearfiil Divine judgments, and only after protracted sufferings

do the remnant repent and return to their former gracious relation

to the Lord, xii. 10, sqq. xiii. 7. But this diversity can prove

nothing, unless it contain a proper contradiction. But this is by

no means the case. The contents of the second part are hinted

at also in the first, when the office of high priest is ascribed to

tlie Messiah, comp. iii. 8-10., vi. 0-15 ; and the Messiah in humi-

liation of the second part shall, according to chap. ix. 10, rule

over all nations fi-om one end of the earth to the other. In tlie

first part, moreover, we have an intimation of the rejection of a
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great part of the people, which is distinctly and in detail predicted

in the second ; itis there repeatedly hinted that the promises of bles-

singare only conditional; comp. e.(/.\iu. 16, 17, 19. The difference

then consists merely in the fact, that in the first part certain phases

of the Messianic idea retreat more into the back-ground, which

in the second are developed with much particularity. In the first

part the prophet leaves out of view the suflering Messiah and the

rejection of the Jewish people, for nearly the same reason as

Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and other prophets present the Messiah to us

merely in liis glory. The prophets, having a work to do in the

present, always gave prominence to those aspects of the Messianic

prediction which were adapted to effect that present work. But

the main object of Zechariah in the first part was to stu' up the

people, whose courage had failed them because of the small be-

ginnings of the new colony, and who were therefore negligent in

carrying forward the building of the temple ; he wished to act on

the mass,rather than on certain individuals of particular sensibility.

In the second part, on the contrary, his former object having been

attained, and when all special reference to his cotemporaries and

the circumstances of his time ceased, he was able to present more

completely to view the Messianic idea. We perceive the very

same thing in Isaiah too (comp. C/iristol. i. 1, p. 203, sqq.)

IV. We are referred to the greater obscurity of the second part.

But this was necessarily founded in the difference of subject and

aim. Zechariah, in the second part, describes the distant and

most remote fortunes of the kingdom of God, from the victories

of Alexander till the end of the present dispensation of our world.

All these events appear to him in his inner contemplation without

distinction of time. A certain obscurity was, therefore, insepar-

ably connected with his subject. In the first part, intended as it

was for the cotemporaries of the prophet, this obscurity would

have been a blemish ; not so in the second part, which was prin-

cipally designed for after ages, who could of themselves, by a com-

parison of the fulfilments, place each particular in its proper order

of time. If we take this explanation, the clearing up of the ob-

scurity is not very difficult ; the second part, in point of contents,

not in point of language, is about as intelhgible to us as the first

was to the cotemporaries of the prophet. The excessive com-

plaints of the moderns about the obscurity is occasioned only by
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the fact that, through their neglecting to compare the fulfilment

with the prophecy, they have retreated to the point of view occu-

pied hy the cotemporaiies of the prophet.

V. There is more plausibihty in the appeal to difference of

style in the first and second part. It is maintained that in the

latter the style is far purer, more forcible, more elevated, more

figurative, more lively ; the first and second parts also have each

their several peculiarities of expression and phraseology ; the first

part gives, in various superscriptions, the time at which the pro-

phecies were uttered, and mentions the name of Zechariah, which

last takes place also in the midst of the discourse, or the prophet

is introduced speaking ; in the second part there is nothing of the

kind. But all these differences, including the greater purity of

language asserted without foundation to exist in the second part,

may be granted without any thing thence resulting as to a dif-

ference of authorship. As regards, first of all, the diflerence of

style, this may be well enough explained from the difference of

subject and aim. The first part consists principally of visions.

Here the author would be required by the nature of the case to

employ pure prose. The describer of a vision must act exactly

like the describer of a painting. The more simple the descrip-

tion, the better is it adapted to produce a lively representation

and renewal in the mind of the hearer or reader
;
poetical colour-

ing would here be quite out of place. That the mode of repre-

sentation adopted in this part can aflford no ground for denying

the identity of the author, aj)pears with all the more certainty

from a comparison of the section chap. xi. 4-15 in the second

part. The description there of a symbolical action is no less

purely prosaic, than the description of the visions in the first

part. Moreover, the first part contains some admonitory dis-

courses ; here again poetic elevation would be just as little in place
;

if the prophet meant to speak impressively, his main object must
be to be understood ; admonition and reproof can never be

such elevating and inspiring topics, as tlie views into the re-

motest future which prevail in the second part.—It only re-

mains, therefore, for us to compare those passages of the first

part, which likewise have to do with views into the future, and
tliat apart from vision, for instance chap.^. 14-17 and chap,

viii. But in these the style is sensibly raised, and they fall but
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little short of the most exalted descriptions in the second part.

For an explanation of the difference yet remaining, on which

FoRBERG (1. c. p. 13) lays pecuhar stress, we have a twofold

method at command. 1. The poetic elevation of the prophet

was here also necessarily restrained in some degi'ee hy his dis-

course heing directed to particular persons (comp. chap. vii.

1-3), whose suhjective power of apprehension he is obhged to

keep in view, whereas in the second part he can give himself up

unchecked to the flight of his spirit ; and, 2. there is nothing

to oppose the assumption of Blayney (1. c. p. 12, sqq. and p.

37), that the first and second parts are separated from each other

by a considerable space of time. It is rather favoured by the

passage chap. ii. 4, according to which Zechariah composed the

first part, in which the prophecies are divided only by a space of

a few years, whilst yet a young man.^ Now, even if we should

not lay any special stress, either on the statement of the unsafe

pseudo-Epiphanius (de vit. proph. c 21), or on the equally

unsafe Jewish tradition, which make Zechariah to have hved to

an advanced age, yet, apart from these, it cannot be denied that

our supposition has some justification. But why should not

Zechariah in his riper age have adopted a more correct and

worthy style, and have discarded, for instance, unnecessary repeti-

tions, if such were really to be found in the first part?—The differ-

ence between the expressions in the two parts, if indeed it deserve

any notice at all, is likewise explained from the difference in

subject and design, The only circumstance of any moment is,

that the oft-repeated las^ of the first part is not found in the

second. But this is perfectly natural, because in the first part

various persons are introduced speaking, the prophet, the Angel

of Jehovah, &c., whereas in the second part Jehovah, or the

prophet in his name, alone speaks.—As regards, lastly, the ab-

sence of dates and names in the second part, this is easily

explained by shewing that there it would have been well nigh

useless, because everything relates to the futui'e, and neither the

* The account therefore of the pseudo-Epiphanius {de vit. proph., cap. 21) is false,

to which Bertholdt 1. c. p. 1699 is disposed to assent, that Zechariah was an old

man when he returned from exile ; and improhable, to say the least, is the conjecture

of Jahn, that the second part was composed before the first.
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personality of the prophet nor a year earlier or later were matters

of any consequence. In the first part, on the contrary, these

were by no means superfluous, because the prophet must name

himself in order to gain currency for his admonitions, and because

the mention of the time was unavoidably necessary for the under-

standing of his declarations referring to certain circumstances of

the times. We find just the same phenomenon also in Isaiah.

The first part, referring principally to the present, has frequent

superscriptions ; the second is destitute of them.

VI. An argument is drawn from the fact that the first part,

almost throughout, employs the drapery of visions and symboli-

cal actions, which is wanting in the second ; and that in the first

part the Chaldee angelology prevails, of which no ti'ace is found

in the second. But one can hardly see what the former is to

prove. That the second contains no visions, is accounted for on

the simple ground that Zechariah, or whoever else made up the

collection of his prophecies, wished to put all his visions toge-

ther. It was also a sufficient reason why he should not separate

them, that, by oneness of time, of aim, and of reference, they are

connected with one another, and in a manner form a whole. A
symbolical action is found in the second part, chap, xi., as well

as in the first, chap. vi.—The reason why the angels retreat from

view in the second part is, that even in the first part they are in

place only in the presentation of visions. As soon as the visions

cease, the angels disappear, even in the first pai't. That the

Chaldean angelology predominates in the first part, is an un-

founded assertion. The doctrine of angels is found in the same

form in the Pentateuch. That the doctrine, for instance, of the ^^vo^

!Tin% which occupies so prominent a place in the first part, is ori-

ginally a Hebrew one, has been already shewn in another place

(comp. Christol. i. 1, p. 219 ; as also that the derivation of the

doctrine of Satan from the Chaldeans is incorrect (comp. Christol.

i. 1, p. 35, sqq.)

VII. It is maintained that the description of the Jewish peo-

ple as one ruined by wicked rulers, of the destruction of Jerusa-

lem, &c., cannot refer to any other time than that of the invasion

of the Chaklcans, and that the prophet must therefore have lived

before that. But this assertion could not be jvistified, unless as

in the propliecies of Isaiah and .Tercmiah. the CJiHldcans were
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named, or certain sx^ecial circumstances mentioned which had their

fulfilment in the Chaldean invasion. But in this respect it has

not the least appearance of truth. With the same propriety it

might be concluded, that the first part also was composed before

the Babylonian captivity. For in that, chap, v., a future depor-

tation of the people is predicted. It will be shewn, in the inter-

pretation of the second part in the continuation of the Christolo-

gie, that the descriptions of the second part refer wholly to events

which in the time of Zechariah were yet future.

VIII. In imitation of Flugge (1. c. p. 79), Forberg argues

against the genuineness of the second part from the difference be-

tween its topics and those of the first part and of the cotemporaiy^

prophets, Haggai and Malachi. But there is no discovering

why Zechariah should continue to handle the very same topics,

when he had sufficiently treated of them in the first part, and

when its main topic, the rebuilding of the temple, was rendered

unnecessai-y by the completion of that object. But indeed the

main topic of the second part, the blessings of Messiahs reign,

it has in common with the first, and with Haggai and Malachi
;

and the judgment threatened to a great part of the Jews is refen-ed

to in the first part also, and by Malachi is distinctly predicted.

So much for the arguments for the composition of Zechariah

at an eailier period. In replying to those who maintain its com-

position after the times of Zechariah, we need not stay long.

Their arguments are purely dogmatic, and rest on the supposition

that the prophets could describe only that which lay before their

bodily eye. This hypothesis contradicts both the history of the

canon (even those who assign the closing of it to the latest possi-

ble time, yet grant the closing of the collection of the prophets

long before Alexander), and the history of the Hebrew poetry and

language. Such a hypothesis has only this advantage, that it

affords an unwilhng testimony to the untenableness of the modern

view of prophecy, since its defenders prove the reference of the

prophecies to events, which Zechariah could not possibly have

foreseen by his own sagacity.
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Note to p. 106.—" The Fewer, or spiritual prototype of the king, which, accord,

ing to the Zendavesta, always hovers near him," &c.—"Their (the Persian kings')

Fewer, or second self, &c." Sir Egbert Ker Porter's Travels in Georgia,

Persia, &c. London, 1821. Vol. i. pp. 657, 8.

Porter's work also affords evidence that superhuman attributes were ascribed to

the Persian kings. This evidence is in some of the instances the more striking, as he

does not agree with our autlior in his explanations of the monuments, and had no re-

ligious purpose to serve. Plate 48. (i. p. 656,) represents the king walking, with at-

tendants. The figure referred to hovers above him. Porter's statement is, " Another

block of smaller dimensions surmounts it, on which is seen a figure whose dress and

outline of form resemble those of the personage beloio. The only difl'erence is, that

his left hand holds a ring, and his right is raised and open. He issues from a circle,

whence diverge two floating forms, something like serpents with their heads hidden

behind the figure. A pair of immense wings spread themselves on each side of

the circle ; in that dilfering from the radiated vehicle so often seen on the tombs of

Nakshi-Koustam. If this be the Ferver, ... its wings may be attributes of the

•duties of a living monarch—activity and fostering care of his people ; while the Intel-

ligence, whom we see on the tombs, supported by clouds and sunbeams, shews that

the prince, who was his divided self, has now nothing more to do with the business of

earth but to appear once in the glorified essence, into the substance of which his shade

is absorbed, to his royal successor while performing the established rites at his tomb.

. . . Perhaps this doctrine of Zoroaster may be more clearly seen in an extract

from the Desatir, a work of the old Pehlvi, and which among other subjects attempts

an explanation of the above mystery, ' Verse 35. Whatever is on eai-th is the re-

semblance and shadow of something that is in the sphere. 36. While that resplendent

thing [the prototype] remaineth in.good condition, it is well also with its shadow. 37.

Wlien that respleisdeut thing removeth far from its shadow, life fadeth away. 38.

Again, that resplendent object is the shadow of a light more resplendent than itself.

39. And so on, up to Mez [Ormuzd], who is the light of lights.' Desatir, Book of

Zerdusht [Zoroaster]. W'ith the exception of the figure in the centre, the symbol of

the wings and circle is precisely that which so often occurs over almost all the ancient

temples of the East, designating Providence, and which is worshipped in Egypt under

the name of the god Cneph. The circle of entwined serpents bespeaks Eternity and

Wisdom; and the expanded wings. Ubiquity and Protective Goodness. Doubtless,

the pride of many Persian mouarchs would be flattered by the association of such

Itfty attributes of divinity with their Ferver or second self; and, believing themselves

already half gods, they would disdain their duties as men. But there were others,

who would read a salutary lesson ic this divine emblem," &c. PI. 50. represents the

first sculpture to which our author refers. Porter says, p. 668, " The aerial figure sur-

mounts the whole. . . . But that ideas of divine or angelic attributes have been

connected from the earliest times tvith these emblematical icings, circles, and radiated

etherial cars, we find in the most ancient of all books, divine in its origin," &c.

He does not give either of the two sepulchral monuments at Persepolis, to which Dr.

Henp'stenberg refers ; but PI. 17. is a drawing of a sculpture on one of the four tombs

at Nakshi-Roustam, which is very similar to the second of the two former. He differs

herefrom our author in almost every i>omt, except in the likeness between the terrestrial

being and thefloating aerial form- But perhaps his interpretion is materally in-

fluenced by the opinion, that the lower figure is not the king, but the Archimagus or

High Priest, for which he does not appear to find any reason in the figure itself, but

only in the attendant circumstances, which he knew not how else to account for.

" On this plane stands a figure, elevated on a pedestal of three steps. He is dressed

in an ample-robe flowing to his ancles ; in his left hand he holds a strung bow ; his

right arm is stretched half out, with the hand quite open ; bracelets are round tlie

wrists ; his head is bare, the hair bushy behind, and neatly curled ; his beard falls to
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tlie breast. Opposite to bim rises another pedestal of three steps; this is surmounted
by an altai-, evidently charged with the sacred fire, a lai-ge flame of it appearing at the

top ; high over it to tlie right, we see a globnlar shape, </o«ft//ess intended fur the sun,

of which the fire below was the oftspring and the emblem. These altars always stood

towards the East, that the worshipper might face the point whence the great source of
light ascended ; and we here find the orb in the same direction. Another figure floats

aloft in the air, between the altar and the Archimmjus or High Priest (for such, it is

probable, we may regard the man in the robe), appeai-iiig as if it had issued from the

sun
; it approaches the man from that point. This aerial personage, or rather perhaps

Divine Intelligence, seems supported by something like a collection of sunbeams, thickly

carved in waving horizontal and perpendicular lines, interspersed with several divisions

of narrow cloud-shaped masses of stone. * * * * It is habited in a robe similar
to that of the man on the pedestal, with the hair and beard in the same fashion; but
the head is covered witli a fluted crown: the left hand holds a large and massy ring;

the right is elevated and open, as if in the act of admonition. &c." Which of the two
explanations of these very similar, if indeed not identical, sculptures is the more pro-

bable, let the reader decide. It might have been more easy to do this, if Porter had
also explained the sculpture in which the half-figure is moving up fromthe Archimagus
to the circular body ; or if he had tried to account for the appearance of a priest

on the tomb. PL 23. fp. 549.) is probably the sculpture which our author speaks of
("p. 107.) as representing a royal consecration. According to Porter, De Sacy gives

the followingtranslationof the inscription on the slioulder of the horse that bears the
person who receives the circlet—" C 'est ici la figure du servitur d' Ormuzd, du dieu Arda-
shir, roi desrois d' Iran, de la racedesdieux ; fils du dieuBabec, roi;" andof the inscrip-

tion on the shoulder of the horse bearing tlie person who bestows the circlet, he gives
the following translation—" C'est ici la figure du dieu Jupiter." Jupiter is put, no
doubt, for Ormuzd ; and the fact may perhaps be explained by the circumstance, that
the inscriptions are both in Pehlvi and in Greek, from the latter of which the trans-
lation is made, and where we might expect to find the name of Zsi/s, as corresponding
to the Persian Supreme Deity.—PI. 28. represents a similar scene, and the inscrip-

tion on the breast of the horse bearing the king, is rendered in a similar way by De
Sacy, the name of the king here being Sapor (Shapoor?)—To mention only one case
more, Porter, speaking of a long sculptured royal procession at the "palace of forty

pillars" at Persepolis, says (i. 627.), "Almost everyone in this procession holds in

his hand a figure like a lotus. This flower was full of meaning to the ancients. The
early Persians attached peculiar sanctity to it. As the sovereigns of the East have
always been revered, according to a tradition of their being the express vicegerents of

the Deity, it is not surprising to see the same emblematic flower carried in procession

to their honour." The reader may find other matter to the same purpose in the work
we have quoted,

—

Tbansl.
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COEEECTIONS.

Page 352, line 19, /or "the public spirit," read '• patriotism," {i.e. Balaam did not

feel as an Israelite.)

364, line 21,for " nil," read " nmns."

365, line 2, for " the language can only here be of," read " this amounts to

uo more than."

367, line 'A, for " the discourse cannot be," read •' we cannot speak of."

391, line 1. for " rh^," read " flVi-."

412, line 13, /or " use," rearf ' rise "

423, line 31, /jr " what hath God wrought," read " what God doth."

447, line 5, for "took them only from striving," read " traced them simply to

an effort."

481, line 22, for."' daTipui," read da-ripa."

485, line 30, for " do valiantly," read " acquire power."

487, line IS, for " bearing," read •' hearing."
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THE

HISTOEY
OF

BALAAM AND HIS PROPHECIES.

After the giving of the law and the concluding of the cove-

nant at Sinai, tlie Israelites set out in order to take possession of

the land of promise. But it soon appeared that for this posses-

sion, which could only hecome the portion of the jieople of God,
they were not yet ripe. Tlie infection which had so deeply pene-

trated their nature, through their mode of life in Egypt, had
certainly for the moment been repressed by the inspiration of their

first love, but had not been entirely rooted otit ; and a thorough

regeneration could only be expected after the dying away of the

Egyptian generation.

For the very purpose that this might appear, had the departure

been arranged by God. The trials which the journey presented

were designed to reveal the hardness of heart of the Israelites. It

was plainly to come to light that the delay in the fulfilment of the

promise had its foundation, not in God, but in the people.

On the journey through the solitary desert, the unbelief and

carnal disposition of the Israelites very soon appeared. In the

judgments which followed upon the manifestation of these, there

appears already an indication of that severity which at last pro-

duced the decree of rejection upon the Egyptian generation. This

took place when, on their arrival at Kadesh, at the foot of the chain

of mountains forming the southern boundary of Palestine, their

unbelief broke out into open rebellion.

Y
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For eight and thirty years were the people compelled to wander

in the wilderness. Tliis time passed away sorrowfully amidst

the gradual dying away of the people^ who were groaning under

the divine excommunication. * That erroneous conceptions, in

many respects, have been formed of the condition of the Israelites

duriug this period, that it is, for instance, assumed without rea-

son, that the only nourishment they had was manna, the appen-

dix shows.

In the first m^nth of the fortieth year, the people arrived again

at Kadesh.f There they were to experience that the time of

punishment, even if it had almost, yet had not, as they imagined,

entirely elapsed ; and that the divine decree which determined

the extinction of the entire generation which had been fully im-

bued with Egyptian habits and feelings should be stiictly fulfilled

even to the very letter. At the same time the new generation, by

a repeated delay of the fulfilment of the promises, and by the

renewed hardships of the march, when they supposed tliemselves

already at its termination, were to be subjected to trial, and

purified.

Since it was deemed impossible to penetrate into Canaan over

the steep southern range of mountains, a passage through his

territory was sought from the king of Edom, on whose western

borders Kadesh lay, in order that they might break into Canaan

from the East. But this friendly and modest request he refused.

The application of force was doubtful, for upon this side the

* In confirmation of the account of tiie Pentateuch, regarding the extinction, within

the specified period, of the entire generation which had arrived at maturity at the de-

parture from Egypt, we may cite what EtJppel says, Beise ditrcli das Pelr. Anihivn,

SiC, p. 186, " The climate of Arahia Petrsea is exceedingly salubrious ; nothing is

known of fever or dysent( ry ; (nid yet I obso-vcd that there trere but feir reaUij aged

people. This fact has certainly its foundation in the universally scanty and weak ali-

ment of the people, -whereas their wandering mode of life requires gi-eat expenditure of

energy. The body, weakened by years, and but poorly clad, is no longer fitted to with-

stand the great cliaiiges of temperature. In the mountainous districts it is very cold

in the winter nights; sometimes the water in the gai-den of the monastery at St. Ca-
therine freezes even in Februai-y; and, on the contrary, in the summer months the sun
pours down his rays burning hot from heaven, and in reflexions from the naked rocky
precipices, into the sandy valleys I had on my journey from Akaba in Maj^ 34 deg-

Heaum. in the shade."

+ Comp. Mum. xx. 1. The day is not indicated. That it was on the first has been
assumed witliout sufficient reason IivRanke. JJnten^uchiiuqeii iilwr dm Pent., part 1.

p. .^3.
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Edomitish range of mountains, rising steeply, stood as a strong

bulwark opposite, and it would be easy to hinder a passage

through the lew valleys by which they were intersected. And

then, the Israelites were strictly forbidden to engage in war with

the Edomites, as their brethren. So they saw themselves obliged

to seek an entrance into the land of promise by a wide circuitous

route. They at first marched again southward, through the Ghor

running down from the Dead Sea to the yElanitic Gulf, into the

very neighbourhood of this gulf. Thence they cut through,

or went round, the mountain range of Seir at its southern point

;

and having arrived at its eastern boundary', they took their march

along that line, and afterwards along the Moabitish bordeis,

towards the north, through the wilderness, until, after they had

passed the Arnon near its sources, they arrived at the frontiers of

the kingdom of Sihon, the Amorite, which indeed fell within the

limits of the territory adjudicated to them. After the power of

Sihon had been broken in battle, and his land taken, the Israelites

encamped in the valley before Nebo. Thence an expedition was

undertaken against the second Amoritish king of the trans-Jor-

danic country, Og, the king of Bashan. After the return of this,

the Israelites broke up from their head quarters, and encamped

in the so-called Arboth Moab, the debouchure of the Jordan, op-

posite Jericho.

There, on the very threshold of the real laud of promise, they

were yet to receive many important lessons before they trod its

soil. A rich supply of wealth was there furnished by God for

the journey. As the second giving of the law, and the renewing

of the covenant formed at Sinai, with which were closely united

impressive exhortations, warnings, and threatenings, constitute

a worthy conclusion of these facts, so is the series of them

opened in a suitable manner with the section with which we are

here especially concerned, and with the narrative Nvhich is closely

connected with it, of the seduction of the Israelites to apostacy

through the Midianites, and the punishment which followed it.

The kernel of our narrative, which Gesenius, on Isaiah, p. 504,

calls a " genuine epic composition, worthy of the greatest poets of

all times,"- is the blessing which a foreign seer, sent for in hostile

intention, and inchned to curse, is obliged, being subdued by the

divine power, to pronounce upon the people of Jehovah; thus esta-

Y 2
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blishing what had sounded over from the remote antiquity of

patriarchal times, and what Moses had announced in the name of

God. The Israeh'tes were thus to be confirmed in the belief of

their being the chosen people, and in the unconditional faithful-

ness of their God ; it was to be impressed upon their minds that

nothing in the world could separate them from the love of God,

a truth which, in the circumstances in which they were then

placed, was of the greatest importance to them, since they were

just preparing to undertake a conflict, for which nothing but im-

plicit confidence in the divine choice could afford the requisite

courage. With this doctrine is then connected, in the follow-ing

section, one of equal importance, and necessary to constitute it

complete. If the contents of our section brought home in a lively

manner to the consciousness of the Israelites, the truth, " if God
be for us who can be against us ?" the contents of the following

one clearly exhorted them thus—" work out your own salvation

with fear and trembling;" the election can in no wise be invalidated

from without, but may indeed by the apostacy of the people ;

that man is foolish who desjuiirs of the grace of God, he is foolish

also who turns it into lasciviousness.

ON BALAAM,

In reference to the character of Balaam, two opinions di-

rectly opposite to each other were entertained in ancient times.

According to one view, Balaam was a false prophet and an

enchanter, standing in no relation Avhatever to the true religion,

huk devoted to idolatry ; whose disposition had no connexion at

alfwi^th tlie prophecies, announcing blessings to Israel, which he

delivered, but which were elicited from him entirely without his

concurrence, and even contrary to his will, much in the same
manner as the words of the ass, according to the opinion gene-

rally received in former times of an external event. Thus
Philo, Ambrose, Augustine, Gregory of Nyssa, Theodoret,
and many theologians of the Eomish, Lutheran, and Keformed
Churches. (Comp. the references in Witsius Misc. S. t. i. 1. i.

c. 10, § 33 ; Deyling, Ohss. Ss. iii. p. 8, sqq. ; Buddeus, H.
Eccl. i. p. 752.) According to the other view, Balaam was at
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first a thorouglily pious man, and a true propliet, but afterwards

apostatized, seduced by covetousness. Thus e.rj. Tertullian,

Jerome, Buddeus, who, 1. c. p. 753, calls him horrendum airoa-

rao-LWi e.vempliim, Deyling, Benzel, De Bileamo divino pro-

l^heta, in t. 2, Synt. Dissert, p. 44.

Both these opinions, in their strict acceptation and opposi-

tion to each other, are erroneous, and may be met by decisive

counter-arguments.

Against those who deny to Balaam all fear of God, the follow-

ing is decisive. That Balaam had the reputation of a near rela-

tion to the God of Israel, which could only rest upon his own

confession, is attested by the fact that Balak could only be in-

duced by this to address himself in particular to him, who dwelt in

so distant a country. That he himself claimed such a relation,

appears clear from Num. xxii. 8, et sqq. ; from which it follows

that it w^as customary with him in difficult circumstances to

address himself to Jehovah, and to seek and obtain from him

revelation and counsel. Had Balaam been destitute of piety,

he would have gone at once at the request of Balak ; or, if even

for the sake of appearance, he should consult his God, a favour-

able reply would have been feigned. Without piety, he would

not on the second mission, when Balak sent " princes, more,

and more honourable than they," and promised him, " I will

promote thee unto very great honour, and. I will do whatsoever

thou sayest unto me," have said, "I cannot go beyond the

word of the Lord my God, to do less or more." Without piety,

he would not have perceived the warning which the angel of the

Lord gave him upon the journey, at least would not have taken it

to heart. But the principal point is, that \k\Qprophecies of Balaam

cannot at all be explained upon the supposition, that in regard

to religion he was entirely untaught and a common impostor.

Without at least a partial concurrence in divine truth, an advance

towards it, and a consent on the part of the subject, the operation

of the Spirit of God is not conceivable. The Spirit can cause

the better element to be solely predominant for the moment,

even where the worse element is, in the ordinary state of the

mind, mingled with it, nay even where the worse element pre-

ponderates ; but he cannot do this where he finds nothing at all

in the inner man to concur in his operations. If we are

i
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referred for proof of the contrary to the wicked Saul and his

servants, 1 Sam. xix. 20, 24, in tlfis case also, \\athout proof,

their wickedness is set down as total. That it was not so is

made certain by this very circumstance.* That the necessity

laid upon Balaam was not a physical but a moral one, supposing

a certain degree of the fear of God in his mind, is shewn by his

defence to Balak, chap xxiii. 12, "Must I not take heed to

speak that which the Lord hath put in my mouth ?" The
exclamation, " Let me die the death of the rigliteous, and let

my last end be like his !" chap, xxiii. 10, is, in its subjective

acceptation, inconsistent with the view which supposes in Balaam

an absolute hostility to the divine will which he announced.

Finally, according to the view in question, there will be found a

direct and irreconcileable opposition between the prophecies ol

Balaam preserved to us and all his previous declarations. But
the passages, chap. xxiv. 3, 4, 15, 16, are decisive to the con-

trary, where Balaam, in words which, according to the explana-

tion of the author of the Pentateuch, he spoke after the Spirit had

come upon him (comp. ver. 2), and which accordingly the author

acknowledges as true, expresses the consciousness that not merely

iLQW, but fjenerallij, he is participant of divine revelations and

communications.

On the other hand, against those who maintain that Balaam
was a thoroughly pious man and a true prophet, even the appel-

* lu a crude manner Ambrose understands the operation of God on the mind
of Balaam, who puts the words in his moutli: quasi cymhalmn tiiiiiiens sointm
reildo. Calvin is at least to be preferred to him, since he in general clearly recog-

nizes, and distinctly declai-es, the dependence of prophecy on subjective conditions,

and in this case supposes only an exception to the nile: Neqve cnim Jini/cudus est

nobis ivSruu<TLa<r/j.6i, quo abripi putarunt suos diviuos prifuni Inmiiues: ita ut coeles-

tis afflatus cos ecstaticos vel attonitos redderet. Quin potius iu Hits completumfuit,
quod David de se praedicnt: crcdidi, proptereii loquar ; et corumseusus illumiuavit
dcus (tutequmn iiuf/uas rei/eref. Diversa autemfuil ratio Balaam, qui vieute alieualus
voces ori suo inditas redidit. Against such notions older authors have declared
themselves, e.y. Lorinus in Mark, Comm. /» Pent. p. 4-53, and Mark himself on
chap, xxiii. 12. Clericus observes on chap. xxiv. 1, against PniLO, Josephus, and
others, qui spiritum dei ita vohint super Bilenm fuisse, ut j)cr cum vcl iuvitum
prorsus vol et plane iuscium verba sua protulerit : verum a/Jectio animi I'atis hujus
vcrins dcscribetur, si dicatur phrasi Homerica tKwv aiKovri ye ^vfiM liacc pndoeutus
esse; unm vnluissrl quideiu ;iralijirari Balal,n,ut praemium ab e>i itu/e'n-el, sed sub-
jeela sibi n dco uou oudebat subtiiere aul iis coulraria prnferre.
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lation a&ipn, soothsayer, which is given to him in Josh. xiii. 22,

pLainly decides. Against this, those who maintain the opinion

in question avail themselves of a twofold, but equally inadmis-

sible shift. They maintain either that the designation of him as

soothsayer refers only to the period after the fall of Balaam,

when he had lost the prophetic gift and the prophetic office,

(thus e.g. Benzel, 1. c. p. 40,) or they affirm that the word Q5p

appears also in a good sense, and should be so taken here. But

even if the word aap were so found elsewhere, yet it cannot be thus

taken here, on account of the obvious connection in which the

designation of Balaam as a soothsai/er stands with the circum-

stance mentioned in his history, that he used augurij, closely allied

to soothsaying, in order to discover the will of Jehovah. But on a

close examination of the passages from which it is attempted to

prove that nop may also stand in a good sense, it appears, more-

over, that they have no demonstrative force at all. In Isaiah

iii. 2, where it is threatened that the Lord, among other supports

of the state, will take away even the s'sJ and the nop, the aap is

plainly not synonymous with s-'ss, but it forms the opposition to

it: the prophet threatens the removal of the real and of the

imaginary supports of the state, of those who were so, but

which were wilhngiy abandoned, since they were not acknowledged

as such, and of those who were only deemed to be such. In

Prov. xvi. 10, "A divine sentence (aop) is in the lips of the

king ; his mouth transgresseth not judgment," oap stands in a

fipurative sense, or by a shortened comparison, for sagacity or

penetration, as being that quahty of which soothsayers boast ;

and this poetic employment of the word cannot be made use of

to fix its precise signification, which in an historic book, and in

this connexion, can alone have a place. As absolutely blame-

able is the performance of the Qsp pointed out, and consequently

the good sense of the word excluded, in Deut. xviii. 10 :
" There

shall not be found among you any one that useth

divination, or an observer of times, or an enchanter, or a witch;"

(com.p. ver. 12,) " for all that do these things are an abomina-

tion unto the Lord." As a heinous sin appears the °°P in 1

Sam. XV. 2.3, Ezek. xiii. 23, 2 Kings xvii. 17 ; as belonging to

the false prophets, in E/.ek. xiii. 0, xxii. 28, and Jer. xiv. 14.

Balaam himself, in chap, xxiii. 28, places tlie aop together with
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enchantment {'ar-n), in contrast to the true prophecy, as it is only

found among Israel.*

Further, how little advanced Balaam was in the life of God,

and how unlike to the true servants of God, appears in this, that

he, seduced by covetousness and ambition, did not immediately

send back the messengers of Balak, notwithstanding his convic-

tion that the Israelites were the people of God ; that on the second

• The proper signification of aop, nap, and aap, appears clear by comparison with

the Arabic. There ^^<„^* according to Fbeytag, means : dlvisit in jpartes rem,

mensura sua modoqiw dehilo definivit, ita expendit disposuitque et instituii nego-

5 (J ^

Hum, ^^.^ • • divisiu, consUium, priidentia, conjectura, et opinio, quae nan faUitur.

All the meanings of the root j^j^'j may be traced to that of dividing. For that even the

^ J , '

^^^ •• pulchcr fuit, may be reduced to it, even Willmet acknowledges. Lex. p.

141: jnitem tamen ilium sUpi. pulcher fuit i/t verbo esse denominativam a
^,^,^^ y

quod e ijeneruli pariiendi nollone est modo definite dispositum et institutum, et

deinde pulchrum. Only a derivative of *.A»*i*' which Kamus expressly compaa-es, is

rik^ V
/regit rem, ut separentur partes. Also in Aramaic the words derived from

the root may be traced back to the signification of dividing. In Chaldaic is Do'^p,

festuca,fragmen farvum Ugni ; 'ao^,rcgulaUgnea, norma, lignum longum ct rectum

fahrorum lignarionim, measuring rod, evidently from to divide. In Syiiac, S'5::p means

legumen miuutum, libum, meta, tei-minus. Accordingly, n^ttop fiop means iiropirly

to divide divisions, to give definitions, and then asp aloue to divide, to fix. In the

usage of language, aop with 'ariJ augury, denotes soothsaying, (comp. on the differ-

ence of the two, Ndgelshach, Homer. Theol. p. 194. In chap, xxiii. 23, "i-nj and

nop are united with one another as the two ways, of which the heathen availed them-

selves for the investigation of the future, the determining from the observation of

signs, and from supposed internal divine communication, ncp is specially tlie

equivalent of p?'o/i/ieci/ among Israel, not formally distinguished ft-om it. The mean-

ing to soothsay is especially plain in 1 Sam. xxviii. 8, " Divine unto me by a

familiar spirit." Comp. also 1 Sam. vi. 2, where reference to augury likewise is

not to be thought of. Erroneous is the meaning assigned to nop after Schul-

TENS, CI. Dial.)}. 293; by De Geer, De Bil. p. 18 : verbum DDp coll. Arab. A^s^jf

est sagittis sortibusque diremit no ^ikofjLavTtiav significat. The ^<gj, V signifies cer.

tainly in the X., according to Fkeytag: volnH lit partiti<? ficret suamque petiit por-

tioneni, sagittai-umjaclu, quo vli Arabcs solebant. But th& sagiltarum jactu, which
moreover has nothing to do with (itXofiavTila, lies not in the word, but rests only

upon the fact that this was the usual way of divibion.
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mission lie enquired again, when lie had already received the pre-

cise command from God, whose immutahihty he knew :
" Thou

shalt not go with them ; thou shalt not curse the people, for they

are blessed ;" that he immediately availed himself of the permis-

sion of God to go with the Moahites, which he could only do
with the secret purpose to avoid the condition which had been
thereby imposed on him, to speak only that which the Lord spoke

to him ; that the angel of the Lord was obliged to appear with a

drawn sword to warn him ; and that he, blinded by his passion,

observes not the nearness of the angel of the Lord for some time,

clearly as this was notified to him.—That Balaam's rehgious sta-

tion, and especially his prophetic, was a loio one, is attested by
this, that he dealt in augury, and that this appears as the usual

way which he was accustomed to employ in order to investigate

secret things, and above the use of which he was only in this case

raised by an extraordinary divine inspiration. Comp. observa-

tions on chap, xxiii. 3, " I will go ; peradventure the Lord will

come to meet me;" and ver. 15, and the statement in chap. xxiv. 1,

" He went not, as at other times, to seek enchantments." That he
should avail himself of enchantment, of a means in the highest

degree uncertain, whose insuflSciency paganism itself acknow-
ledged, (comp. Nagelsbach, A. A. O. p. 154, et sqq.), and
which no true prophet ever brought into use, only explains

itself from the weakness of the influence exercised by the Spirit

of God. In whomsoever the Spirit works pcicerfully, he needs

not to look around into nature in order to be certain respecting

the will of God.

Finally, by the use of the names of God, the author points
j

out how erroneous is the opinion which places Balaam without \^^/-
any ceremony, on an equality with the prophets, and how distant \

">
-

his relation was to God, compare the proof in Genuineness of \

'

the Pent. v. i. p. 385, et sqq.

Since we have shewn these two opinions to be untenable,—on
the one hand that which regards Balaam as a decidedly godless

man and a false prophet, and on the other, that which pronounces
him a man of deep piety and a true prophet—then only a view
between these two extremes can be correct. There were certainly

in Balaam the elements of the knowledge and fear of the Lord,
but he had stopped with the elements,—it had never come to a
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fundamental conversion with him; there certainly were conferred

upon him single clear flashes of light by the Spirit of God ; but

this prophetic gift appears throughout not as a comprehensive

and certain one, so that we dare not number him among the pro-

phets.*

There arises now the enquiry, whence had Balaam obtained

what he possessed of the knowledge and fear of God ? There

are two opinions in reference to this. According to the one, the

religious state of Balaam is to be regarded as one excited and de-

veloped on heathen soil, by the traditions from monotheistic anti-

quity, and indeed by isolated sounds from the revelations to the

patriarchs, which had resounded into the heathen world, and there

had not entirely died away. This opinion is the generally current

(me. It is proposed among the ancients, for instance, by Buddeus,

p. 752, and by Benzel, who appeals to Job, and to the family of

Laban, and to the effect of Jacob's sojourn in the country between

the two streams; among the moderns by Tholuck in Verm.

Schrifteji, Th. '\. p. 408, who draws a parallel between Balaam

and Melchisedek, and observes, " appearances such as these serve

to confirm the belief that a purer worship preceded idolatry

and natural religion with all nations, but which was already at the

time of Abraham extinguished among the greater part of man-

kind." According to the other opinion, Balaam's acknowledg-

ment of God, on the contrary, had been derived from the know-

ledge of the God of Israel, which had been widely diffused in the

Mosaic age, from the covenanted people, among the surrounding

heathen nations.

This latter opinion is without doubt the correct one, as has

been already shown in the Gen. of the Pent. vol. i. p. 386-8. In

favour of it may be urged, 1 . The name Jehovah in the mouth of

l^alaam. The name Jehovah never appears with those who stand

beyond connection with divine revelation ; comp. the proofs in

Gen. of the Pent. vol. i. p. 231 et. sqq. Melchisedek, with all the

purity of his knowledge of God, and with all the strictness of his

monotheism, knows nothing of Jehovah ; Abraham places this

name before him as proof that, besides all their agreement in oppo-

* Calvin: loixje ilivcrsu/iiii ttillo Bulaani il similiiiw, (/iii iiiniiiisi pdiliciilori donn

jmiedilifiieruiil, nl quaednm vere pravdicereiit , in <ilii/< haliiniKirciitiu:
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sition to idolators, they had yet one nujre point of agreement in

the knowledge of God. Comp. Gen. of the Pent. v. i. p. 337.

Bat tlie derivation of Balaams knowledge of this name, from the

effect of Jacob's sojourn in Messopotamia, ascribes to the heathen

world an inclination to receive and preserve the single sounds of

revelation, which have once been perceived in the midst of them,

which they never manifested. 2. Balaam knows not merely, like

Melchisedek, the one God, the Lord of heaven and earth, but

he knows also the God of Israel, knows what this God has

already done for his people, (comp. xxiii. 22) and what he will

do in future. Whence otherwise could he have this knowledge, but

from the midst of Israel himself ? 3. Balaam's prophecies resi ^<^

throughout upon the fundamental promises which Genesis has com- ^-

municated to us: comp. chap, xxiii. 10, with Gen. xiii. IG, chap,

xxiii. 24, and xxiv. 9, with Gen. xlix. 9, chap. xxiv. 17, with

Gen. xlix. 10. Whence could Balaam have got the knowledge

of these promises otherwise than from the people with whom tljey

were preserved ? 4. In favour of this view speaks what is said

in Ex. XV. 14, and Josh. v. 1, of the powerful sensation which

the great acts of Jehovah created among all surrounding nations,

but most especially the analogy of Jethro and Rahab, who attain-

ed the knowledge of the true God in the same way. Of Jethro

it it said in Ex. xviii. 1, et sqq., "Jethro the priest of Midian,

Moses' father in-law, heard of all that God had done for Moses,

and for Israel his people, and that the Lord had brought Israel

out of Egypt.—And Jethro came to Moses.—And Moses^ told his

father-in-law all that the Lord had done unto Pharoah and to the

Egyptians.—And Jethro said. Blessed be the Lord who hath de-

livered you out of the hand of the Egyptians and out of the hand

of Pharoah.—Now I know that the Lord is greater than all gods."

Of Rahab it is said in Josh. ii. 9, et sqq., "And she said unto

the men, I know that the Lord hath given you the land, and that

your terror is fallen upon us, and that all the inhabitants of the

land faint because of you. For we have heard how the Lord

dried up the water of the Red Sea for you, when ye came out of

Egypt ; and what ye did unto the two kings of the Amorites, that

were on the other side Jordan, Sihon and Og, whom ye utterly

destroyed. And as soon as we heard these things, our hearts did

melt, neither did there remain any more courage in any man be
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cause of you : for the Lord your God, he is a God in heaven

above and in earth beneath."

Balaam had originally, without doubt, exercised the business of

a common heathen soothsayer and augur among his people, received

as it appears even from his father, under the influence of the pas-

sions of avarice and ambition, which ruled over him. By painful

experience he must have perceived the uncertainty and looseness of

his art. Then the knowledge of the illustrious deeds of the Lord

for Israel spread abroad. Balaam received it with the greatest

attention, and did all that lay in his power to obtain a closer

J^nowledge of God and of his revelations. In the hope to be able

in this way to participate in the new powers conferred upon the

human race, he determined to consecrate himself to him. Hence-

forth he called Jehovah his God, and stood up in his name as a

prophet. God did not leave himself unwitnessed to him, and his

repeated utterances, confirmed by the event, procured for him
great reputation, as appears from the fact of the mission of Balak

and the words which he addressed to liim (chap. xxii. G.) That

God had already afforded him some remarkable glances into

secret things, happened especially in reference to the prophecies

preserved to us, for which he intended in this manner to prepare

the occasion. Although Balaam, for the most part under the in-

fluence of his selfishness, had sought the true God, and held firmly

to him, yet the deeper necessities of his heart had not been with-

out a share in his researches, and the closer knowledge of

God which he acquired from his revelations, and the continual

reference to him, had not failed to exercise a moral influence upon
his heart. Yet when he would not give his heart cntirehj to God,

then just that which would have served for his salvation,—the re-

ference to the true God, which never can be without decisive con-

sequences,—turned to his destruction ; Jehovah proved himself

his God, as he was fond of calling him, by the very fact that he

gave him to destruction.

A remarkable resemblance to Balaam, his New Testament

counterpart, Simon Magus, presents. The new powers which

were by it conferred upon mankind, drew him also away to Chris-

tianity, and, dissatisfied with the past results of his art, he hoped

to participate in these; comp. Acts viii. 18, Oecopcov re aij/jLeca

Kol hwajiei^ fMeyaXaf; y€i'o/xiva<; i^iaTaTO, and the notion which
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he attached to the apostles. What these say of him, accord-

ing to ver 21, ovic ecrrt (tol /ucepU ovBe K\ripo<i iv tm \6<ya>

TOVTO) i) yap KapSla' aov ovk ecmv evOela ivcoTTLov rov deov, the

same holds good also of him. Yet even his heart was not en-

tirely without a share, and the judgment of Dr Neander in the

Apost. Zeitalter :
" the proclamation of the gospel had made no

impression on his heart," requires hmitation. This is shown by

the statement, " and he also believed," in Acts viii. 13, and the

fact of his baptism by the apostles, which without is not explica-

ble. Then, also, those are to be compared as New Testament

analogies, who, according to Luke ix. 49, cast out devils in

the name of Jesus, without having come into the circle of his

disciples. The history of modern missions also presents analo-

gies.* ^
* One of the most remarkable is found in a missionaiy report from the kingdom of

Bnrmah, in the Basle Magazine, 1837, p. 335, et sqq. " The Karayans have a class of

people among them, whom they call enchanters, biU who sustain a kind of prophetic

office among the people. It is singular that all these persons, every one in his way,

declare to the people that God has arisen to redeem his people. A great number of

prophetic scholars follows each of these prophets everywhere. In addition, there is

an ancient (?) prophetic song generally known among them, and frequently sung. Its

purport is:—
" ' .Jehovah returns again at the time of wheat-harvest.

Build him a house

!

Jehovah returns again yet this year,

Prepai'e for Jehovah a place of rest
!'

Every one of these prophets has his own zayat, in which he assembles his scholars

around him every night. When he has prayed with them, then he sings to them one

of the songs which he himself has composed, and his community sings the same after

him, with an accompaniment of musical instruments.—Although the morals of these

persons are generally very good, yet they exercise no good influence upon the people.

In mysterious language they know how to make good the assertion that they are sent

by God as his messengers ; and although some of them are favourable to the doctrine

of Christ, yet only few have embraced it with sincere hearts.—Such a prophetess ar-

rived in our Christian village to-day. After the morning devotions, I called her to

me. She entered into the zayat, cast herself down to the earth, praying, and imme-

diately begau to sing ' I wander with the silver stafl' of God,' &c. &c. Scai'cely had

she sung this hymn, in a pathetic tone, when she went away. In the course of the

day, I met her again, and addressed her ; immediately she begau again to sing :—

" ' At Mergui I live; I came hither

Where our good Lord reveals himself;

At Mergui I live ; I came hither,

I have received a word from my Lord.

She was quietly present in our congregation in the evening, but in the midst of the dis-

course she began to sing:

—

"
' Porter, open to me the gate of heaven

;

Singing I come, praising Jehovah.'
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There is vet the question tu be answered, How are these pro-

jphecies of Bahiam to be regarded?—whether as the result of a

natural inspiration, or as the product of a supernatuiul divine in-

fluence ? The latter was, in ancient times, the view absolutely

prevalent ; and the diversity already observed in the judgment

formed respecting the character of Balaam did not disturb in any

way the unanimity in this result. But in modern times, among

the defenders of the genuineness of Balaam's utterances, who

alone come into notice here, Steudel has declared himself for

the former opinion, carried away, as it seems, by the endeavour

to be able to meet the opponents of the genuineness entirely upon

natural grounds. He says, in the T'uhing. Zeitschrift, 1831,

p. 87, " It cannot escape the attentive observer, how entirely ge-

neral the prophetic utterances of Balaam are presented. They

contain nothing in the foundation but what, placed before us with

vivacity and in poetic diction, appearance would calculate upon

for the future." He speaks, p. 88, of the " solenni arrogance

with which Balaam describes himself as possessed by the Spirit

of God," and asks, "does a prophet ever, by such pompous praise

of himself, instead of giving the honour to God, prepare the way

for the communication of his utterances ?"

Even the nian,\vLo earlier brought the EngUsh hymu-hook to brotlier Uoarihnan, is

such a projjhet, and now desires uothiug so much as to be received into the Christian

Chnrcli ; but although he possesses more ability than many other inhabitants of this

Bushlaud, and even his external conduct is honourable, yet he appears to be still

very fur from the kingdom of God.—In my presence, he appears as a humble
Christian, but if he comes among the people, then he maintains that the eternal God
dwells in him, and that his former prophetic songs ai-e full of this gosi)el, and wit-

nesses that the Spirit of God spake by him. He grieves us in his songs about baptism,

and he is withal an excellent singer.—After our evening worship, he sang, evidently

extempore, sevtral verses, as his feelings suggested them to him. lie sang, among
otliers

:

" ' Our former righteousness is for ever gone;

Overcome is it by the righteousness of Christ.

Our former righteousness is gone for ever;

The true righteousness has appeared to us.

The old robe is torn and cast away.
•lesus Christ, the holy Son of God,
He has the true sidvatiou brougiit

!

Actjustly ! become holy ! said he.

Whoever dors well, and is holy,

He shall dwell in the great city which sliines with silver;

He shall dwell in tjie great city, which spm-kles with golden gates.'"
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The incorrectness of this opinion may be easily j)roved by ex-

ternal aryumenl. Against it witnesses even the fact of the reception

of the history of Balaam and his prophecies into the book which

formed tlie primary record of revealed religion. This rests upon the

supposition that God spake by Balaam, whose arbitrary poetic

productions were otherwise without any religious interest. Against

it witnesses Deut. xxiii. 5, where, as i\\Q punctnni saliens of the

whole occurrence, that wliich gives it edifijiiiy significance

for the whole Church of God, it is indicated that Balaam was not

able to speak what he willingly would, but must serve as the organ

of the Lord :
" Nevertheless the Lord thy God w^ould not hearken

unto Balaam; but the Lord thy God turned the curse into a

blessing unto thee." Against it Num. xxiii. 5, speaks, accord-

ing to which the Lord placed the word in the mouth of Balaam,

and chap. xxiv. 2, according to which the Spirit of God came

upon him
;
passages, of which Steudel could only get rid by

the unnatural, and yet to be shown false, opinion, that the

whole account had been composed by Balaam, and had been

taken into his work by the author of the Pentateuch just as he re-

ceived it, whence then these passages come into like relation with

those in which Balaam himself vindicates his divine inspiration.

But the incorrectness of this view may also be proved from iu^

ternal evidence, according to which the contest for the genuineness

of the prophecies of Balaam loses all interest. There are, in the

first place, several special predictions in the prophecies of Balaam.

The most important among these are crowded together at the close

of the last prophecy ; the carrying away of the Israelites by the

Assyrians, presupposing that these would appear as conquerors in

western Asia; the intimation that to the Assyrians another people

on the other side of the Euphrates, or other peoples, would suc-

ceed in the sovereignty of western Asia; the prediction of a power,

which, coming in ships from Cyprus, would subdue Assyria and

the transeuphratic country. Moreover, there is perhaps yet the

precise foresight of the erection of the kingship in Israel to be men-

tioned, comp. chap. xxiv. 7, and 17-19. But the proof of the divine

co-operation is not limited to these single special prophecies, but

is founded much more upon the entire contents of the prophecies

of Balaam. With the exception of the passages already adduced, it

rests certainly upon the idea, and is only an individualising
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of it, applying it to the circumstances in question, and moreover,

such a one in part, as had been made in predictions even before

Balaam, which perhaps were not unknown to him ; comp. what

concerns Edom, Gen. xxvii. 29, 40, and what respects Amalek,

Ex. xvii. 14. He who had grasped the idea of Israel's election,

could not otherwise than perceive in the historical hostility of the

AmalekiteS) Moabites, and Edomites against Israel, lying before

him, a harbinger of their impending overthrow. But just the

lively, energetic comprehension of the idea, the triumphing con-

fidence with which it was made good, is under the circumstances

in question a surer proof of the assertion :
" The Spirit of God

came upon him ;" and of his deeper insight a yet more certain proof,

than that which is founded upon those single predictions. IfBalaam,

powerfully allured by his passions, withstands all enticements to

consent to the desires of Balak, if he continually casts down his

hopes anew, if he makes the election of Israel unconditionally the

principle of the history', without either yielding or wavering; if he,

the pagan, who had not been entrusted with this idea from his

youth up, whose consciousness was not supported by the public

spirit, who had not given his heart completely and undivided to

Jehovah, who stands to him only in a very distant personal rela-

tion, perceives in the hostility against Israel, the certain token

of the impending ruin, which no power and strength can ward off,

then must every psychological deduction, every attempt to prove

what lie denies, (comp. chap. xxiv. 13) that he has spoken from

his heart, necessarily be frustrated. What would have followed,

if a supernatural influence had not taken possession of him, his

later act sufficiently shows.

To close the section, we shall yet give a discussion on the name

of Balaam. We derive it with Simonis in On. p. 459, from *'?=,

destruction, and ay, people, and we suppose that Balaam bore

this name as a dreaded charmer and conjuror, whether it were that

he, descending from a family in which this business was handed

down, received it immediately on his birth, and that he afterwards

was really, in public opinion, what the name-giving hoped from

him and wished him to be, or whether the name, according to

oriental custom, was given to him for the first time at a later pe-

riod, when the fact indicated by it came into existence. This

derivation is perfectly conformable to the laws of speech. The
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expulsion of the one n forms no difficulty. " For," observes

EwALD, A7. Gr., § 348, " two words, forming a proper name,

are frequently so closely connected, that the first with the

loss of the word's accent is even considerably shortened in the

utterance." Analogous are for instance nV.:;n-i% from z'r-< and

thv, peaceful possession, and '''^'"T- fi'om "'=''^ ^'^'^, he brings wages,

in which the a is rejected in the pronunciation, and only retained

in the writing. In favour of this derivation the following reasons

may be adduced. 1. There is no other admissible derivation at

command. Against that sought by Gesexius from bz and cy,

non populus, i.e., pereyrinus, it may be said that ^?, which

only occurs in poetry (comp. Ewald, Kl. Gr. § 575), is a later ab-

breviation of ^r?, and is not yet to be found in the Pentateuch, and

then that the not-people cannot possibly stand for : he who belongs

not to the people. 2. The name thus explained is in the highest

degree suitable. Similar Greek and Eoman names, as Androni-

cus, Nicodemus, Nicolas, as w^ell as German names, Simonis

a a. o. brings forward in the note. How exactly the name and

the thing harmonize, ch. xxii. 6, especially shows. What Balak

there says to Balaam, " Come, now, therefore, I pray thee, curse me
this people, for they are too mighty for me : peradventure I shall

prevail, that we may smite them, and that I may drive them out of

the land," may be viewed as a commentary on the name. 3. With

this derivation it is explained how the town having the same name
in 1 Chron. vi. 55, can appear elsewhere, Josh. xvii. 1 1 ; Judg. i.

27 ; 2 Kings ix. 27, under the name Ibleam, being compounded

from the future of yVa and ay. 4. The name of the son agrees then in

signification with that oH\\efather. Balaam is called son of Beor.*

T.yn from -^ya, absumsit, depavit, means destruction. Comp. Si-

monis p. 88. The father was so called on account of the destruc-

tivepower ascribed to his anathemas. 5. By this derivation the name
comes into connexion with the name ^7? (on which comp. Simo-

nis, p. 142), which ought to be so much the more maintained,

since Bela, one of those who appear under this name, the first

king of the Edomites, Gen. xxxvi. 32, was likewise a son of a

Beor ; whence it seems to follow, that this pair of names, Bela

* Comp. on Bosor, which is used instead of Beor in 2 Pet. ii. !•"), Vitringa, Ohnx.

8s. p. 1001, and Loscher, de caitsis ling. Hehr. p. '.ilO.

Z
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Or Balaam, and Beor, iu families which placed their honour
in producing powerful men, either in a corporeal or in a spiri-

tual respect, (comp. in reference to the connection of the two,

1 Kings xix. 17), was at that time very popular. How well,

with the derivation of Balaam approved of by us, and the expla-

nation of Beor, all harmonizes, even Simonis reminds us

—

8m-
ffuli ergo et Jilii et patres ah absumendo et ahsorhendo nomen
hahtierunt.

The explanation here given of the name, Jolm also followed in

the Apocalypse, who translates Balaam by NiKoXaoi;, and by
the name of the Nicolaitanes indicates false teachers, who, after

the pattern of Balaam, (whose name shows itself also in the misery

which befel Israel, in consequence of the seduction advised by

him), seduced the Church to heathen festivals, and to participate

in the excesses connected with them. In the letter to the Church

at Ephesus, it is said in ch. ii. G : aWa tovto e^et^, on
/xLcret^ TO, 6fjya tmv NiKoXairMV, a Kaycb /juau), with reference

to chap. ii. 2, where the same persons who are here called Nico-

laitanes, the false teachers, ai-e designated as the " evil :" oloa

ra epya crov, Kai rov kottov crov, Koi rr^v v'irofiovi)v aov, Koi

OTi ov Svvj} j3a(jrdaaL KaKoin;' koi eTrelpacracr tov<; \iyovra<; eav-

TOL"? aTToaroXov; /cat €upe<; avTov<; i^ei^Set?. Whilst iu the

Epistle to the Ephesiaus, praise is bestowed upoji them because

they had exterminated the doctrines of the modern Balaamites,

and these themselves, from the midst of them ; in the letter to the

Fergamites, they are reproved because they suffered these modern

Balaamites among them, ch. ii. 14, ] 5 : aXX e^co Kara aov oXiya,

OTL e')(eL(T eKdl Kparovvra^ rrjv BiSa')(i]v j3a\aa[x o<? eBiBaaKev rco

BaXaK ^aXelv aKcivSdXov evcoTriov tmv v'lwv lapaijX, ^ayeiv

elScoKoOvra fcal Tropvevaat' ovt(o<; e'^et? Kal av KpuTOvvra^ ti}V

BiBa'^ijv TMv NiKokalrcov ofjLoici)^. This latter passage is espe-

i;ially important, since it slicws what was to the author the jwin/

ofcomparison between the false teachers of the present period and

Balaam, on account of which he called them Nicolaitanes, that

is, Balaamites, conquerors or destroyers of the people. It is a

doctrine destructive to the Church, calling down upon it the anger

of God, that the Christian, without prejudice to his state of grace,

may participate in pagan modes of life, in heathen sacrificial

festivals, and even in tlie excesses connected with them, resting
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upon a diabolical misconstruction of the doctrine of Christian li-

berty, comp. 2 Pet. ii. 19. As Balaam, so also the false teachers

of the present time, proved themselves destroyers of the people,

and not that alone, they also brought upon the Church, by the

same means, the anger of God.

That the name of the Nicolaitanes in the Apocalypse is a mys-

tical one, ViTRiNGA has already afQrraed, with full confidence, in

Obs. 8ft. iv. c. 9, t. 2, p. 1002 {Nicolaitarum nomeii non pro-

prie, Hcd alviyfjiar(oh(o<i adhiheri et qiiidem cum res^pectu ad

Hebr. ti-jhz, domimit< populi), and in Commentary on the Apoca-

lypse, and he only errs in this respect, that he supposes Balaam

to be compounded from ^ya and ay, the lord of the people, in-

stead of from y-53 and ny ; that the author of the Apocalypse fol-

lowed the latter derivation, the phrase ^aXelv (XKavhaXov ivco-

TTLov TO)v vlS)v 'lapaTjX shews, by which he explains the name

Balaam. Against those who understand the name of the Nicolai -

tanes historically, and derive it from Nicolas, the head of a sect

(Dr Neander, in Ajyosf. Zcitalter, Th. 2, p. 320, 1st ed. still

leaves it undecided whether the Nicolaitanes were the followers of

a Nicolas, whose name occasioned the comparison, or whether

the name was formed for the designation of the essential likeness

to Balaam), we remark, 1. That it is improbable, from the whole

style of the Apocalypse, that the author should designate the false

teachers by their historic name. 2. Especially the parallel passage

in the letter to the angel of the Church in Thyatira, ch. ii. 20 :
cChX

e-yw Kara <tov. otl ac^et? t7]V jvvalKa 'Ie^a/3r]\, >) Xeyovaa

eavTTjv 7rpo(pP]Ti]v, naX BiBdaKec kol irXava tou9 e'/ioi'? oov\ov<;

TTopvevcrat Kal elboykoOvra (f^ayelv. With the same reason

with which the Nicolaitanes are refeiTed to Nicolas, the chief of

a sect, it might also be concluded from this passage, that in the

Apostolic times a woman whose name was Jezebel existed, who,

just as her namesake in olden time, sought to seduce the peo-

ple of God to participate in heathenish practices ; as indeed se-

veral, in consistent application of the false literal interpretation,

have really explained the passage de fotente et luxariosa ali-

qua femina, with no greater eiTor certainly than that, according

to which on: labours to refer, 1 Pet. v. 13, to the proper Babylon

and the wife of Peter, instead of the spiritual Babylon, Eome, and

the Church there. As everv sensible person must concede that

z 2
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the name Jezebel here is to be understood mystically, so with the.

undeniable relation of the passages under consideration, he cannot
avoid this acknowledgment also with regard to the Nicolaitanes.

'3. Were Nicolas to be thought the chief of a sect, then would
the writer, in ch. ii, 15, where the paralleHsing so much invites

to it, have spoken, instead of the Nicolaitanes, oi him. But he
knows no Nicolas at all, bat only Nicolaitanes, Even in ver. Ji, the

discoui se is not concerning one false apostle, but of several.

The existence of a later gnostic sect of the Nicolaitanes can-

not, indeed, perhaps be denied, com^.Dv ^E\KT)}i.R Kirchenges/i

.

I, 2, p. 774.Yet from the existence of this sect, we cannot infer

the existence of a Nicolas. The orthodox fathers of the Church,
through a misunderstanding, derive the Nicolaitanes from a false

teacher, Nicolas ; they find him again in the Nicolas of the

apostohc history, ch. vi. 5. Those false teachers, then, whose
glory was in their shame, took the man reviled by the orthodox
fathers for their patron, and invented a history worthy of such a

one for him And thereby the false historic apprehension of the

Apocalypse got confirmed among the orthodox fathers, and the

prejudice against the poor deacon Nicolas arose, who was equally

undeserving of the disgrace and of the honour.

NUMBERS XXII. 1.

" And the children of Israel set forward, and pitched in the

plains of Moab, on this side Jordan by Jericho."

The first question which occurs here is, whence did the chil-

dren of Israel set out ? Immediately before we are informed of

the capture of Bashan, and, according to the general opinion, the

children of Israel are supposed to have marched thence into the

Arboth Moab. Bnt Num. xxxiii. 48, appears to be in irrecon-

cileabJe opposition to this, where to the place of encampment in

the mountains of Abarim before Nebo, thus opposite Jericho, that

m the plains of Moab immediately succeeds :
" And they depart-

ed from the mountains of Abarim, and pitched in the plains of

Moab, by Jordan, near Jericho." Indeed, this passage necessi-

tates the conclusion that the whole of the Israelites were not en-

gaged in the expedition into upper Gilead and against Bashan, but

rather that the capture of these countries was effected by single
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bodies of troops sent out. For it is scarcely to be conceived,

if all Israel marched against Og, tliat no single stage out of this

long expedition should have been mentioned in the catalogue of

stations. Elsewhere this is expressly told us. The sons of Ma-
chir, according to Num. xxxii. 39, 40, captured Northern Gilead:

"And the children of Machir, the son of Manasseh, went to Gi-

lead and took it, and dispossessed the Amorite which was in

it. And Moses gave Gilead to Machir." That BusJian was

taken by Jair, and by Nobah serving under his command, on

which account also Jair, and under him Nobah, got this country

assigned to them, appears clear from Num. xxxii. 41, 42 ; Deut.

iii. 14, 15. Compare on these passages Gen. ofthe Pent. vol. ii.

p. 221, etsqq. Gad and Reuben, according to Num. xxxii., had

no claims upon the lowest part of the transjordanic country, con-

quered by the whole community of Israel. They founded their

request merely upon this, that they possessed a numerous stock of

cattle. They had evidently not contributed more to the conquest

than the rest, comp. ver. 4, •'5. It was otherwise with the half

tribe of Manasseh. They had claims. There was only that land

given to them which they had conquered with their sword and

bow. If we consider the matter more closely, we shall find it even

intimated in the principal narrative, that in the capture of the

northern part of the transjordanic country, the whole people did

not take part. It is said, fur instance, in chap. xxi. 31, "Thus
Israel dwelt in the land of the Amorites ;"'

a passage with which

is closely connected Num. xxxiii. 47, " And they pitched in the

mountains ofAbarim, before Nebo." Thence were bodies of troops

sent out, first against Jaazer and its neighbourhood, then against

Bashan, vers. 32-35. According to this the phrase, " and the

children of Israel set forward," is to be referred either simply to

chap. xxi. 31, or likewise to the expedition sent against Bashan,

for which see vers. 32-35, and to the head quarters, see ver. 31 :

" and they set forward," namely from the different places at which

they had before encamped.

We will give the discussion respecting the plains of Moab in

the geographical section.

The difficulty that the phrase jt-'? layia, here and in other pas-

sages of the Pentateuch, appears of paits, which from the point

of view of the author, lie on this side Jordan, has alreadv been
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removed by the iulbrmatiou in the Gen. of the Pent. vol. ii. p. 256,

that "z.s, -2^3, and '•xi-o, everywhere and without exception mean
the other s.ide ; biit that this side, and the other side, may be

used from a two-fold point-of-view^, either that of the individual

speaker or writer, or that of general and standing geographical

designations ; and that the latter phraseology is every where em-

ployed, where -^zyz or -jivn *ny»3 appears to have the signification of

this side Jordan, or even has given rise to the opinion that the

author of the Pentateuch had forgotten his part.*

CHAP. XXII. 2-2 1.

Balak, the king of Moab, in conjunction with the elders of Mi-

dian, seeks to ward ofi" the danger supposed to threaten him from

the Israelites. Despairing of the power of his gods to render

him aid; he sends an embassy to Balaam, whose fame was widely

spread through the deeds which he performed in the name of Je-

hovah, ilie same God from whom Israel derived all his greatness

and his successes, with the request that he would curse Israel, and

so rob him of the protection of his God. Balaam was certainly so

* This solution indeed presents itself in Mark, Comm. in Pent. p. 357: Moses,

ouni Israele adliuc trans Jiirdcneni Laercns, optinie teirum huie fluvio adjacentem ab

oricnte appellant potuit, non ns^iectu suae niansionis praesentis, sed veri situs ten-ae

priiecipuae Cananaeae, cujus raiione non tantum erat hie locus trans Jardeuem, sed

et ita passim appellatus iuisse videtur ab aevo, aeque ae dein Peraea et Transamnica,

etiara abiis, qui illic vel eraut, vel Labitabant ; hand aliter quain nos hodie Holhindiae

praecipuae respectu eos, qui in Hollandia uul Brabantia ultra ilium fluvium Labitant,

r.on tantum beic sed et ab ilia ipsa parte solemus appellare Trans Mosanos. Lately

has Welte declared himself against the view established in the Gen. of the Pent.

(Pretended^ Post Mosaic Traces in the Pent.Examined. Karlsr- 1841, p. 178. "Even
tile remnrkuble appearance—he observes—that in the book of .Joshua, (v. 1, ix. 1, xii.

7, xxii. 7) the cisjordanic country is repeatedly culled j-j'^in "3? cannot be explained."

To that it may be replied: Even the remarkable fact that "p-sin ^3? appears only in

the book of Joshua besides the Pentateucli, refutis the opinion approved by Welte
that -i3» may denote as well this side as that side of a river. Were this so, then there

appears no reason at allwhy it^ti "^ava should not appear also of the cisjordanic coun-

try in the remaining books. But the usage of l";1•^n "^253 in the book of Joshua is

explained upon our opinion from this, that, until the complete conquest, the country

" already subdued on the other side of the Jordan was the proper home of the Israelites.

Whether a contemporary is the author of the book or not, makes in tiiis respect no

difference. Even a later writer miglit use the designation, when lie placed himself in

the relations which existed at the time of Josliua. Until tlie complete conquest, the

Israelites were regarded as the inhabitants of the land, and this was to tlie Tsr;if-lites

the other side.
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far seduced by avarice and ambition that he did not immediately

reject the proposal of the king, as he ought to have dons ; but he

had yet so much of the fear of God, that he did so after the Lord

had expressly forbidden him to respond to the ofier. A second

embassy of the king he meets with the decided declaration, that

he will never speak anything else than what the Lord commanded ;

yet his passion seduced him the second time to enquire of the

Lord whether he might not comply with the desires of the king-

Hereupon permission is given him for the journey, yet subject to

a condition, which, as he would have immediately perceived, had

he not been blinded by his passion, made it entirely objectless

and impracticable. But Balaam eagerly accepts the permission

without examination, and sets off with the princes of Moab.

Ver. 2. "And Balak the son of Zippor saw all that Israel had

done to tJie Amorites. o. And Moab was sore afraid of the

people, because they were many ; and Moab was distressed

because of the children of Israel. 4. And Moab said unto the

elders of Midian, Now shall this company lick up all that are

round about us, as the ox licketh up the gi'ass of the field. And
Balak the son of Zippor was king of the Moabites at that time.

5. He sent messengers therefore unto Balaam the son of Beor, to

Pethor, which is by the river of the land of the children of liis

people, to call him, saying, Behold, there is a peojjle come out

from Egypt : behold, tliey cover the face of the earth, and they

abide over against me: 6. Come now, therefore, I pray thee,

curse me this people ; for they are too mighty for me : peradven-

ture I shall prevail, that we may smite them, and that I may
drive them out of the land : for I wot that he whom thou blessest

is blessed, and he whom thou cursest is cursed. 7. And the

elders of Moab and the elders of Midian departed, with the

rewards of divination in their hand ; and they came unto Balaam,

and spake unto him the words of Balak. 8. And ho said unto

them, Lodge here this night, and I will bring you word again,

as the Lord shall speak unto me : and the princes of Moab
abode with Balaam.

" 0. And God came unto Balaam, and said, What men ai'e

these with thee? 10. And Balaam said unto God, Balak the
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son of Zipper, king of Moab, hath sent unto me, saying, 1 1

.

Behold there is a people come out of Egypt, which covereth the

face of the earth : come now, curse me them ;
peradventure I

shall he able to overcome them and drive them out. 12. And
God said unto Balaam, Thou shalt not go with them ; thou

shalt not curse the people : for they are blessed.

" 13. And Balaam rose up in the morning, and said unto

the princes of Balak, Get you into your land : for the Lord

refuseth to give me leave to go with you. 14. And the princes

of Moab rose up, and they went unto Balak, and said, Balaam

refuseth to come with us.

"15. And Balak sent yet again princes, more, and more

honourable than they. 10. And they came to Balaam, and said

to him. Thus saith Balak the son of Zippor, let nothing, I pray

thee, hinder thee from coming unto me : 17. For I will promote

thee unto very great honour, and I will do whatsoever thou sayest

unto me : come, therefore, I pray thee, curse me this people. 18.

And Balaam answered and said unto the servants of Balak, If

Balak would give me his house full of silver and gold, I cannot

go beyond the word of the Lord my God, to do less or more.

19. Now, therefore, I pray you, tarry ye also here this night,

that I may know what the Lord will say unto me more.

" 20. And God came unto Balaam at night, and said unto

him, If the men come to call thee, rise up and go with them

;

but yet the word that I shall say unto thee, that shalt thou do.

"21. And Balaam rose up in the morning, and saddled his

ass, and went with the princes of Moab."

Ver. 2. What Israel had done to the Amorites, the overthrow

which they had brought upon the Amoritish kings, Sihon and

Og, and the conquest of their land, has been related in the fore-

going chap., comp. also Deut. ii. 30, iii. 1-8,

Ver. 3, The word yip, fastidire, appears in prose, except in 1

Kings xi. 25, only in the Pentateuch; even in poetry, in the later

books, but seldom ; on the contrary, yip is never found in the

Pentateuch. According to the received opinion, yp here, as in

Ex. i. 12: "But the more they afflicted them, the more they

multiplied and grew." ^^^^^^^I' ^^::!, and in Isaiah vii. I(i.
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should be taken, not in the sense of to loathe, but in the signi-

fication of to he afraid, comp. especially Gesentus on Is. i. p.

279. But since the sense of to loathe is acknowledged by all

as certain (Michaelis, Huppl. p. 21 70, observes: '' duobus
locis Gen. xxvii. 46, Num. xxi. 5, taediifastidiique notio ila

apta ut verecundia suheat earn negandi"), and since -pp is joined

with "'3£y just in this meaning in Gen. xxvii. 46 also, so we could

at all events be induced to give it up in a single passage only

by constraining reasons. Add to this, that the signification to

be afraid is not suitable either here or in Ex. i. 12. Here it

appears, as soon as ever it is received, a bare tautology ; in Ex.
i. 12, the discourse cannot be of a fear felt by the powerful

Egyptians on account of the impotent Israelites, but only of the

dissatisfoction which the inefficacy of their measures excited in

their minds ; in the following, how they treated them afresh. The
truth is that yip with n is construed of the cause, or person

ajffected with the feeling of loathing, with ^jes of those from

whom it proceeds, by whom it is excited. Where the object with

VT is not expressed, then is only the state of mind of loathing,

dissatisfaction, feeling ill at ease, intended to be expressed. The
loathing, the feeling ill, is here, as indeed the future with Vav
conversive would lead us to conclude, a consequence of the fear

entertained.—That the Moabites had no reason, to fear the Is-

raelites, appears clear from Deut. ii. 9, where, in reference to the

time when the Israelites came into the neighbourhood of Moab,

it is said, " And the Lord said unto me, Distress not the Moab-
ites, nor contend with them in battle : for I will not give thee of

their land for a possession, because I have given Ar unto the

children of Lot for a possession;" and yet more so from the beha-

viour of the Israelites, who, with anxious solicitude, had avoided

the least injury of the borders of the Moabites.* But the Moab-

* Israel had not marched through the country of the Moabites, but through the wil-

derness which bounded Moab on the east, apparently upon the present caravan line,

comp. Von Raumer, Pal, p. 261.—In this march along their eastern bordtrs, the

Moabites furnished the Israelites, for money, with bread and water, comp. Deut. ii. 28.

That they at that time did not deem it necessary to adopt measures against the Is-

raelites, must appear very natural. They hoped that their formidable conqueror Sihon

AYOuld with little trouble drive them back into the wilderness whence tljey had come.

As soon as this hope is demolished, they arouse themselves, yet without ventming to

meet in open conflict the conquerors of their conqueror.
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ites estimated the Israelites according to their own character,

with whom the will for conquest went just as far as the power,

and who acknowledged no boundaries which were set by love or

justice. The position which tlie Israelites occupied towards the

Moabites and Amorites, the conscientious sparing of their pro-

perty, and the fact that they did not deem themselves justified,

even by their unfriendly conduct, in engaging in hostilities against

them, confirms the opinion that the divine right in the single in-

stance in which it was maintained, rested not upon imagination

but upon reality.

Ver. 4. The words with which the Moabites here express their

anxieties to the Midianites, had, without doubt, this request in

their consequence, that they should join with them in seeking

means of deliverance from the common dangerous foe ; and to

this request the jMidianites responded, while they gave the advice

to call Balaam, who had become known to them as a trading

people, to curse Israel.* That the IVIidiauites took part in the

embassy which was sent to Balaam, is clear from ver. 7. The

Midianites here mentioned are indeed to be distinguished from

the Midianites between the iElanitic Gulf and Mount Sinai,

with whom Moses lived, comp. Ex. ii. 15, IG ; iii. 1 ; Num. x. 29,

30 ; although, without doubt, they belonged to the same race with

them. These Midianites dwelt in the east of the Moabitish, and of

the Moabitico-Amoritish territorv. That thev had dwelt alreadv

a long period in that neighbourhood, appears plain from Gen.

xxxvi. 35, accoi'ding to which even the yiy/z/V// king of theEdom-

ites (the eujlith belonged to the Mosaic time), " smote Midian in

the field of Moab." Comp. the geographical section on the field

of Moab. That these Midianites were not a very warhke peojile

in ancient times, appears even from this passage, according to

which they were conquered by the Edomites ; then from Josh,

xiii. 21, according to which Sihon, the king of the Amorites, who

tore away from the Moabites the greatest part of their territory,

likewise made them tributary,f a dependence from which they

were only delivered by the conquest ol' Sihon, and the overthrow

* That the Midianites, even in the time of the patriarchs, undertook distant com-

mercial journeys, is evident from Gen. xxxvii. 28.

+ The princes of Midian arc there called the vassals nf Sihon, " And iJI the king-
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of the Amoritish kiugclom by the Israelites ; finally, from the mea-

sures which they adopted against the Israelites, with whom they

would not venture to engage in honourable conflict, and from the

ease with which they were conquered in the war of revenge which

was vmdertaken against them. But in i\\Q period of the Juchjes

their roving bands, in alliance with Amalek and the sons of the

East, were formidable to the Israelites, comp. Judg. vi. 7, 8.

Since the time of Gideon these Eastern Midianites, who, accord-

ing to the nevertheless doubtful acceptation of the name, had a

capital, Midian,* {toivns they had at all events, comp. Num. xxxi.

10, where "all their cities and their shepherds' villages" are men-

tioned), disajjpear from history- While the writer speaks here

only of the elders of Midian, in Num. xxxi. 8, five kings of the

Midianites are brought forward by name, who in the war of

revenge are slain. In Josh. xiii. 21, the same persons are desig-

nated princes, Q^sibj. The " ^/flfer" is the ye/i^ra/ designation of

the Midianitish chiefs, who evidently, as the Israelites, had a

patriarchal constitution. The most powerful among the chiefs of

the single divisions of the tribe, who jointly formed the council of

the people, were distinguished by the title of princes or kings.

The words with which the king of Moab drew the attention of

the elders of Midian to the greatness of the danger which threat-

ened them—" Now shall this company lick up all that are round

about us, as the ox licketh up the grass of the field," are in the

highest degree fitting in the mouth of a shepherd prince, and remind

us powerfully of the sensitive perceptions which characterize the

language of uncivilized people. The clause, " And Balak, the son

of Zippor, was king of the Moabites at that time," was occa-

sioned by this, that the author had just spoken of Balak, the son

of Zippor, and then of Moab, without indicating more closely the

doinof Sihon, king of the Amorites, wMcli reigued in HesLbon, whom Moses smote

with the princes of Midian, Evi, and Rekem, and Zur, and Hur, and Eeba, which

were dukes (^3^03, vassals), of Sihon, dwelling in the country," (in opposition to the

Amorites who had pressed in) ; even this opposition shows that the Midianites were

settled already a long time in that neighbourhood. This incidental notice, concerning

a foregoing relation, and bearing in itself the warrant of its truth, is in rcseaixhes con-

cerning the credibilily of the Book of Joshua to be well observed.

* Sed alia civitas est o/xtoj/u/uos ejus (the town Madiau on the Red Sea) juxta

Arnonem et Areopolin, eujus nunc ruinae tantummodo demonstrantur. Comp. Von
Eaumer, Pal. p. 276.
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relation in which both stood to one another. For his contempo-

raries, of whom the author in writing thought first, such an

indication was unnecessary. But the author added it by way of

supplement, since he recollected that he likewise writes iox poste-

rity, who could only know so much of the relation of Balak and

Moab to one another as he told them.—That next to the Moab-

ites and Midianites, the Ammonites also took pait in the league

against Israel, does not foUow, as is frequently supposed, from

Deut. xxiii. 4, 5, " An Ammonite or Moabite shall not enter into

the congi-egation of the Lord, .... because they met you not with

bread and with water in the way, when ye came forth out of Egypt,

and because they hired ("?) against thee Balaam," kc. Rather is

the misdeed committed by &j)art there attributed to the u/iofe,

on account of the unity of the races, just as in Judg. xi. the king

of the Amorites treats the cause which properly concerns the

Moabites as the common cause of the race
—

" Israel has taken

my land." That the children of Ammon took no part in the

transaction, leads rather to this conclusion, that '^ss refers to the

whole people in opposition to ^'=7?., which refers to the part. That

the fact that the Ammonites took no part in the sending for

Balaam was an accidental circumstance, and that the considera-

tion of the guilt as common was legitimate, follows from this, that

in the Jirst fault mentioned, the Ammonites did really take part,

and thereby showed that the unbrotherly, loveless disposition of

which the plan of Moab was a developement, belonged also to

them.

Ver. 0. The expression n^-. , which evidently is the name of

the place where Balaam dwelt, with the n locale, the Vulgate took

as an appellation, and as a designation of Balaam, and translated it

by ariolum. Perhapswe may maintain as correct the derivation from

the verb -^rz, which appears in Gen. xli. 8, of the interpretation of

dreams (comp. the V"*?? in xl. 8, 1 1, xli. 11), and suppose that the

dwelling place of Balaam bore its name from the possessors of a

secret art, who there had a principal seat. That in later times

the Babylonish magi concentrated themselves in single towns,

almost after the manner of the Egyptian and IsraeUtish priests'

towns, appears clear from Plin. H. N., vi. 25, Strabo, xvi. 1 ;

comp. MuNTER, Rel. der Bahi/l., p. Sf). That Balaam, as con-

juror and soothsayer, did not stand alone in his place, seems to
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be plain from the name oihi's, father, comp. p. 353. But natu-

rally the language can here only be of an uncertain conjecture,

against which maybe yet asserted, that to the Hebrew "^ns corres-

ponds in Aramaic -fst.—That even in ancient times intercourse

existed between the country on tlie Euphrates and the Arabian

desert which bordered it on the other side, is evident, among other

places, from Gen. xxx\d. 37, according to which one of the Edo-
mitish kings was from Rehoboth on the Euphrates. The addition^

" the land of the children of his people," should remind us that

Balaam dwelt in Aram not perhaps after the manner of Jacob,

but rather was an Aramean by birth and descent. This seems,

moreover, to elevate the signification of his utterances— the fact

that he blessed Israel appears in so much more wonderful light.

Ver. 0. How foolish was the expectation which Balak had
placed upon Balaam, the hope which he founded upon him, is

strikingly developed by Calvin. He says, " Ctqnt Balak clivi-

nitus libera }i a periculo : modum comminiscitur, si exorcismos

redimat a mercenario propheta. Atqiii hoc modo deiim stii.s

Jigmentis ohstringit ac suhjicit.—Deiim a se ipso separat. Sci-

scitariprimo oportuerat, qnaenam esset del voluntas et ad eum
placandum sincerajidepreces concipere, quod praecipium omit-

tens, tantum venali henedictione contentus est." But Balak stands

by no means alone in his false belief; rather was the opinion widely

spread throughout heathenism of a power which those standing nigh

to the deity exercised over him by means of charms and exorcisms

Classical, in reference to this, is the passage in Pliny, Hist. Nat.
xxxviii. 3, et sqq. (comp. Haetung, Bel. der Romer, i. p. 103,
et sqq.), " There is a great and still undecided question, whether
the words and language of enchantment have any effect. Cer-

tainly the personal conviction of all sensible persons rejects the

supposition, but in general the practice of every period continues

to have respect to the belief. With regard to this entire contro-

versy, our ancestors have always cherished only this persuasion,

and even have held the most difl&cult not to be impossible, namely,
to di-aw away the flashes of hghtning, as has been shown by
us in its place. Lucius Piso mentions, in the first book of his

Annals, that king Tulhus Hostilius had attempted, according to

Numa's prescription, to draw do\vn Jupiter from heaven by the

same ceremonies as these: but since he overlooked something
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in the rites, he was smitten by liglitning ; many others mention

that by words the destiny of powerful states, and the signification of

the augury concerning them, might be changed.

—

VerriusFlac-

cus brings forward credible witnesses for this, that at the assault-

ing of towns it was customary, by means of the Roman priests,

first of all to supplicate the tutelary deities, and to promise to

them the same, or even more considerable service, than to those

at Rome. (The form, Hartung observes in the note, is found

preserved by Macrobuis Sat. 3, 9. Livy gives an example, v.

21, et sqq.) And this ceremony is yet retained in the disciphne

of the augurs ; it is even known that on this account the tu-

telary deity of Rome is kept secret, in order that a similar thing

should not be done by their enemies."

—

Plutarch, in the Life

of Crassi/s, p. 553, says, after he has informed us of the curses

which the tribune of the people, Ateius Capito, lays upon

Crassus, when he would go out to war against the Parthiaus :

—

" The Romans ascribe such power to these mysterious and

ancient imprecations, that no one escapes upon whom they have

been invoked ;" comp. on Enchantment and Conjuring among

the Greeks, Creuzer, Die Mylhol. pt. i. p. 180. Several, for

instance, Mark on the passage, have thought that the question

here is not concerning a vain delusion, but that the curse of

Balaam spoken against Israel would have been povv'erfully ef-

fective ; or else the turning away of this curse could not be

pronounced as a great favour shown to Israel, as it is in Deut.

xxiii. 5: "Nevertheless the Lord thy God would not hearken

unto Balaam, but the Lord thy God turned the curse into a

blessing unto thee, because the Lord thy God loved thee." Josh,

xxiv. 10 :
" But I would not hearken unto Balaam; therefore he

blessed you still : so I delivered you out of his hand." See

Mich. vi. 5; Neh. xiii. 2. But this argument is of no force ;

even the turning away of a curse inoperative in itself remains a

favour, when that curse, by the superstition of those M'ho heard

it, not less of Israel than of his pagan foes, must receive a signi-

ficance which it had not in itself, and must exercise an animating

influence upon the enemies, and produce a dispiriting effect upon

the Israelites. Add to this, that the divine action did not stop

with warding off the curse by Balaam, but also compelled him to

hlean, and that the blessing out of his mouth was a strong proof
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of the election of Israel. But of/ainKt this view decides the

idea of Jehovah already uttered in the name: in his, the abso-

lutely inde})endent province, the discourse cannot he o{ force

and compuhion ; his servants are, in blessing and cursing, un-

conditionally dependent on him ; the significance of their utter-

ances is conditional only in this respect—that they, as true inter-

preters, announce his will, which to know clearly forms their sole

prerogative. Only in this sense, for instance, Noah cursed Ham,
and Isaac blessed Jacob. Just because paganism was wanting

in the knowledge of a real absolute God, is the reason of the

origin of that false belief. Gods of human invention can neverdeny

their origin, never entirely withdraw themselves from dependence

upon those who have produced them. But Balaam himself de-

cidedly obviates this opinion. He declares, repeatedly and em-

phatically, that in blessing and cursing he was absolutely depend-

ent upon Jehovah, whose will no mortal was able to change

;

comp. xxii. IS; xxiii. 8, 12, and, more especially, xxiii. 19, 20.

How firmly he was convinced that he could do nothing without

God, his later counsel for the seduction of Israel furnishes proof,

which is a declining, founded upon fact, of the power ascribed to

him byBalak, of being able to effect a change in God. The ex-

pression, ''peradventtire we shall smite them," has appeared to

many as irreconcileable with the following—an unconditional

confidence expressed in the magical povi-er of Balaam: "fori

wot that he whom thou blessest is blessed, and he whom thou

cursest is cursed," and they have therefore assigned a different

meaning to "*'»«. But even if Balak had the absolute conviction

of the efficacy of Balaam's curse, yet he might still doubt whether

this curse would bring down Israel so low, that he, with his power

so much weakened by the Amorites, might overcome them

;

and it w^as indeed confidence enougli in the performance of

Balaam, when he could excite in his mind even Itojw in reference

lo this result, since, apart from the operation of the curse, he

could not even for a moment think of measuring himself witli

Israel.

Ver. 7. The word ^^P, properly means soothsayh:!g, then the re-

ward for the soothsaying, and what was connected with it, con-

juring and cursing; as "^-f properly signifies joyful intelligence ;

then, in 2 Sam. iv. 10. like the Greek evayyekioi'. the wages for
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the good news ; rs-jn, sin, tlien the equivalent for sin, the sin-

offeriny. What the messengers brought with them to Balaam

was only the earnest money; comp. ver. 17.

.Ver. 8. While several modern writers have allowed themselves

to be deceived by the pious appearance which Balaam assumes in

this first answer, and in the following up to ver. 21, and then

know not how to deal with the section, ver. 22-35,* older writers

have clearly perceived the impiety concealed under this appearance.

Thus for instance, Calvin observes :
—

" Primo intuitu sanctum

obedienti(B studium pree se fert, duni nihil tentare audet nisidei

permissu et recusat pedeni movere donee responsuni acceperit.

Sed euni sollicitat occulta cupiditas, ut quod rectum non esse

sentit, a deo tamen quasi licitando impetret." Balaam knew the

choice of Israel. The contents of his prophecies show this, espe-

cially the resting of them upon the promises to the patriarchs,

which he must frequently have revolved in his mind. He knew

also without enquiring of Jehovah, what answer to return to the

messengers, and if he yet enquires, this can only be exj^lained

upon the supposition, that his inclination darkens his otherwise

clear knowledge, exhibits to him that as possible and attainable

by entreaties, the impossibility of which he well knew. But so far

reaches yet his fear of God, that he, if the Lord decides unfa-

vourably to his inclination, will not follow his disposition, but

will submit to God. Opinions, such as those of De Geer, that

he, determined to follow his inclinations, merely pretended that

he would consult Jehovah, in order that he might acquire greater

authority and honour, originate in a want of insight into the cha-

racter of Balaam. The phrase, " Lodge here this night," in our

passage, and in ver. 19, as well as the declaration, " and God came

unto Balaam at night," in ver. 20, show that Balaam was gene-

rally made a partaker of divine communications by night. But it

* Thus, for exaniiile, Hoffman observes, in tlie Encyd. von Ersch and Griiher pt. 10.

p. 184. "lu the whole relation, Num. xxii, et sqq. he is represented as a true and

obedient prophet, who has no regard to gain, who says nothing of himself, but merely

utters the divine inspirations ; it is therefore remarkable that .Jehovah is angry with

him, and on this account should have placed an angel in the way on his journey to tlie

king of Moab. Num. xxii. 22-35. Several attempts have been made to solve this con-

tradiction ; the whole section, ver. 22-35, is indeed to be regarded, even if not with

Winer, as an interpolation occasioned by Num. xxxi. 16, yet as a passage bonowed
from another source."
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does not thence follow, tli9,t God revealed himself to Balaam in

dreams, as he did to Abimelech, according to Gen. xx. 3, and to

Laban, according to Gen. xxxi. 24 ; against which seems to speak

the fact, that here the communication from God was confidently

expected, which does not appear to be suitable to the dream,

since in that case it follows entirely unexpectedly. Even for the

second mode of divine manifestation to the prophets, by visions,

(comp. Num. xii. 6), the night, with its darkness and silence

checking the impression of the external world, was especially fitted.

How very much the intercourse of Balaam with God was depen-

dant upon these external conditions, as proof of his low standing

point, which did not allow him to shut himself from the world in

a purely subjective manner, appears clear from chap. xxiv. 3. 15.

Comp. on those passages

Ver. 9. The vision must have appeared to Balaam as really

divine, otherwise he would not have attended to it contrary to his

inchnation. The enquiry, " what men are these," serves not

merely to open the discourse, but would, by the severe and threaten-

ing tone in which, without doubt, it was pronounced, serve to

awaken his slumberihg conscience, to lead him to reflection upon

the proposal of these men, and to break the power of his sinful

inclination, which had brought him into a false position with regard

to that proposal. Calvin : interrofjando, qui sint viri illi, per-

versum ejus affectum oblique castiyat.

Ver. 15. It did not apparently escape the observation of the first

messengers of Balak, that Balaam had only dismissed them with

a reluctant disposition ; and they had at the same time perceived

the passions which inclined him to their proposition—his ambition

and his avarice. Upon these passions the second embassy

reckoned, in its composition of "princes, more, and more honour-

able, than they," and in its alluring proposals. In this manner

Balak hoped easily to overcome his former reluctance, whether it

were, that he traced it, as he apparently did, to the remains of

weak fear of God, or regarded it only as an artifice, by which he

would obtain better conditions. Calvin \Jlexiloqua sua excusa-

tione visus est accendere desiderium stulti regis, quo pluris suam
maledictionem venderet.

Ver. 17. The promise, "I will promote thee imto very great

honour," Clericus would refer merely to the gifts, presents, the

a a
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fee. But as little as these are to be excluded, as the answer of

Balaam shows, so too the expression, " princes, more, and more

honourable than they," ni ver. 15, and the circumstance that

Balak goes to meet him even to the very borders of his temtory

in chap. xxii. 36, show that the honour did not consist merely in

the gifts.

Ver. 18. The first part of the answer of Balaam, contained in

this verse, cannot be separated from the second, in the following,

containing the request to the messengers, that they should remain,

in order that he might hear what the Lord Avould further say to him.

Calvin : etui autem videtur impostor in hoc secundo responso

lonye atiimosior, qitam pritis mox tamen detecto fuco prodit

duplicem animum. With justice Calvin observes, in reference

to this second part : hue tendit conatus Bileami, ut dens re-

tractando se ipsum ahnegit, which pui"pose he designates as p)lus

quam sacrileyia impietas. He ventures not to act directly

against God, but, in sinful and foohsh blindness, hopes that God,

from favour to his passion, will change his will, and consequently

deny his essence, upon which his will rests. Moreover, the words,

" If Balak would give me his house full of silver and gold," show

that already the offers of the king had made a deep impression

on Balaam, and that he would willingly be at his service if he

only dared. The expression " I cannot," indicates not a physical

but a moral inability, resting upon moral awe of God and fear of

his punishment. The phrase, " go beyond the mouth of the Lord,"

is explained by 1 Sam. xv. 24 :
" And Saul said to Samuel, I

have sinned, for I have transgressed, •<Trs3, the commandments

(mouth) of the Lord, and thy words. ' Compare the parallel

passage : to despise the word of the Lord, in ver. 23, and the

opposite passage : to hear the voice of the Lord, in ver, 22.

According to this, to " go beyond the mouth of the Lord," is

to transgress his command ; comp. the expression, to " transgress

the covenant of the Lord," in Deut. xvii. 2 ; Josh, xxiii. 16. In

the phrase, " to do less or more," the doing refers not to the act

in a narrow sense, but to the word which he was to speak, as

appears clear from the nature of the case—the acting which was

desired from Balaam, was indeed a discourse—from the compari-

son of the passage, " yet the word which I shall say unto thee,

that shall thou do," ver. 20, and especially from chap. xxiv. 13,
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where the declaration, " I cannot go beyond the commandment of

the Lord, to do either good or bad of my own mind," is explained

by that which immediately follows, " what the Lord saith, that will

I speak."

Ver. 20. How the permission of God for the journey here

given is to be harmonised with the previous refusal to let Balaam

go, and with the following, " God's anger was kindled because he

went," and this latter again with the new instruction to go with

the Moabitish princes, has been shown in Gcii. of the Pent. vol.

ii. p. 385. Since this explanation is not of small importance

for the understanding of the history of Balaam, for the sake of

those who may not have the Gen. of the Pent, at hand, we
shall give it in the note.* Here we shall only remark, that

* "God the unchangeable," Hartman remai-ks (p. 499,) "to-day forbids Bahiam to

go with the messengers, ver. 12 ; and the next day, as if he had altered bis mind, he

commands him to undertake the journey in their company, ver. 20. And when he was
now upon the road, according to ver. 22, the anger of Jehovah was kindled against

him. When now Balaam, confounded by this inexplicable appearance, is disposed to

return, (" now, therefore, if it displease thee, I will yet me hack again), he all at once

receives the order, " Go icith the men," ver. 35.

We may feel assured that this statement is founded on a misunderstanding. The
name Jehovah is a pledge that it could never enter the thoughts of any Israelite to

attribute such childish fickleness to God. And, moreover, Balaam himself says,

God is not a man, that he should lie

;

Neither the son of man that he should repent

:

Hath he said it, and shall he not do it ?

Or hath he spoken, and shall he not make it good ?

Num. xxiii. 19.

He, and the author who introduces him speaking thus, had, therefore, the clearest know-
ledge of the unchangeableness of God.

In vers. 6-17, the mention of the journey is always in close connection with the

cursing. Ver. 6, " Gome now, therefore, curse me this })eople ;" ver. 11, " Come now,
curse me them ;" ver. 12, " A)id God said unto Balaam, thou shall not (jo with them ;

thou shall not curse the people." Togo is here so absolutely tantamount to curse, that

the cop«/rt is omitted ; vers, li, 16, 17. How could this be otherwise? Neither Baliik

nor Balaam would have gained anything by the mere going of tlie latter. Neither

Balak's striving for the destruction of the Israelites, nor Balaam's avarice and ambi-

tion, could have found their account in that.

In ver, 20, this connection is removed by a limiting clause, "And God came unto

Balaam at night, and said unto him, If the men come to call thee, rise up and go with

them ; but yet the ivord that I shall say unto thee, that shall thou do." The former injunc-

tion had been given against the going //( concrcto, ^vith a specific design, but here only

the going in ahstraclo is permitted; so that nothing is here permitted to Balaam which
was before forbidden him. On the coutrai-y, the former prohibition is expressly re-

peated in the clause that is appended to the permission.

The words, " Eisc up and go ivith them," can be considered only as permissive on
account of the clause, " hut yet the icord that I shall say unto thee," which is also

Aa 2
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the expression, " if the men come to call thee," is only in the

prevailing intention of Balaam, a reason suggested by his

sinful inclination ; such honour and such gain are not yet to be

rejected. Precisely because the reason is only a subjective one,

can the " go with them" be also understood only permissively,

and the anger of God is justly excited against Balaam, "because

he"—according to Luderwald's expression— " preferred the

lesser permission to the more powerful and positive first prohibi-

tion," he had decided against his conscience in the case com-

mitted to his conscience. In ver. 35, although the words are

pretty much the same as those in this, the circumstances are yet

essentially diiferent. Balaam had now once given his word to

the Moabitish messengers. He might now accompany them,

with the simple intention to fulfil it, whilst before, when it was

in his power to say yea or nay, it was an off"ence to go with

them. It may be observed also, as a punishment to Balaam,

evident from the words, "if the men come to call thee." If tbou thiukest that thou

canst not absolutely refuse the invitation, why, so let it be ! thou mayest go.

As we have already reiuaiked, the prohibition against the going in concreto was

directed at the same time against the going altogether, since, apart from what was

forbidden, it would have no rational object. That the two are here sepai-ated from

one another—that the one is forbidden and the other permitted—takes place only in

reference to Balaam's sinful inclination. It was from the beginning agreeable to

God's will that Balaam should go. God meant to employ him as an instrument for

his purpose. But this could not happen till Balaam's inclination had prompted him

to make God an instrument for his own purpose. At first, therefore, his welfare is

consulted, by simply forbidding the going, which would lead him to destruction ; af-

terwiirds, as a punishment for his sinful inclination, the going is permitted.

There is no necessity with De Geee {de Bileamo, Utrecht, 1816, p. 39), and

others, to torture the twenty-second verse by forced interpretations. The meaning of

the clause, " And God's anger was kindled because he went," is evident from the pre-

ceding remarks. It was uunecessai^ to add, " In order to curse Israel," or some-

thing of the kind, as the Arabic translation con-ectly translates, according to the

matter of fact, ideo quod lucri cupiditate ductus ahierat. For, if Balaam had not

had an evil design, running counter to God's command, he would not have gone.

He thought to himself to have (to begin withj, got leave to go ; everything else will

be sure to follow.

Since God's anger was directed against Balaam's going with u definite intention,

it involves no contradiction, when afterwards his going was permitted. The ^ym
in ver. 32, " because thy nay is perverse before vw," was erroneously interpreted by

Balaam of the journey in ubstruclo ; and very naturally, for he was going only to do

what he ought not to do. In ver. 35, he is taught that the journey in concreto was in-

tended.

—

Jlyland's Translation,
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that now he was not merely permitted to go with them, hut was

commanded to do so. The journey which he at first undertook

in the service of liis sinful inchnation, he must now, after every

hope of satisfying it had disappeared, continue in the service of

God.

CHAP. xxTi. 22-85.

The opinion of De Geer, that the occurrence here narrated

took place nearly in the neighhourhood of the land of Moah, is

founded entirely upon psychological grounds. The nearer Ba-

laam approached to the end of his journey, the more powerfully

did the honours and the possessions which awaited him there

attract him. It was only gradually that the passion could so

hlind his heart, that he had no longer open eyes to perceive that

which lay before him. In the very presence of the temptation,

the powerful warning was at last especially well applied.

The ambition and avarice, which had before been powerfully

excited in Balaam, increased rapidly on the journey, and threat-

ened to choke the very last remains of the fear of God. If

he was left to himself, it was to be expected that, in compli-

ance with the desire of Balak, he v.-ould curse Israel. This

curse would certainly in itself have been destitute of mean-

ing. But for the consciousness of Israel, and that of his ene-

mies, it had great significance. With the great reputation which

preceded him, it must have operated to disspirit the Israelites,

and to encourage their foes, and this so much the more since

Balaam represented himself as the servant of the God of Is-

rael. If, on the contrary, he uttered a blessing instead of the

desired curse, this would have exerted a still more powerful

influence ; since in this respect he acted against his own interest,

which, as was generally known, lay very near his heart. A
divine influence pervading the natural developement was, in this

circumstance, sufficiently indicated. The disposition which he

exhibited, situated as he was at first to the divine manifestation,

shows how fiir matters had proceeded with liim, and how neces-

sary this interposition was if the curse was to be averted. The
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appearance of the angel of the Lord, which is visible even to

the ass, shuns his eye, darkened by sin. Cum magno pro-

phefa dedecore, observes Calvin, patefacta fuit prius ashm

angeli gloria. . . Visiones extraordinarias atite jactahat,

nunc quod hesti(e ocuUs expositum est, eum fugit. Unde haec

tanta cacilas, nisi ex avaritia, qua sic fuerat ohstupefactus,

ut turpe lucrum sanctce dei vocationi prceferret. The resist-

ance of the ass, occasioned by the threatening appearance of the

angel of the Lord, and appointed to bring him to himself in a

way which would put him to shame, he at first traces to blame

-

able refractoriness, and his anger turns against her, instead of

being directed against himself. Yet, when this misapprehension

is removed by the words which the ass addresses to him, refer-

ring to the true obedience which she had rendered to him before,

then he repents, the power of sin is broken, and, thus prepared,

God can open his eyes, so that he should see the angel with a

drawn sword standing in the way before him. The serious

waraing and threatening which the angel addresses to him finds

a hearing. He acknowledges that he has sinned, and prays to

be allowed to retuni. But, since it was the design of God, not

merely that he should not curse, but that he should Mess, he

receives the instruction to continue his journey ; only he should

speak nothing else than what God should say to him.

Ver. 22. " And God's anger was kindled because he went

;

and the angel of the Lord stood in the way for an adversary^

against him. Now he was riding upon his ass, and his two

servants were with him. 23. And the ass saw the angel of the

Lord standing in the way, and his sword drawn in his hand
;

and the ass turned aside out of the way, and went into the

field ; and Balaam smote the ass to turn her into the way. 24.

But the angel of the Lord stood in a path of the vineyards, a

wall being on this side, and a wall on that side. 25. And when

the ass saw the angel of the Lord, she thrust herself unto the

wall, and crushed Balaam's foot against the wall; and he smote

her again. 20. And the angel of the Lord went further, and

stood in a narrow place, where was no way to turn either to tlio

right hand or to the left. 27. And when tlie ass saw the angel
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of the Lord, she fell down under Balaam ; and Balaam's augei'

was kindled, and he smote the ass with a staff. 28. And the

Lord opened the mouth of the ass ; and she said unto Balaam,

What have I done unto thee, that thou hast smitten me these

three times ? 29. And Balaam said unto the ass, because thou

hast mocked me : I would there were a sword in mine hand, for

now would I kill thee. 30. And the ass said unto Balaam, Am
not I thine ass, upon which thou hast ridden ever since I was

thine unto this day ? was I ever wont to do so unto thee ? And
he said. Nay. 31. Then the Lord opened the eyes of Balaam,

and he saw the angel of the Lord standing in the way, and his

sword drawn in his hand ; and he bowed down his head, and fell

flat on his face. 32. And the angel of the Lord said unto him,

Wherefore hast thou smitten thine ass these three times ? Behold,

I went out to withstand thee, because thy way is perverse before

me. 33. And the ass saw me, and turned from me these three

times : unless she had turned from me, surely now also I had

slain thee, and saved her alive. Si. And Balaam said unto the

angel of the Lord, I have sinned ; for I knew not that thou

stoodest in the way against me ; now, therefore, if it displease

thee, T will get me back again. 35. And the angel of the Lord
said unto Balaam, Go with the men ; but only the word that

I shall speak unto thee, that thou shalt speak. So Balaam went

with the princes of Balak."

The principal inquiry which presents itself in this section, is,

whether the speech of the ass is to be understood as a subjective

or as an objective occurrence ; w^hether the words which ai'e as-

cribed to the ass, really proceeded from her, and were audible to

the external ears of Balaam and of his companions, or wdiether

the discourse existed only for the mental perception of Balaam,
he understanding the words in the look of the ass. Before we
answer this inquiry, we must observe that the two views are not

so far distant from each other as might at first appear. Upon tlie

supposition that it was an internal incident, there remain still

all the essentials of hmguage—what the ass speaks ; she speaks
nothing but what her look says to the seer ; she it is that rebukes
the prophet, the voice lent to her is only her interpreter. Accord-
ing to the external conception, the speaking in substance belongs
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not the less to God than upon the internal notion ; from him

proceeds not merely the thought, which alone makes the word to

he properly a word (Bochart, although firmly holding the ex-

ternal view, is yet compelled to observe

—

7ion tamen hie verus

fiiit ashiae senno : sermo enim est imago mentis. Et rov Xo-

701/ TrpocpoptKov praecedit 6 evhidOero'i. At in asina nihilfuit

tale. Nou capiebat animo voces, quas ore suo proferehat),

hut even the word itself, for the production of which all the main

conditions were wanting in her organization. Only in appear-

ance, then, even according to this apprehension of the occuiTence,

did the discourse proceed from the ass. The inquiry therefore

presents itself thus : Did God cause the ass to speak to Balaam

internally or externally—did he make her essential speech intelli-

gible to Balaam, so that the word fi"om the mouth of the ass,

which at all events belonged to God alone, reached his outward,

or so that it reached his inward ear ? It is obvious at once, that

as far as the case is concerned, both views are perfectly the same ;

the difference is pm"ely formal. The distinction only becomes

essential \i the contrast of the internal and the external is changed

into that of the real and the unreal, if the imagination is substi-

tuted for the vision.

In favour of the external character of the incident, then, its advo-

cates, who have not always distinctly enough perceived the difference

between that and the reality of the occurrence, have adduced the

following reasons. 1 . In an historical book, and in a narrative

bearing an historical character, the subjectiveness of an incident

ought not to be arbitrarily assumed, if this is not expressly

stated. But, in opposition to this argument, it is easy to cite a

large number of cases from the sacred writings, where, in histo-

rical narrations concerning internal occurrences, there is no

express intimation that they are to be understood subjectively;

a fact which is thus explained, that the distinction between the

internal and the external, as being a more formal one, comes but

little into consideration with the writers ; and therefore even in

those cases where they notice either the one or the other, they do

this only very briefly and incidentally. As it is certain, that,

according to the opinion of the sacred writers, api)earances in

visions and dreams had the same reahty as those in waking cir-

cumstances (and this is made clear even by Numb. xii. 6 alone,
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where visions and dreams are pointed out as the ordinary ways

of imparting the knowledge of God to the prophets), so also it is

certain that it was not absohitely necessary to note exactly where

the one and where the other had a place ; this necessity only

exists for modern consciousness, to which vision and dream

border upon the imagination, and are regarded as belonging

entirely to subjectivity. Yet we will adduce a number of ex-

amples of internal occurrences, which are not expressly indi-

cated as such. That Abraham received, in a night vision, the

command to offer up his son as a burnt- offering, is nowhere ex-

pressly stated, and yet it is pre-supposed in the expression,

" And Abraham rose up early in the morning," in Gen. xxii. 3,

Just so it is also with the command of God to Abraham in Gen.

xxi. 12, 13, that he, consenting to the request of Sarah, should

send away Ishmael and Hagar ; where also, in ver. 14, it fol-

lows, " And Abraham rose up early in the morning." In Gen.

XV., only the word of God to Abraham, mentioned immediately

at the beginning, is indicated by a single term, as addressed to

him internally (" the word of the Lord came unto Abraham in a

vision," ver. 1) ; and yet it cannot be doubted that \\iq following

circumstances also belong to the vision. In favour of this sup-

position may be urged, besides the analogy, the nature of the

thing narrated. According to ver. 5, Abraham is led into the

open air, and pointed to the stars of heaven ; on the contraiy,

according to ver. 12, the sun is only near setting. Then, in the

day, Abraham saw the stars of heaven, which is only possible in

vision. To a subjective apprehension of the occurrence, the con-

tents of ver. 1 1 also conduct, which, upon the supposition of its

external character, are incomprehensible. The two prophetic

conditions mentioned in Numb. xii. appear united in this

chapter. By day, Abraham had a vision, vers. 1-11; at the

going down of the sun, he fell into a prophetic sleej), and the

revelation which Abraham received in this state, and which is

closely connected with that which he received in the vision, is

narrated in vers. 12-21.— The appearance of the angels with

which, according to Gen xxxii. 2, Jacob was favoured at Maha-

naim, on his return from Messopotamia, must have been a

mental one, according to the analogy of that which exactly cor-

responded to it, which Jacob received when he went to Messopo-
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taraia, Gen. xxviii. 12, of which it is expressly remarked that it

took place in a dream. And yet there is not a word to intimate

that the incident was a mental one. Suhjectively, also, even

according to the analogy of the fact immediately preceding it, is

the struggle of Jacob to be understood, although, even with re-

spect to this, there is no express notice of the author pointing to

its internal character. To its subjectiveness, also, the passage

Hos. xii. 4 refers, " Yea, he had power over the angel, and pre-

vailed : he wept and made supplication unto him," for in an ex-

ternal conflict and struggle we do not prevail by prayer and

tears. Mich. :
" Modus et meduim signijicatur, quo praevahiit

Jacohus, quod ex verbis historiae in Genesi facile colligi el

concludi potest et ex inspiratione divina habuit Hoseas."—
The bush which burned with fire, and yet was not consumed,

Moses saw in vision, at least according to the opinion of Stephen.

For opajxa, by which he, according to Acts vii. 31, designates

the thing seen (6 he Mojcrr}? chotv iOavfxaae to opa^a), is used

in the New Testament always, and especially in the Acts of the

Apostles very frequently, of visions of internal contemplation,

comp. Acts ix. 10, x. 3, 17, 19, xi. 5, xii. 9, 11, xviii. 9, Matt,

xvii. 9. In 1 Sam. iii 1, et sqq., the voice which Samuel hears

is not otherwise spoken of than if it were an external voice ; that

Samuel himself deemed it such follows from this, that he thought

Eli called him. And yet it is clear that the author regarded the

voice as an internal one, from the accompanying words in ver. 1 :

" And the word of the Lord was precious in those days ; there

was no open vision ;" according to which the occurrence must

have the character of ft vision pn ; then also from ver. 15,

" And Samuel feared to show Eli the vision," '"5"^^. The word
'^5"'^ is always used of internal visions, sights. When the indirect

and incidental references to the subjective character of the inci-

dent cannot come into notice, then it is certain that the author,

without further observation, narrates internal incidents in the

series of the external, and we are justified, when reasons lead to

it, in assuming this in other passages, where those indirect and

incidental references are wanting. In the New Testament, John xii.

28, 29, is especially instructive. In that passage the Apostle speaks

of a voice which came from heaven, in a manner in which we would

only speak of an external perfectly audible voice {rfkOev ovv (fxovr]
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eK Tov ovpavov : koX iSo^aaa koX ttoXiv So^daco) ; and yet it is

plain from what follows that it belonged in substance to the pro-

vince of the inner sense, and that it only seemed to the outward

sense as a hollow noise. Only the spiritually developed under-

stand the precise words ; the less advanced certainly observe that

something was spoken, but not what ; the multitude hear merely

a noise (6 ovv 6^\o<i 6 ecrro)? koI aKovawi, eXeye /3povTr]v yejo-

vevat' aXkoL eXeyov a'yyeXo'i avroi XeXaXrjKev. ) Similar appears

to be the case also in the history of Paul's conversion. Here
there is not a word in the narrative itself to indicate that the

incident is to be understood as an internal one, and yet it appears

from Acts ix. 7, ol Be dv8p€<i ol avvoSevovre<; uvtm elaTrjKeiaav

evveol, ciKovovre'i fjbev rrj<i (f)(ov7]<i, /xrjSeva 8e 0e(opovvre<i ; and Acts
xxii, 9, ol Se crvv i/xol ovre'i, to /ulcv ^w? iOedaavro koX eficjio^oi

iyevovTO, rrjv Be (fxovrjv ovk rjKovaav tov XaXovvT6<i /ji,ot, that in

substance it must be regarded as such. Only with its very ex-

tremity did the vision reach into the province of the external

sense. By Paul only, whose inward sense was opened, was the

form of the speaker seen, and by him alone were his words under-

stood. Those with him saw only a bright light, and heard only
a noise.

We have already shown that the principal reason why in

Scripture the things seen and heard in vision are so faintly dis

tinguished from those perceived by the outward sense, is, that the

distinction is by no means an essential, but only a purely formal
one. In the next place, it may be established that the internal

perception does not form a pure opposition to the external, but
presents itself as the product of the same power, to which also the
external belongs, so that even the person perceiving, in many
cases, can only distinguish the internal from the external by reflec-

tion. If the external and the internal perception be regarded as
purely opposed to each other, then the instances already adduced
can hardly be explained, in which the spiritually developed have
the advantage over the untaught only in the ea^^enl of the seeing
and hearing. Then the passage 2 Cor. xii. 2-4, points to a near
relation between the internal and the external perception, where
Paul confesses that he does not know whether his being " cauoht
up" into heaven was a purely internal, or at the same time an ex-
ternal incident (etre ev acofxart, eire iKT6<i tov a(OfiaT0<i ovk olSa-
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6 6€o<i olSev.) If GoTHE, in the well-known passage in his life,

vol. iii., p. 84, says, " 1 saw not with the eyes of the hody, hut of

the mind, myself on horsehack coming hack to meet me along the

same way, and certainly in a dress such as I had never worn ; it

was iron-grey with somewhat of gold," then does the expression,

" not with the hut of the mind," helong evidently to reflection

upon the circumstance. In the form of the seeing itself there was

nothing hy which it might he distinguished from hodily percep-

tion.*

2. The advocates of the external understanding of the inci-

dent maintain that it cannot at all he determined where the

vision hegins and where it ends—what is to he taken as having

occurred internally and what externally. But this distinction

is not at all difficult. As long and as far as the narrative moves
entirely in the usual province,—when it informs us how Balaam
saddles his ass, departs with the princes of Moab, takes with

him his two servants,—farther, how the ass turns aside from the

way, jams him against the wall, and at last sinks down under

him,—only external occurrences are to he thought of; and

* Observations on the connection of the internal and external perception may be

found in Passavant Untersuchurigen iiber den Lehensmagnetismus iind das Hellse-

hen,zweUe Aufl. Frankfurt, 18'i7. Thus it is said, p. 27, "Where once a nervous

system exists, it is, at least in a healthy state, the sole substratum of sensation, and

the only exciter of animal motion. But the nervous activity may operate beyond its

organ. Instead of its operation being confined to the nervous extremitj', where sen-

sation arises, it oversteps these limits, and exercises directly an influence upon nearer

and fai'ther objects." Further, at p. 50, " It follows from the foregoing representation

of the organic powers, that the organism may, of its spontaneous principles, subordi-

nate the general powers of nature to itself, and besides its action upon the external

world, by means of the interposing organ, it may also exercise an immediate dynamic

operation upon it. Thus arose our conception of magnetic, magical acting. In a

similar manner it is with the perception of external objects. As the vital principle of

the animal organism forms all organs, so also those by which the soul perceives the

external world, and is sensible of it—forms the organs ofsense. The existence of the

eye and the ear is not the final cause of seeing and hearing, but the impulse operating

on the living germ of the animal coming into contact with the shining and sounding

world, which certainly unconsciously, yet actively towards its pui^pose, forms the eye

and the ear.—But if the nervous power, which causes sensation in the organs of

sense, is siu^ely united in its general condition to these organs, then the various ap.

pearances of ecstacy favour the opinion that the nei'vous activity can reach even beyond

its accustomed limits ; aud thus tlie outer pole of sensation is not necessai'ily limited

by the periphery of the body. If we take the diflerent activities of the senses as modi-

fications of a central sense, then it may just as well be conceived an intensive as an

extensive operation of this central sense as such a one of the special sense—a per-

ception through the original sense, and through the pcculiai-ly modified senses."
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opinions, such as those of Steudel, who could commence the

(supposed) dream even in ver. 21 or 22, must be regarded as en-

tirely adventurous. With the same justice, the entire history of

Balaam might he explained as a dream. Only with regard to

those facts, which at least belong just as much to the form of the

intei'nal senses as to that of the external, such as the appearance

of the angel with the drawn sword, and the speech of the ass,

arises the enquiry, whether they are to be understood as having

taken place externally or internally, and this enquiry must be

answered upon sure grounds, as we will hereafter attempt to do.

3. The expression, " God opened the mouth of the ass,"

favours an external occurrence. These words certainly decide

against those who conceive of a mere fancy of Balaam. They

represent, as Steudel justly observes, the speech of the ass as

something entirely extraordinary, called forth by the power of

Jehovah himself. But how this speech ensues, whether for the

internal or the external sense, nothing at all is said, as this even

to the author, with whom every thing in the case depended upon

divine causality, was something entirely indifferent.

4. It is maintained, that Peter, at least, according to 2 Pet.

ii. 15, 16, has regarded the incident as an external one: iifKa-

V7]67]crav i^aKo\ovdrjaavTe<; rfj oSm rod Ba\aa/ji rov (Soabp, o?

fxiaOov aScKia<; rjydTrrjaev, eXey^iv Be ea-^ev tS/a? 'Trapavofila';'

VTroarvyiov d(f>Q}vov, iv avOpoiirov cjicovfj <l)d€<y^dfj,€VOV eKcokucre

rrjv rov 7rpo(f)r]Tov irapac^povlav. But we have before shown that

the speech cannot be considered as the proper speech of the ass,

even if the incident be understood as an external one. The
passage retains its full meaning even upon the internal interpre-

tation. Whether the speech of the ass was understood internally

or externally—whether God formed the sound in the mouth of

the ass or in the ear of Balaam,—that which Peter observes con-

cerning the meaning of the occurrence, and that which Calvin,

more fully developing his thoughts, remarks, remains always

true: " Poterat statim angeli verbis ipsum castigare sed quia

absque gravi ignominia non satis severa fuisset objurgatio,

bestiam ei constituit magistriim, Accedit quidem postea vox

angeli : sed quia tarn indocilis fuerat, pro merito tractatur^

ut quum profecerit in schola asinae, deum aiidire incipiat.—
Negat se prius fuisse refractariam. Ergo si qua in misero
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scintilla intelligentiae fuisset, reputare dehuit qiiidnam sihi

vellet ilia novitas et suhita mutatio. Sic a veterno experye-

factus fuit, quo aitentius loquentem deinde angelum audiret."

That which was properly a cause of shame to Balaam was the

seeing of the ass, and her conduct arising from it. He is so

stupified and hardened by his avaricious and ambitious thoughts,

that he has no presentiment of the presence of the angel,

although this was so plainly made known, that even the ass

received an obscure impression of it, Snd that he himself is not

brought to reflection by the behaviour of the ass plainly showing

this impression. The speaking of the ass, however it may

be understood,—of the opinion of an external incident even

Augustine qu. 50 in Num. is obliged to remark: " Cum deus

utique non asinae animam in naturam rationalem vertisset,

sed quod illi placuerat, ex ilia sonare fecisset, ad illius vesaniam

cohihendam—comes into notice at all events only as a means of

shamingBalaam, which consisted in her seeing and acting. (Mark :

" Ut j^er asinae dicta convinceretur, qui ad ejus facta noluerat

decenter attendere.") The erroneous explanation of her conduct,

which Balaam in his bhndness had formed, is rejected, and she pre-

pares him in this way for the acknowledgment of the true cause.

What the speechless animal spoke with human voice, served only

to excite the attention of Balaam to that which the irrational

animal had seen, but which he, the rational being, and what is

still more, the seer, had overlooked. If the ass had not seen, then

her speech, which in any case does not properly belong to her,

would have had no significance ; and one does not see why the

shaming does not proceed directly from the angel of the Lord.

The speech of the ass is not the less an intei-position for the

shaming of Balaam, which consisted in her seeing, whether the

incident be regarded as an internal or an external one.

Having thus obviated the reasons for the opinion of an exter-

nal occurrence, we must yet state the positive reasons which favour

the subjectivity of the incident. 1 . Visions and dreams are pointed

out in Num. xii. (5, as the ordinary ways of divine communication

to the prophets, and since Balaam belonged to the prophets, and

the speaking of the ass to communications from God, of whom it

is expressly said, that he opened the mouth of the ass, we must

assume even from this general reason, if nothing opposes it, and
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that nothing does we have already seen, that the incident was a

subjective one.

2. Balaam, in the introduction to his third and fourth prophe-

cies, chap. xxiv. 3, 4, 15, 10, designates himself as the man with

closed bodily eyes, who hears the words of God, sees the visions

of the Almighty, whose eyes are opened if he falls into the pro-

phetic ecstasy. What such a man, a seer by profession, sees and

hears in his proper province, has so decidedly the presumption of

subjectiveness in its favour, that the contrary must be estabhshed

by unanswerable arguments. Further, that Balaam knew no

other mode of revelation, than that of mental communication, is

plain from chap. xxii. 8, 19, where he invites theMoabitish mes-

sengers to pass the night with him, the season of prophetic vi-

sions (comp. Zech. i. 8, et sqq.), and dreams (comp. Dan. vii.

i. 2), in order that he might receive divine communications. Fi-

nally, it cannot be doubted that the appearance of the angel im-

mediately preceding the speaking of the ass, had an internal cha-

racter, although this is just as little observed in regard to the

former as it is with respect to the latter. But if the appearance

of the angel was designed for the spiritual eye of Balaam, then

also in all probability the voice of the ass was intended for his

spiritual ear. But that the appearance of the angel had an inter-

nal character, the following reasons shew. In the Jirst place,

Balaam sees not the angel at first. This is not conceivable, if the

appearance came within the gross, material province, but is easily

explained, if the appearance had an internal character. For then the

declaration in 2 Cor. iii. 15, KoKvixyia iTrlrrjv KapSlav avrwv k€i-

rai, finds here its application. His inward eye, inflexibly fixed upon
the expected wealth and honour, sees not what lies before his eyes.

Only as a shift is that to be regarded by which the advocates of

the external view attempt to explain the fact that Balaam did

not see the angel at first ; as, for instance, Mark observes :

Sive ohtiisiori semper fuerit visu, sive oculi scotomate nunc
essent perciissi, sive aliorsuni spectaverit, sive mens in alia

omnia fuerit magis intenta. Besides, those views, according

to which his not seeing appears either as something wrought

by God, or as a purely accidental circumstance, entirely destroy

the meaning of the incident. This necessarily requires that

Balaam's not seeing was a culpable act. Otherwise, the occur-
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rence with the ass is indeed meaningless. How can her seeing

tend to his confusion, if his not seeing was innocent ? That it

was not so, ver. 34 also proves. Balaam's " I have sinned,"

can refer, not to the ill-treatment of the animal in itself, but

only to this, that he ill-used the animal under these circum-

stances. But, if the not seeing were innocent, then also the

confession, " I have smned," is without a cause. The confes-

sion, " I have sinned," is there grounded upon this :
" for I

knew not that thou stoodest in the way against me." If liis not

knowing were innocent, were not the sinful reason of his sinning,

then ought it rather to be said, " I have not sinned." That

from the subsequent declaration : " God opened the eyes of

Balaam," it cannot be concluded that Balaam's not seeing

had no blame attaching to it, such passages as Deut, xxix.

4, prove : " The Lord hath not given you a heart to per-

ceive, and eyes to see, and ears to hear, unto this day ;" on

which MiCHAELiS remarks : nemjye cleus non dedit, quia vos

noluistis, Matt, xxiii. 37, Coll. xxv. 29 : tw ^ap e^ovTi ttuvtI

hoOrjaerai. That which God has not given, he ardently de-

sires to be able to bestow upon them — comp. Deut. v. 29 :

" that there were such a heai't in them, that they would fear

me and keep all my commandments !"—appears here as an object

of severe complaint against Israel. So would he also here

immediately have opened the eyes of Balaam, if this had not

been impossible through his guilt. This incident with the ass

was necessary previously to startle him, to put him to shame,

to dissipate the mist of his passions, and to open his soul to the

impression of the divine. Secondly, the declaration, " And God
opened the eyes of Balaam," points to the subjectiveness of the

occuiTence. The covered eye, which the Lord opened, can here
'

only be the spiritual, comp. 2 Cor. iii. 15: i)viica S' av i'ma-

rpe'\\rrj irpo'; Kvpiov TrepcaipelraL to Kokvfi/xa. This has been

denied, appealing to such passages as Gen. xxi, 19, 2 Kings vi.

20, where the opening of the eyes occurs in reference to objects

which are seen with the hodily eyes. But these passages are

not analogous. The object which Hagar sees in consequence of

the opening of her eyes, the well, is plainly before a concealed

one, to which now, by the influence of God, her eyes are di-

rected. Here it is entirely diiferent. If the appeai-ance of the
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nngel wore a gross material one, if the angel could be discerned

by the bodily eyes, then Balaam must have seen him long before.

The angel stood before him in the way everywhere, comp. especially

ver. 24. In the second passage, the opening of the eyes refers

to the smiting with blindness mentioned in ver, 18 :
'' And Elisha

prayed unto the Lord, and said, Smite this people, I pray thee,

with blindness. And he smote them with blindness, according

to the word of Elisha." But here there is not a word concern-

ing a physical blindness sent upon Balaam by God, and the nar-

rative forbids us to think of such a thing, because there is no
reason at all to conceive of such an infliction of bhndness, and

because in that case Balaam's not seeing cannot be regarded as

criminal. Here, therefore, only such passages as 2 Kings vi.

17, can bo compared :
" And Elisha prayed, and said. Lord, I

pray thee, open his eyes, that he may see. And the Lord opened

the eyes of the young man ; and he saw : and, behold, the

mountain w^as full of horses and chariots of fire round about

Elisha;" and in the main point also Ps. cxix. 18 :
" Open thou mine

eyes, that I may behold wondrous things out of thy law."—In

favour of the objectiveness of the occurrence, only one point can

be made good—that the ass sees the angel of the Lord. But that

this seeing is not to be conceived of as a clear and precise percep-

tion, the words of the ass show, in which only the cause of her

behaviour assumed by Balaam is rejected, and of course the ex-

istence of another pointed out. If the angel had been clearly per-

ceived by the ass, whose words form a commentary upon her seeing

and acting, then would she also have spoken precisely of it. Evi-

dently she had only the obscure feeling of the presence of some-

thing formidable and terrible. There is no reason to conclude

from this upon the externality of the occurrence. Even animals

have a soul, and even if, with regard to them, the expression,

" God opened their eyes," cannot occur, since they are incapable

of a clear perception of the divine, yet an undefined terror be-

fore it is still conceivable, with regard to them ; * conceivable

* Veiy remarkable, and of significance for our case, is wbat Martin, in Passavant,

p. 316, remarks concerning the participation even of animals in the so-called second

sight: "Children, horses, and cows, see the second sight, as well as men and wo-
men advanced in age. That children see it appears from this, that in the same in-

stant iu which a corpse or anv other vision appeal's to an ordinarv seer, tliej- crv out

Bb
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also is it that they experience it when the human being, entirely

ruled by his sinful passion, has no presentiment at all of the ex-

istence of a divine manifestation. The formidable power of sin,

-which may degrade man below the beast, is in this narrative in-

structively brought before our view.

3. The wonder that the ass spoke would be perfectly mean-

inghfis. It was not to the fact that she spoke, but to what she

spoke, that the astonishment was directed. Only the latter, not

the speaking in itself, serves to shame Balaam. But the contents

of the speech remain, even if the incident be understood as an in-

ternal one.

4. The advocates of the external view have always been

greatly perplexed, because Balaam expresses no astonishment at

all at the speech of the ass. Josephus arbitrarily inserts rapdr-

reaOai in the narrative of Balaam. Augustine, qt/. 48, in Num.

says : Nihil hie sane mirabilitis videtur quam quod loquente

asina territus nan est, sed insuper ei, velut talibus monstris as-

suetus, ira perseverante respondit. It may be truly observed

that the question is not concerning an argumentum e silentio

merely. That would have signified little. Rather is astonish-

ment entirely excluded by the first answer of Balaam in ver. 29.

This shows that the speech of the ass in itself makes no impres

sion at all upon him. Only ichat the ass says to him in ver. 82,

brings him to himself, and leads him to repentance.

5. In the company of Balaam were his two servants, ver. 22,

and likewise the Moahitish messengers, ver. 20, 21, 35, which

latter verse refers to the time after the speech of the ass, and thus

excludes the supposition of De Geer, that the Moahitish mes-

sengers were not present at this occurence, but had hastened for

ward. Now% if the appearouce of the angel, and the speech of

the angel and of the ass had been external, then the former must

loudly. (Fiiets.)—That hurses see, it appears likewise from tluir impetuous and

rapid motion, if the rider or co-scer has a vision of any kind, by day or by nigbt.

With regiird to the horse, it may f;u-ther be remai-ked, that it will not go forwai-d in

this way, until it has been led rouud about, and then it is in an entire sweat. (Facts.)

—That cows see the second sight, follows fi-om this : if a woman milks a cow, and

incidentally has a second sight, then the cow immediately runs away in great terror,

and cannot for a long lime be (luietcd again."
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have been seen by the attendants of Balaam, and the latter must

have been heard. But it is remarkable, that the feeling of the

advocates of the external view, is decidedly ai'oused against this,

even without having acknowledged the reason which makes this

opinion impossible—that the Moabitish messengers very pos-

sibly surmised nothing of these occurrences. They attempt by

evei7 kind of shift to liberate themselves from the burdensome

presence of the attendants. Thus Mark thinks, p. 407, that

perhaps the attendants were somewhat distant, or God per-

haps stopped their eyes and ears that they should see and hear

nothing. How much more natural is it to suppose, that that

which was designed only for Balaam, was communicated to him
in a manner which made it intelligible only to him, which besides

is a mode so common in Scripture, that Maimonides in Moreh
Neb. ii. c. 47, p. 307, could make the certainly exaggerated as-

sertion (against which, comp. Gen. xviii.) : De quocunque scrijt-

tum occurrit, quod angelas cum eo locutus aut quod aliquid

ij)si a dec revelatum est, id nullo alio modo, quam in sonntio

aut visione propheticafactum esse noveris.

6. The speaking of the ass, when transferred into the provir.ce

of external reality, appears to derange the eternal boundaries,

which are placed in Gen. i., between the human and the animal

creation. We content ourselves with merely indicating this ar-

gument, since those already adduced are perfectly sufficient for

proof. The parallels from paganism, which Grotius, Bochart,

and others, have brought forward, lose all their significance, just

because they are from fayanism.^

Having thus discussed the principal question, there only re-

mains a single matter of detail in the section to be settled. ''T''^

nn-js in ver 33, is generally, and for example even by Gesekius in

Thes., explained :
" unless she had turned from my face, I would

* Appeal is especiullj' made to Xanthus, the noble horse of Achilles, which addressed

Lis master, announced to him his destiny, and to wliich an answer was returned. II.

xjx. 404 et sqq. But even Luderwald Die Gesch. Bileam's erkl., Hchnst. 1781,7;. ^^^

has pointed out the essential difference between this case and ours. " So rai'e a horse,

which the hai-py Podarge bore to Zephyr, II. xvi. 140, 150, but especially as being the

gift of the goddess Juno, must cert;unly be able to boast so much to his AcliiUes,

Here, on the coiitrary, are no traces of such an idea, as everything moves iipon cus-

tomary ground, so the question is concerning an ordinary ass," >5^c.

Bb2
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have slain thee." But, on the contrary, it may be remarked, 1.

That '^'i'' never has the sense of nisi, rather has always the mean-

ing of perluips, even in Hos. viii. 7, where, according to the

general opinion, it should mean si forte. This argument has

been already urged by Tympe in Noldius, p. 5, suspecta merito

videtur signijicatio, quae locis aliis omnibus et ipsi etymo op-

j)onitur, ex unico loco prohata. 2. That to "^ a meaning is thus

assigned, in which it never occurs. If it is acknowledged as cer-

tain that both words must be taken in their common and ascer-

tained meaning, then only one comprehension of the passage seems

to be possible—the supposition of an aposiopesis. The reason

why the ass perhaps had turned aside, namely, from affection to her

master, and from an obscure feeling of a danger threatening him,

the angel of the Lord does not expressly say ; he leaves it to Ba-

laam to express what he had merely indicated, in order that his

confusion might be all the greater : perhaps she turned aside from

me . . . ; for else I would have slain thee, and have kept her

alive. ' From affection to me, her ungrateful master,' is supposed

then to sound into the soul of Balaam. What he would have to

supply could not be doubtful to him, from the connection and

from the opposition to what he has spoken in ver. 29. If any

one should charge this interpretation with difficulty, then let him

attempt to give an easier one.

CHAP. XXII. 36-41. XXIII, 1-7.

Balaam was received, on his arrival, with great honour by Ba-

lak ; but he immediately met the confident expectations of the

king of Moab, by declaring that he would only speak that which

the Lord communicated to him, and could not answer in any re-

spect for an auspicious issue. Balak takes him to the summit of

a mountain called Bamoth-Baal {the heights ofBaal), from which

he could survey a part of the Israelitish camp, which seemed

essential to the success of the undertaking. There, in the first

place, according to the instructions of Balaam, altai's were erected,

and sacrifices offered, in order to supplicate the favour of Jeho-

vah, and to render him propitious to the enterprise. Then Balaam

repairs to a bare height in order to await a manifestation of Jeho-
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vah, and a communication of his will with reference to the matter

now before him. This he receives, and he returns to Balak to

communicate the divine answer.

" xxii. 3G. And when Balak heard that Balaam was come,

he went out to meet him unto a city of Moab, which is in

the border of Amon, which is in the utmost coasts. 37. And
Balak said unto Balaam, Did I not earnestly send unto thee

to call thee ? Wherefore camest thou not unto me ? am I

not able indeed to promote thee to honour ? 38. And Balaam

said unto Balak, Lo, I am come unto thee: have I now any

power at all to say anything ? the word that God putteth in my
mouth, that shall I speak.

"39. And Balaam went with Balak, and they came to Kirjath-

huzoth. 40. And Balak ofi'ered oxen and sheep, and sent to

Balaam, and to the princes that were with him.

"41. And it came to pass on the morrow, that Balak took

Balaam, and brought him up into the high places of Baal, that

thence he might see the utmost part of the people, xxiii. 1.

And Balaam said to Balak, Build me here seven altars, and pre-

pare me here seven oxen and seven rams. 2. And Balak did as

Balaam had spoken ; and Balak and Balaam offered on every

altar a bullock and a ram. 3 And Balaam said unto Balak,

Stand by thy burnt- offering, and I will go ; peradventure the

Lord will come to meet me ; and whatever he sheweth me, I

will tell thee. And he went to a high place. 4. And God met

Balaam : and he said unto him, I have prepared seven altars, and

I have offered up on every altar a bullock and a ram. 5. And
the Lord put a word in Balaam's mouth, and said, Return unto

Balak, and this thou shalt speak. 6. And he returned unto

him, and, lo, he stood by his burnt sacrifice, he, and all the

princes of Moab. 7. And he took up his parable, and said :"

Ver. 36. With regard to the citi/ of Moab, which here means

the capital, identical with Ar in chap. xxi. 15-28, and with the

later Areopolis, comp. the geographical section. The city comes
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into notice here, not as the capital, hut as the border citij.

This it had become not long before ; Sihon, the Amoiite, having

captured the country even to the Arnon, from the former kings of

Moab; comp. chap. xxi. 2G. It may be observed how exactly

informed the author appears in this passage. How natural it

was for a later writer to have represented Balak, who still sur-

vived Sihon, as victorious. The city of Moab had, at an earlier

period, been situated in the centre of the country. Since the

capital of the country certainly was not at first situated im-

mediately on the borders, we perceive a real confirmation of the

account of the Pentateuch of the losses which the Moabites

suffered through the Amorites.—The border of the Arnon, the

northern boundary, is here placed in opposition to the other

boundaries ; for instance, the border of the wilderness, or the

Eastern ; the border of the Eed Sea, or the Western. That -irs

refers to the Arnon, " which is in the utmost coast," for, " which

forms the extreme boundary of Moab," appears plain from the

parallel passage, chap. xxi. 13: "For Arnon is the border of

Moab, between Moab and the Amorites;" comp. Judg. xi. 18:

"For Arnon is the border of Moab." This addition seems not to

have a yiwx^-^ fjeographical significance. It points to this, that

the honour which Balak rendered to Balaam was so great that he

went to meet him even to the very utmost border of his territory,

and received him immediately on the threshhold of his land.

This mark of honour shown to him towards the close of his

journey would certainly have given the last blow to the already

nearly extinct conscience of Balaam, if it had not shortly before

been awakened to new hfe by the divine warning. Calvin has

placed in a conspicuous light the contradiction in which the

heathen religious conceptions appear here, as everywhere else, to

to be involved : pseudoproplietis snis sunt supplices, sordidc

illis hlandiuntur ac tantum non adorant, ut vix quicqnam

Jingi qneat humilius: fovent tameu intus snperhiam qua illis

minime cogitantihuse rumpit. Egredifur rex officii et honoris

causa in adventum prophetae.—Mox tameu detegitur aemu-

latio, dum expost^dans cum Balaam copias suas et opes

jactaf, quibus eum possit munerari. Hoc vera tantundem valet,

acsi mcrccdi suhjiceret munus propheticum et stiis divitiis

imperium vindicaret in vaticinia.
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Ver. 37. The prefixed Infin. Absol. '^'"e places the action, and

also the verbal conception, very prominent; and indicates the

stress of the action, which we express merely by the tone, comp.

EwALD, Gr. Gr., 560-61 : have I not sent to thee ? The king

places in a conspicuous point of view the importance which was

attached to his sending, and expresses his astonishment that his

sending had not for its result the immediate coming of Balaam,

unless he deemed him unable to fulfil his promise to honour

him, which had been given in connexion with his sending.

Ver. 38. Balaam seeks even here to moderate somewhat pre-

viously the expectations of Balak, who, from his willingness to

come, drew the very natural conclusion that he would willingly

curse. He opposes to the opinion of Balak, that he was master

of his own words, the declaration that his tongue is in the ser-

vice of a higher being, and thereby declines to give any security

for the result.

Ver. 39. Kirjath-huzoth, the city of Streets, ( Strasslurg,)

does not occur elsewhere. But its position cannot be doubtful,

after that Ar, whence they set out, and Bamoth Baal, whether

they repaired on the second morning, have been determined.

It must have been situated within the Amoritico-Moabitish ter-

ritory, probably at the foot of Bamoth Baal.

Ver. 40. That the offerings are not so much thanh-ojferings

for Balaam's happy arrival ^^ precatory offerings for the success

of the enterprise in hand,* appears clear from the place and time

of their being presented, not at the place where Balak first met

Balaam, and just on the eve of the great act. Undoubtedly, the

offerings were presented not to the Moabitish deity—with which

in the whole transaction we have nothing to do—but to Jeho-

vah, whom Balak, in conjunction with Balaam, would render

unfavourable to Israel, and propitious to Moab. If Balak had

* Corap. Nagelsbach, Horn. Theol., p. 181 : "When tbe conviction exists that

tbe gods are needed in all the events of life, in every action and enterprise, then

sacrificial rites, the burnt offering, or the more compendious drink offering, pervade

the whole life, and are, as it were, a prayer clothed in an action. We find, therefore,

not onlj' thank-offerings for a danger happily averted, and for a victory achieved, hut

also offerings before departure, before a battle, &c. Ulysses' repeated o-ttoi/oi; in the

hall of Alcinons, with the song of Demodoxus, is a powerful prayer for future favour,

just as I'euelope, at the request of Telemachus, by a vow of a hecatomb, is said to

have brought the vengeance of Zeus upon the suitors."'
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confidence in the power of his god to protect his people against

Israel, then he would not have deemed the cursing of Israel at

all necessary, and would not have sent to Balaam ; for what the

god of Moah was able to accomphsh, that might he attained

even without the application of such means. That Balak should

send of the flesh of the victims to Balaam, as well as to his

princes, was a fulfilment of the promise : "I Nvill promote thee

unto very great honour." Calvin : ut ei puderet regi tarn

maguijico et a quo non modo amice sed liheraliter tractatus

erat, qiiidquam neyare.

Ver. 4 1 . The morning here is the morning of the day wliich

followed the day of the sacrifice, and of the sacrificial feast held

in the evening. *Bamoth Baal, (on which consult the geogra-

phical section,) comes into notice here, not as a place consecrated

to Baal, but simply as the first height on the way, from which

at least a part of the Israelitish camp could he seen ; comp. the

following :
" And he saw thence the utmost part of the people."

Balak went upon the supposition that Balaam must necessarily

have Israel before his eyes, if his curse was to be effective.

Chap, xxiii. 1, 2. As the ofl'ering of sacrifice among the

ancients generally preceded all important enterprises (comp.

Nagelsbach, a. a. o.), so were conjurations especially intro-

duced by sacrifice. Diodorus Siculus says, ii. 29, that the

Chaldeans, to whom Balaam stands in the closest relation,

sought by sacrijice and conjuration to avert calamity and to

produce prosperity. So, according to Hierocles, de provi-

dentia et fata, p. 240, threatening destinies were sought to be
averted by conjuration and sacrifice (i7rq}Bal<; kuI Ovaiai^ rrjp

yiveaiv TrapaTpeireaOai) . According to Nemesius, de Nat.
Horn.

J). 294, ed. Matth., the wise men of the Egyptians main-

tained that, by prayers and iwopitiatory sacrijice, unhappy
destinies might be averted.* Balaam did everything which.

• -TTpos ti Toi»s croipov^ twv AlyvrrTiiau, Xt'yoj/Tas d\i]6tuta-6ai. fiiv t»/i; Sin
Twv ucTTpmv tiixapfj.il/ifu, TpiTrtaOai di aiiTiiv tvx_ah kui diroTpoiriaaixoi-i • tlvai
yap Tivas Kal toutiov aiiTuiv twv daTtpwv dipavtiat, tu-s iK/xii\ia-<ro/xii>a^

aiiToiis, Kal aXXas xii/ds virtpKti/iii/a^ Svvii/itii xrk Tpiiriiv al-rovi ivvafiii/ai,

Kai Old TouTo T(cs £ii)^«s Kal Tfis BipaTTiia^ rwv Olwi/ Kal toi's diroTpoTTiacfioiii
iirivivoiia^ai.
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accordiDg to his own religious conceptions, was necessary for the

success of Balak s undertaking, so that, in the event of failure,

the cause could not be sought in a defect in the form. That the

altars were erected to Jehovah, and the sacrifices ojBfered to hiro,

cannot be doubtful even from what has been already observed,

and appears especially clear from this, that the request for the

erection of altai's and the offering of sacrifices proceeds from
Balaam, who throughout acknowledges Jehovah as his God, that

Balaam, after the offering of the sacrifice, expects an answer from
Jehovah, and, when Jehovah appears to him, he founds his

claim to such an answer upon the erection of the altars and the

ofl"ering of the sacrifices. The mwiher seven of the altars and
the sacrifices is explained as significant, because the number
seven, upon the ground of a just or erroneous opinion, that im-
portant relations are determined by it,* is regarded as pleasing

and holy to the Deity. Comp. on the significance of the num-
ber seven among the Greeks and Romans, Ideler, Chronolo-
gie, pt. i. p. 89 ; Bitter, Gesch. der Phil. i. p. 405 ; and
LoMMATZSCH, die Weisheit des Empedokles, p. 246. Upon
this heathenish dignity of the number seven rests, in many
cases, the Israelitish : in all those where the number seven
does not refer to the creation of the world, finished in seven
days, as especially in the fixing of the time of the Sabbatical
and Jubilee years, the manumission of the Hebrew servants,

and probably also of the feast of unleavened bread, and of the

feast of tabernacles, and of the interval between Passover and
Pentecost. The number seven was the signatui'e of the oath
everywhere (comp. Gen. xxi, 28, et sqq.,) and especially of
the covenant relation between God and Israel (comp. Bahr,
Spnb. i. p. 193), not on account of an intrinsic relation of
the oath and covenant to it, but only because oath and cove-
nant appeared most holy to the Israelites; but the number

• PA8SAVANT says, p. 105 :
" The number seven is frequently found in nature as a

period of successive degrees of development. Periods of sickness frequently follow
according of seven. The time of the developmeut of the teeth, of manhood, as well as
the retrograde changes into old age, especially with women, and the sicknesses
occasioned thereby, frequently follow conformably to periods of seven years." But
the sacrcdncss of the number seven most especially refers to the planets, of which the
ancients only knew seven.
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seven, with them, as with the surrounding nations, was deemed

sacred, and eonsequently especially suitable to holy things,

whereby, upon the grounds of the value thus attached to it,

nothing at all further was regarded. Against BahR, who derives

the significance of the number seven among Israel, from the

nature of the number itself, because the number three, the pre-

tended signature of God, and the number fotir, the pretended

signature of the world, are united in it, so that this seven was

the signature of the connexion of God with the world, the reli-

gious and covenantal number {Symbol, i. p. 187), the following

arguments are decisive. 1. That the assertion made at p. ] 15,

that three is in the Mosaic writings the signature number of the

divine existence, and of everything which stands at any time in

an immediate relation to him, is destitute of all solid proof

—

against the appeal to the form of blessing, Num. vi. ^2, the only

plausible argument even, the reference to Jer. vii. 4, xxii. 29,

and Ez. xxi. 32, is quite sufficient—and that, in like manner,

every conclusive proof for the assertion, that four is the signa-

ture of the world, is wanting. 2. That nowhere is the shghtest

hint to be found that the saeredness of the number seven rests upon

the union of three and four in it. 3. That nowhere in Paganism is

there any trace to be found of this meaning of the number seven,

or of a derivation of its saeredness from this reason, but it ap-

pears improbable that the similar holiness of the number should

rest upon entirely different gi'ounds. 4. That this opinion con-

tradicts all analogy, since no single number can be pointed out

in the Old Testament which owes its saeredness to a speculative

mode of consideration. That this is incorrectly maintained by

Baiir, with regard to three and four, we have already remarked.

—With this, too, falls to the ground what is observed by him

with regard to the number twelve, p. 207 : " On account of its

similar' elements, namely, the three and four, the number twelve

must next also have a like meaning, and be thus the number of

the covenant." What concerns the number twelve can only be

arrived at by explaining the number twelve of the Israelitish

tribes. For that the twelve, where it occurs besides in signifi-

cant reference as the signature of the covenant people, rests

upon the number twelve of the tribes, is plain, and is even ac-

knowledged by Bahr, p. 205. Now, that the number twelve of
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the Israclitisli tribes is not to be explained solely from the fact

that the sons of Jacob were just twelve, is correctly maintained

by Bahr. After the recognition of Ephraim and Mauasseh as

separate tribes, there were properly thirteen tribes, and yet they

were always reckoned only twelve tribes. Against the acciden-

tal origin of the number twelve, the analogy of the twelve princes

of the tribes of the IshmaeHtes, Gen. xvii. 20, and xxv. lO,

and of the twelve sons of Nahor, Gen. xxii. 20-24, may be cited.

But that the number twelve of the Israehtish tribes is probably

not to be explained, with Bahr, from a profound, peculiarly

Israehtish idea, is shown even by the number twelve with the

kindred tribes of the Nahorites and IshmaeHtes, and with so

many other people of antiquity, and by the circumstances that

the number twelve of the Israehtish tribes rests throughout upon
no divine command, but evidently arose in a natural manner

—

that nowhere is there any stress laid upon it, and that nowhere
is there any deeper reference even intimated. The correct view
is the following : Upon the ground of the twelve signs of the

Zodiac, and of the twelve mouths, the number twelve rose into

such significance in antiquity, that, where it could be done
without great difficulty, the division of the people was deter-

mined according to it. The Israelites found twelve to be a

favourite number in this respect, and they, without enquiring

upon what reason the number owed its significance, regulated

also their own relations according to it, and and so much the

more, as it so very easily suited them. The objection which

Bahr raises, p. 206 :
" Nowhere, either in the Pentateuch, or

elsewhere in the Old Testament writings, is the Zodiac men-
tioned, much less rendered prominent, which necessarily must
have been the case, if it formed the groundwork of the Israehtish

constitution," disappears of itself after what has been observed.

—

What part Balak, and what Balaam took in the ofiering of the

sacrifice, cannot be determined. It is more probable from the

expression, " Balak and Balaam ofiered, " that Balak himself,

with the assistance of Balaam, ofi'ered the sacrifice, than that

Balaam alone performed the priestly functions. Mark, " Balak
victimas offerendas couferens, et Bileam sacerdotis ftmctio-
neni snstinens tanqiiam divinator." " In the interests of the

common\vcalth,";^observcsNAGELSBACH, p. 180, "the prince may
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not merely regulate the sacred rites, but, without the assistance of

priests, without the temple and grove, may himself administer

them," (Examples.) ^r?^ "*$ does not mean, a bullock and a

ram, but bullock and ram, and 'j-?'.'?'! is not the single altar, but

the altar according to the conception of the species. It is not

said how many animals, upon how many altars were offered, but

only that always bullock and ram were together. The rest fol-

lows from the earlier account, that seven altars existed, and seven

oxen and seven rams. According to that, a bullock and a ram

was offered upon each of the seven altars.

Ver. 3. What Balaam wished to express in the words, " Per-

adventure the Lord will come to meet me," what kind of mani-

festation of God it was that he expected, appears clear from the

language in chap. xxiv. 1 : "he went not as at other times to

seek enchantments " (auguries.) From which we perceive that

the question here is concerning a manifestation in significant

phenomena of nature. The relation of Balaam to the God of

Israel is not, according to his own consciousness, sulficiently in-

timate for liim to reckon with certainty upon a manifestation of

his will merely in the inner man ; only this much he thought he

might hope for, that Jehovah would appear to him in significant

signs, and would give him the ability to interpret them. In a

characteristic manner, and one which bears witness to the genu-

inely historical character of the representation, do we meet here

with the mixture of Israelitish and heathenish rehgious concep*

tions, just as they must necessai'ily have been found with such a

man as Balaam. The following quotations may be useful for

the clearer understanding of the nature of pagan auspices.

Nagelsbach, p. 145, et sqq. says: " The concun-ence of a di-

vinely-wrought phenomenon, proceeding from heaven, with an

earthly condition, in which message from heaven an ayyeXa

Aio<i, II. w. 290, is welcome, constitutes the indicated pheno-

mena, in consequence of the confidence reposed in the gods,

that they would send such message, to be full of significance, ex-

pressing the thoughts of the deity in signs, repaaiv ; ( especially

such as involve, as it were, a reference to heaven and earth, as

thunder and hghtning, the rainbow, and tlie powerful flight of the

eagle.)—When the Acheans embarked for Troy, when Hector

distressed the fleet, it lightened on tlic right hand, and both
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times, it is known, a favourable omen, evaiatfiov, or ivBe^iov

o-rjfia, was thereby given to the party which was at that mo-

ment in vigorous action.—But, then, the meaning of the re-

pwi does not in many cases follow of itself, but must be found

out ; the art of the diviner comes in, who explains the Tepa<i

according to rides ; and only in extraordinary cases, powerful

immediate inspiration is exercised by uninitiated individuals.

—

Calchas is called olwvoir6\o<i, Oeoirpo'rro'i olwvlctt'^';, as well as

/j,avTt<i."--Hautva G, Eel. der Romer.y Th. i. p. 90, observes:

" Since the gods did not exist beyond the world, and separate

from it, but the thmgs of space and time themselves were filled

by their essence, so it was quite consistent that the tokens of

their presence should be sought and acknowledged in all visible

and audible occurrences of animate, as well as of inanimate nature.

All the phenomena in elements and in creatures, falling anywhere

within the province of the senses, could accordingly serve as the

medium of revelation, whether they were motions or sounds, na-

tural productions, or occurrences of a mechanical or physical, ar-

bitrary or involuntary kind." The same writer says, p. 98 :
" The

sign is of no force in itself, if it be not observed. Therefore it

is necessary that God and man should meet, and the sign not

simply be given, but also be received. " This observation is espe-

cially useful to explain the clause, " peradventure the Lord will

come to meet me, " in this passage, and the remark in chap,

xxiv. 1 : "he went not, as at other times, to seek enchantments."

—The concluding words of the verse have been very differently

explained. But the only correct interpretation is, " and he went

to a bare hill." The connexion of verbs of seeing with the ac-

cusative is very frequent, comp. Ewald, Kl. Gr. § 507. That
""^^ means a bare hill, may be estabhshed, i. By comparison

of the verb '^'^i, the primary signification of which is radere,

ahradere, scalpere, limare. * 2. By Job xxxiii. 21 :
" His

flesh is consumed away that it cannot be seen ; and his bones

that were not seen stick out;" {y° is the reading of the text,

and the true one, the marginal reading is 'is® *the Pual. ) The

* Tliis sense is found in the Rabbinical writings, comp. Buxtobf, as well in

Syriae, according to Castell; t^ means scalj)sU,scabit,nvv, Ibnavit. The mean-
ings aequavit, complanav, and purijicavit, sincerum reddidit, are only derived from
tbem.
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sense of bareness is here the only suitable one. For ""s^ forms

the opposition to that which before was not seen. Winer's
" Contrita sunt ossa ejus," destroys the whole thought: the

flesh has become invisible : on the contrary, the bones which be-

fore were unseen, are now visible, being denuded of flesh. 3.

Bylsa. xiii. 2, "?'•??
'^'T', Kosenmuller, in loco, observes, oninino

est vertenduni mons rasus, modus, niillis arhoribus aut fruc-

ticihus consitus, unde siyna aut vexilla in ejus fastifjio erec-

ta eminus prosjnci j^ossunt, tit infra, xli. 18, xlix. 19. Thus

also Gesenius and Hitzig explain it. The sense received

by Winer, motis ^;/a;m5, is unsuitable. 4. By the con-

nexion in the passage under consideration. On a hill (Mark

and others,) Balaam now was ; and a valley (Le Clerc and

others,) was not fit for making observations. How suitable a

naked hill was for Balaam's object appears plain from what

Hartung, Th i. j'- HS^ says of the place which was selected

for the auspices by the Romans :
" An elevated spot with a clear

prospect was always fixed upon for this purpose. In townSj this

was generally the citadel ; and here the pitching of a tent seems

to have been unnecessary, since the citadel was a place once for

all erected and consecrated to this purpose, v>'hich therefore was

called awjurcaulum. In the country, desert, projecting moun-

tain summits, seldom frequented by mail, were selected, which,

on account of the distant prospect, were called tesca, from

tueri." The ceremony which Balaam observed, having reached

the naked hill, was probably not very different from that of the

Roman augurs, which is thus described by Hartung, p. 118:

" The augur covered his head, held a crook without knots in his

right hand, and turned his fiice to the east. Then, fixing his

eye upon the town and neighbourhood, he prayed to the gods,

and marked out the limits of the neighbourhood from east to

west, while from an object visible in the horizon just opposite to

him—perhaps a tree -he drew a line to himself What lay to

the north of this line he called the left side, what lay to the

south he called the right side. Then he prayed to Jupiter, that

he, so far as the matter in hand was approved of by him, would

cause the appointed signs, which the augur named, to appciu"

within the prescribed boundary."

Ver. 4.. The expression, " and God met Balaam," in its rela-
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tion to " peradventure the Lord will come to meet me," renders

it probable that God made himself known to Balaam in the man-

ner he expected, by natm'al occurrences. But the principal

thing was not this communication, but the word, wdiich the Lord

put at the same time into Balaam's mouth, the interpretation of

his revehition given by himself, whereby all scope was denied for

indulgence of Balaam's sinful inclination.

Ver 7. " And he took up his parable and said." In the verb

''^"5 the sense of likening and comparing is settled as its primary

meaning, by the harmony of all dialects, and consequently, also,

as the root of the sense to rule, which does not occur in the

other Semitic languages. The connexion of these meanings is

most easily understood thus : 'V©a means to comjDare also in the

sense of to arrange, and this then answers to ruling, since an

essential part of the ruler's functions consists in arranging dif-

ferences among his subjects, and in removing the evils which the

opposition of conflicting elements and interests brings with it.

Comp. Isa. ii. 4. The noun H"?, origlnalli/mQQ.\\s, likeness, com-

parison, and properly maintains this sense always. When it is

used of sentences, proverbs, and songs, then it denotes these not

as such, but only so far as the idea of likeness, comparison, pre-

vails in them. The formula, " And he took up his parable,"

uniformly repeated before the utterances of Balaam, which

Gesenius, Thes. s. v. hs-o refers, without reason, to the paral-

lismus memhrorwn, points to an essential distinction between

the prophetic discourse of Balaam and that of all other prophetS;

w^iich is never denoted by h-s'o, which everywhere else occurs

only in properly poetic literature, comp., for example, Isa. xiv.

14, where Vra occurs in reference to an inserted song: " Thou
shalt take up this proverb against the king of Babylon ;" Psal

xlix. 5 ; Ixxviii. 2 ; Job xxvii. 1 ; xxix. 1. There is the de-

cided perception of the imagination, and consequently the poetic

character ; for the figurative style is peculiarly the language of

poetry ; comp. Steinbeck, der Dichter ein Seller, 'p. 282, et

sqq. Corresponding pecuharities are these : the use of unusual

forms, by which poetic language is distinguished from prose,

and which prophetic language little affects, for instance, "'? in

chap. xxiv. 3, 15, comp. Ewald, Fropheten, i. p. 47; the

exact parallelism, the movement of the discourse in short,
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pointed sentences, while the prophetic style appears but little

connected, and unfolds itself in long peiiods, corap. Ewald,

p. 50 ; finally, the fact that in chaps, xxiii. 7, xxiv. 3, 4,

14-16, even the prologue has a poetic character, wliile the

prophets commence their declarations in a prosaic style. All

this, by which Balaam is distinguished from the prophets,

proceeds from a common source, the circumstance that Ba-

laam has only the donum and not the mumts irropheticum,

that he has no commnnity about him, and is not animated

by the endeavour to act upon it ; comp. the derivation of the dis-

tinction between the prophetic and the poetic diction from the rela-

tion of the prophet to the community, in Ewald, p. 46, 50. In

Balaam we perceive throughout that his spiritual eye is only

directed to that which he sees, and he utters it again without re-

gard to the impression which it ought to have on the hearer. In

Balaam all these peculiarities are throughout natural : cesscuite

causa cessat effectus. But who at a later period would have been

able to have placed himself thus in his position ? Certainly an

Israelite in later times, who prophecied in his name, would have

given nothing else than a faint copy of the common prophetic style.

THE FIRST PROPHECY. CHAP. XXIII. 7-10.

I am required to ctirse Israel, says Balaam, but how can I,

when God the true author and sole lord of blessing and cursing,

does not curse, but blesses him. That this is the case, I learn

from the appearance of Israel, a happy nation, which God pro-

tects from every injury to its national integrity, and which enjoys

heavenly protection more than all the nations of the earth. To
an innumerable multitude it has increased, and it still increases,

through the blessing of the Lord. Oh, that my end might be as

that of these good, and, therefore, blessed ones ! Oh, that I

might die like them in the enjoyment of the mercy of the Lord,

refreshed by the recollection of a long blissful past, joyful in the

hope of a futurity.

Vefse 7. " From Aram Balak liath brought me,

The king of Moab from the mouutains of the East;

Come, curse mc Jacob,

Ami come, defv Israel.
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i

8, How shall. T curse, whom God hath uot cursed ?

Or how shall I threaten, whom Jehovah hath not threatened?

9, For from the tops of the rocks T see him,

And from the hills I behold him
;

Behold, be is a people that dwelleth alone,

And does uot reckon itself among the heathen.

10. Who can count the dust of Jacob,

And the number of the fourth part of Israel ?

Let me die the death of the righteous,

And let my end be like his,"

Ver. 7. The laws of the parallelism so very strictly observed by

Balaam, require that we should not, with most interpreters, re-

gard the expression, ' the king of Moah ,' as in apposition to

•Balak :' "from Aram Balak hath brought me, the king of

Moab, from the mountains of the East ;" but rather after the

words ' king of Moab,' we should supply ' hath brought me 1'

'Balak' and the 'king of Moab' stand in the same relation to

each other as ' Balak' and the ' Son of Zippor' in the prologue

to the second prophecy in chap, xxiii. 18, as 'Jacob' and 'Israel,'

as ' El ' and ' Jehovah.' The words are designedly so placed that

the beginning of the second member may take up again the con

elusion of the first;* just as in chap, xxiii. 18 :

" Rise up, Balak, and hear

;

Hearken unto me, thou son ofZippov.''

That by the words °7Pr''!?";^! in this passage is not meant, perhaps,

as in Deut. xxxiii. 15, Hah. iii. G, the mountains of antiquity,

the old mountains, but the mountains of the East, (comp. the

expression °"P;,^^'5, Gen. xxv. 6; and especially "land of the

people of the East," of Mesopotamia, in Gen. xxix. 1,) appears

clear from the parallelism with Aramea, which lay eastward from

Moab, by which, according to chap. xxii. 5, Deut. xxiii. 5, is to

be understood Aram of the two rivers, Mesopotamia. The old

mountains would also be here entirely without meaning. Mark,

* Comp. Swaying, Comm. in Vatic. Bileami, in Symbol. Hag. t. i. p. 8: Non
negligenda est ea verborum dispositio, qua totius prioris distichi iuitialia et extrema

verba sic ponuntur, ut prius hemistichium claudatur ab eo subjecto, a quo incipi

secundum, posterius autem claudatur ab eo, a quo incipit prius.

C
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Comm. in Pent, in loco, has rightly understood the reason why
Balaam thought, in this connexion, of the mountains of his home

:

" Post mentioneni Syrice ilia montium Orientis adjecta, cum
relatione quadam ad monies Moabiticos in qnibiis nunc con

sistehat divinaturus," comp. ver. 4. The words which Balaam
puts into the mouth of Balak, differ from those of the message

sent hy him in chap. xxii. 6, only as poetry differs from prose.

On the form ";?, Orah, as well as "?P,, in chap. xxii. 11, 17,

•comp. Ew^LD, Gram. § 294. The word 5^!??/ is also the imper.

Kal, comp. Gesenius, Lehrgeb. p. 170. The verh ^tl, which,

as well as the noun ^V., belongs exclusively to poetical language,*

stands always for violent anger, and has never the sense of

cm'sing, which has been arbitrarily assigned to it here. In
Micah vi. 19, which, besides, is adduced in favour of this mean-
ing, the sense of to be angry is the only suitable one :

" the

scant ephah is regarded with anger," namely by God, as indeed

the noun ^^\ is often used, without any addition, to express the

anger of God. The expression '^:"': ^^^\ in Prov. xxii. 14, and
also, "Divers weights are an abomination to the Lord," may be
compared. Just as suitable is the meaning of being angry in

Prov. xxiv. 24 :
" He that saith unto the wicked, Thou art

righteous, him shall the people curse, nations shall abhor inisyT'"

him." In the passage under consideration, the sense of being

angrg will appear quite appropriate, if it be considered that the

cm'se can only be the result of the most violent inward excite-

ment against the object of it, and that any one would strive, before

pronouncing it, to arouse himself to rage in every way, upon the

intensity of which the efficacy of the curse depended. A slight

alteration in the sense is certainly demanded here, as in Prov.

xxiv. 24, by the construction with the accusative; comp. on such

constructions of the intransitive and reflexive verb with the ac-

cusative instead of with prepositions, in which poets especially

have great hcense, Ev7ALD, Gram. § 482. nyt with prepositions,

to be angry with any one, or at anything ; with the accusative,

to vent anger on any one.

* The primary signification, adopted by Schultens, Gesknius, and others, to

/(ifim, is altogether nnccrtiiiii, and appears only to rest upon a misunderstood passage
ol'the Kamus. In Ilobvew, likewise, no trace of it is found.
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Ver. 8. Balak supposed that blessing and cursing were de-

pendent on Balaam, that his God must follow whither he led

him. "/ wot" he says, " that he whom thou blessest is blessed,

and he whom thou cursest is cursed" ch. xxii. 6. Balaam did

not decidedly oppose this view in general, tliough he did so in

reference to the concrete case, to which it was applied. Here
Jehovah curses not, but blesses ; and, since he is the absolute

Lord of blessing and of cursing—since his servants only an-

nounce his determination either to bless or to curse, but can

neither>'^ nor alter it—how then could he curse ? of what use

would it be ? what could induce him to venture it ? The
difference between Balaam and Balak, we may suppose, con-

sisted not in this, that the latter was desirous that Balaam
should curse in spite of the divine decree, which even he re-

garded as fixed : what he wanted was an efficient curse, and
such a one Balaam could pronounce only when his will was
in harmony with the will of God. The difference consisted

rather in this, that Balak acknowledged no absolute, unalterable

decree of God ; he fancied that Balaam could treat his God
compulsorily, as being absolutely dependent on himself in refer-

ence to blessing and cursing,—that it depended only on the

energetic will of Balaam to curse, so that the divine curse would
follow his curse by direct consequence. In opposition to this

false notion, Balaam presents the absolute and unalterable

decree of God, not to curse, but to bless, Israel. This is

the view taken by Calvin : Interea se iiotentia ilia ahdi-

cat, qua ipsum excellere iwrsuasus fuerat Balaam. Verba
enim ejus prius retulit Moses ; scio maledicturn fore quern tu

maledixeris ; acsi translata in eum esset dei virtus, ut eum
pro libidine hue illuc versaret. Quid autem id aliud erat,

quam deo abrogare suiim imperium ^ Hoc igitur abominabile

Jigmentumrefellitur ore Balaam; dumimideojus benedicendi

asserit. This knowledge of the determination of God, not to

curse, but to bless Israel, Balaam had acquired in the first

instance from extraneous sources, namely from the revelations

made to the patriarchs, to which he refers on every occasion,

with the palpable intention of indicating that they formed the

basis of his own predictions. The knowledge thus obtained

from without had already become, through the influence of God's

c c 2
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Spirit, an internal conviction, and this conviction, by a peculiarly

powerful operation of the same divine agent, had risen to an

absolute and triumphant assurance. (Compare the expression

in ver. 5, "And the Lord put a word in Balaanis motith.")

The clause, " Hoiv shall I curse whom God hath not cursed'^

probably does not mean, " How can I curse any whom God has

not cursed ?" as if Balaam merely laid down a general propo-

sition, and left Balak to apply it to the case in hand ; but

the suffix in '^-P is to be referred specifically to Israel. " How
can I curse him whom God hath not cursed?" The omission

of the suffix in ^'^l is probably to be explained thus : that

Balaam would not allow himself in the bold construction of

using the verb twice with the accusative ; this absence of the

suffix is against the opinion of those who would assign to s?t

the meaning to curse. The word nnp occurs in prose only a

few times in the history of Balaam, chap. xxii. 17; xxiii. 11,

jind nowhere else in the Pentateuch, from which it follows,

that even at that time it was beginning to disappear from cur-

rent use. From this root is to be derived not only r:np, but

also =^??. The incorrectness of the common opinion, which makes
sps the future of apa (though lately maintained by Gesenius in

his Thesaurus, p. 908), is not only to be iufeiTcd from this pas-

sage, in which a change of the verbs would be unsuitable, but

also from the fact, that the verb aps, where it occurs in the Pre-

terite, active and passive Participle, and Imperative, never has the

meaning to curse, not even in Niphal and its derivatives ; the

proof that aps in Lev. xxiv. 11, 16, has not the meomn^ to curse,

but to express—in wliich meaning apj occurs only in the Penta-

teuch, and in passages derived from it—is given in the Disser-

tations on the Pentateuch, vol. i. p. 245, The forms which

seem to require a derivation from apa, occur only in the Future,

and they are here rather to be explained from a leaning in form
of aap on ap3, with which it has otherwise no connection, since

verbs in y^ generally incline in the Future to verbs in tj (see

Ewald's Lavf/er Grammar, p. 473), and since aap would other-

wise have no Future at all, forno other form of it occurs elsewhere.

Ver. 9, It is evident that we are not to consider (with per-

haps most critics) the ""^
as supeiiluous (the Vulgate omits it),

nor, as otliers take it, which amounts nearly to the same thing,
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as employed to give emphasis ; neither has it the seuse of

quanclo. These are only makeshifts. At all events, the •^s must

announce the confirmation of tlie position laid down in the preced-

ing verse. "God curses him not, and Jehovah is not wrotli with

him." Such a confirmation may be pointed out in what follows

in a twofold manner. We may either place a colon after the

words

—

" From the tops of the rocks I see him,

Aud from the liills I behold him :''

SO that the confirmation is not contained in these words alone,

but in their connection with the sequel ;
" for from the tops of the

rocks I beliold him as a people that dwells alone," &c. ; or we

may place after the words " I behold him," a full stop, and con-

sider the sequel as a furtlier extension and more exact determina-

tion of the thought. That the clause " from the tops of the rocks

I see him, and from the hills I behold him," is in itself adapted to

be a confirmation of the position " God curses him not," cannot

be doubted, if we only consider, that Balaam's ecstatic vision was

throughout not merely corporeal, that with the seeing of the

bodily eye there was combined at the same time the penetration

of the spiritual eye into the depths that are concealed from the

bodily which rests only on the surface, even into the inward essence

of things. This is shown most plainly in the third Prophecy, in

chap xxiv. 5. The man with open eyes there depicts the love-

liness of the tents of Israel, in a manner which shows that the

outward beholding is introduced only as the basis of the inward.

Now, if Balaam's beholding was of this kind, the view itself of

the Israelitish encampment would furnish him with evidence to

justify such expressions as nap s^ and nyt sV, In this manner

CoccEius expounds the passage. No)i execrari deiiiu Israeli

tas demonstrat ex re manifesta. Rem manifeslam indicut

dum dicit se I.sraelem videre de capite petrarum ct ex coUihus

cbnlemplari. Nempe talemut in eo nullum exstet divinae irae

vestigium, sed potius henedictionis. A remark of Calvin's fur-

nishes a canon for the inteqiretation of the following clause

:

" Behold, it is a people that dwelleth alone, and numbereth

not itself among the heathen." Non de viriute populi, sed

tuntum de henedictione Dei agitur. What we are to under-
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stand by dwelling alone, may be best gathered from the parallel

passages, of which Deut. xxxiii. 28 is the most important.

" And Israel dwelleth in safehj

Alone is the fountain of Jacob.
"

73, alone, here stands in parallehsm with t^j^?, in safety. It is

said in the preceding verse, ''He driveth out the enemy before

thee, and saith, Destroy ! " Moreover, there appears to be an

alhision to the passage before us, and that in Deuteronomy, in

Micah vii. 14.

" Feed tliy people with tLy rod,

The flock of thine heritage,

TNTiich dwell solitary in the wood,

in the midst of Carmel."

the sense of which is correctly given by Ewald. "May Jeho-

vah, as the good Shepherd, lead his people, his own congrega-

tion, never again to be separated from him, a quiet, protected,

little company, as a flock in the forest of the beautiful Carmel.
"

Also Jerem. xhx. 31.

Arise, get you up to the nation that is at ease.

That dwelleth securely (tiaa's"), saith Jehovah;

Which have neither gates nor bars,

Dwelling a/oHe (TiS).

According to these parallel passages, the exposition of Cocceius

and others, which refers " the dwelliny alone" to the special

laws and institutions by which God distinguished and separated

Israel from all other nations, must be rejected. As a comment

on the phrase, " dwelling alone," we may also consider the pas-

sage in Judges xviii. 7, describing the inhabitants of Laish as "a

people who dwelt securely {^'^^k), • • • quiet and secure

(riua)
. . . and had no business witli any man." The dwell-

ing alone denotes a quiet and protected retirement. No one

interfered with the affairs of Israel—no one came near them, in-

jured them in their privileges; they kept their own concerns to

themselves ; to the world at large it was the same as if no such
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people existed. By the wall of the divine protection they were

separated from the world—they were exempted from those great

catastrophes by which the whole aspect of the world is changed.

It is self-evident that Israel would enjoy the great prerogatives

which are here assigned to it, only as long as it was really Israel.

The internal " dwelling alone" formed the indispensable condi-

tion of the external " dwelling alone." The outward separation

from the heathen world lasted only as long as Israel maintained

a separation from it, in reference to morals and religion. No
sooner did the influence of the world affect Israel internally, than

its external power also gained the ascendancy. That this co)i-

ditionality in the promise, which was founded on the holiness

of God, and the covenant relation in which he stood to Israel,

was clearly understood by Balaam, is shown by the epithet,

"righteous" applied to Israel in ver. 10, and his foreseeing the

threatened captivity of the people in chap. xxiv. 22, which could

depend only on the violation of a subjective condition, since God,

according to Balaam's declaration, was not a man, that he should

lie, nor the son of man, that he should repent ; it is also shown

by the counsel which Balaam afterwards gave to the Moabites and

Midianites, that by seducing Israel into sin, they might neutralise

and annul the blessing of God. But it must not be kept out

of sight, that, in reference to the internal separation from the

world, which formed the necessary condition of the outward, Is

rael, was not altogether left to itself, in which case the promise

would have been mere mockery ; but God bountifully afforded

means for this purpose. By his law he gave Israel instructions

respecting this separation. Compare Deut. iv. 8, "And what

nation is there so great, that hath statutes and judgments, so

righteous as all this law, which I set before you this dayV
By his servants the prophets, whom he raised up in succession,

he gave powerful incitements to obey it ; and by his Spirit, whose

agency formed the distinguishing characteristic of the covenant-

people (Isaiah Ixiii. 11), and who, in being the instrument of the

closest connection with God, the Holy One, brought about the

separation from the profane world, he imparted the power to per-

form it. There were times when the people, notwithstanding

these means of separation, that were so abundantly furnished by

the Lord, pulled down with impious hands the wall of separation
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which divided them from the heathen world. But tlie promise,

^'Behold the j)eo2)le shall dwell alone," never lost its signifi-

cance. The punishment which ensued, in consequence of the

neglect of the internal separation, was always at the same time the

means of establishing it afresh ; and, in connection with the power-

ful agency of the Spirit that accompanied it, could not fiiil of its

object. And as soon as the regeneration of the people was ef-

fected, the declaration, " Behold there is a peojile that dwelleth

alone" once more became a fact. This is shown in a multitude

of instances, recorded in the Book of Judges. But the promise

is not limited merely to the times of the old covenant. Accord-

ing to the scriptural view, there is only one Israel under the

two economies. The Church of the New Covenant, of which

the Israelitish eKkoyr) formed the basis, with a separation of those

who constituted only an Israel in appearance {Scheinisrael),

is to be considered as the direct continuation of Israel. With it

the promise abides through all ages, and is constantly in a pro-

cess of fulfilment. As soon as it separates itself inwardly from

the profane world, and in proportion as it does so, it is also sepa-

rated outwardly from the world, protected against its attacks and
influences, and raised to a powerful self-subsistence. This de-

claration is a pledge to the Church that she can never be brought

into outward bondage to the world, if she is not spiritually en-

slaved by it, and, therefore, furnishes her with the most powerfril

motive to emancipate herself from spiritual bondage, and to be on
her guard against it. In this reference it is said in the last

clause, of Israel, " it does not reckon itself with the heathen,"

3'i)hn'« in accordance with the usual force of Hithpahel, is to be

translated " reckons itself," and not " it is reckoned," which is

determined most certainly by the parallehsm " dwelleth alone,"

of which the sense has been established by the parallel passages.

Hence it is evident Israel is here described as not reckoning it-

self with the heathen in reference to its condition ; in a different

manner from the heathen, Israel is secm-ed by the protection of

the Lord from foreign pressure, foreign intermixture, and foreign

usurpation, Israel is the only people that has a real protection

in heaven. Hence we infer that not, as many expositors suppose,

Buch a passage as Dcut. iv. 8, is to be considered pwallel, where

the laws and institutions by which Israel was distinguished above
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all nations, are celebrated {"for what nation is there so great,

who hath God so nigh unto them as the Lord our God is in all

things that we call upon him for"), hut more particularly Deut.

xxxiii. 29, which is connected with ver. 28, as the clause before

us to the verse that precedes it: '' Hapjiy art thou, Israel:

who is like unto thee, O lyeople saved hij the Lord, the shield of

thy help, and who is the sword of thy excellency ! and thine

enemies shall hefound liars unto thee ; and thou shall tread

upon their high places:' Compare also 2 Sam. vii. 13. Here

also the defect of Israel from its ideal as the chosen people, oc-

casions the fulfilment of the prophecy to be presented as incom-

plete, but even in this incompleteness it is exceedingly rich.

How truly Balaam said that Israel "did not reckon itself with

the heathen," appears from the fact, that while all the powerful

empires of the ancient world, the Egyptian, Assyrian, Baby-

lonian, and others, have utterly perished, Israel, which even under

the Old Covenant was rescued from so many dangers that threaten-

ed its entire destruction, particularly in being brought back from

exile, flourishes anew in the Church of the New Covenant, and

continues also to exist in that part of it which, though at present

rejected, is destined to restoration at a future period.

Ver. 10. In this verse Israel is first of all celebrated for the

countless multitude to which it had encreased ;
and then the seer,

as is suitable to the close, reverts to more general topics, espe-

cially the enviable lot of the people. The expression, " Who can

count the dust of Jacob V which is ecLuivalent to saying, " Ja-

cob is like the dust for its countless multitude," alludes to the

promise in Gen. xiii. 16, " And I ivill make thy seed as the dust

of the earth : so that if a man can number the dust of the

earth, then shall thy seed also be numbered;" and the reference

to this passage cannot be considered as an accidental reminiscence,

but like all the similar predictions of Balaam, arises from an en-

deavour to connect the revelation made to him with the earher

fundamental revelations, and thus to legitimate it as truly divine.

This endeavour to rest the later revelations on the earlier, runs

through the whole prophetic system, and is found in the most

original and independent prophets. The phrase ^Tl""? means.

Who has determined it .^ who has ever done it ? But this is

presented as a position which has a reality not merely for the
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present, but for the future. Neither now nor in the future, can the

question W/io liath determined ? be answered in the afl&rmative.

But that we are not to tliink merely of the future, is shown, not only

by the use of the Preterite, but by the second clause, where the

mention of the fourth part of Israel stands in relation to the cir-

cumstances of the present ; likewise by the passage it Deut. x,

22, where the promise formerly made to the Patriarchs of a numer-

ous posterity, appears as already fulfilled, "'Thyfathers went down

into Egypt with three score and ten persons ; and now the

Lord thy God hath made thee as the stars of heaven for mul-

titude." In the words, "and the number of the fourth luirt ofIs-

rael^' there is a reference to the mode in which the Israelites were

encamped. They were in four divisions, each consisting of three

tribes, around the Tabernacle, which was placed in the centre, in the

immediate neiglibourhood of which were its ministers, the Levites.

Compare Numb. ii. and x. This slight and artless reference to

an arrangement which reached its termination with the Mosaic

age, and existed only during the march through the desert, con-

tradicts the opinion of those who regard the prophecies of Ba-

laam as the productions of a later period. A later writer, if it

had occurred to him to allude to this arrangement, would not

have satisfied himself with so slight an allusion.

The word "'!'='? has given expositors much trouble. The

attempts to alter the reading

—

Venema on Mai. i. 13, with

whom ScHROEDER and De Geer agree, proposes for ^'^!9 to read

-lEo-^tt ^,]iQ hath counted .^—and several forced and ungrammati-

cal explanations, such as that according to which the noun stands

instead of the verb, or the ^s is taken as the sign of the genitive

—and this, quis numerum, quis quartam partem Israelis—have

arisen on the one hand, from not recognising the accusative which

serves for the completion of the verbal idea by specifying the kind

and manner — see Ew^ald's Smaller Grammar, § 515. "Who
hath determined according to number (even only) the fourth

part of Israel,"—the fourth part in contrast to the whole ; and,

on the other hand, from a misapprehension of the meaning of ™?.

If with all the expositors we give it the meaning to number,

then to add, according to number, seems superfluous and con-

fusing. But since "^EOtt shows that this cannot be the correct

meaning, a wider meaning is required which is capable of being
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restricted by 'istsw, and to such a one we are led by the first clause

as well as by the passage on which this is founded in Gen. xiii. 16.

The phrase, Who counts ? can only be used respecting objects,

which, abstractly considered, are numerable (zahlbar), but which

by their multitude preclude numeration (unzdhliff) . This does

not apply to the dust. Even of the sand of the sea, Jeremiah uses

the term measure, xxxiii. 22: " As the host of heaven cannot be

numbered (^so"'), neither the sand of the sea (lai) measured."

And yet sand is far more suited for numbering than dust. Of
an object really numerable in the parallel passage, Genesis xv. 5,

not nsM but ^bd is used. This necessity for a more general mean-

ing of ™)3, which is founded on the passage before us, is corrobo-

rated by the fact that the fundamental meaning of the verb in

Arabic, and of Piel and the derivative nouns, and in Isaiah Ixv.

12, is that of determining
, Jixing, destining. And on closer

examination, we find that this is the only meaning of the word

in the Pentateuch, that that of numbering is quite unknown to

it : so that Gesenius is quite in error when he says of the

latter meaning, in his Thesanrus : Qua signi/icatio in anti-

quiore Hebraismo usitatior est licet ilia (that of determining)

origine proprior esse videatur. To number is in the Penta-

teuch always -iso, which occurs no less than twelve times in this

sense. Gen. xli. 49, Lev. xv. 13, 28, Deut. xvi. 9. In later

times -^£0 fell into disuse in this sense in the language of common
life, in which naa took its place, and was restricted to higher

composition, and especially to poetry. Not a single passage can

be adduced to prove, that ied in later times still belonged to the

current language of common life. The passages in 1 Chron.

xxiii. 3, 2 Chron. ii. 1,16, Ezra i. 8, furnish no proof for this

purpose, since the writers after the Captivity, who had acquired

the language, as scholars, from its ancient monuments, and

showed a special preference for the phraseology of the Penta-

teuch, can never be considered as witnesses of the current lan-

guage of later times. The passages in 1 Kings iii. 8, where it

is said in Solomon's prayer, " And thy servant is in the midst

of thy people whom thou hast chosen, a numerous people, ^ "''f'?

^"'!? ''s®? ^) ".?'?'?," proves neither for nor against it. For here is al-

most an express reference to the Pentateuch, from which both "jx!"

and "^BO"' are borrowed, and the words must be regarded as if they
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had marks of quotation. Exactly analogous also are the passages

in Gen. xvi. 10: "And I will multiply thy seed exceedingly,

that it shall not be numbered for multitude," ^"^ "s^? ^''7, and Gen.

xxxii. 13 (12), "and make thy seed as the sand of the sea,

which cannot be numbered for multitude." The same remark

applies also to some passages in the Books of Kings, in which
^£0 still occurs in the sense of to number, 1 Kings viii. 3. Ex-
iactly the same words occur there, but in a different apphcation,

which is a proof how current the expression contained in the

Pentateuch was among the people. Lastly, the word -iss in the

sense of to number is also found in 2 Sam. xxiv. 10, but not

exactly in a common narrative, but in a passage where the tone

begins to use and assume the character of poetry :
" And Da-

vid's heart smote Mm {'^T^/. T-1, quite a poetical expression)

after that he had numbered the people!' We have obtained

in this manner, at the same time, a contribution of some impor-

tance to the inquiries respecting the phraseology of the Penta-

teuch in relation to that of the other books of the Old Testament.

The coincidence cannot be regarded as purely accidental. Such

a notion is contradicted by the frequency of "fto in the Pentateuch,

and also in poetry—by the non-occurrence of nro in the Penta-

teuch in the sense of numbering , combined with the non-occur-

rence of ^£0 in the later books—by the fact, that the only two

passages in the Books of Kings where iso occurs are referable to

the Pentateuch ; and, lastly, it is altogether the most natiu'al

course that the original general meaning of nata should occur

alone in the oldest books, and the secondary and special mean-

ing in the later ones.

In reference to the fulfilment of the promise contained in these

two first clauses, Calvin remarks : Tenendum est, quamvis

populi scelere ad exiguum numerum redacta fuerit ilia multi-

tudo, non tamen frustra hoc fuisse pronuntiatum : quia pau-

ciias ilia tandem exundavit, ut totum niundum expleret. In

these words the final fulfilment is placed, with perfect correct-

ness, in the times of the Messiah. If, even under the Old

Covenant, individuals belonging to other nations, provided they

submitted to circumcision, were incorporated with the Covenant

people, and if this happened demonstrably in all ages,—if, there-

fore, bodily descent from J acob was not a necessary condition of
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belonging to Israel,—we may conclude that the immense increase

which Israel received in the time of Christ from the heathen, is

comprehended under this prophecy. Its fulfilment is constantly

progressive. It is a pledge to us of a continually increasing

extension of the Church, a constant addition to the number of

its members ; and gives us the assurance, that, even if, through

the Church's criminality, a diminution should take place, it can

only be temporary— that, after it, God will only utter more

powerfully to the Church his command, " Befruitful and imil-

tiply."

In the second half of the verse, the word ^T?^ end, is deter-

mined by the parallelism to mean the end of life. ^'^'^^ like him,

for like his end, is sufficient, since it has already been plainly

expressed in what respect Balaam wished to be like Israel. Here,

first of all, it is doubtful in what sense Balaam wished to be like

Israel in death. The older expositors have generally found here

an allusion to that happy immortality which awaits the members

of the Church of God. Even the cautious and unprejudiced

Calvin favours this view. Unde sequitur, he says, gratiam

dei fines hujus caducae vitae excedere. Quare haec vox in-

signe continent testimonium futurae immortalitatis. J. D,

MiCHAELis also adopted this interpretation. Yet, since the bless-

ing of Balaam relates otherwise to this world only, and Hkewise

the original promises contained in Genesis on which it rests

—

since the curse desired by Balak of which this blessing formed

the opposite, referred not to Israel's well-being in the future

state, but solely and alone to the present world—since the future

state is generally in the Pentateuch kept very much in the back-

ground for reasons which have been stated in the Dissertations

on the Pentateuch, vol. ii. p. 460-473, and so distinct an al-

lusion to the futm-e happiness of the chosen people of God, as

according to such an interpretation would exist here occurs

nowhere else in it—we could only venture to adopt such an
explanation, if there were no other within our reach. But this

is manifestly not the case. Balaam could wish to die the death

of the chosen in another respect than with a view to a happy im-

mortality. To be convinced of this, let any one compare the

death tliat Balaam actually died, punished by Israel's avenging
sword (Num. xxxi. 8), and tortured by the consciousness of
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the loss of God's favour, with that of Abraham to whom it was

promised, " Thou shall go to thy fathers in peace, thou shall

be huried in a good old age," (Gen. xv. 15,) and of whose

death, when it occurred, it is said, in Gen. xxv. 8, " Abraham
died iti a good old age, an old man and full of years, and was

gathered to his people;' or compare it with it that of Isaac,

Jacob, or Moses. Three points are here to be considered, which

distinguished the death of the chosen and made it so desirable.

Their death was happy in reference to the Present, the Past, and

the Future, (i.) They died in the enjoyment of God's favour, in

the consciousness of his love, (ii.) Abundant satisfaction was

afforded them in a review of the past. Wherever their eye

turned, the traces appeared of God's favour, blessing, forgiving,

rescuing, and saving them ; their prayers had been answered

—

protection had been granted against their enemies—and their

lives had been prolonged through every vicissitude to the final

stage, and then was not abruptly or violently cut off, but gently ex-

pired. This particular is alone brought forward by Steudel, (p.

76,) who gives as the sense of the passage, " Balaam wishes to

be able, at the close of hfe, to look back on the past with tlie

same satisfaction as his citizens." (iii.) The chosen were cheered

in their death by bright anticipations of tlie future destiny of

their people and race. That this consideration is far too im-

portant to be omitted, is shown by the blessing which Jacob

uttered on his death-bed to his sons, and that of Moses shortly

before his death, to the assembled tribes. The more individuals

at that time identified their life with that of the whole body, and

the patriarch regarded his posterity as the continuation of his own
existence, so much the more must the Future, rich in blessings

for which the divine promise was a pledge, have occuj)ied the

thoughts of the departing saint, and taken the bitterness of death

away. This is remarkably appai-ent in the words of the dying

Jacob, "7 have waited for thy salvation, O Lord!" (Gen.

xlix. 18,) which are exactly suited to illustrate the language of

Balaam. Le Clerc observes on this passage, Videtur Bileamus

scivisse, divinitus se immaturo fato nioriturum fuisse, atque

eo hie respicere, and it would really seem that such a pre-

sentiment had seized l)is mind, of which a consciousness of his

own impurity formed tlie basis—that impurity which, though for
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a season it was repressed by the mighty operation of God's

Spirit, soon revived with fearful energy, led to the frustration of

the wish here expressed, and prepared for Mm an awful end.

It now only remains to determine the meaning of o"'?^'? The
absence of the article, though the term refers not to Jesharim

generally, but to specific Jesharim, the children of Israel as

Jesharim, is to be explained not only on the general ground

that the article in poetry is often omitted, but also that here

Jesharim assumes the nature of a proper name corresponding to

Jeshurun, which requires to be noticed along with it. The

Israelites are the only Jesharim (considered in reference to other

nations), so that the article is unnecessary for the purpose of

defining and pointing out the peculiar reference. In the Title

'^'f'^l ^'^^. the latter word is equivalent to, the Israelite.

As to the meaning of Di^ita-' that of the fortunate {glilckliche)

which is adopted by De Geer and others, must be rejected as

quite arbitrary. Where the Hebrew tisus loquendi is so well /
established as in the case of ita-* that it invariably has the mean-

ing of rectitude and probity, nothing is gained by an appeal

to the Arabic. The assertion that Balaam had no concern

with the uprightness of the Israelites, but with their prosperity,

is set aside by observing that Balaam, when he designated the

Israelites as the upright, makes an allusion to the ground of the

difference of their lot from that of all other nations, and traces it

to its moral necessity. That such an allusion is unsuitable, no

one would venture to maintain. As little also can Calvin's

opinion be approved of, who, though he explains n-'^r-^ by up-

right or righteous, understands by this term not an inherent, but an

imputed righteousness. Recti vocantur Israeliiae sicut aliis

locis, nonpropria rectitudine sed dei heneplacito, qui eos dignatus

fuerat segregare ah immundis geutihus. The word ^to'' which

so often occurs in the Psalms, stands always for inherent right •

eousness, and to this also Jeshurun relates, which corresponds

exactly to Jesharim.

The term Jeshurun, as it corresponds so closely to Jesha-

rim, we wish to examine a little more closely. The common
opinion is that Jeshurun is a diminutive of Jasher, and means,

the righteous little people. (See Gesenius, Thesaurus, and

Ev^^ald's Grammar, § 346, Nicholson's translation, p. 219.)
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But we cannot accede to this assertion. For (i.) the notion that

the termination tin has a diminutive force rests on no foundation.

It is found in Syriac with this meaning, but there, in all proba-

bility, it was borrowed from the Greek. (Compare Ch. B.

MiCHAELis in Pott's Sylloge, t. i. p. 233, J. D. Michaelis'

Gr. Syr. p. 15, Hoffman's Gr. Si/r. p. 251.) In Hebrew no

case occurs v\rhere this meaning of the termination is absolutely

required, or even where it is peculiarly suitable. In one among

the few words in which it occurs

—

Zehulon, it does not suit. It

is decisive against the opinion of a diminutive meaning of the

termination, that it occurs only in proper names, in which dimi-

nutive endings are far more rare than in appellatives. Even of

the termination on the diminutive meaning is very doubtful.

The only word which has been adduced with any show of reason

for it, V^''^, apple of the eye, according to the common interpre-

tation, the little man, may very well be regarded as the usual

adjectival form, (see Ewald § 341, p. 213, Transl.) the manly

part of the eye, id qicod virum refert. (ii.) The diminutive

meaning is unsuitable in the original passage where Jeshurun

occurs, Deut. xxxii. 15. A term of endearment ( appellatio

hlanda et charitativa) does not suit the awful punitive charac-

ter of the passage :

—

But Jeshurun waxed fat, and kicked :

Thou art waxen fat ; thou art grown thick ;

Thou art covered with fatness :

Then he forsook God which made him,

And lightly esteemed the Rock of his salvation.

Also in Beut. xxxiii. 5, the appellatio hlanda et charitativa

is not very suitable :
" And he was king in Jeshurun." " No

one is like the God of Jeshurun!'

The fact that the un occurs only in proper names, may be

most easily accounted for, by regarding it as nothing more than

an ending for words of that class. If this be admitted, Jeshu-

run is brought still nearer Jesharini ; it is distinguished from

the latter only in this point, that it represents the quality which

marks ihe Jesharini as belonging most essentially to the charac-

ter of Israel by coining it into a nomen propriuni.

The meaning of Jeschurun, and at the same time that of
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Jeshurun, is determined by what is said of God in Deut.

xxxii. 4 :

A God of trulb, and witliout iniquity.

Just and right {'^a') is He

;

T T

and which, according to right, ought to be true of the other

contracting party in the Covenant, of Israel. The meaning also

may be inferred from what is said, in ver. 5, of the conduct

manifested by Israel in contradiction to his ideal :
" They are

a perverse and crooked generation." The allusion to his ideal

and proper destiny in ver. 15 is quite suitable, since here the

contrast between the reality and the ideal is set forth.

But now the question arises, how can the predicate of upright-

ness and righteousness be applied to all Israel ? Such a desig-

nation seems to stand in opposition to their history, which pre-

sents proofs in abundance of the departure of the people fi'om the

path of uprightness and righteousness. The answer is : Not-

withstanding these examples of the contrary, still uprightness and

righteousness were the standing ideal and destiny of the people,

and whatever truly" bore this character;—on the other hand, the

reality can never form an unconditional opposite, it had an office

appointed by God liimself, notwithstanding all that fell short of

the standard through the prevalence of sin ; it always contained

in itself a pledge of its reahzation ; and though only a few traces

of it appeared on the surface, others always existed at a greater

depth ; and if there were seasons in which it retrograded, yet

they were always succeeded by times in which it manifested its

vigour. A more attentive contemplation of the history of Israel

enables us to discern, even in the most abandoned times, the ex-

istence of an iKXoyr}, to whom the predicate of uprightness and
righteousness was perfectly applicable ; for the existence of such
a body, the best evidence is given us by the condemnation of the

waywardness and unrighteousness of the people, which has pro-

ceeded in all ages out of their own midst. Where can such a

reacting moral power be found in heathen nations ? Moreover,
their history shews that the times of gross immorahty in which
uprightness and righteousness took refuge in a small remnant,
were always succeeded by times of reformation in which upright-

ness and righteousness were more or less diflfused throughout the

Dd
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national life. The period of the Judges will alone furnish abun-

dant proofs of tliis fact. Thus it may he asserted that the pre-

dicate Jesharim may with perfect right he applied to Israel on

the whole, and particularly in relation to the heathen world

;

while it must naturally he observed, that here uprightness and

righteousness are spoken of first of all in their relation to God.

The fulfilment of the promise which here is traced hack to

righteousness as its hasis, and is only vouchsafed to that charac-

teristic, went exactly as far as that, and even when the people fell

far short of their ideal, times intervened in which their lot was yet

an enviable one.

A question further arises, How can the prosperity of Israel be

grounded here, not on God's choice and favour, but on the sub-

jective character of the chosen ? We answer ;—this subjective

character does not form an opposite to the choice and favour, but

is the first form of their realization, wliich is followed by the se-

cond in the actual state of the people. The Israelites did not

first become Jesharim by their own efforts, and then were blessed

by God with prosperity, but their righteousness is a product of

the economy under which he placed them, of the revelation of

his holy will which he gave them in his law, of the forgiveness of

sins which he annexed to the presentation of sacrifices, and of

the impartation of his Spirit, which always is living and operat-

ing in his Church, and only in it. But those persons who think

that the salvation of God could be grounded on choice and fa-

vour, in o]^j)osition to righteousness, know not what they say.

The declaration, " / am holy'' has the command, " he ye holy"

as its necessary consequence ; and the " / am holy" would be-

come untrue, as soon as God, instead of punishing, should gi'ant

salvation or prosperity to those who scorned to use the means

which he freely ofiered them for reahzing the " Be ye holy!' God

abides holy only as long as he acknowledges no one for his own

without holiness. It is ahke to be reprobated, if men ground

salvation on a subjective character, to be attained by their own

powers, or if they consider the possession of such a character as

superfluous.
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CHAPTER XXIII. 11-17.

Balak charges Balaam with perjidij for blessing Israel instead

of cursing it. But Balaam repels the charge by appeahng to the

will of the Lord, to which he was bound to render imphcit obe-

dience. Balak now determines to try wdiether this will is unal-

terable, whether he may not succeed in gaining, under other cir-

cumstances, a more favourable result. Possibly, he thinks, the

cause of the failure lies in Balaam's having indistinctly seen from

a great distance only a small part of the people he was to curse.

He therefore takes him to a mountain from which a great part

of the Israelitish camp might be distinctly seen. The favour of

Jehovah having been there again invoked by sacrifices, Balaam

retires to enquire respecting his will. He then returns to Balak,

and delivers his second prophecy.

Ver. 11. "And Balak said unto Balaam, What hast thou

done unto me ? I took thee to curse mine enemies, and, behold,

thou hast blessed them altogether. 12. And he answered and

said. Must I not take heed to speak that which the Lord hath

put in my mouth ? 13. And Balak said unto him. Come, I

pray thee, with me unto another jjlace, from whence thou mayest

see them : thou shalt see but the utmost part of them, and

shalt not see them all: and curse me them from thence. 14.

And he brought liim into the field of Zophim (or the Watchers),

to the top of Pisgah (or the hill), and built seven altars,

and oSered a bullock and a ram on every altar. 15. And he

said unto Balak, Stand here by thy burnt-offering, while I

will meet [the Lord] yonder. 16. And the Lord met Balaam,

and put a word in his mouth, and said. Go again unto Balak,

and say thus. 17. And when he came to him, behold, ho

stood by his burnt-offering, and the princes of Moab were with

him. And Balak said unto him. What hath the Lord spoken ?"

Ver. II. "Thou hast blessed altogether." A. Vers. I."?? T?-^?

Heb. {Thou hast blessed blessing.) The addition of the Infini-

D d 2
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live ^!?= intimates that out of Balaam's mouth had proceeded bless-

ing, and nothing but blessing, blessing in the fullest sense on

those whom, according to Balak's opinion, he was bound to

curse. (See Ewald's Gram. § 541. Trans, p. 340.)

Ver. 12. Here it is doubtful whether '^'^^ is, io take heed, oris it

to be explained. Am I not to pay attention to this so as to speak

it ? By the first supposition ^1s is dependent on "'.t., by the se-

cond on "^'^'f??. The first is supported by 2 Kings x. 31 :
" But

Jehu took no heed "?":? "^ to walk in the Law of the Lord ;" the

second, by the numerous passages, even in the Pentateuch, where

"•^l? is used with the Accusative respecting attention to God's

word a7id the observance of his commands.

Ver. 13. Balak having been referred to God, as the proper

author of the unfavourable communication that had been made to

him, supposes, that the disfavour shown may be founded on the

locality, and that God would be more propitious to him in a dif-

ferent situation, and look more graciously on fresh sacrifices.

Facit Balak, says Calvin, quod solent fere omnes superst itiosi,

nam quia nihil iUis certum, est velJirmiim, per varias specula-

iiones circumaguntur, nunc hoc, nunc illud tentant. How
far Heathenism was from a belief in the unchangeableness of the

divine will which Balaam in ver. 19 urges so forcibly against

Balak's fond conceit, is shown by what Hartung says (p. 101):

"If the will of the Deity announced itself by omens to be unfavour-

able, they might hope by continued offerings, prayers, and expia-

tions (without which things the interrogation of that will was

never undertaken,) to influence, especially in a sacred place."

Much perplexity has been felt by expositors in explaining the

words, " Come with me, I pray thee, to another place, from whence

thou mayest see them : thou shalt see hut the utmost part of
them, and shalt not see them all,' compared with chap. xxii. 41 :

" And Balak took Balaam, and brought him up into the high

places of Baal, that thence he might see the utmostpart of thepeo-

pile." That the reference in botli passages must be to a different

locality for the purpose of seeing Israel, is quite evident, especially

if we compare them with the words, ''And he saw Israel abiding in

his tents according to their tribes," which occur in chap. xxiv. 2,

in reference to the third place of observation. But in what the

difference consists, does not immediately strike us : it rather ap-
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pears as if seeing only " the utmost part " of the people in

distinction from the whole, was common to the two passages.

Several critics, as Mark and De Geek, try to point out the dif-

ference between what is apparently so similar by explaining the

words in chap. xxii. 41 ("he sawfrom thence the utmost part of
the people ") as if they meant the people from one end to the other

or to their extreme hmit. But this explanation is opposed by
the verse before us. If " seeing the utmost part " stands here in

opposition to seeing the whole, it cannot be imagined that the
same writer would use exactly the same phrase in a contrary

sense a httle before, and in a passage which has a relation to

this. The position of the places also is against it—from Bamoth
Baal it was impossible to see the whole Israelitish camp. (See
the Geographical Observations) ; Hkewise the intimation given in

the prophecy Balaam there uttered, of only a partial view. Others,

in trying to attain the same object, instead of taking the clause

here to mean, " thou shalt see but the utmost part of them," ren-

der it, " thou hast seen only the utmost part," (as yet, from Ba-
moth Baal) "and hast not seen the whole of them." Against
this interpretation is to be urged not perhaps the Future in itself

—it might be taken as a Present, since they were still in the

place where they first beheld the Israelites—but the analogy of

the preceding ^1^'!K^ and the absence of now. Moreover the word
<=ss, immediately following the clause, " from whence thou mayest
see them," and without a preceding ''?, too clearly announces a

limitation of it. Finally, if Balaam already saw the whole from
this spot, we cannot imagine what object Balak could have in

fm-ther taking him to Peor, and it is also fi-om the situation of

the place inconceivable that Balaam could see the whole from the

top of Pisgah. Nothing remains, then, but for us to assume that
'•' the utmost part" is here used in a more comprehensive sense

than before, and we are led to this by a careful examination of

the expression itself. There, he saw the utmost part of the peo-

ple ; here, the people, yet not the whole, but only the utmost
part ; therefore, first of all the people, and then comes the hmi-
tation. In the very fact, tliat the people is first of all mentioned,

it is intimated that by " the utmost part" is not to be understood

the extreme end. And with this supposition, the situation of the

place precisely agrees. From Bamoth Baal, which was at a con-
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siderabJe distance, Balaam could see only the most extreme part

of the Israelitish camp, and that very indistmctly ; a far more

comprehensive view must have been presented to him from the

heights of Pisgah ; hut it was from Peor that he could first be-

hold tlie whole camp of Israel, that mountain rising imme-

diately out of the Vale of the Jordan. (See the Geograj^hical Oh-

sei'valiof/s.)

Ver. 15. This verse is properly translated, " Do thou remain

thus standing by thy burnt- offering, and I will go thus to meet

[Jehovah], as thou art standing and as I show thee." The

meaning here which the lexicographers, (even Gesenius in his

Thesaurus, p. 051,) give in several passages to nb, is everywhere

arbitrarily assumed. Exod. ii. 12 is, thus and thus, in one way

and another. The "going to meet" is here a technical term of

a prophet or diviner, which is explained in chap. xxiv. 1, by ^\l

D-^ans Tffr^, We must supply, as verse 1 6 shows, ^i"^ '?.

THE SECOND PROPHECY. CHAP. XXIII. 18-24.

Balaam repels Balak's requisition that he should withdraw the

blessing he had before uttered, and, instead of that, curse Israel,

by appealing to the truth and unchangeableness of God, from

whom he obtained the blessing. But he does not satisfy liimself

with not doing what Balak wishes, he also does what Balak does

not wish. After refusing to curse, he blesses afresh. Israel is

protected against the malice of all their enemies, and against

the suffering they prepared for them (therefore also against Ba-

lak's futile attempt) ; for the Lord their God, to whom injustice

exercised against his people, and their suffering arising from it,

are intolerable, is with them, and in their midst exultation is al-

ways felt for so glorious a king. Who can injure them ? Who
can maintain the unequal combat with them, since God has led

them out of Egypt, and since Israel, under his guidance, advances

with the vigorous strength of a buffalo towards his object, and

overturns everything which would check liim in his course.

The fact that God led them out of Egypt, and that they in conse-

quence are furnished with inexhaustible resources, is incontro-

vcrtibly established ; it is not a deceptive imagination to whit'h

Israel abandons himself; for in reference to discovering (hcdiviiie
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will, he is not left to the illusory and deceptive methods of

soothsaying and augury, of which the heathen made use, but

God clearly reveals at all times what he intends to do, and

what in conformity to that, he has to do ; and so, in this

case, he had made known that he would bring him out of

Egypt, and lead him safely to his destination. Dost thou think

to be a match for him, or to be able to throw him down in

his course to his appointed aim ? Behold, it is a people which

destroys its enemies with the strength of a lion. Wherefore get

out of his path, lest such a lot should be thine. He who con-

tends against Israel on earth, contends at the same time against

God in Heaven.

Ver. 18. And Le took up his parable, and said

—

Stand up, Balak, and bear!

Hearken unto me, son of Zippor !

Ver. 19. Not a man is God, that he should lie,

Nor a son of man, that he should repent.

Hath he said, and shall he not do it ?

Or hath he spoken, and shall he not make it good ?

Ver. 20. Behold, to bless I have received [commandment,]

And he hath blessed, and I cannot reverse it.

Ver. 21 . He beholdeth not wickedness in Jacob,

Neither doth he see suffering in Israel

:

Jehovah his God is with him.

And the shout of a king in his midst.

Ver. 22. God brought them out of Egypt

:

His vigour is like that of a buffalo.

Ver. 23. Surely there is no enchantment in Jacob,

Nor divination in Israel

:

In his time it shall be said to Jacob

And to Israel, What hath God wrought I

Ver. 24. Behold, the people shall rise up like a lioness,

And like a lion shall lift himself up :

He shall not lie down till he hath eaten of the prey.

And drank of the blood of the slain.

Ver. 18. All the four prophecies of Balaam are introduced by

the phrase, "And he took up his iKirahle!' Compare this verse

and chapter xxiii. 7, xxiv. 3, 15. In the fourth prophecy, be-

sides the beginning, it occurs in three other places. This agree-

ment in number is certainly not accidental ; a fourfold division

of the whole, and a fourfold division of the last and most im-

portant part. " Stand up" (o^p) cannot refer to the bodily posi-
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tion, for, according to ver. 17, Balaam already was standing by

liis burnt- offering. He calls upon the king to rise mentally, as

the importance of the prophecy he was about to utter demanded.

The Age, by which Le Clerc renders it, is much too tame.

This " Rise up" is applicable not to Balak only, but to all who

approach the holy Scripture. Whoever would understand God's

Word, must free himself from his natural sloth and mental dis-

sipation—must gird himself up, and collect his mental powers.

On the form ^^?._, see Ewald's Gram. § 1G9. The construc-

tion of j-'tsr: with ny, which appears harsh to J. D. Michaelis, who

would alter the reading, is found also in Job xxxii. 11, V.''$*

nrnisian-ny^ compare 13.''='?? °?''"^: in ver. 13. psn with ly is not as

EwALD assumes, § 527, to hear continuously, but to hear tvith at-

tention. A hearing which is not merely external, but also inter-

nal— (J. H. Michaelis, ita ut nientem meam assequaris)—
advances towards the speaker, and is sharp and accurate. ^T'^'^T!;.

''l? corresponds therefore not merely to ^^X^ ^^t likewise to aip.

Ver. 19. Balak transferred human falsehood and human

changeableness to God. He hoped to prevail upon God to re-

tract the blessing that had been already pronounced on Israel,

and to give his servant Balaam authority to curse. This delusive

notion Balaam here shatters with a powerful blow. The practical

importance of the sentiment, even for us, is admirably set forth by

Calvin. Quodsi conductitio pseudo-prophetae haec voxfuit ex-

torta, quam inexcusahilis secordia nostra erit, si in amplexando

del verho varient atque alternent mentes nostras, acsi ipse esset

varius. We are made acquainted with a very ancient application of

it in 1 Sam. xv. 29, where Samuel, when Saul sought by his entrea-

ties to effect a reversal of the sentence pronounced upon him, says,

" The Strength of Israel will not lie nor repent ; for he is not

a man, that he should repent!' That here is a reference to the

language of Balaam, appears not only from the verbal agree-

ment, but from the similarity of the circumstances. Saul, like

Balak, desired to reverse a divine decree. What, therefore, could

be more natural than that Samuel should check him, with the very

words by which, in ancient times, a servant of God had exposed

to his predecessor the folly of his desire. This reference is im-

portant, inasmuch as it furnishes evidence for the recognition of

Balaam as a true prophet. That the doctrine here expressed of
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the uncliangeableness of God, and the stabihty of his councils,

belongs to those truths which from the first were distinctly ap-

prehended by the Israelites, we have a pledge in the name Jeho-

vah (properly Jahveh), The Being, and consequently The Un-
changeahle. (See Dissertations on the Ventateuch, vol. i., p.

244, &c.) How firmly the Trap' go ovk evt irapaXka'yr^ rj rpo-

7r^9 anrodKiaaiia (James, i. 17), which this name loudly pro-

claimed, and which is deduced from it in Exod. iii. 13-16 (see

also Malachi iii. 6), was impressed on the Israelitish mind, is

testified by the unembarrassed manner in which repentance of a

certain kind is ascribed to God, in Gen. vi. 7, and other passages.

(See on that passage the remarks in the Dissertations on the

Pentateuch, vol. ii. p. 372).

The second half of the verse is properly to be translated,

"Hath he said, and shall he not do (it); hath he spoken, and
shall he not accomplish it?" Mack gives the sense very pro-

perly ; only he brings in a reference foreign to the passage, re-

specting the almightiness of God overcoming all obstacles to the

fulfilment of his purposes. Nee jjer temporis progressum, nee

per loci mutationem, nee per repetitos conatus tuos quidquam
ohtinehis a deo, quando hie bona Jide jM'aedicta de hoe populo
non revocahat unqiiam nee in lis praestandis impedietur usque

a quoquam, iinde eertus sis priora dicta mea amplissime fore
iniplenda in Israele. The Preterites ^^^ and ^^7 show that this

IS spoken not of God's declarations in general, but of a specijic

declaration. What that may be, is doubtful. Many suppose it

to be, the promises made to the patriarchs. Thus Jonathan
;

Dominus dixit se multiplicaturum populum hunc sicut Stellas

eoelorum et in haereditatem illis datiirum terrain Cananae-
orum, an^eri potest quod dixit ut non facial^ Others again y
consider the reference to be to what God had spoken by Balaam
in his first prophecy. This latter view is the right one. This is

evident (i.) from the plain reference to the expectation of Balak
and the eflbrts he made to effect a change in the divine counsels
as announced by Balaam. (J. H. Michaelis : oh sacrijicia

tua mentem non mutabit.) (ii.) From the followino- verse,

according to which the words of God can only be understood to

mean the blessing pronounced by Balaam.

Ver. 20. That the attempts to alter the reading in this verse are
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perfectly needless, the mere statement of its import might show.

God has given me a commission to bless, and not, as you desire,

to cm'se ;
(the emphasis rests on ^!:=-) and since he has blessed,

I cannot recall the blessing. In vain, therefore, you turn to me

with your reproaches and requests. Acsi diceret (says Calvin) ;

nomiisi unius del est decernere qualis sit homimim conditio.

Benedictionis suae me praeconem esse voluit : earn igitur ever-

tere, vel retractare meiim non est. The Infinitive T^?;, and the

Preterite X'?. are each perfectly suitable in their place, ^'''f'n in

the sense of to make retrograde, to hinder, occurs also in

Isaiah xhii. 13. The hindering that Balak desired consisted in

Baalam's prevaihng on God to alter his counsel, that thus, in-

stead of the former blessing, he might pronounce a curse. Ba-

laam declares himself incompetent to accomplish this, since it

was impossible to move the Unchangeable Being to alter his deter-

mination. The connection shows that nothing here said relates

to hindering the execution of the divine determination, but only

to altering the determination itself; so that such passages as

that in Isaiah xiv. 27, ''For the Lord of Hosts hath purposed,

and who shall disannul it ? a?id his hand is stretched out, and

ivho shall turn it back ?" are really not parallel. The sentiment

expressed by Balaam is a pledge to us not of God's omnipote/ice,

in virtue of which he overturns with infinite ease everything

which stands in the way of the fulfilment of his promises, but of

his faithfulness to his promises, the nnchangeableness of his

will, according to which he will never retract the determination

to bless that he has once made and announced. The proverb,

" Ein mann ein wort," " A man, a word," * is deceitful, for a

man is still only a human being who lies, and a son of man who

repents; but "God, a word" is perfectly infallible. He speaks

only words that will not return, Isa. xlv. 23, ver 21. Balaam's

discourse divides itself into two parts, as is indicated in ver. 25.

(i.) He repels Balak's demand to substitute a curse for the bless-

ing already pronounced, by referring him to the unchangeableness

of God, and (consequently) of his word and blessing, (ii.) He

* a German proverb signifying that an honest man keeps his word. V. Heyse
IIai)dudrtcrhiirh. s. v. Mann. ['I'n.]
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takes up the former blessing and amplifies it. The second part

begins with this verse. Think not, he exclaims to Balak, of

practising wickedness against Israel, and inflicting suffering upon

them; for God endures not the sufiPering of his people, or the

wickedness of their oppressors. What canst thou, what can the

whole world, effect against a people with whom the Lord their

God is, and who have a heavenly King in their midst. Several

critics explain '"'?'7 *''' and '^5'^ ^^ after the LXX. (ov/c earac fio-

^^09 iv ^laKwjS, ovSe ocjiO^cTerat ttoi^o? iv Icrpayp^) by "Men do

not behold and do not see," &c. But this interpretation gives a

spiritless meaning; and since God is spoken of in vers. 19, 20,

and even in the second part of this verse, it is most natural that

he should be the subject here. This interpretation is also proved

by two parallel passages in Habakkuk to be correct, especially

since it cannot be denied that Habakkuk had in his eye the

passage under our consideration, so that they may be most justly

regarded as the oldest commentary on it. In chap. i. 3, it is

said, "Wherefore dost thou let me see wickedness {V^) and show-

est me grievance (^*?) ? and spoiling and violence are before me."

In chap. i. 13, " Thou art of purer eyes than to behold evil, and

canst not look on grievance (^H) : wherefore lookest thou upon

them that deal treacherously, and art silent when the wicked de-

voureth the man who is more righteous than he ?" In the first

passage the seeing in the second clause, and in the second pas-

sage in both clauses, belongs to God. This parallel passage also

shows how the not seeing and the not heholding are to be under-

stood. To God the sight of wickedness and of sufiering in Israel

is intolerable, so that he must forthwith put them out of the way.

Then it is necessary to determine the meaning of 1!1*J and "^^?J.

Expositors mostly proceed on the notion that these words are in

the leading idea synonymous. Several give both words the

meaning of unrighteousness^ wickedness ; thus under various

modifications, Calvin : J'^on consirici iniquitaleni iib Jacob, ut

censeantur inter gentes violentice et scelerihus deditas, deo gra-

tiam esse poj)uluni, quia eum sancticaverit ; Mark, who herein

diflers from Calvin, that he refers the words, not to sanctification,

but the forgiveness of sins ; De Geer, who considers the un-

righteousness to proceed, not from Israel, but from his enemies :

non videt ( Juhcnter ) iniquitaleni adversus Jacohum., nequc
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injuriam tolerat adversus Israelem. Others, again, give both

words, after the example of the LXX., the meaning of suffering.

We, on the contrary, maintain that lis and V»» are essentially

different. The former denotes tcickedness, the latter the suffer-

ing which is its product : God cannot endure the wichedness of

the enemies of his Church, and its sufferings ; the tvickedness

which is exercised against his people, and the suffering which

they endure. In favour of this view, there are the following

reasons. (i.) That lis denotes wickedness, is shown by the

parallel passages in Habakkuk. In chap. i. 8, 6>an, immediately

following, corresponds to it
;
just as i^s and ^'35>, so -i-a and cafi

form a pair. In chap. i. 13, y% evil, stands for ^l^s. (ii.) That

^iKi means nothing else than suffering, by which the interpreta-

tions of Calvin, Mark, and De Geer, are at once set aside,

we need not spend time in proving, since Gesenius, in his The-

saurus, gives ^'ay the meaning of labor, molestia, aerumna, and

rejects that of culpa, iniquitas. (iii.) But we may not spare

ourselves the proofs for the assertion that iis never means mis-

fortune, suffering, since this meaning finds itself in undisputed

possession, and since recently Gesenius, in his Thesaurus,

has brought forward a number of passages for it. We wish to

begin with those v«'hich require this meaning most evidently. In

Gen. XXXV. 18, Rachel calls the son whose birth cost her life,

Benoni, which, according to the current interpretation, should

mean, son of my sorrow. But, although this interpretation

gives a very suitable meaning, yet it is not necessarily required
;

and, since the ascertained meaning of "jis is sufiicient, no one

would venture, simply on the ground of this passage, to affix a

new meaning to the word. This must rather be attempted by

means of other passages, to which the common meaning is quite

unsuitable. According to the Israelitish view, which (with per-

fect right) regarded every sufiering as a punishment of sin, every

son of sorroiv was at the same time a son of sin, Rachel called

her son the child of her transgression, because in the sufferings

which its birth occasioned her she beheld a punishment of her

sins. Further, in Habakkuk iii. 7, it is said :
" I beheld the

tents of Cushan (V^ ^t^^) under Aven." But here Ruckert has

already departed from the common interpretation, " under afflic-

tion," and rendered the words, " under guilt." The transgres-
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sion of the new Cushan, which, like the old, (see Judges iii. 8,)

had risen insultingly against Jehovah and his people, comes over

it ; the prophet sees it in its punishment, pressing upon Cushan

as a heavy burden. In Deut. xxvi. 14, we read :
" I have not

eaten thereof ''i'^?, neither have I taken away ought for any un-

clean use." ^^^? is here commonly translated, " in my mourn-

ingy But the correct version is " in my transgression" that

is, in my unclean state ; see Lev. vii. 20. Thus also °''?"**
°'?!'?., in

Hosea ix. 4, is not, " bread of mourning" (mourners, Eng. A.

Vers.) but, " bread of transgressions :" " their offerings are not

pleasing to him, as the bread of Onitn to them, all that eat

thereof shall be polluted." The meaning, " bread of sins," is

here more suitable : instar panis ahominationis—Jonathan.

The subject here is the unclean and defiling food of those who had

defiled themselves by a dead body. The use of the plural favours

also the meaning, "bread oi sins'" compare Prov. xi. 7. That

in Jeremiah iv. 15, )"»* has not the meaning of suffering, but of

transgression, sin, is plain from comparing ver. 14, to which

ver. 15 stands in the closest relation. Ver. 14 :
"0 Jerusalem,

wash thy heart from wickedness, that thou mayest be saved

:

how long shall the thoughts of thy Aven lodge within thee ?"

Ver. 15: "For a voice declareth from Dan, and publisheth

Aven from Mount Ephraim." That is, " Cease from thy trans-

gression, for already it comes upon thee in its punishment."

The other passages, in which the meaning of sorrow has been

given to ys, are those in which it occurs in connection with

^ay, and will be noticed under the next head, (iv.) Where h'a'j

and V'K ^re joined together, their interpretation by sorrow and

wickedness is in all cases suitable. Thus in Job v. 6, 7 :
" Al-

though Aven f iniquity, Eng. Marg. K.) cometh not forth of the

dust, neither doth Amal spring out of the ground. But man is

born to Amal, as the sparks fly upwards." This is equivalent to

saying :
" Sin, and therefore suffering, does not come acciden-

tally to man, but forms an essential peculiarity of human na-

ture." In Psalm xc. 10, where human life is described as Vay and

•jiN, it may be either supposed that sin is adduced as the most de-

plorable thing belonging to human existence, comparing it with the

foregoing bitter lamentations over transgi-essions and the wrath of

God ; or "s may be referred to that which a man has to suffer from
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the wickedness of others ; or, histly, both may be connected Avith

one another—sin everywhere, wherever we turn our eyes—sin with-

in and sin without, and, following it, a long train of woes. In Ps.

lv= 10, 11, (9, 10), " I have seen violence and strife in the city.

Day and night they go about it upon the walls thereof ; Aveu

also and Amal {mischief also and sorrow, E. Au. V.) are in the

midst of it." Ave?i cannot be understood to mean siifferinrj

;

the phrases, "upon the walls" and "in their midst," are only

varied modes of expression for " in the city." Aven must there-

fore correspond to " violence and strife ;" and Amal can only be

the product of Aven- In Isaiah lix. 4, " they conceive Amal and

bring io^\kiAven" Amal is the suffering which others endure, and

Aven the wickedness which they practise. So Is. x. 1 ; Job iv.

8 ; Ps. X. 7. If it cannot be denied that -j's and hvi in Hab. i. 3,

signify injustice and suffering, then it is antecedently impro-

bable that this standing combination should occur in a different

sense elsewhere.

We conclude, then, that the correct translation is, " He he-

Jioldeth not ivickedness in Jacoh, and seeth not stifferinr/ in Is-

rael." As to the sentiment, it is self-evident that the declaration

could be only so long and so far true, as Israel continued to be

really Israel. This promise, like all others, is given only to the

Jesharim, the upright ones; (see chap. xxii. 12.) The existence

of this ethical basis is also recognised by Habakkuk, in chap. i.

13, where, expostulating with God, he complains, " Wherefore

lookest thou upon them that deal treacheroushj, and holdest thy

tongue when the wicked devoureth the man that is more right-

eous than he." But the thought probably loses nothing thereby

of its consolatory meaning ; for what they were not, they might

become at any moment by repentance, to which God opened the

way for them, and furnish the means in abundance. The decla-

ration in Balaam's propliecy is a pledge to Israel, is a pledge to

the Church of the New Covenant, which is its direct continuation,

that there is no other enemy of their salvation but their sins—that

God is impelled by the deepest necessity of his nature, which makes

his people's sufferings intolerable to him, to keep his Church, to

deliver them from all the hostile attempts of the world. As the

basis of this necessity, their election is to be considered. In being

destined to be the people of God, is involved the being destined
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to salvation, to victory over the world ; and as certainly as God
is God, must he ward off everything which is opposed to this

destiny.

The references already noticed in Habakkuk to the passage be-

fore us, demand still closer consideration. That the allusions to

it are accidental, no one will be disposed to maintain ; the agree-

ment in thought and word is too great; and, besides, it is to be

noted that Habakkuk very frequently, in other places, refers to

expressions in the earlier Scriptures, especially the Pentateuch ;

compare, for example, chap. iii. 3 :

God came from Teman,
And tlie Holy One from Mount Paran ;

His glory covered tbe heavens,

And the earth was full of his praise.

with Deuteronomy xxxiii. 2,

The Lord came from Sinai,

And rose up from Seir unto them ;

He shined forth from Mount Paran,

And he came with ten thousands of saints:

From his right hand went a fiery law for them.

Compare chap- iii. 5,

Before him went the pestilence,

And burning coals ( jq-jn ) went forth at his feet.

with Deuteronomy xxxii. 24, -'

They shall be burnt with hunger,

And devoured with burning heat

Compare chap. iii. 6,

He stood, and measured the eai-th :

He beheld, and drove asunder the nations;

And the everlasting mountains were scattered,

The perpetual hills did bow :

His ways are everlasting.

with Genesis xlix. 26,

The blessings of thy father have prevailed

Above the blessings of the everlasting mountains,*

Unto the utmost bound of the everlasting hills.

This reference of Habakkuk, like Samuel's, to Balaam's pro-

* Pro vulgaii -nv "'^'irr parentes niei (part, verb ii'^ii) tisque ad, legimus ny-i-^in

monies aelernatis ("iijn forma autiquior pro i!n) ita postulante atque adeo flagitantc

membrorum paralelismo off. etiam locc. parall. Deut. xxxiii. 15, Hab. iii. 6." Mau-
KER, Comm. ill Tel. Test, vol.i. p. 20. See also Bohlen"s Genesis, p. 481. [Tii.]
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phecy, also implies, that he considered what Balaam uttered to

be the word of God. For the essential point of the reference

consists in this, that, in pleading with God, he makes use of his

own words, and calls upon him to remove the apparent contra-

diction between them and the existing state of things. " AMiy,

in opposition to thy word, and totally at variance with thy pro-

mises, dost thou shew me iniquity, and beholdest suffering," &c.

First of all, by appealing to this language, he calls upon him to

put a stop to the iniquity and suffering which had been inflicted

by the Israel in appearance, on the true Israel, by the coiTupt

mass of the people on the eK\oyr} ; this is an application of in-

ternal relations, which shews how fully the prophet recognised,

that, for a participation in the promise, not the name, but the

thing, gives the right—not the f^eeming, but the heing ; and from

which it likewise results that aps'^n, Vs-i^'^a, cannot be translated,

(as they have been by several critics) " tf^^r/ws/ Jacob," '^against

Israel," which also is opposed by ^as rightly understood. For if

this had been the correct intei-pretation, the words could not have

been applied to internal relations. Habakkuk employs the same

language in expostulating with God a second time, when iniquity

and suffering proceed from heathen oppressors.

In the second half of the verse, the Avords, " Tlce shout ofa King

is in his midst," stand in parallelism with " Tlie Lord his God is

with him." That the King, to whom the shout belongs, is the

Lord, scarcely requires to be observed. " The shout of a King" is

the shout on account of the presence of so glorious a King—a King

who is at the same time God, and proves himself to be such in

the government of his people, whose shout is only the echo of

his mighty acts, and only as such comes here under consideration.

The following passages will serve for illustration. Joshua vi. 5,

20, ''And when ye hear the sound of the trumpet, all the peo-

pie shall shout with a great shout, and the wall of the city

shallfall down flat!' I Sam. iv. 5, " And when the ark of

tlie covenant of the Lord came into the camp, all Israel shouted

with a great shout, so that the earth rang again." 2 Sam. vi.

15, " So David, and all the house of Israel, brought up the

ark of the Lord with shouting, and with the sound of the

trumpet."

Ver. 22. According to chap. xxii. 5, Balak sent word to
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Balaam, " Behold there is a people come out from Egypt."
With a literal allusion to this message, Balaam says, " God
hroiu/ht them out of Egypt!' If it be a fact that they were not

brought out by their own hand, but that God brought them out,

it is equally certain, that it is vain, as Balak wished, to oppose

them on their march, that to contend against them is at the same
time to contend against God—it is to engage in a foolish con-

flict of weakness against omnipotence. The use of the Participle,

which implies that the being brought forth was still going on

—

it lasted till their entrance into Canaan— (see Ewald § 350.

Eng. trans, p. 222, on the Participle as expressive of continuous

action), shows that here only the fact of being brought out was

in the speaker's mind, and not the manner how, and therefore

interpolations such as regione potentissma and maximis pa-

tratis miraculis, is to introduce an element foreign to the pas-

sage. Thus much it tells us, that God brought them out, and

therefore went along with them at their head. The use of the

Participle, also, is inconsistent with Calvin's interpretation, ac-

cording to which the being brought out of Egypt, considered as

already effected, is referred to as a pledge of future deliverances :

argumentur a continua henejiciorum dei serie ductum ; tiam

quia ex fonte inexhausto manant, perennem hahent cursiim.

Merito colligit Bileamus, quia deus semel populum redemit,

perpetiiitm fore salutis praesidem. The fruitlessness of his

undertakings against Israel is here proved to Balak, not from the

fact that God had brought them out of Egypt, but that he is

bringing them out. The idea is, whoever has God for a leader

and companion on his way, the world with all its power can do

nothing against him. For d?*"'?™ many critics wish to read ''^'^s'l's.

But the reasons they adduce for it, that the singular suffix

precedes and follows, and that is-'sito stands in the verbally agree-

ing parallel passage, chap. xxiv. 8, directly favoiu' the originality

of ns-'s'.tt, which has, moreover, all the external authorities for it,

except one manuscript in Kennicott, For since the singular pre-

cedes and follows, there was no inducement to substitute it for

the plural, and in repetitions of the same propositions it is not

unusual to introduce some, though perhaps very sliglit alteration,

in order to take away from the repetition the character of a

E
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Standing formula, and to indicate that the matter so repeated has

flowed fresh and living from the mind of the speaker, so that we

should beforehand expect some kind of variation.

The second member is related to the first as a conclusion to

the premises. God leads Israel out of Egypt; then they must

be armed with vigorous, invincible power. Eespecting °?5? we

refer our readers to the Lexicons. That Meem is the buffalo, has

long ago been shown by valid arguments ; but we cannot satisfy

ourselves with such a reference as to ^'^^?'^^- Preceding investi-

gations have led to no satisfactory result, and particularly in the

passage before us, not one of the manifold explanations has been

able to maintain its ground against the rest. We here give

nissin the meaning of exertions, t)ianifestations ofjwwer, efforts;

for which there are the following reasons, (i.) The etymology.

The word is a noun derived from the third person, feminine

future in Hiphil, just like ~t«^''"' a yoing forth, ''^'t^ doctrine,

^^f^r^ praise, strictly that which leads out, wJiich teaches, which

praises. The feminine, in these nouns, and in the far more

numerous ones which are derived from the third feminine future

in Kail, takes the place of the neuter; for example, '^^'^'^^^ that

which returns= an answer, ^^H' tliat wh ich hears= the earth . As
these nouns are derived from the 'i fern, fat., so are others from

the 3 masc. The meaning of the form is misapprehended by

EwALD in his Grammar, § 340, Eng. Trans, p. 212. Accord-

ing to this, nsyin from 'l.?^, to he weary, can only mean, that tvhich

makes weary, strains, an exertion. The meaning prefixed by

several, a swift running, is more remote from the ti'uth. R?"]

in Dan. ix. 21, is not swift running, but exertion, (ii.) The
suitableness of this interpretation in the two other passages where

mBy,n occurs. In Ps. xcv. 4, the "^^T^ '"""iEyvn, //j^ e.vertions or

strivings of the hills, are put in parallehsm with Vv?""'!^Pn'3, the

investigations (deep places, E. Au. V.) of the earth, a poetical

designation for the highest points, which are gained only by

strenuous efforts. In Job xxii. 25, '^''e^"'" R^a^ silver ofexertions,

= silver obtained hy hard labour. Swiftness is not a meaning

suited to these passages ; as little also is the meaning power,

which several have adopted from the Vulgate (iii.) A comparison

of other passages in the Old Testament, in which Reem occurs.
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Everywhere the Reeni appears as a fierce, unmanageable beast.

Compare Job xxxix. 9-11, Isaiah xxxiv. 7, particularly as one to

be dreaded on account of its horns ; Deut. xxxiii. 17,

TLe horns of a Reem are his horns,

With them he shall push the people

Together to the ends of the earth.

Psalm xxii. 22 (21), Psalm xcii. 11 (10). According to our

interpretation, the passage before us is in full harmony with these

parallel passages. The capability of making exertions, depend on

the abundance of power. On the contrary, tliis passage becomes

isolated if we explain nisyn by swiftness, or even with Bochart

by height, or with the LXX. by ho^a. Especially the passage

is then dissevered from Deut. xxxiii. 17, which so closely resem-

bles it, that it may be considered as a commentary upon it. (iv.)

The Plural, which is decisive not merely against the interpreta-

tion ciirsus velox, but against all others, with the exception of

the perfectly arbitrary one, leaps. The Plural which is more to

be noticed, since it is found in all the three passages, requires

that the word should mean something composed of individual

acts, (v.) The passage in chap. xxiv. 8, where what immediately

follows

—

He shall eat up the nations his enemies,

And shall break their bones,

And pierce them through with his aiTows,

suggests rather the idea of iincontrollahlepower than of swiftness.

(vi.) The meaning of swiftness lately adopted by Gesenuis in the

passage before us, does not at all suit the connection. We do

not expect to see it brought forward, but^^o^^'^r. The reference

of i? to God instead of the people, adopted by several expositors

after the example of Jonathan, is so palpably false, that it is not

worth the trouble of attempting to refute it.

Ver. 23. But by what is the great fact confirmed, that God
leads Israel out of Egypt, and that, in consequence, they are

armed with a power inexhaustible and invincible, capable of any
efforts ? The question is answered in this verse, which by the

initial 'a, shows it to be the confirmation of the preceding. Is-

rael's leading out of Egypt by God is not a delusion—their in-

vincibleness is not imaginary
; for Israel is not directed to acquire

Ee2
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a knowledge of the divine councils and will, by the deceitful means

of soothsaying and augury ; but God clearly reveals to them at all

times, what he does, and what, accordingly, his people are to do;

and thus, in the existing circumstances, he has informed them that

he will lead tliem out of Egypt in safety to their destination. In

the interpretation of the first half of the verse, expositors have

been under a twofold mistake. According to a great number,

the meaning is, Nothing will be gained against Israel by those

secret arts which Balaam had been accustomed to employ ; by the

protection of God, their influence would be entirely lost. Thus,

for example, Calvin : Quid adversus eos valeant hicantamenla

artiumqtie magicarum vis ? Also Mark : incantationem et divi-

nitationem contra Israelitas ad arcendas dei henedictiones non

valere etiamsi tentarettir, hinc a se mine quoque nequaqiiam.

esse exspectandani. But it is decisive against this interpretation

that the words '""^^ and ^?P have not the meaning it requires of

witchcraft and enchantment, but only of augury and divination ;

correctly according to the LXX. oloyviafjio'? VLnd fiavTeia ; the Vul-

gate, augurium and divinatio* This at once decides the

incorrectness of the translation adversus Israelem ; for augury

and divination are not like witchcraft and enchantment, weapons

which may be employed to injure any one, but simply means for

gaining a knowledge of the future. Gesenius, indeed, has ven-

tured to give '^"l' the meaning of conjuration (Beschworung.)

But that this cannot be justified, may be shown very clearly from

his own words. ^?? according to him should signify (i.) incan-

tatio. For this meaning only the passage before us is quoted,

(ii.) Augurium, omen quod quis capiat. Num. xxiv. l,cf. xxiii.

3, 15. Every one sees directly that it is arbitrary to take "^T-l

in another sense than that in which it confessedly occurs in chap,

xxiv. 1. That it also here maintains this sense is shown by its

* On the diflcrence of these two and yet their usual junction in practice, bow, for

example, Calchas is called oioji/ottoXos, fiEOTr^oTros olan'io-Ti/v, and at the same time

juduTis, see Nagelsbach, Horn. Theol. p. 14.'). Mauticisra (>; ixavTiKi'i) depended

purelj' on supposed internal Revelations ; to the Augur, the divine designs were mani-
fested outwardly by a Ttpas, yet in such a manner that he still had an inwai-d sugges-

tion to understand this Revelation, by which the difterence receives an important

limitation, and the exercise of these two functions by the same person is rendered

conceivable.
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coDJuuctioii with °^P. The verb '^'D^ occurs everywhere, and es-

pecially in the Pentateuch, only in the sense oiaiujuria cajjtavit,

divinavit ; see Gen. xliv. 5, 15, xxx. 27; Deut. xviii. 10; Lev.

xix. 20. Bochart's derivation, moreover, of the omen ex serjwn-

tihus petHum is justly to be maintained against that of Gesenius ;

a carmine magico quod leni susurro inoferri solet, even while

the verb denotes augury and not conjuration. The " susurration"

finds no application in the augury. The analogy of ",3'^ from

ip, a cloud, assists us ; strictly, to foretelfrom the movement of

the clouds ; then, moreover, the Greek olwvl^ojxai, and the Latin,

auguror. It favours the derivation from ^?^, a seriient, that the

verb occurs only in Piel ; now the same reason requires the deri-

vation of p-y from -jay, a cloud; see on verbs in Piel derived from

nouns, FiWALB's Gra?/i?fiar, § 232, Eng. Transl. p. IIG. "'"'^^

properly means to occupy oneself with serpents ; -jJiy to occupij

oneself teith clouds.

Another ground for rejecting this interpretation is, the inad-

missibility of rendering apy^a and Vsita^a, against Jacob and

against Israel. The preposition a is indeed "very often used in

a hostile sense, as the Latin in with an accusative to express the

hostile disposition directed against the inward part (the mind of

the party attacked)." Ewald's Grammar, § 521, Eng. Transl.

330. But here ap^^-^a and ^s^-a-'a cannot be otherwise rendered

than in ver. 2 1

.

Lastly, a comparison with the second half of the verse is deci-

sive against this interpretation. If this, as will afterwards be

shown, can only be translated, " At the time it is told to Jacob

and to Israel, what God doth!" then also the first half of

the verse can only bo translated, " For there is no augury in

Jacob and no soothsaying in Israel!' In the first half the false

methods of enquiring into the future destinies of Israel are con-

demned ; in the second, the true method is promised him. The
second false explanation takes the words, indeed, in their right

meaning—its advocates translate as we do

—

''For no augury is in

Jacob, and no soothsaying in Israel;" but for the correct reason

of this, quod nempe illis non indigeret, they substitute the incor-

rect one, quod nempe illii non indulgeret. According to it, Is-

rael's faithful dependance on God is here given as the reason of

their invincible strength celebrated in the preceding verse, Tims,
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for example, Bonfrerius : latis populi Isr. quod ea non umir-

pet, in quihus tacita quaeclam idololatria et pactum cum

daemone, auguria scil. et divinitationes, quihus mire dediti

erant gentiles, sed quod in suis rebus recurrat ad deum per

suos prophetas vel summos sacerdotes eumque in rebus duMis

consulat. See also Cocceius and Le Clerc. In this interpre-

tation, it first of all strikes us that here precisely augury and

soothsaying are named, although these, according to it, are never

noticed again, like all the other (in some respects) far greater

manifestations of impiety. Then we are necessitated to adapt it

to the second memher, by paraphrase and interpretation. The

recurrat is arbitrarily introduced into it. If it is certain tliat,

in the second member only, God's free gift, and not Israel's

fidelity in making use of it, is spoken of, then also in the first,

" there is no augury, dec.," we must find not a eulogy on Israel,

but only the praise of God's grace, which had superseded the use

of such a miserable expedient for ascertaining his will.

That to Balaam the name Israel was not perfectly equivalent

to that of Jacob, but was rather regarded as the essential name

of the covenant people, in the use of which there was an allusion

to the ground of that exalted pre-eminence which he ascribed to

Israel, while Jacob simply denoted the bearer of that pre-emi-

nence, is evident from this circumstance, that he invariably puts

Israel in the second place. It is further to be remarked, that

Balaam here, as a proof how powerfully the Spirit of the Lord

had laid hold of him, depreciates the means of enquiring into the

Future, which he himself had been wont to use, and which, im-

mediately before, he believed it was necessary to use. Compare

chap. xxiv. 1.*

* Nagelsbach fHom. Tlieol. p. 154, &c.) Las sbown in a striking manner how the

nulHty of the means made use of for gaining a knowledge of the futiu-e became appar-

ent even within the bounds of heathenism itself. Augury fell into disrepute by the

never excluded possibility of the influence of accident in the flight of birds, and by the

ambiguity and contradiction in which its results were involved by higher moral con-

siderations. Even Homer makes Hector say

—

ti'i olwvo^ cipnTTOi, d/xvvtcrSrai irepi TraTpijs.

IL. xii.243.

. . . Omens abound,

But the best omen is our country's cause.
COWPEB.

The Boothsnyiiig that rcst(d on supposed internal revclatidus of the Divinity bad
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We now turn to the second half of the verse. 1^?.= can only

mean, " at the time " But the (fixed) time may be either the

Present (thus rvo in Judges xiii. 23, so also in the frequent phrasQ

T? ^??, hoc tempore eras = to-morrow), and we must according

to that translate it,
" Immediately it is said to Jacob," or the

time which is suitable for what is spoken of, = in its time, at

the right time ; LXX. Kara Kacpov. Bonfrekius, cum res exi-

gct et negotie magnitudo postulahit. This latter construction

gives a more suitable sense. ^'P?.': is correctly rendered by Le

Clerc, did solet. On this use of the Future, see Ewald's Gram-

mar, § 264, Eng. Trans., p. 137. As to "^tl, the Preterite is

often used respecting God's future acts, "whose will is equivalent

to the deed," Ewald, § 262. Eng. Trans., p. 136. Thus

here, in the decree to do, the doing is already contained in its

essence.

We have a parallel passage which strikingly accords with this

in Deut. xviii. 9. After a cogent dehortation from soothsaying,

augury, witchcraft, and conjuration, which are described as " the

abominations ofthe heathen," it is said (ver. 13), " Thou shall

be upright (or sincereJ with the Lord thy God. (ver. 14), For

these nations which thou shalt _possess hearkened unto observers

of times, and tinto diviners, but thou—not so—the Lord thy

God hath given thee -^'^H^V\ "^ T^^ 1?.
'''"^'^'^l

(namely, that

which they seek in vain by their soothsayers and diviners, Mi-

chaelts : quid dederit Israelitis exponitur, ver. 15-19.) (Ver.

15), " The Lord thy God will raise uj) unto thee aprophetfrom

the midst of thee, of thy brethren, like unto me; unto him ye

likewise a dissolving and destructive element within itself, since those who pretended

to be the organs of the Deity, by making a trade of their soothsaying, and in addi-

tion, by the obscurity and ambiguity of their oracles, and lastly, by the disgrace which

the event often brought upon them, opened the way, and created the justitication for

unbelief. Priam and Telemachus avow tiiis incredulity in Tl. w. 220. On. a. 415.

A fragment considered by several critics to be Hesiod's, says—/uai/rts 8'ov6el^ ka-

Tiv\ iTTLX^ovloiu avS^pcoTTcov, oa-TL's dv ei^Eitj Zrjvos uoov alyioxpio. But for all

that, men could not give up the use of this means for inquiring into the will of the

Deity, '' Omnesreges,'' says Cickro, "pnpiili, natUmes uluiifarauxpiciis." Divinat.

ii. 39. From this we may see bow necessary it was that, in the Mosaic economy, this

superstition should be opposed, not by a mere prohibition, which would have effected

nothing against such a strongly felt want, but rather by one that was based on the

promise of really satisfying what was by this means sought for in vain.
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shall hearken." That Israel was not to busy himself with di-

viners and soothsayers, is founded on this, that it was not neces-

sary ; that God had made a better provision among his people,

for the want which drove the heathen to soothsayers and diviners,

by raising up a prophet who should announce to them what God
would do. The thought is in both passages exactly the same,

only here the hortatory element is wanting, and agrreeably to

the connection, only what God did for Israel is brought for-

ward.

The general proposition that " at the proper time it is told to

Israel what God does,^' is here, as the connection with the pre-

ceding verse shows, announced with a distinct reference to the

revelations which God had made to the Israelites before their

departure from Egypt, whereby he made known to them that he

would now lead them out, and therefore that it was time for them

to march. Compare, first of all, Exod. iv. 30, 31, according to

which Aaron told to the people all the words which the Lord spake

to Moses (Exod. iii. 7, &c.), and performed signs in the sight of

the people. ''And the j^eople Relieved; and when they heard

that the Lord had visited the children of Israel, and that he

had looked tipon their affliction, then they bowed their heads

and worsliipped." No example is better suited than this to

represent to us the meaning of the expression—" in its time it

is told Israel ivhat God doth."

The current interpretation is that which Luther gives in his

translation
—

" In his time will they say of Jacob and ofIsrael,

what wonders God doth ;" and thus Calvin : deum praeclara

opera exinde editurum pro defensione populi sui, quae cum
admiratione narrentur. But against this interpretation may be

objected; (i.) The comparison with Deut. chap, xviii. (ii.) The
comparison with the first half of the verse. If the sense of that

be rightly determined, it stands in no connection with the second

half of the verse thus understood, while the connection according to

our interpretation is very suitable and intimate, (iii.) r:>D will then

not be to the pm-pose, as appears from the fact, that the advocates

of this interpretation are not agreed about its meaning, and give it

in some measure meanings altogether lubitrary, as that oialways
(Mark), or, according to this time (Tymte in Noldius.) At this

time, and, at the riyhl time, both appear incongruous, (iv.) itts
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with ^ means in general to speak t o any one, and very seldom

to speak of any one.

What is here said of Israel is applicable to the Church in all

ages, and also to individual believers. The Church of God knows

from his own Word what God does, and accordingly what sbehas

to do. Augury and divination are like the wisdom of this world,

which the Church of God, in possession of his Word, requires

not, and which carries away its friends to perdition, since it does

not enable tliem to understand the will of God. To know this

with clear certainty, is the great privilege which the Church of God

enjoys.

Ver. 24. The close of the prophecy, which, by its exhibition of

Israel's terrible, invincible, and crushing force, prostrated all Ba-

lak's vain hopes of victory, has an intentional, and for the close,

a most suitable, reference to Gen. xhx. 9, where Jacob says of

Judah, the leading tribe of Israel,

Judab is a young lion

:

(From the prey, my son, thou art gone txp !)

He stooped down, he couched as a lion,

And as a lioness, who shall rouse him up ?

Compare the verbal reference in chap. xxiv. 9.

CHAPTER XXIII. 25—XXIV. 2.

Balak's reproach that if he could not curse Israel, at least

he needed not to have blessed it, is met by Balaam with the

remark that from the beginning he had declared himself to be a

person, whose language was not in his own power, but in Je-

hovah's. But Balak wishes to make a third trial whether he

cannot yet succeed in obtaining a curse instead of a blessing from

Jehovah, and Balaam follows him readily to the place which he

selected for the purpose, on the summit of Peor, which commanded

a comprehensive view of the Israelitish camp. There Balak

seeks, by the presentation of the sacrifices presented by Balaam,

to erain afresh the favour of Jehovah. But Balaam, now con-

vinced beforehand that it w£\s Jehovah's will to bless Israel, goes

not again, to the observation of the signs by which he had before

attempted to enquire into the unascertained will of Jehovah, but
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turns his face immediately towards the wilderness where Israel

was encamped, awaiting the new benedictions which God would

put in his mouth, and the divine afflatus is imparted to him, after

his feehngs had been powerfully excited by the striking spectacle

that presented itself before him.

Chap, xxiii. 25. "And Balak said unto Balaam, Neither curse

them at all, nor bless them at all. 26. But Balaam answered

and said unto Balak, Told not I thee, saying, All that the Lord

speaketh that must I do? 27. And Balak said unto Balaam,

Come, I pray thee, I will bring thee unto another place ;
perad-

venture it will please God that thou mayest curse me them from

thence. 28. And Balak brought Balaam unto the top of Peor, that

louketu toward Jeshimon (the wilderness.) 29. And Balaam said

unto Balak, Build me here seven altars, and prepare me here seven

bullocks and seven rams. 30. And Balak did as Balaam had

said, and offered a bullock and a ram on every altar. Chap.

xxiv. 1. And when Balaam said that it pleased the Lord to bless

Israel, he went not as at other times to seek for enchantments

(signs) , but he set his face toward the wilderness. 2. And Balaam

lifted up his eyes, and he saw Israel encamped according to their

tribes, and the Spirit of God came upon him."

Ver. 25. Compare, " Thou shalt not curse him, but also thou

Shalt not bless him," with Exod. xx. 9-10, " Six days shalt

thou labour," (I will permit thee to do this) aiid ouUhe seventh

day is the Sabbath,—in it thou shalt not do any work:' Against

the interpretation, " Thou cursest him not; so also thou shalt

not bless," the repeated o> is decisive.

Ver. 26. The ground-work of Balak's reproach was the con

sidcration that Balaam, by his very coming, had laid himself

under an obhgation, at least to do noLhing against the interest of

the person who had sent for him. On the other hand Balaam

fully appeals to the declaration, by which, on his arrival, he had

combated such a consideration. Compare chap. xxii. 38.

Ver. 28. " That looheth toward the desert" V^'^T'p- That this

is not a mere geographical designation—that it rather refers to the
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design for which Balak choose exactly this locality, is evident

from the clause in chap. xxiv. 1, "He set his face toivards the

wilderness." From a comparison with chap. xxiv. 1-2, it is also

evident " the desert" is identical with the Arboth Moab, where,

according to chap. xxii. 1, the Israelites were encamped. This

is also certain on other grounds. See the Geographical Ob-

servations.

Chap. xxiv. 1. The source of Balaam's conviction that Je- /
hovah would bless Israel, must have been, in the opinion of

several critics, the earlier communications of the Lord (thus the

Vulgate, quumque vidisset Balaam) ; according to others, it was

a divine illumination which was now imparted to him, and made
him internally certain of the former communications. Both in-

deed are to be joined. Since Balaam, therefore, was perfectly

certain of the divine will, he made no further use of the former

means for discovering it; he went no more " to meet the siyns,"

(as he had done still at the second place, since from the state of

inspiration he soon relapsed into his ordinary state, in which every

thing was uncertain to him), but waited with confidence for the new
divine afflatus which would confirm the election of Israel. The
phrase o?!^' >=?l^ is to be interpreted, as time hy time, i.e. as he

did at former times ; compare '^i^^.
™''? year by year, in 1 Sam.

vii. 7-1 G. ^"7."= ''^"f^ new moon to new moon. S'?!^^?? can only

mean as before, when the same act has preceded more than once.

The phrase as time by time, also ca7t mean as usual ; compare

1 Sam. XX. 25. But here it manifestly relates only to the pre-

sent transaction, and points to chap, xxiii. 3 and 1 5. Why Balaam
" set his face toward the wilderness" namely, because Israel,

whom he had to bless, was encamped there, is plain from ver. 2.

The wilderness or desert is not, as the Chaldee translators sup-

posed, the Arabian, (Onkelos: et posuit faceim suam ad
vitulum, quem fecerant filii Israel in deserto ; similarly also

Jonathan and the Jerusalem Targum, which latter adds,

cupiens maledicere Israeli), but the wilderness of the Jordan.

Ver. 2. " And the Spirit of God came upon him!' This clause

is manifestly connected with the preceding

—

''and Balaam lifted

up his eyes and he saw Israel encamped according to their tribes^

'

in which the circumstantiality in the description of the act (the

phrase, ''He lifted up his eyes" is never used in relation to in-
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signiiicaut and indifferent objects), indicates the depth of the im-

pression which the spectacle made on Balaam. The seeing was a

preparative for the inspiration,—not the seeing simply considered,

hut seeing with the previous Hving conviction that Israel was the

people blessed by the Lord.

THE THIRD PROPHECY. CHAP. XXIV. 3-9,

After an introduction in which Balaam intimates the high im-

portance which attached to his declarations, because the Spirit of

God spoke by him, he first of all celebrates Israel's prosperity

and abundance of blessings, comparing her tents to beautiful

well-watered vallies, to gardens by the side of streams, to aroma-

tic trees which the Lord had planted, to cedars beside the river,

describing the overflow of its waters as proceeding from the

divine blessing, and that the posterity of Israel should enjoy the

like abundance ; then particularly his might, the power rooted in

God and therefore terrible, with which he crushes all his enemies,

and returning to more general views, closes with the emphatic ex-

pression founded on the promises made to Abraham,

" Blessed is he that blesseth thee,

And cursed is he that curseth thee."

thereby signifying to Balak, that the curse which he sought to

bring upon Israel, would fall back on himself and his people.

Ver. 3 . And he took up his parable, and said,

Balaam the son of Beor projjhesieth,

The man with closed eyes prophesieth

;

Vor. 4. The liearer of the words of God ])rophcsicth ;

Who seetli the vision of the Almighty,

Falling down, and his eyes open.

Ver. 5. How goodly lue thy tents, Jacob !

And thy tabernacles, O Israel

!

\'or. 0. Like vallies are they spread forth,

Like gardens by the stream,

Like ling-aloes which Jehovah hath planted,

Like cedar trees beside the waters.

Ver. 7. WHter will flow from his buckets,

And his seed is in many waters.

And his king shall be more exalted than Agag,

And his kingdom shall be exalted.
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Ver. 8. God leadetb liim out from Egypt

;

His vigour is as that of a buffalo;

He shall devour the heathen, his foes,

And grind in pieces their bones,

And with his arrows he shall pierce them,

Ver. 9. He coucheth,he lietli down like a lion;

And like a lioness, who shall stir him up ?

Blessed they, that bless thee

!

Cursed they, that curse thee !

Ver. 3. Balaam begins with a simple personal designation of

himself, and then gives in the following clauses a description of

those qualities which are most prominent on this occasion, and

which serve for the confirmation of the '^.^^ placed at the begin-

ning, and afterwards repeated twice. Quite arbitrarily many
would find a deep meaning in the denomination " Balaam the

son of Beor." Since °.^? always denotes a divine utterance, a

Eevelation, it can only be so far attributed to Balaam, as the

word was received and communicated by him. This has been

noticed by Maek, non aliter se spectat tamen, quam at dido-

rum ministrum, quae ipsi aliunde inspirarentur. °^? stands

with the genitive of the human author, besides this passage, only

in Prov. xxx. 1, and in the last words of David, 2 Sam. xxiii.

1 ; and this unusual coincidence has been adduced as a proof,

in the Dissertations on the Pentateuch, vol. i. p. 349, that

those two passages are imitations of this— that the '°^}. which

EwALD {Compos, der Gen. p. 74) has denied to the Pentateuch,

but which occurs in it besides this passage in, Gen. xxii. IG, and

Num. xiv. 28, really belongs to it. " The original passage and the

two imitations are the only ones in which oss stands with a genitive

of the human author. This also is a proof of the borrowing, and

at the same time of the genuineness and originality of the H^? in

Balaam's prophecy. In later times, the
"^"J^.^'.

was so current

and established, that a deviation from it is only conceivable on

the ground of a model, belonging to an age in which the use of

the word was less frequent, and therefore less fixed." It is in

favour of the dependance of both passages on this, that in them, as

well as here, ^.^? commences the discourse. This occurs besides only

in Ps. ex. 1. For in the passages which Gesenius has quoted

in his Thesaurus, s. v., 1 Sam. ii. 30, and Is. i. 24, the ''.^^

"i"'^ is parenthetical. Finally, in the last words of David the

imitation is strikingly palpable.
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correspond mutatis mutandis exactly to

-i5>3 '1:2 ayVa dsj

•);'yn Dr',a naan as«i

only that the archaism 133 is changed into ^a- The great agree-

ment forbids our supposing that the two passages are independ-

ent of one another, and the supposition that 2 Sam. xxiii. 1, is

the original passage, is negatived by that shght variation ; the

use of the archaic form proves this jjassage to be the more an-

cient. The result that David copied Balaam (which is the more

certain, since the spirit of David is so strongly impressed on the

whole composition in 2 Sam. xxiii., that no one will venture to

attribute it to a later age) is important in a threefold respect, (i.)

It shows that Balaam's prophecies must have been extant in

Davids time ; and still farther, that they were considered at that

time as the production of Balaam, and therefore belonging to the

Mosaic age. For only on this supposition could David feel im-

pelled by imitating to connect himself with them. To form such

a connection with a later production, no reason existed. It

rested on the supposition that Balaam's expressions were divinely

inspired, but they could not have been so, unless they had pro-

ceeded from him. And since there is no trace that Balaam's ex-

pressions were extant, except in the Pentateuch, the testimony

which testifies directly only of the antiquity and genuineness of

these expressions, speaks indirectly at the same time for the anti-

quity and genuineness of the whole Pentateuch, (ii.) From
David's copying Balaam, it is evident that he held him to be a

divinely inspired seer, and that he was at that time universally

esteemed as such. For had he been regarded by David and by
general opinion as a juggler and deceiver, David could not possi-

bly have connected himself with him by using words in whicli

he announced himself to be a divinely inspired seer. By thus

connecting himself, he declared that the person who had in ancient

times spoken thus of himself was a divine seer. In the words,
" God sjjake hy David the son of Jesse," were implied, " as
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he sjwke before hij Balaam, the son, of Beor." (iii.) That David
thus connected himself with the introductory words of Balaam,
shows, that they are not to be looked upon, as many have sup-

posed, as an effusion of boastful vanity. David at least considered

them only as belonging to the subject, and took them only
from striving to turn off the attention from the human author,

and fix them on the heavenly,
'''f

is to be numbered among the

grammatical proofs for the antiquity and genuineness of Balaam's
prophecies, and therefore of the Pentateuch. The original

marks of the Status Constructus, by i and "^ (on which see

Ewald's Grammar, § 406, 407, Eng. Trans, p. 255), occur
in prose only in the Pentateuch, and even there very rarely

;

the mark also by i, even in poetry, only in the ^^''^ bon'owed
from the Pentateuch, besides

'""^^f?
in Psalm cxiv. 8, but where

the -^ erroneously used, not as a mark of the Status Constructus in

the same verse, shows that the author had not drawn from the
living usus loquendi. That the i had in David's time fallen com-
pletely into disuse, is evident from his omission of it in the pas*
sage we have already noticed. Probably the "^ also is in all cases

borrowed from the Pentateuch. For (i.) It occurs for the most
part only in later productions (besides Isaiah i. 21, and xxii. 10),
belonging to an age in which the endeavour to copy the phrase-
ology of the Pentateuch was very prevalent, (ii.) The nature of
it is frequently mistaken, since it is used in other connections
than that of the Status Constructus, which is never done in the

Pentateuch.

The verb ana is by many expositors interpreted by, to close, but
by far the greater number by, to open; so probably the LXX. ^rialv

avdpoyiTo<i o aXyOcvM'i opwv; and Onkelos, vir pulclire vi-

dens. But the meaning, to open, is, on etymological ground,
extremely doubtful ; the meaning, to close, is the only tenable
one. The meaning, to ojjen, has nothing on its behalf in the
Hebrew usus loquendi; it rests only on the Chaldee ur^s perfo-
ravit, but for which Buxtokf has only adduced some passages
from the Mishnah. This dialectic authority for the meaning to

open, is at all events greatly overbalanced by the very current

Arabic word j^-Iom., to close. But the principal evidence for the

meaning to close is the Hebrew itself. In the sense of, to stop

up, to close, the word =no is of frequent occurrence, and its affi-
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nity to an'j is rendered more evident by its being once written

with V in Lament, iii. 8. That tlie verb is here written with

o, is of so much the less consequence, since we have here to do

with the Pentateuch, in which the ancient forms of the language

may be looked for. According to Ewald (Grammar, § 107,

E?iff. Trans, p. 38), the stronger sibilants which occur most in

the Pentateuch change themselves in the course of time to a

considerable extent, into the weaker ones ;
^ for instance into a •

According to § 170, E/iff. Trans., p. 72, '^ is, in every case,

the a softened. If this be correct, we have in the passage where

ania occurs the proof that the word was originally pronounced ana;,

and the softening into ana took place at a later period. That

'=1.'"^, according to the only certain meaning, belongs to the proofs of

the ancient usus loqiiendi of the Pentateuch, in the prose of which

ana is found, we remark only in passing. Besides, the reasons

founded on the language against the interpretation
—

" the man

with opened eyes," it may be also urged, (i.) That it produces a

tautology, since then Tvl °Cl would express just the same as '^^''\

a-^r:*. That then the second member of the tripartite prologue en-

tirely coincides with the third, and every reason for the repetition of

the BS3, which divides the members, vanishes Those critics who

take the correct view of nna philologically, have nevertheless in their

subsequent determination of the meaning, been quite beside the

mark, and so have helped to bring this interpretation into disfavour.

According to Calvin's far-fetched interpretation, closed or con-

cealed eyes are such as see into hidden things, secret eyes ; ah-

sconditos sihi esse oculos dicet quia arcana inspectione j)ollent

supra humanum niodiim. When closing of the eyes is spoken

of, one does not naturally think of a disclosiny, but only of a

closing up. Le Clerc finds here an allusion to Balaam's not

seeing the angel on his journey ; but such an allusion docs not

belong to this connection, to which only that is suited which serves

to recommend Balaam and his following discourse. According

to MuNTiNGHE, Balaam meant to say, that his (mental) eyes had

hitherto been closed in reference to the Israelites and their des-

tinies ; according to De Geer, in reference to future events in

general. Bat against such interpretations, there is the objection,

that the clause must have an independent and definitive mean-

ing, which may serve for the recommendation of the following
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prophecy. The correct view is,—BaLaam describes himself as a

' man with closed eyes, in reference to the ecstacy in which the

closing up of the outivard senses goes hand in hand with the

opening of the inward. Steinbeck has some interesting ob-

servations on this subject, in his work entitled, der Dichter ein

Seher (The Poet a Seer), Leip. 1830, p. 121. He marks as

the first step in the development of the mental and bodily

condition of the seer and poet, " a turning away from the

outward world, an entering into self, an impulse for solitude.
"

" It is altogether natural," he says, " for the soul, in the noisy

whirlpool of the outw^ard world, to be too much distracted and held

back from the consideration of higher things. The soul, active

in a life of sense, stands in direct opposition to the spirit,

which, by the activity of the senses, is beclouded and pressed

back, and comes forward into free activity when the senses

sleep or are unemployed. Therefore, when we wish to reflect

closely upon any thing, we withdraw into solitude and close

our eyes and ears. This is the first means in order to gain

the presence of the spirit {Gelstesgegenicart), not what the

French a^,presence desprit, but imperturhahilite . This is a

though tfulness which sets aside all impressions through the senses,

in order not to disturb the clearness of the soul. The ancients

called this the sleeping and waking of the spirit ; and Ppiilo says

that the awaking of the senses brings on the sleep of the spirit,

and inversely by the w^aking of the spirit the senses become inopera-

tive. {OvKovv Tj re to)v ala-Orjaewv £'yp'>]yopat<; vTrvo<i ian vov, rj

rerovvov eyp^jopai'; airpa^la twu alaO/jcrecov. Leg. Alleg. ed.

Mang. p. 72, ed. Richter. vol. i. p. 99.) As at the rising of the

sun the stars disappear, but at its setting reappear, so the waking

spirit obscures the perceptions of the senses,—its sleep or retir-

ing allows the senses to come forward, when also all the afiec-

tions which during the supremacy of the spirit were powerless,

again obtain and exert theii' full power and activity. . . The

greater the rest and withdrawment from the world are, in which

the soul continues, so much clearer becomes the vision of the seer,

so much more inward and pure the flame of the poet, as the

butterfly expands more beautifully her wings adorned with coloured

dust, the greater the stillness and loneliness which surrounds her

chrysalis." In those who have reached the highest stage of in-

Ff
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ward advancement, a state of spiritual activity {Eingeistung) can

exist -without an outward closing of the senses ; the sensitive

faculty is in them so refined, and the spirit so powerful, that no

disturbing impression is to be apprehended fi'om the former. . But

in men like Balaam, who stand on a lower stage of the inner life,

and who was raised above it only momentarily by the inworking

of the spirit, the closing up of the eyes formed a necessary basis

for the opening of the spirit. The spirit could only open when he

powerfully rescued it from the impressions of the lower world, and

their impure defiling influences, and thus introduced it into the

orbit of the higher world. According to this passage we have to

represent to ourselves Balaam in the utterance of all his prophecies

with closed eyes, but without venturing from such a state as his

to infer one perfectly similar in an Isaiah.*

• In ecstatic states within the bounds of Christendom, the closing of the eyes, or

their unsusceptibility to outward impressions, is quite usual. Thus in "second sight,"

according to Maktin in Passavant, p. 312, the vision makes such a lively impression

on the seer, that as long as it lasts he sees and thinks of nothing else besides this

sight. The eyelids of the seer are stretched open, and the eyes are fixed till tlie vision

vanishes." Yet this rule is not without exceptions. In some persons the inner sense

is so li->'ing and powerlul, that the activity of the outward sense goes on along with it

unchecked without injuring it. Thus Saint Heldegard says of herself in Passavant,

p. 179, 180 :
" But these things I do not see with the outward eyes, nor hear with the

outward eai's, nor by the thoughts of my heart, nor by any comparison of my five

senses, but only in my soul with ofen eyes, without falling into an ecstacy, for I saw

them while awake day and night Then 1 wondered at myself, that while

I inwardly saw in the spirit, I also had an outward power of seeing, and as I never heai'd

this of other persons, I concealed the vision I had in my soul as much as I could."

We do not hesitate to compai-e tliis state with the strictly prophetic For tlie freeing

of the soul from the disturbing impressions of the outward world, and the energy of

the inner sense, is common to botli, and the distinction of the latter from the former

rises first on the ground common to all these ecstatic states, the purest and tlie im-

purest. The vivacity of tlie inner sense can be produced in a purely natural way
; it

can originate under divine and under demoniacal influences. The activity of the inner

sense is not the essence but the form of prophecy. Its essence consists in this, that

llie awakening of the inner sense proceeds from the Spirit of God, and that he imparts

to it his revelations. Only with a reference to this producing cause of it, does Balaam

claim authority for his words on the ground of his ecstacy. In and for itself the

testacy was perfectly an indift'erent thing; the man who was in it might be equally

either worse or better tlian in his usual state. Where it obtains in a depraved man, in

a natural way, or under demoniacal influence, the depravity will come forth witli feai-

ftil augmentation. " A deeper concentration of the soul," says Passavant, p. ItiS,

" may be expected in a depraved direction of the spirit. The being released from out-

ward nature is not always a being free from it; a being snatciied from it is not always

a being raised above it ; and it is indeed conceivable that in the state of ecstacy an evil

Hill can be active. If to us a pure ecsracy appears as an anticipation of a future higher
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Ver. 4. That the hearing and seeing are to be taken spiritually
and inwardly is self-evident. Scheid would insert, from ver. 16,
after the clause, " WJio heard the icords of God," r^? ^?2 ?f\
" and knew the knowledge ofthe Most High," and also strike out
the ^?« which is wanting there. But such attempts only show how
little their authors have made themselves acquainted with the cha-
racter of the repetitions in the Old Testament, which for reasons
before mentioned are almost never verbatim.

The word "^1-^ falling, indicates the force of the afflatus, which,
hke an armed man, comes upon the seer and strikes him down.
.We find a parallel in 1 Sam. xix. 2 4, where it is said of Saul,
"and he stripped off his clothes also, ^xx^ fell down naked (f^^.

^''D all that day and all that night. Wherefore they say. Is Saul
also among the Prophets ?" Remarks like that of Michaelis,
who, on ''he stripped of his clothes" says, " exuit vestes con-
siietas et induit sacras pauciores et leviores," and on the words
" he fell^'—" humilis ut reliqni Samuelis discipuli," maybe
found also among later expositors, as for example in Hende-
WERK on Isaiah, in the Introduction, and show how httle these
writers can enter into the nature of such states. Moreover, the
Kwaj^ in reference to which Kimchi has remarked, hoc infert
etiam reliquos prophetantes itafecisse, and the expression, "is
Saul a /so," prove that the "stripping oflF the clothes," and
" falhng down," was common to Saul with the prophetic scholars.
The afflatus assumed such a violent character, prostrating both
soul and body, only where it found an unripe state. The falling

down is mentioned only of such a class of persons as Balaam,
Saul, and the prophetic scholars. In a Samuel, we can hardly
imagine such violent appearances. The more the mind in its

ordinary consciousness is penetrated by the spirit, the less ne-
cessary is it for the spirit to set itself against it in a hostile

state of the «oul, so mnst sticIi an impure ecstacy be regarded as an anticipation of a
possible deeper form through guilt of a future existence." The same writer remarks
p. 171

:
" It is self-evident that in this new form of life, the spirit of man can be

active in the most different ways. The idiosyncracy and inner cnpncity of the man
will determine the direction which the soul takes in these states. Under all circum-
stances, man attracts what resembles himself. Hence the more fully the soul is active
so much the more will it attract from the different circles of the world what is homo-
geneous to itself, and in its turn will be imbibing influences from these circles

"

Ff 2
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position, by its extraordinary manifestations; it then only comes

to its own, to what is homogeneous.

The following passages, which are commonly adduced as paral-

lel, are not so : Gen. xv. 12 ; Ezek. i. 28, iii. 23, xliii. 3 ;
Dan.

viii. 17, 18, X. 15; Revel, i. 17. For in all these instances,

the falling down did not proceed from the influence of the

Spirit forcibly pressing down the natural life, but from an over

powering impression of the glory of the person beheld, an impres-

sion of terror and reverence. It was an embodied iX-erjaov fie

Kvpie !

That the "falling down " is to be placed in close connection

with what follows, " whose eyes ivere opened^' is recognised in the

Vulgate, where the whole passage is thus translated :

—

dixit audi-

tor sermonum dei, qui visioneni Omnipotentis instuitus est, qui

cudit et sic aperiuntur oculi ipsius.

Those critics who make a broad distinction between the ordi-

nary state of the prophet, and that which he now experienced, and

who suppose that the former soothsayer and juggler became all on

a sudden a prophet, have been not a httle perplexed by this pro-

lof^uc of Balaam's, since he appears in it to attribute to himself a

permanent prophetic gift. How they attempt to escape from it,

the following words of Mark may serve to show : Quae comrnen-

datio sui amplissima non debet referri ad id quod semper

Bileamo contingehat, ut June jrrohetur ipsam ceri nominis pro-

phetam divimimjam ante hanc vocationem fvisse, id enim ex his

verbis elicinequit, sed optime intelligitur de eo quod in Mesopo-

tamia, in via, et in Moabitide nuperplus qtiam semel contigerat

ipsi, et vel maxime de eo, quod nunc ipsi contingebat . That

this is an inadmissible make-shift is very clear. The quahties

which Balaam attributed to himself do not refer to an isolated

event, but describe a fixed position, and on this fixed position is

the authority grounded which he claims for this special declara-

tion. He is a Prophet of God—and therefore the words he is about

to utter are not the words of man but of God. This announce-

ment on the part of Balaam, is of greater weight, because the

author, by the expression immediately preceding, " and the spirit

of God came upon him," takes it away from the department of

subjectivity. That Balaam here claims for himself in general the

prophetic gift, and the author grants it to him, does not, of course^
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exclude his being raised on this occasion far above himself, which
indeed is expressly intimated in ver. 1. Bat this much is cer-

tain, that the diilbreuce of his present from his former state,

although so great, was still only one of degree.

But those persons depart still more widely from the truth who
see in the introductory words of Balaam the expression of boast-

ful vanity. That the sacred historian formed a totally diiferent

judgment, is shown by his saying, " the spirit of God came upon
him" which precedes the introductory words, while according to

that view it must have followed them. That this expression ap-

pHes to Balaam's prophesying, appears from the next clause, " and
he took up his parable" with which the prophesying itself is

always introduced. But as to their substance, Balaam's words con-

tain notliing which was not contained in the constantly repeated =^^

T"? of the prophets ; as Mark observes, non dissimilia its quae
Davidi de se trihuuntur, 2 Sam. xxiii. I, 2 ; ut taceamde apos-

tolicis Pauli prooemiis epistolicis aliisque dictis, Gal. i. 11 ; 2
Cor. xi., etc. and their peculiarity oiform, the abundance of desig-

nations, is a simple result of the preponderating poetical character

which all Balaam's expressions wear. The correct view is stated

by Calvin, only he ought to have rejected the ojjposite view still

more decidedly : Non alio tendit totapraefatio, tiisi ut se verum
deiprophetam esse prohet et he)iedictionem quam proferet se

habere ex coelesti oraculo. Et vera quidem gloriatio fuit
quoad hunc specialem actum, jieri tamen potest, ut eum adjac-
tandum impulerit fastus et ambitio. Quamquam probabile
est impulsu spiritus sic fuisse praefatuni, quo plusjidei suis

dictis assereret. Geterum ex hoc concilio licet sensuni verboriim

colligere. Elogiis se ornat Balaam, quibus proplieticum munus
sibi arroget. Ergo quaecunque de se praedicat sciendum est

competere in veros dei prophetas quonim notas et insignia mw
luatur.

Ver. 5. Balaam beholds the tents of Israel, whose glory he
celebrates, with opened eyes. The immediately preceding bodily

beholding (woz-^^ his bodily eye is closed, compare ver. 3) forms for

him only a substratum, on which the spiritual beholding developes

itself. The glory which he beholds, is an eternal, hidden one.

which discloses itself only to the eye of the spirit. Balak pard
cipatcd with him in the outward view, and yet he broke not out
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into the exclamation, " How goodly are thy tents, Jacob," &c.

Israel as the sacred name, the name which denoted the people

in their higher characteristics, in their relation to God, and bearing

the same relation to Jacob, as " the man whose eyes are closed"

&c., bears to " Balaam the son of Beor," contains also here

the gi'ound of the declaration, and leads us back to the necessity

existing in the nature of the case. Several critics falsely assume

(De Geer, for instance : videre sibi videtur Balaam Israelitas

jam in regione Canan. habitantes et fortunatissimam eorum

sedem) that the picture here drawn and in ver. 6, relates not to

the present, but only to the future. But the mention of the

" tents " shows that the annunciation concerned the present first

of all : this is also evident from the expression, " and his seed,"

in ver. 7. Even now is the abundant blessing poured out upon

Israel, as certainly as already it is now Israel. Not that it is ne-

cessary, to confine this language, " How goodly are thy tents"

&c., to the present. While true of the present, it was also true

for all subsequent ages.

Ver. 6, The sentiment contained in "How goodly are thy

tents," is here further developed ; the loveliness of the tents of

Israel is exhibited in a succession of comparisons. First of all,

'' they are spreadforth like the rallies." Vhs denotes first of all

a brook ; then a valley through which a brook flows. That

here the latter meaning is intended (in assuming the former as

the meaning, Isaiah Iviii. 11, is to be compared where Israel is

likened to ''a spring of water, whose waters fail not"), is proba-

ble from the analog7 of the following comparisons. The tents of

Israel are there not compared to waters, but to objects by the side

of waters, such as gardens, cedars. Also, in ver. 7, Israel is not

= water, but enjoys abundance of water—his buckets flow over

with water—his seed is in many waters.

The word "^""i^. from n-jj in tlie meaning to extend, to stretch

out (see Gesenius, s. c), is referred by most expositors to

the callies, since they supply "^?-1 as in the following words '^'^l

t'^':,
" like rallies which are stretched out" or " like extended

vallies." But it is preferable to refer ''^??. to the tents ; " they are

stretched out like vallies " The point of comparison must, accord-

ing to ver. 5, and likewise according to the analogy of the follow-

ing images, be the peculiar excellency or good quality. Now, if
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we refer ''"'V? to the °"'?~^ then the idea of extension is prominently

brought forward, which is not appropriate in this connection>

since extension contributes nothing to the loveliness.

With the clause, " as (jardens by the river side," compare Isaiah

Iviii. 11. " And thou shalt be like a watered garden, and like

a spring of water, whose waters fail not." The ungodly in

Isaiah i. 30, are said to be '"as an oak whose leaf fadeth, and
as a garden, that hath no water."

On the '="''?0^ see Gesenius s. v. " Trees which the Lord hath

planted " are those which, owing to a favourable locahty, grow

and thrive in a remarkable manner; compare Psalm civ. 16,

" The trees of the Lord are saturated, {full of sap, Eng. A. V.)

(with the rain tliat he sends), the cedars of Lebation which he

hath planted!' The clause " which the Lord hath planted," cor-

lespouds in fact with " by the river side " and " by the waters " of

the foregoing and following clauses. The comparison with the

Ahalim serves to cai'ry out the idea " How goodly." For the

Ahalim, so highly valued for their aromatic quality, are like the

cedars, noble trees ; but the comparison is made still stronger by

the addition, " which the Lord hath planted^^ which represents

them as being the noblest of the noble. " Dicuntur," says Cal-

vin, " arbores a Deo plantatae, quae ob singulareni praestan-

tiani excedunt communeni naturae moduni.'

Ver. 7. From the tents of Israel, the seer turns to Israel himself.

He attributes to him, in the first half of the verse, a fulness of

prosperity and blessing, and in the second half speaks of the

powerful aggrandisement of the kingdom to be established by him.
" The ivater shall overflow his buckets," ""^^^ is the Dual with the

Suffix; the Dual which " denotes the whole divided into two halves,

and expresses the idea of a thing which is in double or in pairs
"

(EwALD, § 802, Eng. Trans, p. 232), is used here on account

of the connection of the two buckets of the water-carrier. Also,

since the Dual in such words is retained, when a multitude is

spoken of, we may also here imagine a multitude of buckets.

But this is not necessary ; it rather appeal's more suitable, to sup-

pose the people personified as an individual canning two buckets.

He whose buckets overflow with water must be abundantly sup-

plied. We consider the water as a figurative term for blessing
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and salvation, in which sense it often occurs ; compare, for in-

stance, Isaiah xhv. 3 :

For I will pour water upon the thirsty,

And floods upon the dry ground.

1 will pour my Spirit on tliy seed,

And my blessing upon thy offspring.

Where the " water' is directly explained to mean " hlessin^,"

and with this the pouring out of the Spirit is associated as the

most distinguished blessing. In agreement with this view we
also understand the " nianjj ivaters " in the second clause. TJ.

we take as a designation oijwsteritt/. That this " seed" is " in

many loaters" also indicates that the fulness of blessing will

not be transitory, but abiding ; compare Isaiah xliv. 4, " And
they sluill spring up among the grass as tvilluws hy the water

courses." We have an exact analogy in Isaiah Ixv. 23, " They
are the seed of the blessed of the Lord, and their offspring

with them." According to the current interpretation, a numer-

ous posterity is denoted by the " water overflowing his buckets."

Thus, for instance, Gesenius, in his Thesaurus, s. v. ''?7
/. e.

larga erit posteritas ejus, metaphora ah aqua de situla destil-

lante ad semen virile translata. Opposed to this meaning are

the following considerations, (i.) The comparison of the fore-

going verse. In its last words water appeal's as a means of joy-

ful thriving, as an image of blessing and salvation, (ii.) The
paj-allel clause, " and his seed is in many ivaters," which can be

referred to a numerous increase only by a very forced construction

;

and only by entirely losing sight of the reference, in which water

is spoken of in the first clause, as also in vcr. 6 ; thus, for in-

stance, Mark understands by many waters, numerous and power-

ful nations: Quodnon tantum posteritatem instar aquarum sit

emissurus et diffusurus, sed etiam posteritas ilia tanta foret,

ut inter numerosissimos et potentissimos populos sua merito

hahentur. (iii.) The idea of a numerous posterity does not so

well suit the second member as salvation and blessing, whicli bears

the same relation to " the king being higher than Agag" and to

" his kingdom being e.ralfed, " as the general to the particu-

lar, or the cause to the effect, (iv.) Water as an image of
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blessing is very frequent ; it never is used as a designation of

semen virile, not even in Isaiah xlviii. I, where in the words,

" which are come forth out of the tvciters of Jiidah," "!3'~''. ''''?^^

"^^;, the progenitor is figuratively represented as a fountain, and

his posterity as the stream formed by it ; compare Psalm. Ixviii.

27 (26), " Bless the Lord from the fountain of Israel, "^'V'f^

^^"tT.. Others understand both clauses literally of the abundant y
supply ofwater in Israel. Thus Cocceius explains the first clause,

cisternae et putei ipsis copiosam aquam i^roehelimt ad potan-

dos greyes ; in the second clause he takes »->t in the sense of

seed-corn, and explains, " is in many ivaters," to mean tempes-

tivis plurius irrif/atnr. This is illustrated by Deut. viii. 7, ''For

the Lord thy God hrinycth thee unto a r/ood land, a land of

brooks of water, offountains and depths that spring out of

vallies and hills ;" also xi. 10, "a land that drinketh ivater

of the rain of heaven." Also, according to our view, an abun-

dance of water is included in the annunciation. The blessing

represented under the image of water must also make itself known

in a plentiful supply of water. That this occupies a principal

place among the blessings, appears from water being used as an

image of salvation, and likewise from the passages in Deutero-

nomy just quoted, in which abundance of water is promised as a

gi'eat blessing. But that we must not refer the annunciation

directly and exclusively to the copious supply of water, is evident

from the figurative use of water in ver. G—from the second half

of the verse, which then will not suitably connect itself with the

first, and from the unsuitable mention of so sj)ecial a blessing in

the course of a prophecy which confines itself throughout to

generals, particularly a blessing which stands in no direct relation

to the occasion of it, the wish of Balak to destroy Israel. Lastly,

the phrase hntfa-' »-it is so standing a designation of the posterity

of Israel, that on that account alone we could not understand it

of the seed-corn of Israel.

In the second half of the verse °'^;'], agreeably to the usual

meaning of the form, is so much the rather to be taken as Opta-

tive, since this is the peculiar form for a benediction. But the

wish, since it is expressed in spirit, includes the prophecy in

itself, so that it is not exactly necessary, on account of the °"'^,

to take ''?i*? also optativcly. But it appears that °"'; is designedly
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clioseu to mark the reference to the Future, aud to distinguish it

from the '!?, which is to he taken in the sense of the Present.

By the foregoing apocopated Future, tlie meaning of the Future

is secured to the following common one. The clause, " this king

shall he higher than Agag, " referring to the Future, joins

itself very suitably to the one immediately preceding, " and his

seed is in many waters, " which denotes the continuance of

salvation and blessing, as opposed to their limitation to the pre-

sent generation, to which, as these words show, the first clause

must refer.

That Agag is not to be taken as the nomen prop-ium of an

individual Amalekite king, of him whom Saul conquered, but as

the common name of all the Amalekite kings, has been shown

already in another work. {Dissertations on the Pentateuch,

vol. ii. p. 250.) An individual reference has ah-eady been shown

to be quite unsuitable to the immediate connection. The most

general description of the salvation that Israel enjoyed goes be-

fore. Now, in the representation of the strength that resulted

from it, how could the author, without having premised anything

general, at once turn to the exhibition of a special liistorical fact.

It would have been something different if tliis fact concerned that

people whose king was endeavouring to gain the ascendancy over

Israel, and whose proud imaginings Balaam's predictions were

primarily intended to confound—namely, the Moabites. The
introduction of such a special feature would be in some degi'ee

conceivable, though yet unexpected. Moreover, since in refer-

ence to the Coniiueror Israel, nothing is said of a royal indi-

vidual, but only his kings in general are mentioned, and the king-

dom to be estabhshed under them, it is still less to be supposed

that in reference to the conquered, the name of an individual king

would be specified. Still further, if we look at the context in

general, such a reference appeai-s unsuitable. The structure of

Balaam's prophecies is throughout ideal. Nowhere in them is

an individual named, or even noticed. All that ie said of the

relation of Israel to the neighbouring nations, proceeds not on

particular historical facts, but comprises a continuous series of

historical fulfilments. What specially concerns Amalek, in the

last prophecy, which forms the crowning point, is far more deter-

minate and individual than all the rest, in vcr. 20, but oulv an-
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nouDces the destruction which awaited Amalek by means of Israel,

without any minute references to tlie historical circumstances

under which it would take place. The passage before us mani-
festly forms only the transition to that last prophecy. It forms
the link which connects the three first prophecies with the fourth.

The difference is this, that in the three first prophecies the idea of

Israel's superiority over the heathen world, over all his enemies, is

generally represented, but in the fourth with an individual ap-

plication to particular hostile nations by whom Israel was sur-

rounded. Preparation for this comprehensive special application
is here made by the naming of that people who were the most
powerful in the vicinity of Israel. But immediately the annun-
ciation, (since nothing more than a preparation was intended,)

returns to generals. But here in the preparation, where the

Amalekites are only touched upon in passing as the representatives

of Israel's mighty enemies, how should greater definiteness pre-

vail than in the last prophecy in which the seer occupies himself
ex professo with the relations of Israel to particular enemies ?

And what is still more, how should what is here said of Amalek
be expressed with incomparably greater definiteness than what
occurs in that last prophecy which is devoted to individual appH-
cation, respecting that people with whom Balaam (as the words
in ver. 14 declare," / icUladverti.se thee what this people shall do
to thy people in the latter days,") had primarily and principally

to do, the Moabites, of whom only it is expressed in general that

the Israehtish kingdom would bring destruction upon them ? Add
to this, that the supposition that Agag is a ?iomeii dig. of all the

Amalekite kiugs, has a number of analogies in its favoui' which
are adduced in the Dissertations (Pharaoh among the Egyp-
tians, Abimelech among the Philistines, Melchizedek or Adonize-
bek among the Jebusites, Jabin among the kings of Hazor), names
with which that of Agag may be classed with so much greater

propriety since it, like them, has an appellative meaning, and one
which is very suitable for the Amalekite king, Agag meaning in

Arabic, Ihejiery one. Also, as has been already remarked in the

Dissertations, in 1 Sara, xv., the proper name of the Amalekite
king conquered by Saul which we do not know, is designedly not
given, but only his title. The information respecting the fulfil-

ment differs as little as possible from the prophecy. The depend-
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ance of the nan*ative in I Sam. xv. on the Pentateuch, there

pointed out, serves to confirm this view.

It is therefore settled that the words, " his kin(j shall he hiylicr

than Ar/af/," only announce the victory of the Israelitish king-

dom over the Amalekitish, or the victory of Israel, after the regal

power had been fully estahhshed in it, over Amalek. While

therefore no evidence can be derived from the naming of Agag for

the late composition of these prophecies, what is here said of the

Amalekites, furnishes evidence of their composition in the Mo-

saic age. The reason that here, in the first attempt at individual-

ising the prediction of the victory of Israel over his enemies, the

Amalekites are named and they only, can only be, that at the time

when the words were spoken, the Amalekites were the most power-

ful of all the nations hostile to Israel, so that in his exaltation

over them, the exaltation over all the rest was expressed. This

has been acknowledged by Calvin, according to whom the pro-

phet named the Amalekites

—

quia tunc celelerrimae erunt eoruni

opes, and also by Le Clerc, who remarks

—

oportuisse Hamc-

lekclarum reseu temporejioruisse, quandoquidem quasi eximium

quid Israelitaruni re.v major Hamelekitarum reye futurus

dicitur. Had it been only of consequence, without reference to

this ground, to bring forward some one from tlie nations hostile

to Israel, the seer would rather have named Moab. That only

this reason occasioned the naming of Amalek is favoured by

the designation given to that people in ver. 20, Q?'^ f^""®**::, the he-

ffinning of nations, i. e. the most powerful of them. Now, in the

Mosaic age the Amalekites were really the most powerful and

warlike of the enemies of Israel. This appeal's from the simple

fact that, according to Exod. xviii., they attacked Israel without

hesitation in open combat, as soon as they approached their coun-

try, while the Edomites confined themselves to putting garrisons

on their western boundary, which was strongly fortified by nature,

and from a sense of their weakness did not venture to obsti'uct

the march of the Israelites along their weak eastern border—and

while tlie king of Moab, notwithstanding his league with the

Midianites, did not think himself strong enough to give battle to

Israel, and, in the consciousness of his weakness, called Balaam

to his aid ; compare the embassy of lialak to Jialaam in chap,

xxii. (i. But in later times, the Amalekites did not assume so
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important a position. As a company of marauders they often gave

Israel much trouble, but never ventured to engage in the open

battle-field against Israel, as they are described in Exod. xvii. as

having done with (for a long time) a doubtful issue. Compare
vers. 1 ] , 12. How easily Saul conquered the Amalckites ! Even
in his time, and still more in David's, it would not have been /

much to say, that Israel's " king was Idgher than Ar/ctf/," for

that would have been no pledge of victoiy over the world at large.

That the regal power in Israel was vl future event to the seer,

appears from the expression, ''shall he higher," and from the pre-

ceding mention of posterity, and is expressly said in vcr. 17.

Calvin has correctly stated the reason why the kingdom is here

referred to : Etsi autem longo post tempore in Israele nemo
regnavit, non absurdum est tam regis et regni nomine puhlicuni

slalim dcsignari ; praesertim quia dcus solidam gratiae suae

perfectionem in tempus usque regni distulerat. Under the

kings and through their instrumentality, the indwelling power of

I

Israel was first to be completely developed. The reference here

made to the erection of the kingdom in Israel is founded on the

promises to the patriarchs, in which it is noted as necessarily

entering into the course of the national development. Compare
for instance. Gen. xvii. G, xxxv. 11. The natural foundations

for foreseeing the erection of the kingdom in Israel have been

already represented in the Dissertations on the Pentateuch, vol.

ii. p. 167. How foolish it is for persons, on account of this re-

ference to this kingdom, to transpose the prophecies of Balaam

to the time of the lungs, may be shown by facts, taken from

another department than of strict'prophecy. Out of a great multi-

tude to adduce only one : Schiller, in the year 1 794, said, " The
French Revolution will as quickly cease as it arose ; the republic

constitution will pass over to a kind of anarchy, and, sooner or

later, some able, powerful man will appear, come from what quar-

ter he may, who will make himself master not only of France, but

of a part of Europe." (See Steinbeck's Der Dichter ein Belter

p. 597.) But if we measure these prophecies by their proper

standard, how can it be supposed that the reference to the king-

dom renders it necessary to assume a vaticiniuni post eventum,

since the mention of ships which come from Chittim and afflict

Eber, renders every such interpretation ridiculous. If we must
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here grant the seer a real knowledge of futurity, we certainly can-

not refuse to do this in reference to the erection of the kingdom,

since the pre-announcement of this event has far more a national

foundation.

In the last words, the Targum of Jerusalem substitutes for his

kingdom, the kingdom ofthe Messiah ; as a matter of fact with per-

fect correctness. For as Israel, according to Balaam's prediction,

first attained the full realization of its ideal by the erection of the

kingdom, so would the kingdom first attain its full destiny at the

appearance of the Messiah, first in him would Israel's Idng be

truly raised higher than Agag, the representative of the hostile

power of this world, and his kingdom be exalted. Jacob ex-

pressed a presentiment of this in Genesis xlix 10, which was

raised to perfect clearness by the prophets.

Ver. 8. The words,

God leadetb him forth from Egypt,

His vigour is like that of a buffalo,

are repeated from chap, xxiii. 2*2, and then in the second half of

the verse is further amplified, showing how God's leading and Is-

rael's vigorous power, which was an effect of it, are evinced in the

victories which they gain over their enemies ; and thus an appeal is

at the same time made to Balak, to halt in the dangerous path in

which he was treading. Several critics refer the suffix in ''?v to

Israel (Jonathan : smfittas jtlagae viiiclictae suae mittet in cos.

IjXX. koX Tal<i ^okkatv avrov Kararo^evau. VuLG. et iwrfora-

himt saf/ittis) ; others refer it to his enemies, " and he uillpierce

throuijh his darts." The first interpretation is, as far as the lan-

guage is concerned, quite admissible. ''"s?!? according to his

darts, for, with his darts, belongs to the category of the Accusa-

tive, of which Ewald (§ 4H2, En</. Trans, p. 308) says, " an idea

is described and explained merely as to its purport and nature by

means of the free subordination of a noun, so that both are not re-

lated to each other as cause and effect, but as general and parti-

cular. " It is favourable to this interpretation that in the whole

verse, Israel is spoken of in the singular, and the enemies are

mentioned in the plural, then—that according to the analogy of

the preceding ''?" and °."r. it is probable that V'!''?: relates to the

enemies, in reference to whom yn^j very often occurs, but never in
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reference to weapons. The crushing and shattering in pieces of

darts would be also unsuitable. Gesenius, in the TJtesaiirns, p.

783, is not well satisfied with either interpretation, and rejects

them as giving a flat sense. He is disposed to admit, with J. D.

MiCHAELis, that Q'^sh here means loms, or for iian to substitute

i-'sV)-!. But nothing can justify such forced assumptions. The

apparent flatness is removed, if it is considered, Vsxi and d-ij% a bold

and figurative expression, required an explanation which would

direct the attention to its actual meaning, that of warlike and

conquering power, and prevent the erroneous reference to a rude

barbarity. The omission of the object in -^titti is not without em-

phasis.

Ver. 9. The first half of the verse we have already remarked

(ch. xxiii. 24) is founded on Gen. xlix. 9. In the preceding

verse it was shown how Israel's terrible power gave him the vic-

tory in battle ; here it is shown how, after the conflict was over,

he so awed his enemies that they did not venture to disturb his

peace. As the contents of the preceding verse were verified under \J

David, -so the announcement in this received its fulfilment under

Solomon. The close of the prediction reverts to the he{/ininng^

not only as to its nuhject -matter, inasmuch as in both the thought

that on Israel the fulness of the divine blessing rests, is expressed

in all its universality, but also mfornt, since in both the address

is directed to Israel—while in the middle Israel is spoken of.

The language is founded on Gen. xxvii. 29; compare also Gen.

xii, 3, The connection of the subject in the plural, with the

predicate in the singular, is explained by considering those who
are blessed and cursed as comprehended in a unity—they are

blessed and cursed as one man. In reference to the thought

Calvin remarks : Haec loqiiendi formula signijicat, ea lege

electos a deofuisse Israelitas, tit sihi iinj^eitsum referat quidquid

illis vel injuriae illatum, vel henejicii callatum fuerit. Mine
atttem docemur quaecunque locantur ecclesiae officia., locari

apud ipsum deum, quijidelis erit remitnerator ; et simul non

posse laedi Jideles, quin nltionem siiscipiat ; sicuti dicit qui

tangit vos, tangit pupillam oculi mei. Just as the hatred, in

which the cursing against Israel originated, is to be considered as

directed against God through him, so the love towards Israel which

prompted the blessing is to be regarded as a consequence of an
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affinity with the Israchtisli principle, of a tendency towards the

God of Israel, such as was presented in Balaam. Viewing the

matter in this light, the hlessing and the cursing appear to he

fully accounted for.

CHAPTER XXIV., 10-14.

Balak, in a paroxysm of anger, orders Balaam to flee away in

haste that he may not lay hands upon him. Balaam first vindi-

cates himself against him, and then declares that he is ready to

ohey his bidding ; hut he must first impart warning and advice

to him, and announce what Israel would do to his people if they

persisted in their enmity.

"Ver. 19. And Balak's anger was kindled against Balaam, and

he smote his hands together. And Balak said unto Balaam, I

called thee to curse mine enemies, and, behold, thou hast alto-

gether blessed them these three times. 11. Therefore now flee

tliou to thy place. I thought to promote thee to great honour,

but, lo, the Lord hath kept thee back from honour. 12. And

Balaam said unto Balak, Spake I not also to thy messengers

which thou sentest unto me saying, 13. If Balak would give me

his house full of silver and gold, I cannot go beyond the command-

ment of the Lord to do either good or bad of my own mind ;

what the Lord saith that will I speak. 14. And now, behold, I

go unto my people. Come, and I will advertise thee what this

people shall do to thy people in the latter days."

Ver. 10. The commentary on the clause, " he smote his hands

tofjether" (which has been correctly conceived by Calvin : con-

tiimeliose Balaam, ciii antehac hlanditus fuerat, rejicit et

exturhat e suo conspeciu) is the command, ''Jlce thou' in ver.

11. In general, as an expression of anger, (compare for instance

Gesenius, Thesaurus, p. 9GG,) the clapping of hands occurs

neither among the Hebrews nor among any other nation. A
parallel passage is in Job xxvii. 23. " He (God) clappeth
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agaiiiHt them (the ungodly) with his hands,"—this is preceded

by, "he u-oulcl fain Jiee out of his hand" and is followed by
" he shall hiss him out of his place." 11. Philo thus para-

phi'ases ''\flee thou" (fievye Srj Odrrov, o^v TrdOo^ earl du/xo<;' fj,r]TC

Koi vecarepov epydcracr6aL j3iacr66i. In the words, " Jeliovah,

hath kept thee hack from honour^' tliat unbelief breaks forth

violently, which always exists in heathenism, though it may be

hidden and kept in the back ground ; as if he had said, " Je-

hovah who will scarcely make thee, fool as thou art, an indemni-

'

fication for what thou hast lost."

Ver. 14. p'> is here taken by most expositors in the sense of

announcing
,
predicting . But this meaning cannot be justified. ^

Gesenius appeals for it, besides this passage, to Isaiah xli. 28

;

but the common meaning, to counsel, is there quite suitable ;

"for I beheld, and there was no man even amongst them, and

there teas no counsellor" i. e. their idols left their votaries witli'

out counsel and consolation, which the God of Israel insured to

his people by disclosures respecting the Future. And here, by a

slight modification, we obtain the usaal meaning, to counsel, =
to make known hg way of counsel. Thus Cocceius : Consu-

lam tihi quod faciei. Revera pertinehat ad honum Balak,

scire quidfacturus esset populus Israel ipsius pop)ulo. Nihil

enini teutasset contra jyopulum Isr. etc. By the words, " wliat

this people shall do to thy people" tlie subject of this last dis-

course is marked as a different one from the three former. Is-

rael's victorious power in relation to his enemies was indeed

touched upon in the preceding discourses, but only as a single

feature in the description of his glory. But nothing had yet

been said of what would be specially done to Moab. " Interim

tamen," says Calvin, " videmus quid tumultuando profecerit

Balak, nam qui hactenus audierat tantum populum henedici,

cogitur audire quod tristius est, de populi sui ruina.

The phrase ^""P'l? '"*"'.'^.^??7 is explained by many, /;/ the follow- V

ing times, in the future; see, for instance, Gesenius, Thes.s. v.

The correct interpretation which the LXX. have given here {eir

ia^drou tmv rjfjiepMv), and the Cpialdee Paraphr., who com-

monly renders it by «;!?'"' ^"^^^— is, at the end of the dags. The
reasons for adopting it are the following, (i.) ni-ns has no other

meaning than that of the end, and must therefore be so taken in this

G g
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phrase. For the meaning, followi//i/ times, the future, Gese-
Nios appeals to Isaiah xlvi. 10. But there n">-»hs forms the oppo-

site of ^'''^^?., " Declaring the end from the leyinning" i. e.

" dcclariDg at the first beginnings of the historical developments

their final end." The meaning posteritas, jwsteri, also disap-

pears on a nearer consideration of it, from the passage in Jerem.

xxxi. 17, " And there is hope I^Tr;'^''. of thy Acharith, saith

Jehovah," which MiCHAELis interprets,

—

S2)es extreme tin, hahes

sjiem certamjinis honi, and in proof of the correctness of this inter-

pretation, adduces the parallel passage in chap. xxix. 11," for 1

know the thoughts that I think toward you, saith Jehovah,

thoughts ofpeace and not of evil, to give you end and hope,
";?.'"";

'"'"'t'l'?. By this passage also Psalm cix. 13 is explained,

" Let his end be for destruction," ^'"=~?
''"'^^TfT^^'',,

" Let his

posterity he cut off," Eug. Auth. Vers. In Amos, ix. 1, the

clause, '' I will slay their Acharith tvith the sword," is ex-

plained by what follows, " he that Jleeth of them shall not flee

away, and he that escapeth ofthem shallnot be delivered," " their

end,' = their last, n'^insin chap. iv. 2, is also to be explained of the

end, the last remainder, (ii.) Only on the supposition that n-i-nrisa

Dittin means at the end of the days, can the fact be explained

that it never stands in connection with events respecting which

any further is announced in the same passage, but only such as

lie at the end of the development which the speaker is surveying,

(iii.) The meaning, " in futurity," is not suited to several pas-

sages, but that of '' the end of the days," is necessarily required.

Thus in Deuteronomy iv. 30, " in the Acharith of the days,

if thou turn to the Lord thy God, and shall be obedient to thy

voice." To futurity a long period belonged of apostacy and pun-

ishment, which must precede conversion and grace. In this pas-

sage it is designed to intimate that the return to the Lord would

be the L'nd of the whole process. So Hosea understood the

passage, who refers to it in chap. iii. 5. He has •^ns, after that,

besides the n-^a-^n r-^nhNa. In Ezekiel xxxviii. 10, " And thou

shall come up against my people of Israel as a cloud to cover

the land, it shall be in the Acharith of the days,"—in fatu-

rit.g would be flat and idle. The passage treats of the last fearful

attack of the powers of this world on the Church of God. (iv.)

That here, "in the Acharith of the days" denotes, not the
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Future generally, but the distant Future, is shown by the words

"not iioic," and ^' not nigh" in ver. 17. What at first sight

appears to favour the meaning, " in the Future" is set aside by

the twofold remark, first of all, that the end need not be precisely

the last end of all, but only the end of the precise developments

which the speaker has in view ; and, secondly, that it depends

upon the arbitrary decision of the speaker, to what extent he will

determine the beginning, and to what extent he will determine

the end. Thus, in Deut. xxxi. 29, he assigns evil to the end,

while in Deut, iv. 30, repentance belongs to it.—Of the fixed

character which the phrase has in the prophets, its almost exclu-

sive reference to the final development of the kingdoms of God,

no trace is found in the Pentateuch. In Genesis xlix. 2, everv

thing is considered as belonging to the " end of the days,
"

which would happen in the times after the Israelites had posses-

sion of the Promised Land ; here the victories of Israel over the

neighbouring nations belong to " the end of the daj/s." The
phraseology of the prophets, as the comparison of Hosea iii. 5

shows, developed itself on the ground of Deut. iv. 80,

THE FOURTH PROPHECY. CHAP. XXIV, 15-24.

This prophecy is distinguished from the preceding ones in

a twofold respect. First of all, Israel's ascendancy over his

enemies, which formed there only a single component part of

the blessing and salvation, though certainly the most prominent,

becomes here the sole subject of prophecy. Then this ideals not,

as it was there (with the single exception of chap. xxiv. 7, a pas-

sage which may be considered as a preliminary to this prophecy)

set forth in its generality, but in a concrete application to specific

nations who were hostile to Israel. The Moabitcs must occupy

the first place among these, since their attempt to reduce Israel

under their power, first called forth Balaam's announcement of

Israel's ascendancy over his enemies. Balaam says, in announc-

ing his propliccy, " Come, I will advertise thee what this peo-

jile shall do unto thy people at the end of the days." Yet he

does not confine himself to the Moabites, but announces also how
the idea will be realized in other nations, Avho either at that time

G g2
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were already hostile to Israel (these are fully enumerated), or

who would in future come into a hostile relation to him (out of

the numher of these only one is conspicuously named, and an-

other hinted at.) But since the description is not confined

simply to the Moabites, we are not warranted to assume that the

words, " I will advertise thee what this people will do to tliy

people," are merely to be regarded as a designation of the con-

tents of the prophecy a jiotiori. As certainly as the whole pro-

phecy was designed first of all for Balak, the king of the Moab-
ites, would that w^hich is said of other people beside Moab serve

indirectly for the same object for which the announcement of the

' fate of the Moabites, with which the whole opens, serves directly.

What is expressed respecting Israel's victory over other nations,

lends force and emphasis to what refers to the Moabites, since it

frees it from its aspect of fortuitousness, and causes it to appear

as an individual manifestation of an universal and eternal law, and

therefore as unalterable. An invisible burden of the song, " Take
care, therefore, of thyself, Moab !" resounds through the whole.

Balaam, in ver. 15 and 16, introduces his last prophecy almost

with the same words, of which he had made use in the introduc-

tion to the preceding, pointing also here to the dignity of his per-

son, which secured to his expressions a more than human autho-

rity, and has for its necessary consequence the " liise up, Balak,

and hear—hearken unto me, thou son of Zipper^' whicli he

uttered in ch. xxiii. 18. The deviations, though only slight from

ver. 3 and ver. 4, suffice to take from this introduction the char-

acter of a standing formula, and to mark the words as proceeding

afresh from the subject. Then he first of all describes how
Israel's victorious power would be verified to Moab. Rapt by the

Spirit into the distant future, he beholds a Star coming forth out

of Jacob, and a Sceptre rising out of Israel, both symbols of the

kingdom which should flourish in Israel, and this sceptre dashing

Moab in pieces, and bringing destruction on that restless and

martial people. From Moab* he turns his eye to their southern

* !t is worthy of notice tliat the Midiauites, who, if thep)oi)het had takeu account
ofthciii, wouUl havo heeii uamed after Moab, are altogether omitted. This may he

<'xidaiiied from the relations of the Mosaic age, and the weakness at that time of the

Midianites, who seem to have been only a sort of supplement to the Moabites. I'ro-

phrcy and history here agree, and by tliis agreement give testimony to one anotiier.
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neighbour Edom, whose enmity against Israel, prefigured in his

progenitor, had begun even at that time to strike its roots down-

ward, and to send upward shoots and branches. Edom is subdued,

while Israel attains to power and glory. For the sovereignty

arising out of Jacob verifies itself in the destruction of all hostile

powers. After Edom the seer beholds Amalek, a branch of the

Edomites which had already risen to independent importance and

great power, and in whom the hatred against Israel, which ani-

mated the whole stock, had attained to an early maturity. The
end of Amalek, who now excelled in power all the other enemies

of Israel, in spite of his present splendour, would be destruction.

The Kenttes, a race of mountaineers, follow in natural order the

Amalekites, since present enemies fairly take the precedence of

future ones, as representatives of the Canaanites, inhabiting among
their tribes the theatre of the events, and situated nearest the

last named enemies of Israel. However difficult of access their

dwelling place might be, still devastation awaited them. Through

a slight allusion to Israel's misfortune, by which the course of

his victory would be interrupted, joined to the announcement of

the conquest of the Kenites, and therefore marked as only tempo-

rary (the overthrow of the Kenites would continue until the carry-

ing away of its author, Israel, into captivity by Ashur), the

prediction of a fresh victory of the kingdom of God over his

enemies is ushered in. Balaam introduces it with a piteous ex-

clamation on the fearful greatness of the catastrophe v/hich would

burst upon the sons of his own people in consequence of the

injustice with whicli they treated the people of God. The distant

West will be armed by the God of Israel against the sinful East

;

ships from the region of Chittim come and oppress Ashur, the

oppressor of Israel—they oppress also the land beyond the Euph-
rates, of which the ruling power—this is presupposed—trod in

the footsteps of Ashur in enmity against Israel, and destruction

falls upon these enemies of the future, as well as on those of the

present.

Ver. lo. And he took up bis parable, and said,

Balaam t!ie son of Beor propbesietb,

And the man with closed ey s propliesieth.

Ver. 16. He propbesietb, who bath beard the words of God,

And knoweth the knowledge of the Most Hi^li,
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Who seeth the vision of tbe Almiglity

Falling down, but having his eyes open.

Ver. 17. I see him, but not now;

I behold him, but not nigh :

A Stai- proceedeth from Jacob,

And a Sceptre exalteth itself out of Israel,

And smitetli the corners of Moab,

And destroyeth all the sons of tumult.

Veri 18. And Edom is taken,

Seir also is taken—his enemies

;

And Israel getteth power.

Ver. 19. And a Ruler shall come out of Jacob,

And destroy whoever is left out of the city.

Ver. 20. And he saw Amalek, and took up his parable and said,

The beginning of the nations is AmsUek,

But his end is destruction.

Ver. 21. And he saw the Kenites, and took up his parable and said,

Strong is thy dwelling-place.

And thy nest is built upon a rock.

Ver. 22. Yet Kain shall be for devastation.

Until Ashiu' shall carry thee away captive.

Ver. 23. And he took up his parable, and said.

Woe ! who shall live, when God doth thus ?

Ver. 2-1. And ships come from the side of Chittim,

And oppress Ashur, and oppress Eber,

And he also perisheth.

Ver. 17. The suffix in *''^'?'? and ^^-iirs is referred by most critics

to the objects mentioned in the latter part of the verse, the Star

and the Sceptre ; by others to Israel ; others, lastly, think that it

denotes the neiit. Tliis last interpretation is at once to be rejected.

In that case the feminine would rather be used (sec Ewald, §

864, E)ig. Trans, p. 233), so much the more since the reference

to the following =="'= and ^?!'? is close at hand. It is more difficult

to decide between the two other interpretations. But fortunately

this decision is not of importance. For if Israel be the object

seen, it is Israel as exalted to the full height of his destiny by the

appearance of the Star and the Sceptre ; what follows, as the more

minute description of the condition in which the seer beholds

Israel, rendered illustrious by the Sceptre and Star, is then to bo

strictly connected with these first words. Verschuir has ex-

hausted every thing which can be said for the reference to Israel

in his Dissert, de or. Dileam. Num. xxiv. 17-20, in the Dissert,

phil. excg. Leovardicc, 1773, p. 35. (i.) Bileamus, quoiiescuu-

qiie oracuhim j)roliilH, asccndil in locum celsnm ul popnlum

IsraclHicum ex eo intueri ct contemplari posset, c. xxii. 41,

xxiii. 13, 14. Pojn/lns ergo hraeliticus ejus ornfis ohversaixt-
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iur et eum diyito quasi nioustrabat. Sic quoque Amalekitas

contemplahatiir de his vaticinaturus, c. xxiv. 20, et Kenaeos,

V. 21, (ii.) In omnibus vaticiniis Bileami ohjectum, de quo

loquitur est jyopulus Israeliticus, c. xxiii. 7, 8, 9, uhi v. 9, dicit:

e vertice rupium aspicio ilium et e collihus intueor eum. Sic

statim cum hie res non procederet ex Balaki voto, Bileamum
duxit in alium locum celsum, ex quo videret eum, procul duhio

populum Israeliticum, v. 13 ^M4, rursus v. 28 et c. xxiv. 2.

Praeterea ohjecUim sermonis est pojnilus Israeliticus,v. 21-25,

c. xxiv. 5-10, ergo et in nostro oraculo, si nihil ohstat. (iii.)

Eo magis, quod iisdem hisce verbis in eadeniforma de populo

Israeliiico plus una vice usus fuerit, cap. xxiii. 9, irvrs i3s-s v.

13, i3s%'n, etc. (iv.) Ijyse Bileamus claris verbis objectum de

quo dicturus erat et argumentum vaticinii designat, c. xxiv.

14, his verbis quid facial populus hicce populo tuo sequente

tempore. But tliese grounds, though certainly plausible, are not

decisive, (i.) The passage in which Israel's being seen by Balaam
is spoken of are not perfectly analogous, because in them the re-

ference is to the Present, here it is to the Future, (ii.) In the

reference to the Star and the Sceptre Israel remains, in a certain

measure, always the object. For the Star and the Sceptre are

spoken of, only so far as Israel is thereby rendered illustrious.

But as the exclusive direct object of all Balaam's prophecies,

Israel cannot on that account onlv be considered, since in what

immediately follows the Star and the Sceptre are mentioned as

proceeding from him, as well as in ver. 19, the Kuler out of his

midst, (iii.) The use of the same mood of the same verbs in

reference to Israel cannot be considered as purely accidental, (iv.)

The contents of the prophecy announced in ch. xxiv. 11, remain

the same even in reference to the Star and Sceptre. For what the

Star and Sceptre that came forth from Israel did to Moab, that

Israel equally did. On the other hand, against the reference to

Israel and in favour of the reference to the Star and Sceptre, to

both of which the suffixes may be so much more easily referred,

since they denote the same subject, there are the following rea-

sons :— (i.) A rising star is so natural and suitable an object of

contemplation, that we must be disposed to refer to it the verbs

ijs^s and ij^u-s if practicable. How natural it would be that

Balaam, when he beheld this glorious Star with the eye of the
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spirit, seized with joyful astODishment, should exclaim, before he

expressly named it, pointing to it, and as it were forgetting his

hearers, "7 see it!" and then becoming calmer, should name

more exactly what he saw. (ii.) There is no parallel passage in

which the suffix refers at once to Israel without the name having

preceded. Only compare ch. xxiii. 9, where the suffix refers to

ver. 7 ; also ch. xxiii. 25, which is preceded by the mention of

the people, ver. 24, yet this forms not a perfect substitute for

Israel, (iii.) He whom Balaam sees here cannot well be any

other than he whose glorious deeds are depicted in the sequel.

For " there shall come out, &c., is a description of what he had

seen. But as the sequel treats primarily not of Israel, but of

the Star out of Israel, it is most natural to refer the suffix also to

this, (iv.) The object seen is here expressly described a^ future.

If we refer the suffix to Israel, we must assume that this descrip-

tion relates not to the existence but to the quality, as it is speci-

fied in " there shall come a Star out," &c. But this assumption

is rather forced. According to a simpler conception, the words

mark the object seen itself as future, and not merely its qualities.

That the two futures here describe the present would scarcely

need to be remarked if there had not been an ancient misunder-

standing (LXX. Bei^co avTa> koI ov')(^i vvv; Aquila, o-yjrofxai av-

rov Kol 01) vvv ; Luthek, Ich werde ihn sehen, ich werde ihn

schaueti), which completely obscures the sense. Without giving

a forced meaning, we can scarcely explain it otherwise than thus :

'' I see him., and fl see himJ not now ; I behold him, and (I

behold himJ not nir/Jt." He sees him not (note) for he is wr.apt

in spirit out of the present into the future, to " the end of the

days" and there he sees him ;
(compare the o-ia^n n-^^nsa in ver.

14.) He beholds him not nigh, for a great distance lies be-

tween the seer and the seen, who will not appear till " the end of

the days." In the first clause the prophet looks back from the

position of the ideal present to the actual ; in the second La

points from the position of the actual present to the future.

The more minute description of the object beheld begins with

the words, "A Star comes forth out of Jacob." The star is

such a natural image and smybol of regal power and splendour,

that the use of it exists amongst almost all nations. From the

naturalness of this image and symbol, we may account for the
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belief of the ancient world that the birth and accession of great

kings was announced by the appearance of stars, Justin (xxxvii.

2) says of Methridates,

—

hiijiis fuluram magniiudinem etiam

coelestia portenta praedixerant, namet eo quo genitus est anno

et eo quo reynare primum coepit, atella conietes per utrmnque

tempus sejituaginta diehus ita luxit, lit coelum omneJlagrare
viderctur. Of Augustus, who also appropriated a star to himself,

Pliny says {Hist. Nat. ii. 23), interiore gaudio ilium sibi na-

turn seque in eo nasci interpretaius est. Compare also Sueto-

nius Jul. Cues, c 78, Dig Cassius, xlv. p. 273. The clause,

" a Sceptre shall rise out of Israel," is founded, as it appears,

on Gen. xlix. 10, "the Sceptre shall not depart from Judah,

and a Lawgiver from between his feet" where the sceptre, the

ensign of royalty, marks it as it does here. The hteral meaning

of the two figurative expressions, which bear the same relation to

one another, as Jacob and Israel, is given briefly (ver. 19) in the

words, ' out of Jacob shall come a Ruler ;" just as the clause,

" he shall destroy him that remaineth of the city" corresponds

to, " he shall smite the corners ofMoab, and destroy all the sons

of tumult ;" only that it is more briefly expressed, and divested

of an individual reference.

Of the effects which would proceed from the Star that would

come out of Jacob, and the Sceptre that would rise out of Israel,

with the appearance of which the people would first attain their

destiny

—

{Felicitatempopuli, says C.\LVIN, local in regno, unde

colligimus stalum ejus non aliter fuisse perfectum quam ubi

per manum regis gubernari coepit)—the seer, in accordance

with his confined and special object (which he himself expresses

in the words, " / loill advertise thee what this people shall do

to thy people"), brings forward only one, the victorious power,

and destructive force which they would exhibit in relation to the

enemies of Israel, first of all to those who were here peculiarly

concerned, the Moabites. V"^^ and '^T'^ refer in form only to the

Sceptre, for the idea of smiting and destroying does not suit a

Star; compare Ps. ii. 9, " Thou shall break them with a sceptre

of iron." But as to matter oi fact, it refers to both, for by the

twofold image of the Star and the Sceptre the same fact is denoted,

as appears from this, that only in reference to the Sceptre the

effects proceedmg from it are stated ; the Star, if isolated from the
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Sceptre, would stand there without a description of any effect pro-

duced by it and related to the object in view, and would be there-

fore idle. That it is unnecessary, on account of the crushiiif/

and destroijiny here attributed to the tsa*:;, to give it the meaning

of Rod instead of Sceptre, by which the connection with the Star

here, with sovereignty in ver. 19, and with Gen. xlix. 10, would

be taken away, has been already acknowledged by Mieg : Hi
scentrum, alii haculum. Prius retinehimiis, et hahebimns

utnimque. Namque sceptra priscorum virgae fueriint. Et
quaecunque sceptra, quia summae et armatae fotestatis indi-

cia, virgae dici possunt, facinorosorum et iuimicorum respectu.

The royal sceptre is a double symbol ; on the one hand pointing

to the shepherd's staff, and on the other to the rod of the task-

master ; the latter is here brought under our notice.

VS5 is the Dual from ^??5 a corner, a side, compare Exod.

xxvi. 18, XX. 36, xxiii. 25, where mention is made of the V-^ f'?^

and the '^IT^ '^^••.? ^^^p, the northern and southern sides of the Ta-

bernacle, Numbers xxv. 5, where we read of the tiss towards the

east, the nss towards the south, the nss towards the west, and the

ns3 towards the north ; Exod. xxv. 26, where we read of the form

riisB, or comers of the four feet of the table of shew-bread. The

dashing in pieces the sides or corners of Moab, denotes the

destruction of the territory in its inhabitants, throughout its

whole extent. " Percutere terminos," says Veeschuir, " regi-

onis idem valet ac totam regionem qua late patet terminis suis

inclusam." Compare Nehcm. ix. 22, " Moreover thou gavcst

them kingdoms and nations, and didst divide them, '^f'^^." Mi-

CHAELis ; distribuisii cos per onmes Cananaeae angulos. The

use of the Dual is accounted for by observing that two opposite

sides form a natural pair. We ought not perhaps to translate it

the two sides, but consider the Dual as used here instead of the

Plural ; all the sides are intended ; see Evvald, § 302, Eng.

Trans, p. 232.

The word nss occurs (the passage in Neh. ix. 22 excepted, which,

on account of the dependent form of the language in the books

written after the captivity, cannot be taken into consideration), in

prose only in the Pentateuch and the Book of Joshua, and besides

only in poetry, which prefers archaic words, strictly only in Amos

iii. 12, since the section in Ezckiel, chap, xl., in which it is found
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several times, stands in close dependence on the Pentateuch, and

since the passage in Jerera. xlviii. 45, is to be regarded only as a

repetition of the one before us—which must so less be attributed to

accident, the oftener the word is found in the Pentateuch, and

the more frequently in the later books the object is mentioned

which it denotes.

The meaning of yy is to destroy, although the derivation re-

mains doubtful, yet this sense is confirmed by the parallel yhy,

by the following clauses, " Edom shall he a possession," and,

" he destroyeth him that remaineth," and by Isaiah xxii. 5, "P.y?

T " h'eakiuf/ down the wall," where this meaning alone suits.

According to the analogy of ^r:?» ^1t> =.?.''> Tf?' ^y.' ^i?.^' it is probably

denominat. from "'T. a wall, and originally meant to anivall

{entmauern). By appealing to Jerem. xlviii. 45, where, in the

repetition of our prophecy it is said,

But a fire shall come forth out of Heslibon,

Aud a flame from the midst of Sihon,

And shall devour the coruer of Moab,
And the crown of the head ('"p^p^ of the sons of tumult.

several critics would hei'e substitute "^P'i'R.for T"^?. But this attempt

arises from ignorance of Jeremiah's method, who is always fond of

substituting words similarly pronounced, or written for those of his

original. See Kuper, Jercmias lihrorinn sacrorum interpres

atque vindex, p. xiv., especially on the reading "'P'P p. 43, where

also the assertion is refuted that Jeremiah had drawn his materials

not from the Book of Numbers, but from ^ome other quarter.

In reference to the '^'^ "'.'.^ who are marked as an object of de-

struction by the Sceptre, many of the older expositors have

altogether missed their way by taking, after the example of Onke-
Los {omnesjilios hominis) n':) to be a proper name, and to desig-

nate the son of Adam. Thus, for instance, Bonfrerius : melius

meojudicio nomineJilioriim Seth intellir/as omnes omnino homi-

nes, qui omnes quotquot a diluvio extiterunt a Seth AdamiJilio
flierunt orinndi. On the other hand, it has been observed by

Mark that one does not see how it should occur to the speaker

to name men not after Adam, their first progenitor, or Noah, their

second, but after Seth, who stands between the two—that omnes

omnino homines is not suitable in the middle between Moab and
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Edom—and that, after the analogs of Jacob and Israel, Edom and

Seir, '^'^
'^i must be identical with Moab. To Verschuir belongs

the credit of having ably established the correct interpretation,

(see p. 17 of the treatise before quoted.) According to him, rr:;

is contracted from ^^'^, which occurs in Lamen. iii. 47, in paral-

lelism with '^?":f destruction hreah'ui(f in pieces, is derived from

'^J?!?, and is synonymous with f '^^ tumult ; designantur tuniul-

tuosi, irrequieti, quorum consuetudo est continuis incursionihus,

certaminibus et vexationihus aliis creare molestiam. Qui titu

lus optime convenit in Moahitas, Ammonitas, Idumaeos alios-

que pojrulos vicinos (but he here assigns it oniy to the Moabites)

Israelitis semper molestos. It is a confirmation of this interpre-

tation, that Jeremiah, in chap, xlviii. 45, where he imitates this

passage, places in parallelism with Moab, instead of B'ne Sheth,

jista "153. Additional support is given by the allusion to this pas-

sage in Amos ii. 2.

But I will seud a fire upon Moal),

And it sliall devour tiie palaces of Kiriotli,

And Moab shall die ^inth tumult.

(as'ia "j'iS'ia pa \ the ivar-cry, the sound of the trumpet.

" Ipsi illi," says Verschuir, " qui dicu)itur filii tumuUus,per

talem etium interiroit tumultum cadem voce desitjnatum." See

the remai'ks of the relation of this passage to that under con-

sideration, in the Dissertations on the Pentateuch, vol. i. p.

138. (Edin. 1847.)

The question still remains to be answered, whether by the Star

and Sceptre which would " crush Moab and destroy the sons of

tumult," we are to understand an individual Isaelitish Idng such

as David, whom, after the example of Grotius {David designa-

tur, illusiris inter rer/es, qui Moahitaspartim interfecit, partuni

sihi suhjecit. 2 Sam. viii. 2, cf. Ps. Ix. 8, et cviii. 9), most

modern expositors fix upon, and then infer from this passage

that Balaam's prophecies could not, at all events, have been com-

posed before David's time— or whether these are symbols of an

ideal person, the personijied Lsraelitish ref/al government. In

favour of this latter view, there are the following reasons, (i.)

The reference to an individual lsraelitish king is contrary to the

analogy of the oilier prophecies of the rcntatouch. A single
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person, especially an individual king of the Future, is never named
in them, with the exception of the Messiah, whose annunciation

is essentially different from that of David. Whereas the estahlish-

ment of a regal government in Israel was foretold even in the

promises to the Patriarchs. Only to such an event can the words,

''A Star shall come 'out ofJacob, and a Sceptre arise out of Is-

rael," refer, according to the analogy of Gen. xvii. 0, " Kings
shall come out of thee^' ver. 10, ''She shall become nations;

Icings ofpeople shall come out of her ; xxxv. 11, " Kings shall

come out of thy loins." (ii.) The reference to an individual

king has the analogy of Balaam's prophecies against it, which

never refer to a single individual, (iii.) ^=f, considered in itself,

does not lead us to think of an individual, since it denotes not a

ruler, but dominion in general ; and the reference to an individual

is not favoured by the comparison of the original passage in Gen.

xlix. 10, " the Sceptre sha II not departfrom Judah, nor a Law-
giverfrom between his feet" in which is promised to Judah, and

in him to all Israel, not a single ruler, but the regal government

which at last would be consummated in Shiloh. (iv.) The gene-

ral view is favoured by ver. 19, " and dominion shall come out

of Jacob^' which must be regarded as precisely a commentary on
" a Sceptre shall rise out of Israel." Also ver. 7, " His King
shall be higher than Agag" where the king of Israel is an ideal

person, the personification of royalty.

What has been adduced to confirm the interpretation of the

Jewish regal government, decides at the same time against the

Messianic interpretation, as far as it claims to be exclusive, in

which form it is of ancient date among the Jews; all the Chaldee
Vs-ib'^'o st-i'^'i's sa^rr^i spiy^a ss^a aip'^-ns

\-i..paraphrasts have it; Onkelos:

(see the quotations in reference to the Messianic interpretation in

the Christologie, I. i. p. 78); in the age of the Christian Fathers

it was always current ; see the passages from the Fathers in Calov,

although even then, as is evident from Theodoeet, qu. 44 in

Num. (IcTTeov fievroi, w? Tcalv eBo^e /XTjEev avrov irepl rod aco-

Tt]po<; rjficov 7rpoeipi]Kevac.) opposition was raised, not only against

the exclusive, but against every Messianic reference—and also

among the expositors since the Reformation to the middle of the

eighteenth century, when it first found a zealotis and able advo-
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cate in Verschuir—which at last has been renewed in our times

by RosENMULLER and Baumgarten Crusius.

But as the argument for the reference to the regal government

in Israel rejects the exclusice Messianic interpretation—against

which also it is decisive, that it involves the monstrous assump-

tion, that what happened under David and Other Israelitish kings

had nothing to do with, nor was at all included under ''the smit-

ing the corners ofMoah, and destroying the sons of tumult"—
yet at the same time it protests against those who deny any Mes-

sianic reference whatever. Israelitish royalty first attained in and

with the Messiah the full height of its destiny, and that this would

come to pass was foretold in the original passage, Gen. xhx. 10.

Without the Messiah, Israelitish royalty would he a headless

trunk. The idea here lying at the basis, the victory of the Church

of God over the heathen world, was realized by Avhat distin-

guished individual kings effected before the Messiah, only in

types and preludes, and our faith in the idea itself would be sliaken

if we were pointed only to these imperfect realizations of it. Thus

the conquest of the Moabites by David was quite temporary, while

the prophecy speaks of an enduring one ; for in later times the

Moabites perfectly recovered themselves, and began afresh the

object of the prophetic threatening. Whether Balaam himself

clearly recognized the final reference of his declarations to the

Messiah, may appear doubtful, though the language in Gen. xlix.

10, on which his own expressions were founded, would lead him

to it. But for the main point this is perfectly indifferent. This

is certain, that what he announces respecting the regal government

in Israel is so glorious, that it transcends whatever feeble men

could realize, so that at all events, from what he says of royalty

in general, to the recognition of him who is emphatically the king

of Israel, there is only a single step, in whose times Isaiah, in ch.

xi, expressly places what is here foretold, the final victory over

Moab. The arguments ar/ainst the Messianic interpretation

which have been also stated in the Christologie, I. i. p. 80, after

they have been so modified, may be disposed of without difficulty.

When it is said that though the Messiah is in other passages re-

presented as a severe judge of his enemies, yet this character is

never exhibited in so one-sided a manner, it is altogether forgotten
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that here this side could only be treated of. The natural theme

of Balaam's discourses, since they formed his answer to Balah's

message, "Come now, I praij thee, curse me tliii^ people

that we may smite them, and drive them out of the land," was

Israel in relation to his enemies ; and that he wished to handle

this theme, Balaam expressly said in the words with which he

introduced his last discourse in ver. 14. Balaam had to do with

an enemy of Israel—to shew him the fruitlessness of his hostile

efforts, was his immediate object ; the one-sidednesslies therefore

in the nature of the case, and could excite a suspicion against the

final Messianic reference, only if the other side had not been merely

untouched, but denied. But that cannot be thought of for an

instant. " Blessed are they that bless thee," in ver. 9, points

distinctly to the other side of the Messiah's character.

Then, again, it is asserted that there is no reason for going so

far onward as the times of the Messiah; that the fulfilment maybe
shown to have been completed in the pre-Messiauic times, namely,

those of David. But we have already remarked that the tempo-

rary conquest of the Moabites by David, which was followed only

too soon by a weakening of Israel, and a strengthening of the

Moabites, cannot be considered as the final fulfilment of the pro-

phecy. But supposing that the Moabites were completely de-

stroyed by David, still such an event could not be spoken of as a

perfect fulfilment of the prophecy. What is here said of the

Moabites, is only an individual application of the idea ; the Moab-
ites are only to be regarded as a part of the great whole of the

enemies of the Church of God. To imagine that the disappear-

ance of the Moabites in their historical individuality would suffice

for the fulfilment of the prophecy, that it would be a matter of

indifference whether their essential character prolonged its exist-

ence in other powerful enemies—is not to acknowledge the difler-

ence between prophesying , which never has to do merely

with the drapery, the exterior (and to which always the " miitato

nomine, de tefahula narratur' applies)—and soothsaying

.

Only by the complete and enduring conquest of the enemies of

the kingdom of God in general, can the fulfilment of the pro-

phecy be regarded as consummated. Where enemies of the Chuich

still exist, there are Moabites still,—there the word uttered by

Balaam must be in process of fulfilment. With this latter obser-
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vation the tliird objection agiiinst the Messianic reference is also

disposed of, namely, tliat the Moabites, at the time of the Mes-

siah's appearance, had already vanished from tlie field of history.

This would, at all events, be true of the Moabites only in refer-

ence to the hoclij, not in reference to their soul, their quality as

enemies of the Church of God, which here alone is to be consi-

dered. If the proj)hecy, as long as' the Moabites existed in a

narrower sense, was fulfilled respecting them not as Moabites, but

as the enemies of God's people, then the limits of their existence

cannot be the limits of its fulfilment. The Messianic reference

could only be denied, if it could be shown that, at the time of the

Messiah's appearance, the Moabites in a wider sense, the enemies

of the kingdom of God, were alreadv annihilated, which no one

will maintain.

When, lastly, Tholuck {Venn. Schriften, vol. i. p. 417) urges

ao-ainst the Messianic reference, that " one expects that the vision

cf such a seer as Balaam should not extend beyond the horizon of

earthly events"—on the one hand, too much weight is attached

to the subjective peculiarity of Balaam, who, in these hallowed

moments, as he himself testifies in his introductory words, -and

also the sacred historian in the words, " the Sjjirit of God came

ttjwu him," chap. xxiv. 2, was elevated far beyond himself; and

on the other hand, it is not perceived, that even the victory of

the Messiah over the enemies of her kingdom, comes within " the

horizon of earthly events."

If the Messianic reference of the prophecy be settled, then also

the internal relation between the Star of Balaam and the Star of

theWise Men from the East cannot be unacknowledged. Balaam's

Star is an image of the ruling power which would arise in Israel

;

the Star of the Magi was a symbol of the Ruler in whom this

ruling power is visibly concentred. The appearance of the Star,

incorporating the image of the prophet, showed that the last and

highest fulfilment of his prophecy had commenced. This re-

lation of the Star of Balaam to the Star of the Magi, can so

much less escape our notice, since the Magi present an unques

tionable likeness to Balaam. Like Balaam, they, as their name

/jbdyoi shows, were possessors of a secret science and art ;—like

Balaam, they could not remain content with what they had in-

vestigated by these means, but their unsatisfied minds sought for
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deeper disclosures where alone they could he found among the

people of Revelation. It cannot indeed be douhted that they

had met with Balaam's prophecy of the Star out of Jacoh in the

course of their enquiries, which would bring them so much more

easily to the object of their search, since members of the Covenant

people were at that time scattered through the world, just as Ba-

laam had met with the promises made to and through the Pa-

triarchs. They had so much greater reason for giving the fullest

reception to this prophecy, since it was uttered by one who stood

in similar relations to their own. What the heathen prophet, the

/xdyo<; aTro avarokwv, spoke—the only one indeed belonging to

the prophetic choir—must have appeared worthy of peculiar at-

tention to the heathen, the /xdyot aTrb dvardXwv. On the basis

of this traditionary knowledge, the supernatural illumination was

founded, which, without guch a basis, as we have pointed out

in the case of Balaam, never occurs. To their hearts filled

with longings after " the Star out of Jacoh" announced by

Balaam, God revealed the meaning of the Star which announced

to them the fulfilment of Balaam's prophecy, revealed to them

that it announced the birth of " the King of the Jews." As
Balaam could joyfully exclaim, " I see him, and I behold him,"

so could they also now say, etSofMev avrov tov darepco. Matt.

ii. 2.

It is as undeniable as the existence of an internal relation be-

tween Balaam's Star and that of the Magi, that that evangelist,

who gives an account of the Star of the Magi, acknowledged this

relation. That Matthew, in the whole history of the early life of

Jesus, had not, like Luke, the design of imparting historical know-

ledge to his readers—that the historical, which in this part he

might presume was already known to his immediate readers, only

so far came under his consideration as it served for the confirma-

tion of the Old Testament prophecies—that he touched upon

every historical circumstance, when the mention of it might seiTe

for the attainment of that object, and just as far as this was the

case—has been already proved in the Christologie iii. p. 317, in

a dissertation extending to every particular which we cannot here

transcribe, and which is not capable of any abridgment. In the

section, ch. ii. 1-12, two Old Testament references present them-

selves, that to the prophecy of Micah respecting the birth of the

H h
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Messiah at Bethlehem, and that to the passages in Ps. Ixxii. 10,

" The kings of Seha and Sheha shall offer f/ifts," and Isaiah

Ix. (j,"All theyfrom Sheha shall come; they shall brinr/ gold and

incense; and they shall shew forth the praises of the Lord,

(see the discussion of these references in the Christoloyie iii.

p. 322). But these references do not exhaust the contents of

the section. One prominent point still remains, the Star, which

the Magi saw, and that this is precisely the principal point appears

from the fact that it is referred to throughout the whole section.

Compare ver.' 1, 2, 7, 9, 10. If on this point no Old Testament

reference existed, Matthew would have forgotten the object whicli

he pursues through his whole representation so strictly and in-

variably. But if an Old Testament reference existed, no other

can be thought of than the prophecy of Balaam. The often-re-

peated objection, that Matthew, if he had admitted a connection

between this event and Balaam's prophecy, would not have failed

to cite the latter expressly, rests upon a defective apprehension of

Matthew's method, who very frequently satisfies himself with mere

allusions in such a connection, in conformity with the fiimiliar

acquaintance with the Old Testament possessed by his first readers,

for whom such hints were abundantly sufficient. So also, on two

other points in this section he has not given an express quotation ;

for in ver. C he gives only the words of the members of the San-

iiedrim. Ver. 19 and 20 (" But when Herod was dead, behold

an angel of the Lord appeared in a dream to Joseph in Egypt,

saying. Arise, and take the yonng child and his mother, and go

into the land of Israel, for they are dead uhich sought the

young child's life") have for their central point the passage in

Exod. iv. 19, (" And Jehovah said unto Moses in Midian, Go,

return into Egypt, for all the men are dead which sought thy

life,") and yet this is not expressly quoted. But, besides the

reasons already adduced, the personal designation of the persons

who saw the Star favours the existence of a reference to Balaam's

prophecies. That the expression fxurfoi cItto avaroXSiv irape

yevovTo points back to Balaam, and especially to Num. xxiii. 7,

where he says, " Balak, the king of Moah, hath brought me

from Aram out of t h e m ount a i n s of the East , can

hardly fail to be observed. So likewise the elhofiev avrov rov

darepa in ver. 2 can only be separated by violence from Balaam's
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" I see him, and I behold hiiti." Balaam's " / see," would be

true afresh iu them, or rather it would obtain first in them its full

truth. " Qiwni vidisse," says Calov—" Bileam in posteris sui.s

did potest, nempe in magis ex oriente ad praesepe domini per-

ductis. Besides this passage there is probably an allusion to the

Messianic reference in Kevel. xxii. 16, where Jesus says, t7a) et/it

r] pt^a Kal to yevo<; Sa^lS, 6 aa-rrip 6 \afji7rp6<i 6 Trpwivo^. An
Old Testament reference to the designation of Christ as " the

bright Star," is probable from the analogy of the preceding de-

signation as " the root afid oJfsp>ring of David." In the whole

Old Testament no other passage can be found in which the Mes-

siah is described as a Star.

StilLit is to be remarked that the prediction,^' he shall smite

the corners of Moab, and destroy the sons of tumult," when re-

ferred to the Messiah, found and finds its fulfilment only in such

a victory over the enemies of the kingdom as brings destruction

«nd not salvation. For in the whole prophecy the enemies of

the Church of God are spoken of only as such, and to them the

mournful consequences of their sinful enmity are announced. The

erroneous view on this point is adopted by Le Clerc, who, like

all the Arminians, was destitute of the true idea of the divine

righteousness, and hence was incapal)le of recognizing the fulfil-

ment of this prophecy within its proper limits. " Victoriae

autem," he s'>vj^, " quas Davidrex . . . de idololatris retulit

adunihrarunt sed obscure victorias vere deo dignas, quas Chris-

tus dc gentilibus reportavit, non occisis idololatris, ut fecerat

David, sed ad veri dei cuUum vitamque hominibus dignani revo-

catis, haec demum conveniens deo, hoc est parenti in liberas

pugnanti victoria est, ob quam victori gratias agunt victi."

If the principle here laid down were correct, then a great part of

the world's history, that in which it appears as the world's

judgment, must be disconnected from its relation to God ; that

" mit Gott" {with God), which was the watchword of Germany

in the War of Freedom in its conflict with the bearers of the evil

principle, would have been blasphemy, the iron cross would have

been a mockery of the cross of Christ; watchword and symbol would

be stolen from missionaries. On the other hand, Mark takes

the right view. Id praeterea monendum putamus, quod horum

Moabitarum cum Seiritis sulactio per Messiam futura non
H h 2
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deheat plane opposito, sed simili sensu accipi quam eadem hahuit

apud Moahitas et Idumacos veteres per Davidem ; sic nempe

ut 11071 ad henedictionem Israelipropriam, sed ad maledictio-

nem pertineat, adeo que non conversionem salutarem eorundem,

qua ea Israeleni adoplentur sed contritionem poenalem actu-

alemque pcrditionem duat. He properly compares with Balaam's

prophecy Psalm ii. and ex.

Ver. 18. In the announcement of the destruction which, hy

means of the Star and Sceptre out of Israel, would fall upon his

enemies, Moab is followed by his southern neighbour, Edom.

Towards this nation a friendly and brotherly deportment was pre-

scribed to Israel. See Num. xx. 14-21 ; Deut. ii. 4, 5,
—

" meddle

not ivitli them, for I will not give you of their land, no, not so

much as afoot breadth, because I hare given Mount Seir unto

Esau for a possession" &c. Deut. xxiii. 8, "Thou shalt not

abhor an Edomite,for he is thy brother." The key for har-

monising tliis prescription with Balaam's prophecy which an-

nounces the future conquest of the Edomitish territory by the

Israelites, is to be found in the phrase, " his enemies." The stiflF-

necked hostility of the Edomites, of which the germ had ah-eady

appeared, (see Num. xx. 20), and which subsequently ripened

into bitter hatred, tore asunder the bond of love which was sacred

to Israel. Without some kind of reciprocity such a relation as that

prescribed in the Pentateuch to the Israelites towards Edom could

not be maintained. Edom is the people ; the parallel to it, Seir

is the land; see Gen. xxxii. 4 (3) " And Jacob sent messen-

gers before him to Esau his brother vnto the land of Seir, the

country of Edom.") The latter name is therefore the most

suitable here, since talcing possession of, properly appUes to the

country and not to the people. The opinion of several critics that

Seir denotes the ancient inhabitants of the land, who had been

amalgamated into one nation with the Edomites, rests upon au

unhistorical supposition. The eai'lier inhabitants were extermi-

nated by the Edomites, who, in the Mosaic age, had long been the

only possessors of the country ; see the Dissertations on the

Pentateuch, vol. ii. p. 230. The suffix in ''^?^'' is by many
expositors referred to Seir ; and the meaning then is, Seir be-

comes a possession of his enemies ; by others, on the contrary,

(following the LXX. rjaav 6 i-)(6po^ avrov) to Israel. The lattei'
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construction is grammatically the most obvious, (the phrase ^"!"*

^T? in ver. 28 is quite analogous), and at the same time most agree-

able to the matter of fact. If we refer the suffix to 8eir, the term
''"'='''' stands almost idle—but if it be referred to Israel, it indicates

an important fact, that the hostility proceeds not from Israel, but

from Edom, not from the Church of God, but from the World ; as

in the case which occasioned the prophecy, Moab was indeed the

enemy of Israel : (compare Balak's language in ver. 10, " I called

thee to curse mine enemies'), but not the reverse. The inter-

pretation, " his enemies," is also supported by the contrast to

Israel in the following verses. Israel's enemies, who wished to

effect his downfall, are themselves brought down, and precisely

for this their hostiUty, but " Israel getteth power!' Lastly,

in all the parallel passages the hostility is marked as proceeding

from Edom ; see, for instance, Amos i. 11.

Tims saith tlie Lord,

For three transgressions of Edom,
And for four, I will not turn away the punishment thereof;

Bacause he did pursue his brother with tlie sword,

And did cast off all pity,

And his anger did tear jierpetually,

And lie kept his wrathfor ever.

9-

By whom Edom would be taken possession of, is not here ex-

pressly said. According to ver. 14, where Balaam presents his

theme in general terms,—according to the foregoing verse, where

the Star and Sceptre out of Jacob ai'e spoken of, which would

destroy the Moabites,—according to the following verse, which

speaks of a ruler out of Jacob who should " destroy hira that

remaineth of the city"—and according to the contrast in this

verse, " And Israel shall do valiantly,"—there can be no doubt

on the subject, though the seer does not expressly say it, because

his immediate design was to contrast the lot of Edom and Israel

;

Edom possessed, Israel powerful and victorious. To have specified

by whom Edom would be possessed, would in this connection

have been only distracting the attention from the main object.

That with respect to the fulfilment, we cannot stop at the times of

David, who subdued the Edomites (see 2 Sam. viii. 14 ; 1 Kings

xi. 15, 16; 1 Chron. xviii. 12, 13), is apparent from the fact,

that the prophets after the times of David have, in language bor-
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rowed directly from this prophecy, announced new realizations o^

it. Thus Amos says, in cliap. ix. 12, that " the Lord will raise

tij) the tabernacle of David that is fallen, . . . that they

mayjyossess the remnant ofEdam," o"n«. ^-^?^'P:'^^ ^"'T? 1?^=^. Conse-

quently the prediction of Balaam applies not to a single event,

or to a single ruler^ hut to the whole succession of events, the

Israelitish royal race. In reference to Obadiah, Vp:rschuir says,

(1. c. p. 32) Ohadias domum Jacobi comparat cum igne, Josephi

cumjlamma, et Esavi cum stipula, (jnae ab igne etjlamma ita

combureretnr, ut nan amplius esset
"'"f?

'^"'5? '"'!®, quod eodem

fere modo dixerat Bileam (v. 19) "'5?!? '"';? "'??•;!^ Deinde rnrsus

(Obad.), ver. 19, t^? T"!^? ^^^'^ ^'•"r;;,
" and they shall possess the

south country (the inhabitants of the parts of Edom lying

nearest to Judah), the mountain of Esau!' An accidental coin-

cidence cannot here be supposed, since Obadiah, at the beginning

in ver. 3 and 4, unquestionably refers to Balaam's prophecy : see

the remarks on ver. 21. In its final reference this prediction also,

like that respecting the Moabites, is Messianic, so that here also

it is to be noted that what is said in reference to a single people,

is only an individualising the idea of the victory of the kingdom

of God over the hostile powers of the world ; as Mark has ob-

served, th^ prophecy applies not only to the Edomites but also

to eorum imitatores in impietate et hostilibus contra verum

Israelem animis et molimitiibus. Since Edom here is only to be

considered as the representation of the powers of the world hostile

to the kingdom of God, and Israel continues to exist in the

Church of the New Testament, so the consummation of the ful-

filment is to be looked for in the times when the conflict of the

kingdom of God with the \Yorld will be completed by the victory

of the former.

The phrase ^1^"®?, according to Gesenius, must have a two-

fold meaning; first of all, fortern se praestitit; for which, be-

sides this passage, he quotes Ps. Ix. 14 ; Vs. cviii. 14, cxviii. J 5,

10 ; next, opes sibi comparare, Deut. viii. 17, 18 ; Ruth iv. 11

;

Prov. xxxi. 29 ; Ezek. xxviii. 4. But of this we may be sure,

that nothing but necessity can justify the admission of a twofold

meaning. Before we grant this, therefore, let us see whether one

of the two meanings will not suit idl the passages in which the

phrase occurs. With the meaning to show himself valiant, wo
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cannot be satisfied in any case ; the meaning, to acquire power,

strength, wealth, is necessarily required by Deut. viii. 17, 18,

" And thou say in thy heart, My iwwer, and the might of my

hand, hath gotten me this wealth ; hut thou shall rememhcr

the Lord thy God, for it is he that giveth thee power to get

ivealth." Ruth iv. 11," Get thee riches or power in Ephratah;"

and Ezek. xxviii. 4, " With thy ivisdom and thy understand-

ing thou hast gotten thee riches, and has gotten gold and silver

into thy treasures." The question then arises, whether this mean-

ing, ^o acquire orprepare strength, power, or wealth, w\\\ not also

suit these passages which have been quoted for the other meaning.

Undeniably this is the case, first of all, with Psalm Ix. 14 (12).

In God ^T''"^?^, and he shall tread down our enemies." That

is, " in God we shall gain power, through him we shall become

mighty," suits this passage better than " we shall show ourselves

valiant," in parallehsm with " he shall tread doivn our enemies!'

The prayer precedes, " Give us help from trouble, for vain is the

help of man," the bearing of which is here announced. The

remark will apply to Ps. cviii. 14. In Psalm cxviii. 15, Ifi,

TLe voice of rejoicing and salvatiou is in the tabernacles of the riglit< oiis.

The right hand of .Teliovah 'rn-nay maketh power.

The right hand of .Jehovah nwttl"* is exalted.

The riffbt hand of Jehovah V"h ni03> majceih power.

the parallelism with o'?;-^ exalted, shows that the meaning of

\9->h nicy is to make, or confer power. Lastly, in the passage

under consideration, to acquirepower (Onkelos : ]-'Z)^izrh'j.^ pros-

perabitur in opibus. Jon.vth.\n: praevalebunt in opihus et

possidebunt eos),m contrast to Edom's being taken as a posses-

sion, is evidently more suitable ; and the mention of Israel's

bravery belongs not to this place. It is remarkable that the pe-

culiar phrase V-'h nry, in three out of the eight times in which it

occurs besides this passage, is used three times in reference to ilie

same people who are named by Balaam. This certainly cannot

be accidental. It rather shews that this passage in Num. xxiv. 18,

is the original one from whicli the otlier tbree passages have been

copied. In Psalm Ix. " we shall acquire strength," exactly like

i\\\s,'' Israel acquircth strength," is (^x])vesHO(] in reference to
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Edom, in a Psalm of David, whicli was occasioned by a victory

over Edom, and expresses the hope of further happy successes

over it. We may suppose written in a parenthesis (" as Balaam
prophecied.") The impression of the reference is heightened, by

its occurring at the close. The same is true of the second

passage. Psalm cviii. 14. But particularly is the third passage,

1 Sam. xiv. 47, 48, to be noticed, " So Saul took the kingdom

over Israel, andfought against all his enemies on every side,

against Moah, and against the children of Amnion, and against

Edom, and whithersoever he turned himself, he vexed them, and

he made (or acquired) power 'Tf'^'iTl and smote Amaleh." The

phrase ^l'!} '^?'l occurs here exactly as in Balaam's prophecy, after

the mention of the victory over Moab and Edom, and before the

mention of the victory over Amalek. Moab, Edom, Amalek,

come here in the account of the fulfilment of the prophecy exactly

in the same order in which they appear in it. The nations whom
Saul conquered, who are not mentioned in the prophecy, the

children of Ammon, who, on account of their relationship, were

probably connected with the Moabites, the Phihstines and the

kings of Zobah, are inserted between the others. - The suppo-

sition that the Books of Samuel here refer to the Pentateuch; is

rendered more probable, because such a reference demonstrably

exists in ch. xv. : see the Dissertations on the Pentateuch,

vol. ii. p. 254, where also an undeniable reference in this passage

to the Pentateuch, Deut. xxv. 19, is noticed, p. 253.

Ver. 19. The thought which in ver. 17 and 18 was expressed

with a special application to Moab and Edom, the conquering

power which Israel, by means of the regal government erected in

their midst, would exert over their enemies, here assumes again a

more general form. ^12 is not to govern, but, to have the

mastertj over. The objects of the mastery are the °?' (see Psalm

Ixxii. 8), especially the Edoraites— (that these were to be first

thought of, is recognized by Obadiah, ver. 19)—yet by no means

these alone, for had only the mastery over them, the destruction of

those who were left in their cities, been intended, this would have

been more distinctly stated. "IT.^ is used designedly without any

definite subject, in order to suggest that not an individual, but a

whole race was intended, not a single king, but a succession of

kings, a regal government. On tiie clause, " he shall destroy him
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that remaineth of the citj/," Calvin remarks, nettipe quoacunque

reperiet dcploratos hostes,
'^'''^Ji

occurs in prose independently

only in the Pentateuch (three times) and in the Book of Joshua,

for in 2 Kings x. 11, t*":'^ 'i^ ^'san -^n^a—r^^ ^g borrowed word for

word from the Pentateuch ; compare Num. xxi. 35 ; Deut. ii.

84, iii. 3. How the author would express the same meaning

independently is shewn in ver. 14, nna •:;^s n-^sion s^i In poetry,

"^T'^ occui's very often.

Ver 20. The " looking on" the Amalekites is here to be un-

derstood mentally. Balaam saw the Amalekites, as he saw the

Star out of Jacob, with opened e;/es (comp. ver. 16), while his

bodily eye was closed (comp. ver. 15), and the forced hypothesis

by which Eosenmuller and others (comp. Bachtene, Gcogr.

i. 2, § 242) have endeavoured to prove an outward beholding of

the Amalekites possible, is destitute of all probability. The
supposition that a body of Amalekites had settled eastward of

Moab, in the desert, is inadmissible on account of the order of

the prophecy, which, beginning in the east, advances towards the

south. Edom could not then stand between Moab and Amalek.

That ^'''^'^^. here means the heginning, can admit of no doubt. For

this meaning of the word is generally the only one ; and is in this

place specially supported by the contrast of '"'"'?!r;'5, end, which, at

the same time, excludes all other interpretations of this latter

word, siuce "'''^*'!^ and '^''?Li'^ are standing terms for heginning and

end; compare Deut. xi. 12; such interpretations are also ex-

cluded by the phrasa °"''?^r' ""'Tin??, the end of the days, in ver. 14.

But now the question arises, in what respect is Amalek here de-

scribed as " the heginning of the (heathen) nations." According

to several expositors, Amalek is here stiled " the heginning of
nations," as being the most ancient. But against this opinion it

is decisive that, according to the accounts of the Pentateuch itself,

the Amalekites were a people of comparatively late origin, a

branch of the Edomites. According to others, this designation,

" the heginning of nations^' must be founded on the circum-

stance, that the Amalekites stood first in the ranks of the enemies

of Israel, see Exod. ch. 17. But against this interpretation,

which is approved in the Dissertations on the Pentateuch, vol.

ii. p. 248, it is objected that the special reference, in which, ac-

cordiug to it, Amalek must be " tlie heginning of the nations,"
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should be more exactly marked. Alihough °!'" certainly does not

mean tiations generally, but heathen nations (compare cb. xxiii.

9, " Behold ! it is a people that dwelleth alone, and does not

number itself among the Gojim"), yet the idea of enmity against

Israel contained in it, which is the main point here, is not dis-

tinctly expressed. This is shown in ch. xxiv. 8, " He consumeth

the Gojim, his enemies," where the more determinate word ••''s

would be unnecessary, if the ar; itself distinctly conveyed the idea

of enmity. The arj were all ainfKXwTpicoiJievoi tt}? TvoXtrela^; tov

'laparfK Kal ^evoi twv BiadijKcbv, but among them were many who

had no communication whatever with Israel, and therefore stood

in no hostile relation. Others, lastly, assume that Amalek was

here called " the heginning of the nations," as the most dis-

tinguished of them, that which took the lead. The admissibility

of this interpretation no one can dispute. That ''^'^K!, heginning,

can stand poetically for the most distinguished, as far it precedes,

stands first in the ranks, is incontrovertibly clear from Amos vi.

1, where Israel, wdiich, in point of antiquity, was nothing less

than the beginning of the nations, is designated ^r'^^" ^"'iK:, and

from ver. 6, where '^'''^'!^. ^"'^*'!!!, " the heginning (or most dis-

tinguished) of ointments," is spoken of; compare also 1 Sam.'xv.

21. Besides the reasons which maybe urged against the two

other interpretations, this is supported by the following :— (i.)

The passage in Amos, which very plainly alludes to it, and may

be regarded as the oldest comment upon it. The °?"" '^''^^': there,

may be supposed to have had the marks of quotation omitted,

(ii.) The passage in ver. 7, when it is said, in order to express

the pre-eminence of Israel over the heathen, that " kis king shall

he higher titan Agag," it is evident from that, that among all the

heathen nations in their vicinity Amalek was the most powerful,

so that the exaltation over Amalek, denoted by implication, the

exaltation over all the heathen. The characteristic of Amalek,

which is there presupposed, is here distinctly notified by the phrase

n^ij n-^axn jjg soon as it is interpreted, the most distinguished of

the nations.

Amalek's disgraceful end forms the contrast to his glorious

Present. All his power cannot shield him from that ruin which

he had prepared for himself by his hostility to the people of the

Lord. Although this prediction was literally brought very near
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its fulfilment by Saul and David, yet also here, whoever will

attend not only to the letter but to the spirit, the idea which

animates the special prediction, will feel himself compelled to

pass beyond the limits of the Old Testament, and to carry his

views onward to Christ, in whom alone an enduring and complete

victory of the kingdom of God over its enemies is to be found.

Ut nobis constet solida Veritas, says Calvin, ad Christum

venire necesse est, cujtis regnum aeternus est omnium improho-

rum interitus. To "'?*' Gesenius gives arbitrarily, without any

furtlier proof and against its form, the meaning destruction. The
version of Junius and Tremellius is correct

—

ita Jine suo ad
pereuntem pertinet. Thejjerishing o//<? was, as it were, an ideal

person, to whom, or to whose condition, the end of Amalek
reached.

Ver. 21. There is mention in the Old Testament of a twofold

people by the name of Kenites. The Kenites first appear in

Gen. XV. 19, among the Canaanitish nations, whose country the

Lord promised to Abraham's posterity. At the conquest of the .

land these Canaanitish Kenites are no more mentioned. Then,

again, the name of Kenites is given to the posterity of Jethro,

wlio, with his family, had accompanied Israel in the march to

Canaan. These Kenites are mentioned for the first time in

Judges i. 16, ''And the sons of the Kenite ""'T, Moses father-in-

law, went up out of the city of Palm-trees icith the children of
Judah, into the wilderness of Judah." Next, in Judges iv. 11,

" Now Hcber the Kenite (Ti^P) had separated himselffrom
Kain {Tf^'.jfrom the sons ofHohab, thefather- in-law of Moses,"

Heber had settled in North Palestine, while his clansmen dwelt

in the extreme south of Canaan. Lastly, the Kenites are men-

tioned in 1 Sam. xxx. 29, where we are told that Da\ad sent

presents of the booty taken from the Amalekites to the elders of

the cities of Judah, and to the elders of the cities of the Kenites;

who had already appeared in 1 Sam. xv. 6, " And Saul said

unto the Kenites, Go, depart, get you down from among the

Amalekites, lest I destroy you with them, for ye shoioed kind-

ness to all the children of Israel, when they came up out of
Egypt. So the Kenites departedfrom among the Amalekites."

It cannot admit of a doubt, that in the jn'ophecy of Balaam, not

the Midianitish but the Canaanitish Kenites are spoken of. For
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(i.) The Kenites rauk here v.ith the enemies of Israel, and the

wretched lot which their hostility would bring upon them is here

foretold. The MidicDiitish Kenites, on the contrary, always ap-

pear as on friendly terms with Israel, as a peaceable little tribe, of

whom Israel always remained mindful, on account of the ser^'ices

which their progenitor rendered in the march through the wilder-

ness; compare Num. x. 29-32, and, besides the passages already

quoted from the Books of Judges and Samuel, 1 Sam. xxvii. 10,

from which it appears that the Midianitish Kenites who were

friendly to Israel dwelt in the south, (ii.) It would be strange if

Balaam, among the enemies of Israel, had made no mention

whatever of the Canaanites, which would be the case if by the

Kenites we are to understand not the Canaanitish but the Midi-

anitish tribe ; and so much the more surprising since the conflict

with the Canaanites was not mevelj future, for Israel had not only

conquered the transjordanic Canaanites, but had also engaged in

close combat with the cisjordanic. In the chapter immediately

preceding, xxi. 1-3, it is narrated how the Canaanitish king of

Arad, who dwelt in the south, had ''fourjltt againsi Israel, and

taken some of them inisoners" but was afterwards defeated by

Israel. Ver. 3, " And the Lord hearkened unto the voice of

Israel, and delivered uj) the Canaanites, and they utterly de-

stroyed them and their cities." This is probably the historical

basis of the prediction, ver. 22, " And Kain shall he for destruc-

tion." According to Numbers xiv. 25, 43, 45, the Canaanites

dwelt together with the Amalekites in the mountain range which

formed the southern boundary of Canaan. These were probably

the Kenites in particular, who are described as inhabiting a very

rocky district. Balaam would probably be induced to name them

as the representatives of the Canaanites from their being the first

to meet the Israelites in a hostile manner, and also fi-om their

dwelling in the immediate vicinity of the Amalekites, so that the

transition of the one to the other was very natural. The order

in which the nations are mentioned is determined by the position

of their residence. Balaam begins with the eastern enemies of

Israel, the Moabites, since he was now in direct intercourse with their

king ; from them he turns his eye to the eastern portion of the south-

ern enemies, the Edomites ; then he goes forward to the western

portion of the southern enemies, the Amalekites and the Kenite
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Cauaanites who inhabited with them the mountain district. Com-

pare, besides the passages akeady quoted, Deut. i. 45. His eye

that had hitherto been directed to objects in the immediate vici-

nity of Israel, now gazed on the distant horizon. From the banks

of the Tigris and the Eupln^ates, he beholds a new and formid-

able enemy rising up against Israel, and foretells how the Lord

was preparing, by means of a people whom he would lead from

the distant west, that ruin for them which they would inflict on

his people. In estimating the proof for our assertion that by the

Kenites here, the Canaanitish tribe is to be understood (Michae-

Lis remarks briefly, but to the purpose, de quibiis, Gen. xv. 19,

11011 Jud. i. 16 ; iv. 11. Compare also Bachiene i. 8, § 219),

it cannot be deemed important that the Medianitish Kenites in

Jud. iv. 11, as well as the Kenites /?^r^, are designated by tP,

Kain, particularly since, if two tribes had the name of Kenites in

common, two progenitors of the name of Kain must have ex-

isted ; "'iy can only be the nomen (/entile from -jip
; nor is it more

so, that as here the Kenites immediately follow the Amalekites,

so in 1 Sam. xv. 6, xxx. 29, the Midianitish Kenites appear as

neighbours of the Amalekites. It must be regarded as the mere

play of accident, that the Midianitish Kenites settled almost in

the same spot in which the Canaanitish had their ancient residence.

Many attempts have been made to prove that the Midianitish and

Canaanitish Kenites are substantially one and the same people

;

compare, for instance, Hamelsveld, bibl. Geogr. iii. p. 6. It

is assumed that a part of the Canaanitish Kenites took refuge

among the Midianites. But the assertion that it is improbable

that two different tribes should have the same name, forms only

a weak support for this hypothesis, which has, indeed, no other

;

and the contrary seems supported by Judges i. IG, where the

father-in-law of Moses is called ^a-'p without the article, and occu-

pying the place of the nomen propr., which seems to imply that

all the Kenites were descended from him ; so also Judges iv. 11,

where "from Kain" is explained by " from the sons of Hobab,

the father-in-law of Moses. If the Kenites (or Kain) and the

sons of Hobab were absolutely the same, then must Kain have

been one of the ancestors of Hobab, who, besides him, had no

other descendants. According to this, it appears inadmissible to

consider the Midianitish Kenites as a branch of the Canaanitish.
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The Kenites believed that, owing to their liigh and scarcely

accessible dwelling-place, they were secure from every danger.

The seer here grants them the distinction of wliich they boast,

but says in the following verse, that it would not be sufficient to

ward off that punisliment from them, which their hostility against

Israel, the people of the Lord, would bring npon them, """f is

the Infinitive which here takes the place of the finite verb, (o

place for, they place, it is placed ; see on this use of the

Infinitive, Ewald, § 355, E?}^. Trans, p. 227, Ausf. Lehrb. §

240, p. 440. De Geer, Ewald, on Obadiah, ver. 4 (see his

Gramtn. § 364, § 245, Eng. Trans, p. 226, 128), would take

D'^io as part. pass. But the quotation from Obadiah is decisive

against this, which so neai'ly coincides with the passage before us

that in the interpretation it cannot be separated from it. If thou

makest high T?'^ as the eagle, and if thy nest lie among the

stars, u'^-a is there evidently the Infinitive which receives its more

precise meaning from the preceding rr^ajn . The Pai'ticiple would

not suit there, since "?? still belongs to •n-'z-sn, with wdiich it is

immediately connected by Jeremiah, ch. xlix, 16, and therefore

must stand in the accusative. Hitzig, who considers the n-'b there

as a Participle, docs this in contradiction to himself, since he

acknowledges that the •]3p still belongs to the n'3;n. Ewald in-

terprets it consequentially, "And also if thou goest aloft like

the eagle." But this interpretation is against the original pas-

sage before us (the clause, " When thou makest high us the

eagle thy nest," corresponds to " thou puttest thy nest in the

lock," to which the propbetjoins as a climax, " Though thou set-

test it among the stars,") and equally against the passage co-

pied from it in Jeremiah. The agreement of Obadiah, ver. 4,

with Balaam's prediction, cannot moreover be accidental on

account of the q-'v; and that the latter is the original passage is

decided by the reference of ^sp in it to the name rp, which is

omitted in 0])adiah.

Ver. 22, os •<= according to Gesenius, Thesaurus, p. 682,

should here signify sed tamen. The fixed meaning hut {sonderu

Ger.)—see Ewald, § 625, Eng. Trans, p. 383, is here very

suitable, if we only look at the meaning of the preceding ex-

pression, and not merely at the letter of it :
" Thy enduring

position helps thee not (1^"'?? has no other meaning than that of
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enduring), thou art not safe in thy proud nest. -s-i. is here nei-

ther to eat up nor to hum, but is to be taken in its primary mean-

ing, to annihilate, to destroy, in which it occurs in the Penta-

teuch, especially in the phrase "?7" ^" -T-^' Thou shaltput the

evil away from the midst of thee, Eng. A. Vers. Deut. xiii. 5 ;

xvii. 7, 12, &c. That Israel is to be regarded as the author of

the destruction which would come upon the Kenites, is evident

from the analogy that obtains in the nations previously named,

and still more distinctly from the second part of the verse, accord-

ing to which the carrying away of Israel and the exile would form

the terminus ad quern of the destruction, which is only intelligible

on the supposition that the destruction proceeded from Israel.

Many expositors indeed assume that these last words, literally,

" till what Ashur shall carry thee away captive" for " till the

time when Ashur shall carry thee aicay captive"—do not speak

of the captivity of Israel, but of the Kenites; " Kain will be de-

stroyed (by the Israelites), until at last Ashur will carry it (Kain)

away captive," or according to another, though very forced, con-

struction of'^^"''?, " Kain will be destroyed. Till when ? Ashur

shall carry thee away captive." But for referring the carrying

away to Israel, there are the following reasons, (i.) Immediately

before Kain was spoken of in the third person, Israel is addressed

by Balaam elsewhere, especially at the beginning and end of the

second prophecy. That the address is directed to Israel, the seer

notifies by giving up in the first half of ver. 22, the address to tlie

Kenites which he had employed in ver. 21, and which he would

otherwise have retained. (ii.) The carrying away captive can

hardly be referred to the Kenites, because their destmction was

the heavier calamity. A destroyed people cannot be carried away

captive, (iii.) But the principal point is—if we refer the words,

" till Asher shall carry thee away captive' to the Kenites, we

cannot tell what to do with the sequel ; the relation in which it

stands to the leading thought of the prophecy is there not at all

indicated. The overthrow of Ashur, according to ver. 14, is only

brought forward here, as far as he is the enemy of Israel But
unless the words in question apply to Israel, he is not marked as

such, while, according to our view, they point out the injury done

to Israel, of which the punishment is foretold in whtit follows.

Nor let it be objected that iu tlie case of tlie Amalekites and Ken-
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ites, their enmity towards the Covenant people is not expressly

stated. They were akeady, at the present time, enemies of Is-

rael, and their enmity might he presumed to he knowTi, while

Ashur as yet stood in no relation whatever to Israel. The cor-

rect view has heen taken hy Calvin, who remarks

—

Certe consi-

lium spiritus fuit, per modum correctionis docere felicitatem,

cujtis anteafacta fuit mentio, permixtam fore gravihus mise-

riis, acerba enim res est servitus, tristius etiam exilium, hinc

colligimus ecclesiam ita henedici a deo, tit variis tamen aerum-

nis ohnoxia esse nan desinat. It accords with the object of the

whole prophecy that the disasters of Israel should be only shghtly

mentioned—brought, as it were, parenthetically into an address

which was in the main an announcement of Israel's prosperity,

and only briefly indicated, just so far as was necessary to render

intelligible that prediction of the overthrow of their oppressors,

which is in perfect harmony with the leading thought of the pro

phecy. If we notice the later account of the advice which Balaam

gave the Moabites and Medianites, to seduce Israel and thereby

to occasion the forfeiture of the divine blessing then resting upon

them, it cannot be doubtful that the cause recognized by Balaam

himself of the temporary disasters of Israel, which are here hinted

at, was their apostacy from their ideal and destiny, their worldly-

raindeduess, in consequence of which, they were punished by

God through the instrumentality of the world. From ver. 24 we

perceive that Ashur here represents the Asiatic kingdoms in ge-

neral. In the announcement of the punishment for the offence here

indicated, Eber is associated with him. But the punishment can-

not go beyond the offence ; the wider extension of the ajjiictio

jmssiva, presupposes the wider extension of the afflictio activa.

But Ashur is named individually, because he would take the lead

in the succession of the transeuphratean oppressors of the people

of God. " Asher shall carry thee aicay captive^' was histori-

cally verified in the carrying away of the Ten Tribes by the Assy-

rians, of Judah by the Chaldeans, and in the continuation of their

domination by the Persians, under whom the Israehtes remained

bondsmen in their own land, and were obliged to pay tribute to

the kings whom the Lord had set over them, (see Nehem. ix. 36,

39) and therefore were not in truth restored to their own posses-

sions. In the prediction that the Kenites would be given up to
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destruction by the Israelites, till Ashui' should can'y the latter

away captives it probably is not implied that the Kenites, and

therefore the Canaanites, would hereafter recover themselves, for,

as we have said, destruction admits of no recovery, but it is only

affirmed that before this period the Kenites would not succeed in

withdrawing themselves fi'om the destructive power of Israel which,

by treading them down, had long before completed its work.

Ver. 23. Before announcing the judgments which the God of

Israel would inflict on Ashur and Eber, in return for the in-

jury they had done to his people, the seer utters a cry of lamenta-

tion on account of its awfulness, which pierced his heart the deeper

because the objects of punishment were the sons of his own
people, (see chap. xxii. 5) whose ruin he himself, who had been

sent for to curse Israel, must foretell.
'^.I^'?"!

is best taken in the

sense of the Future, " W/io will live?" i. e. " Who amidst the

impending general destruction will preserve his lifeV Compare
Matt. xxiv. 21, 22, 'iarai 'yap rore OXI-^l^ /j,€'yaX7], oia ov

lyiyovev cltt' ap')(rj<i Koa/xov eto? rev vvv, ovS" ov fir) yevrjrar Kal

el /j,7] eKoXo^coOTjo-av al t'jjiiepat eK€tvat, ovk av iacoOr] irdaa

adp^. Others interpret it, " Who would (ivish to) live ?" and

illustrate it by Rev. ix. 6, Kal iv TaL<i '^fiepaa eKeivaL<; i^rjrrjcrov-

acv at avOpoiTTot rev Odvarov Kal ov /jLI) evpi](jov(TLv avTov Kal

eirtOv fjbrjaovcr Lv diroOaveZv. The first interpretation is

favoured by the destruction or ruin in ver. 24, that corresponds

to the not living. The p in '"^|'? may either denote the time—
" When God doth this V (LXX. rt? ^rjaeTaf, orav 6fj ravra 6

6e6<i ; Vulgate, Quis victurus est, quando faciei ista deus ?)

or the cause—"since God doth this ?" The suffix in •.'sa re-

lates to what follows, wliicli may be considered as sejjarated from

this verse by a colon. Several critics refer the suffix in i'ju; to

G od, and take the ^^ for an apocopated form of the demonstrative

Pronoun, " Who will live when He doth this ?" But apart from

everything else, it is sufficient to set aside this interpretation that

the '? for "??, which occurs eight times in the Pentateuch, and only

once elsewhere, viz., 1 Chron. xx. 8, (consult on this passage

Gesenius, Thesaurus p. 94) excepting this last passage, always

has the Article. The author of the Chronicles, who did not take

this form from the living language, but borrowed it from the Pen-

tateuch, has made a mistake in reference to it. It can never

I i
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Stand without the Article. Evidently '"}.^. is the ground-form,

and the shortening into '^ is only occasioned by prefixing the

Article, as appears from our finding the Article in the Pentateuch

always so placed, which certainly cannot be accidental.

Ver. 24. The introductory words are followed by the prediction

itself A Power which comes from the West in ships, oppresses

the oppressor of God's people, Ashur ; oppresses especially the

transeuphratean land, and effects a destruction not less than on

Amalek, which falls on these powerful States as a retribution for

what they had inflicted on the people of God. This announcement

differs so far from the preceding ones, that the retribution an-

nounced in it will not be inflicted by the Covenant people them-

selves, but by another people whom God arms for the purpose.

But this differenc is not essential. Since the ruin foretold is

the punishment of injustice which was exercised against Israel,

and since it was determined by God, even this announcement is

included in the words, " / will advertise thee ivliat this people

shall do to thy people," (and those who are like them). In that

which God does for his kingdom, even this re-acts against its op-

pressors.

That ^''f?? Chittim originally means Cyprus, as it is now gene-

rally admitted, needs no proof, especially since Gesenius has

fully stated the ground of this opinion. But still it is a question

whether this original meaning is likewise the only one which

occurs in the writings of the Old Testament ; or whether this de-

signation is also taken in a wider sense, and has been transferred

to all the islands and coasts of the Mediterranean, especially the

northern, and therefore to the islands and coasts ofGreece and Italy,

as Gesenius and most modern critics maintain. We must declare

ourselves against this extension of the meaning. It is antece-

dently improbable, since Cyprus lies detatched, and no proof holds

good jfrom the Old Testament passages which have been adduced

for establishing it. An appeal is made first of all to the passage

before us ; it is urged that Cyprus alone would be of too little

importance for the oppression of Ashur and Eber to be expected

from such a quarter. But it is to be observed that the Power

which would oppress Ashur and Eber, comes to the prophet not

from or out q/' Cyprus, but only from the side of Cyprus, {X in

the sense of side in Ex. ii. 5 ; Deut. ii. 37 ; see Gesenius, p.
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668) which makes the supposition of a wider meaning pf Chit-

tim not only unnecessary, but improbable. For admitting this,

the seer would describe the ships as coming not from the side of

Chittim, but absolutely from it. As Cyprus, " by its natural posi-

tion, was the chief station for the Phoenician navigation to the

West," (see Tuck on Genesis, p. 215) so must the fleets which

sailed from the West to the East take the direction of Cyprus,

which also in Isaiah xxiii. 1 , appears as the common rendezvous

for the East and West ; the ships of Tarshish heard there of the

overthrow of Tyre.* The seer therefore expresses the thought

fore ut valesceret Occidens, which he wishes to represent in its

widest universality, without naming the western nations from whom
the invasion would proceed—this lay beyond his horizon—there-

fore he describes the hostile vessels as coming from that station

which every fleet must touch in sailing from the West to the East.

The second passage which has been thought to support the wider

meaning, is Jerem. ii. 10, " Pass over to o"'""^? t^ and see, and

send unto Kedar, and consider diligently." Just as well as Ge-

SENius, inEzek. xxvii. 6, translates n^rs -i^sby orae Cypriorum^

can it be done here, and especially since in the parallel member

only a single people (Kedar) is named ; compare also the ™"''?^.
"'.I'?

the coasts of Elisha in Ezek. xxvii. 7, and on --s in the sense of

coast, Gesenius, s. v. The third and last passage is Dan. xi.

30. For ==''v'?='T? shall come against him. We cannot venture

to translate these words with Gesenius, CittJman sldps. '^y:?.

always denotes the country. Gesenius has totally overlooked

the difierence between °^™ and ^T^'?, on which Is. xxiii. 1, com-

pared with ver. 12, throws much hght. The relation of o^na to

tj-'isis illustrated by a remark of Ewald, Gr. Gr. p. 627. " In

certain connexions the close connection of two nouns by the Stat.

Constr. is altogether lost, so that the nouns stand separate beside

* Od Cyprus as the common point of intercourse between Greece and Phoenicia, consult

Plass Vnr- itnd Urgeschichte tier Hellenen, vol. ii. p. 451. These Cyprian cities, not-

withstanding all their qnai-rels with the Phoenicians, were the principal intermediate

places for peaceful intercourse, both of nations that harassed one another from national

hatred, and of those who on account of traffic and industry approached one another in a

more friendly manner. They themselves, according to all appearance, though at the

beginning most inconsiderable, owed their prosperity to this position, and received

from the Greeks of Lesser Asia, as well as from the Phoenicians, many settlers, and

tiius a double impression was made on their cliaracter.

li 2
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one another. The ground of this lies in the looser connection,

either on account of the idea, or because the noun gi-adually loses

its substantive power." (The latter is never done in the case of b\-i3.)

Accordingly the compound phrase °T? °^'t can only denote a dis-

tant relation between the ships and the inhabitants of Chittim.

S/t/jjs of Chittim cannot be meant—this would be denoted by •'is

BV3 or D'1%-13 D-i-is, but only ships from the neighbourhood of Chit-

tim ; so that n\-i5 a-^is is exactly the same as the '^Tr' T? '="'? in the

passage under consideration, which we may more readily admit,

since this is evidently the original which Daniel had before his

eyes when he announced a new realization of the prediction con-

tained in it. 's is so seldom used, (only four times in all) that

simply its connection with a\i3 does not allow us to doubt that

the author of the Book of Daniel alluded to this passage. Nor

did Daniel any more than Balaam precisely mark the country

• whence the vessels would come. He satisfied himself with indi-

cating that Balaam's prediction of the mastery of the West over

the East was proved afresh. The untimely comparison with his-

tory (the LXX. bring in the Romans) has also here done great in-

jury to the interpretation of prophecy.

That in the times after the close of the Old Testament, Chittim

was used in a wider sense, there can certainly be no doubt.

JosEPHUS says this expressly {Ant. i. G, § 1.) Kinrpo'i avri]

vvv KaXelraL Kal air avrrj^; vrjaol re iracrat, koI to, ifkeioy tmv

irapa GuXaaaav Xedlfi vnro 'E/3paloiv ovofMci^eTat. In 1 Mace,

i. 1, it is said that Alexander came e/c t^? 7779 Xemelfx. In the

same book, ch. viii. 5, Perseus is called Kcriecov /SacrtXeu?. But

we should very much err, if from this later use we attempted to

draw a conclusion respecting the earlier. It manifestly arose

from a false historical exposition of Balaam's words and Dan. xi.

30, so that if this use of the terms had occurred in the book of

Daniel, it would form one count against its genuineness. This

origination of the later meaning of the phrase is very evident

in 1 Mace. i. I, where it is said of Alexander 09 i^jKOev e'/c t^?

7>79 Xemelfj, koX i'TTciTa^e top Aapelov BacnXea HepaSiv koI

MrjScov. Evidently the author here wished to draw attention to

the lact that Balaam's prophecy was fulfilled in Alexander's

expedition. This supposition is in unison with his whole cha-

racter as a writer, and is favoured by tlie form XeTTLel/jL, which
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is an exact imitation of the Hebrew, and instead of which, the

author in the second passage, where he had no such reference in

view, uses the common form. Moreover, this second passage, in

which no prophetic reference is conceivable, seems to show that

the author of the first book of Maccabees was not perhaps, as

Winer lex. s. v. assumes (who alone among all the moderns has

taken the right view on the main point), the first who gave an

erroneous extension to the name Chittim on the ground of an

erroneous exposition, but that it was tolerably current in his time

in this incorrect sense.

The announcement of the future conquests of the Asiatics by

nations from Europe, as it was historically reahsed by the Asiatic

dominations of the Greeks and Romans, hes so entirely beyond

the bounds of the natural knowledge which was at the author's

command—whether Balaam be considered as such or another

person living later, which in this respect is perfectly equal—that

those who limit the Israelitish prophets only to natural knowledge

are involved by it in not a little perplexity. The attempt which

HiTZiG, {Begriff der Critik, p. 54, &c.), with the approbation of

Von Bohlen {Genesis, p. cxxxv.), who speaks of the " admirable

explanation of Hitzig who has here first unfolded the truth,"

has made to rescue himself and those who think with him, from

this perplexity, can only serve to manifest its greatness and the

impossibihty of being rescued from it. Hitzig, on the hypo-

thesis of the composition of Balaam's prophecies in the time of

the kings, refers the passage before us, as well as Psalm xlviii.

8. to an irruption of the Greeks into Asia in the time of Senna-

cherib, of which Alexander Polyhistor, probably from Bero-

sus, in the Armenian Chronicle of Eusebius i. p. 21. ed. Ven.

gives the following account. Qtnim aiiteni diefama accepisset

Graecos in Cilicani belli movendi causa pervenisse, ad eos

contendit ; acieni contra acieni instruxit, ac plui-imis quideni

de sua exercitu caesis, hostes ( tamenj debellat, atque in vic-

toriae monumentum imagineni siiam in eo loco ereciam reti-

qiiit, Chaldaicisqtie Uteris fortitudinem ac virtutem suani ad

futuri temporis memoriani incidi jussit ; compare the shorter

notice which Abydenus gives of the same event in that work : ad

litus maris Ciliciae Graecornm classem projiigatam depressit.

" No other reference," savs Hitzig, " is conceivable." If there-
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fore we prove that the reference which from his poiot-of-view is

the only conceivable one, is inadmissible, we shall at the same
time prove that his point-of-view is untenable. This can be done

without much trouble or prolixity. The introductory words, " JV/io

will live ?" pi)int to the fearfulness of the catastrophe which the

seer here had in view ; they indicate a great and general over-

throw ; moreover the words, " f/tei/ shall oj)j)ress Ashur and op-

press Eher," and lastly, " the end is destruction," announce that

by the conquerors from the west the mighty Asiatic kingdoms

would meet with their downfall. That the Greek invasion did not

bear such a character in the slightest degree, that by means of it

no such effect were produced nor could be expected, we prove on

the following grounds, (i.) Had this event been of such import-

ance as HiTZiG assumes, and had it made such an impression on

the Israelites, as to call forth this prophecy, we should expect

references to it in other parts of the Old Testament. But nothing

of the kind is to be found. The supposition of a reference to this

event in the 48th Psalm has been given up (and very properly)

by HiTZiG himself, in his Die Psalnien historisch krit unters.

Heidelb. 1836, p. 42. {ii.) If we admit that the account of Alex-

ander PoLYHiSTOR is perfectly correct, and not too highly

coloured in the oriental style, and the enemies made more temble,

that the victory over them may appear more splendid, yet it by no

means describes such a hostile invasion as that the most timorous

could expect from it the ruin of Asia. The Greeks never advanced

farther than the coast, and a single battle sufficed for tlieir com-

plete expulsion, (iii.) The supposition of an expedition from

Greece on a large scale against Asia, in the time of Sennacherib,

stands in glaring contradiction to the historical relations of that age,

which will not allow us to think of an expedition for conquest,

but, only of a predatory or free-booting invasion, or, at most, an

attempt at planting a colony. This has been remarked by

NiEBUHR, who first of all drew attention to that account of Alex-

ander PoLYHiSTOR, and received it with some prepossession in

its favour, {Hist. Gewinn aus der Armen. Chronik. der Eusehius,

kl. Schriften i. 205). "The state at tliat time of Greece for-

bids our thinking of an united expedition, like the Trojan War."

Plas, in his Vor-und Urgeackichte der Hellenen ii. 5, 6, says of

the condition of Greece in tlie period 1100—500 before Christ,
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" At this period, the Grecian History, taken as a whole, is mea-

gre ; there is no abundance of materials ; the collective people for

six centuries had not been attacked by foreign enemies, and they

were all too little united, or any considerable number of the sepa-

rate parts, to arouse any renown by their exploits We need not on

this point the express testimony of the well-informed Thucy-

dides (i. 15) ; the total silence of all the writers on such expedi-

tions must satisfy us. . . . The Hellenic tribes enjoyed a

rare felicity during these centuries, for it was precisely at the time

when they were occupied with their internal cultivation, that they

remained quite free from outward attacks. But it was impossible

to project an attack on foreign nations ; for they were sufficiently

occupied with themselves and their own formation, as well as so

parcelled out into tribes, and these again into small states, that

unless by a pressure from without, a confederation of all, or even

of many, for a common undertaking, could not be brought about."

Of not less importance is it, how we are to understand Eber

in the clause, " theij shall oppress Ashur, and oppress Eber'

The ancient translators on this point differ from one another.

The LXX., KoX KaKcoaovaLV ^Acrcrovp Kal KaKcoaovatv E^pai-

ov<i ;) and the Vulgate {venient in trieribus de Italia, supe-

rabunt Assyrios vastabuntque Hebraeos ) both understand the

Hebrews by Eber; Onkelos, on the contrary, the Trans-

euphratean nations. And this difference has continued even to

the present day. Kosenmuller, for instance, decides in favour

of the Transeuphratean nations ; Tholuck and Hitzig for the

Hebrews. We shall endeavour to set this question at rest, and

to establish the reference to the Transeuphratean nations, as the

only correct one. (i.) On the ground of language, this is the

only possible one. To understand the w^ord "'??! of the Hebrews,

rests on the pre-supposition that the Israelites stood in close

relation to the individual called Eber in Gen. x. 24, and were

named after him. But this supposition is erroneous. It is ante-

cedently improbable that the patriarch Eber should be placed in

close connection with the Israelites, since he forms only an in-

termediate link in the genealogy, and nothing extraordinary is

recorded of him—nothing by wbich he would be more appropri-

ated to the Israelites than to the other nations who had their

natural descent from him in common with the Israelites. How
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very different is the state of the case in this respect with Abra-

ham ! From him, besides the Israelites, the Ishmaelites also,

and other Arabian tribes, with the Idumeans, were descended

;

yet, nevertheless, he belonged to the Israelites in a peculiar man-

ner as the Father of the Faithful ; and only in Isaac was his seed

called ; see Genesis xxi. 12. Of Eber's faith, on the contrary,

of his walk with God, of any covenant relation into which God
entered with him, history is totally silent ; he is mentioned only

in reference to natural descent ; and in this respect he belonged

just as much to the other kindred tribes of his posterity as to the

IsraeUtes. We therefore approach the passages adduced to prove

that the Israelites must claim him specially as their own, with

a feeling of distrust beforehand against the con'ectness of this

view, and tliis mistrust, on a closer examination, proves to be

well-founded. Amongst these passages, that in Gen. x. 21 holds

the first rank. " Unto Shem also, thefather of all the chil-

dren of Eber, even to him were horn." By " the children (or

sons) of Eber," to understand the Israelites, as has been done

recently by Bohlen and Tuck, the latter of whom observes that

Shem by this clause is marked as the grandsire of the D-iia:*, every

consideration forbids. The reference to the Transeuphratean na-

tions is so much more likely, because the enumeration of the

Canaanitish tribes immediately precedes, and by the contrast to

Canaan, situated on this side the Euphrates, ^'?1 is more clearly

determined. By this contrast, the designation of Shem as the

father of all the Transeuphratean nations is justified as appro-

priate, while, in reference to the patriarch Eber, Hyde, in his

Hist. Reliff. Persarum, p. 47, has justly remarked : cur istius

scriptor anticiparet mentionem nulla sane ratio datur, and

adds, Scopus loci plane aliuni postulat sensum, qui spectet hahi-

tationesJiliorum Eber eorunique sedes per terrani. We must

accordingly consider it as purely accidental that, some verses af-

terwards, a man of the name of Eber occur. Then an appeal is

made to the name
°"''!'f

? . But in the form of this name hes no

ground for deducing it from the name of an individual Eber

—

there is nothing to forbid our talking n-^'^ay in the sense oipersons

on the other side, as the Alexandrian translators have rendered

'-las by TrepttT?;?. Hesychius remarks; 6 ^E/3palo<;, irepdTrj'i;

and Eusebu'S, 'E^paht ol TrepdraL ip/xrjvevovTai, hiairepd-
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(ravTo<i ^Ev(f>pdTr)v ^A^paajx, Kol oyp^ to? otovrat rive<i diro

'E^ip. (See Hyde, p. 51.) " For adjectives ending in ""," accord-

ing to EwALD {Gr. Gr. p. 259), " are deduced from common
nouns, in order to point out descent or occupation." But that

this derivation is the only correct one, appears also fi'om the fact

that the name is used principally hy foreigners, and in relation to

them (see Ewald Gr. Eng. Trans., p. 2, or Aiisf. Lehrhiich.

Liepzig 1844, p. 19), a fact which is only to be explained on the

ground that the name had an entirely outward character, that it

specially proceeded from the Canaanites, and denoted immigrants

in relation to them. This appears very plainly from the first

passage where the name occurs in Gen. xiv. 1 8, " And there

came one that had escaped, and told Abram ^"'^?^!," where, by

retaining the designation which the fugitives made use of, it is

intimated in what manner the natives sought protection and help

from the immigrants. Fevpendainus, Hyde remarks,— eos

qui Abrahamo himc titulum dederunt fuisse Cananitas et an
putabimus eos novisse Abrahami prosapiam s. genealogiam

tarn longe remotam eamve eonsuluisse ? Thus, then, it

appears that there is nothing to warrant our understanding by
" the sons of Eber, " in this prediction, the Israelites as de-

cendants of the patriarch Eber. On the other hand, no one

can deny that to understand by the phrase, the Transeuphra-

tean nations, is perfectly admissible. The objection that '^^s

could not stand without some addition for the country, is

already refuted by Gen. x. 21, It is besides a simple conse-

quence of the fact, that to the Hebrews and the surrounding nations

the Euphrates was the river Kar e^o')(r]v . But while this is a

sufficient reason for the use of the term Eber by itself, it will not

allow us, with Hyde, p. 53, and Michaelis, suppl. p. 1822, to

understand by Eber the country on the other side the Tigris.

Moreover, the supposition that Eber here denotes the country on

the other side the Euphrates, is so much less difficult, since' it is

more exactly determined by the preceding Ashur, as well as in

Genesis x. 21, by the contrast with Canaan. (ii.) The name ^=?!,

'

Eber, = ^''Tff, Ibrini, since it is the most foreign name of the

people, would be unsuitable in Balaam's mouth. He always calls

the people Jacob and Israel (strictly speaking only Israel ; for

Jacob is introduced only by the law of parallelism, and that Is-
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rael always stands last, shows that it was in Balaam's opinion the

peculiar and appropriate name), and was obliged to do so. It

would be very strange if Balaam, after he had so often used the

distinguishing name, should just at the end use the most foreign

of all. (iii.) Balaam's lamentation in ch. xxii. 5, shows that the

disaster to be foretold would aff'ect the land of the sons of his own
people. This would be true, if by Eher we understand the Trans-

euphratean region, from he came from Aram Naharaim, i.e., Aram
or Syria of the two rivers = Mesopotamia. On the contrary, he

would not have been sensibly touched by the misfortunes of

Ashur and the Israelites, (iv.) But the principal point, and which

alone is quite decisive, is, that if by Eher we understand the He-

brews, we obtain an accidental prediction which is regulated by

no leading idea, in opposition to ver. 14, where Balaam marks

the whole of his prophecy as governed by one idea. It would

then be no longer a discourse on the judgment that would fall on

Israel's enemies. By the connection with Hebrews, Ashur would

obtain quite another position. The prophesying would end at

last in soothsaying. If, on the contrary, by Eher we understand

the Transeuphrateau nations, then all is in order, and the leading

idea expressed by Balaam governs the prophecy to the very end.

Ashur had caiiied away captive the people of God. God arms

against him, and against the whole Trauseuphratean region which

had been a partner in his guilt, the distant West, and visits

those with ruin who had appeared to bring ruin on the kingdom

of God. With that the prophecy breaks off, The further devel-

opments were hidden from the eyes of the seer.

That Eber is not a second land which is named besides Ashur,

but rather a general denomination which includes Ashur under

it (" and they shall oppress Ashur and oppress (generally) the

Transeuphrateau land,") is plain from Gen. x. 21, where Shem is

designated the father of all the sons of Eber, among whom Ashur

also is named. In Isaiah vii. 20, the king of Ashur is described

as a hired razor, ^"01 Tf??, therefore also the Assyrians are in-

cluded.

The last words, " and he also shall jicrish for ever," are re-

ferred by many expositors to the conquerors who came 'from tlw

side uf Chittini," by others, to Ashur and Eber. The latter view

is proved to be coiTCCt by the relation iji which the words at the
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close, " he shall perish," stand to these at tlie beginning, " Who
tvill live ?" We may add that the «•- suits better the ^--x and -=y

tlianthea%-^3 t>>3 cs—that the "also" stand more suitably in allusion

to Amalek, if Ashur and Eber were spoken of (rather than their

conquerors), whose destruction would rather be compared with

theirs ; and lastly, that the prediction of the destruction that

would fall on the conqueror from the West, is here destitute of

the neceasary foundation, since nothing is said of a hostile dis-

position in this conqueror towards Israel, which alone could be

a reason for such a prediction ; but he is exhibited only as an

instrument of God for the punishment of his people's enemies.

CHAPTER XXIV. VER. 25.

" And Balaam rose up, and went and returned to his place ;

and Balak also went his way." There is an apparent contradic-

tion between this passage, which seems to say that Balaam, after

fulfilling his divine mission, immediately, and without staying on

the road, returned and reached his home in safety— and between

Num. xxxi. 8, 16 (compare also Josh. xiii. 22), according to

which Balaam was killed by the Israelites in their war of ven-

geance which they undertook against the Midianites, a righteous

punishment for the counsel which he gave the Midianites to lead

Israel into sin. In Num. xxxi. 8, it is said, "And they slew

the kings of Midian, beside the rest of them that were slain, Evi

and Kekem, and Zur, and Hur, and Reba, five kings of Mi-

dian ; Balaam also, the son of Beor, they slew with the sword,"

and in Joshua xiii. 22, " Balaam also, the son of Beor, the sooth-

sayer, did the children of Israel slay with the sword, among them

that were slain by them ;" in Num. xxxi. 16, Moses grounds the

reproof which he addresses to the commanders of the troops he

sent out against the Midianites, for allowing the women to live,

thus, " Behold these caused the children of Israel, tlirouyh

the counsel* of Balaam, to commit treachery against the

MicHAELis correctly renders ^3-!3 by 2>;o uer6o, i. r., prout dixerat s. jiisserat; Ox-

KEL09 et Jonathan, cx coiisilio ; comp •r,\i5b -a-;3 in Vs. xvii. L.
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Lord* in the matter of Beor, and then came punishment on

the congregation of the Lord!'

This contradiction has been long ago remarked, and niany at-

tempts have been made to obviate it. Several critics., from Seve-

Rus—in the Greek Catena, to Steudel (p. 83), by Balaam's

"7;/«c*<?," would understand not liis home in the country beyond

the Euphrates, but the place in which he was immediately before

staying. But this explanation is not much better than another

very absurd one, according to which Balaam's
''
i^ace' was

hell (compare Acts i. 25.) It is sufficient for its rejection to

compare Balak's command to Balaam in ch. xxiv. 11, ''Flee

thou to thy place" with the prophet's reply in ver. 14, " Behold

I go unto nil) peopley Others supposed that Balaam returned

home, but made a second journey to the Midianites, though they

cannot find out sufficient time for such a double journey. Others

endeavour to obviate the difficulty by the remark, that the words

"Zt^ returned^' that the verbs often have an inchoative m^Vivim^.

But modern criticism, rejecting all these solutions, confidently

produces the apparent contradiction as proof of the fragmentary

character of the Pentateuch.

All these suppositions are set aside by the simpla remark, that

31:0 properly means, to turn (^himself) from, then, to turn {him-

self) hack; (see Winer's Lexicon, s. v.), the reaching of the ob-

ject of the turning back is not included in the word itself. There

is therefore no ground for saying that the verb here stands in an

inchoative sense, as little has the verb "^?, which means, to go vp,

not to reach the summit, in Num. xiv. 40, an inchoative mean-

ing, since, from ver. 44, according to which the Amalekites came

down from the mountain, it appears that the Israelites came not to

the top of the mountain, much less is there reason fur imagining

a second journey by Balaam, or to maintain that a contradiction

exists between this passage and chap. xxxi. Compare Genesis

xviii. 33, " And Jehovah ivent away as soon as he had left

communing with Abraham, and Abraham returned ittipttV, lit. to

* GeseniusIij his 27i<;sa//rus, p. 809, takes unnecessary trouble with "0»3, wbich

occurs in Num. xxxv. 5, 16, and nowhere else. The meaning tradidit, ascertnined by

the CliiUdee, is in both passages perfectly suitable. Tlie point is completely settled by

the simple mari,aual remarks of J. H. Mich.\ei.is, ou ver. 5, Iniditi igitur v. suppe-

ditati sunt ; (the troops accorilingto ver; 3 and 1, required by Moses from the congre-

gation were delivered), and on ver. ll>, nd tnukndinn s. ut docerent.
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hin own 2)lace." Even here it is manifest that not the arrival is

meant, but the direction; he set out on his return. They parted,

each one his way. So also here the paralleHsm leads us to sup-

pose that not the end, but the direction, is intended.

Still it may be said that the historian, in stating that Balaam

set out on his journey back, intimated that he actually reached

his own place, inasmuch as he has not expressly asserted the con-

trary. But this assertion would only carry weight with it, if the

author had been writing a history of Balaam, or only a history

of the relation in which Balaam stood to Israel But since he

only undertook to represent how Balaam, when he would have

cursed the people of God, was obliged to bless them— that this

is the design and central point of the narrative, is clear as day,

and is expressly asserted in the Pentateuch itself in Deut. xxiii.

5, G—the remark loses all its importance. Whether Balaam

reached the end of his journey or not, was for this object per-

fectly indifferent. The historian could let him journey without

troubhng himself how it f\xred with him, and what he did farther.

Only in the sequel he intimates it quite incidentally. He had

begun with telling how Balak had sent for him, in order to de-

stroy Israel, and he closes his narrative with telling how he parted

from Balaam without having attained this object.

If what we have remarked in reference to the historian's posi-

tion towards Balaam be properly kept in view, another difficulty

will also at once vanish, which Steudel has raised, and which

he thinks he can only lessen by supposing that Numbers xxii.-

xxiv. are a memoir composed by Balaam himself, which the com-

piler of the Pentateuch has introduced where the order of time

required it—namely, the circumstance that in the narrative in

Num. xxv., Balaam is not mentioned, though, according to

Num. xxxi., the plan of seducing Israel into sin proceeded from

him. " If the following section," says Steudel, " was not

originally connected with the preceding, the appearance they

present may be accounted for. It is otherwise, if both sections

are parts of a connected continuous history. It must really strike

us as a contradiction against the latter circumstance stated in

chap. xxxi. 8, 10, concerning Balaam, if, after he had been

spoken of, and had been introduced into the narrative, yet that,

in connection with an event so important in the history of the
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Israelites as their seduction into Moabitish idolatry, the person

just mentioned, although he was the cause of it, should be alto-

gether unnoticed. " But if the author had introduced Balaam
into the history for an entirely specific object, he was under no
sort of obligation to give a report of his later doings and fortunes.

He stood to him in no other relation than if he had made no
mention of him before. It was left open to his consideration

whether he would mention Balaam at all, and how far, in refer-

ence to that event. Looking from the author's point of view, the

part which Balaam acted in the business was entirely subordi-

nate, so that it was enough if he only mentioned him in an inci-

dental manner. The main object which might contribute to the

edification of the congregation, was the manifestation of Israel's

sin, and of the Lord's righteousness in the punishment of the

seduced and the seducer.

But we wish to take this opportunity of subjecting Steudel's

hypothesis of the composition of the section containing chap,

xxii.-xxiv. by Balaam to a thorough examination. What he has

besides introduced in its support, that the narrative is altogether

so composed as we might expect, it would be by one who did not

wish, like Balak, to destroy the Israelites, but yet to turn things

to his own advantage, is of such a quality that it is unnecessary

to enter further into it. Chap. xxiv. 10 is sufficient to refute it.

While, therefore, there is nothing in favour of the authorship by

Balaam, it must be rejected for the following reasons, (i.) The

use of the Divine names is throughout inexphcable, if Balaam is

regarded as the author ; this requires the composition to be not

merely by an Israelite, but specially by the author of the Penta-

teuch. The proof of this has been already adduced in the

Dissertations on the Pentateuch, vol. i., p. 385-390, Eng.

Transl. (ii.) How should Balaam have succeeded in writing

Hebrew so well ? (iii.) The section agrees with the Penta-

teuch in chai'acteristic expressions and phrases. 1'he other-

wise unusual phrase, V? V"»J~, Eye of the earth, {face of
the earth, Eng. A. V.), for its surface, in chap. xxii. 5 and 11,

is found also in Exod. x. 5, 15, The expression, '.?:"'? ^Pf=~
p-'^o'^n in chap, xxxiii. 28, strikingly agrees with ";??-'? ~?i;T.="'

l^T.^! in chap. xxi. 20. In the same manner, chap. xxii. 30, " a
city of Monh, which is in (he border of Arnon, which is in the
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utmost coast,'' agrees with chap. xxi. 13, " Arnon is tJie border
of Moah, betiveen Moah and the Amorites." The word b'?^,

in the sense of times, in chap. xxii. 28, xxxii. 33, occurs in Ex.
xxiii. 14, but nowhere else. ~':;n

n''":''"^?
^\T'^'?. in chap. xxii. 30,

has only a parallel passage in Gen. xlviii*. 15 ; -,'y>2 is found no-
where else. The phrase ^^::? 17."?r^? =si»3 nia^ya^ qj, sometimes ''=?.'3

r."-^, ispecuharto the Book of Numbers.' But the latter is

found in chap. xxii. 1, at the beginning of the whole section,
wluch describes the events in the parts of the Arabah that for-
merly belonged to the Moabites to the time of the Deuterono-
mial giving of the Law, and with design as the most definite ; -ay^
IS once for all used to be understood as the more general term
hy. As at the beginning of the connected section, so the same
phrase is found at the end of it, which is also the close of the
whole book in chap, xxxvi. 13. It also occurs in the middle,—
namely, whenever a smaller section in the greater whole is begun
or ended

;
see the Dissertations on the Pentateuch, vol. ii., p.

328. (iv.) Like the whole Pentateuch, this account is written
with a reference to posterity, while a Promemoria of Balaam
would be only suited to Moses and his contemporaries

; com-
pare the expression, Balak the son of Zippor xvas king ofMoah at this time, " in chap. xxii. 4. The expression 'n
^'=rV.= would also not be suitable for Balaam in cJiap. xxii. 5."

(v.) The language at the beginning of the section in chap. xxii.
2, "And Balak the son of Zippor saw all that Israel had
done to the Amorites," connects itself exactly with the contents
ot chap XXI. 21-35, in which there is an account of what the
Israelites did to the Amorites. The 25th chapter presupposes
the narrative m chap, xxii.-xxiv. What it narrates of the seduc-
tion of the Israelites by the Moabitish and Midianitish women,
would be unintelhgible without what is there said of the alarm
•caused by the Israelites to the Moabites and Midianites, and their
farmer attempt to injure them. The relation of the Moabites and
Midiamtes to one another in that transaction is involved in ob-
scurity, unless we add the notice in chap. xxii. 4, according to
which the Moabites sent to the Midianites, and invited them to
take common measures against the enemy. The mention of
Baal-Peor in chap. xxiv. 3 is elucidated by chap. xxi. 28, where
Peor is mentioned as overlooking the wilderness in which the Is-
raelites were then encamped.
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Let US now attempt, as far as our sources of infonuation will

allow, to follow Balaam on his way. His ambition and ava-

rice sought the satisfaction which, by God's providence, was

denied on the part of the Moabites, among the Israelites, on

whose gratitude he believed that he had just claims. He betook

himself first of all to the Israelitish camp, which was at an incon-

siderable distance fi'om the place where he parted from Balak,

But there he did not meet with the reception he expected.

Moses, who saw into his heart, that it was not right before the

Lord, perceived that no thanks were due to liim, who had done

his utmost to gratify the wish of the Moabitish king (compare the

expression, ''Jehovah thy God would not hearken unto Balaam,"
in Deut. xxiii. 6), but to the Lord, and treated liim coldly ; and

thus it was natural that his ruling passion, wliich was continually

recalling to his remembrance Balak's saying, " / will promote

thee unto very great honour, and I will do whatsoever thou

sayest unto me," impelled him to seek out anew method of grati-

fying it. That Balaam visited the Israehtish camp is indeed not ex-

pressly asserted, yet it has not a little psychological probability

—

it is scarcely conceivable that he would allow an opportunity ap-

parently so favourable for gratifying his ruling passion to pass by

unimproved—and it is almost as strong a proof as an express

assertion would be, that the contents of Numb, xxii.-xxiv. could

only be obtained from communications which he made to the

elders of Israel. That they could not be derived from any other

human sources, the elder critics have acknowledged. Thus
Mark, p. 592, sets up the hypothesis untenable and contradicting

all analogy, that Moses had the whole from divine revelation,

giving as a reason, that it could not be supposed that he ob-

tained such exact information from the Moabites and Midianites.

Modem critics urge this inadequacy of sources of information

against the genuineness of the prophecies of Balaam, as it is

pledged by their internal character, and, the genuineness of the

Pentateuch being presupposed, by the authority of Moses. Thus

Bleek remai'ks, p. 34, "Whence could any one gain so accurate

a knowledge of them, though even a contemporary Jewish writer?"

Compare also Jahn in Bengel's Archiv. III. iii. p. 573.

Against the supposition that Balaam visited the Israelites, which

removes every difficulty, only one objection can be made, tiiat the

author would not have omitted to give express information of the
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feet. But this objection betrays a total misconception of the

literary character of the Pentateuch, which everywhere shows itself

exceedingly sparing in communicating such circumstances as do

not immediately serve its object; which are only matter of curio-

sity, or of general historical information. How far this parsi-

moniousness goes, we wish to make evident by a few examples.

InExod. iv. 20, it is narrated that Moses, when he returned from

Midian to Egypt, took with him his wife and sons, because it

was necessary to know this in order to understand an occurrence

(in ch. iv. 25, 26) which was extremely important for the main

design of the Pentateuch. Since the author only, on this account,

mentioned the journeying of Moses' family with him, so he

omitted to give an account of their being sent back—the cause

of which—the anxiety of Moses lest his family should be a hin-

drance to him in his calling, w^e know from that event with pro-

babihty. The sending back is mentioned only incidentally in

ch. xviii. 2. To give another example : The death of Deborah,

Rebekkah's nurse, is narrated in Gen. xxxv. 8, with reference to

the place of halting, where her tomb presented for Israel so edi-

fying and blessed a recollection of the Patriarchial times.. How
Deborah came to Jacob not a word is said, since that was pei-

fectly indifferent for the object of the author.

Balaam, when he could not obtain the hoped for satisfaction of

his desires among the Israelites, turned again to their enemies,

incapable of renouncing this satisfaction and of making up his

mind to return back as empty as he came. But it appears, that

he did not venture to approach again the king of the Moabites,

who had dismissed him so angrily, but addressed his proposals to

the Midianites. This people evidently acted the principal part

in the seduction of the Israelites. The daughters of Moab are

only named in ch. xxv. 1. The seducer mentioned in ver. 6 and

15 was a Midianitish woman; in ver. 16-18 Moses issued orders

to attack the Midianites " on account of their wiles with which

they beguiled Israel in the matter of Peor." The seduction is

again attributed to the Midianitish women in ch. xxxi. 16. The
Moabites remained not only spared from the vengeance of the

Israelites—the war of vengeance was undertaken only against the

]VIidianites—but also there is no mention made of this trans-

gression in the enumeration of their offences against Israel in

Kk
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Deut. xxiii. 5, although it was there of importance to give the

strongest reasons possible for the prohibition of their reception

into the congregation of the Lord. According to this, the par-

ticipation of the Moabitish women, as far as it really existed, must

have been isolated and individual, while the seduction practised

by the Midiauites was planned and carried out jtullicd auctori-

tate. At all events, the Midianites alone, «s a people, v>erc con-

cerned in this transaction, and hence they alone contracted

national guilt. That notwithstanding, in ch. xxv. 1, the daugh-

ters of Moab are mentioned, is on this ground, that theMoabites

were the principal people in the confederacy, so that in a wider

scope Moab comprehended the Midianites. The confederates

were denominated a potiori. The tribe of the Midianites had

their principal seat in the region between the Arabian gulf and

Sinai ; only a single weak division of them had settled in the

region on the other side Jordan.

*

The device by which the Midianites sought to bring destruc-

tion on Israel is so artful, pre-supposes such a deep insight into

the relation of Israel to Jehovah, that without the express state-

ment in Num. xxxi. we must have considered it very probable

that it proceeded from Balaam. Scarcely any person but himself

could have detected the only pointin which Israel was vulnerable.

The Moabites and Midiauites had directed their attack against

the absolutely strong side of the relation, and had been obliged

to retire with shame and disgrace. Balaam betrayed to them the

tueak side, and how craftily his plan was formed is shown by its

great success at first. But at last, his hopes and those of the

Midianites were blasted. From the midst of the people arose—

a

prelude of those scenes which have been renewed in all ages of

the kingdom of God—a powerful reaction against the corruption

;

and after punishment had swept away the guilty, the favour of

the Lord returned once more to his congregation. Vengeance

* In reference to tbe relation of these two divisions of the Midianites to each other,

Laborde remarks, {Tnwcl.s, p. 208 of the Eug. Tninsl.) " In the same manner, even

at the present day, some considerable tribes, whether in consequence of divisions in

the succession of the authority of the ScUeick, or by reason of scarcity of food in the

country, have sepwated, and dwell at great distances from each other, alien tribes

being Interposed between them. But they preserve their name and their alliance,

whicli secure to them the rights of hospitality."
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turned itself agcaiust the seducers, and in their midst the origina-

tor of the diabolical contrivance found his death, whom, without

douht, his endeavours to obtain from them the reward of his sins,

had detained among them.

GEOGEAPHICAL OBSEEVATIONS.

We have reserved the notices on the geographical references in

this portion of Sacred History for a separate section ; as the points

to be determined stand in a close relation to one another, to treat

them separately would be productive of serious inconvenience.

The place where the Israelites fixed their encampment after the

conquest of the two Amoritish kings on the other side Jordan, is

called in ch. xxii. 1, " the plains of Moah" '^'^'^ "''=??. During

the sojourn of the Israelites there, not merely the events connected

with Balaam occurred, but also all that is afterwards narrated in

the Book of Numbers, and in the whole of Deuteronomy. We
find a fuller description of the locality in the introduction to the

account of the principal event which belongs to this locality, the

second giving of the Law, the counterpart to the first on Sinai

;

and we find ourselves compelled to examine more closely this

description, since it has hitherto found no satisfactory explana-

tion, and the chief points, indeed, have been left in great ob-

scurity.

It is said in Deut. i. 1-5, " These he the words which Moses

spake unto all Israel on the other side Jordan in the wilderness,

in the plain (Arahah) over against Ziiph, between Paran, and
Tophel, and Laban, and Hazeroth, and Dizalmh. There are

eleven days' journey from Horeb, by the way of Mount Seir,

unto Kadesh Barnea. . . . On the other side Jordan, in

the land of Moab, began Moses to declare this law, saying

^

We begin with determining the localities named in ver. 1 , after

" in the wilderness, in tlie plain (Arabah)." By Zupli (a reed)

we can only understand the sea of reeds, /. e. the Ked Sea, wlu'ch

K k 2
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in ch. i. 40, and ii. 1, is called Jlis'^! ; this agrees with the LXX.
(ttXtjctiov t>}9 ipv6pa<i 6a\daar]<;) ; with Aquila {iv rj) 6/MaXfi

T?}9 ipv6pa<i OaXaaarj^;) ; with Symmachus (either the same, or

iv ry TreBtaBL tj}? ipvdpa'i da\dacrr)<; ; compare Montfaucon

Hexap. on the passage), and the Vulgate {iu solitudine cam-

pestri contra mare rubrum.) That this means specially the

sitius Aelaniticus, or the gulf of Akaba, is a matter of course.

With still greater certainty the second point, Pharan, may he

determined. The old Testament knows of only one Pharan, and

all the passages where Pharan occurs, and especially those in the

Pentateuch, lead us to conclude that the wilderness of Pharan, in

which Kadesh lay—(compare " the wilderness of Paran, at

Kadesh," in Num. xiii. 26, and Deut. i. 19, &c., according to

which the spies, who, according to Num. xiii. 3, were sent from

the wilderness of Paran, were sent out from Kadesh Barnea)—is

to be sought for in the northern border of Arabia Petraea towards

Palestine. This only Pharan of the Old Testament is also

spoken of in Num. x. 12, " And the children of Israel took

their joamies out of the tvilderness of Sinai, and the cloud

rested in the wilderness of Paran." The wilderness of Pharan,

wherein was Kadesh, where the children of Israel, according to

Deut. i. 46, " abode many days" is here only named as the first

place where they remained for a length of time after their sojourn

at Sinai. After the statement of the terminus a quo and of the

terminus ad quem, follows the account of their journies. They

came first, after three days' journey (compare x. 33), to Tabera

(xi. 1), from thence to Kebroth-hattaavah {the graves of lust),

xi. 34, from thence to Hazeroth, and from Hazeroth to the wil-

derness of Paran, xii. 16. At this passage the enumeration of

journies, which begins at x. 12, is completed. Von Eaumer
fDer Zug der I^r. p. 38) by misunderstanding the relation of

Num. X. 12, to the enumeration that follows, has involved him-

self in inextricable difficulties, and even doubts whether it be pos-

sible to find out a Pharan that will suit all the passages of Scrip-

ture. Moreover, Num. xxxiii. 16-30, where a long catalogue of

stations from Sinai to Bene-Jaakan, (see Dissertations on the

Pentateuch, vol. ii. p. 355), shoAvs, that in the historical enume-

ration conformably to their destination, the stations on the way

ji-om Sinai to Pharan are not completely enumerated, but only
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those are introduced at which something remarkahle occurred.

In the passage before us, to think of another Pharan than that to

which all the other passages of the Old Testament refer, which

some have seized upon as a forlorn hope, is forbidden by the

circumstance that the common Pharan in Num. xii. 16, occurs

just as it does here, with Hazeroth in one and the same verse
;

" And afterwards the people retnoved from Hazeroth, and
pitched in the wilderness of Parang

ToPHEL (^T), which forms the third point, and which hitherto

has puzzled the commentators, we find again in Tujileh, on the

eastern side of the Edomitish mountain range, about the same

height as Kadesh on the western side, a place containing about

600 houses, the principal place of Dshebal. Seetzen (in Von
Sach, Mon. Corr. Nov. 1808, p, 390) gives an account of this

place after Jussuf el Milki. " About four hours on the western

side of the mountain Dshebal lies the village El Tophila, in a

valley so well watered that it is asserted it contains 101 fountains.

It produces pomegranates, olives, and figs, but little barley and
wheat, so that bread is scarce." Burckhardt says (p. 677 of the

German Translation), "In one hour and a half we came from

Agme in a south-west direction to Tufileh, on the declivity of a

mountain, at the foot of which is the Wady Tufileh. This name
reminds one in some degree (?) of Phunon or Phynon, which,

according to Eusebius, lay between Petra and Zora.

Numerous fountains and brooks, according to the account of the

Arabians, ninety-nine of which the streams unite and Jfoiv into

the Ghor, make the environs of the town very pleasant. It is sur

rounded with large orchards. Apples, apricots, figs, pomegranates,

ohves, peaches, of a very large kind, are cultivated in abundance."

The inhabitants of Tufileh (the same traveller reports, p. 680)
furnish the Syrian caravans of pilgrims with large supphes of

provisions, which they sell to them at the castle El-Ahsy.

The fourth point, Laban (l^Vj, is in all probability identical

with Lihnah (™f^), which in Numbers xxxiii. 20, occurs as the

fifth station from Sinai, the third from Hazeroth. The identity

can so much the less be doubted, since Laban here, just as Lih-

nah there, is placed in the middle between Hazaroth andPhai-an.

Pharan, Laban, Hazaroth, follow one another in tlie same order

in which, in the Book of Numbers, Pharan, I,ebnah, Hazeroth,
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are fountl. Tiiis permits us neitlierto separate Laban from Lib-

nah, nor Pliaran and Hazeroth here, from those in the Book of

Numbers. Libnah must, moreover, have been situated nearly

parallel with the northern extremity of the Aelanitic Gulf.

The fifth point, Hazeroth ('^"'^H), occupies, in Num. xxxiii. 17,

the second place among the stations between Sinai and Bene-

Jaakau, or Kudesh ; first of all Kibroth-hattaavah {the graves of
lust), then Hazeroth. There Aaron's and Miriam's pride excited

their strife with Moses. It has lately been attempted to find

Hazeroth again in the fountain el-Hudhera. Von Raumer (p.

39) remarks, in reference to it, " Near the road mentioned fi'om

Sinai to Hebron, is situated, about six miles in a direct Ime from

Sinai, the fountain el-Hudhera, near which are date trees, and

remains of walls which formerly enclosed plantations." Burck-
hardt supposes that this Hudhera, with its dismantled walls,

might have been Hazeroth {i. e. loca septa circumdata.) This

opinion is favoured by, (i ) The agreement of the names; (ii.)

the eongruity of the situation. In the vicinity of Hudhera (ac-

cording to VoN Raujvier, six (German) miles from Sinai; accord-

ing to Robinson's more accurate statement (Biblical Researches,

i. 223, London, 1841), eighteen hours exactly in the direction

which the Israelites took), we must, even if we had no clue to the

name, necessarily place Hazeroth as the second station of the

Israelites on their march from Mount Siniii, from which it was

probably distant four days' journey ; to the first station, accord-

ing to Num. x. 33, was three days' journey. " The identity of

the Arabic and Hebrew names is apparent," says I)r Robinson,
" each containing the corresponding radical letters, and the dis-

tance of eighteen hours from Sinai accords well enough with the

hypothesis." i

The sixth and last point, Di Zahab (=!7J
"''), appears no where

else in the Sacred Scriptures. The name denotes possessor of

gold, a place ivhere .gold is found ; LXX. Kara^pvcrea ; com-

pare Gesenius, Thesaurus, p. 1075. For a long time this Di

Zaliab has been identified with Mina el Dsahah, or simply l)sa-

hah, a place on the Aelanitic Gulf, exactly parallel with Sinai.

In reference to it Busciiing {Krdheschr. xi. 021) remarks, after

Montague, Clayton, and Shaw, *' Mina el Dsahab, that is, the

gold-haven" in J)eul. i. I, Pisahab, /. e. a place where gold is, a
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haven which is safe and good, and larger than the preceding, but
not environed, as that is, with hills. Here is a very ancient

fountain with good water, and an Arab encampment. Either at

this place, or some where about the middle of the way between it

and Mount Sinai, considerable ruins of a former city, it is said,

are to be seen." Burckhardt says (p. 847), in describing the

journey to the Gulf of Akabah, "In one hour and a half we
found at Dahab the greatest number of date trees I had hitherto

seen on this coast. Dahab is probably the Disahab mentioned
in Deut. i. I." Besides the perfect similarity of the names, the

correctness of this opinion is supported by the relation to the pre

ceding stations. Hadhra and Dahab follow one another, as Ha-
zeroth and Di Zahab ; if we identify these two points, then
Pharan, Laban, Hazeroth, and Di Zahab, he in regular succes-

sion from north to south ; lastly, there is the circumstance that

Dsahab lies exactly parallel with Sinai, the importance of which
will be shown in the sequel.

According to the determination of the localities given above, it

ajjpears quite impossible to fdmit with most expositors that the

words " over against the Bed Sea bettveen Paran and Tophel,
arid Lahan, and Hazeroth, and Di Zahab,' contain a more
exact designation of the locality of the second giving of the law,

co-ordinate with the more general one, in the words "on the

other side Jordan in the ^vilderness, in the Arabah." The
Arboth Moab lay not over against the Eed Sea, the Arabian
Gulf, but rather fronting the Dead Sea ; they lay not between
Pharan and Tophil, both of which he lower than the southern

extremity of the Dead Sea, the one westwai-d of the mountains of

Seir, the other eastward, while the Arboth Moab begin at the

northern end of the Dead Sea ; with Laban, Hazeroth, and Di
Zahab, which take us far from the Arboth Moab, we know not,

according to this view, what to do.

On the contrary, all difficulty vanishes, as soon as with the

LXX., Aquila, Symmachus, and the Vulgate, we take the

phrase ''over against the Red Sea," as a more exact designa-

tion of the Arabah (or plain) ; in the Arabah which lies over
against the Eed Sea, between Pharan and between Tophel, and
Laban, and Hazeroth, and Di Zahab.

The depression northward and southward from the Dead Sea,
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has so decidedly a similar character, that notwithstanding the in-

terruption of the Dead Sea, which, according to the account in

Genesis, must not he regarded as originally a sea, it has re-

peatedly heen regarded as a whole, and designated hy the same

name. Thus Ebn Beitar in De Sacy's Abdollatiph. p. 274, says

of the Dead Sea, Ce lac est entre les deux Goiir ou vallees, la.

vallee de Segor et celle de Jericho ; and the unity is still more

distinctly asserted hy Ibn Haukel, in Abulfeda tab. Syriae, p.

0, ed. Kochler. "The Ghor begins at the lake of Gennesereth,

whence it extends to Beisan, and so to Zoghai and Jericho, even

to the Dead Sea ; and thence to Allah* That the Arboth Moab
of the Pentateuch was only regarded by the author as a single

part of the Arabah, wdiich stretches itself from far above the Dead
Sea, even to the Aelanitic Gulf, is incoutrovertibly evident from

Deut. ii. 8, where the way from Kadesh even toElath andEzron-

geber, along the Edomitish mountain range, is called the way of

the Arabah. To this comprehensive meaning of Arabah, we are

led by the designation of the Dead Sea as the sea of Arabah (o^

'^?^?p), in Deut. iv. 49, iii. 17, whic# appears as more suitable if

the Dead Sea was enclosed by the Arabah, if this, as it were, be-

longed to it, as then at an earlier period the pasture land of the

Jordan really formed a part of it, than if the Arabah terminated

there.

The Arabah, taken in this extensive sense, was, as it were, the

heart of the territory on which the Israelites moved during the

whole of their forty years' march—-the line of connection between

the place of the first g' .ing of the law and of the second. On
account of its importance in this respect it will appear quite suit-

able that the author should here give a more exact description of

it, with the definite intentions of drawing a line which would con-

nect the two givings of the law with one another.

The Arabah is " over against the Bed Sea," for it comes

down directly upon it. If we disregard the interruption caused by

the Dead Sea, then Pharan and Tophil, the most northern points

on their two sides, would be nearest to the Arboth Moab, whose

* Tlip Anibian grogrnphcrs gciirrnlly nllow tlic Ghor to rrncli only to tlie soiitlirrn

rxtreinily of tbe Drtid Sra ; cojnpaic the Jinlc.v Gcoiirnph. in Schi'LTEn's Vitn Sahid^

», V. Algniiniiii.
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connection -witb the continuation of the Arabah on the other side

the Dead Sea was to be here indicated. Laban lay strictly par-

allel to the southern end, for it lav at the south end of the Aelani-'
ml

tic Gulf, over against which, according to the author's own state-

ment, was the Arabah. But the author takes in addition Haze-

roth and Di Zahab as points, by which the Arabah is bounded on

its southern extremity, in order to connect the place of the second

giving of the law with the first. This design of extending the

line to the first giving of the law, we assume with so much greater

right, since, in ver. 2, there is undeniably a visible endeavour to

connect the place of the first giving of the law with the second.

As in ver. 1, Pharan and Di Zahab stand opposite one another,

so in the second, do Horeb and Kadesh-barnea. Moreover, such

a prolongation is more readily admissible, since the Gulf of Akaba,

by its natural character, announces itself in some measure to be a

continuation of the Arabah. " The appearance of this gulf," says

Burckhardt (p. 847), " together with the mountains that enclose

it on two sides, reminded me of the Sea of Tiberias and the Dead
Sea.

After the author, therefore, in ver. 1, had connected locally the

second giving of the law with the first, he gives in the second verse

the distance between the two points which were connected with

one another by means of the Arabah. " There are eleven days

journey from Horeh by the way of Mount Seir unto Kadesh-

barnea." Kadesh was in the direct road, not far distant fi'om the

Arboth Moab, only the length of the Dead Sea. Hence, by deter-

mining the distance of Horeb from Kadesh, the distance of the

place of the second giving of the law from that of the first, was at

the same time tolerably determined. Beyond Kadesh the deter-

mination of the distance could not be proved, for then imme-

diately followed the Dead Sea. From Kadesh to the Arboth Moab,

therefore, no more days' journeys are given.

As in these two verses, the two givings of the law are parallel-

ised with one another, the same thing is also done in ch. xxviii.

GO (xxix. 1, Eng. A. Vers.) " These are the words of the cove-

nant v'hich the Lord commanded Moses to make with the child-

ren of Israel, in the land of Moab, beside the covenant which

he made with them in Horeb."

The expression, ''on the other side Jordan," ("""jl "a^^) in
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Deiit. i. 5, which had ah'eady been used in ver. 1, is only repealed

in order to join to it the next clause, " the land of Moab," which

was still wanting for determining the locality. This expression "m
the land of Moab," taken with "m the Arabah" in ver. 1, cor-

responds to the asitt na-^sa by which this locality is commonly de-

signated in the Book of Numbers. Compare on the relation of

the designations of places in the Book of Numbers to those in

Deuteronomv, the Dissertations on the Pentateuch,\o\. ii. p. 327.

That part of the Arabah which lay nearest the north side of

the Dead Sea, was called, on its western side, the Arboth Jericho,

{the plains of Jericho, Eng. Au. Vers.) Josh. iv. 13, ver. 10, &c.,

and on its eastern, the Arboth Moab, (" the plains of Moab, E.

A. Vers.) But that the Arabah extended farther, and that the

remaining part of the valley, as far as the Sea of Tiberias, was com-

prehended imder that name, is evident from Josh. xii. 3, 8.

The region wliich bore the name of Arboth Moab, was in the

posession of the Amorites when the Israelites arrived there, and

was wrested from Sihon, king of that people, by the Israehtes.

At an earlier period it had belonged to the Moabites, who had

been deprived of a large portion ol' their territory by the Amo-

rites. That this event happened shortly before the arrival of the

Israehtes, is evident from Num. xxi. 20-30, which informs us

that Sihon himself took the country from the Moabites as far as

the Arnon. With this recency of the Amorite conquest, the

name, still referring to its former possessors, admirably agrees.

This name, by its pecuhar character, leads us to the Mosaic age.

It is antecedently improbable that it would be retained in use

much beyond that period. And what the peculiarity of the name

itself suggests to us, is confirmed by an investigation of its ac-

tual use. Except in the Pentateuch, it occurs only in a single

passage, Joshua xiii. 32, tmd there not independently, but bor-

rowed from the Pentateuch, so that we can draw no conclusion

from that instance, that the name continued to be used in

Joshua's time. It is used respecting an event recorded in the

Pentateuch, the division of the Trausjordanic land between the

two tribes and a half, and the author makes use of a phraseology

that is constantly recurring in the Book of Numbers, =»*'"'^ n'^a-ya

"'"^??i:3?!'?"??'^, so that he furnishes no instance of the independent

use of the phrase as:^ nia-y. Hence we are fully justified in re-
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garding the use of the name Arhoth Moah, as a proof that the

Pentateuch was composed contemporaneously with the events it

narrates.

We wish here to investigate the derivation and meaning of the

name Arabah. Itis evident that there is reason for attempting to

strike out a new path on this subject. For the current opinion,

(hitely advocated by Gesenius in his Thesaurus) that ns-'S ori-

ginally meant a desert, a waste, and then with the Article was

used to designate a particular desert, has a very weak support, on

which alone it rests, in a comparison with the Ethiopia -lay steri-

lis fuit, since the Etliiopic of all the Semetic dialects is most

remote from the Hebrew, and moreover even in that, not n-^y, but

^ay, has the required meaning. As soon as ever any derivation

offers which is founded on the Hebrew usus loquendi, the other

loses all claim on our attention. The new derivation proposed

by Credner in the Studien und Kritiken, 1832, p. 798, has

been rejected by Gesenius for suiBcicnt reasons. The ground,

therefore, that we shall attempt to occupy, may be regarded as

vacant.

When we speak of the derivation about to be proposed as new,

it is to be so considered only in relation to those that are now in

vogue. We only design # revive one of the most ancient of all

the explanations. The LXX., who are followed by Theodg-
TiON, give in the passage before us eVt hvafxwv Mcod/3, in Deut.

i. 1, Trpo? Sv(7fiai<i TrXrjaiov Tf}<; ipvOpd<; 6a\daa7]<i, and elsewhere,

thirteen passages in all, twelve in the Pentateuch, and once in the

Psalms, they render ra'-'V by SuafMol ; and in 1 Sam. xxiii. 24, by

eairepa. They brougli tit therefore into connection with ^!??, sun-

set, evening, and K?^ occidens, regio occidentalis . Following

this derivation, it must be admitted that nn-y originally denoted

a distinct region, and was afterwards transferred to such as agreed

with it iu its chief characteristics
; (Laborde, Journey through

Arabia, Petraea, dc. London, 1846, says, " Wady Araba, a

long plain of sand, descends from the Dead to the Eed Sea, in a

regular and continued direction") while it has in itself neither

the meaning ofj/atness nor of barrenness. Now for the Arabah,

both in its subordinate and principal parts—that especially which
in the Pentateuch appears as such, in which there is no reference

to an extension of the Arabah over the Arhoth Moah, the desig-
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nation so explained is highly suitable. The Arabian desert,

(from inhabitants of which the name must have proceeded, and

not from the Israelites, as is evident fi'om its being still in use

among the inhabitants of the desert) is divided by the Edomitish

mountain range into two halves, and it is natural that that part

which lies close to this range on the west should obtain the name
of the West country.

This derivation is confirmed by observing that the kindred

names of Arabia and the Arabians, "^y. and "'="?. are most naturally

derived from =^.7? sunset. Against the derivation attempted by

CtESENTUS and others from a-'y, supposed to mean stenlis fuit,

the same objections apply which we already made against the

derivation of na^y from the same verb. Add to this, that neither

with respect to this, nor all the other derivations besides our own,

can the fact that these derivations are not found in the most an-

cient writings, namely, in the Pentateuch, (a circumstance which

creates no small diflBculty to those who maintain its late compo-

sition) be referred to any adequate ground. By our derivation

the fact may be easily explained. The name Arabia, the West

countr//, which is first found in Isaiah, coiild not come into vogue

till after the rise of the great Asiatic kingdom, in the territories

of which it must have originated, andfthe rank of which made it

available. In favour of this origination, it may be obser\'ed, that

the name in the Old Testament never denotes Arabia in its whole

extent, but only that part of it which formed the immediate west-

ern environs of that Asiatic kingdom. To this must be added the

analogy of other denominations of the Arabians, which are also

taken from some quarter of the heavens. Exactly analogous, but

with this difl'erence only, that here the point-of-view from which

the name is given, is in Palestine—is the designation of Arabia

(and indeed exactly the same Arabia which at a later period was

called by the Arabs the U^est country), by the term East coun-

try, ^y./"-^. Gen. XXV. 0, and of its inhabitants by sons of the

East, Gen. xxix. 1 ; Judg. vi. 3, 33 ; vii. 12 ; viii. 10, 11. The

latter designation of what was at an earlier period called the

East couutry, by the term the West country, even by those

eastward of whom the country was situated, and by whom it was

at first called the East country, cannot be more strange than the

application of the phrase "?;\I "??!. "on the other side the
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river," to the region which, from the writer's point of-view, was on
this side Jordan, as we find in the Book of Ezra (compai"e the

Dissertations on the Pentateuch, vol. ii. p. 250-264), while

before the ascendancy of the Asiatic kingdoms, the region which
in respect of Palestine, lay on the other side the Euphrates, was
described as ^™n --ay ; compare Joshua xxiv. 2, 3 ; Isaiah, vii. 20.

Gesenius, Thesaurus, p. 986. Erom the quarter of the hea-

vens the later name of the Arabians is taken—Saracens, or
Eastern men; see Pococke, Specimen, p. 35. Quite analo-

gous to the name of the Arabians according to our derivation,

is the Arabic name of the inhabitants of Mauritania, Mogre-
hines = Western people. See Pococke. The objection that

may be raised against our explanation that the name is in use
among the Arabians themselves, is of no importance. The
name Hebrews has become current among the Israelites them-
selves, though it proceeded originally from the Canaanites. Nor
will any one venture to object that the name of the Arabians is

written in Arabic with the letter a. Ain, and the word for sun-

set with a ^ Chain; for the difference between c and k is

not original
; see Ewald, Gr. Arab. i. p. 27. Moreover, Huet,

de citu Paradisi, c. 3, § 7, has maintained that the name ^ra6m
is taken a situ occidentalis

.

So much on the Arboth Moab at the beginning of the section.

Let us now turn to the geographical references that occur in other
parts of it.

The first point to be determined is, the city of Moab, men-
tioned in ch. xxii. 36. " And when Balak heard that Balaam
was come, he went out to meet him, to the city of Moab
which is in the border of Arnon, which (Arnon) is in the
utmost coasty

That the city of Moab here is identical with the Ar that occurs
elsewhere without further addition, Ar Moab, and later Areopolis,
does not admit of a doubt, and will be universally received ; see
Gesenius, Thes. s. v.

From the passage before us, we see that this city lay close on
the borders of the Moabitish territory, on the northern boundary
formed by the Arnon, now known by the name of Wady Mojib.
This is also evident from Deut. ii. 36, " From Aroer which is

m% the margin {^if) of the Vale of Arnon, (brink of the river of
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Arnon, Eng. A. Vers), and the city that is in the vale ( Ti= '^f^)

even unto Gilead there was not one city too strong for us ; the

Lord our God delivered all unto us." The city which was

situated immediately on the Arnou, in the vale through which it

ran, is here distinguished from Aroer, in the vicinity of the Arnon.

The city in the Vale of Arnon can be here no other than that,

which every one would think of as long as it was called a city.

That Ar lay immediately on the Moabitish borders is not only

plain from its being described as situated in the Vale of the

Arnon, which always appears as the Moabite-Amoritish and

Israelitish boundary (compare especially Deut. iii. 16, ''and

unto the Reubenites and the Gadites I gave from Gilead even

unto the Vale of the Arnon, to the middle of the vale, which

forms the boundary, ^^ on ^'='"', see Gesenius, Thesaurus,]). Sd 4,

—according to which the northern half of the Vale of Arnon, the

northern shore of the Arnon, belonged then to the Amorite-Israel-

itish territory) ; but also because this city is always described as the

terminus a quo of the Israelitish conquests, which implies that

it lay close on the borders. To the same result we are led by
Josh. xiii. 9-1 G,

—
" From Aroer, which is on the margin of

the Vale of Arnon, and the city luhich is in the midst of the

Vale" ('"-iri"T'^^). Here also Ar, as the exclusive terminus a
quo of the Israelitisli possessions, is contrasted with Aroer, the

inclusive one.

The passage in Num. xxi. 14, gives us more exact information

respecting the locality. " Wherefore it is said in the book of the

wars of the Lord

—

Valieb (.Jehovah took) in a storm,

And the streams of Arnon;

And the pouring forth of the streams, (/. c. the phaces from which they descend)

[Loca humiliora, quo torreutes e moutibus feruntur, Gesenius.]

Which turn to the dwellings of Ar,

And incline to the border of Moab.

(See the justification of this translation in the Dissertations on

the Pentateuch, vol. ii. p. 1S3). According to this, Ar was

situated, (i ) on the northern border of the Moabitish territory.

For to the country on the other side of this, the Amoritish terri-

tory, belonged the conquests of the children of Israel, of which

mention is made in this passage; (ii.) more precisely where the

Arnon received the waters of several otlier streams. TJiis latter
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mark ensibles us to determine the exact site of the city of Moab,
It must have been at the confluence of the Arnon or Mojib, and

the Nahahel or Ledjum; the proof for the identity of both will

be given in the sequeL By the streams of the Arnon, the region

of which readies to Ar, only the Lejum with its tributaries can

be understood ; compare Burckhardt, (p. O'M) of the German
translation). The principal source of the Mojib is not far from

Katrane About an hour eastward from the bridge

it receives the waters of the Lejum, which flow from the N.E. in

a deep channel. The Lejum receives the small brook Seil el

Mekhreys, and then the Balua." Further eastward such a junc-

tion of streams is not to be found. Moreover, in the sequel the

Nahaliel or Lejum is expressly named. The Israelites, after they

had reached the north side of the Arnon, marched first of all

to Beor, thence, leaving the desert, to Matthanah, probably

Tedun, near the source of the Lejum ; then they came to Le-

jum or Nahaliel itself, and so the country of the streams of Arnon
was taken by them.

According to this statement, the city of Moab was certainly on

the spot which Burckhardt describes, (p. G3G) and where, though

doubtfully, he seeks for Areopohs. " At the confluence of the

Lejum and the Mojib is to be seen a beautiful tract of meadow-
land, in the middle of which stands a hill with some ruins. As
we ascended the southern elevation which rises from the Mojib,

we came to a level tract, about five minutes from the bridge, and

past the ruins of a little fortress, of which only the foundations

are left Not far from the ruins is a reservoir which
is filled from the Lejum by -a canal. Perhaps this is the spot

where the ancient Areojjolis v/as situated."

Num. xxi. 28 also agrees with this position, where Ar stands

in parallelism with " the high places of Arnon." The descrip-

tion which EusEBius and Jerome, according to whom Arepolis

formed the boundary of Moab, give of a rocky valley to the north

of this town, (s. v. 'Apvcov) heUvvrat eh en vvv totto^ ^apay-

<y(t)87)<i a(f)oSpa ;>^a\e7ro? 6 'Apvcov 6vofMa^6fievo<i irapaTelvcov iirl

TO, /Sopeia TT]<i Apeo7r6\€a)<;, iv w koI (ppovpta iravTayoOev (})vX-

uTTet aTpaTicoriKo, Sia (f)o/3epov rov tottou, (see Eeland, Palaes-

tina i. p. 358-495) entirely suits the " fearfully wild and deep

rocky valley, through which the Mojib flows in a narrow bed

;
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which Seetzen (j). 4'i2) reached on liis journey from Dhibiln

southward, which therefore must have lain due north from the

spot to which we have assigned Areopohs.

The site we have specified for the city of Moab appears more

suitable, since here, near the place where the Amon is generally

crossed, is an important military position. " Is it to be wondered

at," says Ritter, {Erdk. ii. p. 809 of 1st ed.) if such a military

position as that of the Arnon was regarded from ancient times as

very important ? Under the Roman and Grecian generals, Ro-

man castra were distributed on all sides. . . . The neglect

of these prepared the way for the first victories of the hosts of

Mohammed and his successors ; and what trouble did it not give

the hosts of the crusaders to erect here new castles and fortresses."

It is scarcely conceivable, how so careful a writer as YoN

Raumer {Palestina, p. 263) could say, " Ar, Ar Moab, Rabbath

Moab— near the Arnon— Later Areopolis —now Rabba

—

Burckhardt." The present Rabba does not lie " near the

Arnon," but is at least six hours distant from it, between the

Arnon (Mojib) and Kerrak ; compare Burckhardt, p. 640.

If, after the example of Seetzen, Burckhardt identified Rabba

with Rabbath Moab, in doing this, he distinguished Rabbath

Moab from Areopolis, with what correctness, we will not here ex-

amine. As soon as Areopolis and Rabbath Moab are identified,

the present Rabba must be altogether given up. The same

attempt to unite what is irreconcileable is made by Gesenius in

his Thesaurus, p. 1005, and in the map to Robinson's Travels.

The second point to be determined is, (since nothing can be

made out respecting Kirjath-huzoth in ch. xxii. 39,) BamothBaal;

ch. xxii. 41, " And it came to pass on the morrow, that Balak

took Balaam, and brought him up to Bamoth Baal, (to the high

places of Baal,) that thence he might see the utmost pait of the

people." The exact determination of Bamoth Baal must be ob-

tained from Num. xxi. 21, where the Bamoth which is no doubt

identical with it, appears as a station of the Israelites on their

march from the eastern wilderness to theArboth Moab. But this

passage can only be properly made use of, when the correct view

of the whole section to which it belongs has been established.

In Num. xxi. 18-20, a survey is first of all taken of the

stations of thelsraehtes on their march through the desert to the
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Arbotli Moab. Then follows in ver. 21-31, a historical filling

up of the details. That this iv, rralive is to be considered in this

light and not as a continuation of ver. 18-20, appears (i.) from

the clause, "from the wilderness to Mattanah," in ver. 18 ;

this shows us that the very first among the stations mentioned in

ver. 18-20 was not in the wilderness, but in the cultivated region.

But from the ivilderness Israel sent messengers to Sihon the

king of the Amorites, in order to obtain from him a peaceable

thoroughfiire, before entering his territories, ver. 21 ;
compare

also Dent. ii. 26, " And I sent messengers out of the wilder-

ness of Kedemoth unto Sihon." In the wilderness, according

to ver. 32, Sihon gave battle to Israel at Jahaz. Moreover, the

words, "froin the ivilderness to Mattanah," form a contrast to

the preceding; compare ver. 11, " Ije-aharim in the ivilder-

ness;" ver. 13, "Ow. the other side Arnon, ivhich is in the luil-

derness." (ii.) The stations named are demonstrably situated in

part in the Amoritish territory; that Nahaliel cannot be situated

in the wilderness, the very name shows. Beyond a doubt the

same is the case with the valley " that is in the country of Moab
to the top of Pisgah, which looketh Jeshimon (or the ivilder-

ness, E. Mar. R.)

In ver 31, " Then Israel dwelt in the land of the Amorites,"

the narrative is resumed, after it had been interrupted in ver. 20

by a more circumstantial account.

According to this, the view to be taken of the march of the

Israelites is as follows : after the power of Sihon had been broken

in the pitched battle, the Israelites shifted their head-quarters,

leaving the wilderness and marching westward over Mattanah,

Nahaliel, and Bamoth, to the valley which is in the country of

Moab, &c., towards Jaezcr and its environs, ver. 32. From these

fixed quarters of the Israelites the expedition against Og was under-

taken. After the retui'n of the forces the Israelites broke up their

encampment at Mount Pisgah and pitched in the Arboth Moab.

Thus much is placed beyond a doubt by the preceding re-

marks, that Bamoth or Bamoth Baal was situated in theAmorite-

Moabitish territory, the kingdom of Sihon, to which indeed all

the stations mentioned in ver. 18-20 belonged. A more exact

determination is obtained from the fact, that Bamoth is placccl-

between Nahaliel and the valley wbich is in the country of

Ll
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Moab, &c. But to gain this with certainty we must endeavour

to determine the two points between which Bamoth is situated.

Nahaliel, the stream of God, is identified by Burckhardt

(p. 632) with the Waleh. But to this it may be objected, not

only, us Burclvhardt himself remarks, that this name is unknown

to the Arabians, but that the situation does not suit. The Is-

raelites came from Nahaliel to Bamoth ; Bamoth lies, as will be

shown presently, in the region of Dibon ; but the Waleh flows

northward of Dibon, so that the Israelites must have come to

Dibon, before they could reach the Wtileh. Nahaliel is manifestly

the Lejum.* In favour of this opinion, there is (i.) the Name.
It has retained this to the present time. Burckhardt says,

(p. G35,) " About an hour eastward of the bridge, it (the Modjeb)

receives the waters of the Lejum, which flow from the north

with a deep current. The Lejum receives the small brook

Seil el Mekhreys, then the Balua, and is now called XX/^rtfiJU

(ii.) The situation, if we identify Nahahel with the Lejum,

then the Israelites would proceed from Jahazf or Beer Elim in

exactly a north-western direction to the Arboth Moab. Their

route was from Beer to jNfattanah—perhaps the Tedun| men-

tioned by Burckhardt (p. 635, " near the source of the Lejum
is a place in ruins called Tedun,")—then to Nahaliel or Lejum,

thence to Dimon and Bamoth, then to Almon Diblataim, then

to Nebo, and lastly, Arboth Moab.

The second point to be determined, in order to settle the posi-

tion of Bamoth Baal, is " The valley that is in the field of
Moab, above Pisgah, and looking down upon the wilderness.''^

" The field of MoaV is the high plain or table-land which

Raumer describes (p. 70), " Southwards of Eabboth Ammon,
as far as the Arnon, is mostly a high plain, which in part, as

for instance in the iieighbourhood of Elale, is barren far and

* In Robinson's Map of Palestine, we find {Biblical Researches, vol. ii.) W.
(Wady) Enkheileh or Lc<jum.—[Tr.]

+ Jabaz in Grimm's map is placed too fiu- north. The route of the Israelites thence
to the Arboth Moab cannot be made out according to such a location. It can only
have been a little higher than the Beer Elim in Grimm's map.

X According to the account of EusEnius (compai-e Reland, p. 495) Mattanah was
situated in the Vale of Arnon, twelve railliai-ia east of Medebah. These two locations

contradict one another. It would seem that eust is set down by an oversiglit for south.

Then the two accounts would tallv.
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wide, but covered with the ruins of destroyed cities. Eastward
this plain stretches into the desert of Arabia, and westward de-

chnes towards the Jordan." It is identical with " the 2^iciin of
Medebaliunto Dihon,'" in Josh. xiii. U ; compare "aiZ theplain

hy Medehah" in ver. 16, " all the cities of the plain'' in ver.

21, and ''all the cities of the plain,'''' in Deut. iii. 10. It is

characteristic of the Pentateuch, that this " plain " is called

in it " the field of Moah," which carries us to a time in which
the remembrance of the former occupiers had not been lost. That
" the valley'' described as being in " the field of Moah," which
Gesenius, in his Thesaurus (p. 28), very erroneously would
identify with the valley opposite. Bethpeor, * is to be sought in

the neighbourhood of Hesbon, and westward of it, will be shown
in the following investigations. We are led to a more exact de-

termination of the position wdiich Bamotli Baal occupied between

the two points before named, by Josh. xiii. 1 7, where, among the

cities of Pieubeu, Bamoth Baal is named in immediate connection

with Dibon, to which the circumstance must be added, that, in

Num. xxxiii., Bamoth Baal is left out, but Dibon is named.

f

But the position of Dibon has been exactly determined by mo-
dern travellers. Seetzen, p. 431, says, " On the following day
we passed the little rivulet or brook Alvale, winch flows in aiocky
bed, and empties itself into the Dead Sea. Two and a half hours
farther (to the south), we reached the ruins of Diban. A noble

plain surrounds the former town." Burckhardt (p. 032), " In
six hours and a half (two hours from the mountain to the south

side of the Waleh) we reached the banks of the Wady M(3jeb, the

» The valley opposite Bethpeor lay in the Arboth Moab ; for there was the place of

the second law-giviug; compare Deut. iv. 46. lu the valley we are now speaking of,

the Israelites were encamped before they reached the field of Moab; compare Num.
xxi. 20 with xxii. 1. The phrase, "in theJiM of Moab;' iji coutradistiuction from
" the Arboth Moab" is also against the identification.

+ The catalogue of stations in Num. xxxiii. is here very brief, just because the
author, in chap, xxi., had been already, in reference to the stations, more exact in
proportion than in the former parts. Beer, Mattanah, and Nahaliel, are left out. In-
stead of Bamoth, Dibon is iiamed more exactly, just as the same station which at one
time is called INIizerah, situated in the desert, at another time is called Mount Ilor. See
the Dissertations on the Pentateuch, vol. ii., p. 353. Between Bamoth-Dibon and the

encampment upon Pisgah, before Nebo, a station is supplied in Num. xxxiii., Almon
Diblathaim, wliich in Grimm's map is most erroneously placed east of Dibon.

Ll2
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Arnon of the Holy Scriptures. When I was yet about an hour
from the Mojeh, they showed me to the north-east, in the low

plain of Kura, the ruins of Diban, the ancient Dibon.*

That Bamoth Baal was situated in the neighbourhood of Di-

bon, is also confirmed by Isaiah xv. 2.

He is gone up to Habbaith and to Dibon, on the heights (ni^s^n) to weep,

—

Moab shall howl over Nebo and over Medeba.

The simple and natural translation of the first half of the verse,

and the supposition that Hahhaith ('"Tt"), = Beth Baal Meon,

and Hahhamoth = Bamoth Baal, is confirmed by Joshua xiii.

17, where the three places appears joined together, Dimon, and

Bamoth Baal, and Beth Baal Meon.

Bamoth Baal is in all probability, the mountain already men-

tioned on the south side of the Waleh, distant about one hour from

Dibon, and on the summit of which is a very beautiful plain

;

compare Burckhardt, p. 632.

With tliis location of Bamoth Baal the account of the Onom.
also agrees, which states that it was situated in the region of

Arnon : civitas Amorrhaeorum in Arnona, quam possedcrunt

jfllii Ruben. •*

The third point to be determined in the History of Balaam is

"the Field of the Watchers,^'' above Pisgah. Ch. xxiii. 13, 14.

"And Balak said unto him, Come, Ipray thee, with me into

another' place, from whence thou raayest see them ; thou shall

see hut the utmost part of them,, and shalt not see them all:

and curse me them from thence. And he brought him into

* Dibon is mentioned in Num. xxi. 30, as a town in the Amoritish territory, taken

by the Israelites. The Dibon Gad mentioned in Num. xxxiii. 45 as a station of the

Israelites, is in the Onomasticon erroneously distinguished from the Dibon which, ac-

cording to Num. xxxii. 34, was fortified by the Gndites. Dibon in soliludine, caslra

filiorum Israel. Est aiilem et alia Dibon pracgranilis juxta Arnoncm, quae in partem

venit tribus Gad. From the fort ifijin(], the Onom. draws a false inference respecting

the possession. Evidently Dibon Gad in Num. xxxiii. is the same as Dibon, which in

the preceding chapter is spoken of as fortified by the Gadites. Moreover the appel.

lation Dibon Gad is characteristic of the Mosaic age. At a Intir period it would be in-

explicable. As :i possession Dibon fell to the lot, not of the Gadites, but of the Renben-

jtes; compare Josh. xiii. 9-17. Aroer also, according to Num. xxxii. 34, was fortified

by the Gadites, although it was situated in the territories of the children of Reuben, in

its most soutliern part.
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the Field of the Watchers (Zophim, E. Au. V.J above
Pisgahr

" The field of the Watchers, above Pisgah,'" manifestly corres-

ponds in tLe main to " the valley that is in the field of Moah,
above Pisgah, and looks over the luilderness,'' which in Num.
xxi. 20 is named as the last station of the Israelites hefore the

Arboth Moah, as well as to the encampment " in the mountains

of Abarim before Nebo," which in Num. xxxiii. 47 occurs as

the last before that in the Arboth Moab. For Mount Nebo in

Deut. xxxiv. 1 (^' And Moses went up from the Arboth Moah
unto the Mountain of Nebo, to the top of Pisgah, that is over

against Jericho"), is pointed out as a single part of the moun-
tain ridge of Pisgah, and indeed its highest point, which again

is a part of the Abarim range.

Every thing therefore depends on our determining the position

of Mount Nebo. For if " the Field of the Watchers'''' is not to

be found exactly upon it,—for the expression, " upon Pisgah,"

need not mean exactly its highest summit—yet it must have been

situated in its vicinity.

The moderns, following Seetzen (p. 431) and Burckhardt,

are almost unanimous* in identifying Nebo with the Jebel

Attarus, in the vicinity of the Brook Zerka Main, nearly half

way between the Arnon (the Mojeb) and the northern extremity

of the Dead Sea.

This opinion, when we look at it more closely, has nothing to

support it, but is perfectly gratuitous. For as to what Burck-

hardt asserts, that this is the highest point in the vicinity, it ap-

pears important only on the unfounded presumption, that at all

events Nebo must be sought for somewhere in this district.

But so considerable a number of almost decisive reasons pre-

* This traveller says (p. 632), after we had passed through the river, (Zerka Main)

Nve asceuded the steep side of a hill Huraab, on the top of which we could see the sum-

mit of Jebel Attarus, about half an hour farther to our right. This is the highest

point of the surrounding country, and appears to be the Mount Nebo, mentioned in

the Sacred Scriptures. On the top is a heap of stones, overshadowed by a very large

•wild pistachio tree.

Only Von Raumer, in the add. et con: of the second ed. of his work, has briefly

hinted a doubt. Attai-us is perhaps erroneously taken by Burckhai-dt for Mount Nebo^

—the latter mountain is over against Jericho, but not Attarus.
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sent themselves to the contrary, that we can scarcely conceive how

so palpably false an assumption could have gained general credit,

(i.) The name Attarus is against it. This is manifestly the At-

taroth of the Holy Scriptures. But this is never placed in such

a near relation to Nebo as is assumed by Gesenius in Burck-

HARDT, p. 10G3, "perhaps the name is taLen from the town

situated there, ni-^-jy, Num. xxxii. 3." In that passage Attaroth

rather appears connected with Dibon, and separated from Nebo

by six names. In ver. 84, Attaroth is likewise connected with

Dibon, among the towns which the children of God built ; on the

other hand, Nebo is mentioned in ver. 38, among the places

which the Keubenites fortified.* It is certain, therefore, that in

Attarus we have found Attaroth—Attarus and Diban agree to-

gether hke Attaroth and Dibon ; as certain also is it that Attarus

has nothing to do with Nebo. (ii.) According to Deut. xxxii.

49, " Get thee up into this mountain Aharim, unto Mount Nebo,

which is in the land of Moah, that is over against Jericho
(*"!?? ".'.?"'?), and behold the land of Canaan which I give unto

the children of Israel for a possession ;" and xxxiv. 1, Nebo

was situated in sight of Jericho. This by no means suits

Mount Attarus, which lies far more to the south than Jericho,

(iii.) In Num. xxxii. 3, the children of lleuben and Gad, in

enumerating several principal places in the conquered Amorite-

Moabitish territory, name them in the following order :
—

" Atta-

roth, and Dihon, and Jazer, and Nimrah, and Heshbon, and
Elealeh, and Shebam, and Nebo, and Beon."' In Num. xxxii.

34-38, it is said, " And the children of Gad built {i. e. fortified)

Dibon, and Ataroth, and Aroer. And Atroth, Shophan, and
Jaazer, and Jogbeah, and Beth-nimrah, and Beth-haran.

And the children of Reuben built Heshbon, and Elealeh, and
Kirjathaim, and Nebo, and Bael-meon, and Shibmah." (a.)

First of all, it is striking to observe, that the places in the midst of

which Nebo stands, in both passages, arc all grouped within a short

distance (the farthest is an hour and a quarter) about Heshbon,

which opens the series. It cannot be supposed that Nebo alone

stands out of this circle, which must be the case if it be identified

* A town Nebo Is not to be proved from this passage, as Gesbnius in Lis Thesau-

rus thinks.
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with Attarus. In reference to Elealeh, Von Eaumer remarks

(p. 254), " El Ale M. p. from Heshbon. Onom. now El Al

(according to SEETZENandBuRCKHARDT half an hour from Hesh-

bon), that is, Height, because it is situated on a height which

overlooks the whole southern Belka." In reference to Shebam, or

Sibmah, the same writer says (p. 258) " Sebma, 500 paces from

Heshbon ; Jerome on Isaiah xvi. 8." Beon is probably identical

with Baal-Meo ., which, in the second passage, immediately fol-

lows Nebo. Compare Von Raumer, p. 250 ; and in reference to

it BuRKHARDT obscrves, " About three quarters of an hour S.E.

from Heshbon are the ruins of Myun, the ancient Baal-Meon ;"

(it is to be distinguished from Maein in the vicinity of Attarus

)

Lastly, in reference to Ivirjathaim, which, in the Onom. is falsely

identified with Kirioth, the same writer says, " About half an

hour westward of Medebah (therefore about an hour and a quar-

ter from Heshbon) are the ruins of El Teym, perhaps the Kir-

jathaim of the Holy Scriptures." (b.) The less the first passage

permits us to separate N^o from the other places in the neigh-

bourhood, the plainer it is that the places mentioned in it are

enumerated according to a definite arrangement, so that it cannot

be accidental that Nebo appears exactly in the middle of the

places which form the vicinage of Heshbon. The places named
form three divisions ; first, two places in the south of the con-

quered Amoritish territory, Ataroth and Dibon ; then two places

near the northern border, Jazer (compare Von Raumer, p. 254)

and Nirarah : (Von Raumer, 249) lastly, a group of towns which

are situated in the middle of the territory, the chief town and its

vicinage. This manifestly intentional arrangement is destroyed

if Nebo and Attarus are identified, (c.) The second passage is

illustrated by remarking that the children of Gad built the fron-

tier fortresses on the south and north (Aroer is Aroer on the

Arnon, which is also marked in Deut. ii. 80, iii. 12, iv. 48, as

the southern frontier town of the Israelite-Amoritish temtory,

while the northern Aroer does not occur in the Pentateuch) ; the

Reubenites, on the other hand, erected a system of defences about

the capital of the country. If Nebo and Attarus are identified,

then the labours of the two tribes are confounded with one an-

other. We cannot then see how the Gadites came to fortify Dibon,

Ataroth, and Aroer, towns situated in the territory of the tribe of
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Reuben, wliicli can only be explained on the gi'ound that the

defence of the frontiers against their common enemies belonged

not less to them than to the Reubenites. If, for the reason just

stated, they fortified Atai'oth, they must also, according to the

view we have combated, have fortified Nebo, that lay in its imme-

diate vicinity, (iv.) According to Eusebius, s. v. A/Sapeifi,

Mount Nebo lay dvnKpv 'lepi-^o) inrep rov 'lophdvrjv, iirl Kopv-

<f)r]v ^aayay koX heUvmaL dviovrcov cltto Ai^uibo'; eVt 'Ecre/Sovv,

Tot9 avTOL<i 6v6/j,acn KaXov/xevov, TrXyjaiov tov ^oyoyp opov<;, ovtco

Kol ec<; ()€vpo ^p7//iaTi^oi/T09, evda koI rj ')(oipa et? tn vvv ovo-

fj,d^€Tai ^aayco. According to this account, Nebo lay (i.) over

against Jericho, which, from what has been already remarked, we

perceive does not suit Attarus. (ii.) On the way between Livias,

in the valley of the Jordan, almost facing Jericho and Heshbou.

(iii.) Near Mount Peor. But this, according to the Onom., was

situated in the Araboth Moab, opposite Jericho, on the way from

Livias to Heshbon ; according to the (2>'0M., (s. v. Bethphogor)

six Roman miles beyond Livias ; accormng to the same authority

(of which the statements have here so much greater weight, since,

though occurring in passages most widely apart, they perfectly

agree with one another) Danaba, situated on Mount Peor, was

seven Roman miles from Heshbon, to which Nebo, that was at a

far greater distance from Livias. must have been still nearer.

The evidence we have hitherto adduced, not merely serves to

destroy the notion of the identity of Nebo and Attarus, but al&o

to fix the true position of Nebo. It has shewn us that it must be

sought for between the Jordan near Jericho and Heshbon, some-

where about an hour westward from the latter town. A more

exact determination of the locality is at present not attainable from

the circumstance that no traveller has recently taken the route

from Jericho to Heshbon. But this much is certain, that in ge-

neral the locality just described admirably suits what is said in

Holy Scripture of Nebo. The vicinity of Heshbon affords dis-

tant prospects, such as scarcely any other docs, of the territory

that was conquered by the Israelites in the time of Moses. " The

town of Khuzbhan," says Buckingham, in his tiavels through

Syria and Palestine, ii. p. 106 {Germ. Trans.) " lies in so com-

manding a situation, that the view from it stretches to at least

thirty miles on all sides ; indeed, towards the south the view per-
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haps extends to sixty miles. . . The view from this command-
ing position is beautiful and extensive. Towards the west is a
deep valley, but yet the valley of the Jordan is much deeper, and
perhaps in a straight line between six and ten miles distant. Je-

rusalem can be seen from this point exactly in the west, and Beth-
lehem still plainer. The western side of the Dead Sea is also

visible, and on the east and south the prospect is unbounded.''

The fourth geographical point to be determined in the section,

is Mount Peor, ch. xxiii. 27, 28. " And Balak said unto
Balaam, Come, I pray thee, I will bring thee to another place,

peradventure it will please God that thou mayst curse me them
from thence, and Balak brought Balaam to the top of Peor,

that looketh toward the luilderness (Jeshimon.)" The wilder-

ness (T'^^'fr^!) according to ch. xxiv. 1, compared with ver. 2,

is the wilderness at the northern extremity of the Dead Sea,

elsewhere called Arboth Moab. We are also led to this con-

clusion by the clause, "that looketh toward the wilderness," since

it manifestly is not a general geographical remai'k, but indicates

the suitableness of the place for Balak's object. That this wil-

derness is moreover designated p^-^s-', is clear from our finding

that a place situated in it, to which the Israehtish camp reached
from Gilgal, bore the name Beth-jesimoth, compare Num.
xxiii. 48, 49.

Let it be settled that Jeshimon denotes the Arabah of th*e north-

ern extremity of the Ked Sea, then by the clause, " that looketh

toward the luilderness," the position of Peor is determined with

tolerable exactness. Peor must have stood in the East over the

Arboth. We m-e led to the same result by Deut. iii. 29, " So we
ahode in the valley over against Beth-peor," and iv. 45, 46.
" These are the testimonies, &c. . . which Closes spake unto
the children of Israel ... on the other side Jordan, in the

valley over against Beth-peor," from which it appeal's that when
the Israelites were encamped in the Aiboth, Beth-peor was imme-
diately above them.

With the results agree also the statements of the Onomasticon
in the various passages relating to Peor. And these at the same
time assist in determining the spot with still greater exactness.

According to Eusebius (s. v. <f>oj(op), Peor rose above Livias,

which was situated in the valley of the Jordan. ^oyoop koI
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Bedcpo'ywp opo'i M.oiaj3, ev « rov BaXaafj, i^yayev 6 BaXuK'

VTripKeirat Be tt}? vvv Aij^idhn^ KoXovixivq^, which last words

Jerome renders by

—

insupercilio Lipiadis. UnderArahothMoab

it is said : iarlv iirl rov lopSdvov Kara 'Iepi')((ii' Koi ean T07ro<i

eh Sevpo SeiKvv/xevo^; irapa tm opet ^oycbp, 6 TrapaKecTac dvL-

ovTcov uTTo Ai^ui8o<i cTil '£cr(Te/3oL'? (couipare Keland, i. p. 490,)

T?}9 'Apa^la'i dvTiKpv 'lepi^co. According to this Peor was

situated close on the Arboth Moab, facing Jericho on the way

from Levias to Heshbon. Peor was distant from the last-men-

tioned town, according to the statement, s. v. Aava^d, about seven

Roman miles. Lastly, according to the article BeOcj^oyop, the

town Bethphogor was situated near the mountain Peor, facing-

Jericho, six miles higher, that is, to the east (compare the dvlov-

Tcov, under Araboth Moab) than Livias ;
{dvcorepco Ati8id8o<;

a7]p,eioi<i e^.)

We must also direct the attention of the reader to the striking

agreement of the stations of Balak and Balaam with the stations

of Israel. Balak first of all led Balaam to Bamoth Baal, then

to the top of Pisgah, from whence Balaam surveyed a consider-

able part of the Israelitish host encamped in the wilderness, and

lastly to the top of Peor, which looks towards the wilderness.

According to Num. xxi. 19, 20, the children of Israel first of all

came to Bamoth, then from Bamoth to the valley, that is, to the

high plain which is situated in the country of Moab, upon Pisgah

and looks over the wilderness. Lastly, they came unto " the

valley over against Beth-peor." Deut. iii. 29 ; iv. 46.

Then we have still to point out, that what is said respecting the

survey which Balaam took at each of the places named of the Is-

raelitish camp, exactly agrees with the position of these places,

and their distance from the encampment of the Israelites. From

Bamoth, which is separated from the Arboth ^loab by a consider-

able distance, and a whole range of hills, Balaam sees only the end

of the people according to ch. xxii. 4 1 . I'o this it seems he refers,

when he exclaims, " ]Vho can number thefourthpart ofIsraelT
So much, perhaps, of Israel he might be able to see. Also from the

second spot, on the far nearer top of Pisgah, he saw not the whole,

but only the end, though to a greater extent. A considerable

part of the camp must have been concealed by Peor, which lay

between. It was only from this last position, which immediately
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looked down upon the wilderness, that Balaam obtained a sight

of the whole. There he saw " Israel abiding according to

their tribes" chap. xxiv. 2.

Balak from the first had presupposed, that Balaam, in order

to be able to comply with his wishes, must see in a general way

the camp of Israel. But he at first believed that his object would

be gained by Balaam's seeing only a part. But when he could

not attain his end at the more remote spots, he attempted it in

another way ; he led Balaam nearer and nearer to the camp of

the Israelites, until he beheld it spread out before him in all its

extent.

Those who assert the mythical character of this section of

sacred history, will do well to consider whether the geographical

accuracy (which carries more weight with it from the undeniable

absence of design on the author's part in his references of this

kind) agrees with their view or not.

An objection against the credibility of the section has been

raised from the circumstance that Balak, without hesitation, ad-

vances with Balaam far into the district conquered by the Israel-

ites north of the Arnoi^ But it serves to answer this objection,

that, according to Num. xxxii. IG, 17, {''We will huild sheep-

folds here for our cattle, and cities for our little ones

and our little ones shall dwell in the fenced cities because of
the inhabitants of the land,''') the Keubenites and Gadites had

deferred taking possession of the whole country till the return

of their men who could bear arms, and declared themselves satis-

fied with only retaining some fortified points. At the time of

Balak and Balaam's journey, the main force of the Israelites was

already encamped in the Arboth Moab. Balak and Balaam could

easily avoid the few fortified places in which they had left any

garrisons. It is to be observed, that among the places of which

the fortifications were afterwards strengthened by the Beubenites

and Gadites, none of the places occur which were visited by
Balak and Balaam. The clear distinction between the conquest

and settled possession of the country is shown by the fact, that,

according to Num. xxv., the Midianites, without being hindered

by the Israelites, wandered into the immediate neighbourhood
of their encampment in the Arabah.
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AGE AND GENUINENESS
OF THE

HISTOEY OF BALAAM AND HIS PEOPHECIES,

CONTAINED IN NUMBERS XXII.-XXIV.

We shall here abstain from discussing the general arguments
which establish the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch, and
consequently the age and genuineness of this particular portion

of it; and only bring those under review which apply directly

and specially to the latter.

Not among the least important arguments on this question are :

I. The references to this section of the Pentateuch in the post-

Mosaic Scriptures. We shall merely bring together here a col-

lection of these references, the fuller discussion of them having

been already given in the body of the work. That the Pro-

phecies of Balaam were extant in the time of Jeremiah, and.

more than that, were already regarded as divine oracles which
presupposes their genuineness, appears from Jer. xlviii. 45, com-
pared with Num. xxiv. 17. The allusion to Num. xxiii. 20 in

Hab. i. 3, 13, equally shows that not only Balaam's Prophecies

were known to the prophets who lived before the Chaldean in-

vasion, but were regarded as the Word of God, so that we have

in these passages what amounts to an express testimony to the

genuineness of Balaam's Prophecies. That Micah, in ch. vi. 5,

where he says,

O my people, remember now what Balak king of Moab consulted,

And what Balaam the son of Beor answered

From Shittim unto Gilgal,

That ye may know the righteousness of the Lord,

presupposed that the contents of the section before us were known,

is acknowledged by Tucii himself, Genesis, Einl. p. 89. Against

those persons who in this and similar cases deny what it would

be inconvenient to admit, this writer observes, p. 00 :
" Were it

not so, then the undeniable connection of the passages requires

that the other alternative must be taken ; the Pentateuch must,

contrary to its literary character, have plundered the prophets, and

taken its colouring from them ; and we ask, which is most readily
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to be admitted ?—that the prophets, at different times and places,

referred to one book of the law known to all of them, or the re-

verse, that this was formed by making use of them." But here

we shall do more than merely prove the existence of Balaam's

Prophecies in the time of the prophets. The answer of Balaam

is reckoned by Micah among the "ir"! "VTt , the proofs of the co-

venant faithfulness of the Lord, which is only possible on the

supposition of the divine inspiration of the predictions, and thus

of their genuineness. The whole reference to the history of Ba-

laam rests on the conviction of the prophet, as well as of the

people of his divine inspiration. In reminding the people of Ba-

laam's expressions, a beneficial effect could be expected only from

regarding them as proceeding originally from Jehovah.

Obadiah alludes in ver. 4 to Numbers xxiv. 21, and announces

in ver. 17-19 a new reahzation of the prediction in ver. 18 and

19, and in so doing recognises its prophetic character.* Amos

* We confidently assign that place to Obadiah, which he occupies between Amos

and Micah, and for the following reasons: (i.) Since the collection of the minor

prophets is undeniably aiTanged in chronological order, we have iu the place assigned

to him an indirect testimony respecting his age, which is quite equivalent to an ex-

press one, and which we cannot lightly overlook, pai-ticularly when we possess sure

data for determining the age of the minor prophets, which, by the position, prove them-

selves to be founded on the express statements of the collector, (ii,) The contents of

Obadiah do not go beyond what is more summarily contained in Amos ix. 11, 12.

Jeremiah, in ch. xxvii. 2, (compai-e also ch. xxv.) distinctly names the Babylonians as

the people who, under Nebuchadnezzars command, would bring distress on the Idu-

means. Here, on the contrai-y, the enemies are neither named, nor in any other way

distinguislied. Nor "are those who would bring calamity on Judah, more plainly

characterized. The prophecy throughout wears a f/cncral chai-acter, which is scarcely

conceivable, if the prophet, according to the cim-ent opinion, occupied himself merely

with what was before his ej'es. What is at first glance special in the prediction, proves

on closer inspection to be only the effect of vivid presentation and poetical colouring,

(iii.) That the prophet prophesied before the destruction of Jerusalem, is evident from

ver. 12-14, where he admonishes the Idumeans not to rejoice in the misfortunes of

others, and not to co-operate for the destruction of Jerusalem, since otherwise they

would meet with the deserved retribution for such outrage on those who were their

brethren and the people of the covenant. According to this, the prophet, in ver. 11,

where he speaks of the destruction of Jerusalem as having already happened, and of

the malicious joy which the children of Edoni manifested at that event, can only be ex-

plained propheticalli/, and must be refen-ed to an ideal past, (iv.) That Jeremiah, in

ch, xlix. 14, has made use of Obadiah is certain, because otherwise this prophecy of

Jeremiah would be destitute of the ancient foundation which he prophecies against

foreign nations almost always have ; because the words with which Obadiah begins,

" We have heard a rumourfrom the Lord," &c., are much more suited in his prophecy

to stand at the hefiinning, which manifestly was their original position, than in Jere-

miah in the middle; because the more difficult ^.i'J^T which Obadiah has, is mani-
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does the same in ch. ix. 12 ; who also borrows in ch. vi. 1 a very

characteristic expression, that nowhere else occurs, from Numbers
xxiv. 20.

To the words with which Balaam closes his last prophecy there

is an allusion in Proverbs xxx. 1 , and in a most remarkable man-

ner in the last words of David in 2 Sam. xxiii. 1 . The reference

shows, as we have already proved, not only that Balaam's Pro-

phecies were already existing in David's time, but that they were

then regarded as divinely inspired, and, consequently, as belong-

ing to the Mosaic age, thus presenting an insurmountable objec-

tion to the results of modern criticism. To the same conclusion

we are led also by the following passages : Ps. Ix. 1-1 (12), cviii.

14 (13), and 1 Sam. xiv. 47, 48, compared with Num. xxiv. 18.

That already in Samuel's time Balaam's predictions were known

and considered as real prophecies, as tlie words of God, is shown

by 1 Sam. xv. 29, compared with Num. xxiii. 19. In Jephthah's

message to the king of the Ammonites (in Judges xi. 25), it is

mentioned, as a fact generally known, that Balak, the son of

Zipphor, the king of Moab, entered into no war with Israel,

agreeably to Num. xxii. 2, &c.

II. The language of this section contains several archaisms,

which are evidence against its composition in the post-Mosaic

age. To this head belongs the '^ as an external sign of the status

constructus ; compare on ch. xxiv. 3, Ewald's Grammar, §

40(5, Eng. Trans., p. 255, Aitsftihr. Lehrhiich, § 211, b. 2, p.

395, Leipz. 1844. Moreover, ^^t for the later nnb, and nnts, ch.

festly the original, and the "irsJtt'a of Jeremiah an easy alteration, and the latter also

wears tlie cliaracter of suoh an alteration, in speaking of a messenger sent from the

Lord, with the omissioii of n«1p3 ; and lastly, because the discourse of Obadiah, to

use Schnurrer's expression, in siimma elntione castigatior et rntiindior est. Now the

prediction of Jeremiah, which presupposes the existence of Obadiah"s, belongs to the

fourth year of Jehoiakim, or at least was not uttered earlier. The 2")th chapter, which

is expressly put into this eventful year, fonns the introduction—the collection of pro-

phecies against foreign nations in tlie 4(ith ch. is the further expansion of it ; the first

of these prophecies in ch. xlvi. is expressly marked as belonging to the fourth year of

Jehoiakim. Consequently, if it is certain that Obadiah prophesied before the fourth

year of Jehoiakim, and therefore some time before the destruction of Jerusalem ;
and

if this must be at all events admitted, that the prophet only beheld this destruction

in spirit as having already taken place, then there are no other grounds for taking him

out of the first period of written prophecy, and wrestii'g him from the position assigned

bv the testimonv of the collector, between Amos and Micha.
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xxiv. 3. Then the designation -of the country on the east side

of the Jordan, facing Jericho, by the term Arboth Moab, which,

when the Israehtes invaded it, had been wrested from its earher

possessors, the Moabites, by the Amorites. This designation

occurs only once out of the Pentateuch, in Josh. xiii. 32, and

that in reference to the narrative in the Pentateuch. Thus also

the phrase -5"'*= ""??, in the land of Moab, occurs only in the Pen-

tateuch in reference to this district ; compare Deut. i. 5, xxviii.

69, (xxix. 1) xxxii. 49. But the later non-occurrence of these

designations is of so much greater importance, because the reason

of it may be shown to he in the facts of the case. That the de-

signation was still current in the Mosaic age, must appear as very

natural. That district had lieen wrested by the Amorites from

the Moabites only a short time before the invasion of the Israelites,

so that the remembrance of its former possessors was still fresh.

But in the course of time the designation would vanish away with

the remembrance of the fact. But supposing that it had lasted

till the time of the Judges, it would certainly be dropped after a

war had arisen in it, on the ground of the earlier Moabitish pos-

session. In the Book of Judges xi. 12, Sac, in the detail of the

negotiations respecting this district, between Jephthah and the

king of the Ammonites, not a trace is found of it. The land is

only called the land of the Amorites. Lastly, of some importance

is the orthography of'^^'T. in chap. xxii. 1. This mode of writing

the word occurs throughout the Pentateuch ; while in the Book
of Joshua we constantly find it written ''^'"''T, a proof of the dif-

ferent authorship of the two books ; compare, for examj)le, Josh,

ii. 1, 2, 3 ; iv. 13 ; v. 10, 13 ; vi. 1, 2, 25, 20 ; xiii. 32 ; xvi.

1, 7 ; xviii. 12, 21. In the writings after the captivity we find

it as constantly writteii '''^'?P., Jer. xxxix. 5, lii. 8 ; Ezra ii. 34 ;

Neh. iii. 2 ; vii. 36. In the books between the Pentateuch and

the captivity, we find it written thus only once, 2 Sam. x. 5.

'^''''T. was the old and original form, which, having almost gone

out of use after the time of Moses, became again cmTent in the

times succeeding the captivity, the phraseology of which was

formed on the model of the Pentateuch. The occurrence of this

form (of which the middle hterature presents only a solitary in-

stance) in ch. xxii. I, forms an argument against those who would

transfer the composition of this section to the middle period.
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III. Balaam's Prophecies rest entirely on the basis of the rela-

tions which existed in the Mosaic age, and their pecuhar charac-

ter is inexplicable on the hypothesis of their composition in a

later age. The enemies of Israel, whose destruction is threatened

in ch. xxiv. 17, 21, are all together such as, at the time when

Balaam makes his appearance, had manifested their hostihty

against Israel ; the prophecy begins with the Moabites in the

East ; then follows the eastern portion of the enemies in the

South, the Edomites; and next those to the West, the Amalek-

ites and Kenites ; compare ch. xxiv. 21. But not merely all the

nations here named are such as had shewn themselves hostile,

but all the nations are fully enumerated who were then hostile to

Israel. But let the genuineness of these prophecies be denied,

and their composition be placed in a later age, as it has been,

then it will be difficult to give a reason why these, and only these,

are named. The relations, for instance, in the times of Saul and

David, between Israel and other nations, were very different. The

enemies with whom Saul had to do are summarily enumerated in

1 Sam. xiv. 47, 48—" So Saul took the Jcingdom over Israel,

andfouf/ht af/ainst all his enemies on every side, against Moah,

and against the children of Amnion, and against Edam, and

against the Icings of Zohah, and against the Philistines ; and

whithersoever he turned himself he vexed them. And he gath-

ered an host, and smote the Amalekites, and delivered Israel

out of the hands of them that spoiled them" The author ap-

pears to have mentioned the inconsiderable successes of Saul

over Moab and Edom— (that they were inconsiderable appears

from the author's contenting himself with the slightest possible

notice of them)—only in reference to the prophecies which, as

we have proved in chap. xxiv. 18, he had distinctly before

his eyes. None of the nations mentioned in Balaam's Pro-

phecies appear (here) as important and dangerous, and of the

really dangerous enemies of that age not a word is said in them.

The Phihstines, by the end of the period of the Judges, had

become more dangerous to the Israelites than all their other

enemies. The description of Saul's conflicts against them fills

two whole chapters in the 1st book of Samuel, the 13th and 14th.

With this struggle Saul began, and it continued through his whole

reign; compare chap. xiv. 52. ''And there was sore war
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against the Philistines all the days of' Saul.^^ Saul lost his

life in a battle against the Philistines. They were also the first

enemies with whom David had to do, 2 Sam. v. 17. But if it

would be inexplicable to find among the nations hostile to Israel

in Saul's time, the Moabites, Edomites, Amalekites, and Kenites,

particularly named, and only these, much more so would it be in

David's time. David's most dangerous conflicts were against

the Aramaic kingdoms, with which hostilities had begun even in

Saul's time ; and over them his greatest victories were achieved.

How he conquered the king of Zobah, a very powerful chieftain,

is told in 2 Sam viii. 3, 4 ; we are informed respecting his vic-

tory over "the Syrians of Damascus,^' who had come in great

force to the help of the king of Zobah, but who were completely

subjugated by David, in ver. 5 and G of the same chapter. How
David gained a splendid victory over several confederate Syrian

powers is narrated in 2 Sam. x. 6, &c. Next to the Syrians, the

Amorites in David's time are the most conspicuous, who, towards

the close of the period of the Judges, had m«ide themselves for-

midable to the Israelites, and against whom Saul also had to

combat ; compare the account of their great overthrow in 2 Sam.

xii. 26. All the enemies hej-e mentioned, acted in David's time

only a subordinate part, and their subjugation is only recorded

very briefly. Moab's, in chap. viii. 2 ; Edom's, viii. 14 ; Amalek's

very slightly in ver 12 ; the Kenites are not mentioned at all.

On the other hand, none of those nations are named (in Balaam's

Prophecies) with whom David was involved in tedious and danger-

ous wars. If we add to this, that the Amalekites here appear

armed with a power, to which in David's time they could not make
the slightest pretentions, we may consider as fully proved that the

prophecy could not be explained from the historical relations of

David's time, that it must have sprung out of the soil of a much
earlier age. It suits no relations but those of the Mosaic age, in

which all the people named had already come into collision with

the Israelites, and none besides. In our remarks on chap. xxiv.

7, we have shown how decidedly the hypothesis of a later com-

position is contradicted by what is said of the Amalekites, who
here appear as the most powerful of all the nations hostile to

Israel, while in the post-Mosaic times they always occupy a very

subordinate position. That ver. 17-21 do not contain a valid-

M m"
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num post eventum, as those luaintain and must maintaiii, who
would place the composition in a period long after Moses, is evi-

dent from the perfect ideal style of the prophecy. It discovers

itself to he, throughout, the simple product of the apphcation of

the idea of Israel's election to the already existing hostile relations

of these nations to Israel. The appearance of an individual re-

lation, of a special prediction, whatever there may be of the kind,

vanishes on a closer inspection. That the 1 7th verse does not

refer to David, but to an ideal person, the personified Israelitish

regal government, has been already evinced. What is briefly

intimated in ver. 22, of Israel's being carried away captive by

Ashur, is not so destitute as it may appear to be, of a historical

basis in the Mosaic age. That in very early times a powerful

Assyrian kingdom existed, is attested by the accounts of classical

writers. On their testimony. Beck says, {Weltgesch I. i. p. 191)
" Niniveh, at first a small state, soon rose above the rest on the

Tigris, swallowed them up, and thereby was strengthened to enter

on a victorious corlfiict with other kingdoms both far and near.

According to the Hebrew historians, the Assyrians, till David's

time, were inconsiderable, and after that first became conquerors

;

yet other accounts of the early conquests of the Assyrians do not

appear to be entirely fictitious, for before David's time the Assy-

rian power might have suffered a declension." Heeren, in his

Ideen i. 2, p 151, remarks, " The historical mythology of this people

appear to have revolved entirely about the names of a Semiramis,

a Ninus, and a Belus, which, however much they may have been

embellished and interwoven with astronomical ideas, make it in

the highest degree probable, that long before the rise of the Baby-

lonish- Clialdee emj)ire, great conquerors had arisen in these parts

of Asia, who were founders of both kingdoms, of which only the

memorial has been preserved under the general name of an Assyrian

monarchy." The testimony of the national traditions of the

Assyrians which have come down to us through the medium of

the classical writers, is also confirmed to us by tlie important evi-

dence of the Egyptian monuments By the Shari, who, under

the reign of Osirei, and his son tlie great Raemses, appear as

engaged in war with the Egyptians, in all probabiUty, we are to

understand the Assyrians, who, according to this, had ah'eady

made conquests at a very early period ; compai-e Aeffijptrn loid
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die Biicher Moses, p. 209. But what is most important, and

puts an end to all doubts, Ashur appears in the Pentateuch as

already an Asiatic kingdom. According to Genesis ii. 14, the

Tigris flows eastward of Ashur; see Tuch oh Genesis, p. 78.

This implies that in the times of the author, an Assyrian mon-
archy already existed, the territory of which, to the westvv'ard of

the Tigris, was so considerable, that what lay to the eastward was

not taken into account. But of Assyria Proper, the Tigris, is not

to the East but the West. How certain and ancient the ac-

counts given in Genesis are on this head, is evident from the fact

that Resen, a city of which to all antiquity besides even the name
is unknown, of which not merely the power but the memory has

been lost in the later greatness of Niniveh, (see Tuck, p. 240)

is mentioned in Gen. x. 12, as the greatest among the Assyrian

cities there named, greater even than Niniveh, afterwards the

Queen of the World, but of whose greatness at that time the

author gives no intimation. But if the Assyrians were in so

early an age a powerful kingdom, it is antecedently probable that

already at that time it showed the tendency to conquest in the

West, which in later times was so strongly developed, (Gen. xiv.

contains account of an expedition of kings fi'om the interior of

Asia to countries near the coast, in very ancient times) ; and that

by this tendency it was early involved in hostile relations to

Egypt, which was already powerful, and which, in all ages, has

been the natural rival of the kingdoms about the Euphrates and

the Tigris. This is stiJl expressly testified by the Egyptian

monuments. In these conflicts Palestine must have had then the

same importance which it again obtained from the time of the

second flourishing of the Assyrian monarchy ; in reference to

which ScHLOSSER remarks {Universalhist. Ubers. i. p. 219),
" From this time Palestine became the scene of action for the two

hostile powers, who marched to the conflict with immense hosts from

the banks of the Euphrates, the Tigris, and the Nile. Whoever
possessed Palestine w-as secure of his retreat ; all marclies were

necessarily through it." Now if Balaam had the discernment to

perceive that the apostacy of the people of Israel from their God,

would in after time dissolve the victorious power that was in-

volved iu their idea as the chosen people, that their God would

give them up to hostile subjugation as a punishment— (indeed

M m 2
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his plan for seducing them into impurity and idolatry shows that

he understood how the blessing imparted to Israel rested entirely

on the su]3position of their fidehty to the Covenant ;)—when he

surveyed the nations who might serve as instruments of the

divine vengeance, there was not one who would more readily

occur to his thoughts than that under whose government he him-

self lived, whose power and tendency to conquest in the West lay

before his eyes. What has been remarked will suffice to show

that already in the Mosaic age the prediction of the future capti-

vity of Israel by the Assyrians, and especially by those who dwelt

beyond the Euphrates, has a natural foundation. We are far

from wishing to explain this prediction as arising simply from the

knowledge of existing relations. Limited to the combinations of

human foresight, the seer would not have spoken so confidently,

and it would have been a strange coincidence if the reality had

corresponded centuries after to a conjecture that rested upon very

imcertain grounds. But the existence of a natural foundation is,

however, the highest postulate which we can venture for the

predictions of holy writ. That which in these declarations of

the oppression of Israel by Ashur and Eber transcended this na-

tural foundation is justified as real prophecy, on the following

grounds. First, So many other things were concealed from the

view of the seer ; he had no presentiment of the most important

catastrophies and developments in. the Israelitish history ; thus,

for example, in the prophecies there, as little as in the rest of the

Pentateuch, is the slightest allusion made to the separation of

Israel and Judah, an event which so deeply afiected the national

life, that traces of it could not fail to occur in a national work

composed after it had taken place. This fragmentary quality of

knowledge is peculiar to real prophecy (compare the Apostle's e/c

fiepov<i 7rpo^r]T€vo/jiev in 1 Cor. xiii. 9) and distinguishes it from

history in the garb of prophecy. Secondly, That what is said of

Israel's oppression by Ashur and Eber is to be taken as real pro-

phecy, is clear from the analogy of the oppression of Ashur and

Eber by " Shipsfrom the side of Cliiltim." This must be con-

sidered as prophecy, since to whatever period we assign its com-

position, this event always represents itself as belonging to the

Future, so that it can be imputed only to wilfulness or stupidity,

when the acknowledgment of a prophetic character in these ex-
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jjressions is withheld. It is a strange thing about a vaticinum

post eventum, that it should terminate in a real prophecy, thus

exhibiting the reverse of the Horatian painting,

ut turpiter atnim

Desinat in piscem mulier formosa superne.

Fourthli/, The lamentable exclamation on the awfulness of the

sufferings which would fall on the children of his people, which

Balaam utters before their announcement, by its artless and ini-

mitable naturalness, points to Balaam as the real author of the

prophecies attributed to him. Fifthly, The prediction with

which Balaam's Prophecies close, that a power from the West in

ships would invade and oppress the oppressor of God's people,

Ashur, and especially the region beyond the Euphrates—the pre-

diction of the sovereignty of the European nations in Asia as it

first of all would be realized by Alexander, renders every expla-

nation on natural grounds absurd, to however recent a period the

composition of these prophecies may be assigned. We have already

shown that they lie not less beyond the bounds of natural know-

ledge, if their composition be dated in the time of Saul or David,

or even if the Assyrian ascendancy be left undisturbed as belonging

to the Mosaic age. (See the remarks on chap. xxiv. 24.) But

this one real prophecy secures the tvhole from the suspicion of

deceitful fabrication. God could not thus legitimate a deceiver.

Sixthli/, The genuineness of the section is supported by the pecu-

liar interminghng of Israelitish and heathenish rehgious views,

such as we perceive in Balaam (see p. 39C) ; by the characteristic

difference between Balaam's Prophecies and those of the prophets

(see p. 400) ; by the correctness of the geographical notices in the

historical part (see p. 535) ; by the easy and unsought for reference

to a state of things which could only exist at the time of the march

through the wilderness in chap, xxiii. 10, (see p. 410); by the

agreement of the prophecy with history in reference to the Mi-

dianites (see p. 469) ; and by the different use of the phrase n-^-inKa

D'^tt-'n (see p. 46G).

After stating the positive grounds for the genuineness of the

section, let us now turn to examine the attacks which have been

made upon it. Here the first thing that strikes us is, that

the opposers of its genuineness are so at variance among
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themselves in determining the time to which they assign the sec-

tion. No one opinion has yet succeeded in gaining the ascend-

ancy, so as to suppress the rest. This circumstance awakens a

just suspicion against the denial of the genuineness. A fabrica-

tion of a later age could not conceal its origin ; it would divulge

certain marks of its real date. But such marks must here be

wanting; otherwise our opponents would easily attain to unani-

mity in reference to the composition.

After the unimportant attacks of Vater, the first considerable

attempt to impugn this section was made by De Wette, in his

Kritik der Israeliiischen Geschichte, p. 302. He endeavours

first of all to prove, that the section is an unconnected fragment,

" a whole, shut up within itself, distinct from the other accounts."

Could this be proved, the ground of its genuineness would be

taken away, which this single part receives from its connection

with the whole of the Pentateuch. The investigation would be

confined to the argument for and against, which the section itself

furnishes. But what De Wette brings foi-ward, has either no
importance, or it amounts only to this, that the section in the

midst of the whole to which it belongs, is, from its peculiar cha-

racter, a part complete in itself (i.) De Wette appeals in the

first place to the language. This has several peculiarities, espe-

cially the interchange of the divine names Jehovah and Elohim,

and " not, as we might imagine, that Balaam would use the name
Elohim as one who was not an Israelite, but mingles the two

names together." But that the language, excepting the peculiar

use of the divine names, has peculiarities which so distinguish the

section from the context, as to render the unity of the authorship

doubtful, is only asserted, not proved by adducing specific

instances, and what is said in reference to the divine names in a

very obscure and perplexed manner, has been fully disposed of in

the Dissertations on the Pentateuch, vol . i. p. 385. Itis there shown
that the use of the divine names in this section rests entirely on

the same basis as in the rest of the Pentateuch, and that the agree-

ment in this respect is so characteristic, that this alone excludes the

supposition that the section is an isolated fragment. How suit-

able the name Jehovah is in Balaam's raoutli, is evident from

the remarks there made on the personality of Balaam, which we
have already adduced, (ii.) De Wette next urges certain con-
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tradictions wliich in his opinion exist between this section and

other parts of the Pentateuch. First of all, the narrative (he as-

serts) stands in contradiction to Num. xxxi. 8-16. " If Balaam,

according to those statements, gave such pernicious counsel to the

enemies of the Israelites, and was slain by the Israelites, this

does not agree with his having been so favourable to them in his

prophesyings." But it is apparent that a point of connection for

that later account exists in the preceding narrative, so that the

behaviour and proceedings of Balaam cannot appear throughout

as unexpected or psychologically impossible. If Balaam was

so enticed by the promises of the king of the Moabites, that

he could enquire of God, as if it were a doubtful thing respecting

that which, to a person not blinded by inclination, would have

been perfectly certain ;—if he set out with the king's mes-

sengers without reflecting that the conditional permission was to

be considered equivalent to a prohibition ;—if he needed the

threatening appearance of the angel of the Lord to restrain from

following the corrupt inclination of his own heart, and cursing

Israel ;—if passion had so blinded his mind that he did nat

perceive this appearance, though it powerfully forced itself upon

him ;—what could be more natural than that he, when the impres-

sion of the divine warning was weakened by time, and when he

was left to himself, since now the object was attained, for which

a powerful counteraction of his natural development had been

requisite—should be completely carried away by the force of his

ruling passion, and seeks its gratification where alone it was to

be hoped for ? That Balaam did not curse, but bless Israel, is

traced back both in this narrative and in Deut. xxiii. 5, 6, (ac-

cording to which he asked permission of God to curse Israel),

solely and alone to a divine causality. The disposition which,

simply as a man, he felt to injure Israel, was at that time in

existence, though checked in its manifestation, and determined

his subsequent conduct and proceedings, when the time was come

to give it free course, that it might meet with its just retribution.

Moreover, there is so much less reason for asserting a contradic-

tion between this narrative and Num. xxxi. 8-16, since the

later passages evidently presuppose the former, and speak of

Balaam, whom they regard as already known to the reader in a

manner so short and abrupt, that they arc only intelligible from
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compaiiug the two sets of passages together. When it is main-

tained that the prophecy of the destruction of the Edomites,

stands in contradiction to Deut. ii. 2-5 and other such passages,

the difference between a prediction and a command is lost sight of,

and the conditional nature of the latter ; compai'e what is said on

the selection of this contradiction in the Dissertations on the

Pentateuch, vol. ii. p. 239.

(iii.) In the third place, De Wette appeals to the style of

representation, as being very different from that of the other nar-

ratives; "it is, throughout, poetic; both the narrative and the

language have such a rhythmical elevation, that the difference

strikes us very perceptibly as soon as we have read the preceding

context." And lastly, (iv.) he remarks, the section is unlinked

with the context, and rounded off. But the difference of the repre-

sentation, as far as it really exists, is simply and easily explained

from the difference of the subject by the sublimity of which the

representation could not possibly remain altogether unaffected;

see an admirable refutation of this objeotion in Eanke ii., p. 236.

That the naiTative is rounded off, and unhnked wath the context,

is perfectly natural, since it has to do with a peculiar and separate

event, the character of which is copied in the representation.

The positive evidence to prove that this section does not form

a solitary unconnected fragment, but originally a constituent part

of the Pentateuch, has been already adduced ; that it agrees with the

rest of the Pentateuch in its characteristic expressions and phrases ;

that it is closely connected with the preceding contejft, and that

the sequel has a relation to it. Nothing can be plainer than that

the summary, as it is given in a short compass, in Deut. xxiii. 6,

(a passage which, like Num. xxxi. 8, 1 6, contains what is equi-

valent to an express reference to this narrative,) is well suited to

a work of which the leading theme is Israel's election, so that

the author, if he knew the event, could not pass it over in silence.

De Wette attempts, moreover, to prove, that this section

contains not history, as on the admission of its Mosaic author-

ship must be the case, hutJict ion. But in this ai'gument he has

no better success than in the former, as will be shown by a simple

exposition of his reasons. He remarks, Jirst, that ch. xxiv. 7

implies that Israel had a king, and alludes to the victory over

the Amalckites, by Saul;. and ver. 17 and 18 to tlie times of
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David. But it is evident that what it says of a regal government

in Israel, could not he sufficient to found a charge of its heing a

vaiicinum post eventvm, even if the author had drawn only on

the resources of his natural knowledge ; compare what has heen

remarked on the natural grounds for anticipating the establish-

ment of a regal government in Israel in the Dissertations on

the Pentateuch, vol. ii., p. 105. This anticipation is in

nowise exclusively peculiar to the Prophecies of Balaam. The

Pentateuch, in other parts, contemplates the erection of the regal

government, as involved unalterably in the destinies of the people.

The regal government, among their descendants, forms a leading

topic of the promises to the Patriai'chs, Gen. xvii. 6, 16 ; xxxv. 1 1 ;

xlix. 10. But Balaam's Prophecies do not go beyond the antici-

pation of the erection of the regal government in Israel; that there

ai'e no references to individual Israelilish kings, either in ch.

xxiv. 7, or in xxiv. 17-20, has aheady been proved in our expo-

sition. Thus Balaam's Prophecies would be always understood

in Israel; 1 Sam. xiv. 47, 48, a fulfilment of ver. 17-20 occurred

in Saul's time; in Ps. Ix. 14, and Ps. cviii. 14 in David's time ;

the hope of victory over Edom is founded on ver. 18 ; Amos and

Obadiah announce new realizations of the prophecy against

Edom; compare ch. xxiv. 18. The appearance of a special re-

ference to the times of Saul and David only arises from the cir-

cumstance that, under those monarchs, the idea which the pro-

phecy expressed, then showed itself with Hving power as an ex-

isting historical fact. We shall find that the language under con-

sideration, if we examine it more closely, contains nothing more

than an application of this idea, the election of Israel, to relations

already existing in the Mosaic age. That the nations whose

overthrow is announced, had already, in the JNlosaic age, assumed

a hostile position towards Israel, we have already proved. But

the idea cannot be denied to belong to the Mosaic age, as long

as the Pentateuch is acknowledged to be a source of historical

information. The election of Israel forms even, even in the

history of the Patriarchs, the key-note, and in the predictions

made to them the conquest over their enemies is alluded to as re

suiting from it. The author himself intimates this : Balaam's

predictions in ch. xxiii. 24 ; xxiv. 9, 17, revert to Genesis xhx.

9, 10, as their basis. The Pentateuch gives full information of
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the realization of this idea in the victories over Egypt, Amalek,

and the Cauaanites. It is expressed in the divine declaration

originally made to Moses, Exod. xix. 3, and following verses

:

" And Moses loent up to God, and Jehovah called unto him out

of the mountain, saijinrf, Thus shalt thou say to the house of

Jacob, and tell the children of Israel, ye have seen what I did

unto the Egyptians, and how I hare you on eagles' wings, and

brought you tinto myself Now, therefore, if ye will obey my
voice indeed, and keep my covenant, then ye shall he a peculiar

treasure unto me above all people, for all the earth is mine.

And ye shall be unto me a kingdom of priests and an holy

nation!' How deeply this idea, even in Moses' time, had taken

root among the people, is shown by its being made use of by

Korah and his accomplices in their rebellion. Num. xvi. 3 ; com-

pare Ranke, i. p. 128. The genuineness of the poetical pieces

in Num. xxi. is acknowledged after the evidence adduced by

Bleek in Rosenmuller's Eepert. i. 3, even by those who take

the greatest liberties in the criticism of the Pentateuch. That

the leading thought in ver. 14, " Wherefore it is said in the

hook of the tears of the Lord, He took Vaheb in a storm, and

the streams of Arnon ; and the lowlands of the streams, which

turn to the dicellings ofAr, and incline to the border ofMoab,"

is no other than this :
' Under the leadership of Jehovah, his

congregation incessantly press forward; whatever opposes them,

he overturns it"—has been shown in the Dissertations on the

Poitateuch, vol. ii. p. 183.

Secondly, " To represent Balaam as a prophet of Jehovah,

the God of the Israelites—as pious and inspired like a Hebrew

prophet, deprives the narrative of all historical truth. What could

the foreign seer know of Jehovah and the Israelitish rehgion ?

and as little could he prophecy so favourably of a foreign hostile

people." This objection is divested of all its force by what has

been already remai'ked on the personal character of Balaam,

p. 340-348.

Thirdly, " The patience and forbearance with which Bakdi

is represented as having treated the seer, who not only did not

curse, as he was desired to do, the Israelites, but even blessed

them—is altogether improbable." T^ut only let the high opinion

which Balak entertained of Balaam (as expressed in the words,
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" / wot that he whom thou blessest is hlessed, and he whom
thou cursest is cursed,") be taken into account, and it will ap-

pear perfeetly natural that, for a long time, the king would be

restrained from harsher sentiments, by the hope of obtaining a

more favourable declaration, and that, even when this hope had

vanished, fear would stiJl moderate his anger. Moreover, the

words with which the king (ch. xxiv. 10, 11) dismisses the seer,

show very slight traces indeed of patience and forbearance.

Fourthly, Another evidence of its purely poetical character is

" the structure and composition of the whole, in which a kind of

climax is observable, from Balaam's first refusal, to the last and

highest effusion of his prophetic inspiration. " From this are

we to infer, that whenever history wears a poetic character, it

cannot be history !

On such paltry grounds De Wette founds his conclusion;

" This section is a historic, prophetic fiction, for the glorification

of the IsraeHtish people."

Bertholdt also treats this section in the most wanton manner.

Einleitung, p. 792, 793. According to him the whole piece,

chap xxiv. 14-21, is an interpolation of the time after Alexan-

der ; the rest bears no trace of so late an age, but could not be

set farther back than the times of Saul. As Bertholdt grounds

this latter result only on what has been already brought forward

by De Wette, we wish only to examine the arguments by which

he attempts to prove that tlie part just mentioned is an interpola-

tion. First, In chap. xxiv. 22, it is asserted we are to under-

stand by Ashur, the Babylonish-Chaldee Kingdom ; but it was

not common till the times after Alexander for the Jews to de-

signate by the term Ashur all the great kingdoms that were gra-

' dually formed in Upper Asia. But that the author knew how to

distinguish between Ashur and the other Asiatic kingdoms, ver.

24 shows, where Eher is named besides. Secondly, In ver. 24

the subjugation of the Persian empire, which is also called Ashur

by the Macedonians, is described. This argument explains to

us the occasion and object of the whole hypothesis. It is one of

the manifold attempts to avoid the troublesome admission of a

real prophecy, which ver. 24 demands of our opponents. From

the same source springs De Wette's hypothesis in the first edi-

tion of his Eillicit uity, p. 184, which only going just as far as
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necessity requires, confines itself to maintaining the interpolation

of a single verse :
" Ver. 24 appears to be founded on Alexan-

der's expedition, and consequently (!) to be an interpolation ;" so

also De Wette's remai-k in a later edition (the 3d, p. 342) :

" Ver. 23 and 24 appear as if they must be taken as a real pro-

phecy, in which a certain correct presentiment is mingled with

mistakes," where " the mistakes," which are only imagined through

perplexity, are left without proof; lastly, Hitzig and Von Boh-

len's unfortunate attempt to refer ver. 24 to the invasion of the

Greeks into Cilicia, in the time of Sennacherib. The forced

quahty of these attempts, and their variety, ought to bring our

opponents to the perception that the presupposition which has

brought them into so woful a phght is a false one. Tlurdhj, " The

great and strange varietas lectionis which pervades ver. 17-24

is decisive of an intei-polation." But the truth is, that in ver. 17-

24 there is not a siugle various reading which is worth being

quoted, or which is anything more than a mere error of the tran-

scriber !

We do not wish to adduce here the general arguments which

refute this gi-oundless hypothesis, but shall content ourselves with

stating two special reasons against it. (i.) Balaam's prophecies are

comprised in fo u r, and the last is divided again into four
Meshalim, so that the whole contains seven Meshalini, in uni-

son with the seven altars, which Balaam erected, and the

seven hullocks and the seven rams which he offered. All this

arrangement is lost upon Bertholdt, who had no perception of

it—a point of so much more importance when it is recollected

what significance is attached to mimher in the Pentateuch. We
might just as well take one or more out of the Ten Commandments,

as pronounce the passage in question to be an interpolation. The

arrangement imperatively requires that we should distiibute the

whole as actually is done, (ii.) In favour of the passage thus

attached are the testimonies (contained in the reference to it) of

Jeremiah, Obadiah, Amos, the author of Ps. Ix. and Ps. cviii.

and of the Books of Samuel.

Bleek, in Rosenmuller's Bibl. ex. Repert. i., p. 34, main-

tains that the composition of Balaam's Prophecies, as far as chap.

xxiv. 21, must be placed in the age of Saul. He urges that

chap. xxiv. 7 could not be written before Saul's time, not only
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on account of the mention of Agag, but also because here (com-

pare also ver. 17-19) there is beyond all doubt mention of a

kingdom and a king of the Israelites, and that it could not be

written later, "for how would any one at a later period, in order

to express the greatness of the Israehtish king, fix .precisely on

this comparison with Agag." Also from the words in ver. 1 7, it

might be inferred that the king in this passage must be the first

king that arose in Israel. On the other hand, ver. 22-21 of

chap. xxiv. are a later addition, and belong to the Assyrian age.

Ver. 24 is not to be taken as a vaticinium post ecentum, "but

properly as a general prophecy that Ashur would at some future

period be humbled, and Chittim is a name used to denote the na-

tions of the distant West in general."

Against this hypothesis we offer the following reasons. First,

Although Bleek hmits the later addition to the three last verses,

yet in doing so, he too loses sight of the numerical arrangement.

The fourfold and. the sevenfold division are ahke injured. Bleek

leaves only six Meshalim for the whole, and only three for

the last. Secondly, The nullity of the grounds on which the

composition of part in the time of Saul, and of part in the Assy-

rian age is based, is evident from the observations that have been

already made. The mention ofAgag is in favour of the time of

Saul, only on the false assumption that it refers to an individual

king, while it rather refers to the ideal person of the king of Is-

rael, the regal government personified. That what is said of

Ashur does require us to go beyond the Mosaic age, has been

already shown. Thirdly, But not merely is there no ground for

placing the predictions as far as chap. xxiv. 21, in the time

of Saul, and ver. 22-24 in the Assyrian age ; but it may be

shown, on sure grounds, to be quite madmissible. Of Saul too

much would be said on the one hand, and too little on the other.

The designation of " a Star out of Jacob," is far too splendid

for Saul, and the expressions that follow

—

17. He shall smite the corners of Moab,

And destroy all the sons oftumult

:

"
I8. And Edom shall be a possession

—

19. He shall destroy him that remaiueth out of the city, &c,

are very little suited to the unimportant successes of S^ul over
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the Edomites and Moabites (mentioned by the author of the

Books of Samuel in a single verse), and Avhioh were not followed

by a conquest. David found the strength of these nations entirely

unimpaired. On the other hand, too little is said. We have

already pointed out, that precisely the mightiest and most dan-

gerous enemies whom Saul conquered, those over whom he won
the greatest victories, are here passed over in silence. The expe-

dient that Bleek lays hold of, that the author wrote at a time

when hostilities with these nations were not actually existing, but

the hostile relation with those here named was more prominent, is

inadmissible, for the conflict against the Philistines especially, con-

tinued from the beginning of Saul's reign to the end of it ; com-
pare 1 Sam. xiv. 52, " And there was sore war against the

Philistines all the days of Saul." A vaticinium post eventtim,

relating to Saul's reign, could not possibly differ so much from

Saul's history, in which the conflict against the Philistines always

occupied the fore-ground, the same place as that occupied in the

irrophecij, by the conflict against Moab and Edom. Ver. 22- 24'

could not be apphed to the Assyrian empire. For it is an

arbitrary proceeding to regard the contents of this verse in part as

a vaticinum post eventum, and in part as an actual prediction.

If we set out with determining the age of the prophecy, from a

comparison with history, then must the verses in question have

been composed, (i.) After thefounding of the Chaldcan-Ba-
hiflonish monarchy. For ver. 24, Avliere the author joins Eber
with Ashur in the retribution for the injustice exercised towards

the people of God, shews that the author knew, or had an obscure

presentiment of, another monarchy besides the Assyrian, which
originated in the region between the Euplirates and the Tigris.

Bleek and others avoid this conclusion only by attaching a mean-
ing to Eber, which we have already proved to be false, (ii.) Af-
ter the establishment of Alexanders Asiatic dominion ; for the

prophecy of the ships that should come from Chittira, and oppress

Ashur and Eber, obtained its first verifieatiou through him.

Tliose ^\\lO cannot resolve to consent to those hazardous conse-

quences, which the hypothesis of a vaticinium post eventum
brings with it, would do better to give up this hypothesis altoge-

ther, than expose their embarrassment by such pitiable makeshifts.

GiUAfBERG, in liis Keligions gesch. dcr A. T. ii. p. 348, sup-
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poses this section to be composed by an unknown prophet, a con-

temporary of Isaiah, with the exception of the passage in oh. xxii.

22-35, which the author of the Book of Numbers had added.-

But we have abeady shown that the supposition of an original,

independent existence of the section, is inadmissible. What
Gramberg adduces in proof of iis belonging to the Assyrian age

is quite uncertain ; the close, he thinks, gives sure proof that the

poet wi'ote, " as if the Assyrians already, but not yet the Chal-

deans, were to be feared," without reflecting that besides Ashur
in ver. 24, Eber is named ; that therefore if the scheme of adopt-

ing it to history be followed, it cannot be placed in the Assyrian

age. How very much the supposition of its being composed at

that time, militates against the admission that ch. xxiv. 17-21,

contains a real prediction, namely, a Messianic one, by which
Gramberg distinguishes himself, to his credit, from the other

opponents of the genuineness, has escaped his notice; in the

Assyrian age Amalek could not possibly be distinguished as "the
heginning of nations" nor the exaltation of Israels kino- above
him be presented as the highest evidence of his greatness ; com-
pare ch. xxiv. 7. Gramberg's special reasons against the com-
position of the section in the Mosaic age, and its genuineness, are

exceedingly weak. He remarks, y/y*/, that in ch. xxiii. 7-10,

the poet, by the allusion to the dwellings in the fastnesses, docs

injury to the circumstances sketched by himself of the supposed
present. But this assertion rests merely on a misunderstandino-

of, " Behold, it is a people that dwell alone ;" in ch. xxiii. 9,

which describes a quiet and protected retirement, which Israel at

that time enjoyed. Secondly, The designation of Jehovah, as
" not a man" and ''not the son of man," is found in no poet

earlier than Isaiah, and in him in ch. xxxi. 8, just as it is here.

But the expression of Samuel in 1 Sam. xv. 19, in which not

only the phrase s-ts sp occurs, but also the thought agrees, is much
nearer the expression in ch. xxiii. 10, than Isaiah xxxi. 8.

Then shall Asbur fall by tlie sword, 'i'ls s'*?,

And the sword, ms-S7, shall devour him.
T T

That this expression of Samuels rests on Balaam's, and is a

pledge of its genuineness has been already proved. Thirdly,

That " the shout of a king" shows that Israel at that time was
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under regal government. But it is obvious that by the " king"

in this passage Jehovah is intended.

According to Hartmann {JJnters. uher die BB. Moses, p. 718)

the section could not have been composed before the death of

Samuel, because the Agag conquered by Saul is mentioned in it,

and not before David's time, because the hatred against the

Edomites began to show itself; on the first " because" we need

not further enlarge ; hatred against the Edomites manifests itself

here as little as in the rest of the Pentateuch ; their hostile disposi-

tion against Israel had already displayed itself in the Mosaic age;

compare Num. xx. 18, 20. The theological objections which

Hartmann (p. 499) raises against the liistorical truth of the

section are founded entirely on misapprehensions, and have been

in part already refuted (p. 371.) Besides what has been already

animadverted upon, he says, " Jehovah, the Holy One, must

have revealed himself to a faithless juggler ; Jehovah the Omnis-

cient must have asked Balaam inquisitively, ' What men are

these with thee V " But with what propriety Balaam can be

called " a faithless juggler" is evident from our observations on

the personal character of Balaam. We have there shown, that in

Balaam a better element existed which formed the prerequisite of

the extraordinary operation of God upon him, which was imparted

to him for the advantage of the people of God, and, therefore, for

the purposes of the divine holiness, which involved fidelity to the

Covenant. The question, " What men are these ?"was evidently

not for gaining infoi-matiou, but as an introduction to the con-

ference ; at the same time, by the earnest and warning tone in

which it was spoken, it must have served to arouse Balaam's

conscience, which had already begun to slumber ; compare a

similar question in Gen. iv. 9.

When Hartmann, lastly, urges, why did the Israelites remain

so long at rest to give an opportunity of being cursed ? he over-

looks that the Israelites knew nothing of all the transactions of

the king of the Moabites with Balaam, and obtixined their first

information of the event when the Lord had already turned it to

their advantage. By trivialities like these must the Sacred His-

tory bo assailed, while those who propound them are regarded by

themselves and others as critics !

VoN BoHLEN {Einl. z. Gen. p. 153) agrees with Hitzig in
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referring the close of the Prophecy to tlie irruption of the Greeks

into Cilicia in the time of Sennacherib, and on the ground of this

hypotliesis, which has been already proved perfectly untenable,

would determine the date of its composition.

TucH {z. Gen. Einl. p. 95) urges against the genuineness the

common argument, that the author knew of Saul's victory over the

Amalekites, and David's victories over the Moabites and Edom-

ites, but fixes on the time of Solomon for its composition, while

tameet the argument for a later period fi-om the mention of Ashur,

he asks, " Why should it not have been considerable at an

earlier period than when Phul crossed the Euphrates and extended

his power ; why should it not have been known earher to the

Hebrews than when the conquering power of the Assyrians inter-

fered with their relations ?" According to his view Balaam's ex-

pressions appear as a strange mi.vlum et compositum of history

in a prophetic garb, and of real prophecy ; to the former exactly

that is attributed which may be explained most easily from the

anti-superuaturahst point-of-view as prediction ; to the latter, that

which, from the same point-of-view, is least explicable as predic-

tion.

For the defenders of the truth it is consolatory to sec how little

error has the power of consolidating itself, how its abettors evince

their incapacity in little things as well as in great ones, to bring

it into harmony—how the later ones pull down what the earlier

had built up—how, century after centun% they wander about,

sometimes forwards, sometimes backwards, and never fiftd a secure

and abiding place for that which they have wrested from its true

position.

SUPPLEMENTARY REMARKS
ON

MISTAKES IX REFERENCE TO THE MMNA Cp- 338.)

I. Accordinsf to the current view the Israelites not merolv were

supplied with manna during their sojourn in the Sinaitic Penin-

sula, but also in the country beyond Jordan, and even at the

beginning of their residence in Canaan Proper. Thus Vox Rau»

N n
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MER Still maintains, in his workDer Zug der Israeliten aus Ae-

f/l/pteii nach Kanaan (the March of the Israelites from Egypt to

Canaan), Leipz. 1H37, p. 27, that the Israehtes ate manna " till

they came to Eclrei, in the neighbourhood of Damascus, and

when they returned back to the country about Jericho."

But by this assumption the position of the manna is altogether

derano-ed. The country beyond Jordan presented at that time

such abundant supplies of food, that the need of the manna alto-

gether ceased, and yet need had called forth its bestowment. A
continuance of the manna in a cultivated country would have been

iust as if the Israelites, on the banks of the Jordan, had been

supplied with water from the rock. The Israelites would never have

eaten it. They were tired of it in the Desert. For what purpose

bestow a gift, which the receivers could not make use of, and

their disgust at which might be foreseen ? Such a waste of it

would have answered no end but to weaken the gratitude for its

former impartation in a time of need-

Further, that in the case of the manna the supernatural was

founded on the natural, as with the miracles in Egypt, and the

supply of quails, is evident not only in general from the fact that

the manna is even now to be met with in the Sinai tic Peninsula,

but specially from the place and time of the first impartation of the

manna, compared with that of the ordinary kind. As to the

locahty, Von Kaumer finds himself obliged, although he main-

tains an irreconcileable opposition between " the breadfrotn hea-

ven," " tJie angels food," and " the Lamproduct (the manna of

the Coccus mannij)arils'^) of the naturahst," to make the remark,

" It will always be striking that the manna of the Tamarisk is

found exactly in the region of the Sinaitic Peninsula, where the

manna from heaven probably first fell on the camp of the Israel-

ites. From ancient times this was acknowledged. While modern

writers are disposed to see in the Israehtish manna nothing but

the Tamarisk manna, Josephus, on the contrary, says that " even

* " It is foniul in the form of sliiiiing dropa on tlie twigs and brandies (not npou

the leaves) of the Turfa, Taiiiiirix Gallica niaiiinfcra of Khrenburg, from which it

exudes in coiisotiuence of the puncture of nu insect of the coccus kind, Coccus manni-

partix of the same nntunilist," Hohinson's Biblical licscurdirs, vol. i. p. 170, see also

Note xiv.

—

[Tr.]
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now manna falls in that whole district, (eVt 8e koI vvv verai Tra?

iK€ivo<; 6 r6'iro<i), as when God sent it down in answer to the

prayer of Moses." {Ani'iq. Jud. Lib. iii. ca£). i. § 0). The same

view is taken by travellers ; Breidenbach reports, " the bread

from heaven is still found in the vallies around Mount Sinai : it

falls in the morning like dew, and is collected by the Arabs and

Monks." The time also when the Israelites first received the

manna, agrees remarkably with that during Avhich it is most

commonly found, in June and July; compare Seetzen in Von
Kaumer, p. 25. If on these gTounds it is ascertained that the

^ manna had originally a natural foundation, then certainly for

nothing short of the most stringent reasons should we accede to

an opinion by which this connection of the supernatural with the

natural is dissolved, since Canaan produces no manna, and par-

ticularly since the comparison with the signs and wonders in

Egypt, (in all of whicb such a natural foundation existed),

shows that the existence of such a connection must rest on no

shallow grounds. See the statements in the work entitled Acf/i/p-

ten unci die Backer Moses, p. 93. {Ef/t/pt and the Boohs oj'

Moses, by Dr Hengstenberg, transl. by Bobbins, Ac.)

Yet the considerations that have been suggested against the ojji-

nion of the continuance of the supply of manna to the Israelites

till their arrival in Canaan, though unquestionably important,

must be at once given up, if plain and express testimony in favour

of the opinion can be brought from Holy Writ. Such certainly

at first sight apjiears to be contained in one passage. Josh. v. 11,

12, which alone has given rise to the opinion. "And they did

eat of the old corn ofthe land on the morroiv after the Passover,

unleavened cakes and pai^hed corn on the selfsame day. A)id

the manna ceased on the morrow after they had eaten of the

old corn of the land, neither had the children of Israel manna
any more, hut they did eat of thefruit of the land of Canaan
that year." But by the ceasing here may properly be meant

a definitive ceasing—an indication that now the period of man-
na made way definitively for the period of bread, and that the

passage must be so understood, we are led to believe from Josh,

i. 11, " Prepare you victuals, for within three days ye shall

pass over this Jordan"—which is unintelligible, if it be admitted

that the manna followed the Israelites over the Jordan, and that
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they began to eat bread precisely on the day after tbe Passover,

which to admit would be quite absurd. But still more decidedly we

are led to the same result by the passage in Exod. xvi. 35, which

we may with more confidence use as a commentary, since it is

certain that the author of the Book of Joshua alwavs had the

Pentateuch befoi'e his eyes. According to this passage, the Is-

raelites " ate ffianna until they came to a land inhahited, tintil

they came to the borders of the land of Canaany Here " the

inhahited land" i^V^^ V?*?) appears as the natural limit of the

mtinna. Q& thefood of the wilderness, and that by "Canaan"
we can only understand Canaan in a wider sense, including the

country beyond Jordan, is shown by the parallel expression, "the

inhahited land. " The attempt made in the Dissertations on

the Pentateuch, vol. ii., p. 171, to construe the ly, nntil, not

exclusively, in order to favour the common interpretation of the

passage in Joshua, of the incorrectness of which the author was

not then satisfied, is inadmissible, since by the phrase, " ittito the

inhahited land," the ground of the ceasing is indicated, i. e.

till tliey came to the borders of the land of Canaan, where the

manna ceased ; for now " the inhahited land" presented its sup-

pUeSj so that the manna v/as superfluous. Moreover, the manna

is plainly spoken of in this passage, as something already past and

gone.

The latter also is the case in Deut. vii. 2, .S, wliere the manna

and the wilderness appear as inseparably united, and the former

is represented as a temporary relief, which presupposed the hun-

ger of Israel. So also in chap.viii. IG, where the manna is con-

nected with the water from the rock.

It appears therefore certain that the manna did not follow the

Israelites into Canaan. But we must regard it as very probable

that the manna was not granted them beyond the Sinaitic Penin-

sula. The passage in Exod. xvi. 35 is not decisive of its ac-

companying them further. For the fixing here may be properly

understood to be on the whole and in the gross. The last dis-

tinct mention of the manna in Num. xxi. 5, belongs to a time

at which the Israelites were still in the Peninsula of Sinai, to the

west of the Edomitish mountains. But as to the main point,

the passage in Deut. ii. 0, " Ye shall hvy meat of tlieni (the

Kdomites) /b;- money, that ye may rat, and ye shall hiiy uater
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of them for money, that ye may drink," does not sound as if

the manna bad followed the Israelites in their march along the

eastern border of the Edomitish territory. It is implied that the

only choice left for them was between taking and buying . How
irreconcileable this pa^ ^e is with the view, according to which

the manna was continued uninteiTuptedly for forty years, and

accompanied the Israelites even into the land of Canaan, is shown

by the various attempts of its advocates to harmonize the one

with the other, which may be seen in Jo. Gerhard, Comtn. in

Deift. p. 77. Several take the clause interrogatively: Nitm ci-

hinn emetis ah eof

II. According to the commonly received opinion, the manna
(apart from the quails, which were only granted transiently) must

have been, during the whole forty years of the sojourn in the

wilderness, the only food of the Israelites, and consequently im-

parted to them uninterruptedly, and always in equal abundance.

Thus, for instance, Von Eaumer says (p. 20), " The Bible

says that the Israelites, for forty years long, collected the manna
day by day, with the exception of the Sabbath ;" and, p. 27,
*' The Holy Scriptures say that the Israelites collected so much
manna that every one had daily a homer of manna." But on a

nearer examination of tlie passages on which this view is founded,

it appears that they do not support it. The " day by day" is

nowhere to be found. In Exod. xvi. 35, it is only said that the

eating of the manna was carried on through the whole forty years,

by which language interruptions are not excluded. The state-

ment of quantity in Exod. xvi. J refers only to the first time.

Of the quantity afterwards nothing is said, and nothing in this

passage forbids our supposing that it varied according to the va-

riety of the situations and the wants of the Israelites. That the

passnge in Deut. xxix. 5 (0), " Ye have not eaten bread, neither

have ye drunk wine or strong drink, that ye might hiow that I
am Jehovah your God," does not deny the use of natural pro-

visions, but only expresses their absolute insufficiency, has been
long ago remarked by Augustin,* with a reference to Ex. xxxii.

* Quaes/. 51. ;« Dent. : Ilinc apparct tantum vini in suis impedimentis potuissepor-
tnre Israelitas, quando exicnint de jEgypto quod possent cito consuineie. Nam si

omnino nihil sfcuni tTilissnit, unde essetilludde quo dictum pst (Ex. xxxii. 6.) Se-
dit populus mnuducaic ft bibrie ct surrexeruni ludcrc Noii enim hoc de aqua dice-
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0, 18, according to which the Israehtes drank wine at the feast

of the golden calf.

The positive evidence that the Israelites in the wilderness were

not merely dependent on the manna for their sustenance, hut

had other resources at command, we shall first of all adduce from

intimations in the Pentateuch itself. Yitringa* has hrought

proof that the descriptions of the wilderness in such passages as

Deut. viii, 15, " Who led thee through that great mid terrible

wilderness, wherein were Jiery serpents, and scorpions, and
drought, where there was no water ; who brought thee forth

water out of the rock of Jlint ;" Deut. i. 19, " And when we
departedfrom Horeb, we went through all that great and ter-

rible wilderness tvhich ge saw," xxxii. 10, although quite true,

are yet one-sided, from the fact that this wilderness, according to

the accounts of the Pentateuch itself, was the abode of various

tribes, to whom the advantage of the natural resources which it

presented, furnished support—the Ishmaelites according to Gen.

xxi. 22, XXV. iy,t the Amalekites, the Midianites who, as the

history of Moses shows, fed their flocks in the neighbourhood of

Mount Sinai. The same resources which these tribes enjoyed, must

have been at the command of the Israelites. Moreover, the Israel-

ites brought numerous herds and flocks with them out of Egypt

;

compare Ex. xii. 88, xvii. .3, wliich they would not have done if

the wilderness had furnished no sustenance for them. That these

possessions of cattle were still existing in the later times of their

march, such passages will show as Ex. xxxiv. 3, " Neither let

the flocks and herds feed before that Mount," Num. xx. 19,

where Israel says to Edom, " We will go by the highway ; and

if I and my cattle drink of thy water, then will I])ay for
it," cl'c. ; and Num. xxxii. where Reuben and Gad, the tribes who

retur, cum et ipsius Mosis nianifestissiina verba sint, nou fuisse illom vocem princi-

pium belli, sed principium viui. (Ex. xxxii. 18).

In his essay, De dcserto Arahiue Petraeue. Obss. ss. ii. 11*7.

+ In reference to this latter passage, Vitrinoa remaiks : Vult dicere scriptor sacer

Isniaelis posteros implesse prima desertum inter Judaeam et Aegjptum medium ab

Havilrtb (Havilah, ViTRiNGA remarks, hie est nonieii loci illo tempore noti ad austnnu
Canaiiaeae. This is very evident liom 1 Sam. xv. 7) ad Sur ; iude uutem cum iilud

ipsos Jion caporet desertum latins excucurisse in Arabiam illam desertam, quae in

Assyriam tendit.
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probably in Egypt remained most faithful to the nomadic life of

their progenitors, found their suit for assigning to them the land

beyond Jordan on their large possessions of cattle. These herds

must have been a considerable source of support for the Israel-

ites, and districts which fiiraished nourishment for cattle could not

be without productions which were adapted for human food. In

one place at least such productions are expressly mentioned, in

Ex. XV. 17, where we are told that at Elim there were seventy

palm-trees. Lastly, the Israelites brought considerable wealth

from Egypt, and even in the wilderness opportunities were not

wanting for traffic. Therefore, when an opportunity presented

itself for intercourse with other nations, they could procure pro-

visions for money. Therefore it was expressly enjoined them on
their march along the eastern border of Edom, Deut. ii. 6, 7,

" Ye shall buy meat of them, for money that ye may eat; and
ye shall also buy water of them that ye may drink. For Jeho-

vah thy God hath blessed thee in all the wor/cs of thy hands."

MiCHAELis, tit satis tibi sit ad emenda ilia necessaria. What
is here expressly said in reference to the march along the eastern

border (and only for this reason, that there was the temptation of

taking by force instead of purchasing, on this side where the

country was open and exposed), the Israehtes had certainly done

on tlieir march along the strong western- border. Probably for

these reasons the Israelites kept as much as possible in its neigh-

bourhood. The Israelites at least appear to have had their head-

quarters during the whole thirty- eight years of the curse, in the

district of Mount Seir, in the Arabah, and never to have returned

to the neighbourhood of Sinai. Bor in Num. xxxiii. the farthest

of the stations towards the south is on their return from Kadesh

—

Eziongeber, on the northern extremity of the Gulf of Acaba in

ver. 35. Hence when the period of their punishment had nearly

expired, they marched a second time to Kadesh. But by this

they were not excluded from obtaining by their foraging parties

all the remaining productions of the country.* But not only the

* According to Deut. i. 46, it might seem, that tlie liend quartei-s of the Israelites

duriug a considerable pait of the period of their punishment, were in Kadesh itself:

" So ye abode in Kddesh many days, accordini/ to (lie days that ye abode there," But
the " many days" must belong to the time before the divine decree of exclusion from
the promised land, and embrace the time which they had spent at Kadesh, before the
spies were sent out, us well as the forty days employed by the spies. For that the
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Statements of the Pentateuch itself, the accounts also of modem

travellers testify that the Desert of Arabia presented many means

of support to the Israehtes. These accounts have been collected

with much industry by Hug, in his review of Euppel's Tra-

vels in Nubia, Kordofau, and Arabia Petraea, in the fourth

part of the Zeitschrift fur die Geistlichkeit der Erzbisthums

Freiburg. (Journal for the clergy of the Archbishopric of Frei-

burg.) The greatest number of these means are found in the

vicinity of Mount Sinai. " This Mount Sinai," Kaumer remarks,

" where the air is cool and pure, where no pernicious simoom blows,

where fountains flow in abundance, vegetation is luxuriant, where

rich fruits, apricots, and oranges, &c., flourish, and the scene is

animated by game of various kinds—this Mount was suited for a

long sojourn of the Israelites at the time of the giving of the law."

But also the region in which the Israelites encamped during the

longest part of their march, the Arabah, is not even now destitute

of these means of sustenance, " This long flat valley," says Von

Eaumer, p. 7, appears, according to Burckhardt, like a wide

sea of sand, of which the flatness is interrupted by innumerable

drifts of sand and small hills. Yet here and there are found in

it green oases, shrubs, and palm trees, and ruins of decayed places."

But many traces lead us to infer that the resources of the Arabian

Desert were much more abundant than they are now. We will

Israelites mai'ched back after tlie rejection is said plaiuly enough. In Num. xiv. 25

it is said, " To-morrow, turn you, and get you into the wilderness by the way of the

Red Sea," and accordiug to ver. 40, tliey made, on the following morning, an attempt

to penetrate into Canaan, but were driven back and chased to Hoomah, therefore be-

yond Kadesh. Also, Deut. ch. ii. 14 shojjs that there was no sojourn at Kadesb after

the rejection. For, according to this passage, thirty-eight yeai's elapsed between

leaving that place and the passage over the brook Zered. The phrase " many days"

here, and in ch. ii. 1, " and ice compassed M(ntnt Seir many days," accordingly de-

notes periods of very diiferent lengths; in Kadesh the Israelites abode, at the utmost,

half a year; on the other hand, in compassing Mount Seir, they si)eut thirty-eight

years. But this can only appear strange, if we pay no attention to the difiference of

the historical statements in Deuteronomy (in which the history is brought in only as

a foundation for exhortation), from tliose in the Book of Numbers. As little can the

Future with fi/i/coH I', la'im prove that, in ver. 4(5, the stay at Kadesh there mentioned,

followed dh'ectly after the rejection which is spoken of in the preceding verse. Since

the Fut. with Van conv. denotes not merely the sequence of time, but of sense, so the

passage might be explained as it has been by several—" And so ye abode," or we may

suppose that the progi-ess, as is often the case, lies not in the first Future with Van.

conv., but in both taken together ; " and after ye abode in Kadesh many days, we

turned and took our journey " &.c.
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only adduce a few facts which Ruppel has brought forward on this

subject. " In most vallies," we read, p. 190, " are found some

thick-stemmed acacia trees, which once must have been far more

frequent, but which are daily diminishing on account of the traffic

of the Arabians in chai-coal." Further, p. 201, " The gradual

destruction of trees in the mountain valUes, has certainly con-

tributed very much to the desolation of the country." He

makes the same remark respecting Wady Firan, Wady Tor, and

Hegibel, " The few date trees which are found there could, with

httle trouble, be very much increased, not only here, but also in

the vicinity of most fountains, which would furnish the inhabi-

tants with abundant and wholesome nourishment." In p. 256, of

Wady Salaka, he says, " Only a few scattered naka trees are

found here. Their strength and beautiful growth ai'e a pledge

that with some industry tliis valley also might be profitable ;
to all

appearance all these vallies were once well wooded."

But thus much is certain; let all the natural resources be

brought into account which the wilderness presents, and to this

add that in that cUmate the need of food is proportionably vei7

small ;
(compare Burckhardt on the little sustenance required by

the Arabs ;)
yet there must have been times and places m which the

maintenance of such an immense multitude of men necessarily re-

quired extraordinary chvine aid, if the people were not to perish.

That the narrative records such aid, does not take fi:om it the

character of credibility, but rather estabhshes it, especially since

what is extraordinary here, as in the wonders and signs in Egypt

is closely connected with the ordinary. If in some passages the ex-

traordinai-y alone is brought foi-ward, it must be for a reason which

VoN Raumer, for instance, has neglected to consider—that con-

formably to the aim of the author who wrote primai'ily not for

curiosity, but for faith, the natm'al must retire into the back

ground,' and can only be shghtly adverted to. Philosophical en-

quiry may not strive (while allowing their just claim to the inti-

mations of the Pentateuch, of which the existence withstands every

charge of intentional deception, or of a fabulous quaUty) to ren-

der prominent those points which are comparatively unimportant

to a behever.

THE END.
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